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AT THE TIME, THIS TWO WAR STRATEGY SEEMED TO BE A USEFUL 

WAY TO SIMPLIFY OUR MILITARY PLANNING IN THE COMPLICATED, 

UNCERTAIN, FRACTURING POST-COLD WAR WORLD. IT HELPED US 

TO DECIDE THE SIZE OF OUR FORCES, AND FIGURE OUT WHERE 

THEY SHOULD GO, HOW THEY SHOULD BE ORGANIZED, HOW THEY 

SHOULD BE EQUIPPED. 

BUT A FUNNY THING HAPPENED, AS WE LEFT THE COLD WAR 

WORLD, IT BECAME CLEAR THAT THE EMERGING WORLD DID NOT 

EVEN BEGIN TO RESEMBLE THE WORLD WE EXPECTED - AND 

AROUND WHICH AMERICA HAD DESIGNED THIS TWO WAR 

STRATEGY. 

RATHER THAN MOTIVATING US TO TRANSFORM OUR FORCES FOR 

THE NEW CHALLENGES OF THE NEW CENTURY, THE TWO-WAR 

STRATEGY BECAME AN EXCUSE FOR MAINTAINING OUR COLD WAR 

LEGACY FORCES. 

RATHER THAN ENCOURAGING A NEW CULTURE OF BOLD THINKC\G, 

IT ENCOURAGED A CULTURE OF CAUTION. IT ALLOWED MILITARY 

PLANNERS TO KEEP FOCUSING ON FAMILIAR THREATS -AND NOT 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 

GIVING ADEQUATE ATTENTION TO THE UNEXPECTED AND 

INCREASINGLY LIKELY THREATS OF THE FUTURE. IT BECAME AN 

EXCUSE FOR NOT TRANSFORMING TO MEET THOSE THREATS. 

WE PREPARED OUR FORCES FOR TWO BIG WARS WITH IRAQ AND 

NORTH KOREA - AND THEN WE DEPLOYED THEM FOR MISSIONS TO 

HAITI, SOMALIA, BOSNIA AND KOSOVO, AND TO POLICE THE SKIES 

OVER NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN IRAQ. 

THE RESULT WAS A DECLINE IN THE READINESS OF OUR REMAINING 

FORCES, WITH SOME UNITS REPORTING "UNFIT FOR COMBAT' FOR 

THE FIRST TIME IN YEARS. 

THAT'S WHY, AS WE ENTER THE 21ST CENTURY, WE NEED TO BE 

PREPARED TO DO MORE THAN DEFEND OUR ALLIES AGAINST IRAQ 

AND NORTH KOREA. 

WE NEED TO BE READY TO: 

1:} p'fl!L f_r~~, \ ~o 

DEFEND NOT JUST SOUTH KOREA AND JAPAN, BUT ALL U.~ 

FRIENDS AND ALLIES TN ASTA. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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• MEET OUR COMMITMENTS TO NATO, AND PARTICIPATE IN 

EXISTING - AND FUTURE - COALITION OPERATIONS AROUND 

THE WORLD. 

DEFEND OUR TERRITORY -AND THAT OF OUR ALLIES -FROM 

AGRESSION AND COERSION. 

• ORGANIZE OUR FORCES INTO SMALLER, "MODULAR" UNITS, 

WHICH CAN FIGHT EITHER INDIVIDUALLY OR TOGETHER. 

• BALANCE OUR INVESTMENTS TO LOWER THE RISK FROM THE 

MOST OBVTOUS THREATS, BUT ALSO TO MITIGATE THE LIKELY 

RISK THAT WE WILL BE SURPRISED BY AN UNEXPECTED 

ADVERSARY WIELDING AN UNANTICIPATED CAPABILITY AND 

STRIKING AT AN UNTHOUGHT OF AND UNPROTECTED 

VULNERABILITY. 

IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD, WE NEED A MILITARY FORCE THAT IS 

ABLE TO PROVIDE THE PRESIDENT WITH A WIDER RANGE OF 

OPTIONS -NOT ONLY FOR MAJOR WAR, BUT FOR DEALING WITH 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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THREATS IN THE PRE-CRISIS PERIOD AND CONTINGENCIES SHORT OF 

MAJOR WAR. 
.. 

~ _Q,it" } \~ tft ~ 
~ j"\b t 

WE SHOULD jHIFr T OF OUR E~FORTS FROM MASSIVE, 
(( ~9-., i<I V1tki,v: Q}-

HEAVY FORCE PACKAGES~ PURPos77 TO DEFEAT AND 

OCCUPY TWO ADVERSARIES, AND BUILD NEW CAPABILITIES THAT 

ENHANCE DISSUASION IN THE PRE-CRISIS PERIOD, REPEL ATTACKS 

EARLIER AND WITH FAR GREATER EFFECT, AND ENSURE OUR 

OPTIONS TO MORE SWIFTLY DEFEAT ON OUR TERMS A WIDER 

RANGE OF ADVERSARIES. 

WE SHOULD SHIFT FROM A STRATEGY THAT EMPHASIZES MASSIVE 

DEPLOYMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES TOWARD A CONCEPT OF 

IMMEDIATE DEFENSE FORWARD AND THE RAPID DEPLOYMENT OF 

NECESSARY REINFORCING FORCES TO AREAS OF CONCERN AROUND 

THE WORLD, CAPABLE OF RAPID DOMINANCE, 

THERE ARE MANY APPROACHES WE COULD TAKE TO ORGANIZING 

OUR FORCES FOR THIS STRATEGY. ABSOLUTELY FUNDAMENTAL, 

HOWEVER, TS THE REQUIREMENT THAT OUR FORCES TRAIN 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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TOGETHER AND OPERA TE TOGETHER IN PEACETIME - SO THAT 

THEY ARE READY TO FIGHT TOGETHER IN WAR TIME. 

te5} 'J ;(\ j_s,-1 :! h, u JC<CI /kJ .:)-
. WE SHOULD ESTABLISH kT ANDING JOINT TASK FORCES TO 

[1 1./ 1 lj /1 ' 
' ./1 ENHANCE THE ABILITY OF OUR FORCES TO OPERATE TOGETHER. '/I wW -

THESE ST ANDING JOINT TASK FORCES SHOULD BE ABLE TO 

CONDUCT TOGETHER A WIDER RANGE OF MISSIONS THAN TODAY. 

THEY ALSO SHOULD ALSO BE MORE MODULAR AND TASK 

ORGANIZED. A JOINT TASK FORCE FOR A CONTINGENCY LIKE 

KOSOVO WILL REQUIRE A VERY DIFFERENT FORCE THAN ONE 

DESIGNED FOR A WAR ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA, OR DEFENSE OF 

THE UNITED ST A TES. 

STATE OF THE MILITARY 

~·· l 
_j_ ~- \ r' [Cl'~ 

MR. CHA[:;:N, ,g:;W"""E....,HrrA"T"lv;~A VISION OF THE FUTURE FORCE~ 

~ KNOW WHAT WE NEED TO DO TO BUILD IT. THE 

QUESTION IS: HOW DO WE GET THERE FROM HERE? 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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THE ANSWER, RIGHT NOW, IS THAT WE CAN'T. SO LONG AS OUR 

ARMED FORCES ARE STRUGGLING TO MEET NEAR-TERM THREATS 

AND EXISTING COMMITMENTS, THEY CAN'T TRANSFORM FOR THE 

C ... -~ ... ~- of ··fe IN'." 
C,f\ ' ' ' ,-. . ., \ 

. 

FUTURE. 

C.....jt=--

MR. CHAIRMAN, OUR ARMED FORCESfl IN BAD SHAPE. OVER THE 

PAST DECADE, DEFENSE SPENDING WAS SLASHED IN A.MISGUIDED 

SEARCH FOR A "PEACE DIVIDEND," WHILE AT THE SAME TIME OUR 

MEN AND WOMEN IN UNIFORM HA VE ASKED TO DO MORE AND 

MORE - AND TO DO IT WITH LESS AND LESS. (_ l. 'vv..11 I ? ) 

WE ARE NOW PAYING THE PRICE FOR THAT APPROACH. LET ME 

TELL YOU IN STARK TERMS WHERE WE ARE: 

• THE DEDICATED MEN AND WOMEN OF OUR ARMED FORCES 

ARE CONDUCTING EVER INCREASING DEPLOYMENTS AROUND 

THE WORLD - AND DOING SO WITH WORN OUT EQUIPMENT, 

MANY LIVE IN INADEQUATE HOUSING AND RECEIVE PAY AND 

BENEFITS THAT LAG FAR BEHIND THEIR COUNTERPARTS IN 

THE PRIVATE SECTOR, 
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THEY APPROACH THE END OF EACH FISCAL YEAR UNCERTAIN 

WHETHER OR NOT THEIR SERVICE WILL RUN OUT OF MONEY. 

• THEY WATCH MANY OF THE BEST OFFICERS AND ENLISTED 

PERSONNEL LEA VE THE SERVICE. 

• NOT SURPRISINGL(1 !E ARE HAVING TROUBLE RECRUITING 
-,--vc· V'ic.adeJ 

AND RETAININ~ PEOP:!rIN THE ARMED FORCES. 

\Orv i U' I -\JV 
• THE ~ENT HAS ALSO FAILED TO PROCURE EQUIPMENT 

AT SUFFICIENT LEVELS TO SUSTAIN THE FORCE - RESULTING 

IN AN AGING FORCE THAT DRIVES UP MAINTENANCE AND 

SUSTAINMENT COSTS AND REDUCES FUNDING AVAILABLE 

FOR TRANSFORMATION. 

• OUR FACILITIES HAVE BEEN NEGLECTED, I'VE BEEN TOLD 

THAT ON AVERAGE IT WOULD TAKE 150 YEARS TO 

RECAPITALIZE OUR BUILDINGS! 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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• AND OUR SCIENCE AND TECH-NOLOGY BASE CONTINUES TO 

SHRINK BECAUSE IT IS POORLY FUNDED. 

MR. CHAIRMAN, A DECADE OF SLASHED BUDGETS, PROLIFERATING 

DEPLOYMENTS AND AGING EQUIPMENT HAS RESULTED IN THE 

EROSION OF MORALE AND READINESS TN THE FORCE. 

THIS HAS PUT AN ENORMOUS STRAIN ON OUR ABILITY TO MEET 

CURRENT THREATS, MUCH LESS PREPARE FOR THE THREATS OF THE 

FUTURE. 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? WE HA VE THREE CHOICES: 

SECOND, WE CAN TRY THE "BAND AID" APPROACH, PATCHING 

UP OUR CURRENT FORCES AS BEST WE CAN, AND HOPING 

THAT NEW AND UNEXPECTED THREATS DO NOT JUMP OUT TO 

SURPRISE US; 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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• OR, THIRD, WE CAN ~-.:~~,!~VESTMENTS NECESSARY 

BOTH TO STOP THE Af~O~lb\OtUNG, AND TO BEGIN 

TRANSFORMING FOR THE 2 1 ST CENTURY . 

.MR. CHAIRMA;N, Y:OU KNQW 'i\ijielffi I STAND. I WANT TO WORK 

~R WITH YOU AND THE MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE TO 

TRANSFORM THE UNITED STATES MILITARY TO MEET THE SECURITY 

CH ALL~NGE~ OF rnE 21 ST .. £1':_N:URY ~ 1lvt1 11 1,1., ~ J, "l: M ~ · 
~ i I VV J-.&L G",,.., :}.,_ i, {):;r ~;)"-.:... f;)Jk) ) 

BUT AS YOU HAVE OFTEN SAID, MR. CHAIRMAN, "A PRESIDENT 

PROPOSES, BUT CONGRESS DISPOSES." TN THE END, THE CHOICE TS 

YOURS, THAT IS WHY IT IS SO IMPORTANT THAT WE WORK 

TOGETHER TO MAKE THE RIGHT DECISIONS. 

OUR TASK IS URGENT. A WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY IS OPEN TO US. 

BUT THE WORLD IS CHANGING RAPIDLY, AND UNLESS WE CHANGE 

lrvl11 

WITH IT, WE~FIND OURSELVES FACING NEW AND DAUNTING 
VJ) 

THREATS WE DID NOT EXPECT AND AB.6 ~ PREPARED TO MEET. 

DURING THE CIVIL WAR, A UNION GENERAL NAMED JOHN 

SEDGEWTCK STOOD SURVEYING HTS CONFEDERATE ADVERSARY 
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ACROSS THE BATTLEFIELD. COFIDENT OF HIS SUPERIOR POSITION, 

HE TURNED TO AN AIDE AND SAID "THEY COULDN'T HIT AN 

ELEPHAND AT THIS DISTANCE." 

A MOMENT LATER, A SHARPSHOOTER'S BULLET STRUCK HIM 

UNDER HIS LEFT EYE, KILLING HIM INSTANTLY. 

le1-~~ >'-1~ ·-~-~k 
MR. CHAIRMAN, COMPLACENCY KILLS. LET'S NOT ffif.D UP LIKE 

Of- GENERAL SEDGEWICK. 

THANK YOU~· 

## 
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CLOSE HOLD 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ) /._ .. 

SUBJECT: Procedure for Presidential Talking Points 

May 4, 2001 7:34 PM 

As I mentioned to you, I was hopeful that, after completing the training for the 
first two Nigerian battalions and the Ghana and Senegal battalions for SietTa 
Leone, we could avoid having to do three more battalions in Nigeria. 

As I began the process to try to get us out of that arrangement established in the 
ptior Administration, I ran into the fact that someone had prepared talking points 
for the President's conversation with the president of Nigeria, wherein he, in 
effect, made a commitment to fulfill the prior Administration's arrangement to 
train three more battalions. 

When things involve the Defense establishment, it could be helpful to have the 
talking points run by DoD before being given to the President, so that once we get 
our people onboard we can off er our views with respect to them before the boss 
makes commitments. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050401-39 
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VIA FACSIMILE 

r)(6) 

TO: Ambassador Tom Miller 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Invitation to Visit· Bosnia 

May 7, 2001 2:15 PM 

I am afraid I am not going to be able to get to Bosnia on this stop, but thanks for 
the thought. 

Regards. 

DHR:dh 
050701-26 
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·o· \. 

TO: 

FAX No.: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

FAX COVER 
OFFICE OF THE AMBASSADOR 

AMERICAN EMBASSY 
ALIPASINA 43 

S»R»IFlZO BOrNIA-HERZEGOYINA 
DX: .... l<b_)(-6) _______ / TEL: .... l<b_)(-6) ____ _ 

SECRETARY DONALD RtJMSl'ELD 
l<b)(6) 

Ambassador Thomas J. Mil1er 

May 7, 2001 

REF: DOD Cable DTG 011550ZA01 

Dean Don: 

I sea from a recent cable that you 1 re planning a trip 
through Greece, Turkey, and other Bw:opean points from 
June 3-9. I wonder if you could stop by here during that 
trip. Even a half-&y would be useful fora quick meeting 
with the Bo•nian leadership and SFOR. 

If~. is possible, we•il do whatever i• nece•.sazy to 
accommodate you~ ochedulr and timing. 

Thanks again for the lunch you gave me. It was great 
arming you. 

All the best --

11-L-0659/0SD/3691 
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TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Testimony 

May 14, 200111:32 AM 

Here is a piece of paper that might be useful for some structure for the testimony. 

Attach. 
"Briefing Organization" 

DHR:dh 
051401-J:'i 
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!BRIEFING ORGANIZA'IIONI 

Characterization ofrhe 2131 century securirv environment 

),a, Unpredictable threats no longer permit optimization of defense posture against a 
specific threat. Adversaries may emerge rapidly able to field advanced capabilities 
with little or no warning. 

),> Liberalization of trade and
1
universal access to advanced technology - the enablers of 

advanced military capabili'ty - makes it possible for adversaries as well as allies to 
obtain highly effective and lethal military capabilitiej,. /. ~c rae 

~ E ~ 11 .. ~ "')"°~t-tA ~ 1-s, ; L<. -tv+k.:, i:~ He:-<--·,- -1<.e.. '~ ,ep.~ t:: t ,~/\,Q 
The US cannot 'engage the 2J31 century security environmem ,vith Cold War legacy ~~< {..,, ) 
systemsa.lol\e.. . r ~ , 

~ . 

~ Legacy systems, the infrastructure that supports them, and the personnel who operate 
them are iQ far worse condition than previously thoughtJu.n", ·tk. ~/('.) · 

~ US armed forces - strategic and &;._neral purpose forces - must be transformed to 
engage 21 51 century threats. , f:-c,~ l r \t' .. • --

To engage 2r1 centurv threats. new capabilities are needed. 

> Strategic forces, offense and defense must be able to dissuade potential adversaries 
from seeking to threaten US interest in crucial areas, especially WMD/long-range 
delivery. 

» High-tech genera! purpose forces able to engage an adversary quickly and decisively. 

> Because we cannot forecast what threats will emerge, or when the will do so, we need 
new intelligence capabilities well beyond those required during the Cold War when 
the adversary was well-understood and predictable. 

Resources 

» R~sources need to reflect the fact that threats to US intere~!S are likely to J:x< an 
e:JL~ng characteristic of the first quarter of the 21st century. fJ. \l -b~ ~, ~,l,cr-. 

» Detense investment is measured against an ability to dissuade potenti.al adversaries ~~ 
from posing types of threats that pose a mortal danger to the US and its interests re(~· 
abroad - WMD/long range delivery and high-tech general purpose forces. O} ~ l. 

» Other types of threats are inevitable, but are more likely to yield to other measures, v-,/ P.:>\ft-/ 
e.g. counter terrorism. {JI I) I, d- ?es><-/e.,J rieJw., ~~ ~ /It'// Ju~~ ~· 
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May 14, 200110:35 AM 

TO: Pete Aldridge 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ')fl 
SUBJECT: Central Support Management 

Here is the Central Support Management briefing from Arnold Punaro. Do you 
think you and the Service Secretaries ought to get briefed on that by him? He does 
agoodjob. 

Attach. 
12/24/97 Brief, "Streamlining Central Support Management" 

DHR:dh 
051401-24 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT /PRE-DECISIONAL 

Streamlining Central 
support Management 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONJ\L 
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' PRELIMINARY DRAFT /PRE-DECISIONAL 

Key Steps Already Taken in Defense 
Reform Initiative 

• Consolidation of three agencies/activities in the Threat 
Reduction and Treaty Compliance Agency 

• Commitment to negotiate performance contracts with defense 
agency heads 

• Establishment of Defense Management Council to serve as the 
board of directors for defense agencies 

• Identification of commercial functions to be competed under the 
A-76 process 

• Consolidation, restructuring, and regionalizing of many support . 
agencies 

TF recommends building on this momentum: This briefing presents 
some ideas for the DMC to use in moving ahead 

. PREUMIN/\RY DRAFT /PRE-DECISIONAL. 
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Outline 

P .. 91!.J. Df1f_ense_bgencies: 

1 . Scope of the challenge 

2. Defense agencies are big businesses ... and shou 
managed that way 

3. Restructuring and reengineering are long term ef1 
must begin now 

4. Consolidation into fewer, leaner 0 rganizaticc,s we 
facilitate the DMC's task 

5. Focus on core competencies 
6. Reengineering the Defense Working Capital Fun 

Part II. Other Ideas: 

- Ideas for future DMC development 
- Promoting the revolution in business affairs 

PREUIVIIN/\RV DRAFT/PRE~OECIS[ONAL 
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PA
' R"T ·1 D f A . PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL ____ __; __ Q._Q_nse _f19nc1~.§ 

(1) Scope of the Challenge 

If DoD infrastructure were a separate 
country, it would rank 39th in GDP 

..... - •• w ••••• ~~··- ::- ... ·~-,...,.·-:··.~···-~ 

RANK . COUNTRY GDP ($, B) J 
., 

: #-· -- ·-·.. ·- . ·-· -· -·-- ___ ;.,......:.:...:. .. --·- ~~·-· -- --· 2. 

Sweden 163 

Switzerland 148 

Austria 139 

Portugal 107 

Denmark 103 

1995 National Data 

But it is run, not 
forces, b1 

bureaucrath 

• PPBS & FYDP 

•· Acquisition DABs~ 

• DoD Instructions, 

• Audits/lnvestigati< 
Oversight 

PR ELIMINI\RY ORJ\.FT /PRE-DECISIONAL 
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(1) Scope of the Challenge 
lr1frastructL1re Co11surnes Half c)f OolJ 1

t; Re:301,,1rc~€9f3 

P~rsonncl in 

l llnu s :111 d s 

Personnel 
(Total: AC, RC, Civ) 

Dollars 
(Total: AC, RC·, Civ) 

. . , { 

13ut manv,,of .these forces are SUQQOrt forces.,not combat forces .. so tooth-to:-tail ratio. is even 
: lp\AJer. F.ur~ne(. large elements of cpmbat support agencies are. now in'. f o·rce category. 

; l;lecomJ~n&Jtion: To b~tr;;Jo~t;fisUPP6~,-~~;,;,-0;0·;;;61i-; ___ -· .. -•. -...• ---• .: · 
. ::·./ ·;:\~·.;· .. .-: : .. :· ::· .:<:.fi:.'.....i~·:;/·:·.:·.;·./, ·.: .: . . ·. . . . .. :< <:·. <·.< ·. .. . . ·. . . ,.:: ···:·~·... . .· : . . ; .. ~: · ). · ... , · 1';. < 
1

• • •• :;·::-.·: • '.:.f\l-/i::()::, · .. ·_ ·. review Ille a/location between infrastrupture.: aiid forces· .. lo ensure 
' : ;\,:: -· i -thatthe lOrCes category inctudes on1y8ctMtiJs th8tare truly torces 

• 1 ·, 

<'\: . split the. fotces category between cofnbat and support 
PRELIMINJ\UY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PREUMI MA.RY DRAFT /PR E-Dl:CI SIO NAL 

9 Division-Equivalents Worth c 

Medical Personnel 

EXAMPLES 

Division of Doctors 

Division of Nurses 

2 Regiments of Dentists 

3 Regiments of Bio-medical Tech's 

Regiment of Administrators 
. . . . . 

3 Battalions of Veternarians · 
.. ' 

13, 1 ~ 

1 ~,8~ 

6~80 

9,08 
: 

46 J 

·.·. >'214 
. ·. . . ' 

3 

2 

NOTE: 1 division-equivalent -15,000 personnel; 1 regiment-equivalent -3 
1 battalion-equivalent -800 

Plus 5+ more division-equivalents of other medical person1 

PRELIMINARY DRJ\FT/Pr.E-DECJSIOl\l/\l. 
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32 Division-Equivalents* of Support 
Personnel 

Area Personnel Division Equivalents 

Auditors, Inspectors, Investigators 16,000 

Medical 130,000 

Logistics and Supply 200,000 

Transportation 80,000 

Intelligence 70,000 

* 1 division-equivalent -15,000 personnet. 

PRELIMINJ\RY DAAFT/PHE-DECISIONAL 
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(1) Scope of the Challenge 
Mosl i11frastructure (77%) i.s in t1~1e rr1ilitary dej 

Infrastructure 
Category 

D 
Recommendation: An effective infrastructure reduction E 

must include the military departments 
PRELIMINARY DAAFf /PRE-DECISIONAL 
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(1) Scope of the Challenge 
Fi1ndamental Problen1: DAs/FAs are r1ot being ma 

efficient businesses or recognized as overht 
Causes: 

• Limited application of best business practices 
=> business-related defense agencies/field activities are not 

perceived as businesses 

=> few meaningful performance management systems 

=> continued operation of non-core-competency activities 

• Passive OSD supervision combined with ownership 
behavior 

=> Failure to recognize as fiscal drag on warfighting readiness 

6age 

ham 
effici 

supp1 
ur 

=> low-priority of supervisory duty: uso·s and ASD's often too busy 

=> strong advocacy/protection of subordinates 

• DWCF accounting rules inhibit rational business 
decisionmaking 

=> inclusion of mobilization costs in rates for goods and services 

=> services feel unfairly overcharged 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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(2) Defense Agencies are Big Busin~ 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 ·, 

6 
.. 

7 ;• .. 

8 
9 
10 

1997 Data; agency budgets 
include DWCF funds. 

.. 

Contractors (Rank)/Defense Agencies 

DLA 
Lockheed Martin Corp. ( 1) 

McDonnell Douglas Corp. (2) 
Defense Health * 

DeCA ... ·. 
·. ·.: 

·. ·01SA 
;:· .... . · .. ,.·· .. 

, .· ... 

BMDO 
,; . ... :·.·· 

.. 

Northrop Grumman Corp. (3) 
Raytheon Co. (4) 

DoDCon 
Bud 

' 1 ! 
i 

1 
• 

·.·,· i 1 .. . . 
: 

·,. 

' .1 
l .... .. i . 

.·{· ... 
. 

. ... ,:.: 
J·.· ..... ' 

.. : 
. . · .. : 

*DHP programmed portion , 
service medical funding tha 

Six of the 1 O top defense contractors arE 
defense agencies 

PHELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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(2) Defense Agencies are Big Businesses ... So 
Treat them as Businesses ... and as Overhead 

Present System 

- DAs treated as "free good" 
to services 

- Military leadership of largely 
business entities 

- Many narrowly focused 
agencies 

- Little emphasis on achieving 
pertormance goals 

- Conflicted OSD supervision 

New System 
- Shift burden of proof onto DAs to justify 

diverting resources from warfighting 
forces 

- Professional business managers of 
largely business entities with military 
deputies 

- Infusion of best business practices 

- Fewer, broadly functional groupings 
turned into major DoD subsidiaries 

- Ambitious goals for systemic changes, 
outsourcing, customer orientation, and 
performance mgmt 

- Coherent, high-level oversight by Deputy 
Secretary 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(2) Defense Agencies are Big Businesses ... What 
is Retained Needs a Steady Infusion of Best 

Business Practices 
Recommendati·on.: 
• Create a Defense Business Board 

Purpose of Board: 
• To support Defense Management Council by (1) providing 

insights on world-class business practices, and (2) acting as a 
"sounding board" for management initiatives 

Membership of Board 
• Board membership should ... 

- have extensive business expertise and experience, especially in 
reducing overhead 

- be recruited from non-defense sector 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT /Pl1E-DEC1SIONAL 

(3) Restructuring and Reengineering are 
Long-term Efforts 

Step I-A 

Consolidation and 
Strategic Direction 

• Group "like" 
functions together 

• Recruit professional 
managers 

• Identify key 
internal and 
external issues 

• Create a vision for 
the future 

• Eliminate 
redundancies 

• Clarify supervisory 
relationships 

Step 1-B 

Focus on Core 
Competencies 

• Eliminate 
• Outsource 
• Privatize 
• Divest 
• Co-opwith 

other agencies 

Business experiences provide 
potential roadn1ap for DMC 

Step II 

' Reengineering 

• Analyze and 
improve processes 

• Benchmark best 
practices 

• Establish 
performance 
measures 

• Develop "change 
management'' plan 

• Train workforce in 
core competency 
skills 

Step III 

Support and 
Implement Change 

• Standardize policies 
• Ensure systems and 

data compatibility 

• Align rewards with 
performance 

. Promote information 
sharing 

• Acquire enabling 
technology 

Lesson from 
business -- Don't be 
afraid to be arbitrary 

in order to hold 

Step IV 

Sustain 

• Monitor and 
evaluate 

• Benchmark and 
improve 
continuously 

• Prepare communication 
Ian 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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Iii. 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(3) Restructuring and Reengineering: 
Illustrative Business Timelines 

"r -, r 
~~ ~ r 

Step I-A Step 1-B Step II Step III 

Consolidation and Focus on Core Support and 
Strategic Direction Competencies Reengineering Implement Change 

~ Iii. ~ 
Iii. ~ \.. ~\.. 

GE 10 years .... 
Allied Signal 5 years ... 
Boeing s years 
Toyota 5 years ... Citibank 3 years 

-:. Ford 4 years 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(4) Consolidation into Fewer, Leaner Orga 

The number of defense agencies and field act 
has outstripped current management arrangeri 

30-==========------~=========== 

• 1/) 

"° 

25 

u.. 20 ------------------
-0 
C 
cu 

~ 
0 
o 15 -

j 
E 
::::, 

z 
ci 10 
0 
J-

As number ilcreases, 
\ SECDEF span-of-control 

becoming too broad. 
Oversight assigned to 

OSD PSAs, but no staff 
added. 

.. -· ...... ----7--~-. -·· 
_/ 

,I> • • • • ~ . ,,-....... -......... s'=--~~-J.---~::..__ _______________ --c11i 

cootinu 
increase. 

seeks infra 

,. .. :/ 
0~ ~lill,lfiiiiiiiiiiiiir™F·,...........-.-·- -.- I 

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 

•Jnctudes OHP 
andDoDIG 

Yea, 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT /PRE-DECISIONAL 

(4) Consolidation: Necessary for Moving to the 
Next Level of Efficiency 

·, · Past ·· ·· 
Q9n~blidc1!i!19 sU~~ort in( 

•.. -. c~htral orij~~n'iiatJons. has . · .. 
•: .. : pro.v.e..n lafQely su.·¢cessful .. ~ ·.· 
'J9kA. DGM9, et~.) ii < ·.· ..... · 

: __ : ·· ·.· . ·.· ; ; Present . . 
·1mplicatiori$)5f growth in size, 

. number of :o.A s & FA s largely 
.· unrec6.gnii'?P: 

1997: 
26 DAs/FAs 
165,000 employees 
$36 billion 

> QqrrEiht rn~rJ.c1gE)m~mt structure 
•. outstriPpect'': .. · , .·, · f'=. =~-----:--,. ~----·--------

1st Step Toward:s the Future 
; !· .·. 

Achiev.ing majo( e.C§n6rnies 
demapds new W.~Y§:of doing 
business . ; . ) ;>: :· 

~ ................................................... 16 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(4) Consolidation: Use Existing Ag 
as Base 

Advantages 

• Allows opportunity to reengineer across wider 
of activity 

• Provides closer oversight of previously i~depe 
fragmented activities 

• Provides faster, less 9ostly implementation 

• Less ·disruptive of ongoing services and will nc 
a new bureaucracy 

• Candidates exist to serve as core of new DoD 
subsidiaries 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT /PRE~DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(4) Consolidation: Illustrative Functional 
Groupings 

Defense Health Agency/ Intelligence Personnel 
Acquisition Command Agency Agency 

lease 
. DLA TRICARE DIA WHS 

Incorporated BMDO* OCHAMPUS NSA DoDEA 
Defense DCAA DMPA NIMA HRFA 
Agencies DISA DIS 
and Field DSAA 
Activities 
Other DTIC USUHS NAO DEOMI 
Incorporated DMEA DARO 
Activities JLSC 

Defense Suppor 
Project Office 

DAU 
DSMC 

4 others 

*If not devolved to ARPA and Services 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT /PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(4) Consolidation: .. Illustrative Transformation Action -
DLA into Defense Acquisition Support Agency (DASA) 

DCAA (4,700) DISA (9,600) 

DSAA ( 160) J LSC (138) 

DAU 

DMEA 

DSMC 

DJIC 

* After incorporation and 
divestment. 

LCIIO 

BPRC 

** Includes reductions directed in 
Reform Initiative but not yet 
identified. 

Personnel numbers are illustrative. 

(End FV97 Personnel Levels) 

·. :: ..... ; , ,_ .. HQ.Consolidation . 

.. , · • Privatization ·· I Billets 
-· .·•· ... :.lllllllilllllllillllllli _______ . ... privatized 

.,. DARO (33} 
COOP (20) 
DHRA(713) 

114+ (15% of .... 
HO staff) 

DTIC (376) 
Stockpile Mgmt (275) 

.,.. DPS (1,860) 
Others(?) 

' Reengineering in 
DASA ( N46,057) I business has produced 

----------.. savings of 25% or more. 19 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(5) Focus on Core Competencies 
Privatize (Get DoD out of hands-on management) 

DeCA > Develop plans now to privatize these activities 
DoDEA 
AFIS - Non-policy support 
[DPS], [DAMS] - Privatize 

[DTIC1 -Privatize/move to NTIC (DOE) 

Outsource 

DF AS - Retired pay 

DISA - Commercial activities 

DLA .. Commercial activities 

Devolve to Others 

BMDO - NMD to ARPA, TMD to Services 

DPMO - to Army 

Merge to0SD 

DLSA - to General Counsel 

OEA-to USD(A&T) 
AFIS policy support .. to ASD(PA) 

PBELIMINI\RY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL· 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(5) Consolidation: New Supervis 
Assignments 

Defense 
Management 

Council 

Defense Business 
Board 

Board of Dh-ectors 
for all defonsc 

Deputy S~cretary of 
Defense··•.·.· 

. . . 

· .: us~ (A&T) .· USO (Comp~roUer) 

: .. . . . ··, .. 

: :.: DARPA ·• · .. ·' .... . . ,• .. •. 
· DFAS 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT /PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

(6) Reengineering DWCF: Conflicting Objectives 

DWCF has multiple, conflicting objectives 

<:>bjective _. 

Cost visibility 

.. 
. . ; ~ ,. 

2 .; .. · Efficient market 
. ?:lf:' .. ; _:. 

•. ( .. ' . 1 

Purpose __ , .· Pricing :implication 
: '.'· . . ! .·. --'<'' _.·: . f 

Show decisionmakers al I costs 

Encourage competition 
between DWCF and 
commercial sources 

Full costs, including 
sunk and fixed 

Marginal costs only 

\t<·3 .... _· ' Stabilize defense Prevent program instability 
;, __ . .-: _.· prooram Constant prices 

_ '.'. :4.: . Indirect financing 
Finance other defense costs 
when Conaress is reluctant 

Some "profit" required 

These conflicts undercut D WCF effectiveness 

TF Recommendation: DWCF should concentrate on 
objectives (1) and (2) 

PRELIMINJUlV DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE··DECISIONJ\L 

Illustrative Benefits: Business Experience 

l~i11if 111,~t:f t .. r}; (· .. ------•- Alli11d Signal -~!~~:~~~~~nsolidating 14 Data 

Lockheed and Martin Marietta - merged two 
equivalent-sized company HQs; 

.:··., ... ·. 

saved 45% 

20°/o savings and allows a focus on core 

competencies 

Boeing -reduced unit costs by 25o/o 
-reduced cycle time by 50°/o 

Allied Signal -operational savings of $17M 

·----------~ per year 

Lockheed-Martin - saved $2.6 billion; 
eliminated 5600 positions 

Mercedez-Benz -reduced product design-
to-market time by 2 years. 23 
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PART II: Other Ideas PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Unfinished Business 

• Reengineer audit function 

• Restructure criminal investigative organizatiot 

• Merge cables operarons -- OSD and JS 

• Examine further reductions to management r 
- Merge service secretariats and military headquarte 

• Reengineer business processes, especially F 

• Improve interagency planning and coordinatic 

• Rev·se retired pay accrual calculation 

• Explore establishment of a medical commanc 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Reengineering the Audit Function: Overview 

Size and Composition of DoD Audit Function 

I FY 89 I FY97 I FY 03 I 
DoD IG (Auditors only) 540 654 498 

DCAA 6,515 4,090 3,571 
Armv Audit Aaencv 832 666 569 

I Armv Internal Review I 958 I 494 I 457 I 

dropping consistent 
with overall 

personnel 
reductions ... but large 
number still rerr1ains Air Force Audit Aoencv 

Naval Audit Service 
Total 

The 1979 size is an estimate of 
the constituent parts of the IG as 
DOD first began considering 
creation of an IG office after 
passage of the 1978 IG Act. The 
DOD IG was officially established 
as such in 1984. 

993 925 806 
566 521 463 

10,404 7,350 6,364 

Size of DoD IG Office 
1800 · • · · · · • · • • · • · • · • • · • · • · • • · · · • · • · • · •.•. • · • · • •••• · • • · · · • • • • • · • · · · • · · · • · • · · · • · · • · • • .• · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •. · • · · · • · • • · • • · • • · · · 

::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
1200 •••••••••••••••••••••• ..•....••.••• ...••••. • •.••.••....••. !~ 
1000 •••••••••••••••••••••• ··-/-····· DoD IG projected to ············ ················ ....... · 
800 ................... -~~:-......... -.... have 24o/o ............. . ..................... . 

,; ...... ---·- reduction ... but will 
600 [ .... · · · •••••••.•••••• · · · • .• · .. · .. · · · · 

400 · · · · · · · · · .... · · · · · · · · .... · · · · .... · · · · · 

20: :·· ........... · .......... · · · · ...... · · · · · · · · 
1979 1981 1983 1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Reengineering the Audit Function: Obse 

• No outside review of audit requirements-
especially mandatory vs. discretionary 

• Mavy audits, particularly "self-initiated" aud 
out of sync with DoD decision processes (r1 

in little real impact) 

• Still many complaints of "I got you" mentali1 
IG trying to change this 

• Increasing Congressional requirements for 
(e.g., BRAG CFO functions) 

• Many claimed audit savings are unverified 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Reengineering the Audit Function: Op 

1. Contract out audit functions as feasible 

2. Eliminate DCAA as a separate defense agen 
through consolidation with DoD IG or DCMC 

3. Consolidate service audit agencies into DoD 

4. Combine Army's internal review function into 
Army Audit Agency 

5. Reduce DoD IG audit function· greater than 2 
projected reduction 

6. Finance some IG and audit activities through 
recovered by contract fraud investigaton (SE 
IG briefing for details). 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Restructure Criminal Investigations: Overview 

• Four stovepipe organization: DCIS, NCIS, CID, and OSI 

• Civilian and military personnel/FTEs 

1 9 8 9 1 9 9 3 1 9 9 7 1 9 9 8 1 9 9 9 2000 2 0 0 1 2002 2003 

• Civilian workforces percentage: 

Navy NCIS 
Air Force OSI 

Army CID 

DOD IGDCIS 

96°/o 

24°/o 

33°/o 

1 OOo/o 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL. 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Restructure Criminal Investigative 
Organizations: Consolidation Options 

1. Create a Defense Bureau of Investigation 

• One headquarters reporting directly to General Counsel 

• DCIS can be in or out 

• Results in management savings by eliminating duplicative staff and 
support functions 

Options for Consolidating Support Function~ 

2. Close separate basic training programs 

• Consolidate basic training at FLETC 

3. Designate Army as the executive agent for forensic labs 

• Close 2 Navy labs 

• Rely on state and local labs for special cases 

• Explore privatization possibilities 

4. Designate Air Force as executive agent for computer crime labs 

• Rely on the Air Force for all research, development, and training 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT /PRE·DECISIONAL 

Restructure Criminal Investigative 
Organizations: Restructuring Options 

1. Move to a civilian cadre of investigators 

• Reduces inefficiency arising from military PCS rotations 

• Reduces training required by military turnover 

2. Outsource specialized/advanced training 

• Criminal investigation training not a DoD core function 

3. Transfer protective service function from CID to 
Military Police 

• Currently Army CID provides all DoD bodyguards 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE·.OECISIONAL 

Merge OSD and JCS Cable Operations: 
The Problem 

• Three separate organizations provide communications and 
crisis management support to SECDEF and CJCS 

- WHS: SECDEF Cables Division 

- USD(P): OSD Executive Support Center 

- JCS: National Military Command Center (NMCC) 

• Inadequate responsiveness to the Secretary of Defense 

• insufficient integration of military and civilian crisis 
management personnel 

• Apparent duplication/overlap in services and operations 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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• 
PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Merge Cables Operations: 
Consolidate into Leaner Organizations 

• Affirm that NMCC reports to SECDEF through CJCS 

- Respond to SEDCEF requirements directly or through SECDEF 
designated staff member 

• Consolidate OSD Executive Support Center into NMCC 

- Single crisis management center and process 

- Merges civilian and military staffs 

• Consolidate part of SECDEF Cables into NMCC 

- Place communications, cables, message capability, and telephone 
support NMCC 

- Continue administrative support (e.g., travel, logistics, transportation, and 
courier services) through WHS 

Impact: Increase responsiveness to SECDEF, 
Save 11-14 FTEs 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL. 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Promoting the Revolution in Business 
Affairs 

• Develop a communications plan (to supplement Defense Strategic 
Communication Plan) 

• Exploit the potential of the DoD Internet homepage 

• Devote an issue of Joint force Quarterly 

• Organize a symposium at the National Defense University 

• Arrange for a visit/lecture series by business leaders and scholars 

• Create a business affairs center at the Pentagon Library 

• Initiate writing competitions on the Revolution in Business Affairs 

, · Select key leadership and management readings for senior leaders 

• Prepare a series of articles by the Secretary and Deputy Secretary 

• Arrange an offsite retreat of senior leaders 

• Expand SECREF Strategic Studies Group. 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Concluding Thoughts 
Reform Initiative has made a great beginning--real 

real savings, real innovation 

TF believes that the SECDEF can build on this moment 

- better analysis of tooth-to-tail 

- further consolidation, privatization, devolution of def 
agencies 

- treating business-type activities as businesses 

- ruthlessly squeezing overhead 

TF recommends starting implementation now: 
• Set firm timetables for decisions 

• Ensure objective analysis of alternatives (don't let organizations anal~ 

• Focus on a few, important initiatives--don't dissipate effort 

• Be ready to spend near-term political capital for long-term gain 

• Ensure that agency pertormance measures are derivative of fundamE 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PllE-.OECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE.;DECISIONAL 

Backup Slides 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PREMDECISIONAL 

Glossary 
Defense Agencies Field Activities Other Abbreviations 

DLA Defense Logistics Agencies AFIS 

DeCA Defense Commissary Agency DMPA 

DFAS 
Defense Finance & 

DPMO 
Accounting Service 

DISA 
Defense Information Systems 

DTSA 
Agency 

DCAA Defense Contract Audit 
Agency 

DoDEA 

DSAA Defense Security Assistance 
HRFA 

Agency 

DLSA 
Defense Legal Services 

OEA 
Agency 

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency TSO 

DISA Defense Investigative Service WI-IS 

DARPA Def~nse Adv. Research 
ProJects Agency 

DSWA Defense Special Weapons 
Agency 

BMOO Ballistic_ Mi.ssile Defense 
Organization 

OSIA 

NSA 

NIMA 

DMC 

Onsite Inspection Agency 

National Security Agency 

National Imagery & Mapping 
Agency 
Defense Management 
Council 

American Forces Information 
PSA 

Service 
Defense Medical Programs 

DMR 
Activity 

Defense POW/MIA Office SOCOM 

Defense Technology Security 
DCMC 

Administration 

OoD Education Activity OTIC 

Human Resources Field 
DMEA 

Activity 
Office of Economic JLSC 
Adjustment 

TAICARE Support Office DAU 

Washington Headquarters 
DSMC 

Services 

USUHS 

NRO 

DARO 

DEOMI 

BPRC 

LCIIO 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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Principal Staff Advisor 

Defense Management Review 

Special Operations Command 

Defense Contract Mgmt 
Command 
Defense Technical Information 
Center 
Defense Microelectronics 
Activity 

Joint Logistics System Center 

Defense Acquisition University 

Defense Systems Mgmt 
College 
Uniformed Services University 
for Health Sciences 
National Reconnaissance 
Office 
Defense Airborne 
Reconnaissance Office 
Defense Equal Opportunity 
Mgmt Institute 
Business Process 
Reengineering Center 
Life-Cycle Information 
Integration Office 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Personnel Trend Comparison 
(Changes Relative to 1989 Base) 

1.6 

1.5 

1.4 

1.3 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

1.09 .. -41---

0.5 "f"""'-~~~~"'T"""""~~~~..,....... ........ ~~~""T"'""""~~~----

1989 1993 1998 2003 

SOURCE: DA&M data; Annual Report; post-QDR POM, Post-Reform Initiative 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE~DECISIONAL 

Merge Cables Operations: 
Explanation of Savings 

Staffing 
• SECDEF Cables Division 19 (all civ) 
• OSD Executive Support Center 
• NMCC 

Total Staffing 

Reductions Due to Consolidation 
• SECDEF Cables Division 

14 ( 3 civ + 11 mi I) 
44 (all mil) 
77 

-5 to 7 

• OSD Executive Support Center -6 to 7 
Total Reduction ·-11 to 14 or 14-1 8°/o 

PRELIMINARY DRAFTIPRE-DECISIONAL 
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. PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Agency/Management Action Matrix 

X 

DeCA* X 

OFAs• X 

DIA X 

DIS X 

DISA X X 

LA X 
DLSA" X 
DSAA X 
DSWA 

X 
X 

X 
DPMO· X 

OMPA X 

DoDEA* X X 

HAO X 
X 

OCHAMPUS X 
TRICARE 

WHS 

• Eliminated in whole or in substantial part, excluding 
effects consolidations. PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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X 

If not d8\/0lved Include in Acq Cluster 

I u e 1v·. 

ouiso~ aa posaibl&--begnning wlreti~ 

Possibly inooiporate w/a Del lovesllgatlve 
. ~ one is created 

Merge in1o OSD 

Devolve to Army as EA 

PrivaUze CONUS ops, then consolidate 
remander 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE·DECISIONAL 

(6) Reengineering DWCF: Distortions from 
DWCF Rates 

• Distortions--some examples: 
- Forklift services--Marine Supply Warehouse, Albany, GA 

> DWCF rate: $67/hour 
> Local economy: $14/hour 

- Produce contracting--DLA for DeCA 
> DWCF cost: $12.9 million 

> Non-government alternative: $2.0 million 

• Remove mobilization cost from rates for goods and services 

- Give visibility to mobilization cost 

- End overcharging distortions 

• Fund mobilization costs through direct appropriations 

Recommendation: (1) Clarify DWCF priorities and adjust pricing accordingly 

(2) Authorize a pilot project to allow local commanders to 
purchase locally and not through DWCF 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE·DECISIONAL 
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 

Task Force Research and Outreach 

Data as of Task force completion 
on November 25, 1997 

Task Force has cast its net widely. 

PRELIMINARY DRAFT/PRE-DECISIONAL 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Marc Thiessen 

Steve Herbits 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ f\ 
SUBJECT: Charts for Testimony 

May 14, 200111:37 AM 

I do think we need some charts for the testimony. Here are some that offer 
suggestions and possible constructs: 

Summary 

• State of the Military Briefing 

• 21st Century Security Environment 

• Risk of Short-Funding Defense 

• FY O 1 and FY 02-07 Budget Issues 

Attach. 
See list above 
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Summary 

0 The global scope, frequency, duration and broad range of military 
operations represent a serious organizational and resources challenge. 

D The military is less ready today than 10 years ago and is struggling 
today to reach their established readiness goals or at least to maintain 
recent readiness levels. 

CJ U.S. installations are decaying at an alarming rate that left unchecked 
will further reduce mission readiness, QOL and personnel retention. 
This also made limit the effectiveness of the transformed force. 

Q Procurement rates do not sustain the current force. The resulting 
procurement backlog is large and must eventually be eliminated, or a 
de facto force reduction of 13-24°/o already has occurred. 

a Procurement holiday in the 90s left an old force that costs more to 
maintain and sustain every year, which in turn reduces the dollars 
available for military transformation. 

0 S& T base continues to shrink and is underfunded, affecting the 
opportunities, breadth and speed of military transformation. 
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Briefing Outline 

0 Military Deployments 

0 Defense Procurement 

0 Equipment Aging 

0 Military Readiness 

O S&TBase 

O Installation Condition 

a DOD Budget Context 



0 

Military Forces Were Deployed Often In The '90s 
To Conduct A Wide Range Of Missions 

Average Monthly Number Of 
Ongoing Military Operations 

'91 '92 '93 '94 15 16 ,1 ,s '99 '00 
{Al~~~ ~•w. ~lt ~r ~It ~ -

Number And Average Duration 
By Type Of Military Operation 

~8 nla 
.. 

. 6 n/a 
19 11.0 

90 4.5 

87 3.2 

284 

¢ VUtol l--.tkl li'~~t- p e_..q. //(I 1i~ ho.,w 
Note: Percent shown le chanQi sine. FV"199-1. I n/a • more than one operation ongoing of a long durattion. 

No average length of operation can be computed. 
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Military Forces Did More With Less, 
Tiring Out People and Wearing Out Equipment 

Average Monthly Number 
Of Ongoing Military Operations 

0 
•91 •92 •93 •94 •95 •96 •97 •gs •99 ·oo 

nd-Strength 
Millions 
2.2 

Active Duty End-Strength 

Total Aircraft 
Inventory (K) 

9.0 

8.0 

7.0 

6.0 

s.o 

Number of 
Ships 
560 

280 

140 

0 
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Navy Ships and Submarine Fleet 



DOD Purchases Fell Below Levels Needed To Sustain 
The Existing Force, Leaving A Procurement Backlog . e* 

l\ , Aircraft ~"""'L~,l ~r-'.$ Shipbuilding ,,v--1. Wlb 1 "t4', ( "" ' 
- \ Fleet = 13,260 aircraft .... 'Ji>o , • Fleet = 310 vessels 28 

24 
20 
16 
12 
8 
4 
0 +-+-+-+--............... ,-....+-11~--+--+--+-+...or--+_,,......,........,_..,........,.........,.,.........,...T-1 

'85 '90 '95 '00 '05 '80 

Tanks & Infantry Fighting Vehicles (IFV) 
Fleet = 13,509 vehicles 

0 -f--+.4--+-J..........i .......... -++-+-+-+-'P-',-.....,.....iL-+-t-,.....+-+-+-..,....,....., 

'80 '05 
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'85 '90 '95 '00 

Deferred Purchases 

De Facto Force Reduction, 
If Purchases Are Not Made 



esired 
Average Average Age In 

Weaeon Categort Age FY 1991 FY 2000 FY 201.0 
(Years) (Years) (Years) (Years) 

Attack Helicopters 15 4 1 2 u \(._ 22 ti 

Attack Submarines 12-15 15 14 u-l 20 ./ 

Attack Fighters (DON) 10-15 9 11 'b'l, 14 I 

" 

Attack/Fighters (USAF) 10-15 9 18 i- 20 \/' 

Strategic Airlift 20 22, {i_4)c- 22 v 

Strategic Bombers 15-30 22 25 , 33 v 

Surface Combatants 17-20 15 1 4 17 

Tankers 30 29. 
I 

38 .~ 48 / 
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.m.a That Costs More To Maintain And Sustain. 
Aircraft Examples 

Maintenance 
Hours 

F-1 6 Falcon Average Maintenance F-1 4 Tomcat 
Ape Hours 

Average 
Age 

~5 

20 

~5 

10 

5 

25 60 

15 

5 

50 

40 

30 
'91 '92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 '91 '92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 

25 

15 

5 

Maintenance C-5 Galaxy Average Maintenance P-3 Orion Average 
Hours Age Hours Age 
40 25 40 25 

30 

20 

10 

35 

15 30 15 

25 

0 5 20 5 
~1 ~2 ~3 ~4 ~s ~6 ~7 ~a ~9 ~o '91 '92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 
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High OPTEMPO And An ~tHK-.cwu;.e. ____ 

Led To A Major Drop In Overall 
Percent of Units in Top 2 Categories ----

Arm 
100

% · : Air Force 

40% 
'92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 '91 '92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 

Marine Corps 
80% 

60% 

40% 
'92 •93 '94 '95 '96 •91 '98 ·99 ·oo ·91 '92 '93 ·94 •95 '9& ·91 ·ga •99 ·oo 



. -a And A Serious Decline In Equipment Readiness. 

lnvent«y 
(Thousands) 

30 

~ 
20 

10 

0 

Army Ground Equipment 
Inventory Grouped By Change In Readiness 

Levels From FY 1991 

Aviation ~}1. s~ ·\~K =· 
lnvent«y . 

(Thousands) Inventory Grouped By Change In Reachness __ _ 

15 
Levels From FY 1991 

•91 •92 •93 •94 •gs ·gG •97 •gs •99 ·oo 

,:0, {/ ' ll)J <!\ ""'J:: ... 

;., ~ J A--f,~ ,;, ~ )y 
h,(/\- ~)i-

• Readiness fell by no more than 5 % below FY 1991 ltwls. 

~adlness 1ee,m.o~ than 5 ~ bel~ ~ 1991_ ~.:> 
Note a: Army ground equ pment Includes Army M1, M2, M3, M60A3, and 
M113A21A3 ground combat vehicles. 
Note b: Aviation excfudq survelllance and NCC>nnalssance, 
observation, utility aircraft and tralR81S, 
Note c: Major na,,al combatanta Includes aircraft carriers, surface 
combatants, amphibious anault ships, and attack submarlnes. 

Inventory 

300 
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DOD Basic Research Spending Fell Sharply, Affecting 
Our Ability To Transform In The Mid - and Far- Term. 

FY01s.e Annual Funding 

~ 
1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

OJ 

0.6 

0.4 

OJ 

Annual Change In Funding 

'91 '92 '93 '94 15 '96 17 '98 19 '00 '92 '93 '94 • 195 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 
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The Decline In Basic Research Spending Led To A 
Major Brain Drai~ At DOD Labs and Universi · .. -
Annual 
Number•(K) 
10 

8 

6 

' 2 

0 

'92 

Annual 
Number•(K) 

50 

40 

30 

20 

18 

0 
'92 194 

--'GO'\ 
Of Scientists And Engineers \ 

At DOD Laboratories : 

'96 198 '00 

Note {a): Percent shown equals change from FY 1992 budget to last budgets own. 
Note (b): Includes research assfstants, teachfno assistants and olher suf)pofl. 

0.8 

0.6 •. , 
0.2 

0.0 
'92 

Annual 
Number-(K) 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 
'92 
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The Overall Condition Of DOD Installations Is Bad To 
Affecting Quality of Life, Morale and Retention, 
As Well As Mission Readiness and Ca abili • 
Facilities 

Maintenance Budget 
FY$01-B 

30 

DOD 

20 

USAF 

USN 

USA. 



At 
Services Project Major Facility Problems 

Many Bases This Decade Given Current Budgets. 
Pen:ent 
of Cacegories 

Risk To Army If 
Unable To Execute 

Budget Plan 

Army 

'00 

Percent 
of Categories 

'10 

Marine Corps 
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Reductions Left An Older Workforce, i' 
About Ready To Retire And In Need Of Renewal;..{ 

Percent of 
Total Force 
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80 
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Active - Duty Personnel 
( Number of Personnel By Age Group) 
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21 Years & Younger 
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Guard / Reserve Personnel 

( Number of Personnel By Age Group) 
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Civilian Personnel ~ }, 
( Number of Personnel By Age Group) "5~ 

41 Years & Order 

' 
1 31-40 Years 

30 Years & Younger 

'92 '94 '96 '98 '00 

·. ;\94>10' 

• 9112< 

.·31/28 ·. 26/25 
·.;. · ... ·· ..... 

·.27/23 35/34 44/35 

16119 9/11 15/22 21/28 
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DOD Is At ''War'' For People, 
Which Demands More Resources 

Advertising Budget 

+ 105 °/o 
20 

16 

12 

Production Recruiters 

••••• 111111 
8 

4 

'90 '92 '94 '96 '98 
Incentives 

'90 '92 '94 '96 '98 

'00 

'00 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

'90 '92 '94 '96 '98 
Recruiting Support Budget 

'90 '92 '94 '96 '98 

Pen:ent shown reflects Increase In annual amount since FY 1990. 
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DOD Acquisition Challenge Is How To Balance 
Demand And Supply Of Money 

Demand for Money 

Steady-State 
Procurement 
Budget Demands 
(Services' Estimates Of 
Steady State Costs In 
billions of FY 2001 dollars) 

Supply of Money 

FY 2001 
Procurement 
Budget 
( In billions of 
FY 2001 dollars) 

Army Navy Air Force 
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21st Century Security Environment 

• Threats are likely to be numerous, difficult to predict, 
and may emerge with little warning. 

• Post-Cold War liberalization of trade and technology 
transfer has created a universal technology base that 
is available to allies and adversaries alike, 

• The critical enabling features of--advanced military 
capabilities are derived from this dual-use universal 
technology base. 

• Nuclear/chemical/bio weapons, long-range delivery 
systems, and sophisticated conventional weapons are 
available to any nation seeking them. 

• 21st Century military capabilities can no longer be e~ b ~'<-(~ 
designed against specific threats since such threats 
cannot be reliably predicted. 

• We must focus on creating capabilities that can 
dissuade a potential adversary from investing in 
capabilities that are most devastating to American 
interests - WMD/long range missiles and high tech 
conventional--forces. 

• US forces must be able to be reconfigured to adapt to 
!he 2! st Century environment based on exquisite ~) l 
mtell1gence- ~Ge-&-,~~ -,.l., .. ,1, c- t;f,t,.f t-1-Lv r1 1 
W,f\iv., r ,~ i 1,..1e/, -//t>-°/J1~ 11 ~ ~-~ 1r1~.j+*J-
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The Risk of Short-Funding 
Defense 

• Truman kept defense spending very 
low from 194 7-1950; average 
budget about $12B 

• FY 1951 Defense budget request: 
(early 1950) $13.3B 

: "Of course the results will not 
show up until we get in serious 
trouble. We are repeating our own 
history of decades--we just don't 
believe we will ever get into a real 
jam."--Eisenhower, to his diary, 
1949 

:1 In speech, Secretary of State fails 
to include S. Korea in list of 
countries US will defend 

• 

• 

After North Korea invades 
South Korea, FY 51 DoD budget 
quadruples, in three 
supplementals: 

- $1 l .7B July I 950 

- $16.SB November I 950 
I 

~6.4B May 1951 

Total FY 51 DoD appropriation: 
$48.2B 

• FY 52 DoD BA: $60.2B 
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TALKINGPOINTS 

FY 01 AND FY 02-07 BUDGET ISSUES 

• National Security Policy Issues -Post Cold War Threats 

I. The collapse of the Soviet empire has produced centrifugal forces in the 
world that have created new regional powers, Several of these are intensely 
hostile to the United States and are arming to deter us from bringing our 
conventional or nuclear power to bear in a regional crisis. 

2. The post-Cold War liberalization of trade in advanc~d.Je~hnology goods 
and services has made it possible for the poorest nations on earth to rapidly 
acquire the most destructive military technology ever devised including 
nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons and their means of delivery. We 
cannot prevent them from doing so. 

3. The civil sector, not the defense sector now creates the enabling 
technologies for advanced military capabilities. These universally available 
technologies can be used to create "asymmetric" responses by small or 
medium sized states to our conventional military power that cannot defeat 
our forces, but can deny access to critical areas in Europe, the Middle East, 
and Asia. Conventional submarines,. advanced air defense, attacks on our 
C41SR infrastructure and similar "asymmettic" approaches can limit our 
ability to apply military power. 

4. China, Russia, Iran, Iraq, North Korea and others are investing in these 
capabilities that exploit provocative lapses in US capabilities. Liberalized 
international trade will propagate these capabilities to others. 

5. These threats can emerge very rapidly and with little or no warning. 
NOTE: Observations of FMR SECDEF Bill Cohen - missile threat to the 
US could emerge in one year). 

CONCLUSION: The risk to US and alliance security 1s mcreasing as the 
US fails to respond effectively and decisively to asymmetric threats likely to 
characterize the first quarter of the 2 I st century. 
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• Some budget realities 

1. To achieve ZERO real growth in the defense budget over the FY 02-07 
period, $113 billion must be added to the January 'O I Clinton budget 
(FYDP). 

2. If the last Bush I FYDP (FY 92-97) was extended at zero real growth 
through the FY 02-07 FYDP, $183.4 billion must be added to the januray 
'01 Clinton budget for FY '02-'07. 

3. If the last Bush budget (FY 92-97) was extended through FY 00, 

~ $ I 19 bilhon more would have been spent for DoD than under 
Clinton. 

~ $32 billion more would have been spent for the Intelligence 
Cormnunity than under Clinton. 

Conclusion: Using the Bush 1 baseline for FY 92-97 and extending it 
through FY 07, additional expenditure of $334 billion would be required 
($151 billion in FY 92-01+ $183 billion in FY 02-07) to sustain the force at 
the Bush I level. These additional dollars, however, do not include the 
costs for trans/ ormation, or Bush II initiatives such as National Missile 
Defense, pay increases, et cetera. 

4. The need for substantial increases in defense expenditure (FY 02-07) 1s 
widely recognized by non-govemment specialists - left and right. 

~ Congressional Budget Office: + $255 billion 

> Former SECDEFs James Schlesinger/Harold Brown: + $450 
billion 

> CSIS: + $842 billion 

5. Clinton FY 02-07 FYDP = 2.5% of GDP; the lowest since 1940. 

Additional BA to achieve 3.0% of GDP (FY 02-07) = $370 bilhon 

Additional BA to achieve 3.5% of GDP (FY 02-07) = $754 billion 
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• What happened to national defense since we last had a Bush in the 
White House? 

I. At the end of the Cold War, the Bush I administration cut the armed 
forces down to the "Base Force" ( 1991) which was reduced further by two 
Clinton administration reviews, the Bottom Up Review (1993) and the 
Quadrennial Defense Review ( 1997). The force structure was cut 35% and 
the DoD budget by 23%. 

2. However, the forces and equipment that survived were worked much 
harder. Military personnel suffered the extreme demands of back-to-back 
overseas deployments, while equipment was subjected to overuse that 
accelerated aging. 

~ The number of naval vessels declined from 430 to 317, but no change 
was made in the number deployed on station abroad (-100-1 IO ships 
at any given time). 

~Almost-all categories of equipment are now at or beyond their service 
half-life, producing rapid increases in operating cost. Inadequate 
budgets for maintenance and spare parts have produced steep declines 
in their capability to perform their assigned mission (Mission capable 
rates have declined from 83% to 74% since 1991). Vast shortages of 
spare parts have led to an unprecedented rate of cannibalization of 
equipment (- 12%). 

~ To use examples from just one service, the Air Force, major combat 
units' readiness is down 25% since 1996 (91% to 66%). Air Combat 
Command active unit readiness is down 37% from 1996 (86% to 
49% ). The House Armed Services Committee recently found that 

99% of B-IB bombers were flying with pm1s cannibalized from other 
aircraft. 

~ The Clinton administration has taken a "procurement holiday" since 
1995. To maintain the existing force structure, it is procuring less 
than half the number of ships and aircraft required. To maintain the 
force structure from 2001-2005, 1,228 additional aircraft 11 ships will 
have to be procured beyond those planned in the projected budget. 
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» The procurement holiday has created a potentially catastrophic 
circumstance for the US intelligence community. Over% of 
our intelligence satellites (_ of _) are operating beyond their 
design life. Crucial gaps in coverage are inevitable, and an extremely 
dangerous inability to monitor developments abroad is possible. 

» Under funding of the nuclear weapons program will significantly 
increase the risk that the President will be forced to resume nuclear 
testing. This is so because the program to certify nuclear weapons 
(new designs and the existing stockpile) - the Stockpile Stewardship 
Program - will not be completed until years after specialized design 
personnel with testing experience will have retired. 

3. The military "quality of life" has deteriorated rapidly adversely 
affecting recruitment, retention, and readiness. New obligations of 
the DoD for military medical care, energy costs, and immediate needs 
to maintain Navy and Air Force flying hours, and similar costs 
require $4.4 billion supplemental funding in FY O I simply to avoid 
further force stmcture and readiness reductions. 

• What are we trying to achie,e? 

1. We need to sustain our ability to deter the use of WMD and long-range 
missiles against the US, its forces abroad and allies by adapting our military 
posture to 21st century threats. 

2. To do so, we must support the ability of the existing force structure to 
dissuade nations abroad from challenging our interests while we 
transform our military capabilities to 21st century conditions. If we do 
not, we must accept increased risk to our security interests. Hostile 
powers will find this condition provocative, and are likely to intensify 
challenges to our interests when they believe we are unable to respond 
effectively. 

3. We need to both transform our armed forces to meet 21st century threats 
and maintain our ability to respond to current threats. A failure to do so 
will expose the US to unacceptable risk in either the short or long term. 
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4. We should take advantage of favorable political and macroeconomic 
circumstances to put a program to transform US defense capabilities 
promplly starting in FY O 1. This can be accomplished by a defense 
burden that is - one-third of that we sustained when I came to the 
Congress in the early 1960s. 
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TO: Andy Marshall 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Force Size 

May 14, 2001 10: 12 AM 

Please take a look at this piece by Ron Fogleman, then give me a call on the phone 
and let's talk about it. 

Attach. 
3/24/01 Fogleman memo to SecDef re: Force Size 

DHR:dh 
051401-21 
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·MAR:24-200118:35 FROM:8 BRR J CRTTLE CO !(b)(6) l(b)(6) P. 001'004 
C' 

Durango Aerospace, Inc. 
FAX 

To: The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Company: Office of the Secretary Of defense 
-Phon1· 
fax:<b)(6) 

From: General Ronald R. fogleman, USAF. (Rel) 
Compan : Duran o Aerospace, Inc. 
Phone: (b)(6) 
Fax: (b)(6) 

Subject: 2 March 01, Luncheon Follow-up 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Date: 24 March 200 I 

I want to thank you for your leadership of the Space Commission and the follow on 
luncheon you hosted at the Pentagon on Friday, 2 March. The putposc of this 
correspondence is to respond to your invitation to get engaged in the ongoing review process 
in OSD. In particular I want address the issue of force size and structure from a historical 
perspective with the intent of proposing a way to generate meaningful savings to be 
redistributed within the Department. 

I know you have many talented individuals working on your quick look initiatives and what l 
have to offer may already be under consideration, but 1 wanted to give you the perspective of 
a senio · t~ official who served as a CinC and a service chief during the 1990s. ---..... ~ 

This fax contains four pages including the cover sheet. 
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Rear Mr. Secretary: 

As you indicated in your luncheon remarks the total costs associated with manpower 
(recruiting, pay, bencfitc;~ health care, quality of life and retirement) arc consuming an 
ever-larger part of the defense budget. This is happening at a time when we need to re
capitalize the forces with more modem and capable equipment. 

In my view we have lost our way because we have forgon.cn the fundamental principles 
upon which this nation founded its military establishment. Our forefathers, based on their 
view of the dangers and costs of such a force, deliberately decided to eschew a large 
standing military establishment Throughout most of our history we have followed the 
militia model. Under this model we maintained a cadre of a professional military around 
which we mobilized our militia in times of crises. This model served the nation 
imperfectly, but well, up through the first half of the 201h Century. 

With the advent of the Cold War the militia model was disc::u-ded. primarily as a result of 
the tyranny of timelines imposed by a large standing threat to the peace of Europe. the 
Soviet Jed Warsaw Pact. and the specter of global Communism. Those of us who served 
during that period remember the requirement to be able to deploy 10 divisions to Europe 
in IO days to augment the large forward deployed force in blunting an anticipated attack 
by the W ::u-saw Pact. This requirement dictated the size and composition of the active 
force and resulted in a large standing military establishment with heavy land forces 
comprising much the force. When the Cold War ended and the Warsaw Pact 
disintcgnted, as a nation we missed the opportunity to review our true defense needs at 

the grand strategy level. The previous Bush administration was starting that process when 
Saddam triggered the gulf War, Coming out of the Gulf War we had another opportunity 
to do a top to bottom review of national security needs. However, the change in 
administration, to one led by a President and civilian defense team tainted by a lack of 
militnry experience, resulted in a missed opportunity over the next eight years. 

The CHnton defense team chose not to challenge the uniformed leadership lhroughout a 
series of reviews (Bottom Up Review, Roles and Missions Review, QDR). For a variety 
of reasons, (natural conservatism, service parochialism, fear of the unknown) the senior 
military leadership insisled on perpetuating the planning assumptions and timelincs of the 
Cold War force. This was done by having the civilian leadership accepl the concept of 
detcrminjng the size and readiness of the force on the need to be prepared to fight two 
major conflicts quickly and nearly simultaneously. Two major theater wars (TMWs) 
became the unshakable underpinning for perpetuating a large standing militazy force. The 
result was a salami slicing approach to force structure reduction but no real cfforl co take 
advantage of the lack of a real threat and capabililies coming out of the revolution in 
military affairs (RMA). At the same time th~ administration decided that if a Sil.able 
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military force existed it would be used to police the world. The senior uniformed 
leadership became willing accomplices in these misadventures. 

If the new Bush Administration is to break out of the pattern of the last eight years it must 
start by articulating a new national security strateb,Y based on different timelines and force 
requirements. The centerpiece of such a strategy would be the idea that we can have a 
smaller active force, panicularly land forces, if we return lO our militia roots. Such a 
strategy would allow reductions in all the services. The money saved can re-capitaJizc the 
force and support a robust ability to project force from the CONUS, a few forward bases 
and from the sea. The tools emerging from the RMA that allowed us to prevail in Serbia 
and Kosovo and keep Saddam in the box in the Middle East, along with a combined, 
robust space based and nir breathing reconnaissnncc. surveillance and intelligence 
capability will nlJow us to detect and deter trouble before it becomes conflict. if 
detenencc fails the response will be long-range strike assets followed by mobilization. 
Inherent in such a strategy is the idea that if the threat cannot be defeated by the initial 
responses it will be contained until land forcesc.an be mobilized and fall in on equipment. 
The necessary mobility assets (tankers and sea and air transports) will receive priority in 
the modernization program. Timelines might be more on the WWil model, but with far 
more capable and credible early responders and modem equipment available for the 
forces being mobilized. 

Concurrent with new national security strategy it would be helpful if the adrninistrationl 
adopted new policies to neutralize the W1dcrpinJ1.ings of the two MTW startegy. CJearly 
the current Iruqi policy sanctions and continual force deployments to police the no tly · 
zones are failing. A policy shift that modifies the approach to sanctions and withdraws 
US. forces t~om parts of the region would send a strong signal to the count.ries of the 1 
region. In essence we would make Saddam an Arab problem not an Amencan problem. 
Before withdrawing our forces from the region we should make it c1ear to his neighbors 
th:it they must deal with him and if they can not or do not wish to take him on when 
challenged then they must be wiJling to admit the ftrst responders from, the U.S. 

Tn the case of North Korea it appears that the way to neutralize that threat is to support 
South Korea's efforts to bring the North out of it's isolation. Any U.S. hard-Jine policy 
helps perpetuate the regime in the North and generates a threat, which justifies keeping 
U.S. active force structure for that single scenario, A policy of active US engagement 
combined with South Korea· s "Sunshine Policy" allows us to monitor the situation and 
determine capabilities and intent. That in tum Y.,i]) allow us to properly size our forces. 

A business as usual approach that depends on savings from BRAC, process changes and 
more minor force structure adjustments wm be inadequate generate the resources needed 
to modernize and shape the forces for now and the future. Significant savings' can on.fy 
come from manpower reductions that make sense within a new National Security 
Strategy. Putting on my old programmer hat T can sec BRAC potentially generating 
savings of $1-$,3 billion dollars per year, undefined process changes perhaps $5 billion 
and another salami slice of force structure $2- $5 billion. On the other hand, a reduction 
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of 350,000 soldiers, sailors, marines and airman, assuming a l to 4 officer to enlisted I I 
ratio, woul

8
dRAgenCerated:rproximately $22 billion/yr. and provide the opportunity to gain . ·. 

additional an ,orce structure savings. 

T rceogn.izc this is an over simplification of the challenges faced by the administration in 
general and the Defense Department in particular. However, until the civilian leadership 
takes the lend in articulating a bold new National Security Strategy that breaks the tyranny 
of outdated response timdines the uniformed leadership and their political allies will 
.resist any meaningful transformation efforts. A strategy that is ba.~ed on one of the 
fundamental founding principles of the United States, the militia concept, should appeal 
to a wide rnngc of constituents. 
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I snowflake 

TO: Steve Cambone 
Paul Gebhard 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld vi-
DATE: March 26, 2001 

SUBJECT: Manpower 

Attached is a memo I received on the subject of manpower. Take a look at it and 
tell me if you think one of our task forces is looking at that, and then return it to 
me. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
032601.67 

Attach. 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld !A' 
SUBJECT: Supplemental 

May 14, 200110:15 AM 

Here is some material on the 'O I supplemental. When do I meet on the '02 budget 
with some folks? 

Attach. 
5/11 /OIFY 2001 Suppplemental 

DHR:dh 
051401-22 
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FY 2001 Supplemental 
($, in millions) 

Cate~orv DoD 
1 TTroent Funding 5.290 
2 Essential/Prudent Investments 1.865 
3 Now More Efficient 1,617 
4 Enhancements to Ooerations 299 
S Transformational Caoabilities 2.,438 
6 Missile Defense 826 
7 Other National Security Related 561 
Total 12.896 
Prooosed Rescissions • 

Net Total 12.896 
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FY 2001 DoD Supplemental 
($, Millions) 

FY 2001 Requirement 

Category 1: Urgent Funding (Failure to fund stops 
on2oine operations) 
Defense Health Program (all) 

-- The costs have been incurred and medical facilities face 
closure if additional funding is not forthcomini. 
~gislated Pay (a11) 

-- There was no opportunity to anticipate additional 
compensation to military oersonnel. 
Housing Survey Results 

-- Essential to quality of life initiatives, the survey created an 
unavoidable increase. 
Utilities (all) 

-- Unforeseen increases in utility costs 
Flying Hours (Navy/ AF/SOCOM) 

-- Failure to fund will result in aircraft stand-downs in fourth 
quarter. 
Focus Relief 

-- Unanticipated costs essential to achieve U.S. national 
security ~oals in Sierra Leone. 
USS Cole Repairs 

-- Congress has appropriated $150 million based on 
preliminary damage assessment. 

-- $100 million completes necessarv repairs 
EHIME MARU Salvage/Claims 

-- Unexpected event. 
Classified Program 

-- Critical to maintain schedule and prevent intelligence: 
gatherin2 2ao. 
C-17 Merger Cost (Air Force) 

-- Must pay bill to preserve the multiyear contract with 
Boeing. 
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DoD 0MB 
Reouest Staff 

1,500 1,427 

116 116 

204 204 

734 764 

1,120 970 

54 36 

100 44 

40 36 

27 27 

49 49 
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FY 2001 Requirement (Category 1 continued) DoD 0MB 
Request Staff 

National Foreign Intelligence Program Requirements 287 94 
-- On-going programs that would halt if funding is not 

forthcoming. 
Base Operations (Army) 435 237 

-- Finances critical must-pay bills, avoids negative impacts 
to soldier's quality of life and protects Operating Tempo 
(OPTEMPO) funding. Army Chief of Staffs number one 
priority. 
Ship Cost Growth (Navy) 222 222 

-- Unavoidable prior vear contractual commitments 
Airborne Laser Underfunding (Air Force) 98 98 

-- Ensure program stays on schedule to address current 
missile defense vulnerabilities. Potential contractor work 
stoppage. 
Oman Runway 18 18 

-- Required by international agreement; permits continued 
use of a runway CENTCOM deems of vital importance to U.S. 
operations. 
Second Destination Transportation (Army) 62 62 

-- An unavoidable bill to ensure supplies are delivered in a 
timely manner in order to achieve readiness goals. 
Launch Vehicle Demonstration 48 48 

-- Maintain contractual commitment to execute the Evolved 
Expendable Launch Vehicle acquisition. 
Army Reserve Funding Needs 87 6 

-- Funds training, full-time support, housing survey and 
civilian personnel 
Reprice Pay (Navy) 28 28 

-- Officer oav table reform imolemented in Julv 2000 
Air Force BRAC 42 9 

-- Fund the new and emerging requirements, particularly at 
McClellan AFB. 
Telecommunications 19 19 
Total CateRorv 1, EmerRency FundinR 5,290 4,514 

5/11/01 
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FY 2001 Requirement DoD 0MB 
Request Staff 

Cateeory 2: Essential/Prudent Investments 
USS Cole Lessons Learned (Navy) 127 22 

-- Implement force protection findings. Consequences of not 
funding leaves administration open to question for not acting 
immediately to reduce risks. 
Anti-terrorism Force Protection 178 11 

-- Accelerate implementation of force protection measures to 
ensure safety of at-risk personnel. Waiting increases 
operational risks. 
Recruiting and Retention 41 -

-- To improve Air Force military personnel underexecution 
of accession goals. Funding needed to address real-time 
problem. 
Aircraft Maintenance 263 276 

-- Increased cost of Navy/Air Force aircraft maintenance 
Fund Security Investigation Backlog 25 

-- Protect the security of our defense contractors. 
Army Range Improvements 261 

-- Modernize combat training centers 
Ship Depot Maintenance 375 290 

-- Achieve the CNO goal of 100% of the requirement. 
Real Property Maintenance (Army) 345 126 

-- Improve quality of existing facilities by increasing the 
funding from 71 % to 80% of the requirement. 
Real Property Maintenance (AF) 130 16 

-- Improve quality of existing facilities by increasing funding 
from 70% to 76% of the reuuirement 
Air Force Contractor Logistics Support 74 63 

-- Improve the maintenance of Air Force aircraft in order to 
meet mission capability goals. 

5/11/01 
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FY 2001 Requirement (Category 2 continued) DoD 0MB 
Request Staff 

National Foreign Intelligence Program Requirements 32 
-- On-going programs that would halt if not funded. 

B-2 Initial Spares 46 
-- Covers a prior vear contractual liability. 

Total Category 2, Essential/Prudent Investments 1,865 836 
Cumulative Total 7,155 5,350 

Cate2orv 3: Oooortunitv to Do Now is More Efficient 
Terminate Peacekeeper Program 19 

-- Begin the process of Peacekeeper retirement in order to 
accelerate pace of strategic arms reductions. 
Facility Demolition 50 

-- Accelerate the demolition and disposal of obsolete 
facilities. 
Crusader Close Down 20 -

-- Begin the process of terminating the Crusader program. 
Completion of Prior Year Shipbuilding 1,178 

-- Maintain shipbuilding schedules by fully funding shortfalls 
in the Virginia submarine, DDG-51 destroyer, aircraft carrier 
and LPD-17 amphibious transport dock ship programs. 
Air Force Training Munitions 83 73 

-- Failure to fund will require decertification of pilots for use 
of certain munitions. 
Training Munitions (all) 267 -

-- Fully fund all Services' reQuirements. 
Total CateQorv 3, Now More Efficient 1,617 73 
Cumulative Total 8,772 5,423 

5/11/01 
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FY 2001 Requirement 

Cate2ory 4: Enhancements to Operations 
Base Operations 
-- Must pay bills, avoid negative impacts to soldier's quality 

of life and protects operating tempo. Army Chief of Staffs top 
priority. 
Increased Cost of Permanent Change of Station (PCS) Moves 

-- Improved military quality-of-life through zero-defect 
moves. 
Rea] Property Maintenance (Navy) . 

-- Improve quality of existing facilities by funding the 
industry standard 
Joint Exercises 

-- Fund at Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff-directed level 
Army Reserve Funding needs 

-- Funds requirements for training, full-time support, housing 
survev, and civilian personnel. 
Army reserves Contingency operations 

-- Greater than anticipated use of Reserves in contingency 
OPS. 

Total Cate.C?orv 4, Enhancements 
Cumulative Total 

Category S: Earlier Introduction of Transformational 
Ca abilities 
Global Hawk 

-- Acceleration of Global Hawk fieldin . 
Infonnation Warfare/Joint Command & Control 

-- Accelerate development and implementation of 
infonnation warfare ca abilities to meet ex andin threat. 
Global Positioning System (GPS) Navigation Warfare 

-- Accelerate effort to address jamming vulnerabilities and 
rotect friendl use of GPS across the warfi htin s ctrum. 

Miniature Munitions Capability 
-- Increase payload capabilities for combat aircraft by 

acceleratin develo ment of the 250- ound munition. 
Space Based Radar 

-- Augment existing space based radar efforts in order to 
make this technolo available earlier. 

11-L-0559/0SD/377 4 
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FY 2001 Requirement DoD 0MB 
Request Staff 

Conventional Air Launched Cruise Missile Conversion 168 
-- CALCM is the only smait munition in its range 

Joint Experimentation 15 15 
-- Expand joint experimentation efforts through the use of 

additional simulations and investment in database capabilities. 
Accelerate AW ACS Radar Improvement 40 

-- Provide additional funding for the Radar System 
Improvement Program (RSIP) in order to field this capability 
earlier. 
National Foreign Intelligence Program Requirements . 1,812 144 

-- Need to be funded, could wait until FY 02. Some efforts 
are transformational in nature. 
Total CateRorv 5, Transformational Capabilities 2,438 254 
Cumulative Total 11, 5 09 5,942 

Cate2ory 6: Acceleration of Missile Defense 
Accelerate development to close cun-ent vulnerabilities at the 826 826 
earliest possible time and to meet congressional mandate. 
Funding would reside in transfer account to be allocated at a 
future date. 
Total CateRorv 6, Missile Defense 826 826 
Cumulative Total 12,335 6,768 

Catee;orv 7: Other National Securitv Related 
Coast Guard 78 72 

--TRICARE, pay and housin~ 
Coast Guard 30 20 

-- Aviation spare paits 
Department of Energy 453 140 

-- Infrastructure deficiencies at labs, test site readiness, 
warhead maintenance, plutonium pit certification and physical 
security 
Total CateRorv 7, Other 561 232 

Grand Total 12.896 7.000 

5/11/01 
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Proposed Rescissions DoD 0MB 
Request Staff 

V-22 Tiltrotor Aircraft .395 
B-52 Modifications -30 
Military Construction projects -75 

Total Rescissions • -500 

Net Gra11d Total 12,896 6,500 

5/11/01 
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I snowflake 

May 14, 2001 9:41 AM 

TO: Marc Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V-~ 
SUBJECT: Testimony Input 

On page 10 and 12, there are some things that might be quoted in the testimony. 
They are from a national commission, a study group. 

Attach. 
Executive Summary on Homeland Security 

DHR:dh 
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Executive Summary 

A fter our examination of the new strategic environment of the next quarter century 
(Phase I) and of a strategy to address it (Phase II), this Commission concludes that 

significant changes must be made in the structures andprocesses of the U.S. national security 
apparatus. Our institutional base is in decline and must be rebuilt. Otherwise. the United States 
risks losing its global influence and critical leadership role. 

We offer recommendations for organizational change in five key areas: 

• ensuring the security of the American homeland, 
• recapila/iz.ing America's strengths in science and education; 
• redesigning key institutions of the Executive Branch, 
• overhauling the U.S. government personnel system; and 
• reorganizing Congress for national security affairs. 

We have taken a broad view of national security. In the new era, sharp distinctions 
between "foreign'' and "domestic" no longer apply. We do not equate national security with 
"defense." We do believe in the centrality of strategy. and of seizing opportunities as well as 
confronting dangers. If the structures and processes of the U.S. government stand still amid a 
world of change, the United States will lose its capacity to shape history, and will instead be 
shaped by it. 

Homeland Security 

The combination of unconventional weapons proliferation with the persistence of 
international terrorism portends the end of the relative invulnerability of the U.S. 

homeland to catastrophic attack. A direct attack against American citizens on American soil is 
likely over the next quarter century. The risk is not only death and destruction but also a 
demoralization that could undermine U.S. global leadership. In the face of this threat, our nation 
has no coherent or integrated governmental structures. 

We therefore recommend the creatioti of a tiew itJdependent National Homeland 
Security Agency (NHSA) with responsibility for planning, coordinating, and integrating the 
various U.S. government activities involved in homeland security. NHSA would be built upon 
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, with the three organizations currently on the front 
line of border security-the Coast Guard, the Customs Service, and the Border Patrol
transferred to it. NHSA would not only protect American lives, but also assume responsibility for 
overseeing the protection of the nation "s critical infrastructure, including its information 
technology aspect. 

NHSA would have Cabinet status and its Director would be a statutory advisory to the 
National Security Council. The legal foundation fodhe National Homeland Security Agency 
would rest firmly within the array of Constitutional guarantees for civil liberties. The observance 
of these guarantees in the event of an acute national security emergency would be safeguarded by 
NHSA 's interagency coordinating activities-which would include the Department of Justice-as 
well as by its conduct of advance exercises. 

viii 
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The potentially calaslrophic nalure of homeland a~cks necessilales our being prepared 
lo use lhe lremendous resources of lhe Deparlmenl of Defense. The Deparlmenl needs lO pay far 
more attention to this mission in the future. We recommend that a new Assistant Secretary for 
Homeland Security be created to oversee the DoD various activities and ensure that the 
necessary resources are made available. 

New priorities also need to be set for our armed forces in light of the threat to the 
homeland. We urge, in particular, that the National Guard be given homeland security as a 
primary mission, as the US. Constitution itselfordains. The Nalional Guard should be 
reorganized, trained, and equipped to undertake that mission. 

Finally, we recommend that Congress reorganize itself to accommodate this Executive 
Branch realignment, and that it form a special Select Committee for homeland security to 
provide Congressional support and oversight. 

Recapitalizing American Strengths 

Americans are living off the economic and security benefits of the last three 
generalions' investment in science and education, but we are now consuming capital. 

Our syslems of basis scientific research and educalion are in serious crisis, while olher counlries 
are redoubling lheir efforts. In the next quarler cenlury, we will likely see ourselves surpassed, 
and in relative decline, unless we make a conscious national commitment to maintain our edge. 

We also face unprecedenled opp011unity. The world is enlering an era of dramalic 
progress in bioscience and materials science as well as information lechnology and scientific 
instrumentation. Brought together and accelerated by nanoscience, these rapidly developing 
research fields will transform our understanding of the world and our capacity to manipulate it. 
The United States can remain the world's lechnological leader-if it makes the commitment to do 
so. 

The US. government has seriously underfunded basic scientific research in recent years. 
The quality of the U.S. education system, too, has fallen well behind those of scores of other 
nations. This has occurred at a time when vastly more Americans will have to understand and 
work competently wilh science and math on a daily basis. In lhis Commission's view, the 
inadequacies of our systems of research and education pose a greater threat to U.S. national 
securily over the next quarter century than any potential conventional war that we might imagine. 

American nalional leadership must understand these deficiencies as threats to national 
security. If we do not invest heavily and wisely in rebuilding these two core strengths, American 
will be incapable of maintaining its global position long into the 21" century. 

We therefore recommend doubling the federal research and development budget over 
the next seven to eight years, and instituting a more competitive environment for the allotment 
of those funds. 

We recommend further that the role of the President's Science Advisor be elevated to 
oversee these and other critical tasks, such as the resuscitation of the national laboratory 
system and the institution of better inventory stewardship over the nation ,s science and 
technology assets. 

lX 
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We also recommend a new National Science and Technology Education Act to fund a 
comprehensive program to produce the needed numbers of science and engineering 
professional as well as qualified teachers in science and math. This Act should provide loan 
forgiveness incentives as well as scholarships in order to attract those who have graduated as well 
as those still in school to go into K-12 teaching in science and math. 

Institutional Redesign 

The dramatic changes in the world have not been accompanied by any major 
institutional changes in the Executive Branch of the US. government. Serious 

deficiencies exist that only a significant organizational redesign can remedy. Most troublesome is 
the lack of an overarching strategic framework guiding U.S. national security policymaking and 
resource allocation. Clear goals and priorities are rarely set. Budgets are prepared and 
appropriated as they were during the Cold War. 

The Department of State, in particular, is a crippled institution that is starved for 
resources by Congress because of its inadequacies and is thereby weakened further by the lack of 
resources. The political reality is that only if the State Department's internal weaknesses are 
cured will it become an effective leader in the making and implementation of the nation's foreign 
policy. Only then can it credibly seek significant increases in funds from Congress. The 
Depai1ment suffers in particular from an ineffective organizational strncture in which regional 
and functional policies do not serve integrated goals, and in which sound management, 
accountability. and leadwship are lacking. 

For this and other reasons. the power to determine national security policy has steadily 
migrated toward the National Security Council (NSC) staff. The staff now assumes policymaking 
roles that many observers have warned against. Yet the NSC staffs role as policy coordinator is 
more urgently needed than ever, given the imperative of integrating the many diverse strands of 
policymaking. 

Meanwhile. the U.S. intelligence community is adjusting only slowly to the changed 
circumstances of the post-Cold War era. While the economic and political components of 
statecraft have assumed greater prominence, military imperatives still largely drive the analysis 
and collection of intelligence. Neither has America's overseas presence been properly adapted to 
the new economic, social. political, and security realities of the 21'1 century. 

Finally, the Department of Defense needs to be overhauled. The growth in staff and staff 
activities has created mounting confusion and delay. The failure to outsource or privatize many 
defense support activities wastes huge sums of money. The programming and budgeting process 
is not guided by effective strategic planning. The weapons acquisition process is so hobbled by 
excessive laws, regulations, and oversight strictures that it can neither recognize nor seize 
opportunities for major innovation, and it stifles a defense industry that is already in a state of 
financial crisis. 

In light of such serious and interwoven deficiencies, the Commission's initial 
recommendation is that strategy should once again drive the design and implemelllation OT U.S. 
national security policies. That means that the President should personally guide a top-down 
strategic planning process and that process should be linked to the allocation of resources 

X 
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throughout the government. When submitting his budgets for the various national security 
departments. the President should also present an overall national security budget, focused on the 
nation·s most critical strategic goals. Homeland security, counter-terrorism, and science and 
technology are potential candidates for this budget. 

We recommend further that the Presidellt's National Security Advisor alld NSC staff 
return to their ,;aditional role of coordinating llational security activities and resist the 
temptation to becomepolicymakers or operators. The NSC Advisor should also keep a low 
public profile. Legislative, press communications, and speech-writing functions should reside in 
the White House staff; not separately ill the NSC staff as they do today. The higher the profile 
of the National Security Advisor. the greater will be the pressures from Congress to compel 
testimony and force Senate confmnation of the position. 

To reflect how central economics has become in U.S. national security policy, we 
recommend additionally that the Secretary of Treasury be named a statutory member of the 
National Security Council Responsibility for international economic policy should return to the 
National Security Council, The President should abolish the National Economic Council, 
distributing its domestic economic policy responsibilities to the Domestic Policy Council. 

Critical to the future success of our national security policies will be a fundamental 
restructuring of the State Department. Reform must ensure that responsibility and accountability 
are clearly established, regional and functional activities closely integrated. and strategic planning 
emphasized and linked to the allocation of resources. 

We recommelld that this be accomplished through the creatioll of jive Under 
Secretaries with responsibility for overseeing the regions of Africa, Asia, Europe, Inter
America, and Near East/South Asia, and a redefinition of the responsibilities of the Under 
Secretary for Global Affairs. They would each be accountable to the President and the Congress 
for all political, economic and security activities in their areas of responsibility. Someone would 
actually be in charge. 

We further recommend that the activities of the U.S. Agency for International 
Development be fully integrated into this new State Department organization, and that a new 
Strategic Planning, Assistance, and Budget office be established. Rather than multiple 
Congressional appropriations, the State Department should also be funded in a single integrated 
Foreign Operations budget. which would include all foreign assistance programs and activities as 
well as the expenses for all related personnel and operations. All U.S. Ambassadors, including the 
Ambassador to the United Nations, should report directly to the Secretary of State, and a major 
effort needs to be undertaken to "'right-size" the U.S. overseas presence. 

The Commission believes that the resulting improvements in the effectiveness and 
competency of the State Department and its overseas activities would provide the basis for the 
significant increase in resources necessary to carry out the nation's foreign policy in the 21st 
century. 

As for the Department of Defense, we urgejirst andforemost that the new Secretary of 
Defense reduce by 10-15 percent the staffs of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint 
Staff, the Milita y Services, and the regional commands. This would not only save money but 
also achieve the decision speed and decentralization necessary to survive in the 2 l st century. 

XI 
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Just as critical, the Secretary of Defense should establish a I 0-year goal of reducing 
infrastructure costs by 20-25 percent through steps to consolidate, restructure, outsource, and 
privatize as many DoD support agencies and activities as possible. Only through savings in 
infrastmcture costs, which now take up nearly half of DoD's budget, will the Department find the 
funds necessary for modernization and personnel. 

The processes by which the Defense Department develops its programs and budgets as 
well as acquires its weapons also need fundamental reform. The most critical first step is for the 
Secretary of Defense to produce defense policy and planning guidance that defines specific goals 
and establishes relative priorities. 

Together with the Congress, the Secretary should move the Quadrennial Defense Review r 
(QDR) to the second year of a Presidential term. The current requirement that it be done in an 
administration's first year, spites the purpose of the activity. Such a deadline does not allow the 
time or the means for an incoming administration to influence the QDR outcome, and therefore 
for it to gain a stake in its conclusions. · 

We recommend a second change in the QDR, as well, namely that the Secretary of 
Defense illlroduce a newprocess that requires the Services and Defense Agencies to compete 
for the allocation of some resources within the overall Defense budget This, we believe, would 
give the Secretary a vehicle to identify, stretch, or tenninate low priority programs and begin the 
process of reallocating funds to more promising areas during subsequent budget cycles. 

As for acquisition reform, the Commission is deeply concerned with the downward spiral 
that has emerged in recent decades in relations between the Pentagon as customer and the defense 
industrial base as supplier of the nation's major weapons systems. Many innovative high-tech 
firms are simply unable or unwilling to work with the Defense Depai1ment under the weight of its 
auditing, contracting, profitability, investment and inspection regulations, These regulations also 
impair the Defense Department's ability to function with the speed it needs if it is to keep abreast 
of today's rapid pace of technological innovation. Weapons development cycles average nine 
years in an environment where technology now changes every twelve to eighteen months in 
Silicon Valley-and the trend lines continue to diverge. 

In place of a specialized "defense industrial base,'' we believe that the nation needs a 
national industrial base for defense, which would be composed of a broad cross-section of 
commercial finns as w_ell as the more traditional defense films. "New economy" sectors must be 
attracted to work with the government on sound business and professional grounds; the more 
traditional defense suppliers, which fill important needs unavailable in the commercial sector, 
must be given incentives to innovate and operate efficiently. We therefore recommend these 
major steps: 

• Establish and employ a two-track acquisition system, one for major acquisitions and 
a ''fast track" for a modest number ofpotenti.al breakthrough systems, especially those 
in the area of command and control. 

• Return to the pattern of increased prototyping and testing of selected weapons and 
support systems to foster innovation. We should use testing procedures to gain 
knowledge and not to demonstrate a program's ability to survive budgetary scrutiny. 

Xll 
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• Implement two-year defense budgeting solely for the modernization element 
(R&Dlprocurement)of the Defense budget because of its long-term character, and 
expand the use of multi-year procurement. 

• Modernize auditing and oversight requirements (by rewriting relevant sections of 
U.S. Code, Title 10, and the Federal Acquisition Regulations) with a goal of reducing 
the numbers of auditors and inspectors in the acquisition system to be commensurate 
with the budget they produce. 

There is no more critical dimension of defense policy than to guarantee U.S. commercial 
and military access to outer space. The U.S. economy and military arc vita11y dependent on 
communications that rely on space. The clear imperative for the new era is a comprehensive 
national policy toward space and a coherent governmental machinery to carry it out. We 
recommend the e.'ltahtishment of an l11teragency Working Group on Space (TWGS). 

The members of this interagency working group would include not only the relevant parts 
of the intelligence community and the State and Defense Departments (including the National 
Space Command), but also the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Depai1ment of Commerce. and 
other Executive Branch agencies as necessary (e.g., Federal Aviation Administration, Federal 
Communications Commission, National Science Foundation. Department of Transp011ation.) 

Meanwhile, the global presence and responsibilities of the United States have brought 
new requirements for protecting U.S. space and communications infrastructures. but no 
comprehensive national space architecture has been devc1oped. We recommend that such 
responsibility he given to the 11ew interagency space working group and that the existing 
National Security Space Architect be transf erredfrom the Defense Department to the NSC 
staff to take the lead in this effort. 

The Commission has concluded that the basic stmcture of the intelligence community 
does not require change. Our focus here is on those steps that will enable the full implementation 
of recommendations found elsewhere within this report. 

First in this regard, we recomme11d that the President should .'let national intellige11ce 
priorities through National Security Council guidance to the Director of Central Intelligence. 

Second, the intelligence commzmity should emphasize the recruitment of human 
i11telligence sources on terrori.mi as one of the intelligence community's highestpriorities, and 
ensure that existi11g operatio11al guidelines support this policy. 

Third, the community slwuldplace new emphasis on collection and analysis of 
economic and science/technology security concerns, and incorporate more open source 
intelligence into its analytical products. To facilitate this eff011, Congress should increase 
significantly the National Foreign Intelligence Program (NFIP) budget for collection and analysis. 

Building Human Capital: Personnel 

0 ur governmental personnel system is in crisis. Government regulations and personnel 
systems-the way we hire, promote, and retire-have increased the disincemives to 
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serve. Indeed, these disincentives have grown even as the demand for quality in the ranks of 
public servants has increased. If we allow the lines of these trends to cross, none of the reforms 
proposed&y this or any other national security commission willproduc:e their intended results. 

We recommend,first of all, Presidential commitment to a broadprogram of renewing 
the national commitment to service to the nation. Nothing will be more important than the 
Presidential use of the bully pulpit to stress the importance and nobility of public service. While 
skepticism of government's abilities is healthy, cynicism is not. Since so many national political 
figures have contributed over the years to the transmutation of skepticism into cynicism, it is the 
duty of political leaders throughout the government first and foremost to repair the damage in a 
high-profile and fully bipartisan manner. 

Beyond that. this Commission recommends the most urge&possible streaming of the 
process by which we attract our senior government officials. The confirmation process is 
characterized by vast amounts of paper work and many delays. Conflict of interest and financial 
disclosure requirements have become a prohibitive obstacle to-the recruitment of honest men and 
women to public service. Post-employment restrictions confront potential new recruits with the 
prospect of their having to forsake not only income but work itself in the very fields in which they 
have demonstrated talent and found success. Meanwhile, a pervasive atmosphere of distrust and 
cynicism about government service is reinforced by the encrustation of complex rules based on 
the assumption that all officials, and especially those with experience in or contact with the 
private, sector, are criminals waiting to be unmasked. 

We therefore recommend the following: 

• Bring together the President and Congressional leaders and have them instruct their 
top aides to report within 90 days of January 20, 2001, on specific steps to revise 
government ethics laws and regulations. 

• Revise the Presidential appointee process to eliminate the impediments to high-level 
public service by reducing the number of non-careerpositions by 25 percent, 
shortening the appointmentprocess, and moderating draconian ethics regulations. 
This should entail reducing and standardizing paperwork requirements, reducing the 
number of nominees subject to full FBI background checks, and confilming the national 
security team first. 

• Make blind trusts, discretionary waivers, and recusals more easily available as 
alternatives to complete divestiture of financial and business holdings of concern. 

Beyond the appointments process, there are problems with government personnel 
systems specific to the Foreign Service, the Civil Service. and to the military services, But for all 
three. there is one step we urge: Expand the National Security Education Act of 1991. 

This Act, which provides college loan forgiveness and other benefits for government 
service, should be broadened to cover areas of study specifically applicable to the needs of the 
Foreign Service, such as economics and foreign language expertise. It should be applied as well 
to those who would join the Civil Service in their fields of relevance. And it should be expanded 
and funded to aid the recruitment and retention of high quality military personnel. 
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With respect to the Foreign Service, we recommend that the Foreign Service system be 
improved by making leader.'ihip a core value of the Slate Department, revamping the 
examination process, and dramatically improving the level of on-going professional education. 

With respect to the Civil Service, Congress should both ease recruitment procedures and 
fully fund professional education and retention programs. More important. however, we 
recommend the establishment of a National Security Service Corps (NSSC) to enhance civilian 
career paths and to provide a corps of policy experts wit!, broad-based experience throughout 
the Executive Branch. 

The specific objectives of the NSSC, a new group of senior-level executives drawn from 
the existing Civil Service, would be to broaden the experience base of senior depmtmcntal 
managers; to develop leaders who seek integrative solutions to national security policy problems; 
and to produce better policy planning and execution. Participating departments would include 
Defense, State, Treasury, Commerce, Justice, and Energy-thedepartmentsessential to 
interagency policy-making on key national security issues. 

With respect to the military personnel system, reform is needed in the recruitment, 
promotion. and retirement systems. Otherwise. the military will continue to lose its most talented 
personnel, and the armed services will be left with a cadre unable to handle the technological and 
managerial tasks necessary for a world-class 2 I st century force. 

Beyond the further expansion of the National Security Education Act, we recommend, 
the enhancement of the Montgomery GI Bill and Title 38 (VA Benefits Authority). GI Bill 
entitlements should equal at the very least the median tuition costs of four-year U.S. colleges and 
should be indexed to keep pace with increases in those costs. Title 38, Chapter 37 should be 
modified specifically to improve medical. dental, and VA homeownership benefits for career and 
retired service members. 

Taken together, such changes can help persuade military personnel in all Services to 
serve longer to secure these greater benefits. We also recommend modifying all four of the 
governing part.'! of military per.mnnel legislation-tho.'te dictating the terms of 
enlistment/commissioning, career management, retirement, and compensation--in order to 
give the Services more flexibility to recruit and retain high'-quality personneL. 

The Role of Congress 

1.1. ]'hile Congress has mandated many changes to a host of Executive departments and 
VV agencies over the years, it has not reformed itself one iota since 1949. At present, 

for example, every major defense program must be voted upon no fewer than eighteen times each 
year by an array of committees and subcommittees. This represents a very poor use of time for 
busy Executive and Legislative Branch staff. 

No one designed the cmTcnt Congressional committee system as a whole; it evolved 
piecemeal over many years. It cannot be effectively reformed piecemeal. however. Rather, a new 
consolidated design must be conceived analogous to a restructuring in the private sector. 
Congress should play a major role in reforming the Executive Branch's role in national security 
and, clearly, few of the major reforms this Commission recommends can be implemented 
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efficiently, or at all, without Congressional concurrence and assistance. At the same time. 
Congress sorely needs to tend to its own houses. 

We recommend, therefore, that Congress strengthen its role in national security affairs 
by facilitating the Executive Branch reforms recommended by this Commission, and by 
rationalizing its own committee structure accordingly. 

ln addition, Congress needs to reduce the demands it makes on Executive Branch 
personnel through duplicative and non-substantive hearings and reporting demands. It needs to 
institute ways to educate its members in national security and foreign affairs areas. and it needs to 
develop ways to better educate itself and its staffs through more systematic liaison with public 
policy experts outside of government. 

The Commission notes. in conclusion, that some of its recommendations will save 
money, while others call for more expenditure. We have not tried to "balance the 

books" among our recommendations. nor have we have held financial implications foremost in 
mind during our work. We consider any money that may be saved a second-order benefit. We 
consider the provision of additional resources to national security, where necessary, to be 
investments, not costs, infirst-order national priorities. 

Finally, while we would not bind the hands of the new President in the choice of a 
method to implement this Commission's recommendations, we .',trongly urge the new President 
and Congressional leader.dzip to establish some mechani.i,m to track, assist, and oversee the 
implementation of the recommendation.i, pro&red here, It would be unf011unate, indeed, to 
have chartered, supported, and funded an independent, bipartisan Commission on organizational 
and process efficiency only to squander its work upon receipt by an absence of organizational and 
process efficiency. 
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TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

May 14, 2001 

SUBJECT: NATO 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Are you going to have a meeting on NATO enlargement some time before Colin 
goes? Seems to me we ought to talk about NATO enlargement, European Defense 
Initiative and Missile Defense with the Alfo~!i./ince those will be the focus of 
attention at both his ministerial meetings and mine. 

DHR/azn 
051401.32 
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TO: Honorable Colin Powell ~6)<>°~ 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'Jfl (4'\ ~\\( 

DATE: May 14, 2001 

SUBJECT: Chinese & Russian Planes 

Attached are some examples of instances where a Chinese plane and Russian 
planes have landed in Alaska and Thule in emergency situations. As you will 
note, in each case we treated the people very, very well. They were given gas, 
food, heaters, etc. 

I think it would be worth going back another time to the PRC and making sure 
they understand, so that they see how we handled them on previous occasions. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
051401.17 

Attach. 

J 
0 --
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SEVERAL EXAMPLES 

- 27 February 1974 - Soviet AN-24 weather reconnaissance aircraft, 
low on fuel, emergency landing at Gambell Airfield, Alaska 

- Crew remained on aircraft overnight (we provided space heaters 
and food). Refueled next day and departed. 

• 6 April 1993 - Chinese civilian airliner declared inflight emergency 
and landed at Shemya in Alaska 

- Dozens of injured passengers treated/medevac'd; two deaths; . 
aircraft was repaired and departed 

- 26 March 1994 - Russian military aircraft monitoring a NATO ASW 
exercise; low of fuel; emergency landing at Thule Air Base in 
Greenland 

- On the ground 6 hours; crew fed and aircraft refueled, then 
departed. No charge for the fuel. 
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UNCLASSIFI.ED 

11 April 2001 

IN FORMATION PAPER 

Subject: RUSSIAN IL- 18 AIRCRAFT LANDS AT THULE AFB (GREENLAND) IN 
1994 

1. (U) Purpose. Provide information to VDJ S on the subject incident. 

2. (U) Key Points. 

• (U) On 26 Mar 94 a Russian IL- 18 aircraft was loitering in the area of a 
NATO ASW exercise involving 10 NATO aircraft (from Holland, Canada, 
and the US). 

• (U) The aircraft declared an emergency due to low fuel and 
unexpectedly landed at Thule Air Base after having been denied 
permission by Canada to land in Canada. 

• (U) The IL- 18 was an intelligence' gathering aircraft traditionally used 
for electronic espionage that had Aeroflot markings and declared it was 
on a meteorological mission. · 

• (U) The aircraft was taken to a hanger where the 22 crew and 
passengers were fed. The aircraft was ref~eled and took off after 
approximately 6 hours on the ground. 

• (U) US forces did not enter the a ire raft, which was guarded by US MPs 
while it was on the ground. The US did not present Russia with a bill 
for the fuel. 

1<b)(6) I 
Prepared by:~1 :::;:::;::;;===:::!=~::::;-- USMC 

!(b)(6) 
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To: ______ _ 

A Russian ;radar airplane landed 
on Thule Air Base in Greenland 

April 6, 2001 

Sounes: Cable from the Duis11 news agency Gll March 26. 1'94, ••cl nporfl 
in Jylb.nda-Po!ten on Sunday, March 27, 19!M. 

Tut of' cable: 

Shortage of ftJ~ foroed a Russjaa ahphme. fbll of radar equipment_ ro land 
on Thule Air Base at 32 degrees centigrade below zero. The ailplane had been 
denied landing permit in Canada and therefore landed \lllCXpectedly on the~ k 
~ppened in the middle of a NATO oxe.rcisc and resulted in hectic ac.ti~ay. 
according to Jyllands-Po&teJl•s Sunday ne.w.spapor. Tbc CteWWU guarde.d closely 
in a hangar for six homs before the airplme left the base apn with iull fuel 
tau)cs. The airplane was of the llj~jin IL-18 type which is U'adidonally used for 
espionage. according IO th&: newspaper. It is the first tiau: ever that a Rusdan 
ahp!anc .bas \'isited lhule Air Base. The airplane was offlc;ially oa a 
ineteorological mission in the ansa. · 

Text of report oo the fn,11t page of Jyllandt-Posrai 

At a tanperatme of32 degrees centigrade below zero. a Russian ahplas 
- fill of radar equipment -wrote u.'Odd history last Friday when it 'Wlexpected)y 
1~ on Thule Air Base in. Greeoland in the middle of a NATO exercise. Lack 
of :fuel hnd forced the airplane down on the American base, as the Canadian 
authorities had refused to give the airplane pennissiorr to land, Lt. Cd. Erik 
Kester told from Station Onmnedal. 

The airpJ.ane was officially on .a metcmologjc:al Jnissicm. and the forcecl 
landing resulted in hectic activity on the base. The AmeritBDS blocked all 
telephone lines U) the United States for civilian ea.Us. Security police smroundecl 
the airplane and the hangar wbcte lhe crew members stayed for abnon six .houo. 

It has ucver happened before that a Russian airplane bu landed OJl Thule 
Aft Base. 

Tbe radar airplane was of the Djusjin 1 B-IL- 18 t)'pe which is a version that 
U'lditioJWly is used fof electronic espionage. 
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--Now we are also going to pay for their espionage, said an American 
officer. according to a Dane who was on the base when the Rvasums took oft' with 
.full fuel tank& 

Tm ar report by Erik nomle on pscc 5111 JyDuda-Postm: 

The ~s about Uw Ruman airplane W11S spreading Suter than tne 
&agi:aiiee of a Stewardess would .have doJJe amollg the 1000 mm on Thule Air 
Base iu Northern Giecnlamd. 

A radar auplane with the name O Auoflot" painted with Russilrl lefl~ au 
ill side was J)arkcd OD the tun~)'. A Russian aiJphme b.14 ~ before Jaru!ccl on 
the tbrce·ldlorn.etet-Jong runway which has been '1'ital for the most northem 
NATO defense for decades.. 

Bui last Friday at 17:00 Qrcen)and time - i.e. 22 :00 Danish time - the 
special-built Dju.sjin 1 ~-IL~ 18 was parked at the arrival hMgar and resulted 
uua,cdiately in an increase of the level ofprepuedncss. 

Er:nployees 1"pt sway 

In the ~iddle of a NATO exercise where about ten .airplanes from Camda, 
the Netherlands a.Qd the United Sutes were troiniq wbmarhu: survemance. tha 
.Russians had landed to.refue~ it was explained. 

1"be security police of the American fcm:es prevented both Danish and 
American employees from gcn£ng close to the Russiau ahplane and its crew 
without ~ja] permission, and American OffiCeIS Were speaking opcnl y about 
tM possioility that 'the airplane must have been on an espionage mission. 

Flight schedule bd beea sent 

The uninvited lt'llSSian visil made not any deep impression officially (in 
Dent11ark). The Danish .Air Tactical Command in Karup was of the opinion that it 
was ~robably merely Tuzla in Bosn.ia that had been spelt Thule by a mistake." 
But Lt. Cot Kaster at Station G111.1Medal UI Gteenland con:fimed the incident. 
He added lhal lhe Ru.~ had sent their fli8bt schedule in advance as they 
should. It was j~ not intended thal they were to land ill thulO. 

Djplom1ta i.• th1 airplan• 

"Several of the 22 people in the a.i1J1]ane were travelling as ctiplOJJlBCS, and 
their 1.'isa to Canada wu 0~ •• a source, at Thule Air B.se told J:ylJan,::ls..Po*D. 
But the Canadians would not allow the airplane to land. Sandmtrom Air Base a 
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little longer to lhe south i11 Greenlal\d wu closed because of bad weather .. so 1he 
Rnssians had to go down in Thule when they were numing out of fuel.,. 

The official mission for the ajrplanc was meicoroloeical o~ in 
the altitude of cig.ht .kil~. and the people on bo~ bad visa, so tllat they 
could tnlVel into Camida via Resolute Bay. But the airplane itself' h¢ not bccu 
approved for that. Whm it was o.a. its way from Jcel~ tbe Rmsim ~ptain was 
c.,dead ra keep away. 

Witb momtorfng e4nlpmenr 

. · Djusjm 18 is med 1,y ihe Rmsian airlme compe7 AerofJot 11S a pmenaer 
auplane. But it exists in 'fact in many reconstrvctecl vemDQS widl dHler= JdDd, 

· oCmilitalY mmd1Drin, equlp,ncnr. 

On the abplan,: which landed in Thule. was en extra bulge 011 ;cs back. 
giwig space for additional electromc equipmmt. and several ·antamu were seen 
nicking out of the. airplane. 

The Russians thmisclves did not make any seem of the Ca.ct that thft 
auplane was a q,ecial "ersion, but they maintain~ that the clectromo etillipma 

· m~ly was for sclenti5c pwp0$CS. 

About ten NATO surveillance airplBDCS were parted OA Thule Air &$4 
wbeu the Russian radar aitplan~ in bright ~hfne .. but at a tempaature of 32 
dcsrccs cartipe below ZCTD, landed with alm~st cmpy Nd tanb. 

IC was dragged lO tha atrlval hanpr where the 22 crew mem~ and 
passimeers got somelhmg to eat axid drink. while then.was cmied out a hectic 
communication betw~en the base and the military authorities in the United StallS. 
All telephone lines were in fact blocked for civilian ~ and additional staff was 
called up to talk io the millwy telepb.o~ 

After ~bout tbree lwUX"S, the threads of the prabl£JJ1 were unraveled .so 
much tha1 the ahplane ~uld be refueled. and shortly before 23 :00, the Russiaus 
could take off, heading back to Iceland. 

(6q.DAO) 
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Sent: 
TO! 
Subject: 

!(b~(~1av Amil 06 200r0:13AM 

Pnleef 

RUS&isk ractartt, f11d~ndet pa Ttlute-basen (12) 
(Rftzaus Bureau 21.. rnaris 1994 Id. 2233) 

Qaanaaq. fetdag. RB · 
Bran~nget tvang fredag aften et russtsk ft!/. spia'kltet tNCt 
13cfarudstyr, tJJ at Jande QA Thulabosen j 32 g111Cfal'S kU,-. 
Ryet var blwel naes,tet landlngstilladefst1 i Canada og landed& detfor 
uventel pA basen. Det s1<efe m idt i en NA TQ.i,vlfsv og rette tlf t\ektisk 
aldMtet.. stcrtve, Morgenavis.n ~ral'lda-Poste" sendag. · 
Sesa!tnfngen bfev sJtarpt bvvogtel i en ha1191r i $tu timw, ,,.,. ~t 
for1od ba&a'1 med ~dte tanlce. · . 
Fl)'8t. et IIJusin 11.•18. vat al en type, def' lrlditianett bNges rll 
eteldronlsk &pfonaQe. skl1ver .tlactet. 
Oet var fcarae gang nogcnGinde. TnuJe-1>6.n ha"d• baseg •f et n,ssllk 
fly. Det var offlcielt pt meteotol09isl<v opg.avar. 
SLUT PAARTIKSL 

1 
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d.iwatmg@uotes.dawn 
.dia.smif.mit 

To: dicarjw@notes.dawn.dia.smil.mil, diSanpJ@notes.d3wn.dia.smif.mil, 

04/06/01 07:52 AM 
John_ RubJe/EP/EUR/ISA/OUSOP@nts.poOcy.osd.pentagon.smil.mif, "PortelJi, } 
LTC" <pcrte1Ja@euc:om.smif.mil>, "Swanson, Efdon C GS~ll(CNE N52J)" 
< cneN52 1 @n3veur.navy . .smil.mil >, orr DIO for Europt 
< dio.europe@pent:a BOO .smiT .mil> 

cc: (bee: archive/USDP/OUSDP@OUSDP) 
Subject: China situation· Thule semi-precedent worth mentioning 

Basad on a barely &membered incident from a member of the embassy, we 
found a copy o: a Da.:iish newspaper article from March 27, 1994, giving 
details of of the emergency landing c: a Russian XL-18 (Im:el a/ c w/ 
Aeroflot:markings) at Thule Air base. The R~ssian declared an em~t~~1;1cy 
due co low 'fuel and landed at Thule (after .being. refused la::1di::1g permission 
by the Canadians). It had been loitering in the area of a NATO exercise 
(10 a/c fromCanada. Holland. and USA were on an 1,$W exercise), T h c 
had Aeroflot ~arkinas, declared it was on a meteorological mission (making 
obser;vati.ori,s at 800JO meters) and was low on fue.l. After being refused 
la.r.drng c~ea.ra.r.ce for Ca.r.a.da., the o-:her pote::1t1al runway was Sondre . 
stroemfjord (Middle Gree.:ila.:id), wh.:..ch was closed due to weather. It came 
in from Iceland CPA.REA. I-: was on the ground for 6 hours. The crew ar:d 
passengers (22) were watered, :ed, :he a.ircra:t was re:ueled, ar.ci depar:ed. 
for the Iceland OPAREAand home. The base MPs guarded the aircraft. No 
one went aboard. Fuel. bill ;,..:as noe presen-:ed eo the Russians. 

would anyone like copies of the translation of -:he article? 

I'm not planning :o do anyth.:..ng more 'with this. 

!(b)(6) 
LaDta:.r:, USN 

J~~fb~~fenbaqen I 
diwatm9@notes.dawn •. dia.smil.mil 

FAX TRANSMITTAL .. OIIII08S.,, / 
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FAX TRANSMITTAL 

'fo: .......... ___ ................ ~ 
5()99-101 · GEHEAAL SEflVICU ADMJN1STAATION 

A Russian radar airplane landed 
-on Thule Air Base in Greenland 

April 6,200X 

Sources: Cabre·f.-0.111 tbe Danish news 2gc1:1cy on Match 26,, 1994, md reports 
in Jyllau~Posten on Sunday, March 27, 19'4. 

Sbortagt of fuel forced a Russian ailplaue, 1ull of radar equipmeut, to l.md 
on Thu.le Air Base at 32 degrees centigrade below zero .. The aiJ}'l:ine had hem 

denied landing peimit in Canada and therefore landed unexpectedly on die. base.. It 
happened in the middle of a NA TO exercise and resulted ill hectic activity, 
according to JyUands-Post='s Sunday nc~aper. The crew was guarded closely 
in a hangar far six hours before the airplane left the ba,c again with .full .fuel 
tanks. The airplane was of the Iljusjin IL· 13 type which is traditionally used for 
espionage, ac.cording to the newspaper. It is the first time ever wt a R~1ssian 
aupl=c .has visited Thule Air B~e. The airp.lane vms officially on a 
meteorological mission ill the area. 

Tm of reporr OD the frollt page ·or JyJlaJldi .. Poma: 

• At a tcmperanuc of 32 degrees centigrade below zero, a R.ussia.n auplanc 
- full of radar equipment - wrote world history la.st Fri~y when il unexpei:iedly 
landed Ol1 Thule Air Base in Greenland in the middle of a NATO exercise. Lack 
of fuel 11:,4 forced the airpJ.a.ne down on the American base, as the Canadian 
authorities had refused to g.ive the airplane pennission to land,, Lt. Col. Erik 
.I{s3-ste:r told from Station Gmnnedal. 

The airplane was officially on a meteorological mission, and the forced 
)anding resulted in hectic activity on, the base- The Aniericans blocked all 
1elephC1ne lines to the United Siates for civilian calls. Securlty police smrouuded 
th£ aitplane and the hangar where the crew members stayed fur almost six hours. 

It has .never happened before that a Russian aixplaoe has landed on Thule 
Air Base. 

The .radar auplane W33 of the Djusjin 18-IL. I 8 type which is a version that 
tradidonaJly is used for electronic espionage. 
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--Now we are also going to pay for their espioJJage, said an American 
officer, according to a Dane who was on lhe base when lhe Russians took oft'with 
Ml fu.el tank.1. 

Tat of report by Erik Thomle on p~;c 5 in Jyllands-Posten: 

The news about the Russian airplane was spreading faster than the 
fragr.mc:eo{ a siewardtss would have done among Lhe l 000 ~ on Thule Air 
Base hi Northem Greenland.. 

A radar airplane with the name .. Aeroflot" painted with Russian letters w 
its side was parked on the runway. A RUS5wi airplane had never before landed on 

. the three·Jdl~er-Io.ng runway which has been vital for the most northem 
NATO defense for d~des. 

~ut last Friday at l 7:00 Greenland time - i.e. 22:00 Danish time -the 
sp~cial-built DjusjiD 18-.ll.-JS was parked at the arrival hangar and resulted . 
immediately in an increase of Lhe level of preparedness . 

.Einploy£es kept away 

In the middle of a NA TO exercise whee about ten aiJJ,lanes from Canada, 
the Netherlands and the United Sates wue training submarine surveiUance, the 
.Russian.shad landed to refuel, it W3S explained. 

The security pol ice of the A111erican forces prevented.both Danish and 
American employ~cs from getting close to the Russian airplane and its crew 
without special permission, and American officers were speakiug openly about 
the possibility tb3t the .aitplane must have been on an espionage mission. 

Flight schedule had been sent 

The uninvitea Russian visit msde not any deep impression officially (in 
Denmark). The Danish Air Tactical Coinm.:md· in Karup was of the opinion that it. 
was 'jJrobably ~erely Tuzla in Bosnia that had been spelt Thule by a mis13ke."' 
But Lt. CoL Ju,ster at Station Grennedsl in Greenland confirmed the incident. 
He added lhal the Russians had sent their !light schedule in advance as they 
should. It WilS just not intended lhal they were 10· land in Thule. 

DipJomats in the airplane 

"Several of the 22 people in the airplane weie travelling as dip lo~ .md 
their visa to Canada was 01(.,. a source at Thule Air Base told JyllaIJ~-Posieu. 
But the Canadians would not ail.ow the aiJplane to land. Sonderstrom Air'B.ase a 
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Jinle lODgtt to the south in Qreenland was closed because of b~ weatha, ~ the 
Rmsians had to go down in Thule when they were ?UMing ~ut of fueV' 

The official mission for the aiIJ)laDe was mtteoroJogical observations in 
the altitude of eight .kiloinetas, and the people on board bad visa, so that they 
could travel into Canada via Resolute Bay. But the airphne itself had not been 
approved fox that When it was an its way from lee land, the Russiancapwn was 
ordered to keep' away. 

With mOJlitoring e.qD.ipmenr 

lljusjiD 18 is used by the Rmsian airlme company Ae.roflat as a passenger 
airplane. But it exists in fact in many reconstructed versions with different Jcinds 
of militlll'Y mcnitoring equipment. 

On the auplane which landed in Thule, was an extra bulge on its back. 
giving space fer additional electronic equip.men~ and several antem:las were seen 
sticldna out of the airplane. 

The Russians themselves did not make anv seem oft.he fact that the 
aiip!ane was a ~ version, but they Jn3.intained that' tbs electronic equipment 
merely was for scientific pwposes. 

About ten NATO surveillance ai!planes were parked on Thule Air Base 
wht:n the Russian radar ajrpJ,me in bright sunshine, but at a temperature of 32 
degrees ceJitigiadt below zero, landed with almost anpty fuel 13nb. 

It was dragged to the arrival hangar wbae the 22 aew members and 
passengers got something to eat and drink, while there was carried out a hectic 
communication between the base and the military authorities in the United St1'CtS. 
All telephone lines were in fact blocked for civilian calls. and additional staff~ 
caJled up to 13.Jk m the miliwy. telephones.. 

After about three hours, the threads of the probJeni were unra~eledso 
much tithe auplaoe could be refu.e.led, and shortly before 23;0~ the Russians 

cculd tie off, heading back to Iceland.. 

(6g.DAO) 
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Information Paper 
on 

SUBJECT: Chinese Eastern Airlines MD-I 1 Emergency Landing at 
Eareckson Air Force Base, Alaska, 6 April 1993 

1. Attached is a narrative summary of briefing given by the U.S. Alaskan 
Air Commander chronologically describing the story of the Chinese 
Eastern Airlines MD-I 1 emergency landing at Eareckson AFB on 6 April 
1993. Eareckson AFB is located-near the end of the Aleutian Island 
Chain, approximately 1500 miles from Anchorage, Alaska. 

,a. The airliner declared an in-flight emergency and reported 30 
injured with one seriously injured passenger. The isolated island 
community rapidly moved into action following their disaster 
preparedness procedures. Within 30 minutes the entire base was 
mobilized and the medical staff setup a small medical aid station 
equipped to handle the 30 reported injuries. 

b. The interior of the aircraft was a disaster area. Instead of 30 
injuries, there were, serious injuries to 156 of the 255 passengers and 
crew members on board and ultimately two .fatalities. 

c. An aircraft hangar was prepared for triaging and passenger 
comfort. Personnel treated injured passengers and assisted 96 less 

seriously injured passengers with chairs, food, drinks, and emotional 
support. 

d. A Navy P-3 (not an EP-3) and an Air Force RC-135 were both 
converted to handle patients on litters, and the medical evacuation to 
Elmendorf AFB. Other aircraft and air crews participated in this were: a 
Navy C-130, Coast Guard C-130, and C-141. 

e. At Elmendorf, federal and municipal agencies and local 
hospitals were available to provide emergency assistance. 

2. From the initial notification, some passengers departed Alaska as 
early as 30 hours later with some of the more severely injured departing 
a few days later. 

3. The damaged M D-11 departed Eareckson AFB after repairs were 
completed. 

RECOMMENDATION: None, for information only 
MGen Gany Trexler/ Joint Staff/ 11 April 200 l/224-5223 
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. EVENT: Federal Executive Board Meeting. J Jun 93 

SPEAKER~· .L( Gen Ralston. 

Synopsis~~ Th~ Commander of A/askan Command and Eleventh Afr Force 
tells the chr.onolog(ca/ story of the Chinese Eastern Airlines Ml).J 1 

emergency landing.at She.mya AFB on 6 Apr 93 and the medical evacuation 
<~f 156 seriously.iri/ured p~sscngers and crew ,nembers to Elmendo if AFB · 

and Anchorage. Lt Gen Ralston highlights the pr.ofesslona/ response of the_ 
men and women on Shemya and the lr_f!rnend.o~s teamwork and cooperation 
displayed benveen:111ilitary, federal. and civil agencies in Anchorage.-

SLIDE #1 (ALCOM, II AF, ANR LO(_]OS) 
·· ..... 

l ...... '.f. ,., .• :: ·j~. 7:··~- . ,. ~ 

(lntrodu~tory qree~ings). 
'' . ' (, -.. .: ·. 

·, 

Today, 1'11 review the rec~nt MD~ 11 China Eastern Airlines 
. . 

emergency landi~g at Shemya AFB, ·now Eareckson AFS,.and the 

subsequent medtc~l evacuation to Elmendorf and Anchorage. T . 
. . . . 

ffiink it's importantto·r~view the incident while it's still ftesh in 

our minds, so we can capture the lessons learned and prepare for· 
. . 

the next emergency we may fa·ce together. 

SLIDE #2 (ALEUTIAN CHAIN SHOWING SHEMYA J 

EI\ RE' C. tl.U•"' 

To set the scene, Sbamy·r:1 Air Force Base is located near the end 

of the Aleutian Island Chain, 1lpproximately 15 00 miles from 

Anchorage. 
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• .. t • 

As it turned out., the notification and quick mobflization proved 

critical, because the emergency was far W(?rse·than reported, or 

what you- w6ti1d expect after seeing the exterior of.the plru,e.· 

SLIDE #6 (INTERIOR VIEW OF MD-i 1) 

The interior was a disaster areal Instead of ~O injuries, there were 

. serious .injuries to 156 of the-255 passengers and- crew members on . 

board ?ifl~ ultimately two fatalities. Injuries included debilitating 

head and'neck injuries, broken bones, lacerations, and extreme . 
·. shock., Adding to the confusion and communications problems, 

•• • , • • .. • , • • •• '\ • ' : • • f • • • : • ; : .... :- ; ... : .·: ". ! : .. : .. \. ·. '!, • . • • : • • • ·.. ~ ;_ • ! 

only 11; ofthcpeople Qn board understood or ·spoke any English. 
.... ... ' . : . ·. : .. : . . ,• ~ 

.:.: .; 

SLiDE #7 (DAMA GED SEA TS-SIDE VIEW) 

The_followi~g pictures will give you a·good idea of the for~es. 
involved in causing this much damage and injuries< 

SLIDE #8 (DAMA GED AISLE SEA T) 

Imagine the force involved to cause this much damage to the seat, 

. let alone the person si~ing there. 

SLIDE #9 (CLOSE-UP OF SAME SEAT) 

.Here is a close-up of the same seat ... 
11-L-0559/0SD/3810 
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SLIDE #15 (GALLEY)_· 

· And fina1Iy,·the galiey~ As· you-can imagine, it was a shock for our 
people to· seeth'e inside .of the aircraft loaded with injuied people. 

Captain Laura Towne our-sole doctor at Shemya, ~tarted 
immediate triage and had those with :minor injuries removed· from 

. . . 
the plane, so there ·was more room· .to. work on the serious I y -. 

injured. The ·overall ev~cuatio·n of-passengers .took three hours due 

to the s·evere de~ttuction 'of the ·cabin are~· closeness. of seating, 

and the serio_usness of the· injuries. 

SllD)E #16 (INSjl:/E)1ifNGA·Ji::,J6J ~:: · · 
. . . .. . . . . ..· . 

. . -'·· 

Nearby, a hangar was quickly prepared for further triaging and . 
. . 

_p~senger comfort .. Volunteers · rerrioved. mattress~s from an 

adjacent do~itory ~ui.ldirigand·set.;.up· beds·in:.the emergency 

clinic .. Srill others .assisted the 96 less seriously inj~red passengers 

with chai~s, food, drinks, and most importantly, emotional support 

during this trying experience . 

. · SLIDE #17 (MORE. VOLUNTEERS) 

Still others cut backboards out of plywood. and improvised I. V. 

holders out of lamp stands, 
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.TAN-21-1900 00: 00 

SLIDE#21 (LITTE.f?S READY FOR FIRST EVACUEES) 

.. -
The spirit of-cooperation was magflific~hlt~q·~·~hout the.~edical 
'evacuation. Ambulances and medical teams· .were standing by 

-waiting for the evacuees when the first aitcraft .. arrived at 
. Elmendorf 

SLIDE #22 (UNLOAD_ING P~3 ~RION) 
. . ! 

. Our Aerial Port Squadron had the right equipment ready for 

imril~di~te arid car~ful off-load of ilie "patien~.' 
. . SLIDE #23 (M,EDiCAL .TECHNICIANS): . 

Our. medical technici~s worked hand-in-ha~d· with their civilian 

. counterparts to pr9perly treat 'an~ ~vacuate the seriously injur~d 
patients. · · · 

.. -·· 

SLIDE#24.(MAP Of;: ANCHORA GEHOSPiTALS)) 

The City- H.ealth Department _worked with our 3rd Medical Center 

and the three hospitals in Anchorage to determine the best 

destination for each injured passenger. This slide depicts the 

location and number of patients each hospital re'ceived. 
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SLJD~~29 (AMBULATORY PATIENTS ARRIVE) 

Finally,. tpe ambulatory .p.atien~ _an-ived on c:.J:30's and.were 

assisted-by f:llilitary, civilians, and Chinese translators from the 

Anchor_age -community. Without the Chinese Tr~slators, 
. . . . 

communication with the ·passengers would ha:ve been nearly· -

impossible . 

.. , .. ·. 

SLIDE#30 (MORE AMBULATORY PATIENTS) 

The humani~~ian ~ay~ ·Continued· as the .fi~al injured passengers 

.~Jyesd -~~ ~1~e~5Jqrf:~.d.~~re ~yacuat~q .t,o local hospitals for 
evaluati.on · anQ treatment. · · . · · .. . .. , ........ ... . . . 

~l/DE#31.(JNDMD-11 AT SHEMYA) .. 

p.09 

From the initial notification, until the last group of passengers 

departed for Anchorage on a second China Eastern Airli~es MD- . 
· . E:t.1t,EGJ<.S~JJ 

l l 1 the total qrdeal lasted over 30 hours for the folks ·on Shem;ca: · 

It continued a few qays longer here in the, Elmendorf and 
Anchorage hospitals anq for other civil and federal agencies taking 

care of the passengers' and arranging transportation to their final' 

destinations. 
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jsnowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld X1 

SUBJECT: Indonesia Mil-to-Mil 

May 16, 2001 5:52 PM 

Where do we stand on military-to-military for Indonesia? Have we found out 
whether it is DoD or the Congress that has to make some changes? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051601-5 
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jsnowflake 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Dan Gallington 

Donald Rumsfeld '). j\ 

SUBJECT: Sinai 

May 17, 2001 6:58 AM 

At the NSC meeting, I told the President and Colin and Condi that I was going to 
move the issue of reducing our forces in the Sinai into the interagency process and 
that they would be seeing it come to them. 

DHR:dh 
051701-6 

11-L-0559/0SD/3815 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfe1J/ • 

SUBJECT: Belize 

May 17, 2001 6:54 AM 

Please get back to me when you figure out whether or not Belize is a place we 
could do the bombing. 

Thanks. 

DHR:<lh 
051701-4 

U09399 /01 
11-L-0559/0SD/3816 
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Jsnowflake 

May 17, 2001 6:56 AM 

TO: General Shelton 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 3 

SUBJECT: Nigeria 

Please have someone tell me what we are training the Nigerians to do-what kind 
of lesson programs are there? Are we teaching them how to use equipment, or are 
we teaching them democracy and things like that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051701-5 

U09J+00 /01 
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!snowflake 

May 18, 200111:06 AM 

TO: Marc Theissen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y, 
SUBJECT: Gingrich Comments 

I read Newt Gingrich's language. I like the ideas. I think there is a lot there we 
can use. I think we ought to feel free to edit it, but I think it is a useful thing. 

What do you think? 

Attach. 
5/1 7 /0 I Thiessen memo to SecDef re: Gingrich Comments 

DHR:dh 
051801-17 
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May 17, 2001, 10:30 AM 

The Secretary of Defense,' ~-
.. .,;,, .... 

/, I\ H/ 
Marc Thiessen .' ;71l{'' 1 'f~}-. / I ~ \ 

\\\~\ 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: Gingrich Comments 

Speaker Gingrich sent us some suggested language this morning for possible 
inclusion in the testimony. I have attached it for your review. If you indicate 
ideas here you like, I can work them into the next draft 

Attach. 

Gingrich comments, 5/17/0 1 
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NEWT GINGRICH COMMENTS 

Thank you for allowing me to testify on behalf of the President and the 
Department of Defense. I come here today with a deep sense of shared 
responsibility and shared concern, The Founding Fathers wisely decided that 
the legislative and executive branches would share the burden of defending 
America. They realized that the cause of freedom could only survive if the power 
of the purse remained in the legislative branch while the daily conduct of foreign 
and defense policies had to be implemented by a single executive. They 
recognized that the laws which would regulate the raising of the army and the 
maintaining of the navy had to originate in the legislative branch and be signed 
by the President. Yet they also knew from long years of experience in the 
evolutionary War that there had to be one single Commander in Chief. 

It was no accident that our first commander in chief as President had 
also been the Commanding General of the Continental Army and the President 
of the Constitutional Convention. President George Washington and his 
colleagues knew full well the process of politics, the art of government making, 
and the bitter, painful lessons of combat. 

We meet 212 years later to sustain their great achievement. We must 
work together to continue to develop the defenses of the United States. I must 
report to you on behalf of the President, the men and women of the Defense 
Department and in light of my sworn obligation to help defend the United 
States. Similarly each of you has sworn an oath to defend the Constitution 
and we share this hallowed obligation, 

It is especially appropriate for us to work together because your 
constituents are the young men and women whose interests I seek to represent. 
Your citizens live in the cities and towns we seek to protect. Your friends back 
home become the travelers overseas we work to keep safe, In this spirit of joint 
undertaking allow me to share for a moment my understanding of the realities 
which press upon us and of the strategic goals and the strategic needs of our 
country and the principles that will make it possible for us to achieve those goals 
and meet those needs. I think it is vital that we reach a mutual agreement about 
basic strategies and key principles before we seek to work out specific programs 
or adopt specific reforms. If we can agree on the larger realities and the larger 
goals and principles we can work together to find mutually acceptable solutions 
on the specific details. 

Let me begin withn a brief review of the realities which force us to 
remain strong. The world is dangerous. While it is true that there is no peer 
competitor on a global basis and there is no Soviet Union directly 
threatening us, it is equally true that weapons of mass destruction continue 
to proliferate and the risk of one of them being used continues to grow. 
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In the next two decades there is every reason to believe one or more 
rogue states will acquire weapons capable of inflicting significant damage 
and horrible casualties directly on the United States. Furthermore many of 
these states will have new horror weapons capable of harming our young men 
and women if we had to field another expeditionary force like Desert Shield. 

The dangers of weapons of mass destruction are compounded by the 
possibility that terrorist organizations with global reach will acquire them and use 
them aggressively. 

Our challenge is compounded because our interests continue to become 
more and more global. We are a nation with relatives in every country in the 
world. Wherever there is the threat of genocide there are Americans with family 
ties. Wherever there is the threat of violence and conquest there are Americans 
with family ties. 

Our deepest values --"we hold these truths to be self evident"; our 
economic interests, our concerns for humanitarian decency and human rights, 
our interests in the environment--all carry us into places far beyond our national 
borders. 

Our interests are compounded by our alliances. Ever since Pearl Harbor 
woke America 60 years ago we have been determined to keep war from our land 
by allying ourselves with nations across the planet. We won the Cold War by 
building the most comprehensive and durable allliance in human history. We 
help sustain countries throughout the world. We can not turn our back on them 
and abandon them to the savage, the ruthless, and the violent. We proved that 
in 1990 when Kuwait was invaded. We stand alert for our 48th year in Korea to 
continue deterring aggression against our ally. 

We can take enormous pride in the increased prosperity, increased 
freedom, and increased safety which have grown from those alliances, We can 
also take pride in the commitments our allies have made in sustaining their 
portion of the alliance. The 28 other nations who joined us in Desert Storm made 
that operation far more successful and far safer for young Americans than it 
would have been if we had gone by ourselves. 

Thus the reality of today is that the world is dangerous, that we have 
obligations across the globe to work with our friends and deter or if necessary 
defeat our opponents and that this is a burden we must work on together, 

There are some key strategies which have evolved to cope with this 
complex dangerous reality since December 7, 1941. With the exception of the 
first year after World War II and the six years immediately after the Vietnam War 
there has been a remarkably consistent bipartisan and bicameral commitment to 
these strategic principles. Both Republican and Democratic Presidents and 
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Republican and Democratic Congresses have concluded that these 
principles are unavoidable and indeed are the basic foundation of American 
safety in a dangerous world. 

These strategic principles began in the Second World War and were 
renewed when the Republican 80th Congress and the Democratic Presidency of 
Harry Truman came together to forge new institutions, create new laws, and 
provide new resources unprecedented for peacetime America, They have been 
part of our ongoing heritage for the last 60 years. 

First, the United States will remain so prepared in peacetime that no 
rational adversary would try to defeat us. 

Second, the United States will seek alliances and project power so that 
danger will always be as far from America as possible. When faced with an 
enemy or a rogue state we want to be on their border, we do not want them to 
be on our border. 

Third, this requires the United States to undertake alliances, to keep our 
word, to be reliable, and to have the strength and the persistence to win if one of 
our allies is threatened. 

Fourth, the United States is committed to using the most advanced science 
and technology and the best engineering to provide the greatest possible 
advantage over our potential opponents. We want our cities to be safe even if 
theirs are not. We want our young men and women to have the best chance to 
survive and win in combat. We have a moral obligation to develop the best 
science, create the best weapons, field the best equipped and best trained force. 
To do less would be to immorally betray those who risk their 
lives for America. 

Fifth, the United States will be frugal in peacetime but we will never allow our 
forces to become so small or so undertrained that we suffer again the painful 
losses of the 1941-1 942 campaign or the tragedy of Task Force Smith in Korea 
in 1950. Our forces will be large enough, robust enough, and trained enough to 
win the first battle. It is the only way to both save American lives and save 
American allies. 

These five strategic principles have been the foundation of 60 years of 
remarkable leadership by the United States. But the time has come to add three 
additional principles which I would like to propose but which can only occur with 
the full support and help of the Congress. 

Sixth, the world of science and technology is now changing so rapidly that 
we must develop a new ability to innovate and implement in a time comparable to 
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the modern commercial world rather than to the slow, ponderous bureaucracies 
which have grown over the last half century. 

Seventh, the American military and the American taxpayer both deserve a 
Defense Department which equals the best of modern American management in 
leanness, quality orientation, agility and flatness of hierarchy. For a generation 
the gap has widened between the General Electrics, the Federal Expresses and 
the Wal-Marts on the one hand and the expensive burden in time, money and 
misfocus of people in the Defense Department. We cannot produce a 21st 
century defense with a mid-20th century model of bureauracy. That can only 
change with the help of the Congress. 

Eighth, and finally, we can only create a worthy 21st century Defense 
Department if we can rebuild the trust between the legislative and executive 
branches. From Vietnam to the present there has been a steady erosion of trust. 
It has been replaced with micromanagement by the Congress and cynical 
manipulation by the Executive branch. We cannot truly create a modern system 
within that atmosphere, I pledge to you that I will listen to you, work with you. 
answer every question, meet every inquiry and with your help build a system of 
communications and teamwork which will allow you to believe that together we 
can build a system of sustainable trust, Trust cannot be given it has to be earned. 
With your help we will build it together and it will become the foundation from 
which together we can build the system which will met the other seven strategic 
goals. 

I urge you to consider these eight strategic principles because they are the 
basis of everything else I will be proposing. If we agree on them we can 
eventually work everything else out. If we profoundly disagree on them we need 
to stop and work through that because we will have no mutual basis for helping 
defend our country. 

For the moment, allow me to hope you will agree and move on to some 
more detailed examples of how I hope we can move forward. 

## 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfe~ 

SUB SECT: Landmines 

May 18, 2001 11:02 AM 

Here is a memo from Dov Zakheim on landmines. I find it confusing. 

Would you please look it over and tell me where you think we are and what we 
ought to do? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/1 6/01 Zakheim memo to SecDef re: Costs for Landmines 

DHR:dh 
051801-16 
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INFO MEMO 

May 16, 2001 15:00 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov Zakheim, Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller)lt 

SUBJECT: Costs for Landmines 

MAY 1 7 2001 

• Dick Garwin and Bob Sherman were nice enough to come by and brief 
their solution to the Jandmine problem as it relates to the Ottawa treaty. 
The basis of their solution addresses U.S. policy regarding persistent 
landmines (anti-personnel/anti-vehicle). They firmly believe we should 
not sign the Ottawa treaty, and should maintain only short duration 
landmines of any type. Currently, 85 percent of our landmines are short 
duration, so their proposal effects only 15 percent of our landmine 
inventory that are persistent landmines. The Ottawa treaty only 
addresses anti-personnel mines and does not address anti-vehicle mines 
of any type. Both believe the U.S. could become the moral leader in 
this area by adopting such a policy. 

• U.S. policy has supported not signing the Ottawa treaty until suitable 
alternatives are available. The U.S. has signed the Amended Mines 
Protocol (AMP) to the Convention on Conventional Weapons, which 
the U.S. ratified in May 1999. The AMP imposes significant 
restrictions on the use of landmines in order to curb the risk to 
noncombatants. 

• In 1997, the Department of Defense began developing alternatives to 
anti-personnel landmines (APL). The major reasons for seeking 
alternatives to current APLs are humanitarian concerns and compliance 
with the Ottawa treaty, which was signed by 122 countries in 1997 and 
entered into force in March 1999. 

• Track I, led by the U.S. Army, combines two efforts. The first, termed 
Remote Area-Denial Munitions (RADAM), combines the existing 
artillery-delivered anti-personnel and anti-tank mine programs. The 
second, Non-Self-Destructing Alternatives (NSD-A) is a man-in-the
loop alternative to the use of "dumb" anti-personnel landmines in 
Korea. RADAM is ready to enter production; NSD-A is ready to enter 
Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMO). 
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• Track II involves a DARPA program oriented towards longer-term 
solutions. DARPA is investigating two systems. One is the self-healing 
minefield, which can fill gaps as the minefield is being breached. The 
second system, as yet unnamed, is based on a concept where 
dismounted enemy soldiers are tagged with burr-like radio-frequency 
transmitters that can guide indirect or direct fires. This track is not 
funded beyond FY 02. 

• Track III, managed by the Army, overlaps both Track I and Track II. 
This program's purpose is to find existing and new technologies and 
develop operational concepts that can provide a capability that is 
equivalent to our existing landmine capabilities. The Garwin proposal 
was given to the Joint Staff for evaluation and could be easily 
incorporated as one of the alternatives in Track III. 

• It is not certain if any of our current efforts will meet the requirements 
of the Ottawa Convention or meet the milestones set by the previous 
Administration. Reducing Track I and II funding and enhancing Track 
III development could lead to savings of as much as $600 million over 6 
years. 

• This program will be subject to the upcoming program and budget 
reviews. 

• Current BES funding: 

Procurement 
Total 

NSD-A 

Procurement 

Procurement 
Total 

TOTAL 

COORDINATION: OSD PA&E 

Prepared By: Larry Lanzillotta, ... l<b_)<_6) _ __, 

o.o 
26.3 

o.o 
26.4 

0.0 20.0 
43.9 70.3 

0.0 
0.0 

95.7 141.9 21'5.3 21~0 118.0 0.0' 
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I snowflake 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Costs for Landmines 

Please take a look at this and see what you can find. 

Thank you. 

Attach. 

May 3, 2001 4:45 PM 

5/3/01 SecDef memo to DepSec re: "Landmines" [050301-29] 

DHR: dh 
050301-30 
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!snowflake 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Dov Zakheim C"\) 
Donald Rumsfel'6 · 

Landmines 

May 3, 2001 4:43 PM 

On the subject of landmines, if you are not knowledgeable about what Dick 
Garwin's views are, you probably ought to talk to him. I think what he told me 
was we shouldn't sign Ottawa. 

He also said that 85% of our mines are already okay, that what we need are self
deactivating or self-destructive minefields, or minefields on demand. 

He said with a small amount of dollars you could stick a little tube in them and 
achieve that. 

We certainly ought to take a quick look at the budget and see how we can save 
some of that billion dollars I am told is in there. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050301-29 
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I snowflake 

May 3, 2001 4:43 PM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rums-ml )• 

SUBJECT: Landmines 

On the subject of landmines, if you are not knowledgeable about what Dick 
Garwin's views are, you probably ought to talk to him. I think what he told me 
was we shouldn't sign Ottawa. 

He also said that 85% of our mines are already okay, that what we need are self
deactivating or self-destructive minefields, or minefields on demand. 

He said with a small amount of dollars you could stick a little tube in them and 
achieve that. 

We certainly ought to take a quick look at the budget and see how we can save 
some of that billion dollars I am told is in there. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050301-29 

-c 
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I snowflake 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J ~ 

SUBJECT: Costs for Landmines 

Please take a look at this and see what you can find. 

Thank you. 

Attach. 

May 3, 2001 4:45 PM 

5/3/01 SecDef memo to DepSec re: '"Landmines" (050301-29) 

DHR:<lh 
050301-30 
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!snowflake 

May 19, 20018:12 AM 

SUBJECT: Phone Call from Benjamin Netanyahu 5/18/01 

He called to talk about missile defense. He said he has been reading broadside 
attacks against our ballistic missile defense proposals and had two thoughts: 

l. He said the argument that rogues will be deterred anyway and ballistic 
missile defense is not needed is nonsense. Saddam Hussein was not 
deterred from going into Kuwait and won't be in the future. Imagine the 
extent to which he would be deterred if he had nuclear capability and had 
his finger on the button 

2. He pointed out that never in history have there been nuclear weapons in the 
hands of individuals who have no structure around them to serve as buffers 
to decision-making. Most nuclear powers are democracies. Even the 
Soviet Union, though certainly a dictatorship and not a democracy, had a 
structure that would keep a single individual from using those weapons 
irresponsibly. 

DHR:dh 
OS1901-2 
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I snowflake 

May 18, 2001 1:33 PM 

TO: Honorable Mitch Daniels 
Director, 0MB 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld Th 
SUBJECT: Caps on Defense 

Ted Stevens says he would oppose caps on defense. He also seemed to be in 
disagreement with what you indicated had to be done with respect to the caps. 

Also, he recommended reprogramming instead of rescissions. 

You might want to have someone sorttnat out. 

DHR:dh 
051801·14 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry DiRita 

Donald Rumsfeld ·) 

May 22, 2001 

SUBJECT: DoD Defense Legislative Activity Workload 

Here's a piece of paper that I found in my files dating back to 1977. I wonder if there is 
some way to upaate this and put in new numbers, easily. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052101.59 

Attach. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITY WORKLOAD 

NUMBER 
OF 

WITNESSES 

SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS ON 
BUDGET SUBMITTED TO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FY 1961t FY 1977 l INCREASE 

293 S8S c:..7) 

HOURS 
OF. 

TESTIMONY 

196' 1976 t INCREASE 

6SO 1,liZS (2~-~.) 

PAGES IN 
CONGRESSIOI\IAL 

JUSTIFICATION BOOKS 

FY 1961t FY I 977 ' INCREASE 

7,189 11,927 ~ 

TELEPHONE 
INQUIRIES 

(ESTIMATE) 

196~ 1976 % INCREASE 
/--····· .. 

568,000 6SO,OOO / 1• ) 
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NUMBER OF COMMITTEES 
HEARING 

DOD TESTIMONY 

19U 

98,000 

1976 

75 

t INCR£~SE 

( 21.3 , -....... _ ........ -"'" 

WRITTEN 
INQUIRIES 
(ESTIMATE) 

19 76 

127,000 

I INCREAS~ 

. , 30 . 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Lisa Bronson 

Mark Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
May 22, 2001 

NATO 

I don't know how many members there are in NATO now. 1 guess it is 19. 1 found this 
old piece of paper from years ago after Spain went in, I think. I was trying to figure out 
how many simultaneous bi-laterals occurred in front of everyone else and T got up to 
something like 120. I think one important point about NATO is it does permit all of these 
countries, including us, to talk to each other and accomplish a great deal. Imagine trying 
to replicate that many bi-laterals; the amount of energy and effort and time. 

However, it would not accomplish the same thing. Even if you did take the time, energy, 
money and effort to do that many bi•laterals, indeed the unique advantage of NATO is 
that these bi-laterals take place in front of each other. They are not bi-laterals, they are 
multi-laterals. It is particularly important because the larger countries talk in front of the 
smaller countries, as Andre De Staercke once said. Everyone has a chance to hear and 
comment and consider. 

Why don't you calculate what the current total number is. T may want to say something 
about that at NATO. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052101. 74 
Attach. (NATO doc.) 

TC: Sec.:::-eta.:::-y of c.o~.o~-~ ~ 
CROM, Lisa 3ronson ~-y~ V <..;,.f" 

CATE: May 23, 2001 

-

S:.r: The c.1rrent total :rnnber wot.:ld be 1 71, baseci on 19 a~~.:..es. 

(n-1) + (r.-2.) + (:i-3) ..... + 1 

whe:-1 "n11 = the cm.ber of natior.s 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Pete Aldridge 
Dov Zakheirn 
Barry Watts 

Donald Rumsfold V. }
May 22, 2001 

Attached 

Attached is a letter from Jay Garner that I found helpful. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052101.58 
Auach. 
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facsimile transmittal, 

Jay Garner 
President, 
SY Technology, Inc 
1745 Jeff Davis Hwy 
Crystal Sq #4 Suite I 000 
Ari,""".~ ........ ~~.,,... 
Ph: (b)(6) 

l(b)(6) 
To: SECRET AR YRUMSFELD Fax: . 

From: LTG (R) JAY GARNER Rate; MAY 16, 2001 

Re: 

m, R'; -

D Urgent D For Review 

Pages: 3 + COVER 

D Please 
Comment 

D Please 
Reply 

D Please 
Recycle 

"' I I. . •.· '·:: '.· .... " ................. . 
I.•··:. :.''i·:.:,j: 
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May 16, 2001 

Mr. Secretary, 

Thax for the kind note. I did not sit on a panel involving CRUSADER. I think 

what you saw was a srory in either the New York Ti mes and/or the Wal1 Street Journal 

stating that in 1996-97 as the Assistant Vice Chief of Staff of the Army, responsible for 

the Army's QDR effort, I attempted to kill CRUSADER but was prevented from doing so 

by the Senior Army leadership. Let me briefly explain the background: The roots of the 

requirement for CRUSADER arc found in the Cold War. The Russians are great 

believers in artillery and it is the biggest killer on the battlefield; they refer to artillery as 

the "God of War". When Stalin began his final push to destroy the German Sixth Anny 

at Stalingrad, he began with the planning of Soviet Artillery genius General Nokolai 

Voronov, who used seven thousand pieces of heavy artillery along a seven mile front to 

destroy the German perimeter. German resistance at Stalingrad (which had lasted for 

about 5 mos.) ended less than a month later. This is just one example of the Soviet use of 

massive artillery, there are many others, Consequently, the Soviets and their surrogates 

have always fielded large fom1ations of artillery. We could never compete with them; in 

terms of quantity, so we choose to challenge them with quality; to us, this meant 

significant technological improvements in mobility, range and rate of fire. From this 

grew the requirement for AFAS (Advanced Field Artillery System, now known as 

CRUSADER). AFAS was to be a liquid propellant gun which would have revolutionary 

improvements over the current system PALADIN, Rare of fire would be improved by a 

factor of 4 to 5, range would be doubled, and cross-coumy speed and dash speed to cover 

would be equal to the Abrams and Bradley family. However, by 1996 we realized that 

we were pushing liquid propellant technology beyond what was possible and the decision 

was made to revert the program to conventional (but vastly improved) Cannon Artillery 

Tube and Armament Technology while retaining the revolutionary features of AFAS 

(auto loader, crew cockpit, mobility, lighter armor, etc). It was at this time that I 

advocated killing the program. My thought was to take a portion of the money and to 

plus-up the tech base and to continue to develop liquid prope11ant technology; with the 

remaining do11ars I wanted to pursue two developments: First, to extend the range of 

11-L-0559/0SD/3848 
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ATACMS to over 400km (this has important underpinnings that we should discuss at a 

later date) and to also extend the range of MLRS rockets to 50-60 km with increased 

precision. Second, would be to up-gun the power train and the engine of the PALADIN 

so it could approach keeping up with the Abrams/Bradley force (it doesn't come close to 

this now, in fact there were several times during the Gulf War that the Maneuver Force 

had to slow down or halt in order for the artillery to catch up.) The validity of my 

argument isn't important, it simply provides the rationale for my position to terminate 

CRUSADER in 1997. 

Now it's four years later and that brings us to today's dilemma ... to kill it or keep 

it. I think that I know all of the arguments being made to terminate the CRUSADER 

program and I think that some have merit. However, I believe that there are a few 

mitigating issues, which may not have been expressed to you, that may favor production 

at some level...let me discuss three areas: technology, force structure and the industrial 

base. 

Technology· CRUSADER is the carrier that provides the technological path to the 

Army's Objective Force and for the Future Combat System (FCS). Because of this, the 

technical and schedule risk for the FCS and its variants will be significantly increased 

without the technology maturation process they will experience in the CRUSADER 

program (this also has Joint implications. The DD-21 Advanced Gun Syslem is 

depending upon the maturation of Gun technologies in CRUSADER.). CRUSADER is 

also the carrier for two important future combat vehicle technologies. One is the 

Automatic Loader Capability, which allows us to reduce manning and increase the rate of 

fire; the other is the light survivable armor technology that will greatly reduce the weight 

while vastly improving the survivability of all future combat vehicles. 

Force Structure· Until the Objective Force is ful1y fielded (my guess is that this will not 

be until 2025 or later) our Nation's sustained Ground War-winning capability will be in a 

single US Anny Mechanized Corps consisting of 3 divisions. In anticipation of the rapid 

long-range precision fires that CRUSADER brings to this force, the Anny has reduced 

the force structure of each of the Mechanized Divisions by 70 Abrams, 56 Brad1eys, 18 

11-L-0559/0SD/3849 
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Paladins and approximately 2000 combat soldiers (a battery of 6CRUSADERS produces 

the same firepower as an 18 gun battalion of PALADINS). Thus, due to these structure 

reductions, the combat power of these divisions is about 25% less, Without 

CRUSADER, they are today far less potent than they were during the Desert War. 

Industrial Base: UDLP, the Prime for CRUSADER, is one of two combat vehicle 

suppliers in the U.S. (the other is GD). UDLP is one of the world's preeminent Artillery 

Armament System designers~ the others are European. Termination will rapidly 

eliminate those skill sets in both the Government and the private sector. The U.S. 

production of future indirect fire systems will be jeopardized. Finally, termination will 

leave the U.S. with only GD as an important combat vehicle producer. To me, GD 

without a competent U.S. combat vehicle competitor is not a desirable scenario for future 

DoD. 

Let me sum this up by saying that I do see merit in some of the arguments for 

tennination. But, having said that, I think the prudent decision at this point in time would 

be to procure a limited number of CRUSADERS ... enough for the Mechanized Corps, 

somewhere around 250 systems plus or minus a few. As previously stated, this would to 

allow us to mature important technologies without having to restart them elsewhere; 

make important capability improvements to a Legacy Corps that is already aging and will 

be with us for another 25 years; and, preserves an important element of the U.S. industrial 

base while keeping GD and the Europeans honest. 

Thax. for the opportunity to correspond. 

Jay 

11-L-0559/0SD/3850 
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fers the latest in a growing 
body of evidem.:e to suggest 
that Mr. Kim is al once a tacti
cal genius and a strategic fool, 
qualities that may be a major 
obstacle to progress in both 
South Korean and U.S. rela
tions with North Korea. In an 
effort aimed al regaining the 
spotlight, putting pressure on 
the Bush administration, and 
reassuiing Kim Dae-jung on 
North-South, Mr, Kim met 
with a senior EU delegation. 

All three elements of Mr. 
Kim's tactics were revealed in 
the EU discussions as was Mr. 
Kim's pleasure is placing him
self on the world stage. Mr. 
Kim pledged to wntinue his 
moratorium on missile testing 
until 2003 (not coincidentallv, 
the year when the two L WRs 
under the Agreed Framework 
are supposed to be completed). 
Yet at the same time, he lokl 
the EU env~ys that Py<;mgya"!}g 
would continue exportmg mis
siles and missile technology, 
principally, because he "needs 
the money," Finally, he sent 
the EU delegation off to Seoul 
with a private letter for Kim 
Dae-jung reassuiing the ROK 
that the North-South recon
ciliation prnces.~ and perhaps 
his promise of a second Kim
Kim summit are not dead. 

Kim Jong-il's use of the 
EU visit as (lo use a billiard 
term) a political "bank shot" to 
the U.S. was particularly iJn. 
pressi ve. By reinforcing the 
North Korean missile test 
moratmium while at the same 
time emphasizing North Korea 
would continue its destabiliz
ing missile exports Mr. Kim 
was sending a dear "carrot and 
stick" message to Washington 
as it nears the final stages of its 
Korea policy review. Kim 
Jong-ii' s commitment to the 
missile moratorium was a sig
nal that Pyongyang remains 
eager lo pursue missile talks 
with the U.S.; Mr. Kim's proc
lamation that North Korea 
would continue exporting mis
siles was his "stkk'' designed 
to bring a sense of urgency to 
restarting U.S.-Norlh Korean 
talks. 

Mr. Kim's performance is 
fascinating, and interestingly 
suggests that many criti<.:s of 
the Bush "go slow·' approach 
to North Korea were dead 
wrong. Recall, it was argued 
that there was a nanow "win-

dow of opportunity'· for a mis- lowest possible cost and lowest 
sile deal and that President risk. This has so far succeeded 
Bush must immediately start in "muddling through.'' for his 
where President Clinton left regime, but the price has been 
off. Not true. Pyongyang has al great cost hundreds of thou
nowhere else to "O. sands starvirtg to 

In fact, the°"time out" for death,widespread deprivation, 
North Korea called by the and 22 million Koreans with 
Bush administration has al- little hope for a decent life. 
ready yielded some important What is Kim Jong-il's 
benefits. Instead of the U.S. strategy beyond immediate 
and South Korean constantly survival by Jiving off of global 
begging Pyongyang to come to handouts? His choices range 
the table, it is Km1 Jong-ii who from bad to worse. The North 
is now the one eager to resume Korean economic system has 
talks. This revetses the un• failed and tinkering with it of
healthy diplomatic patterns fers little respite from falling 
created bv the Clinton admini- fmther behind the rest of the 
stration, 'always begging and world. Opening up to foreign 
bribing Pyongyang just to at- investment and reforming what 
tend meetings, Now Mr. Bush has been described as the 
is setting the terms of diplo- world's most disto1ted econ
macy rather than reacting to omy risks losing political con• 
Pyongyang's games. This is an trol. But the experience of 
important prerequisite for a China and Vietnam suggest re
newpolicy. form can be managed lo bring 

Indeed, Kim Jong-il's be- economic vitality and retain 
havior sugg~sls that Mr. political control. 

same mistake with Kim Dae
jung that he made with Mr. 
Clinton. His mistake with the 
United States has meant Py• 
ongyang now has to deal with 
a much tougher administration 
in w ashinglon. 

Kim ~Dae-jung has pro
vided Pyongyang every rea
sonable opportunity to move 
forward on genuine North
south reconciliation. But 
unless there is rapid progress 
during the remainder of this 
year, Kim Dae-jung will be
corn a lame duck as the South 
Korean presidential election 
campaign begins early next 
year. It is unlikely that Kim 
Jong-ii fmd a more patient, 
generous and magnanimous 
partner to deal with in Seoul 
than Kim Dae-jung in the fore
seeable future. Thus, yet an
o t he r opportunity ma y be 
missed. 

There was a classic epi
sode in the old comic strip 
"Pogo," where Pogo says 
sagely, ·'We have met the en
emy and he is us." In the end, 
for all his tactical genius. Kim 
Jong-ii will remain a strategic 
fool in charge of a deco-s
in" state and society unless he 
m~kes the difficult choices 
needed to move toward a soft 
landing and peaceful coexis
tence. Even the best-conceived 
and executed U.S. and South 
Korean policies can do Jillie to 
fix such a "Pogo pte?blem." 
Robert ...4. Mann· is senior 
fellow and dlr. tor of ,an 
studies at e Cou on For-

Bush's assessment of the situa. Kim Jong-ii and some of 
tion and of U.S.-South Korean- his technocratic elite are aware 
Japanese leverage is correct, of this, but still fear it would 
Faced with a perpetual food destabilize the regime. The re• 
shortage nearly 2 million tons suit has been a strategy of tty• 
this year and a still moribund ing to man/pulate outside ~C· 
economy, North Korea·s des- tors to prov1cle resources while 
pernlion is growing. At the Mr. Kim experiments at the 
same time, the very success of margins with opening and re• 
its '·feed me or I'll kill you" form. But without making a 
extortion tactics over the past fundamental choice and using 
six years is constraining Py- his totalitarian control to redi· 
ongyang's behavior even as it rect his ruling Work~r's .~arty, 
keeps North Korea on life sup- the bureaucracy and Its citizens 
port. Instead of missile to embark on a new course. it 
launches, or provocations in is a case of too little, too late. 
the Demilitarized Zone, Py- Absent a desire to draw in 
ongyang 's reaction to Mr. foreign investment and unleash 
Bush's skepticism and rethink- market-based economic activ
ing of Korea policy has been ity, Kim Jong-ii has little in
merely therapeutic spewing cent1ve to pul on the negotia 
abusive rhetoric al Washington ing table the one asse·t he as Federal Compute Week 
and Seoul. The fact is that the that can draw htrge-sc re- May 14. 2001 
massive amounts of food, fer- sources: his military threat. 17. Keep CIO. Co 
tilizer and other international The result has bteen a tent&· Apart 
aid that have poured into North liveness that has so far proven By Paul Brubaker 
Korea from the U.S .. South counterprodu<.:tive. Mr. Kim . . The Defense Department 
Korea and the international had hoped to maintain his de- 1s considering a much-needed 
c~mmunily .since l ~95 ha".e ployea missile~ and "rent'· reorganization of the chief in
g1~en Mr. Kun l(!ng-11 some- th~~ to Mr. Clmton. But by formation officer duties. The 
thmg to lose: 'fh:is Suggests wanmg more than 13 m~n!hs r~aamg scenario. and the 
~~w bou1.1dv~me~ tor .No~·t? .Ko- 1~ res~ond t~ the Pe1~v·y v1s1t, source of much recent specula. 
1ean beha. 1or ,md mc1e,1sed P)ongy,mg did .not gt e M~. ti.an. involves placin r the ClO 
leverage tor U.~.-South ~o- Chnton enoug~ ~1me to negot1- w11mn the comptrottJ•s office. 
rean-Japanese tnlateral d1plo- ate a ~ea!. S1m1larly, after the lllat would be a colossal fflis. 
macy. surpnse agreement .to hold a take. The CIO organization 

Unfortunately. for the ~- North-South Sunurut. nearly ust work with the conmttol
ture of ~orea, Kt.m Jong-JI s one year ago, very lmle actuN!l ler's offic,:, not UD<W' .t! l\e 
sens~ ol sn:ategy 1s as llawe~ North-South progress has C?C· legislative intent in creating a 
~s. ~~s ta~l,1cs . are. ~)eve~ . .,. His c~e~'. ~~nd now . the enhre CIO was for that person to be 
t<1chc.s, _ol Cl;IUIS~. ~:\~e,s1gned p~oc~ss h_a~. been lr~ze.n. Mr. independent of any other or
to ensm e regime. m I al at the Kun ,1ppe,11 s to be makmg the ganizalion within a department 
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or agency so that information 
resources management could 
be the ClO's primary duty. It 
was also envisioned that the 
CIO would have a scat at the 
management table alongside 
the chief financial officer (i.e., 
the comptroller) and the chief 
operating officer. 

The CIO is also tasked 
under the Clinger-Cohen Act 
with leading process change. 
Under the comptroller's wing, 
the CIO would lose the inde
pendence to perform that func
tion - a serious problem. be-

, cause process change is some
thing the comptroller's office 
*desperately needs hut has 
failed to achieve. 

Controlling the purse 
strings gives the comptroller's 
office great power and author
ity. For example. an attempt by 
Congress and the DOD CIO 
office to stop an accounting 
system that was high-risk, 
over-budget and behind sched
ule was overturned because 
"that's what the comptroller 
wanted." Clearly, any CIO un
der the comptroller could not 
effectively oversee any finan
cial systems, let alone success
fully advocate reforming 
DOD' s antiquated financial 
systems. 

A third reason to keep the 
CTO independent is that the 
comptroller's civilian leader
ship is loath to reform Two 
anecdotes suppo11 that conten
tion. Several months aeo, 
while serving as the deputy 
CIO within DOD, I had just 
completed a hi_gh-level ~rie~ing 
on the need tor transfonnmg 
the existing major management 
processes at the Pentagon. The 
highest-ranking civilian in the 
comptroller's shop stopped me 
and said. "That [transforma. 
tion) stuff may work in the 
private sector, but that's not 
how we do business in the 
Pentagon." 

Just a few weeks later, an
other senior official in the of
fice said, "The current budget 
planning system has served the 
aepa11ment well for the last 40 
vears." The comptroller has 
also constantly rejected budget 
requests required to implement 
Clinger-Cohen at DOD. 

The comptroller's shop 
has a history of hostility to
ward innovation. Had the CIO 
shop been, housed inside the 
comptroller's shop during con-

sideration of the Navy Marine 
Corps Intranet prt~j-ect. neither 
it nor anv other innovation 
would have OCCUffed. 

One of Defense Secretary 
Donald Rumsfcld's ma,jor pri
orities is to change the anti
quated processes at the de
partment. So it is possible that 
new leadership may be able to 
.overcome the resisters of 
change throughout the organi
zation. But this will take a 
dogged tenacity and commit
ment from the top. 

Most importantly, it will 
take an independent CIO or
ganization working with the 
comptroller rather than under 
it. 
Brubaker is president ofe
government solutions at Com· 
merce One Inc., aformerdep· 
uty chief information officer at 
the Defense Department and 
an architect of the Clinger
Cohen Act. 

San Antonio Express-News 
MayJ5, 2001 
28. Defense Picks Worri
some 

Once again. Sen. John 
McCain, R·Ariz., is standing 
up against business as usual in 
Washington and pointing out 
obvious conflicts of interest. 

And once again. McCain's 
position pits him against his 
fonncr presidential p1imary 
foe. George W. Bush. 

The issue: Bush's ap
pointment of defense industry 
honchos to key Pentagon posts. 

Bush chose Gori.ion Eng
land of General Dvnamics to 
be secretary of the Navy and 
James G. Roche, corporate 
vice president of Northrop 
Grumman Corp.. to be Air 
Force secretary. 

General Dynamics and 
Northrop Grumman are major 
defense contractors. 

McCain raised the issue of 
conflicts of interest in a Senate 
Armed Services Committee 
confirmation hearing last 
week. 

The nominees told sena
tors they would recuse them
selves from decisions involv
ing their corporate connec
tions, the Associated Press re
ported. 

But it is discomforting to 
have former high-ranking de
fense industry executives in• 

volved in or close to decisions nanceto a virtual monopoly OIi 
impacting their previous em- space satellites. Two }'OIII 
plovers. ago, when NATO planes were 

' Plenty of potential nomi· bombing Serb targets in the 
nees who do not have ties to Rosovo war, sat&es were 
the defense industry are avail- used to tareet bridges and de
ablc. and Bush is showing a pots and to guide bombs to 
lack of sensitivity to conflicts their targets. 
with these choices. "Kosovo w a s a ~~ 

war," says John Pike, a prorni~ 
nent specialist on space wcap. 

Boston Globe ODS who is director of Global-
M 14 2001 Security.org. To deter other 

ay • countries from seekine to 
Pg. IO knock out American satelhtes. 
29. S~acey Rumsf'eld . . . Pike says, the United States 
. . It the prospect of m.tbta- can rely on the ovenvhelming 

nzmg space were not such a deten-cnce it already possesses. 
serious matter, there would be The most effective way of pre
something as uny as Stanley serving the American adv~ 
Kubrick's "Dr. StranJ;:elove" in tage in space is to codify and 
Defense Secretary Donald enforce a norm that def i n es 
Rumsfeld's announcement any attack on a space satellite 
Tuesday that he is shuffling the as justifying what Pike calls 
fentagon · s organizational cha~ "grievous retaliation. .. 
111 order to have a four-star A1r Without wastine enor• 
F?rce general in charge of an mous sums on the pursuit of 
Atr Force Space Command. laser weapons m space. 

Although Rumsfeld de- American satellites can be bet~ 
nic~ ~hat his rearranging of ter protected by launching 
chairS m the Pentagon has any- more of them. placing them in 
thing to do with the develop- higher orbits, having aircraft 
m~nt of weapons fqr sp~ce. capable of prov~ding backup, 
this new bureaucratic align- and making their ground sta• 
ment ~ yiewcd alongside a tions much Jess vulnerable 
co~mtsston on space he than they are today. 
chaired ~ve years ago and t~e If Rumsfeld is permitted 
~lamor from some Repub)1cans to pursue a space weapons 
tor space weapons • looks like boondooolc the result will be 
pa~t of a dcli~erate camp~ngn to encbng~ America's unri
to increase funding for the de- valed advantage in space satel
v~loP. of antisatellitc and anti- lites, squaooer money that 
m1ss1le spa~e weapons. should be spent on real needs, 

What 1s truly zany about and validate the complaints of 
the move to militarize space is allies and possible rivals who 
that it resembles a perfectly tear an American lust for 
designed boomerang that will global domination. 
come whistling back at the 
countrv that launched it. 

.. "We arc the only serious Chic,gO Tribune 
nuhtary. presence an spac~ . at M. 14 2001 present,' says Joseph Cmn- ay • 
cione. &rector of the Carnegie 30. Beyond The Two-War 
Endowment's Non- Scenario 
Proliferation Project. ·'The So- Since the Cold War ended 
viet Union was also there. but a decade ago, the Pentagon has 
now Russian satellites are fa)- built its force structure around 
line out of the sky. Today no- the notion that the U.S. must 
body else is even close to us. be able to fight and win two 
and it is very much in our in- ma,jor regional wars almost 
terest to keep it that way. We simultaneously to meet its 
should be trying to keep other global national security obliga-
countries out of space.'' ttons. 

If the Bush administration The double-header of 
pursues the development of dangers most often depicted is 
space weapons, it will not war with Iraq and North ~ 
merely be diverting and wast- rea. 
ing finite resources. It will also Now the Bush administra-
be making a strategic error.. tion is nea~ng the end of a 

In large part, the Umted Pentagon review amid repo11s 
States owes its military domi· that Defense Secretary Donald 
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DepSec Action: __ _ 

SUBJECT: Brubaker article in Federal Computer Week "Keep CIO, Comptroller Apart" 

• In a snowflake dated May 22, 200 l (TAB B), you asked if someone is proposing 
that OSD combine the Comptroller and the CIO. 

• The attached issue paper (TAB A), addresses this question and provides rationale 
for keeping the CIO functions aligned with the ASD(C3I). 

• The assertion in the Federal Computer Week article that such a consolidation is 
"the source of much recent speculation,'' is correct, The proposal has been 
mentioned as one of several reorganization options in the context of increased 
management oversight and control of financial system IT resources. 

COORDINATION: USD(C) 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Keith Dean~ ... <b_)<_6) ___ ..., 
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Junel,2001 
ISSUE: Should the DoD CIO be combined with the Comptroller? 

BACKGROUND: 

• Discussions about the location of the CIO have considered four main alternatives: 
(I) stand up an independent CIO, (2) combine the CIO function with AT &L, (3) 
combine the CIO function with the Comptroller, (4) keep the CIO function with 
ASD(C31). 

• The Clinger-Cohen Act (CCA) states that the CIO shall have "information resources 
management (IRM) duties as that official's primary duty." The CIO is responsible for 
providing information and advice regarding IRM and information technology (IT) to 
the agency head, and for ensuring that the acquisition, management and use of IT is 
consistent with the CCA principles. 

• Based on successful private sector practices, the intent of CCA was to have a single 
individual who would focus on the role and function of IT within the agency. While 
the legislative history makes it clear that the CIO function was not to be combined 
with other major functions, this has become a common practice among federal 
agencies. Combining C3I and the CIO function is a logical choice since C3I's 
responsibilities for communications and intelligence complement CIO functions. The 
span of control is broad, but at least the both functions are founded on information. 

• The CIO is the Principal Staff Assistant (PSA) and advisor to the Secretary for IRM 
and IT. Thus, while the CIO has PSA responsibilities (i.e., DoD-wide policy 
development, planning, resources management, and oversight and evaluation), the 
CIO's responsibilities for IRM and IT span all functional areas. This means that the 
CIO has oversight of IRM and IT activities relevant to both joint mission areas and 
functional areas -- including, but not limited to, finance, logistics, C31SR, etc. 

• If the CIO is subordinate to the Comptroller or the USD(AT &L), IT decisions can 
easily take a back seat to other pressing issues. In his article, Mr. Brubaker argued 
against combining the CIO and Comptroller positions primarily on the grounds that 
the CIO would lose the independence needed to conduct oversight of information 
system investments, promote process change across functional boundaries, break 
down stovepipes, and make strategic IT investment decisions in the best interests of 
the enterprise. A CIO-CFO partnership is critical, but the functions must be separate 
and balanced. 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep CIO functions with ASD(C31). 

. l(b)(6) 
POINT OF CONTACT: Actmg DoD Deputy CIO, Margaret Myers,._ __ ___. 
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I snowflake 

May 21, 2001 7:35 PM 

VIA FACSIMILE 

TO: Ambassador Thomas Miller 
Ambassador to Bosnia 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \) ' 

SUBJECT: Remarks on Bosnia 

There have been some press reports on my remarks on Bosnia. Here is the actual 
text. 

I am sorry if the incomplete coverage caused you any difficulties. 

Best regards, 

Attach. 
USA Today transcript 

DHR:dh 
052101-73 
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You talk about turbulence, and of course you bring people 
i.:1 1 you move them a lot with their families which is not easy. 
It can be di ff icul t for morale. It has an expense. It has an 
expense in dollars. It also has an expense in the capability a 
person develops in a given position. If you're there 12, 13, 14 
months, you can imagine -- Think of you. If you did defense for 
12 months and then went to something totally different; another 
12 months, something totally different; you I d just be get ting up 
to speed ... 

Stone: Right. So people are leaving just as they' re sort 
of getting up to speed. 

Rumsfeld: There is that question in my mind. 
things I'm going to be looking at. 

You asked about morale and quality of life. 

Stone: Yes. 

So those are 

Rumsfeld: Some other things. Optempo is something that we 
have -- General Shelton and the Joint Staff and I and the policy 
shop, when we get someone there, are engaged in a look at where 
are we around the world, how are we arranged, and what are the 
things that are the most beneficial, and what are the things that 
are the least beneficial. 

Stone: What sort of things --

Rumsfeld: How can we improve morale and the quality of life 
for the men and women in the armed services by possibly finding 
places we can reduce the commitment so that the tempo of their 
lives gets back to something they can live with. Less hectic. 

Stone: You mentioned Bosnia as a place that we've finished 
our mission. Can you --

Rumsfeld: There I s another instance that I'd like to amplify 
on. 

Stone: Yes. 

Rumsfeld: The United States went into Bosnia with a 
military role. I'm told that that military role was completed 
several years ago. I think there is general agreement. 

It is not appropriate for our forces to come out at the 
present time -- not because the military role is not completed, 
but because they have not as yet developed the civil structure 
and the civil capability so that when the military forces are 
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removed there will continue to be a relatively stable situation. 
That work should have been going forward over the last period of 
years. It needs to go forward. I intend to encourage it to go 
forward. Because until it goes forward one would not want to 
abruptly pull any troops out of Bosnia. 

Second, we went in with other countries, we will go out with 
other countries, and any implication to the contrary is probably 
not appropriate. 

Stone: Do you have a timeframe in mind? 

Rumsfeld: You can't. You can't have a timeframe. I have a 
timeframe that's very different from what the behavior pattern in 
the past has been. The behavior pattern in the past has been to 
leave them in there because there is nothing in its place, but 
not to put a lot of effort and energy to put something in their 
place on the civil side. I think that's what needs to be done. 

Stone: So you're saying in the last few years, three or 
four years, it's been stat.:..c, not a lot of effort to go fon,>Jard? 

Rumsfeld: Let me state what I know and not what I don't 
:z:10w. 

What I know is that the military -- I'm told the military 
task was finished several years ago. They are still there. The 
reason they are still there is because the civil side has not 
been sufficiently fashioned so that when the military comes out 
there will be a stable situation. 

How much effort was put into trying to do that over the past 
several years, I don't know, Were there efforts that failed, I 
don I t know. Was it possible there was very little effort at all? 
That's possible. But I don't know that. All I know is that it 
isn I t there. 

Of course once U.S. troops or any troops get into a place, 
they tend to be so-called, so to speak, free. They don't cost 
the country anything to speak of. They cost the American 
taxpayer, so they' re not free at all. But it is comforting to 
have them there. And it's understandable that people would want 
them to continue. 

But I don't think military forces that are really for 
military purposes ought to stay in places where there isn't a 
military function and where they're in effect doing civil 
functions. That is exactly what's happening in Bosnia. 

We went into the Sinai 20 years ago -- not with the theory 

A 
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that it would become permanent. And I have raised that issue as 
well. Indeed, we 1 re looking all across the globe. 

Stone: How about Kosovo? 

Rumsfeld: I have not -- that 1 s a subject for the National 
Security Council to address, and we haven't talked about it. I 
don't have any particular defined opinions like I'm developing 
with respect to Bosnia and the Sinai. 

Stone: Is there anything else you would put on that list 
with Bosnia, Sinai --

Rumsfeld: We• re looking across the globe at how we' re 
doing. I mean I've been involved in U.S. forces in Nigeria 
training Nigerians to assist in Sierra Leone; Haiti. There's 
these types of things going on in many, many places in the world 
and so --

Stone: Wt at' s your thought on training troops in Nigeria? 

Rumsfeld: I beg your pardon? 

Stone: What's your thought on training troops ... 

Rumsfeld: The President decided that he felt that was a 
good thing to do and we're doing it. 

Stone: So you're going to continue that. 

Rumsfeld: I didn't say that. 

Stone: Okay. 

Rumsfeld: I said we're qcinq to do what we aQreed to do. 
That was a fairly explicit number of battalions as I recall. Two 
and then three to follow, maybe. A total of five? 

Quigley: A total of five, yes, sir. 

Stone: Total of five training battalions? 

Rumsfeld: Well, don't quote me. He can give the --

Quigley: We 1 11 check that. A total of five Nigerian 
battalions have been or will be trained. 

Rumsfeld: My recollect ion is that we've done a couple and 
that there is a -- we may currently be doing some in Senegal and 
Ghana. Then we have an understanding that we' 11 go ahead and do 
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TO: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1. ~ 
DATE: May22, 2001 

SUBJECT: Arnericin Patriotism Article 

Here's a letter I received from John Howard, and also a copy of Officer Revlewand the 
paper that will be appearing in it. · 

You might want to think about moving that around in some way. I wouldn't know how 
to do it, but you might know. 

Thanks: 

DHR/azn 
052101.69 
Attachs. ( 1 -Officer Re view Magazine 

2-.. Arnerican Patriotism" by Dr. Howard) 
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American Patriotism 
By Dr. John A. Howard; Senior Fellow 

The Howard Center on Family~ Religion and Society 
Rockfor<L Illinois 

The date is September 20, 1945: The-setting is Chungking, China, where 
General A. C. Wedemeyer is hosting a dinner for eleven American soldiers just 
released from a Japanese. prison camp. Years later, General Wedemeyer reported 
what happened that evening after he-had offered a-toast, to his honored guests. 

General "Skinny Wainwright, tall and gaunt., arose 
unsteadily to respond in behalf of his comrades. He 
pulled from his shirt pocket a wrinkled, piece of paper. 
There was silence. Clearing his throat, the old general 
read slowly. ''Not for fame· or reward, not for place or 
'for rank, not goaded by necessity, nor lured by 
ambition, my men· suffered all, sacrificed all, dared all, 
and many died. A glorious victory was won, and we 
thank God and you for our freedom tonight. 

From.a 4/28/83 .speech to the 
China Burma India Veterans 

' ' Association 

This sense of patriotic duty, so. powerfully phrased by the general, was 
shared by most of America's troops in World. War II. That generation ·grew up in 
a time 'when the school day began with the pledge of allegiance and often a 
patrioticsong, and all the.children studiedthe·history· of the United States and 
learned about the lives and-judgments. of the-remarkable men who forged the 
American government. 

James Russell Lowell, the American poet and diplomat, was once asked by 
the French historian, Francois Guizo~. how long the American Republic would 
endure? "As long", said Lowell, "as the ideas of the men who founded it remain 
dominant." 

During the half century since World War II, the ideas of the Founders have 
lost their prominence in the schooling process and receive scant attention by the 
nation's authors, poets and playwrights and political leaders. The Fourth of July~ 
our country's patriotic holiday, offers the occasion.to revisit.some of the ideas of 
the Founders. 
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In most other nations, the-people's devotion to the homelandis- inspired by 
a rich mix of cultural features uniquely their own-distinctive language, -cuisine, 
beverages and clothing, folk heroes; literary, artistic and-musical giants from 
centuries past, and architectural wonders known to:every child-a mosaic of 
national treasures. American patriotism is altogether different. Consider for 
instance; the fairly recent admission to the Union of Hawaii and Alaska:. These 
two territories, culturally, wereremarkably. different from each other and· from the 
forty-eight states, and yet both were instantly:accepted as full and equal partners. 
This welcoming embrace of peoples of a dissimilar heritage is an extraordinary 
occurrence, and reflects the particular nature of our national origin. 

The American Revo1uti<;>nwas fought for .a single purpose, to achieve 
freedom from British tyranny; The. Declaration of Independence citecl'twenty
seven kinds of oppressive.action, and repo1ted the-prolonged and futile effo1ts the 
co)onists·had made to bring·an·end to·these injustices. The anger and-frustration 
reached the point that Patrick, Henry burst out; "Is life so dear, or peace·so sweet, 
as to be purchased at the price of chains and·slavery?» 

The price Americans paid for their freedom·was eight long years of war and, 
hardship and sacrifice. When liberty was finally achieved, its protection was the 
primary concern in designing the constitution and-in adding nine amendments that 
specified rights of the citizens which could not be diminished or negated by the 
government. 

The creation of The United States of America shattered existing concepts of 
political institutions. In a speech at Colonial Williamsburg, the British author, 
Barbara Ward, said, "The men who legislated here nearly two centuries ago .. . with 
breath-taking audacity stood up in this little-room and dared to legislate for 
mankind. For-make no mistake-that is what they were doing. They do not say, 
'we Virginians', they do not say, 'we·Americans,'· they say 'all men:' ·AIJ men are 
ft:ee and independent,' 'all have certain rights; 'government ought to be 
constituted for the common benefit, protection and security of the people.' " 
Although she was refening to the Virginia Declaration of Rights adopted in June 
1776, these concepts were principles enshrined· in The Declaration of 
Independence a month later. 

The Founding Fathers not only knew from-their own experience how 
precious libe1ty is to the human being, but they also knew that it was at least as 
difficult to sustain liberty as it was to achieve it. 

In his Inaugural Address, George Washington dwelt primarily on what he 
believed to be of the greatest importance- to-the new· government, the character of 
the people and of their elected officials. ··Rectitude and patriotism'? he saw as the 
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surest guarantees that conflicting interests would sot destroy the fledgling 
republic. The foundation of national policy/' he:sai.d, must be "the pure and 
immutable principles of private mor~ty." · ·· 

Washington stressed standards, of tb:e highest character throughout his 
career in the army and the government: In this emphasis, he was transmitting the 
wisdom of the French political pbilosopher~:Charles de Montesquieu, whose major 
work, The Spirit of the Laws (1748), set forth a number of principles woven into 
the U.S. Constitution. Montesquieu explainedthat·arepublic could only survive 
as long as its people were virtuous. 

In every society there must be some means for bringing about the 
cooperation of the participants so that, together, they can accomplish the purposes 
of the group. Each individual faces the conflict between what he may want to do 
at a given moment and what the group may need.to have him do. This push-pull 
occurs in all organized activities, a basebaJ.tteam;·.·a family, or a business 
enterprise. It is especially difficult to achieve·.the:neccssaiy degree of cooperation 
for a nation of free citizens. 

Most governments decide what they:r.equire of the people, and issue 
decrees to be enforced by police,. and.by p1mis'btnentsr which in some nations are 
brutal and inhumane. In a smoothly operatingjree·society, the cooperation of the 
citizens is primarily acbieved,.not by.taws, bu:r-bythe willingness of the people to 
abide by innumerable, informal standards otc.ondilct. These include, lawfulness, 
truthfulness, civility, mannerSy.m:orals, kindness,...r.espect for the other. p~on;s 
rights and sensitivities, sportsmanship, loyahy~.marital::fidelity, integrity, earning 
ones own way, and many morer.above all, a..vdllingness.to use social pressures to 
encourage other people to· abide:bylhe info:a:ma.t~es. ·· 

As long as such civilized codts of behavior are generally observe~ the 
people can live together amicably andproductively.. When the informal rules 
break down, trouble follows. When.large numbers of citizens revert to the savage 
inclinations to cheat and lie andsteal and vandalfze,. and· in other ways take 
advantage of their neighbors, then·.the governrnentis called on to pass more and 
more laws, and hire' more police, and.build mor.e ·prisons, and the free society, no 
longer virtuous, turns itself into a new tyramiy as .. the laws and penalties keep 
multiplying. 

The Founding Fathers' recognition thatthe well being of the free nation 
depends on the character of the people was still of the highest concern to 
American statesmen when the seventh president, Andrew Jackson gave his 
Farewell Address in 1837. 
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"Knowing that the path of freedom is 
continually beset by enemies :who often assume the 
guise of friends; lhave·devotedthe last hours of my 
public life to warn you ofthe.dangers . . The progress of 
the Unites States under..our.free .. aird:b.appy institutions 
surpassed the most.sanguint.bopes.(if:the founders of 
the Republic ... You.have ncdonger.aity cause to fear 
danger from abroad..~.:...it·isftom.witiiin, among 
yourselves-from. cupktity;..:fr.om corruption., from 
disappointed ambition and.inordinate·~~ for 
power-that factions wiltbe:foon~~~d:liberty 
endangered . 

. , . Y au·have·:the·.hi~·of.h~an·. ti;usts 
committed to your. carc:P.to.'liltence.ha.s. showered on 
this favored.land:blessinipiddrout ~ber.:and has 
chosen you as guardians of .freedo~. p~serve it for 
the human race. 

The ideas of the Founder&hat James Russell Lowell believed to be the 
essential foundation of our free. society have not keen kept alive in the pqblic 
consciousness over the last half~CeiitmY. Oenetal:Wainwright's troops clearly 
understood the obligations which. free citizens.must:accept, and the sacrifices 
which free citizens must make .. Somehow, irtthe.years since that time, America 
has failed to introduce new generations to their cu.ttural heritage. The· task now is 
to help all Americans understand why honorable conduct in all aspects of life and 
sacrificing for the general well-being are the.marks of a true American patriot, and 
are the best guarantees of their liberty. 
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JOHN A. HOWARD 
Senior Fellow in Educational Philosophy 

THE HOWARD CENTER FOR FAMILY, RELIGION & SOCIETY 
934 North Main Street 
Rockford,. IL61103 

l<b)(6) I 

PERSONAL DATA 
Born: Evanston. IU(b)~6) 
Married: ~(b)(6) 
Children: I 

-------------------------
POSITIONS HELD 

Palos Verdes Col leg_e: Instructor 1947-49, Dean of Students 1949-51, 
President 1951-55 

President Eisenhower's Committee on Government Contracts: Executive Vice 
Chairman 1956-57 

Northwestern University: Instructor and Graduate Student 1957-59 
Rockford College: President 1960-77 
Rockford Co 11 ege Institute: Di rector 1976-80 
The Rockford Institute: President 1980-86, Counselor 1986-1997 
Ingersol I Foundation: President 1982--
The Howard Center for Family, Religion & Society: Senior Fellow in 

Edu cat i ona I Phi I osophy 1997--

EDUCATION 
Princeton University 1939-42 

'Northwestern University 1946-47, 1957-60 B.S., M.A .• Ph.D. 

MILITARY SERVICE 
745th Tank Bn, First Infantry Division 1942-45 
Battlefield'""Comm1ss1olf; ~ Purple Aearts, l Silver Stars 

HONORARY DEGREES 
Grove City College, LLD 1972;Brighan Young University, LLD 1976; 

Rockford College, LHD 1980 

GOVERNMENT SERVICE 
White House Task Force on Priorities in Higher Education 1969-70 
Chairman, Consultants to Presidential Counselor Robert H. Finch 1970 
Nati ona I Commission- on Mari huana and Drug Abuse 1971-73 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Phi Beta Kappa; Rockford Rotary Club; Young President's Organization 1962-
71; Chief Executives Forum 1971-75; American Association of Presidents of 
Independent Colleges and Universities 1966-77; President of the Association 
1969-72;The Philadelphia Society 1968--; President of the Society 
1979-80; Bohemian Club 1971-88; Mont Pelerin Society 1974-84; Council of the 
Farmington Trust in Oxford, England 1974-81. 

BOOKS 
Contributing Author: WHO SHOULD RUN THE UNIVERSITY? American Enterprise 
Institute, 1969; CAPITALISM ANO CULTURE, Rockford Co 11 ege Institute 1977; 
CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY: THE VIABILITY OF CAPITALISM IN AN ERA OF MILITANT 
DEMANDS, Rockford College Institute 1978; DILEMMAS FACING THE NATION, Harper 
and Row 1979; THE FAMILY: AMERICA'S HOPE, Rockford College Institute 1979; 
ON FREEDOM, Devin Adair 1984; CHURCHES ON THE WRONG ROAD, Regnery Gateway 
1986. 
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Cl NC C:0~~~~11~~1,;;~~'.~;:~ · · , .· · · .. ·. .·.. '.r·L:iil 
your CINC, I asked that each chapter set 

NATIONAL OFF.ICERS bjectives for the year and develop a plan to 
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF: chieve them. As we pass three quarters 

through our fiscal year, it's time to evaluate our 
. 1 LT A. Earl Luetge .. progress against these objectives. Every su ccessfu I 

• 

0

SENIOR VICE, : . organization has a plan to provide direction and act 
COMMANDER-IN~CHIEF: as a measuring tool to determine its status. 

Lt. Don Allen . . Some questions being asked are: Is the 
· Order making progress? What are the Order's VICE·COMMANDERS-IN-CHIEF: 1LT A. Earl Luetge 

COL Brion v. Chabot weaknesses? What must the Order do to be 
· · ·. Col. W.atl:G. Hi·U,.Jr. successful? What actions have been initiated by you or your chapter to 

COL B~_Rice . achieve these objectives? What are the results of these actions? What do 
CAPT R. M. "Rollie" Stevens· you still have to do to achieve your chapter's annual goals? It may be time 

TREASURER GENERAL: 
CDR Jackf~tner 

JUDGEADVOCATf 
GENERAL: 

Col. John T. Murphy 

SURGEON GENERAL: 
Col; Jerry Wheaton 

CHAPLAIN GENERAt: 
CoL Maureec:i lofberg · 

HISTORIAN GENERAL: 
.Maj. Silas W. Bas~ 

to have a "state of the chapter" meeting to review your chapter's achieve
ments, discuss actions to meet your chapter's goals, and assign responsibil
ities for future chapter projects. 

As an individual Companion, are you receiving the satisfaction of your 
membership that you expect? Do you feel like a contributing member or 
simply a roster number? In either case, take the initiative to set aside some 
time to help the Order. Anything worthwhile takes some work and com
mitment, and your Order asks a lot from-its Companions. It's a lot harder 
on active Companions to carry the load when too many Companions sit on 
the sidelines and don't carry their fair share. 

The Order is becoming much more active and is expanding many criti
cal programs. More and more Companions need to participate. I have writ
ten about this in the past, and as I travel among the chapters, I find the 
common need for most chapters is "participation by all." 

GENERAL STAFF-AT-LARGIE: With all the emphasis on recruiting, I do not see a serious effective 
.Eleded: 

·Maj.Gen~ Carl ·slack 
CW4 Robert R, "Bobt'. Ozier 

L TC JC Straus~ U 
· · · · LTC Dave Titus: 
Lt. Col. FrankZander· 

.Appoint~ 
-CAPT Samuel L Collins 
COL D. Michael Duggan 

COL Raul A. Garibay · 
LTC William Sellen 

CPT Fr~~cis R. 11Bus" Spaniola 

Officer Review (ISSN 07J&.7J 171 is published m,N>lhly t••u1,1 
February and August !or SIS by TI1e Milil~ry Ordt•1 nf th<• W.Kld 
Wars, 435 N. lee St,ttt, Alexandria. VA 22314. 1'1:riodiul 
postage paid at Alexandria. VA, and adclilional p<~IJR<,• mailing 
ollices. POSTMASTER: Send address ch~n~ m OfFIOR 
REVIEW. 435 Horth lee Street. /\band1ia. VA 22]\4. 

effort by some chapters. It's like they're sitting in the doorway waiting for 
someone to pass. Personally, I seem to find people all over the country not 
only eligible, but interested. Typically, I'm asked, "What's that lapel pin 
for?" Or, if I'm wearing it, "the neck ribbon?" After I explain, the prospec
tive new Companion says something like, "I'm an officer and I'd like to 
know more about what you do." I'm led to believe that some chapters and 
Companions are not making the aggressive effort necessary to successfully 
recruit new members. Please prove me wrong. 

In closing, Memorial Day is this month, and I know many chapters and 
Companions will be out paying their respects to our fallen service mem
bers. I am very proud of the work our Order does to honor Memorial Day. 

MOWW is doing many good things. Spring is here, everything is grow
ing, including your Order. Now, let's go have some fun. Let's all meet in 
Columbia, South Carolina, for the National Convention! . 
-eovmt:Alcm.e:. . .. ' · 1a, ·tni,~~·, , ··t'' 

onai" I \i•~ii;,' r~'~icf in( •• . I·' ,r 

~on~yeat>,·~~§~t.;,,.,lfa"&.,,, 
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M'emorial Day began more than 100 years 
ago at the end of the Civil War, when 
"families of the soldiers killed in battle 

decorated the graves of their fallen relatives with 
flowers. On May 5, 1868, General John Logan 
issued General Order No. 11 to proclaim this day 
a national holiday, which was called Decoration 
Day. It was first observed on May 30, 1868. The 
northern and southern states held different cele
brations on different days of the year until after 
World War I. Over time, this special day became 
one of remembrance for all who had given their 
life in battle, not only in the Civil War, but in any 
war. 

In 1882, the name "Decoration Day" was 
changed to Memorial Day, and was later declared 
to be held every year on the last Monday of May. 

Today, Memorial Day is a time when people 
assemble to pay tribute to their close friends or 
relatives who have died in service to their coun
try. Memorial Day is still very much about honor
ing America's fallen service members-people 
gather every year at national cemeteries such as 
Arlington National Cemetery in Arlington, 
Virginia, to visit the tomb of the unknown sol
diers, which represents all who laid down their 
lives for our country and are unaccounted for. 

In addition, each year on Memorial Day, peo
ple honor our ancestors who are responsible for 
creating the world we live in today and paving 
the way into the future so the next generation can 
enjoy this freedom. It is a day to remember and 
give thanks to all those who made the ultimate 
sacrifice to give us the freedom we now have. 

Taps 
Day is done, Gone the sun, From the lakes, From 

the hills, From the sky, All is well, safely rest. 

4 

Cod is nigh. 

Fading light, Dims the sight, And a star, Gems the 
sky, Gleaning bright, From afar, Drawing nigh, 

Falls the night. .. · 

Thanks and praise, For our days, Neath the sun, 
Neath the stars, Neath the sky, As we go, 

This we know, God is nigh. 

Officer Review May2001 
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E about World War II as Memorial Day 
ches, I can't help butremember itsthreethe

ters o action. Yes, there were three: the European 
Theater of Operations, the South Pacific, and the Ouna-
Burma-India(CBl)campaign. The.first two were, and still 
are, readily recogniz.ed, butthe third becameknown
among Americans, anyway-as the "forgotten theater .. " 

That moniker never bothered those of us who served 
there; it never occurred to us to agitate for parades and 
acclaim. It had simply been our lot to pedonn a~ 
task, and when it was satisfactorily a cco mp I ished, we 
were thrilled just to come home, 

In April of trus year, a group of American veterans 
representing the FlyingTigers, Merrill's Marauders, the 
Hump Pilots Association, and the CBI VA were invited to 
China where we were royally received by both 
Taiwanese and communist Chinese, all of whom assured 
us repeatedly that no one in all of Olina will ever forget 
us because of what we did for them. Even awestruck 
schoolchildren applauded us. 

An entirely different reaction awaited me at my first 
MOWW chapter meeting after I anived home. I was star
tled by the comments of two members: one said, "I never 
could figure out what the hell we were doing in 
Calcutta," and another introduced me as "the nurse who 
took part in the Chinaairlift." Granted, these comments 
were made by men who were still wearing short pants 
during World War II, but wherever did they go to school? 
Or wasn't the blood, sweat, and tears expended in the 
vicious jungle and aerial combat that prevented the 
Japanese from conquering al I of Asia worth mentioning 
in the history books? 

I doubt that any of the pi I ots of those B-2~, B-25s,~ 
29s,P-41s,P-47sandP-38swouldappreciatehearingtheir 
incredible feats referred to as an airlift. It is true that many 
planes (theC-46s,C.47s and modified bombers) hauled 
cargo---someofthesede I ivered supplies to the CBI war 
zones and then fenied back the wounded-but the mis
sions they fl eww~ eq ua I ly as dangerous as tha;e 
engaged in active combat all had to cope with the 
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uniquely difficultcond itions prevalent there-the bruta I 
weather, the uncharted, alien m<XlSter HimaJayas with 
1heir whiie peaks obscured by clouds and a visibility that 
was .frequently n i I! Those mountains were as mu& an 
enemy as the Japanese! 

Cros.iing that mountain range meant flying at very 
high altitudes, which required all aboard to cope with 
oxygen masks, a very uncomfortable nuisance, especially 
when exhaled breath frme in driblets of ice. These condi
tionsaJso held true for the medical evacuation planes, 
which meant that transporting a fu I I load of frightened 
patients, especially r & mined psychotics, was a dilficult 
day's worlc, sometimes extending well beyond 12 hours. 
It was a long haul from Kunming, China, to Calcutta, 
India, and none of it could be classified as a milk·run! 

The skies that COMtituted this battlegrotmd ~ full 
of enemy fighters, ice storms, and jet stream winds. Them 
were no light beaconc; and only the crudest of aiiports. 
Also crude by today'sstandardswere the~,or 
Jack of them, in these unpiessuriz.ed aircraft. Radios were 
often out of range and dysfunctional. 

Planes that were shot down ended up in desolate 
ravine or dense jungle, and theircrews---thosewho were 
capable-spent many days, and sometimes weeks, fight
ing their way back to a nysembJance of civilization. Even 
when coming upon other human creature; (as~ 
to jungle denizens), it was difficult torerognizefriend 
from foe. Receiving help or sustenance from any of the 
natives was always an "iffy" proposition in spite of the 
phrases emblazoned on flight jackets or cards in the emer
gency kits that read, '1 am an American; please take me to 
the Chinese: my country will pay you for help." 

LieutenantC,eneraI Albert c. Wedemeyer stated that 
"flying the hump" was the foremost and by far the most 
dangerous, difficult, and historic achievement of the entire 
war. He could have specified "any war" since, obviously, 
it had never been done before nor will it ever again. 

And then there wee the ground troop; engaged in 
fierce fighting through dense jlmgle while being tortured 
by debilitating heat, and the highesthumidity, plus all 
manner of wildlife, ranging fmn ticks to tigers, and the 

5 
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terrible monsoons. They suffered miserably with a variety 
of tropical diseases and untreatable skin ailments includ
ing of all things, prickly heat, along with the usual battle 
field traumas. 

By the time American forces (such as the Mars Task 
Force, which was comprised of the 475th Infantry 
Regiment and the 124th Cava I ry) got into the act, the 
Japanese had taken practically all Chinese seaports and 
were well advanced into Burma. The enemy occupied 
Rangoon, Mandalay,Myitkyma,and a I lsunolllldingter
ritory All that stood in the way of complete Japanese 
domination of Asiawaslndia, protected by the British, 
and although bombed repeatedly, Calcutta was the van-
guard 

The building of the Burma Road (also known as the 
Stillwell Road) was a nincredibleengineering feat. 
Carving a route through rugged mountainous terrain in 

!H~ I J; · J{fi.i) i :;".~_~j} 1r:i-,:-i:.) ·1 r•) /r i · ;:,:j t· r\ 
·t.:~t,'i:_1 r fl ~JJ '. :. l 1:~/:}j: 'i~\t ;,) , i l_(; i] t. · 

1 : 1': ,.,, I{,)~.-•~- · "'<!'f'1';l 1':"'i 1- • , ,_. < 
.· .. ~ 1,.1' q, '.f:"'1-~;'' .f\~:..1 " 

~ dooiartion CErem.'.ll'\Y will~ promptly at 10:00 am. 
J.. and will last approximately two b:Ms. The event will be 
opE!1 to the public at no dwge a, a mst<ane, mst~ed 
bas.s. Please be aware that due to the high vdume dvisitors 
expt'ded to arrive for the reremooy, there is oct a guarantee 
of en-site ao:ESS for everycn. 

Parldng for the J~ 6eveit will be entirely df-&te, with 
shuttlffi running cootinually from e.ach of five satellite park
ing areas beginning at 7:00 am Each lot will q:Ell at 6:15 am. 
and buses will begin loading SOCll afe: There will be roe off. 
site handicapped parking area a'.Jliipped with handxapped 
buses, and one off-site parl<ing area reserved for mob:Jrcoodl... 
es. 

Plea5e anive as early as :pcssible in order to avoid bed, 
road blockagedoser to the time of the ceremcny, and to 
enswe, as much a5 is pom,le, that you will be able to acass 
thesi1e. 

All visitors mta be in a remote parl<ing area by 9:00 am. 
in Older to be admitted to the site No visitor., will be allowed 
Cillo tre site between 9-3) am and 12:30pm. 

A videotape of the dediratial ceemmy will be available 
for sale through the Foundaticn in 1imita:i quantities. The cn

sile gift tmt will take .reavaticns and paymen~ for the 
videotapes Jure 6-10. The cost is yet to be determirm 

lhre will be an on-5ite hc6pitality area selling fcni m:l 
drinks, as well as an area topun:i,ae:e gifts and memorabilia. 

6 

brutal heat that reached 130 degrees in the shade and was 
accompanied by 100 percent humidity was no walk in 
the park. The Motor Corps drove the trucks over that 
treacherous route to del iversupplies-everythingfro m 
bombstotoothpaste. 

A little known fact is that a component of our naval 
fleet had been docked at a Ounese port and been cap
tured, its crew incarcerated by the Japanese as early as 
1939. When we brought those men out of the concentra
tion camps in August 1945, they had little knowledge of 
world events that had occurred in the six yearsthey'd 
been imprisoned. One of themo;tinteresling com men ts 
made was when 1 asked a fellow where he had been~ 
tured, he said," A place you never heard of, lieutenant
Iwo Jima." 

So there! Does that give you youngsters a runt of 
what we were doing in Calcutta in World War II? 

lJmbrelm, a:ders am lawn diairs will not bepennittlrl 
Irdivid~ or grotJ? maym display flags or banras olher 
than m treI' buses or vehicles. 

After 1heceremat~ die site will beq,e, until 4.00pm. 
Beginning June 7, die Naticrlal 0.0:ly .Manorial will be 
open regu1arly 10 a.m to 5 pm, Tuesday through.Sunday. 
The Memooal will be dcm:i to the public m Mcndays. 

1he Natiooal D-Day Memorial Foundatim is a ncn
profit educaliooal folmdatim established to maintain a 
memorial oompJex for the naticnsieTielilbrance of D-Oay. 
Ire Foondatiro exist<, to mem.:tialize the vala, fidelity, and 
sacrifice of 1he Allied Amle:i fu0!5 m D-Day, June 6, 1944, 
and~ loraal in Bedford. VA, 1he canmunity1hat lat the 
mC5t mm per aipita of any United ~tes municipality m D
Thy. 

Ire E'ducatial Ca'ita; an integral part d thememooal 
aniple,c, will go W1der ccnstructicn in a:ming IllCl\trn ard 
will bemnpleted by 2001 The cen1erwill serve as the aux 
of the oomplex, providing programs, prtjejs, ard exhibils 
that pre,erve, intepret. and illuminate the histmy and 
1eB:lls dD-Illy. 

The Memorial site, whidl is currently undercmstruc
tirn, will be dca:d to the public mtil the June 6 event The 
da;ing is for safety reascns related toanstructicn arrl 
weath:!: 

AD prearling informatim is sutJ;e;:t to dlange and is rd 
all-irrlusve. More specific infamaticn will be provided to 
Ioca1 newspapers ard will be po6100. cn lhe foondatia, 
website in 1he near future. If you have additiooal questicl'$, 
pk!BSe cmtact the Foondaticn by email at dday@dday.org Cl' 

~ (540-5S6-DDAY er ro)..351-DDAY). 
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M morial Day helps us remember a recent back on Bataan on January 3, 1942, fought savagely, 
holiday vacation trip I took. During the but succumbed to disease, wounds, and starvation. 
000-2001 season, my wife Thelma and our MacArthur had neglected to stock his Bataan 

two grown children accompanied us to the Gibraltar with adequate food or ammunition. The 
Philippines. Along the way, we visited three sites hal- bright spot in al I of this is that the only Southeast 
lowed by American World War II heroes: Pearl Asians to stick loyally to their colonial authorities 
Harbor, Corregidor in Manila Bay, and the American were the brave Filipinos. 
Pacific Cemetery near Fort Bonifacio,. Manila, There remained two sma 11 island forts, and they 
Philippines. would become Philippine 

As we boarded the alamos: Fort Drum and 
crowded motorcraft near Corregidor. Fort Drum had a 
Honolulu, we could see the few artillery pieces that were 
crescent-shaped white 14-inchers, but the outpost 
encasement that enfolds the was small. Corregidor was 
remaining superstructure of hilly, had been prepared for a 
the battleship Arizona. n,ere major siege, and contained 
is little to rem ind the an elaborate tunnel, Malinta, 
American and foreign visi- that was first excavated 
tors, including many around 1922. Malinta, with 
Japanese tourists, that its complex side tunnels pro-
December 7, 1941,changed tected a hospital, the 
the mechanics of naval war- .. __ ,, ........ , ...... ,.,. c· .. •. • ••.. Philippine government, and 

., .. ·= . ntJ:tif~i1"·Sltii#.l~Ho•.:;i...:.,>. the mirit staff. We saw the fare, after Japanese navy .. '"" . , ~J .•• ,., .... -~~ ary 
planes sank the Arizona and f~ .. ,:,x.: .. :t~ ........ · .. 'r'fl~.iif~i:Jof.}i~,i,.:~>. formidable features of 
the Oklahoma, under Vice Admiral Nagumo, and Corregidor that inflicted 
severely damaged six other battleships. Mo re than 4,000 casua I ties on the Japanese during their fi na I 
3,226 Marine and Army personnel were killed and assault. In one outpost on Corregidor, we viewed 
hundreds wounded. Still entombed in the Arizona are three 12-inch Howitzers that fired on captured 
the bodies of more than 1,000 sailors gripped in their Bataan at the rate of one 1,000-pound shell per 
great ship, from which sti 11 rises, Ii ke tea rs, a tra i I of minute. We were to Id by our guide that one of the 
Oil. guns ki II ed 2,000 Japanese and fired unti I the mecha-

Genera I Douglas MacArthur did not have his nism froze. 
finest hour in the Philippines; that would come at As I viewed the dark, empty, and stark Malinta 
Inchon during the Korean War. If the Japanese tunnel, 1 thought of poor General Jonathan 
attacked, he could not decide whether he would Wainwright, who was left behind to surrender, not 
defend on the beaches of Luzon or pull back to the only Corregidor and its 11,500 men, but all the forces 
jungles of Bataan. The Japanese air force destroyed remaining in the Philippines. General MacArthur 
the American planes lined up in neat rows, even was ordered to depart the Philippines on March 11, 
with an alert that war was imminent. Then the 1942, by President Franklin D. Roosevelt, to 
unprepared American and Filipino defense forces fell Australia, to take command of the forces in the South 
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Pacific. When he left, his enlisted men did not under
stand, but they stood by their 155s and fought 
General Homma's forces until they could fight no 
more. 

Rising above the site of old Fort Bonifacio in glis
tening white and immaculate grass of the brightest 
green and trees that sing with color, is the gorgeous 
American Pacific Cemetery. As we viewed it, we saw 
the crosses and stars of David of thousands of men 
and women who had laid their lives down for the 
United States, and some also for their country of 
birth, the Philippines. 

The only warrior to share a story with me, who 
had fought on the Siegfried Line and the Battle of the 
Bulge, was a Filipino. He was younger than I, and he 
showed me his leg wound from a firefight with the 
Moros. Then, as an American consul, I had seen a 
monument (dated 1902) posted by the 2nd U.S. 
Cavalry after a fight with the Moros. The Ph ii ippines 
had been the training ground of Generals "Black 
Jack" Pershing, Douglas MacArthur, George C. 
Marshall, Ike Eisenhower, and other aspiring officers. 

When I served in the Phi Ii p pines from 1937 to 
1940, I perceived a sense of hurt by the Filipinos. Yet, 

A Manual-Guidelines for Patriotic Education 

L TC Peter Straub, Chairman, Patriotic 
Education Committee, has revised Sections C 
and E of this publication. Distribution has been 
made to the PEC Committee, PEC Conference 
Directors, and Chapter Commanders. All other 
holders of this book may request a copy of the 
revision from National Headquarters, 

they fought with distinction under MacArthur, and 
continued the war against the Japanese in guerrilla 
bands. They also learned to love America, even in 
the abstract. On the island of Bohol, I visited a little 
beaten-up cemetery, and saw the stone of a school 
teacher who honored America and refused to kiss 
the Mikado's flag. That act of loyalty caused him to 
be beheaded by the Japanese. The Filipinos feel that 
we conquered them, trained them in American-style 
schools, taught them the terminology of democracy, 
and then quickly forgot them. 

On the walls of the enclosure, there are the 
names of thousands of combatants who died in 
places like Biak, New Guinea, Okinawa, Tarawa, Iwo 
Jima, Corregidor, Manila, Midway, and Leyte. Those 
memorialized were mostly young Filipino and 
American men, but there were also nurses and guer
rillas who fought in rags. I stood in silence beside 
one of the monuments, which depicted two sol
diers-one Filipino, and one woundedAmerican
helping each other along. And I surmised that in 
combat, there is a brotherhood that is only exceeded 
by a mother's love for her child: This Memorial Day, 
we will all remember this brotherhood. 

.,. . · ' '' ,::~·:.:?'. .. -~-~!(:,·-~ :: .. , ';~tit,;.\,' {<.:f:<::~:>:<~··./~r.~:·:.·. ·~ ?.\;1~~\:~. ~\:~~j\~.l, .. ·A> i~i~~-·;.'.'; · .. \::'b~~i~ . 
< ·. Preamble: To.cherish the.:memories and.associations of the World Wars,,wa~ for 

.t·&S£:~~r= 
f1fie umtad stiites;·To~:mterrial relations am .aJlbrandies,ofthe ~~.: 
~~~~i.y~gle:~~~¥'~~·~y~~:sci~~··thi.~~~~~s~ 
~ ...... and'.sulum~·-- '"·· . r. · ~. , · Ii fhe-U~Statesot.Am~'flf .? 

· .;~11i~l~~~a~ 
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Everybody is talking about Pearl Harbor these 
days, especially around Memorial Day. It has 

been in the daily news since the unfortunate 
collision of a Pearl Harbor-based U.S. submarine and 
a Japanese fishing boat. Coverage of the inquiry has 
given us almost daily interviews from the Pearl 
Harbor naval base and occasional glimpses of the 
USS Arizona Memorial, where Pearl Harbor was first 
"''°"'-A~ ... +" A...,.,...;,.. .. •.,"'"'""""'"'""""'-"' "n 'December 7, 

.warenessand 
ieights.In the 
ur national 
credible attack 
eterrible 
ny generation 

I'm not so sure that the younger generation 
knows much about Pearl Harbor, so it's a good thing 
that the average age of movie audiences is 16-26 
years old and that the film stars the hugely popular, 
Ben Affleck. Whatever the cinematic or historicmer
i k or shortcomings of the fi Im, it wi 11 give everyone 
at least an outline of the sequence of events and 
some special effects or computer-enhanced images of 
the USS Arizona exploding or the USS Oklahomacap
sizing. 

From this virtual imagery may emerge some gen-

Officer ReviewMay 2001 

uine emotion. From emotion may perhaps arise a 
real interest in what happened, why, and how 
America and her armed forces responded. I got a 
head start on raising interest in Pearl Harbor a year 
and a half ago. I was asked to develop some fund
raising materials for the "Pearl Harbor 
Commemorative 1941-2001" and the new USS 
Arizona Memorial Fund. Lots of discussions and 
research opened a new world of fascinating factoids 
and great stories about this memorial, which, I 

ence by all accounts . 

admit, I first imagined was in 
Arizona. Wrong! 

Actually, the USS Arizona 
Memorial in Pearl Harbor, 
Hawaii, is one of the most 
recognized and most moving · 
of all memorials in America 
and the world. Since 1962, 
nearly 40 million people 
have set foot on the memori
al, an emotional and 
thought-provoking experi

They still come, up to 4,500 per day, to see Pearl 
Harbor firsthand and to pay their respects. 
Universally, the USSArizona Memorial represents 
Japan's surprise attack on Pearl Harbor and 
America's entry into World War II. At the rum of the 
millennium, journalists rated Pearl Harbor the #3 
"Most Important News Story of the Century" behind 
the man on the moon (#2) and the atomic bomb (#1). 

It is, first of all, America's memorial to the sailors 
and Marines who died on the battleship USS Arizona, 
with most of whom are entombed in their ship. The 
Remembrance Exhibit at the Memorial visitor Center 
also honors the fallen from other ships, airfields, and 
barracks attacked that day, a day President Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt said would "live in infamy." 

For many Americans and international visitors 
(30 percent of the total, two-thirds of whom are from 
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Japan), it commemorates al I casua I ties and combat
ants of World War II in the Pacific. People travel here 
from al I nations and come together in a spirit of 
remembrance, reconciliation, and resolve for contin
ued peace in the Pacific. 

The USS Arizona Memorial welcomes 1.5 million 
visitors per year, more than double what anyone 
anticipated when the Memorial Museum and Visitor 
Center was dedicated in 1980. It is consistently the 
#1 visitor destination on Oahu. Many visitors to the 
USS Arizona Memorial are veterans of World War II 
and relatives of veterans, Many are active-duty ser
vicemen and women or relatives of active-duty per
sonnel. The Memorial Fund provides everyone an 
opportunity to 
enroll names of 
loved ones in the 
Memorial Registry 
of the Fund. 

humidity controls can better preserve the documents, 
photographs, and personal memorabilia of the Pearl 
Harbor attack. 

To solve these problems, a $10 million capital 
fundraising campaign will approximately double the 
size of the Memorial Museum and expand the 
Visitor Center. This expansion is not to increase the 
number of visitors, but to provide a better experience 
of the memorial and to tell more stories of Pearl 
Harbor and World War II in the Pacific. 

The beginning, ntjddle, and end of World War II 
in the Pacific are memorialized at Pearl Harbor 
today, The USS Arizona Memorial, the Bowfin 
Su bma ri ne Museum, and the USS Missouri have 

been working 
ogether to create a 
"Day at Pearl 
Harbor" experi
ence for visitors. 
Part of the USS 
Arizona Memorial 

, ~'.: ·. xpansion plan is ..• . . . ; ,-:···,, ·· : o nnprove visitor 

In the busiest 
seasons, long lines 
and long waits can · 
occur due to the 
number of visitors 
viewing the pow
erful National Park 

The 0551\tizona Memorial in Pe11rl Harbor, Hawaii 
parking lots, walk
ways, landscaping, 
and signageto 

facilitate movement from one site to another. Service interpretive film and because boarding the 
Navy launch to the memorial must be limited, 

Visitors' time is well spent in the museum, which 
features personal belongings of officers and crew, a 
smashed, but unexploded, torpedo, military art by 
Tom Freeman, and incredibly detailed ship models 
like the carrier Akagi, w,thtiny pilots and sailors 
waving their caps so realistically you can almost hear 
them yel I, "Banzai!" 

Excellent as the small museum is, there are still 
far more artifacts in storage at the base than the pre
sent museum can currently preserve and exhibit. 

_;_"<~;,.J'hln there is the collection of the Pearl Harbor 
. onAllod1tlon, which is now being preserved 

·,. : . : Ml National Park Service archaeologi-
' " ·~ ~,,_ ' ... .. Ari&onl. Aa ,oon as possible, 

.~ .. · .... ~lo their proper 
.,. ; ..::·~.:~~~).-~·-

Ilion II another. 
twMemorial Vllltor 
. ,.,,:' · tt·for HlwaJi 

.. , .. ·. , 
.. ,.·.,..hnllnd 

•',·: .. -<t~.~!·· .. 

Honorary co-chairmen of the USS Arizona 
Memorial are Senator Daniel Inouye (D- Hawaii) 
and Senator John McCain ( R-Ari zo n a). A prom i
nent spokesman and Fund Trustee is H. Delano 
Roosevelt, grandson of Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt, whose father James was a Marine in 
the Pacific. 

There is every indication that the USS Arizona 
Memorial Museum and Visitor Center will contin
ue as the focal point of the true Pearl Harbor story 
for future generations, Memorial Day isa day to 
remember Pearl Harbor, but with this Museum 
and Visitor Center, you can visit it all year. 

December 7, 2001, will be the 60th Anniversary of 
Pearl Harbor and the last planned reunion of the Pearl 
Harbor Survivors Association. A 'Pearl Harbor 
Symposium" will take place in Honolulu the first week of 
December, Tom Brokaw, NBC News anchor and author of 
The Greatest Generation, will bet'f,e keynote speaker . 
For Information on the USS Arizona Memorial Fund, 
wit http://u,ww.PearlHarborMemorial.com. 
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A Tale of Two Wars 

W hile we remember on Memorial Day 
events of the Korean War 50 years ago, 
we can also pause for the lo-year 

anniversary of the Gulf War. in which the enemy 
capitulated after 38 days of air war and 100 hours 
of air-ground war. When our chapter met on 
January 25, 2001, it was the 10th anniversary of the 
10th day of Coalition strikes against the forces of 
Saddam Hussein. During these air strikes the coali
tion gained mastery of the air and knocked out 
Iraq's air defense system; Saddam's command, con
trol, and communication network; and a good per
centage of Iraqi electrical power generation and 
distribution. The United States also started to work 
on deployed ground forces and their logistic sup
port. It was a textbook application of airpower that 
warmed the hearts of Companions and brought 
cheers to our lips, as we watched the war unfold 
on the evening news. 

Contrasts are sharp in looking at both the 
Korean and Gulf conflicts from a historic perspec
tive. In the opening days of the Korean War, South 
Korea was being overrun in a surprise attack for 
which U.S. forces were ill-prepared. We rushed the 
forces we had into the breech, mostly airpower left 
over from World War II. They slowed the advance 
and threw the North Koreans off their timetable, as 
we deployed the ground forces we could muster 
from occupation duty in Japan, Okinawa, and the 
Philippines. 

By contrast, in the Gu If War, Saddam Hussein 
gave two weeks notice of his intent to invade 
Kuwait, while he still conferred with Middle 
Eastern leaders on a conciliatory note. During that 
two weeks, the United States was developing con
tingency plans for the defense of Saudi Arabia by a 
coalition of concerned nations. No attempt was 
made to defend the tiny country of Kuwait directly 
when it was invaded, but the aggression brought 
an immediate response from the United States and 
its al lies. Naval carrier battle groups steamed to the 
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Persian Gulf, the Gulf of Oman, and the north 
Arabian Sea. Saudi Arabia agreed to the stationing 
of coalition forces in the kingdom. F-15s deployed 
over the next 5 1/2 months. Coalition forces steadi
ly built land, sea, and air power in the region. 
While diplomatic efforts to get Saddam to with
draw from Kuwait continued, President George 
Bush obtained the backing of coalition leaders and 
his own Congress to use force if necessary. Plans 
were drawn and refined for the best employment 
of the incredible hammer of coalition military 
power, poised to strike. 

In the Gulf conflict, the coalition held the initia
tive as to when, where, and how a strike would 
take place. The objectives were clear-cut and 
agreed to beforehand: to defend Saudi Arabia 
against attack, to bring about the complete with
drawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait, to reinstall 
Kuwait's legitimate government, to stabilize the 
region, and ensure the continued flow of oil to the 
world's consumers. 

In Korea, though, U.S. policy was hazy. We had 
excluded Korea from America's line of defense in 
the Pacific in January 1950, an open invitation to 
the Russians or Chinese to take it over. When the 
Russian puppet regime in North Korea accepted 
the invitation, it was the United Nations that felt 
attacked, not the United States. President Truman's 
initial response was to protect the I ives of 
American citizens in South Korea, not the South 
Korean government. 

Many other differences exist between the two 
conflicts, but the final, major difference is that in 
the Gulf, when the Iraqis got out of Kuwait and the 
legitimate government was reinstated, the United 
States called a halt to the ground war. It was tempt
ing to expand the war to eliminate Saddam. but we 
stuck to our original goals. We failed to do that in 
Korea, and paid a high price for our adventurism. 
We are still in both theaters "stabilizing" the situa
tion, but at much less cost in the Gulf. 
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Goodbye to a Vietnam Veteran 
' 

By Lt. Col. Paula Haley 
San Antonio Chapter 

I was driving to North Carolina with three other 
soldiers from the Vietnam War. I was a donut 

dolly who had spent one year in Vietnam. Our 
mission was to go to North Carolina to take 
Tommy Wieber, a fellow veteran, to his final rest
ing place at Arlington National Cemetery. He had 
suddenly died, and I figured we were the most 
qualified to accomplish this job. After all, he was 
our friend and fellow Vietnam veteran. His 
widow, Sharon, was with us, and we traveled with 
heavy hearts. 

When Sharon and I approached the casket, my 
eyes filled with tears upon seeing Tommy's face. I 
quickly turned away and walked to a corner like a 
child to hide my tears and fears. I quickly gained 
my composure and walked back to the casket to 
help Sharon place his ribbons on his mess dress. 

A CALL FOR ARTICLES 

The MOWW magazine is very important to 
all Companions. As your editor, my goal is 

to keep your magazine interesting and person
al. 

What MOWW needs from all Companions 
is your stories. Handwritten or typed is OK! 
Vignettes, short stories. or in-depth accounts of 
your experiences are all welcomed. Mail or 
email them to MOWW national headquarters. 
If you're mailing them, please include a disk 
copy whenever possible. Please do not fax 
your articles. 

We need your funny, serious, or sad stories 
of your experiences in the military. Leader, fol
lower, or just one of the group; fighter, flyer, 
cook, doctor, or nurse; in the air, on the land, 
or in the seas, your fellow Companions need to 
hear your stories. Send them to us now. 
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We stood over Tommy's casket, fixing the rib
bons on his mess dress for ·the funeral. Vietnam 
veterans were now standing next to us. We placed 
the coffin in a beautiful POW/MIA truck because 
he had rescued many soldiers in Vietnam, and the 
POW issue was his passion. The men from 
Tommy's work were there, and as we stood 
around the truck, one of the men passed around a 
bottle. We each took a drink and passed it to the 
next person to have a drink in honor of Tommy. 

As we drove, we had our CB radios on, and 
the truckers asked what the occasion was. We 
responded that we were taking our friend to his 
final resting place at Arlington Cemetery. They 
replied, "God Bless America." 

It was a glorious send off, complete with a 21-
gun salute, as family, friends, veterans, and Red 
Cross donut dollies looked on. As generations pass, 
we must never forget those who served our coun
try with pride. Survivors of all wars have a special 
responsibility to carry on the memory of our fallen 
comrades. On Memorial Day, our nation does that. 

"~ ·,, 

MOWV\(_ Neck T{c~ 
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A Close Cdl 

I IJl I By Lt. Col. Edward c. Craft, Jr. e Philadelphia Chapter 

It was Vietnam 1967, and we were on our way to the 
first target of the day, Our fight of six, C-123 spray 

planes was headed for an Agent Orange target in II 
corps, 

I was the backup lead navigator in the fourth 
plane. In the cockpit on my right was the instructor 
pilot, and on my left was a pilot in training. I sat on a 
bullet-proof box between the two pi lots. 

The target was "hot," meaning, we expected a lot 
of enemy fire. It also meant we would come in high 
and drop down fast just prior to the spray-on point. 
We approached the target 4,000 feet above the 
ground. The lead pilot in plane #1 gave the com
mand to "take 'em down cowboys!" At that instant, 
our pilot in training pulled back on the throttles and 
nosed over a maximum-rate descent of 4,000 feet per 
minute. Normally, it would take a minute to descend 
to a point 1 kilometer from the start of the spray-on 

point. 
All planes would stay in formation during the 

descent, but for some reason something did not 
sound right, and we were now passing the third 
plane, Soon, we passed the first and second, as wel I. I 
noticed a tree on the ground when we started, and it 
kept getting bigger and bigger. We were below 1,000 
feet when suddenly, the instructor pilot took over the 
plane and pu I led us out of the descent just above the 
tree. We maneuvered back into formation and com
pleted the mission with no problems. 

During the debriefing, we learned thatthe·pilot in 
training, a man with long arms, had pulled the throt
tles back as far as he could. He was struggling to get 
into idle. But is was not enough since his long arms 
hit the back of his seat, so to get the engines into idle, 
he lifted his arm for more room and inadvertently, at 
the same time, pulled up on the throttles, which put 
both engines in reverse, while we were descending. 

I guess I am one of the few people who can say 
they were in a descending aircraft exceeding its 
maximum rate of descent, within 1,000 feet of the 
ground, with both engines in reverse and live to 
write about it. 

WORLD WAR II 
IN EUROPE 

Follow the Greatest Generation, 
as described by Tom Brokaw, trom 

Normandy to Bastogne to Berlln. 

September 27 to October 11, 2001 

Phone for complete brochure with prices 

Matterhorn Travel 
914 Bay Ridge Road 

I<?~~~! ~ooa::lis ~:o 2 :403 
www.matterhomtravel.com 

E-ma i I :holidays@matterhomttavel.com 



l'he Vietnam Wall that Heals 
ioo1 Schedule 

fay4-7 
10-13 
17-20 
25-28 
31-June3 

une7-10 
14-17 

uly 4-8 
12-15 
18-22 
25-29 

Lexington, MA 
Middletown, RI 
Chicago, IL 
Putnam, CT 
Lewiston, ME 

Dover, NH 
Peabody, MA 

McPherson, KS 
Royal Center, IN 
Sullivan, MO 
Bradley, IL 

DOD Honors 
Korean War Veterans 

In 1951, the Repu b lie of Korea offered the 
Republic of Korean War Service Medal b 

United Nations forces serving in Korea 
and adjacent waters. At the time, however, 

U.S. law prohibited U.S. military personnel from 
wearing medals issued by foreign governments. 
Congress changed that ruling in 1954, but by then 
most U.S. service members eligible for the medal 
had returned home. 

In 1998, to coincide with the upcoming 50th 
Anniversary of the Korean War, the Republic of 
Korea reiterated its original offer of the Republic of 
Korea War Service Medal to U.S. military personnel. 
On August 20, 1999, the Department of Defense 
approved the acceptance and wear of the medal. 
Approximately 1.8 mil lion U.S. Korean War Veteran 
are eligible to receive it. 

For more information about this ceremony or th4 
Department of Defense 50th Anniversary of the 
Korean War Commemoration, call toll free (866) 
KOREA50, or visit the web site at 
http:/ /korea50.anny.mil/. 

Information on how to apply for or request the 
medal can be found by calling the Air Force 
Personnel Center, Monday-Friday,7:30a.m.-4:30 
p.m. (CST) at (800) 558-1404, or the Awards and 
Decorations Section (210)565-2432/2520/2516, fax 
(210) 565-3118.Theweb site is found at 
http:/ /www.afpc.randolph.af.mil/awards/. 
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August 2-5 
9-12 
16-19 
24-26 

September 6-9 
13-16 
27-30 

October 11-14 
25-28 

November 1-4 
9-11 
1518 

Scribner, N E 
Merrillville, IN 
Kalamazoo, Ml 
Omaha, NE 

Longmont, CO 
Salt Lake City, UT 
Plainview, TX 

Walla Walla, WA 
Schulenberg, TX 

Austin, Texas 
Thlth or Consequences, NM 
Ywna,AZ 

Raise the flag and salute our nation's 
valiant veterans! This year's National 

Memorial Day Concert, PBS's all-star tribute to 
the brave Americans who served the cause of 
freedom, commemorates the 60th anniversary 
of Pearl Harbor and the 10th anniversary of 
Desert Storm. The holiday event also honors 
former POWs of the Korean War and Vietnam 
veterans. 

Broadcast live from the West Lawn of the 
US. Capitol on Sunday, May 27, 2001, from 
8:00-9:30 p.m. ET (check local listings), the pro
gram features eminent journalist Walter 
Cronkite, decorated veteran Charles Durning, 
Broadway's Tom Wopat, and other distin
guished guest artists in performance with the 
National Symphony Orchestra under the 
direction of premier pops conductor Erich 
Kunzel. 

A unique blend of musical performance, 
archival footage, and dramatic readings, the 
National Memorial Day Concert is broadcast 
overseas by the Armed Forces radio and tele
vision network. 
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Army Civil War Medal: Awarded to 
Union Army veterans who served 
from 1861-1865. Confederate veter
ans were awarded the Confederate 

Cross of Honor. 

World War II Victory Medal: 
Awarded for service in the U.S. 

Armed Forces between 1941-1946. 

Humane Action-Berlin Airlift: 
Given for 120 consecutive days of ser
vice participating in the Berlin Airlift 
or in support ~1 The medal was 

also awarded posthumously. 

I
·"··· 
.. :\: 
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-i:·· ... 
. ··· . '· 
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China Commemorative Medal World War II: 
Authorized by Nation a Ii st Chin a to all U.S. 
personnel who served in the China-Burma

India Theatre during World War Il. 

Vietnam Service Medal: For service in 
Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, or Thailand 

during 1965-1973. 

,, ,, 

• Asiatic Pacific Campaign Medal World 
War II: For service in the Asiatic-Pacific 

theater for 30 days or receipt of any 
combat decoration. 

Korean War Service Medal: 
For participation in military operations 

within the Korean area during 1950-1954. 

ROK Republic of Korea Medal: For all mil
itary personnel who served 30 consecutive 
days or 60 nonconsecutive days in Korea or 
in its territorial waters, or for aircrew per
sonnel who flew combat or support mis

sions over or to Korea. 
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The SW AsiaService Medal 1991· 
Present Given for active participation 
in or in support of Operation Desert 

Shi e Id and/ or Operation Desert Storm. 

Armed Forces Services Medal-Bosma: 
For participation in military operations 
not covered by specific war medal or 
Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal. 

The new Kosovo Campaign medal. 



11tutlbap.Julp 24, 2001 
0900-1800 Registration 
1300-1500 Budget Commiuee ~1eeting 
lS00-1800 YDF. Inc., Board of Directors Meeting 
1500-1800 PEF. Inc., Board of Trustees Meeting 
1600-1700 National Security Commiuee Meeting 

Btbnubap Pulp 25.2001 
0800-1800 Registration 
0800-1200 I&-Convention Executive Committee ~1eeting 
0900-1200 Constitution and By-Laws Commillee Meeting 
0900-1200 Resolutions Committee Meeting 
0900-1200 National Convention Commiltee Meeting 
0900-1515 Spouses Tour and Luncheon 
1200-1330 Region Commanders Awards Luncheon 
1330-1600 Pre-Convention General Staff Meeting 
1600-1800 Patriotic Education Commillee Meeting 
1600-1800 Policy Planning Commillee ~1eeting 
1830-2130 Welcome Reception 

«burlbap Pulp 26.2001 
0745--0845 '.'Jew Officers Orientation 
0745-1500 Spouses Tour and Luncheon 
0900-1800 Re!!istration 
0900-0915 Opening Ceremonies 
0915-1200 First Convention Session 
1200-1300 Lunch on Your Own 
1200-1330 Hann-Buswell Chapter ~1eeting and Luncheon 
1330-1530 Council of Past CINCs ~1eeting 

1330-1530 Chapter Commanders Orientation 
1330-1530 Legislative Commi1tee Meeting 
1530-1630 '.'Jational Securitv .Seminar 
1630-1730 Membership Se~1inar 
1830-2000 Hann-Buswell Reception and Banquet 
1900-2100 Nominating Committee Meeting 

.1'ribap Julp 27, 200 I 
OSoo.-0900 Patriotic Education Seminar (YLCs) 
0900-1800 Registration 
0900-1000 Chapter Activities Seminar 
1000-1100 ROTC Seminar 
1130-1330 Commanders A wards Luncheon 
1400-1700 Second Convention Session 
1700-2030 Boat Cruise and Dinner on Lake Murray 

&aturbll!? .Julp 28, 2001 
0800-0900 Memorial Service 
0845-1615 Spouses Tour and Luncheon 
0900-1800 Re!!istration 
0915·1200 Thi;:d Convention Session 
1200·1400 Lunch on Your Own 
1400-1700 Post-Convention General Staff Meeting 
1700-1800 Church Services 
1830-1930 Formal Reception 
1930-2300 Banquet and In.~tallation of Officers 
!iunbap Julp 29, 200 I 
0900-1100 Post-Convention Executive Co~ttee Meeting 
0900-1100 Executive Commi11ee Spouses Breakfast 

( 0 I\ l1 L' ll t I O l l l, L' !J I S t l' ~1 t I O ll _1f O l' Ill 

Name ----------------- Spouse/Guest Name-------------

Rank ___ Service ________ Component--------- Status-------

Address --------------- City __________ State __ ZIP ___ _ 

Phone------ Chapter Affiliation-----------C11ffent Office -------

Special Dietary/Physical Handicap Needs------------------------

Mode of Transportation-------- Estimated Date/Time of An-ival ------------

..... ~.;.~.;,;. .•. .ti··~·.~ .~~4t:·f>f~:·, '..'\.': .: .~ . . . . 
_ :·· ' Mfto.LTC Moffitt D. lradford, .. 1:21 Devine Street, Columbia, SC. 29205-2005. For 

. . . . . .. ... . fi:Jinat~'Jt ~t lOJ.717i9695, or Lt.Col. Prank Z..nd•r at 803-787..3132. Or email zander@mind-
.. ·:··,,iNblMn lftWI ·nottf)' MAJ P. P. PrSct, Jr., no liter than May 15, 2001, to schedule a meeting and specify 
. ind 1udio/vttuil tqu}pmtnt netd1. . 
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Webne~bap, Julp 25, 2001 
Tour I-State Capital and Art Museum 
Depart the hotel at 9:15 a.m. for a visit to the art museum. Afterward, board the bus for a tour of Trinity 
Cathedral. Participants can enjoy a glorious bus-ride view of the city while they eat, then tour the state capi
tal, and return to the hotel at 3:00 p.m. Total cost: $30. 

'Uibur!bap, Julp 26, 2001 
Tour 2-Historica/ Columbia 
Board the bus at 9:30 a.m. for a guided tour to learn about the history of Columbia, South Carolina. First, 
visit the University of South Carolina, followed by lunch at Hennessey's restaurant. Afterward, tour the 
Governor's Mansion and other historical homes, and return to the hotel at 3:45. Total cost: $35. 

Tour3--Fort Jackson 
Leave at 8:00 a.m. to attend a graduation ceremony at Fort Jackson. Afterward, enjoy a tour of the museum 
and dine on the base. After lunch, tour the Fort before returning to the hotel at 3:00 p.m. 
Total cost: $15. 

jf ribap, .'Julp 27, 2002 
Tour 4-Lake Murray 
Depart the hotel at 5:00 p.m. to board a boat for a dinner cruise on Lake Murray. Arrive back at the hotel at 
8:30. Total cost: $50. 

~aturbap, J ulp 28. 2001 
Tour 5-Co/umbia Zao, Botanica/Gardens, and State Museum 
Leave at 8:30 a.m. for a fun morning at the zoo and botanical gardens. After dining at New Orleans for 
lunch, visit the state museum. Arrive back at the hotel at 4:00 p.m. Total cost $40. 
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Name _____________ Address _________________ _ 

City ________________ State _______ ZIP ______ _ 

Daytime Phone Evening Phone ____________ _ 

Arrival Date _________ Departure Date _________ No. of Rooms ___ _ 

Number of people Sharing ETA at hotel _______ _ 
~;,;;.;;.;.~;;.;,:;,;.;;..==;;;;;;;;;;. 

Adams Mark Hotel 
1200 Hampton Street 

Method of Payment: _ Check or money order enclosed: Amount$ ____ _ 

. 29201 
(Hotel) 

_ American Express _ Diners Club _VISA 

....., ___ ~(R;..;.;e;.;,;servations) 
(Fax) 

Carte Bia nche Mastercard Discover 

Credit Card Number __________________ Expiration Date ____ _ 
Signature _______________________________ _ 

t(eservat1ons rece1vea atter tnecuto.tJ 
date Uune 1) are subject to availabiµ· 
ty. Rooms may still be available after 
the cutoff date, but not necessarily al 
the rates listed. Please apply 7 per
cent. sales/occupancy tax and 3 per
cent tourism fee to the rates. 

Rates: 
1 person-$85 + tax + fee 
2 people-$85 + tax + fee 
3 people--$95 + tax + fee 
4 people--$95 + tax + fee 

Special Room Requests: 
2 Double B...f..d..s 
1 King Jill 
Balcony Kln.g 
Balcony Double_ 
Accessible King _ 

Smoking_ Nonsmoking_ 
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We Need New YLCs! 

I have endeavored to keep all single- and multi-day 
conference directors informed, to assist them, 

.. through a pu bl icati on ca I led the PEC Huddle. But I 
am sure they would agree with my efforts to address 
the rest of the MOWW membership regarding the 
largest, most rewarding program of the Order. Our 
youth leadership conferences(YLCs) produce the 
greatest product our Order could ever bestow on the 
people of our nation, For we are teaching the youth, 
our future leaders, leadership, patriotism, love of 
country and flag, and the free enterprisesystem
subjects not being taught in our schools today. 

Those of you who have helped staff, directed, or 
attended one of the 60 or more conferences we hold 
throughout the nation, know exactly what I am talk
ing about. Those of you who have not attended, sim
ply don't know what you are missing. To see the 
pride the graduating students display with their new 
knowledge and understanding, will make your but
tons pop. I guarantee it! 

Through the generosity of dedicated philan
thropists like Ross Perot, the Palmer family, and sev
eral others, we now have the funds to double or triple 
the number of YLC programs we have been operat
ing, At this point, money is not the problem-what 
we need is the help of each chapter commander in 
expanding the YLC programs. 

In 1997, the Patriotic Education Committee (PE() 
published a manual, which includes all the steps nec
essary to start a new conference. It's my understand
ing that every chapter was sent a copy. Although the 
organizational structure of the PEC has changed and 
parts of the manual are being updated, the details on 
how to plan and execute a conference have not 
changed. For those who can't find their manual; they 
are readily available on the World Wide Web at the 
MOWW website. 

Senior Vice CIN C Lt. Don Allen is MOWW's 
webmaster and continually updates the information 
on the web site referencing al I facets of the PEC. To 
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get to the site, simply type inhttp://www. 
militaryorder.org. Click on Patriotic Education along 
the left side of the home page and you will be moved 
to a summary of the program. Scan to the bottom of 
the page, where you will find directions on how to 
access the manual. Be advised that the manual is 137 
pages, so downloading and printing a copy takes 
time. But, once you reach the manual, you can scan 
and read Section B on how to start a new conference. 
Many of the details such as MOWW recognition and 
certification are there. The part you should look over, 
however, is on getting a YLC started. 

Last year, we went from the 30s to 61 multi- and 
single-day conferences, with multi-day YLCs jumping 
from 17 to 24. This year, new multi-day conferences 
for Fort Knox, Kentucky, and Portland, Oregon, plus 
several others are in the development stages. The 
new people involved with the YLCs met, selected 
their directors, and assembled a speaker's list fol low
ing the guidelines in the manual regarding percent
ages for subject matter. They also negotiated a venue, 
arranged transportation, and requested funding. The 
PEC is willing to make every effort to assist in help
ing get your conference off the ground. 

The Huntsville Chapter had no idea where to 
start. Last fall, the PEC met with the staff and dis
cussed in detail what it would take to get a confer
ence started. As a result, the chapter is sending stu
dents and some chapter staff members to observe the 
conference at Flo rid a State University th is year with 
the idea of starting a conference in 2002. That's what 
the PEC volunteer staff is designed to do-help direc
tors keep their programs going as smoothly as possi
ble and assist in creating new conferences to expand 
the MOWW YLC program. 

Today, many of the young officers you approach 
ask, "What can your organization do for me?" You 
have an answer-the MOWW Patriotic Education 
Program. Get them involved! Everyone will be 
rewarded, especially you and the kids. 
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TI question has been asked about our 
nagers by every generation. Many of us are 
ncerned that young people today are grow

ing up without values and a clear understanding of 
the price veterans have paid for the freedom we 
enjoy today. 

Some of us remember Will Rogers saying, "All I 
know is what I read in the papers." Today, the media 
leads us to believe that many of our youth are in 
trouble and have no respect for life. But many of us 
have worked with young people in our youth lead
ership programs and know there are a many neat 
young people in this country. 

They know about the successes of Desert Storm 
and the Balkans; however, they know very little 
about World War II, Korea, and Vietnam. They want 
to hear from us the "what, why, and how" of those 
times in history. What is tragic is that the history of 
these events is not being taught in our schools today 
These young people are intelligent, hard working, 
and eager to learn about the history of World War II, 
Korea, and Vietnam. They want to know about the 
contributions and sacrifices made by veterans for 
their country during this period in time. 

To give some young people an opportunity to 
learn about these periods in history, Major Farrel 
Dockstetter recently arranged for a few veterans to 
be interviewed by students atLawton High School 
(Lawton, Oklahoma), two of whom were officers 
from our chapter. The other soldier interviewed was 
a senior NCO. The students, acting as newspaper 
reporters, interviewed each veteran and made a writ
ten report to their teacher, Col. Terry M. Freeman, 
PhD, the lead teacher at Lawton High School. 

At our monthly chapter meeting, Col. Freeman 
read these reports to our membership, stating, "I 
believe the experience broadened the students' 
knowledge of military service and greatly increased 
their appreciation of the sacrifices of veterans. It was 
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certainly time well spent." Col. Freeman has asked 
us to return next year. We will continue our efforts to 
visit the other high schools in our area during the 
coming year. Our chapter considers this a worth
while and productive project. 

Do our young people care about what our veter
ans have sacrificed and given for our country? You 
bet they do! They want to talk to us. I encourage 
each chapter that reads this article to consider pre
senting such a program to the young people in your 
area. Note, I said, "your area" not only your city or 
town. Consider the surrounding small communities 
also. 
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[~ olh'tthll':~ .ttb)';(' h11·~t~~J:~{ghr~:: ... : of the nation's top police executives. Praised in 
particular was how well Commissioner Timoney 
maintained law and order during the Republican 
National Convention. 

1~Hi1rtJi..H1. ~i~, \\· r,: ·. :;. {i) rtU \ .. 1: .:, ~ \ ~t 
1i.di;,; l . 

By LT Cedric Philipp 
Philadelphia Chapter 

In presenting the award for outstanding per
formance, Philipp noted that the plaque cited out
standing leadership to advance the cause of law 
and order in the birthplace of American indepen-p hiladel ph ia's :olice Commission.er JohnF. dence. 

Ti money received MOWW's National Law & Mr. Ti money shared his thoughts on "noble 
Order Award, signed by Commander-m-Chief LT professions"where service to the pub.lie is para.-
A. Earl Luetge, from Philadelphia Chapter mount and pay is poor. He cited nursing, teaching, 
Commander LT Cedric Philipp, on Thursday, and the military in 
January 4, at the · this connection and 
Willow Grove, · added that hours in 
Pennsylvania, Joint police work are 
Reserve Base. '. •erratic as well as 

The ceremony ·_ ;accompanied by 
opened with the "'danger. Referring to 
crisp advance of the Republican 
the colors by four National 
JROTC cadets in 1Convention, 
Civil War uniforms Timoney said that 
and bearing mus- many of his police 
kets from officers sustained 
Philadelphia's injuries, and one 
Abraham Lincoln was knocked uncon-
High School. scious, but none of 
Commission er the demonstrators 
Timoney himself . d. - . - ·t were hurt. 
then pronounced 1

vrce commander BG RichardD. Merion (center) rea s the nat10.natc1 a~ T one arrived 
tion to Philadelphia Police Commissioner_/ohn F.1imoney, standmg to his . h 1~ • Yd S 

the invocation right as Commander Lt Cedric Philipp looks on. in t e nite tat es 
Afterward, Henry from Ireland at the age of 12. "I couldn't afford to 
Jansen, retired Police Superintendent from go to college, so I joined the New York Police 
Radnor, Pennsylvania, led the Pledge of Department right out of high school," he said. 
Allegiance. Accompanying Mr. Jansen were cur- Attending college at night, he later got his bache-
rent Radnor Police Su peri ntendentJerry Gregory I or's degree from John Jay College and master's 
and retired Radnor Police Chief Maurice degrees from Hunter Colle~e and Fordham 
Hennessy. u n iv er sit y. ·· 

Also attending were police chiefs, detectives, But Timoney said he would not choose another 
and officers from Upper Merion, Lower Merion, profession. He saluted the other police officer~ 
West Goshen, Whiteland, and Tredyffrin, around him who obviously shared the same view. 
Pennsylvania, and from Collingswood, New Timoney received a standing ovation. 
Jersey. The commander of the Willow Grove Base, Prominent in news coverage were Action 
CPT J. Cameron Blake, and 43 Companions and News, Philadelphia's Channel 6 and the 
guests of the Phi lad el phi a Chapter ~ lso atte n d~d · Philadelphia Inquirer. channel 6, aired the story sev-

Introd uci ng Mr. Timoney, BG Richard Menon eral times during the evening hours of January 4. 
of West Chester spoke of the commissioner's The Inquirer gave it big space in its city edition 
strong leadership and national reputation as one and three columns in the suburban editions. 
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pre-holiday activities, and for many of the stu
dents, semester final examinations, 

By COL Raul Garibay 

We were particularly pleased that Vice 
Commander-in-Chief CAPT Rollie Stevens partici
pated in a portion of the conference and then spoke 

at the chapter luncheon, El Paso Chapter 
which was also attended 

T
he recently conclud- by participating students 
ed El Paso Youth and staff. His inspiring 

Leadership Conference remarks were well 
was a highly significant received. Also contributing 
event in our chapter's to the success of the con-
programming. This was ference was LTC Del 
a multi-day activity Lewis, co-director of the 
spanning two weekends Arizona Sunbelt Youth 
at Fort Bliss and a Leadership Conference. 
Saturday at the Ysleta We applaud the efforts 
Independent School of Companion L TC Rafael 
District Cu ltu ra I Arts Rita Caribay fright) feeds the 'troops" at the Garcia who was responsi-
Center. It was well El ~so Youth leadership Conference. ble for the planning, coor-
attended by students from the various high schools dination, and direction of this most successful 
around the city. The timing of the conference was event. Presenters at the conference came from an 
especially noteworthy, coming as it did in the midst outstanding cross section of institutions from the 

of a traditionally busy season of the year involving city and region areas. 

7111 fllARtll IIMI# • LIIUI tUIWfU 
MIMOIIAt e11Ann 

of 
Cll,t -attarp et'bn of tbt Worlb Wad 

CHAPTER HISTO•r 
,,,1-2000 

Officer Review May 2002 

The History of the 
Hann-Buswell Chapter 

$20 (includes postage) 

Order from: 

Si Bass 
3533 Mira Pacific Drive 
Oceanside CA 92056 
Phone (b)(6) 

Fax (b)(6) 

email sibass@webtv.net 
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Mail Cal.1 

M any Companions who are members of the 
Disabled American Veterans (DAV) and the 

DAV auxiliary are disappointed that our Order has 
not seen fit to support legislation removing prohi
bitions against concurrent receipt of military retired 
pay and veterans' disability compensation. 
Congress caused the problem; Congress must fix it. 
To get them to fix it is a task our Order must 
endorse. 

Moreover, our Order has not joined with other 
service organizations of The Military Coalition 
(TMC) in supporting the need for enactment of 
concurrent legal receipt legislation as a law, a vital 
public issue with Congress and the Bush adminis
tration. I urge you to put this matter before the 
Order's General Staff and senior commanders to 
adopt this positive stance and encourage all 
Companions to send members of Congress their 
appropriate petitions for redress of this egregious 
injustice. 

How can we, as an Order, representing an hon
orable nation, not keep our promises, in the words 
of Lincoln, "to him who has borne the battle, his 
widow, and his orphan,'' as well as our disabled 
veteran heroes, their spouses, and families. 
Veterans deserve their retired pay in full; likewise, 
we must compensate them in full, with no offsets, 
for all disabilities they incurred, and often still 
endure today, in their active military duty, reserve, 
and guard services to our nation. 

As I have mentioned before, in my opinion, we 
will have to make such patriotic behavior not the 
exception, but the norm, in order to sponsor and 
establish the highest levels of good citizenship and 
sound stewardship in our Order. Leadership 
depends on precept and example. Leaders, to lead 
well, must lead from the front. 

To have equality for all under law is not just a 
motto. We will make Congress measure up, all the 
way, in fulfilling 100 percent on its responsibi Ii ties 
to completely eliminate all injustices in legislation 
affecting those citizen-soldier veterans who elected 
them. I ask you to make this matter right, to join 
with the associations of the Military Coalition in 
this good fight for concurrent receipt law. Congress 
has seen fit to remove the dual compensation liabil-
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ity. They must do the same for all veterans. 
I ask you to lead our Order in an honorable sup
port of concurrent receipt legislation and its enact
ment in the 107th Congress, To do so will show we 
act upon the precepts and examples contained in 
our Order's Preamble. 

-Maj. Leonard W Seagren 
General Leigh Wade - DC Chapter 

"The Navy cadets fired the traditional 21-gun 
salute in three volleys of seven." ("Mail Call," 
March 2001) 

It's one of my minor I ife pursuits to try to edu
cate the local (Dallas) newspaper and TV media
folk that a "21-gun salute'! and the "traditional 
three volleys" are two different things. The author 
of that "Mail Call" piece, a colonel, should have 
known better! 

The 21-gun salute is fired by guns (actually, 
Howitzers in most cases). The most recent exam
ple of a true 21-gun salute was that given by Army 
cannoneers at the inauguration of President George 
W. Bush. As I recall, the 21-gun salute was original
ly a naval salute, given by ships passing each other 
at sea. There is (or was in 1959) an Army "Table of 
Salutes" specifying the number of guns dignitaries 
are entitled to- with the President/Sovereign of a 
nation receiving 21, the U.S. Vice President receiv
ing 19, four-star generals and admirals receiving 
17, and so forth. 

According to my now-ancient The Officer's 
Guide, (Stackpole, 24th ed., 1959), "A cannon salute 
consists of firing a prescribed number of rounds, 
normally at three-second intervals, as a salute on 
Memorial Day and Independence Day, to a high 
dignitary, and as a salute to foreign ships of war. 
They are fired only between reveille and retreat or. 
by or between ships ofw~;'betweensunrise and 
sunset. (See AR 600-25, f956)." 

A few pages after n,e Officer's Guided iscussed 
the cannon salutes, it discussed military funerals: 

"The military funeral ceremony that has been 
developed to demonstrate the nation's recognition 
of the debt it owes to the services and sacrifices of 
soldiers is based on a few simple customs and tra
ditions .... At the cemetery, the casket is placed over 
the grave and the body bearers hold the flag-pall 
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waist high over the casket. After the committal ser
vice is read by the chaplain, a firing party fires 
three volleys. A bugler stationed at the head of the 
grave sounds Taps over the casket, and the mili
tary funeral is completed." 

A few pages later, The Officer's Guide has a 
chapter on "Customs of the Service," and one of 
the paragraphs discusses "The Three Volleys Over 
Graves." It says, with respect to the three volleys 
described previously, "The use of this custom by 
military people is said by students to have been in 
use during the 17th century. In concept, it traces to 
the Romans who honored their dead by casting 
earth three times upon the grave, calling the name 
of the dead, and saying 'Farewell' three times. It is 
also likened to the intent of saying an honorable 
farewell by the Three Cheers as used during the 
Crusades .... " 

In The ArmyWife (Shea, 3d ed., 1954, Harper & 
Brothers}, there is a section devoted to military 
funerals, which contains the following passage in a 
section entitled "Origin of Certain Customs at 

M ii itary Funerals": 
"Firing Three Volleys at Military Funerals: In 

the funeral rites of the Romans, the casting of the 
earth three times upon the coffin constituted the 
burial. It was also customary among the Romans to 
call the dead three times by name, which ended the 
funeral ceremony, after which the friends and rela
tives pronounced the word 'Vale' (farewell) three 
times as they departed from the tomb. Today, when 
a squad of soldiers fires three volleys over a grave, 
they are, in accordance with this old Roman cus
tom, bidding their dead comrade 'Farewell, Three 
Times."' 

OK, so much for the lecture! Considering the 
number of times these two forms of military honors 
are confused, it might be worth an article in Officer 
Review. I've given you some places to start. 

Now, please don't call the nation's highest 
honor "The 'Congressional' Medal of Honor" - I 
might have to hurt somebody 

-COL Charles A. Thompson 
Dallas Chapter 

RESERVE FOR SUMMER & FALL! May2001 

2001 CRUISE SPECIALS 
ALASKA Cruise/Tours - 25·50°/o Off 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EUROPE • PANAMA CANAL • CARIBBF.AN • BERMUDA 
HAW All • SOUlll AMERICA • NEW ENGLAND/CANADA 

28% to 50% OFF!! 
60th Anniversary of Pearl Harbor 
Cruise • Airfare • Taxes ...•. from $1664 

, .EUROPE 
,ASIA 
, PACIFIC 
TOURS 

London (5 nights) 
British Sampler (1 O days) 
Russia (6 nights, Moscow & St. Petersburg) 
German Highlights (11 days) 
Introduction to Ireland (8 days) 
Spectacular Spain (10 days) 
Classical Greece (9 days) 
Italian Mosaic (14 days) . 
The Best of Turkey (10 days) 
Israel & Egypt (1 B days) 
Kenya (12 days) 
Australia/New Zealand (15 days) 
China & the Yangtze (13 days) 
China & Hong Kong (13 days) 
Bangkok, Hong Kong, Singapore (9 days) 
Hong Kong (7 days) 

Priess from East Coast-AJr induded. 

EUROPE From USA Hawaii (7 nights• Airfare & Hotel) 
Volga River• Moscow-St Petersburg (14 days) $2933 Parks & Canl{ons (13 da'{s\ 
Best of Southern France (9 days) S2416 Canada Pacific Northwest(9days) 
Barge Cruises (7 days) S2358 Trans.-Canada by Rail (12 days) 
Amsterdam• Budapest (16 days) $3656 Mexico J Quebec & New Brunswick (11 days) 
Munich. Prague (14 days) $2931 Newfoundland & Labrador (13 days) 

S. IC. Amtrla Canada's Maritimes (12 days) 
CnJlsundAltfatelromEastCoast. Mexico's. Copper Canyon (9 days) 

From 
$ 801 
$1288 
$1399 
$1853 
$1146 
$1189 
$1630 
$1789 
$1660 
$3589 
$3612 
$4109 
$1989 
$1989 
$1695 
sen 

$ 829 
$1849 
$1519 
52719 
$1459 
$1569 
$1749 
S1429 

UNITED STATES PricBsareLandOn/V. 
Della Queen Steamboats - Columbia River , Eastern Coastal Voyages DELUXE & E X O T I C C R U I S E S 

* (LBrg, Discounts)* Silversea • Renaissance • Cr stal • Seaboum 
ARMED SERVICES VACATIONS, ~ ~iv~sioo ot ~~MAIR IPA~EL/AMERICAN EXPRESS 

1703 Duke Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 J b)6Jb)(~) L Mon .• Fri,-9:00AM-6:00PM EST 
Prices are subject to change. However, price reductions and special fares will be passed on to the traveller. Tour and cruises are per person, double occupancy. 

"Without a Travel Agent You"re on Your Own" 
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Membership Update 

New Members 

APACHE TRAIL: COL Emmett C. Aepli (A}, 
Mindi Kugler (E), CDRJoseph R. Mitchell (N) .. 
AUGUSTA: COL John W. Geiger (A),. BATON 
ROUGE: Lt Col Robert L. Buckley (AF), COL 
Ronald R. Thompson (A) • BATAAN MEMORI
AL: COL George B. Faulhaber (A)* CENTRAL 
PENNSYLVANIA: Eva D. Adams (E),. DALLAS: 
L TC Guillermo Cisneros (A), Maj Louis E. Miller 
(AF),. EL PASO: Elizabeth M. Fink (E), Capt 
Ronald A. Holman (MC), CaptJeanneB. 
Thompson (AF),. GEN HOLLAND: Sara W. 
Fontaine (E), LtCol Vernon L. Sylvester (MC)• 
GEN VANDENBERG: CW03 WilliamJ. Gaudet 
(A), Maj Dave A Harris,Jr., CDR Don M. Morris 
(N) • GEN WESTMORELAND: LTjgJohn R. 
Shields (N) * HEADQUARTERS: Lt Col Ron 
Tottingham (AF), Col Paul A. Wilcox (AF),. HILL 
COUNTRY lLT Bill 0. Bull (A), CPT Robert L. 
Weinberg (A) • HOUSTON: LTC Edward F. 
Brodie (A) *HUNTSVILLE AL: Lt Col David L. 
Dunlap (AF)* JACKSON: LTjg Robert A 
Murphy,Jr. (N),. LOUISVILLE: LTC SammyT. 
Cox (A), Ina 0. King (E) * L TG John M. Wright, 
Jr: LCDR Robert H. Ehm (N), MAJ Paulette B. 
Provost (A), MAJ Jonathan S. Provost (A)• 
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY: Helene Z. Hill (E) • 
OKLAHOMA CITY: COL Lee A. Henderson (A). 
Lt Col Mary W.Johnson (AF), lLt Duard T. Leslie 
(AF), CW4 Thomas D. Yates (A)• PORTLAND: 
COL Herbert L. Hirst (A), MAJ Frank W. 
McIntosh (A)* SAN DIEGO: CW03 Tim Hughey 
(A), CW03 Ron James (A), LTC Stanley A. 
Metzger (A), L TC Irwin Periola (A), Maj Thomas 
R. Standifer (AF), CAPT Carmine Tortora (N) • 
SAN FRANCISCO: CW4 Patrick L. Clark (A),. 
SANTA FE: Capt Donald F. Sterner (AF)* 
SAVANNAH: Dr Robert A Burnett (A)• THE 
PUGET SOUND: L TC David F. Bassett (A) 

New Perpetual Members 

ATLANTA: Lt Col Bonnie G. Rowe.Jr. (AF)* 
BRADENTON-SARASOTA: MAJ Dale Keen (A) 
,. CAPITOL HILL: COL Lesley B. Shelburne.Jr. 
(A)* DETROIT: COL Irving R. Wendt (A)* EAST 
TEXAS: LTjg Daniel E. Gannaway (N) * FORT 
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WORTH: L TG Rona Id R. Blanck (A) • GAYLORD 
DILLINGHAM MEMORIAL: Edna K. S. Loo (H), 
Ann G. Morano (H) • HEADQUARTERS: CPT 
David M. Egan (A), LTC Edward B. Williams (A) 
"'JOSEPH H. PENDLETON: Louise S. McIntyre 
(H) "'LOUISVILLE: CW2 Don Helton (A)"' MAJ 
CYRILL PFOHL: LtCol Robert L. Padgett (MC),. 
ORO VALLEY: Dolores M. Cataldo (H)"' 
PHILADELPHIA: LCDRJohn W. Gaul (N) • 
RGN 8 HQS: Maj Lois L. Tilley (AF)• SAN FER
NANDO VALLEY: COL Fred W. Darley (A)"' 
SANTA BARBARA: BG Frederick R. Lopez (MC) 
• SOUTHWEST FLORIDA: L TC Samuel E. 
Roakes,Jr. (A) •THE PUGET SOUND: COL 
James L. Saunders (A) 

Deceased Members 

CENTRAL ARKANSAS: Lt Col William F. 
'Howard (AF), COL WilliamB.Swafford (A)"' 
CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA: Col William F. 
Etchberger (AF) .. CHARLOTTE: COL Ralph C. 
Clontz, Jr (A)* CHICAGO: LT Shirley W. Bryan 
(N) • CLEARWATER: COL Edward L. Wolff (A)• 
COLUMBIA: COL Richard F. Ropp (A)"' COR
PUS CHRISTI: CDR Henry D. Stence (N) • DAL
LAS: LT James B. Newman (N) * GAY LO RD 
DILLINGHAM MEMORIAL:ColJames T. Pettus 
(AF)• GEN GEORGE G. MEADE: COL Carl G. 
Witte (A)* GEN RIDGWAY-PFC PA: CAPT Raul 
B. Perez (N) • GEN WESTMORELAND: llT 
Harry G. Goode,Jr. (A),. GREATER BOSTON: 
CPT John G. Coving (A)• GREATER KANSAS 
CITY: CAPT PaulJ. Ericson (N) • HEADQUAR
TERS: Maj Gen Daniel C. Doubleday (AF), LCDR 
Lawrence E. Hess,Jr (N), COLJoseph W. Batch 
(A)• INDIANAPOLIS: COL Kenneth E. Marlin 
(A) • LOUISVILLE: MAJ Robert L. McGeachin 
(A), LTC Robert W. WhytejA)* NEW YORK: 
CAPT Benjamin I? Field (N) •ORO VALLEY: 
Gloria M. Kerwin (H) * PHILADELPHIA: lLT 
Chandler Gillespie (A)• PHOENIX: LT Daniel M. 
Madden (N),. SAN FRANCISCO: LTC Kenneth 
L. Leimbach (A)• SPOKANE: Lt Col Leo G. 
Rasmussen (AF)• ST AUGUSTINE: L TC William 
H. Dodge (A), L TC Danny I? Fraser (A), Lt Col 
Charles C. Hortenstine (AF)• ST PETERSBURG: 
Martha Balke (H) "'SUN CITIES: L TC Vernon E. 
Harvey (A) *THE PUGET SOUND: CAPT Raul 
B. Perez (N) 
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It's Your Order ... 
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T he issue of the Military Order of the Word 
Wars, Inc., (MOWW, Inc.) name has been 
discussed for almost 50 years. As far as 

the records in national headquarters indicate, 
the discussion started after the return of the 
World War II veterans. 

Eyerybody under-

magazine. 
This is very important! Please remove the 

enclosed survey postcard, complete the ques
tions, and mail them. If there is more then one 
Companion in your household, and you are 
receiving only one copy of the Officer Review 

magazine, please 

MILITARY ORDER OF 1HE WORLD WARS . 
There have_ been many discussions about changing the Order's name for many yea~. 
The Order 1s now taking a survey. Please complete and return this card. 

make the appropriate 
:opies of the survey 
,ostcard, put them in 
m envelope, and mail 
tour survey postcards 
:o MOWW national 
neadquarters. MOWW 
aeadquarters will tab-

Do you favor changing the Order's name? (Circle one) YES NO 
(If NO, put your name and Chapter on the card and return it.) 

If YES, rank the follow.mg 3 names (1 through 3) recommended by a committee of 
Companions, tasked by the Order to look at this issue. 

1late the results of all 
mrvey postcards 
received and report 
:he results to the 

The Order of Military Officers 
The Military Order of Officers 
The Military Order of American Officers 

After ranking the 3 names above, if you wish to add a name p1ease PRINT your ft!CCIIIUN!ndation: Jrder at the national 
:onvention in July 
WOI, in South 
:arolina. Thank you for taking the time to complete and return this survey card. To save the 

Order funds, we request that you affix the postage (at least 22 cents). The results of this 
survey will be reported at the July 24-29, 2001 National Convention in South Carolina 
and in Officer Review in September 2001. 

The leadership of 
nportant to gather the 
.ow the Order to have 
1is very important 

(Please print your name) 
~ ,, .. C. ·- ----,, ..... • 

Kosovo (1999-present), plus veterans from many 
other conflicts throughout the world since 
World War II (such as the Berlin Airlift, 
Lebanon, Grenada, Panama, etc.). Today, the 
question being asked of the Order is, "Should 
the name be changed?" 

Your Commander-in-Chief LT A Earl 
Luetge, with the endorsement ofMOWW's 
Executive Committee has directed that a survey 
of all Companions be conducted, by postcard, 
distributed in the May issue of Officer Review 

Officer Review May 2001 

(Chapter) ·ntion this summer. 
MOWW will be renewing its congressional char
ter in 2002, and it is important that the Order 
have a clear position on what changes it might 
want to make (if any) to the current MOWW 
charter. If the Companions decide to change the 
name of the Order, this change would have to 
be included in this renewal application. 

Again, this is very important! Please 
remove the enclosed survey postcard, complete 
the questions, and mail it to MOWW headquar
ters as soon as possible. MOWW is counting on 
you to answer this survey. 
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Officers Call 

ANDREWS AIR FORCE BASE CHAPTER: A 
joint meeting was held with the Prince George's 
County Chapter in February Professors of naval, mili
tary, and aerospace science from three local universi
ties addressed JROTC cadets who are planning to 
attend their ROTC programs next year. The profes
sors covered their freshman programs and discussed 
problems and challenges the potential officer candi
dates may encounter. 

AUGUSTA CHAPTER: The February meeting 
was dedicated to the theme of patriotism. Guest 
speaker was Phil Turner, who read some of his patri
otic poetry and provided additional thoughts on 
patriotism. Companions MAJ Bud Dent and COL 
Jim Keagle organized the February youth leadership 
conference. 

BATON ROUGE-GEN. TROY H. MIDDLETON 
CHAPTER: At the February meeting, Companion 
COL Phil St. Amant gave an inspiring talk on 
"Foreign Policy Directions for the United States in a 
New Century." 

COLORADO SPRINGS CHAPTER: 
Representatives from several ROTC units attended 
the annual JROTC/ROTC meeting. Medal of Honor 
recipient Peter Lemon spoke about establishing, set
ting, and adhering to rules and standards. 

COLUMBIA CHAPTER: Forty Companions and 
guests were present at the February meeting to hear 
Companion and state Senator Warren Giese deliver 
an interesting talk on the inner workings of, and the 
problems facing, the South Carolina State Legislature 
in their present session. 

DAYTONA BEACH CHAPTER The February 
meeting featured representatives from the Volusia Sea 
Turtle Society. Speakers Joyce Stires and Suzanne 
Blandipresented a slide show and set up an impres
sive display of information about turtles, shells, and 
photos. 

EAST TEXAS CHAPTER: Speaker for the 
February meeting was Companion COL Emery 
Crane, whose presentation dealt with his four-month 
tour of duty in Vietnam. He was assigned to a C-123 
Tactical Airlift Wmg, commanding a flight of seven 
aircraft and ten crews, spraying Agent Blue, an und i
luted liquid fertilizer. The idea was to burn the Viet 
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Cong crops by overfertilization. 
EL PASO CHAPTER: VCINC CAPT Rollie 

Stevens was the honored guest at the December 
meeting, which also featured students from the El 
Paso-Sunbelt Youth Leadership Conference. Awards 
were presented to the top three YLC students. The 
January meeting, attended by 47 Companions and 
guests, honored past chapter commanders, four of 
whom were in attendance. Guest speaker was 
Companion MAJ George Ernst, who spoke about the 
forthcoming visit of former British Prime Minister 
Lady Margaret Thatcher for the "Share the Vision of 

World Peace" event. 
FRESNO CHAPTER: Companion LT John 

Castle, a Coast Guard veteran and television show 
host, spoke at the February meeting a bout the United 
Nations, often expressing reserves about its value and 
function in the world today. 

GEN, GEORGE G. MEADE CHAPTER 
February was designated Law and Order month. The 
speaker for the meeting was Pamela L. North, judge 
of the Anne Arundel County Circuit Court. She said 
that mandatory sentencing laws arbitrarily take away 
the court's discretion in many instances where cir
cumstances appear to call for a combination of reha
bilitation and punishment versus mandatory incarcer
ation only. An update was given by COL Bert Rice 
who directed a YLC at the Herman L. Tou1son 
Correctional Boot Camp inJessup, Maryland, a facili
ty that emphasizes physical fitness, education, train
ing and counseling to help rehabilitate inmates. 

GEN. MATIIEW B. RIDGWAY CHAPTER: Ray 
Rounds gave an excellent presentation at the January 
meeting on the Pittsburgh VA Health System. He 
handed out a picturesque folder of Pittsburgh for all, 
which contained a wealth of information. 

GREATER BOSTON CHAPTER At the 
February meeting, Companion Capt. Al Mundo gave 
attendees insight into the events surrounding the 
downing of TWA Flight 800 through a one-hour 
video presentation. 

HILL COUNTRY CHAPTER At the February 
meeting, Nick Villanueva, the assistant volunteer ser
vices officer at the loca I VA hospita I, spoke about the 
history of the hospital, the veteran residents, and vol
unteering at the hospital. 

JOSEPH H. PENDLETON CHAPI'ER: Forty
eight Companions and guests attended the January 
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meeting. The speaker was Joseph F. Little who 
8e!'Ved during the Battle of the Bulge, He was 
wounded in combat, captured by the Germans, and 
remained a prisoner of the Germans for the remain
der of World War II. Because the Germans believed 
that he was Jewish, he suffered greatly as their pris
oner. 

MIDDLE GEORGIA CHAPTER: The January 
program featured Brig. Gen. Dave Sibley speaking 
on the 1990s aerospace involvement in Europe, North 
Africa, and the Middle East-its successes, lessons 
learned, and value of planning for possible future 
involvement around the world. 

NEW LON DON CHAPTER: The Tri care 
Program was discussed at the February meeting. In 
addition, Companions LTC Waldron T. Higgins and 
MAJ Henry M. Hansen have been selected to present 
the awards at the awards ceremony for the U.S. Coast 
Guard Academy in May. 

NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER: CAPT Giles 
Nonington spoke at the January meeting a bout his 
experiences as a POW for nearly five years in North 
Vietnam. 

PHILADELPHIA CHAPTER: The January meet
ing honored the U.S. Air Force. ROTC units from five 
area colleges, JROTC cadets from six high schools, 
and 91 Companions and guests packed the meeting 
to hear BG James Skiff speak about his mission in 
South East Asia and in the National Guard. Also in 
attend a nee was COL Randal I Lanning, com man der 
of the ROTC and JROTC Air Force units throughout 
New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania, General 
Skiff also provided a history of the National Guard 
and Air National Guard. 

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY CHAPTER: Ann 
Beckman of the Wellness Center at the Walter Reed 
Army Medical Center gave an informative talk, at the 
January meeting, on nutrition, stress management, 
living well, and how to stay healthy. She also distrib
uted a folder containing information on the Wellness 
Center. 

PUGET SOUND CHAPTER:The February din
ner meeting was attended by 50 Companions and 
guests. Speakers were Traffic SGT John Solheim and 
community service officer Katherine Gallant who 
spoke on a new device being placed in Lakewood
the "Photo Cop"-that will photograph drivers who 
run red traffic lights. Chief of Police COL Larry 
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Saunders and LTC Donald Wilson were inducted 
into membership. The Police Officer of the Year 
plaque was presented to Deputy Sheriff Travis A. 
Hoffman. 

SANTA BARBARA CHAPTER: An enthusiastic 
audience of 76 were present to hear Capt. Sandy 
Evens talk about events leading up to the attack on 
Pearl Harbor. He said thatdocuments support the 
fact that the United States was not yet in position to 
challenge the Japanese operations in the Pacific and 
on the Asian mainland. 

SAVANNAH CHAPTER: The new chief of 
police, Dann Flynn, spoke at the January meeting 
about how to reduce crime in the community, and 
about his experiences as a veteran police officer. 
Companion Julia Folkner read memorials for Past 
Commander-in-Chief CDR Bruce L. Slawson and 
Christian Carreras, son of Companion Luis Carreras. 

SPACE COAST-INDIAN RIVER CHAPTER: 
Master Gunnery Sergeant David R. Beers, U.S. 
Marine Corps, Retired, is this year's recipient of the 
MOWW Citizen-Soldier of the Year Award. This 
award is given by the chapter each year. Selection cri
teria, which is derived from the statement in the 
Preamble "to foster fraternal relations among all 
branches of the Armed Forces," includes the individ
ual's leadership in the community with the military. 

ST. LOUIS CHAPTER: COL Thomas J.Kitz, 
deputy assistant commandant of the U.S. Army 
Chemical School provided the latest information at 
the February meeting about the Army's chemical pro
grams. 

TOPEKA CHAPTER: The February speaker was 
L TC Jim Ruth, executive officer of the 130th Field 
Artillery Brigade, He briefed attendees on the newest 
armament and vehicles the Army uses today. 

We Know You're Out There 

Please remember to send 
your monthly newslet

ters to national headquar
ters. The "Officer's Call" 
column is compiled from the information you 
provide us through your newsletters. Currently, 
we receive about 25 newsletters per month. We 
know there are more of you out there, so tell us 
about your chapter activities, and we'll reserve a 
space for you in "Officer's Call"! 
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Surgeon's Office 

You Hurt! What Pain Reliever 
Should You Choose? 
By COL Jerrold Wheaton 
Surgeon General 

Selecting an over-th.e-coun.ter medic.a~ion used 
to be a simple choice of either Aspirin or 

Tylenol. Now there are dozens of pain relievers 
on a drug store shelf. How are you to select the 
right one? 

Let's look at the active ingredients and start 
from there. The three basic ingredients are 
aspirin, acetaminophen, and a non-steroidal anti
inflammatory (NSAID). The next question is what 
does each one do? 

Aspirin contains salicylic acid as the active 
ingredient that partially blocks the hormone-like 
prostaglandin production that contributes to 
inflammation and pain. It also blocks platelet 
function that increases blood-clotting time and 
may increase bleeding. Some aspirin preparations 
contain caffeine, and iftaken regularly, can cause 
the headache of caffeine withdrawal if the med
ication is discontinued abruptly. 

Acetaminophen probably acts directly on 
nerve endings to decrease pain, but no one is 
absolutely sure how it works. Some pain-relief 
products with acetaminophen also contain other 
medications such as diuretics or antihistamines. 
Read the label! Males do not need to, take the one 
with a diuretic, and need to be careful of combin
ing acetaminophen products with antihistamines 
if they have an enlarged prostate. These prepara
tions are apt to make it more difficult to urinate. 
They also have a sedating effect that can be dan
gerous when driving or operating machinery. 

NSAID's such as ibuprofen (motrin) and 
naprosyn (naproxen) suppress pain by inhibiting 
prostaglandin production. This hormone-like 
secretion acts in inflammation and pain produc
tion. They are more effective in this regard than 
aspirin, but can be just as irritating to the stom
ach, causing ulceration and bleeding, particularly 
as people age. 
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Buffered pain relievers are preparations that 
are coated with an outside layer designed to 
allow them to pass through the stomach before 
dissolving in the small intestine. The buffering is 
done to reduce the incidence of stomach lining 
ulceration and bleeding. The disadvantage is that 
the buffering delays the action of the active ingre
dients. They are also more expensive. Regular 
aspirin or NSAID's can be "buffered" without 
additional cost by taking them with food. 

With any of these medications, start with the 
lowest suggested dosage and always stay with~n 
the maximum daily dosage. To exceed the maxi
mum daily dosage is to invite ulceration, bleed
ing, or liver damage. 

Give the medicine time to work. Don't expect 
relieve in 5, 10, or even 15 minutes. These med
ications are designed to produce some effect at 
about 30 minutes and usually last for about 2 
hours. Take all of them with food to reduce the 
chance of ulceration and bleeding, and never take 
them with alcohol! 

Decrease the dose with age. Medication is not 
eliminated in an older person's system as rapidly 
as it is in a younger person. In addition, those on 
a daily dose of aspirin to reduce coronary occlu
sion should count this dosage when they calcu
late the maximum allowable daily dosage! 

Remember to read the label carefully for 
many over-the-counter preparations contain . 
acetaminophen or aspirin or another NSAID m 
addition to the primary ingredient. This is espe
cially true of cold, sinus, and flu remedies. The 
active NSAID ingredients in these medications 
should also be counted to stay within the allow
able daily dose. 

Those taking over-the-counter medications 
should be careful about combining them with 
herbal remedies. A doctor or pharmacist should 
be consulted before adding any drug _or herbal 
remedy to other medications. The Council on 
Family Health has recognized this problem, and 
in cooperation with the Food and Drug 
Administration and the National Consumers 
League, has issued a free consumer guide, "Drug 
Interactions: What You Should Know." To get a 
copy, send a request for item #600G to the Federal 
Consumer Information Center, Pueblo, CO, 81009. 
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"When it 
comes to mv investments, lea 

Brokerage Services. If you do the researdl 
and decision making when it comes to your 
investments, use USAA Brokerage Services 
as your discount broker. We have a variety 
of accounts to meet your needs. And USAA 
Brokerage Services offers access to stock, 
bond and options trading at commissions as 
low as $14.95. Plus, you can select from over 
6,000 mutual funds from many of America's 
most prominent fund families through the 
USAA Fund Marketplace? There are three 

flexible ways to invest: you can invest online at 
usaa.com; call one of our registered invest
ment representatives; or use USAA Touch~ 
Trade? our automated telephone service. If 
you're a take-charge kind of investor, use 
USAA Brokerage Services to help you meet 
the goals in your investment strategy. 

Call us at !(b)(6) 
or visit us ... a""'f"""u""'sa"""a ..... ""'co"""'m ...... ---' 

~ We know what it means to serve.@' 
USAA INSURANCE • UNKING • INVESTMENTS • MEMBER SERVICH 

Up to 1.000 shares, $14.95 for active, online traders only. Standard online fee is $24 per trade. Commissions subject to 
change .• USA4 Brokerage Services is a discount brokerage service of USAA Investment Management Company, a member 
of the NASO.• Transaction fees for nonproprietary funds can be avoided by purchasing directly from the fund family. 
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~- ~Na m-e~ and Faces 

GREATER KANSAS CITY CHAPTER: Region 
XI Commander COLJamesM.Snyder presents a 
trophy to the cadet commander of a winning Air 
Force drill unit at a competition. All trophies pre
sented at the event were donated by the chapter. 

SPACE COAST-INDIAN RIVER CHAPTER: The chap
ter pays tribute to the Tuskegee Airmen. Left to right are 
chapter Com ma nder COL John Hilliard, origi na I 
Tuskegee Airmen Don Williams and Hiram Mann, and 
Lt.Gen. RogerDeKok, Vice Commander. Air Force 
Space Command in Colorado. 
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AUSTIN CHAPTER: COL Andrew McVeigh Oeft) 
presented the outstanding participant award to Paul 
Trujillo at the 2000 Youth Leadership Conference. On 
the right are past chapter commander Lt. Col. Tom 
Anderson and current Com ma nder Maj. Lois Tilley. 

GEN GEORGE G. MEADE CHAPTER: The chapter 
exhibited the Korean War commemoration flag and 
posters at the Mid-Winter General Staff Meeting. 
Visiting the exhibit were (left to right): LTC Pete Straub, 
Fort Walton Beach Chapter; VCINCCAPTRollie 
Stevens; VCINC LT Don Allen; LT Dorothy Davis; 
CPTBusSpaniola Mid-Michigan Chapter; and JAG 
COL John Murphy. 

SAN DIEGO CHAPTER: Department of Southern 
California Commander COL Filomena Manor 
speaks at the Region XIV Midwinter Conference. 
Looking on are (left to right) Lt. Jack Blake, region 
historian, Col.Jerry Webb, commander of the San 
Diego Chapter, and CDRJamesStudnickeof the 
Bradley Chapter in the foreground. 
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CLEARWATER CHAPTER: Pictured from left to right is 
MG Edward Heywood, past chapter and Region VI com
mander Col. Elliott Taylor Kathmian, and current chapter 
com ma nder Lt. Col. David C. Berry. Co I. Kath rn ian was 
given honorary perpetual membership at a ceremony held 
at his assisted living facility in Palm Harbor, Florida. 

DALLASCHAPTER:Two Companions recently pre
sented a check for $2,023 to the Plano Ind. School 
District as a contribution from the Dallas Military Ball 
Corporation Fund. Pictured from left to right are Past 
CINC COL Homer C. Schmidt; LTC James Coughlin, 
professor of military science at Plano East High School; 
Ira McAfee, school principal; and COL John D. Sefcik, 
chapter senior vice commander. 

ROANOKE CHAPTER: At a recent dinner meeting, 
new members and sponsors pose after the induction 
ceremony (from left): Col. Norman Elmore, Capt. 
Harold Haley, LCDR David Sullivan, and Lt. 
Robert Paine. Col. Ehnore sponsored Capt. Ha I ey 
and LCDR Sullivan sponsored Lt. Paine. 
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Garibay presents a me 
M. Aimore for her contu 
Preamble-focused activitit: 
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JOSEPH H. PENDLETON CHAPTER: Manning a 
booth at the 6th annual retiree fair are (rom left to 
right) Lt. Col. Richard Hull, senior vice comman
der; Maj. Raymond Schmidt, director of YLCs; 
Jenny McCoy, junior vice commander; and James 
Baird, commander. 
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I snowflake 

•• !.' 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld "} 

SUBJECT: Boats V. Ships 

May 22, 2001 10:46 AM 

iooz Ra AVH 

N33S S\fH :J3003S 
On this unnumbered page, the President talks about putting an airplane on a boat. 
You ought to let them know that submarines are called boats, and small vessels are 
often called boats, like a tugboat. But ships that are big enough to have an 
airplane on them are called ships. 

Attach. 
5/18/0 l Naval Academy Commencement Draft 

DHR:dh 
05220 1-6 

/ 
/ 
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Memorandum fo:: ¢i~tary ~fl:1il~ e 
From: Dov S. Zakheu~ 
Subject: Clinton-Gore B'dok 
Date: March 14, 2001 

Duncan Hunter's book (ref. your note to me of 9 March) is quite good, but I believe that 
we have marshaled the arguments he makes. Moreover, his statistics tend to be from 
1999, and some improvements were realized last year, with more anticipated for this 
year. 

A marginal note: Hunter cites Lane Pierrot's testimony in making his case about 
modernization shortfalls (first tab in book). Lane worked for me years ago at DoD and I 
have suggested we hire her as a special assistant in the CoIIfroller' s front office. 
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March 9, 2001 5:51 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Clinton-Gore Book 

Is there anything in this Clinton-Gore book that Duncan Hunter put together that 
could be useful to us in our dealings with 0MB and the White House on the 
budget? 

Attach. 

DHR:dh 
030901-23 
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THE CLINTON-GORE 

ADMINISTRATION'S 

NEGLECT OF THE U.S. ARMED FORCES 

By Rep. Duncan Hunter 
Chairman, Subcommittee 

on Research & Development 

March 1 , 2001 
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THE DEFENSE PROBLEM: 
IT'S GETTING WORSE 

"The inescapable fact is that, in terms of maintaining and sustaining the military capabilities of 
the QDR force-the desired force for FY 1997 - 201 5-DoD is facing budget shortfalls of at least 
$100 billion per year ... " [Averting the Defense Train Wreck in the New Millennium b.v Daniel 
Goure and Jeffrey M Ranney, November 1999/ 

"CBO estimates that DoD would need to spend about $90 billion a year to maintain steady rate 
procurement funding for today's force structure." /Lane Pierrot, CBO analyst, before House 
Subcommittee on Militaty Procurement, February 24, 1999} 

"The pigeons will come home to roost in a period from 2010 to 2015. We cannot maintain the 
present force structure and requip the forces on the present budget levels or the prospective 
budget levels." /James M Schlesinger, Former Secretary of Defense, Februar.v 8, 2000] 

Tn testimony before the House Military Procurement Subcommittee on February 29, 2000, Vice 
Admiral Dennis McGinn stated that the current U.S. Navy force structure of ships is inadequate 
"to do all of the things that we could and, in my view, should to do support the national security 
strategy." Admiral McGinn went on to endorse a fleet level of 350 ships. 

JUST THE FACTS: 

Under the Clinton Administration, U.S. military force structure has been drastically 
reduced since Desert Storm. 

Army divisions: 
Fighter Wings: 
Navy Ships: 

1990 
18 
24 

546 

NOW 
10 
13 

316 

Readiness of our forces are declining 

./ The Army is $3.3 billion short in basic ammunition . 

./ The Marines have a shortfall in ammunition of over $220 million . 

.I 5, 100 military families are forced to accept food stamps because of low pay rates . 

./ The average U.S. Navy aircraft age has increased to 17 years and approximately 66% of 
the inventory is older than 15 years . 

./ The average Marine tanker is 25 years old and the average Marine transport helicopter is 
24 years old . 

./ The average U.S. Air Force bomber is 23 years old and the average helicopter is nearly 19 
years old . 

./ The average U.S. Army transport vehicle is between 15 and 30 years old . 

./ Since 1998, there have been 95 military aircraft crashes, leading to 118 fatalities. 
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MODERNIZATION SPENDING INADEQUATE 

STATEMENT: 

FACTS: 

The Clinton-Gore Administration has consistently 
underfunded the modernization requirements of the 
military services. 

Testimony before the House Armed Services Committee 
revealed that the Clinton-Gore Administration has neglected 
the modernization needs of our military services and that future 
Administrations will need to provide significant resources to 
modernize our military forces. 

According to the Lane Pierrot of the bipartisan Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO), "DoD would need to spend about $90 
billion a year to maintain a steady rate procurement funding for 
today's force structure." 

Former Defense Secretary, Dr. James Schlesinger, supported 
CBO's assessment in a hearing before the Armed Services 
Committee in February 2000, but placed the number that 
defense was underfunded by as much as $ I 00 billion per year. 

The Clinton-Gore Administration's own former Secretary of 
Defense, Bill Perry admitted that the FYO 1 procurement budget 
of $60 billion was inadequate. Instead he stated, "My own 
judgement is it probably needs to be perhaps $70 to $80 
billion" to modernize our defense systems . 
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CBO 
TESTIMONY 

Statement of 
Lane Pierrot 

:, ·,v•.•, ., • 

Senior Analyst 
National Security Division 

Congressional Budget Office 

on 
Aging Military Equipment 

before the 
Subcommittee on Military Procurement 

Committee on Armed Services 
U.S. House of Representatives 

February 24, 1999 

NOTICE 
This statement is not available for public release until it is 

delivered at 2:00 p.m. (EST), Wednesday, February 24, 
1999. 

., t'I'.' ' _.,,, 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the 
aging of military equipment. When the Joint Chiefs of Staff testified before the House Armed 
Services Committee last month, they expressed concerns about the effects of low levels of 
procurement on their equipment inventories, arguing that the average age of weapons will 
soon be unacceptably high. 

The Congressional Budget Office's (CBOs} analysis suggests that stocks of many kinds of 
military equipment are already at a higher average age than they have been in the past. Even 
if the Department of Defense (DoD} increases purchases as its current plans project, that trend 
will continue. Those added purchases are scheduled to occur in the years beyond 2000, when 
the Administration projects large real increases in aggregate defense spending, including 
higher funding for procurement. 

The Administration's budget plan, however, depends on savings in other areas of the federal 
budget that may be difficult to realize. Most of the added funding is premised on the 
Administration's assumption that Social Security reform will free up significant budgetary 
resources. But the Administration and the Congress have yet to agree to changes in the Social 
Security system, much less to reforms that would generate the large savings the 

• Administration's plan banks on. The remainder of the spending increase for defense comes 
from revisions to the Balanced Budget Act that have not yet been negotiated. 

DoD took what some of its leaders termed a procurement holiday in the 1990s and is finding it 
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difficult to recover. In the aftermath of the Cold ·//er, DoD cut its procurement funrJ::-:g mer') 
deeply than :: cut its forces. Average purchases over the past decade sank ·11qll L1:;>:>w the 
quantities needed to sustain the forces; in some cases, procurement dropped to zero. In order 
to equip all its forces, with deliveries modest, at best, the military services had to extend 
planned service lives further than in the past. Because of imbalances between the budget and 
the program, DoD's fleets will grow considerably older. 

Neither the Administration nor the Congress appears to support further reductions in the forces 
DoD can field. But to halt fleet aging--and equipment fleets will, indeed, become very old under 
current plans--DoD must either add funding to its procurement accounts to increase purchases 
or cut its forces further. My testimony today will focus on the ages of D0D1s current and future 
fleets and on past, planned, and steady-state purchases and procurement funding. 

The consequences of permitting further aging will be discussed in more detail by other 
witnesses, but the services have argued that they include increased maintenance costs and 
decreased readiness. The services have also expressed concerns about the possibility that 
hostile countries or alliances will improve their weapons or tactics in ways that make older U.S. 
equipment obsolete. 

AGING EQUIPMENT 

DoD regularly uses the average ages of its fleets as guidelines for the modernity of its forces. If, 
over a long period, DoD purchases less equipment than it needs to support its chosen force 
size, its fleets will age. And that is indeed the pattern that we see for DoD's equipment. At ieast 
through 2007, when most weapons bought by 2005 (the last year of the current plan) will have 
been delivered, many of DoD's major systems will grow older. (See Table 1, which shows 
average ages for weapon systems today and in 2007.) Despite DoD's plans to increase 
procurement funds and to buy more systems over the next few years than it has recently, the 
fleets in many of its mission areas are growing older, in some cases substantially older . 
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TABLE 1 . 
AVERAGE AGES OF SELECTED EQUIPMENT (In years) 

Half of the Average Age 
Past or Planned 

Service Life 
Type of Mission Weapon Systems Service of Systems" In 1999 In 2007 

Missions Without Replacement Plans 

Tanks Ml Abrams Army 15 12 20 

Shore-Based Maritime Patrol P-3c Navy 15-20 23 31 
Aircraft 

Support Aircraft E-2, EA-SB, S-3B Navy 10-18 18 24 

Bombers B-52, B-1, B-2 Air Force 25-35 23 30 

Tankers KC-135, KC-10 Air Force 25-33 39 47 

Missions With Replacement Plans 

Light Attack and Scout Helicopters OH-58 Kiowa, Comanche Arir.y 10-18 21 28 

Surface Combatants DDG-51, DD-2 1, CG-47, others Navy 15-20 12 15 

M ultiroie Fighters. Close Air F-14, F/A-18, AV-8B,Joint Strike Navy 10-15 13 16 
Support Fighter 

F- 16, A- 1 o. Joint Strike Fighter Air Force 10-1 S 12 19 

Air Superiorfty Fighters f-15A-D, F-22 Air Force 10-1 S 18 23 

SOURCE. Congressional Budget Office based on data from the Department of Defense 

a. The :rudpornt of the systems' average sel'V!ce life. In an inventory that has systems evenly distnbuted between those newly delivered and 
those nearing retirement. the average age wi II equal half of the system's sel'V!ce life. 

Over the current planning period (2000 to 2005), DoD plans to purchase replacements for some 
types of equipment but not for others. As shown in Table 1, the fleets that age the most over that 
period are those for which DoD has absolutely no purchases planned. Some of those fleets 
contain equipment that is already very old, on average. The Air Force's tanker fleet, for which 
the service plans no replacement purchases at least through the next decade, averages 39 
years today and will be 47 years old by 2007. DoD also plans no replacement purchases for 
Army tanks, Navy maritime patrol aircraft, and Air Force bombers according to its 2000-2005 
plan. 

Even when DoD plans to purchase new systems--including light attack and scout helicopters in 
the Army, surface combatants in the Navy, and tactical fighter fleets in the Air Force and 
Navy--fleets will grow older during that planning period because purchases of replacement 
systems are too few or begin too late to halt aging completely. Air Force and Navy fighter fleets 

: ,, : 
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are in the best shape: planned purchases of F-22s and F/ A- 18f.!Fs will slow increases in the 
average ages of those fleets . 

If the equipment in the fleet is relatively young and has many years of service life remaining, 
then aging may be of little concern. Table 1 also shows a range of average ages that represent 
roughly half of the retirement age (or service life) of the weapons in the various mission 
categories. If weapon systems of a particular type are bought at steady rates and are thus 
evenly distributed between systems that have just entered the fleet and those nearing 
retirement, the average age of the fleet will be half of the retirement age. The range of 
estimates shown in Table 1 show two projections of how long systems will last. The optimistic 
estimates generally assume that equipment will last longer, and in some cases much longer, 
than it has in the past. 

Comparing the values that reflect half of the planned service lives with the average ages 
projected for the fleets suggests that DoD could confront problems with aging inventories 
relatively soon. The average age of the equipment in several mission categories already 
exceeds half of the shorter service life (in two cases it also exceeds half of the longer, more 
optimistic service life); by 2007, all but one of the systems shown will exceed half of even the 
more optimistic service lives. Such patterns might not be a problem if DoD planned to make 
further force cuts. But today's forces roughly equal the levels the Administration has said it 
wishes to preserve. It also might not be a near-term problem if equipment in DoD's inventories 
was bought in a block. Using that approach, those fleets could have average ages that were 
greater than half their service lives but few systems near retirement. CBO's analysis suggests 
that although the equipment in DoD's fleets may have been bought unevenly, many platforms 
are or will soon be older than the ages at which similar equipment would have been retired in 
the past. 

REDUCED PURCHASES 

The fleets are elderly because DoD bought relatively small quantities of most types of major 
equipment during its procurement holiday in the 1990s. The Administration argued that a 
procurement holiday would be acceptable since large cuts in forces had created a surplus of 
equipment. Purchasing large numbers of weapons seemed unnecessary while the services 
were retiring equipment that had not yet reached the end of its service life. But DoD cut 
purchases of many types of equipment by a much larger percentage than it cut forces. And 
even after the Administration decided to end the holiday, it found it difficult to greatly increase 
procurement. The Administration's planned purchases for the six years of its current plan, 
though an increase above recent procurement, are still not sufficient to halt the aging of DoD's 
fleets. 

A comparison of historical, planned, and steady-state purchases of selected equipment shows 
th at in most cases, average an nu a I purchases of systems over the 20-yea r period between 197 4 

• 

and 1993 were much greater than those over the past six years (see Table 2). They also exceed 
; purchases planned during the six-year period of the current plan. The Army purchased more 

than 1,400 tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, and artillery systems per year on average over the 
1974- 1993 period. Average yearly purchases of the same types of systems equaled only 24 over 
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the past six years and are s~:-:sduled to rise to only 28 over the next six years (and no tanks or 
infantry fighting vehicles have been bought since 1992, though the Army has an ongoing 
program to upgrade its tanks). Over the same 20-year period, the Navy purchased 105 fighter 
and attack aircraft per year, compared with average annual purchases of about 36 over the 
past six years and about 46 planned over the next six years. That pattern also applies to most 
of DoD's major systems. Indeed, the only mission areas in which recent or planned purchases 
would equal or exceed historical purchases are tactical and strategic airlift aircraft for the Air 
Force (see Table 2). 

TABI.E2. 
COMPARISON OF PAST, PLANNED, AND STEADY-STATE PURCHASES OF SELECI'ED EQUIPMENT 

Tanks, Artillery, and Other Armored 
Vehicles 

Scout and Attack Helicopters 

Uti I ity Helicopters 

ships 

Fighter and Attack Aircraft 

Nervy 

Air Force 

Electronic Warfare Aircraft 

Support Ai re raft 

Tactical and Strategic Airlift Aircraft 

Tankers 

Bombers 

Average Annual Purchases 

1974• 
1993 

1,485 

58 

66 

17 

105 

203 

6 

13 

10 

3 

6 

1994· 
1999 

24 

2 

42 

7 

36 

8 

0 

3 

7 

0 

0 

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Ofhce based on data from the Department of Defense. 
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2000. 
2005 

28 

4 

26 

8 

46 

26 

0 

3 

14 

0 

0 

Annual Purchases to 
Sustain Today's Forces 

More 
O pti rn is tic 

Case" 

623 

90 

65 

B 

70 

104 

6 

6 

20 

10 

3 

Less 
O pti rn is tic 

Case b 

872 

152 

111 

10 

93 

139 

8 

8 

27 

12 

4 
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The purchases over the 1974- 1993 period, however, supported a much larger force s,ructure. In 
the 1980s, DoD's force goals ranged from a third again to twice the size of today's fc:-ce 
structure. The Army had 28 divisions during most of the 1980s compared with 18 today; the 
Navy had a goal of more than 500 ships compared with about 300 now; and the Air Force had 
about 37 tactical fighter wings at its peak in the 1980s compared with 20 wings today. DoD does 
not need as much equipment for today's smaller forces as it bought for the Cold War-era 
forces. 

How many systems does DoD need to buy to equip its currently planned forces? A simple way 
to estimate steady-state purchases is to divide the desired inventory by the expected retirement 
age. For Navy ships, for example, one can divide the Navy's goal of a 300-ship inventory by a 
retirement age of 30 or 40 years. If the Navy retired all of its ships after an average of 30 years 
of service, it would need to buy 10 ships a year. But if ships lasted 40 years, the Nov'/ could 
sustain its fleet with only 7.5 new ships a year. For many reasons, the services usualiy purchase 
their equipment more unevenly than this simple calculation would imply, buying more than 
steady-state quantities in some years and less in others. But the steady-state quanti~y gives a 
notional number for the average purchases needed. If purchases exceed steady-stale 
quantities for a long period, fleets grow younger; if, as today, steady-state requirements exceed 
actual purchases, fleets age . 

Because our results are so sensitive to assumptions about retirement age, we made two 
estimates of the steady-state purchases DoD would need. The more optimistic case assumes 
that DoD is able to keep equipment longer than it has in the past. The other, less optimistic 
case assumes that DoD is able to keep equipment at least as long as it has in the past. (Both 
estimates are shown in Table 2.) Steady-state purchases under both assumptions are 
generally lower than the historical average because today's forces are smaller. But for almost 
all of the major systems we considered, the steady-state purchases are higher than DoD's 
average purchases over the past six years and the purchases DoD plans to make over the next 
six years. That result applies even under the more optimistic assumptions about retirement 
ages. 

DECREASED PROCUREMENT FUNDING AND THE SERVICES' 
GOALS FOR PROCUREMENT SPENDING 

Decreases in DoD's procurement funding led to the cuts the department made in equipment 
purchases. After adjusting for the effects of inflation, DoD's spending on procurement declined 
by roughly two-thirds between the peak in 1985 and the trough in 1997 (see Figure l). Over that 
12-year period, spending was cut from roughly $140 billion in 1985 to about $45 billion in 1996 

• 
and 1997. (Unless otherwise noted, funds discussed in this statement are expressed in fiscal 
year 2000 dollars. These "constant" dollars adjust actual appropriations for the effects of 
inflation. They more accurately represent the true purchasing power of those funds, since a 
dollar spent in 1980, for example, bought more than the same dollar today. Likewise, a dollar 
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spent in 2005 is worth less than today's dollar because of the :nf:c::'.):-, that Wlll occur between 
now and 2005.) 

····------ -···---·---------------

F1GURE1. 
PAST, PLANNED, AND STEADY-STATE PROCUREMENT FUNDING 

Billims al' Fiml Ytar lOOOI>ollfl 

140 • 

120 • 

100 • 

80 

60 

40 

--···-·-· ·-·---····-· DoD's Gou J'\12000 
for 1998 Pia\ 

"" t 
FY l99Sl 
Pim 20 ........_ _______________________ _______, 

\974 1977 1Q80 1983 1988 1989 1992 1995 1993 2001 2004 

SOURCE. Congress:o:-:al Budget 011:ce estimates based on data from the Department of Defense . 

Spending on defense procurement not only fell in absolute terms but also shrank below its 
historical average. Over the 1974- 1993 period, procurement appropriations averaged almost 
$90 billion a year, and for a short period in the 1980s, they may have equaled the funding 
required to sustain the larger forces of the Cold War era. But procurement spending over the 
past six years (1994 to 1999) averaged only about $47 billion annually, which is much less than 
DoD might need to sustain forces at todays levels. 

Even before procurement funding reached its nadir in 1997, DoD's leaders recognized their 
problem. In 1995, General John Shalikashvili, then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, argued 
that DoD needed to increase its spending for procurement to at least $60 billion a year by 1998 
(that would be about $62 billion in 2000 dollars). And at least since 1995, a hallmark of the 
department's Future Year's Defense Programs is that they have included that $60 billion goal, 
usually at the end of the proposed planning period. 

A second hallmark is that each plan projects sizable increases in procurement funding in the 
years beyond the budget year, and those crests have shifted outward in bow-wave fashion 
from one plan to the next (see Figure 2). DoD's procurement funding has yet to reach General 
Shalikashvili's target. Actual funding was $16 billion below his goal in 1998 and $13 billion 
below it in 1999, and Do D's request for fiscal year 2000 is still about $10 billion short. The 

• 
department's inability to reach its procurement goals has resulted, at least in part, from the 
difficulty it has had wresting savings from the operating side of its budget. 
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f1GURE2 . 
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NOTE rY::?=Fu:ure Years Defense Program 

In 1998 and 1999, procurement funding finally increased in real terms--though by less than 
DoD's earlier plans had projected and largely as a result of action by the Congress that 
increased the defense budget. And increases in the defense budget, rather than savings from 
efficiencies, accounted for most of the added procurement funds. 

The budget DoD submitted for fiscal year 2000 differs from earlier plans in two major ways: its 
procurement increases are projected to occur near the beginning of the plan rather than at the 
end (DoD expects to reach Shalikashvili's goal in 2001), and it is premised on a real increase in 
aggregate defense spending, not vague savings'from efficiencies. 

But several things could prevent DoD from realizing the increases in its new plan. First, the 
plans still present the bow-wave pattern, with the largest procurement funding increases 
toward the end of the plans (DoD proposes to spend about $67 billion in 2005). That pattern 
imposes the burden of financing those increases on future Administrations. Second, and more 
important, future increases in the defense budget are predicated on achieving savings in other 
areas of the federal budget that may be difficult to realize. Specifically, the Administration's 
current plan finances increases in defense spending through assumed savings from Social 
Security reform and a new balanced budget agreement. Neither of those changes have been 
negotiated as yet. 

STEADY-STATE PROCUREMENT 
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Even if future Administrations and Congresses increase funding to the $62 billion that is DoD's 
goal, that may still not be enough for DoD to achieve steady-state quantities of equipment that 
would, over the long run, halt aging and support forces of today's sizes indefinitely. CBO 
estimates that DoD would need to spend about $90 billion a year to maintain steady-state 
procurement funding for todays force structure (see Figure 1). That amount includes the costs 
of the weapons purchases discussed earlier. But those costs typically account for only about 
half of total DoD procurement spending. The other half purchases more minor equipment and 
modifications, for which CBO lacks the data to make individual estimates. To complete the 
estimate, we assumed that total procurement funding would maintain its past relationship to 
funding for major weapons. 

DoD plans to spend much less than $90 billion a year. Average annual spending in the 
Administration's six-year plan equals $62 billion, which is DoD's goal. Planned purchases do 
not equal steady-state procurement since they do not halt fleet aging. And planned funding is 
only two-thirds of the funding DoD would need to maintain its forces. 

The cost of steady-state procurement for DoD is sensitive to a number of assumptions, changes 
in which could raise or lower that cost. The estimate of $90 billion assumes that DoD will keep 
its major weapons longer than it has in the past. If DoD was unable to extend service lives as 
long as it plans, the estimate would be much higher. The $90 billion estimate also incorporates 
CBO's prices, which assume that DoD's weapons will be somewhat more expensive than 
current plans suggest. But weapons costs could grow more than we estimated and drive 
funding for steady-state procurement higher . 

Other changes might lower the cost of steady-state procurement. CBO assumed that weapons 
in today's force structure would be replaced on a one-for-one basis. If, as seems likely, DoD cut 
the number of weapons with which each unit is equipped, requirements for purchases would 
fall. The costs of steady-state procurement would also fall if DoD purchased fewer highly 
capable systems, such as the F-22 or the F/A-18£/F, and replaced them with a larger number of 
cheaper but less capable alternatives, such as the Joint Strike Fighter. Costs would also 
decline if DoD kept equipment even longer than the increased service lives reflected in the 
more optimistic assumptions. 

CONCLUSION 

Unless either the increased funding for the procurement accounts exceeds DoD's expectations 
by about 50 percent or forces are cut well below today's levels, DoD's fleets will probably 
continue to age. DoD has permitted most systems in its fleet to age over the past decade. 
During that period, DoD's procurement budgets did not provide enough funding to purchase 
the weapons necessary to equip the forces the department felt it needed. Since the department 
did not cut force structure to bring it in line with available funding, DoD's equipment has grown 
older. Although the Administration's current projections for procurement funding represent an 
increase from the recent past, they would continue that imbalance between budget and 

~ program, even if they are realized, which is far from assured. As a result, DoD's weapons will 
·· continue to grow older throughout the period of the current plans. 
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DoD may be able to allow some weapons to age indefinitely, although it may need to spend 
more on modd1r..:'.1tions or overhauls to do so. In r.::::--,y cases, mod1\·1ng systems is cheaper t~::.::-1 
buying new ones, and in some cases it is much cheaper. And overhauls--which simply replace 
worn-out parts--are likely to be even less expensive than modifications. 

The military services, however, have argued against permitting large portions of their 
inventories to age beyond the estimated service lives. Their concerns include the possibility 
that enemies will develop weapons that make older U.S. weapons obsolete; that maintenance 
and modification costs will increase as the fleet ages; and that older weapons will develop 
unexpected defects that could render them unavailable for conflicts until major, and perhaps 
time-consuming, modifications or overhauls were completed. 

The first concern--obsolescence in the face of an increasing threat--may be less of an issue 
today, at least in comparison with the Cold War years. No current enemy comes close to 
matching the efforts of the former Soviet Union to develop and buy sophisticated weapons. Of 
course, DoD is assuming that it will retain weapons some 30 years or more into the future. 
Enuring that obsolescence will not be an issue for 30 years or more is much harder. 

The two other concerns that the services have raised in the past may have received support 
from recent research. Until recently, DoD was unable to document an empirical relationship 
between the age of its fleets and increased costs to operate them, largely because the services 
had few plctior;:1s in the fleet that great:y exceeded the expected retirement ages. Several 
recent studies, including one to be discussed in this hearing by Dr. Raymond Pyles from RAND, 
have begun to document some effects of aging on both costs and the time during which 
systems are down while awaiting repair. If problems are magnified as systems are kept 
beyond their retirement ages, a very large portion of DoD's fleets could deliver some costly 
surprises in the not too distant future. 
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[The prepared statement of Mr s~elton can be found :r. the Append.x J 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you Without ob!ectlon. the prepared state~.e'.l~s =! all fr:e ·N1tr.esse3 
".llong Wlth or./ :ic:ompanyt:"'.g :-:1a1er:ol ·Mll be Inserted in the record 

[ wouid ncte at ::-us point that Dr Schlesinger has grac1ousiy rearr~r.ged his schedule to oe 
·Mth us today but he will have to depart by 2:00 p.m. Accordsngly.1t1s my intention to recognize 
Dr. SchJesmger for tus remarks and then tum to as many members' questions as possible until 
two o'clock, at which time Dr. Schlesinger has to depart. And Mr. Ranney and Dr. Goure will 
formally present the CSIS Study with members' question to follow. 

PREV PAGE ~~POF DOC 

Dr. Schlesmger. the floor is yours 

STATEMENTS OF THE HON. JAMES R. SCHLESINGER. FORMER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
AND MEMBER. CSIS BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Dr. SCHLESINGER Than !you, Mr. Chairman. Congressman Ske!!::-. it :s J ?:-:?cs-..i:e to.::€ 
back here today. You may not know 1t. gentlemen, but a quarter of a ce:",!".lrf ago, the Chcr.r.r.c:-. 
and I were ~:c1patmg in parachute lumps down m Fort Bragg and, of course, Congressman 
Skelton at that tme was a youngster on this Committee. So time has passed. 

a It is my respons1b1hty today to present what 1s a definitive study about the shortfall, where we 
are heading in ter.':'ls ~f budget project1cns. 

Some of you may know the story that Lyndon Johnson used to tell about thss dtm·wtt!ed be:; 
down m Texas who dec1ded that he wanted to work on the rmlroad. He went down to the stcr.:cn 
.n town, and the stationmaster sand to rum. suppose there 1s a tram co~1r.g down from San 
Antonio and another tram coming up from McAllen. and 1t was a smg:e track, what wou Id yo•J 
do? The boy looked at the stationmaster and sand, I would run and get my brother. And the 
stationmaster looks puzzled and said. you would run and get your brother? Why is that? The boy 
says, because my brother's never seen a train wreck. 

Well, we are kkely to see a tram ·meek. The simple reality, gentlemen, IS that we cannot 
sustain the QDR forces on the prospective defense spendmg. Those QDR forces have beer. 
-:iescnbed by the Admuustrat1on. descnbed by Bill Perry when he was Secretary of Defense, crs 
~he rrurum~m necessary to sustain our i nternati o na I position. 

i'a9e 15 

The si m pie realsty 1s that we cannot sustain those forces. That is not a matter of opi.ruon. That 
iS a matter of simple arithmetic which is spelled out in this study. 

• We are. at this time, living on our capital. We are also overstretching the eX1stmg forces At ~~e 
· moment, we are spending about three percent of the GDP on defense. In 194 1, fiscal year 194 1. 
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e Gentiemen, we hke to 1mogme that we w-111 forever be the sole superpower Vie pnde ourse>,es 
on being the sole superpower Secretary of State has d~scnbed the Ur.1:ed States as the 
ind1spensab1e Na11cn. but let me assure you that we v:::: not, over !~e decade. :-emom the sole 
superpower or the ;nd;spensable Nation on 2 8 perce:-:: of the GDP spe:-:: :;: de:ense 

Why 1s this? I mentioned that we are hvmg off our capital. We have been on an extended 
procurement holiday smce the Cold War. That holiday 1s spelled out 1n this study. Right now. the 
depreciation on a straight-line basis of the equipment of the Armed Forces of the Umted States 
is over Sl billion a year. We have been spending roughly $45 billion, SSO billion, as the Chainnan 
mentioned. The Ad.ministration is requesting $60 billion. In order to replace the equipment of the 
Q0R designated force, we will have to spend approximatety $100 billion a year. 

We have to spend considerably more than 2.8 percent of the GDP 1f we wish to sustain the 
pos1 hon of the U mted States in the world. nus 1s laid out in meticulous detml m the study by Dr 
Goure and Mr. Ranney. 

The ex:sung forces are already 1:r:der considerable stram We hcr,e a r.:gh operations tern pc 
driven by the Wllhngness of the United States to :~te.r,er.e m vanous parts of !he world Wlth now 
substantially-reduced force. 

• 
We are mamtammg that high operations tempo partly by underfunding procurement and 

partly by underfunding readiness. both short-run and long-run read1r:ess. 

The long-run read;ness means that we do not have enough spares. We ,jo not have enough 
war reserves. We do not have enough in terms of depot ma i nte nan ce and i~e !:lee Our nominal 
ob,ect1ve. our nominal strategy :s to be abie to fight two Multiple reg:or:ai :cr.t:!".genc:es (MRCs) 
more ~r !ess s,mu~taneous~y. Tr-.e s:~ple :-eahty ~oday :s that we c~~ot L;~.~ '.·,.-:, MRCs more ~r 
less Slmultar.eously. It 1s dJH1cult for us to have a mqor regional conflict. as was reflected dun ng 
the Kosovo War when we drew down our war reserves substantially and forced us to suspend 
some of our operations over Iraq. 

We have many ways of rationalizing the shortfall. For years, we hcr,1e discussed the possibility 
of base closings as a way of obtaintng the resources to fund the shortfali m procurement. Quite 
simply. even tf we were able to obtcn:-. the closure of bases, we would not obt01r. suff1c1ent funds 
to fund ~he required procurement. 

But as you know quite well, we are not c!os1r.g bases And when we do clcse c !e·.v bases fror.. 
past dec:s1ons of the Congress, the gams are slow m coming. We are also !~;d an nu ally about 
unspec.!:ed. efftc:enc1es that till be obtained by Department of Defense :n the h~iure. Those 
efficiencies are laid out in the abstract at the beginning of the fiscal year. By the end of the fiscal 
year they do not materialize. 

PRtV PAGE TOP OFooc 
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present k:r:e s'.:-1 .. :-' .. ~e and reeq'..J:p ::-. .1:- ::,r:es on tr.e present C..;-:i?e! !e·1e(s :r '.~e prc.spei:·::e 
budget levels 

We face, in the period after 20 IO, a s· ... os1ant1al growth in the enwlements program As a 
resu~t. we ·mH 1 be faced then Wllh a squ'?-eze on the budget. which IS ::kely :::: :~h1b1t any 
reallocation :cwards defense 

Mr. Chamnan. let me turn from these simple numbers and our present condition to a few 
observations wtth regard to the policy implications. The United States has fallen into the habit of 
expanding its commitments at the same time it is shnnking its forces. We wtll not be able to meet 
all those commitments. So that leaves us, as the years roll by, with the following alternatives: we 
can shed commitments. Indeed, we can wait until the commitments fall due and welch on them. 
Second, we can live with a higher level of risk, which means that we have less deterrent capacity 
and that we have less capability to fight wars, or, trurd. we can begin to spend the money 
necessary to sustain forces more or less akin to the QDR level, forces sufficiently large to match 
the commitments into which we have entered and into which we continue to enter. 

Undoubtedly. we '"'ill have a combma:1or. of these '/Onousalterr.cr.:·.res. TI-.e study does not 
make rec-,m:r.e!".datons. The study s1rr.~[·; points ou! !r.e anthrr.etic::ii gap ::-.at elOsts ·~th regc:-~ 
to defense spending and what the Adr::::i.:strat1on has specified as defense requirements. 

Gentlemen, we need to face the probiem. We need to make the hard choices I have laid out 
the alternatives Sooner or later we will have to face up to them, and nght now tt ts probably 
incumbent upon us to stop k1ddmg ourselves about what we will hcr,e in the long run. Thank you, 
Mr. Chcnnnan. 

Page 13 ::? :: :cc 

The CHAIRMAN. Tnank you, Doctor. As I md1catedearl:er. we Will go do·A:. the hst and have 
some questions sta~:ng Wlth Mr. Slcelto:-. 

Mr. SKELTON. Thank you, Dr. Schles~::ger. We take what you say with a great deal of 
understanding of your background and the work that you have done. which you have done so 
much for our co1.mtr1. and we thar.k you :or be~ng wtth us today. 

I I oo k forward to seeing what the Budget Comrruttee w,11 do in I ight of your t~stimony today. So 
my only question today is not of you. M1 only question today 1s of the Budget Comrruttee. What 
will it reflect? What will it say? What figure 11t1ll 1t come up Wlth when in budget authonty the 
Adrmmstrauon has sent over a $15 bt!hcn figure for us to work with. 

So the 'bottom line cannot be answered by anyone on th!s paneL And. of course, the Budge! 
Corrumttee Chair.nor. comes from this Committee. So I ask the ques!1on of the Budget 
Committee, what will thou say? Thank you. 

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hunter . 

Or.SClil.ESINGER Mr. Congressman. may I lust make one observation? It IS essential that we 
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my opin1or. ·:-:::'. .: ~1.:::·:1 ·11hat 1t was dehber".l!e1·i g·Jnr.e-: 'jC"Nn '.:-:6? Ame~.:~n peoi:;;e sc ~.:;
could get crwcr-1 K.'.': . . :1creasing domestic spendmg and .:-:1'..-:;ze us p:.iolic:'f ior pu:t1r.g 345 : .... :.r. 
more of add111or.o. -::efense spending because we supposediy d1dn t r.eed 1t and got away.,.._·-:. 
that Now has the ~l'~dacity to come m and say we are ab:;1~! S 15 b.'.::c'.". sh~r' Bec-:l~se. to:-:-.~ 
that IS the great-=s· ::.sserr.ce that a commander 1n chief a~d a :ec:i'=r cl 01...::- co1~r.:r1 -:ou:c -:·:.::~ 
do to the Arr.er:c:1:-. ;€'Cple and perhaps more Sig:-:;!!::~~!;·(::. the r:-:e~ arid ·NJrr.er. who 'N':':.~ · :-.<= 
um(orm 

TOP OF DOC 

Thank you. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. 

Well, gentlemen, we have come to the end of the row up here: cr.d ;t looks like the be'.!s x~ 
ringing, too. We appreciate your contnbuhon to the Committee; and your work. obviously. fr-:m 
what you have heard, :swell apprec:ated by all of us. And we have been, as you mdicT.ed. 
talking abcut ::tese '.~.;r.gs a good while. You make our case :or n I ::-.::-:ic :i ;c! bette:- So ·1.·e 
appreciate wh~ ":''=-1., =-:c-:e done, your work and cont:r.uir.·; w:;rk 1r. ::-:.s i:eld. and we ·1,1~'. 6e 
calling on you ia:er 

The CHAIRMAN. 'Ne are yomg to go on now to the next p:mel. Secretary W:ii:am Pe~;'/ 

Thank you oga;r.. gent I em en . 

Dr Perr'( .,-., · --- ~·x=d as "'"'t.. "N"L:.ld :1ic.o And I or'"'""'' .. -ed ea,.·,,=, .. ,; ''""'t.. r.-·c::1o ........ . !-- .... w·•:,W• -;,;;, 1"""' ',,,,,,J • - 11. ···-'-'••'- .... .,.,,•""/¥ .. ~1-~•! 

prepared s!o'.e:-:-:e:-.~. it can be submitted for the record; and ·,~u canpxeed as you h~e 

STATEMENT OF THE HON. Will.lAM J. PERRY. FORMER SECRETARY OFDEFENSE 

Dr. PERRY. T:-.==--~ y-Ju. Mr. Ch01rrnan. I do hC"1e some :::fcr.nal rer.-:crr(s I wouki::ke to m°'e 

Page 7 2 TO? 0 F WC 

I would hke to begin Wlth a brief reference to the hook that was wnt~en by the preV1o~s 
witnesses. 1 beheve that 1t makes several very good and very :mportar.t points-that the U S .5 
the strongest m~1:~1-1 fcrce in the world today; that m the years ahead ~::e Un:ted States w.i~ :::~e 
secunty cnses w~:.1ch :-equ;re us to mamtam that c~11i':y: a.~d. mes: :~por.::mtly. the pox: '.°::ey 
make in the book 1s there are forces at work eroding tr.e cr ... ci;7 of 01,;!" r.111?::uy: and. rr. par::-:·-:::::" 
our modern!Z~!Or1 :s :cilmg belund. So I agree •1.1th all :::r those pc1~!s ::: the book. 

I do not agree ·.v::~ the remedial actions described m the book and especially do not agre-e 
that the defense budget needs to he increased by $100 hilhon or more to solve those problems. I 
will remind you that the defense budget has decreased in real terms about $100 billion since the 

• 
ending of the Cold War, and so this prescription essentially eliminates that peace dividend that 
we got from the ending of the Cold War. To make my point as straightforward and as precise :is 
possible, I believe that an increase of this magnitude is neither necessary nor desuable. 
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It 1s not -:~s:rable because this peace ct,·r.dend has br:iugr.: ·:e-:-; ~~c. :::€:-.'?:.·s :: :,u: -::. ... ~~:-1 !• 

• 

has been an Important factor in balar.c,ng the Federal budget, as 'r;u ·Ne:: r.-:.::,. cul it has ai'se, 
been a contributing factor to the long sustained economic boom that we ha,~ na,j :his past 
decade, and this economic boom 1s not only good for the people of the co~~'.:"/ b· .. · ;t s'.~~!"lgther;: 
the business and industnal base on wh:c:i our Defense Depart:;:e:.'. ~epe~dz 

So those are. in summary, the reasons for not behevmg 1t ~s des1robie ~: ;:. ::-acr. to Cold War 
spendmg. but I also believe it 1s not necessary, and it 1s in that point I wouid ~;:,ec:hcaHy disagree 
wtth the authors of the book. 

Page ll PREV PAGE TOP OF DOC 

Now, the approach that they take in the book I think is entirely reasonable, of looking at 
individual systems in lifetimes and estimating replacement costs. Nevertheless, the answer does 
not seem reasonable to me. I do not have either the staff or the t1rr.e for ::-.ok::-ig a deta::ed 
program-by-program analysis of the points made in the book. So, Instead, I have done a 
top-down analysis to try to determine what I would consider a reason fc: why! :::-::i these 
conclusions not compelling 

We had, at the end of the Cold War, more than 300,000 troops in Europe S.r:ce:::er.. wehcr1e 
pulled out 200.000-those troops were there waiting for cm attack. detemng :::-. ·:J'.:~cKfrom 
SOVlet Union, Warsaw Pact forces. Since then, in the absence of that threat. we have pulled out 
more than 200,000 troops, leavmg Just about 100,000 today wh1c!'-. I bet:e·,e :s :::-. o:ppr:f::-.ate 

• level to leave m Europe 

I:-. -::dd1t:.::::-. ~~ that, we have made a mCijor reduc~:cr: ,:i our weapons :i :::css ies:?"";.;c::~r: F:r 
example, we reduced the deployment of strategic and theater nuclear forces almost two-thirds. 
We stopped altogether the production on the MX. the ALCM, the Tnder.! sub~=r:r:e. the Tndent 
missile, the B- 1 bomber, the B-2 bomber. Those changes in mi:::.:=y cpe!'C::o:-.s ln :-eau:remen'.s 
~d others, :-.a:e a:lowed for 30 percent reduction a~proJCm~e::,- .:: ::::e :e·:; . .$ =.d there ::Js: 
have to be s:gmhcant savings associated with that 30 percent reauc11on. 

The budget we have today relative to the--at the end of the Coid War1scrbc,__~zs percent less 
in real terms. So 1t is appro>amately equal to that 30 percent red~ction 1..1 force. k.d so :~.e 
question 1s, why do we still have a problem? Why indeed has mocier:uzct.1cn i~'.e:-: beh1r:d. wh1cr. 
I agree with the W1tnesses that it is falling behind. So I want to go through~ verr simple analysis 
to g,..·.fe you my answer to that question and also some recomme::dat:o~s =:s :: · .... ·:--.~ ~a:: 6e done 
about it. 

TO? OF COC 

lf we take a look at the budget proposed to you today, the 200 1 de:er.se budget, and compare 
1t to the defense budget in 1989, just at the time the Berlin Wall fell, what I will take arbitrarily to 
be the ending of the Co1d War, if we look at the components of those budgets, the personnel 

a~t is 30 percent less in 2001. 30 percent less. Our force reduction is about 30 percent less. 
9So that is a perfectly reasonable and appropnate reduction. 
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sue of the forces M'f c·HTi Judgment. the 20 percent re~~:\:~. ;s ~-:~ '.-:--::s=:-:ac,e '3:-.j .~.-:.-=:-<;---; 
even at that level. it :s substantially more than the R& D :e·,el ·.vos :i ... ~.~.;'.he late l 970s. :r.e · .:-:-:~: 
was the Under Secretary of Defense. Research and Engineering :rnd '.l:mng the period w~ ·1;e,:.:;, 

actually developrng. dunng the R&D, on the systems which were :-::e:- .. sed in the Gu'.! 1N'J~ S:, 
we have a base::r.e of SO'flng that should be an odeq~~e R&D i:~:s;~=::-. 

But the procurement account 1s 40 percent less than it was :n: 989 ·.·/:rse than :hat.'.!':~ 
procurement account d1.mng the last sue years has been 50 to 60 percent less, and so we have 
accumulated dunng that period what might be called a procurement dehclt. Smee the budget 
was only down 25 percent, why did we have a procurement down 60 percent? And the answer 
was because the O&M account is only down ten percent from the 1989 budget. 

Some of this is a result of having more emphasis and pnority on trcr1:,mg and quahry of i1!e: 
and I supported those, as you well know, when I was the Secretcrr/ oi Defense But a good bit of 
that disproportionate emphasis on O&M comes because of 1nefhc1er.! business practices . 
.. 'lefhc;e:-:.: :: .. 1-.:-.9 .:::-.6 c,ec~se oi an ;naF,~:-:ipr.::r.e;i .c:~e base TOO many bases. to pu? :: 
bluntly. 

Page -s "!:°Q? :~ CCC 

Finally, we have used that O&M account for funding ~nsched:..l:ed:pe~:Jt:ons. and ::-:a: ::::s 
typically come at the expense of the trammg or the quali:y of hie f~:..;:es 

Now, my bottom !me then on procurement 1s that we do have a proc:.i:-e::ient proble:-:.. x:d ~:-. 
that I agree Wlth the prEMous Witnesses. The first thing I have locked~ :show much 1s 
necesscry to ::.x ~r.~ procurement problem, and m that ~-=spect i :.~ :-. .:'. ::;:~ee ·,•.nth :~.e ;~e·,-:~Ls 
Witnesses. 

Procurement proposed to you in this budget is $60 bllhor.m round f:~..!res. My own 1udg:nenr1s 
it probably needs to be perhaps $70 to $80 bdlion, and i wtll give you= ·,er:y ~rude tc!>'down 
rationale for how I amve at those figures. 

U we look at the procurement budget at the end of the Cold Wm. 1989. :n todays dollars.: w:Js 
$98 buhon. Today, we have a force that 1s 30 percent less than the force ·.ve had the::. and 
therefore, 1t would be reasonable to believe that we would have to spe::d 30 percent less ~"".orde: 
to reply and sustain that force. And taking 30 percent off that hgu:-e gets you a number rr.:':'e !:lee 
$70 b&on, and that would argue that we have perhaps c def:c1t d '.Joc·..:t 570 b1:'.:on ii yc1.;,. 

beheve. as I do. that the budget we had tn 1989 was reasonab~e :::- :::e :~:-:e we had t~.e~ .. 

Now, another wcr1 of lookmg at 1t 1s that this force moder."'JZ~!c:-. :s .::..:eady at a deiic~t :;·:e. 
and, therefore, we need a bwldup. It isn't just the one-::r.1e effect r.ere. :1::d so I hcr,e loo~e-= 
tustoncally for companson purposes to Reagan buudup. Because ·1;::e:-1 we went into the 
Reagan era, 1t was argued, and I think correctly. that we had a deficit in acqu1s1hon and force 
equipment then. And so if you look at the 8 years of the Reagan bwldup. look at procurement 
during those 8 years, the average spent for procurement in those years was $113 billion. Now. if 

• you t4:*e that I 13 and say that was a reasonable amount of money for buildi~g up that force, this 
· force 1s 30 percent less than that, so, therefore, we would take 30 percent oft that, and tha: :akes 
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So by this ~sp-dOINT', ar.olys1s. companng ·.vi.th h1stor;cJl data I·,::• ... ::: ~~i a :-:,...ir.-.c~· :-:-.:~-2 :.t{~ 
$70 to $80 b1'..:::. :;eeded :er procurement !or !he s:ze !-:r :-e ·.-:r. . .: ~. ·,.-e :-. --::e: =~·J':· 

I hasten to teli you thatl have not done the detailed crr.alys1s the p~e.-.: ... s ......... ::--.ess':": ~=:e 
done. I am only using trus top-down analysis. I do think that a tustonca~~nolys1s IS re-::scr.abJe 
because we have been through this problem before, and the expenence we had 1s !'e:evant and 
the data we have bears on today's problem. 

Now, if you accept that, then the question is how you get to a $70 to SSO b1lhon proc~rement 
budget. One very obvious way is to add $10 to $20 b1ll1on to the top hr.e d the defense budget, 
and I would leave it to your assessment as to whether that 1s poh:ically feasible I am =::t 
representing the Administration. I am not representing the Congress I xr. ;i;si prese:".!:r.g facts 
for you to consider. 

I would suggest to you, however, that before you come to that :::r:.:.: .... .s.:r, :,::u do :::-:.ie =- sc:::e 
other alterr,C".1·1es of wcrys of deal,ng with this de!1c1t. S 13 to .$20 b.::cr. =~:.::: ·.•:r.a:e·:-=:- .: . .s. ~:-:d 
the first of those 1s to look back to the O&M budget and see 1f we c:x!". sf.::t over tme.:-.::t 
immediately m 1 year, but sr.ut over time. In my ]'Jdgr.-:e:-::. perhay;s $ 1 0 =:;i:or. :ouki :e s:-.. ::ed 
from O&M to p roe u re ment, to get O&M and procureme:11 more ::1 ;,r:e ·.•.-.: :-, t ::e :-.lstcr.: :Jl 
experience we have had there. 

• If you are going to do that, the Department and the Congress ·N,, ... ::: :-.7:e '.::i :o!!'. ::,;-a:::er :h~ 
two things 

TOP CF' DOC 

First of a:1 ·• '"'""u1d h.-..·:::i. •"" reduce the -•,erL.ead ···.:::. ;..,....,.e t:..e ... :~ .. ~·- ••· ··.:. ···~ ~-·.:. -~-- • iL ... ,.....,,, ~ ... \.A•- . ..J ¥ 14 ""- 1.~• , l•• ••••• ~-·· --~w•- ,, ..., ·4-. _ 4 •,.A •• ~ 

there wou Id ha:e to be further reduction of bases. I knc·.v this !Sa :ec,:;.::-:1endat,on ·:::::c~ :::e 
Congress does not want to hear. I will make 1t anyway. I think the:-e r.ee".is to 'be some :u:::-.e: 
reduction of our overhead, and that does require ancther base c::s:::g ~=~:d 

Second, and this is something that the Department needs to do, bu:::-.~ Congress ::ir: 
encourage 1t to do, is get more efficient buying practices in the O&M ~,:::,ur.t. And ::-.e:-e :s :--.o 
doubt m my m1~d that there ,s perhaps SS to $10 b1lhor. of scrw'lr:.gs::;~ ==~~d 'be mac:~=:' 
1ntroducmg modem buyi;.g J::~ct:ces. nus 1s not, m rr.y :udgrr.e:-.::: :~.~::--:· !: :s be.::;:-::-.-= 
every day mbus:::ess and every day m Industry. It ir.·10:·:esbuy:r.; s:.:;:;: .. ~s :~.::i1.!gr: 
e-commerce, and partly through that means and par.:y :hrough ·:::-.e:- :7.-:-~:--.s :s rr-,atc:.::-.; ~.::::
reductions in 1n-.-entory. Ever; successful company todo'f 1s do1:-:g :::c =:-.d e·,-e-;-f s~:::~s::.:: 
company ,sre<i:zmg very substantial reduchonsin overhead. 

I will give you just one example, which is a company that I am on the board of and so I know 
the numbers very well, in my head in fact. That is United Technology, which for the lest 5 years a;; had revenue increases of about 5 percent since stable markets, fairly flat reven:.;e 

'.. increases, but has had property increases of about 20 percent. The duf erence between t::ot 5 
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techmq1~'?s '.;.J: !':'.e/ :-ia-:e used'.-: ~e: '.!':at prvducll'r.'· .•. ::-:;r:·:-:?:r.":"~.' -:-:--.:se :e,:!'".:-::q:...:es 0:'::: 

ova1lable ::::i :ne Deler.se Depor1r.1ent os well Some,:: ·;-;em :Jre be.:-.; ·~sed b,;: no! nearly !e, fr:'= 

• extent they .:-ould ~ 

The sec-::-.i change :~.at car. be made ~md that cc:..:: :-::.J":e J ·;e;; :..:: :r e!tec: :r. this c· .. ·:-:r:-.-? 
lS tf you are spend:ng $70 b1lhor. :er prx·.lremer.t.1t :s '.:. ~et more le·:~~~ge fro:":". the money yotJ 
are spending, get more bang for the buck, get more umt per dollar s~er.t This involves two 
different techniques. both of wtuch are we11-known, both of which hav~ been demonstrated 1n 
many cases. First of all, buying more commercial components. This 1s what we called-what I 
called. as Secretary of Defense, acquis1t1on reform in wtuch this Corr .. ·ruttee. as a matter of fact, 
passed legislation which helped Introduce those. Agcnn. this 1s not a :'::eory that will work. 

Let me g1Ve you one example from 1t. This Committee autt:onzed ·~.s ~o estabhsh hve p1!01 
programs back hve years ago. One of those was the }cm~ D1:-ec'. A:~c.:'r.. ~.11.;~1110:-:s (JDAMs). 
which 1s now a mature program, and we have detailed :-esu:ts !rom ::-.= And the savmgs 
Introd Ced L.····c::· .. ,..--.... - 1 ,.. -,=,.-, .... _....;,.. .. --~·:... • .,..--~ .. e·the....,·rh .. to LI L-f '"'-····~·- .. ~ .. erc1a.cvr:-.pc .. _ ... .::-.. u·::!·'···~···ep.:,g.- ........... ag • S.Y or.~t 
waive the ~,tlltary Spec:!;cat1ons (MILSPECS} req· ... :re:.:e:-.:s ·.\ .. ~S :-.ct 5 ;e:ent :ir 10 percent but 

. 50 . f · ., b ·~ ,--~ ... • ,... r· -~···Q"""'.-. .. -,-..~--· ... -.~ ...... appro:icr:-.:r.e • ., pe.~---· or, ,o p .. t .. :m·:>tr.e. N~f. or¥-=··-· ........... _. -· ........ ;a • .:i. Ne can uy 
twice as many }DAMs by usmg these reform acqU!s1ttc:-: techniques 

The second tech.n:qt:e. which 1s more recently be1r.g :-::r.s:dered ::-. :::e De!er.se Depart~en:. !S 
the mtrocLtc'.1on of c~nt;r.i~ous process !rr.provement (l'-~::-.; ~::e :-:-.a:-.~:~:::..::-e. d:..::-::;g the 

.production of otd defense equipment 

Dunng ::-:e 1990s. ea::y 1990s. A:r.e~:con c~r.:pnues :-.:ici :.:::~e:1 cc-:.:,- :-e:-.::1d Jap:inese 
comparnes :ncompehtion in world markets because of their produc::·r.:-1 inefftc1enc1es. Many of 
the best ccrr:parnes ther. went to school to learn what ~~e Japanese =~ ~:i!ng They learned 1:1 

detail abo, .. ~O'"' t:,..e 1..............-ese were aop\r.r.g th·s cor: .. ~ ..... , .s c"'ocQ-- ~-""'"0 ..... Q .... ,.....,d •1-e .. 
... ~ •• ff ... ~~· • l1" .. .J ·····-'-'- • • -~~ ~···:--· - ·-···-~~ .. -..J.... ~~. t 

brought:~ :a·::~ ~r-.d ~~:1ed it to :he::- -:.·1.~. c~:-::par.;es ~;:·.r:. -::.~-:-:;CS ::~:pa:-.:es:i=-eworld 
leaders 1:-. ::-.e :~eid x.d :rre outc:lr:1pet1:1g ~he1r Japanese co1.;r::erpo::3 ::; :he m!roduct:on of 
these tec:1:.1ques. 

So this :snot a theory either, nor IS 1t a theory that 1t ~r:-.:y =a~ app!-:·-:::~ 1: can apply ~o 
defense c=r::pames 

I would ::ice to coil your ~tent:on to the C- l 7 progr~. wh!c~. oa-:( :~. :~.-= 1994 ~'.:-:".e perioci .. (,·os 
a troubled pr:>gror~t ·,ery close to c:i;1celicr.:on A! that :::-:-.e. ·, ..... ::-; :!".e-e:-.::~:-:iger'!"len~ of the 
Defense Depar.ment. McDonnell Douglas m!rocbced :::r.~ir.:.:::;.;s pr::~£s ;:np:-:·1e:-:1ent 
techniques. I visited the production lme of the C- 17 ;ust a few months :::;c and was pleased to 
learn that they have a learning curve that 1s steeper than on any commercial airplane today. It 1s 
an amazing success story, and it can be applied to many more programs in defense . 

• All of th!s simply says, one way of getting more equipment is putting more dollars in the 
budget. Another way 1s getting more unit equipment for every dollar spent. and we need to be 
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• 
final poi:-:··~ :;.~ir.'= ona I ......... !: enter''J:r. 1our q:..;es· :r.s ther .. s t:.:i: ,! :s irr.;z. "·:mt. I be!:e·,e r,o! 

to erode the O&U budget by !unding ~ni:;lonned de~. -:·1-:nen·s Cl.~ -:-i .: I bel:~·:~ :hat 1f the 
Adm1n1stratton plt"Jns to •Jr.dertake an unsched..i!ed :?€raliori .: s:-.: 0..;:d :orr:e ·: ·~e C<:r:.g~es~. 
req~est ~~;e ':Jd·-j: 1:-:r::i'. !·_:;,:i:s (.:;r :r.e SP'='-:,:,: er:"::~~'..:'.". ::::nd :-:.01 '..:a::': '.;.a· :-::c'."'.-:.-. :: ... i o: :::Ht .. :-.:: 
not taice 1t -::1~'. ::f ~j-:i::1 ~r ;::e -

Well, m sum, Mr Chairman, I believe we do ha,e: r.ioderr.1.:~tcn or proc .... :e:Ttent problem. I 
do not think the soiut1on requires another $100 b1lhon a year m the defense budget. It may 
require $10 to $20 billion a year, which is no small n:~ter, but wnh good management and with 
good cooperation between the Department cmd Congress, a good bit of that SIO to $20 billion 
may be gamed by improved efficiency of operation end improved productivity. 

TO l' S I:' :)CC' 

I thank you. 

"i1:e CHAIRMAN. Those :.f us who hcr,e been::-. ::--_s place for a wb~e apprie-::'J:e your ser-r.ce 
over the years, and I remember some o~ ti-:e fr:mgs y:-i.; were ra!~.:,g ::bout we ~-=ie been through. 
together. C- 17 was ::-:est re..:er.t:y I remember here ::, the Cor.1.!7'..1t:ee one cic-! ·,:~came do..,';', to 
Just about the place where 1t was scro~c:-; t:::1e and :~c;ded ~o go a~.,e,::d Wltr. :~ .:is you :~it~cr:ed . 

• and lt 1s a reai s~c=ess stor1 now 

0 f th ' . I . . . d . . . . .-. . . ne o e ~!:::".gs~:"'.~ ~:::::~ ~.~s .s!· .. :-::e~ s..:~.e :: -~son ::--.. s '-~r.-::-::1!:ee ::~ = .:ng :~~.e :i.,r_~ 

we have been wrestling w1th ;t w.:h the Depar.:ne~: :f Defense. :s ::;;s :r..Jes::c:-. ~= whether or not 
we have the size force and the capab:iity of carrymg ::)Ut the ncr.:onal strategy:: :;;htmg two 
m01or theater wars at the same t1r.ie A:.d ~·,er 1:i pe:-:xi of ::::-:e it has ::e·,eio~ .:-::o q-.. est1·::::.ing 
Our , d ,,..; "'•r ,:.. . •• ,...._....1 Ii.;.. .......... - ..... •,:,'I yeah you . .,,"'• .. -~-~-do,;.. .. I· .ea ers ...,, ..,~. :T' ..... ~f. ,. s,o •• ,:;:{..Io, .... e ... s .... _f! •. -:1 .~---. • c ......... ,. - _ -.. . ... ::, . 
rrught entmt scr..e r:s~. but we c~n do 1t We car. s·.i.,-.:-.1 t'.-ur:gs :-:er~ r..-:1 there::-. :·,;o s1t,..1a1:or.s. 
like maybe the Pe:s1an Gulf area and Korean Pem:-:.s·..ilO. 

Ar.d then you get on down mto detail and you ask. ·.vell. ·.-..:-.~ k:nd of nsk are we talk!ng about? 
And they would say, well, moderate nsic. And you stc::-tasking why, and they say. well, you kr.ow. 
we have to s·Mng these things back and forth and h::d over here and try to do s.:::1eth.::g over 
here, and in the :r.ea:-.t:r.-.e :! ,s going to take~ long :;::-ie. but we ·J\r.11 bi<i'.y pre·:::;:. 

?a3'! 3 I ... --·· -,--Ir'!':. . :' -~ . ..;:. 

Ar:d I would al·..c:::r;s ·:ome back and S'='f. ·.-.·e!:. ·11~:: ~.:id o~ :-:s;c .:1 terms cf :::s·-:::.e.s. 
Amencan lr:es lost ::i our m1l1tary? And we ·1::iu!d s:~ :1k:r,g abc• . .'. !":'.i!'ldrecs :: thousands :: 
hves. and we would go on and on. 

And, finally, the most recent assessment has gone from moderate to high, high risk now . 

• And so my question is, why are we in that situation? Have we reduced our force too much, 
capabilities not there? What is it that leaves us m trus place? What can we do? 
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FACTS: 
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AGING EQUIPMENT 

The Clinton-Gore Administration has deferred 
modernization of military equipment to the extent that 
our critical military weapons .(iystem are overworked 
and aging. 

In 1996, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General 
Shalikashvili, stated that there was a requirement for $60 
billion annually in procurement spending and urged that this 
amount be attained by Fiscal Year 1998. 

The Clinton Administration ignored this advice in FY98, FY99 
and FYOO by proposing funding well below $60 billion for the 
procurement needs of the military. In Fiscal Year 2001, the 
Clinton-Gore Administration claimed "victory" by providing 
$60.3 billion in procurement funding. Accounting for 
inflation, this FYO 1 procurement should have been $63 billion . 

This "Clinton Administration procurement holiday" has lead to 
serious modernization problems. In 1999, then Commandant 
of the Marine Corps, General Charles Krulak stated before the 
House Armed Services Committee that, "We are transporting 
Marines and equipment in CH-53Ds that we had expected 
would leave our inventory seven years ago; and, at cun-ent 
replacement rates, we will be flying them for another 10 years. 
Our fleet of KC- l 30F tankers is approaching 40 years of age, 
almost twice its planned service life." 

Under the Clinton Administration the U.S. Navy's fleet of 
aircraft, which has aged from 14 years in 1992 to 17 .2 years in 
1999, will be on average 21 years old by 2007. In 2003, 
approximately 2/3rds of the Navy inventory of aircraft will be 
greater than 15 years old. 

The average age of the Air Force's bomber fleet is 23.4 years 
old with our B-52's averaging 38.2 years. 
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STH STCRY of :.e·.rel 2 pnnt.ed l:l Fi:1..:.. forma::: 

Copyrrg:it .:._995 Tie Wuh1n9ton Post 
The Washington ~a 

!9Yfftbtr 11, 1995, Satu.rd.&y,Final Sdition 

SSC'l'tON: A SECTION; Pg. Al2 

LIIIOTR ! 1 o 8 9 worda 

DAl>LINB: Penugoa Leader• Urge Accelerated sot Boost i:-i boev ... 11t 

&YLbfB: Bradley Grahatl, Waahington Pott Staff Writer 

IOOY: 
L-1e uni::ormed leaders of the anaed force8,worrieci. a:001.:t ~ing weapon• ar.ci. 

eqt:.:..?ment after a decaci.e of decli:ii:ig procvwat, have rec:QC!lftended a roughly SO 
percer.t Jwnp in spenci.i:ig or. purchases over the next tvo years. 

Clir.to:i administration plans call for mprcading the same rime over four 
year•. Bt:t top rr.ilitary c::::.:..cers are skeptical abo·_it eve:- seeing all the rr.or.ey, 
:ict.:..:ig that past projections have rarely bee:i rea.:...:..zed . 

So to :1ighlight w:1at they 1ee am a:i urgent problem, the military chiefs have 
aekedthat the Defense Depart:nent met a goal of l:>oo•t1ng a:1:n1al defe:ise 
Rfoeuraauatfrom aoot:t $ 40:0illior. .,rpreser.t -::.o S 6~J billio:i by fiscal 1998, 
r.ot 2500 as the ad~inistration ~arr p:-oposed. ~we r.ow den·t expect it to go t:p 
like :::he projectio:-i shows it will. It never hasbefore,r don'texpec::: itto 
nov, • said Adm. ~·~Ll.:..am A. Over.s, vice cha1r.nan ofthe Join::. Chiefs of S::.aff. 
'And secondly, 2000 is too la::.e. 

'So cur view is, yoc have ,o get to S 60 b' - - 'c:i as soon am you car., and 1998 
wot:ld be a good year: 

The recoaaendation vasi:lclt:ci.eci. in a D'Jdget • s8essmeat 1ubaitted .:..ast m11th 
by Oen. John Shalikuhvili, cb.air,nan of :::he Joint Chieh of Staff, to Defense 
Secretary William J. Perry. It reflec::.ed heigh::.ened concern about a potential 
ero•'ionof militarycap&bilitiea unless purc:1ase8 •n accelerated- t:+ • .:..rr.o 
... rked a shi::t in focus from last year, vhen the Pentagon, intent on shoring up 
t:1e cnre:it readiness o:: military u:iits, red·,1ced proeurwgtto cover 
h19ber-tr.a."l-expected operational and maintenance costs.frocnar ... at,,speading has 
talle.n to its lowes::. level since 1950, forci:ig the eili.tary services to defer 
buys of jet figr.ters, helicop ters, s:1ips, truc:<.s a::ci. other assets ::.c replace 
ea:-lie:- models er.terir.g, .:..:i some cases, the1r fou~th or even fifth decade of 
use. 

•we are significantly underfunded i:1 theproc;urwtP~ line, ' Owen• Hid. •e>ur 
thrust is to ••Y we 111&9t do acaethiog, .... " got to fix it: 

• •• raid the ailitary chief8 are co:-icened not juat about lov procyr,..at but 
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TheW.uhuigtonPost. November 11. 19 95 

a ru1n9 "bow w•ve• •• the p11ln9 up of porrponcd programs 

At the same t11fte,Owens indicated the me,,,ge from :::he chief• waa nlt 

intended tobe conrront&tional or divisive with the Pentagon's c1v1lian 
leader•h1p. and NY have been aimed lesaa1Perry than at the 11Ubtary 1ervic:e1 
the:nsel ves. By <:0Cffll1t.tin9 all the chuh to a:1 ulb1.t1ous new procur ... 11t goal, 
the rr.err.ora1~ci.t.:m 11 especially t.:seft.:l to Sh.Ahk&thvili and Owens in ::.:ieir 1~asce:1t 
• ffort to exercise aore eeneral ciiscipline over individual service plea. 

'Ille w, wbicb repre1ent• the coaNDIU Yi" of the cb.i•f• and vi~ cbieb 
of the Azwy, .. vy, Air Poree aDd Madne Cor,• u will aa regicmal cc tl'd•r• in 
dlief , ia aaid by Pentagon off lciala to be short on detail• about j\&.lt bow to 
bol•ter aroev:n2nt and on what to 8PeJld the extra fun&. •tt ·• a brotd 
•tatN1ent, eqr•••iot • l»road •an.a• of concern,. ,:wo • senior defeDae Off id.al. 
•auc the detaib get a little thin.• 

Sh&likasb.vili IIUH clear the ch.:..e::s do not expect the added fund8 for 
IIIOdemiz&tion to caae from hig:'ler overall def.nae S?er.ci.hg b·x::. rather t:'lr01.:gh 
cut• in eoae progT ... unci.er developMDt and other savings. tvu with a 
Republic:an•eoatrolled Congress cClllllitted to :Ooost ir.g the defense budget, the 
military leaders are assuming lit::.le if any growth in mili::.ary spending. 

~~o~ are the cluefs s·..iggesting reversing the p~~o~ity 91.ven last year to 
readiness over p~oew:..,a.c .. :::ha::: is, draining funds f t'Oftl the operational a:-id 
maintenance accot.:r.ts that support current readiness to pay for mo~e 
modernization. ~at:'ler, the biggest acijustments proposed 1n the Shalikashvili 
memo would involve ct.:t.t.ir.g back on competing service p:-og:-ams .:..:i such 
cievelopment a~eas as theater missile defer.se anci WllM11Jled aerial vehicles and 
reci.t:ci:ig ~deb.cg ~d sim·_ila:.io:i act.:..v.:..t.:..es. 

Even so, these reconnended savings would not corr.e close to providing t.J-:e 
rough:y $ 2C billior. inc~ease in annual proeur .. at tr..e ch.:..e.:s wo·..ild like to see 
betwee:i r.c.- and 1998. •we acknowledge the ar.swers are not al: there; O•,,ens 
saici. 

But he expressed confidence chat subs:::an:::ially more funds for procurement can 
be found by eliai.1:1.u1n9 redundant •yateu, &~acing economic81 high-tech 
innovations &nd realizi:ig Pentagon plua to fana 01.:t rrore defeueactivities to 
tbe private sector. Significan::.ly, the chiefs have ciecicieci not to look tor more 
savings by sr..rir.kir.g troop levels below tie 1.45 ~illion active dt.:ty se~vice 
01nhai-s called for in the adminiatrat.icn' • plan. 

In its 1996 budget proposal to Coogre••, the aciminist:-ation p:-ovicieci for $39 
billion in military PfOC:WZSRt.. a drop of 71 percent in .:..n.:lat.:..o::-adjusted 
dollars from the 1915 ?eak. House ar.d Senate ciefense appropriatior. ccaaittees 
bAve ter.tatively agreed. :.o raise Droey.r .... tto $ 43 billio:i, bt:t t:'leir 
confe~ence report has yet to wir. .::oor approval. 

The adri.:..:i.:..strat.:..c:i's five-year buciget plan envisions a 47 percer.t. .:..:icrease .:..:i 
modernizu:1on s9ending :Oetween 1996 ar.d 200.:.. But rr.t.:cr.. o.: that .:..s :-1ot projected 
co arterialize until the tu.ru o:: the centurv -- and •••ume• S::.ill unc.rtain -•iag• froa llilituy baN eloainp ucl reforms 1A hnta900 buying proceclu.rea. 
ae.-ponding toSb&liusbvili in an Oet. 2~ w, perry agreed tllat $ fO billlM 
in annual proeg,....t •ia an appropriate 41oal • and offered *to work cloaely with 

LEXIS· NEXIS. • • LEXIS.•NEXls· 
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you to accelerate' re&ch1n9 it . 

But Sh•hk&9hv1l1 · • 1n1tiAti ve, known toriully 11 the ehurNn • 1 program 
a11eument, h,u come late in the 1997 budget cycle. A final defenae budget 
propo,d u due at the Wh.i.te Kouu next month Perry suggested NJOr 
• dyurtmente 1n Pentagon plans would have to wut W\tl.~ next year and depend 
largely on wi1at more Lie 1ervice1 hAve to offer. 'l w1.ll be part1cul&rly 
1ntere1ted in ,eeing your •pecific prograe rec:c«m1endation, for achievi:1g 
• fficiencie:: and £1:r:dir:g red1:~:tior:8 ir: prograrr. of lower priority frCIII a 
wrfifbtiDf per.,.etiw,. the eeeretary wrote. for the ehail'IIID of the Joint 
Claiefe to 1M vei9hiD1 iAto the Pentagon budget ~t• with bi1 &Heanent ia 
f.Ddic:ative OJI u iAer•••im9!Y • •Olll.D+}H•D ,Jcin: Olief1•~ole in coordinating 
i~di vi:tial ••rv1ceplauaad e o+X®+•§+ .0•'), acoaHDIUIV11V ofmilitary 
requir.-nu. The Sh&UlcaebvUi aeao emerged from the deliberations of the Joint 
lequireaent• Overd~llt Council, a panel beaded by OWen• and lacludiag the 
••rvice•' vice ebiefl. Over the paat~ar and a bAlf,Owu baa •treog~hened ::.he 
PM•l•a role in for.&l&ti.Dg C:Clal0ninve1taea.t objectives and reducing overlap 
aaoog service program.. 

GRAPHIC: Photo, ADM. WILLIAM A. OWENS GEN. JORN SKALIIUSRVIt.I 

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH 

1.0AD-DATI: November ll, u,s 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, DC 

HQUSAF/XP 
I 070 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20330. 1070 

The Honorable Duncan L. Hunter 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 205 I 5-0552 

Dear Mr. Hunter 

As you requested through the subcommittee staff, we are providing information on tbe average 
ages of the following categories of Air Force aircraft: 

Fighter/ Attack: 12.2 

Tanker: 36.6 

Trainer: 27 .6 

Helicopter: 19.0 

Bomber: 23.4 

Airlift: 22.0 

C2ISR: 23.4 

Thank you for your continuing interest in our aircraft readiness and modernization programs. 

Attachment: 
Aircraft Categories 
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U..llr.Baat.n 

~-elled b die llllonae*wll 1'011 NqllHla4 bl.....,.._ to 
01a' airaraft aiNtoa apaltle rates !rom W'nl U.... tb• pre 1 ,nt .................. ., .... •= a. Dla't llerdtate '° ..n •• " 
J'OII ...... mdhiGDAl daa ..... 99 ........ 

• 8 ··' 
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01 11, ao WYO 1 s It "U ...,Hb_.,).._(6.._) __ _. UP·LL ... HLO 

MISSION CAPAl'-E (MC) MTU 
FYl1 - FYOO (ti~ May 00) • r 

A-10 • IT.I ... 2 .... 13.J 12.1 71.1 1,.1 ,Z.9 ... , 1,.1 
AC::•UO 72.1 79.1 W.6 71.1 44.6 N.J 72.J 11.5 78 .• 86:f 11 
.. 1 51.1 M.J .. 87 .1 65.3 66.6 12.5 52.3 55.J 12.7 •-i· 2s.l .... 22.9 a.4 33.7 G.2 46.6 u .. 1t22 io.t 632 61.2 ... .. , 71.t 1U 74.1 71.2 JU 
c.t• 11.5 IU n .,, 71.1 7U 71.1 1U ~ 
C-M1 ,, .• IU 71.I 71.2 1U 12.4 74.7 1U n.a 66.4 •• c-n· 11.1 44.6 74.0 ... 17.1 IU • 11.Z I.I 
u 86.2 a6 .... 64.4 a.3 14.1 11.7 00.5 •. , ••• Z2 
N 11.I 11.2 

. 
6s 06.3 •. , II.I 7U 11.t 1S.S 74.4 au -~ 73.1 71.1 826 71.1 n.• ... n., 11.t 11.1 ?t.3 11.7 1.-· "·' &I R.4 .... u ec-,a 76.6 11.4 a.4 l'IA 71.2 19.1 1, .• ?l.1 70.2 •. 1 11.I 

ac.us- 77 .9 ... , 76.7 1,., 77.2 81.1 .... 79.5 11.1 n.1 a.a 
1'·117 64 642 11.7 ., 71 U.6 64 111.1 13.1 71.7 ... 
1'~11 62.6 614 ••• 11.2 n., n.1 n 74.1 n.s 73.6 16 
1'·12 .. ••• 12.1 a., ., .• I0.8 76.6 •• 11.1 71 • •• 1'-11 84.4 12., u 71.l 19.J 78.0 762 74.4 74.3 75.3 11.1 ......... 17.5 728 70.J 73.3 72..2 17.1 71.3 86.6 

B:I •• MC·130 66.4 712 73.3 70.8 73.3 67.7 12 ' 61 12 %7.J 
KC-10 12.1 13 N.3 90.1 18.9 •s •. , w.7 M.5 ,,, 
KC-136 a6.4 16.5 A.I to I0.1 79.7 71.9 78.7 n.2 ~.7 • MC-130 72.4 06.1 11 66.2 67.7 87.6 70 11.• 7S.6 79.3 JJ.) 

• ••.a 76.9 05.4 IO .• 67.3 a.~ 57 60.0 ••• •. , n.1 27..2 
1tc.•ir 64.7 66.2 73 15.5 76.3 78.1 74 73.9 es 51.2 •. $ 
T .. Jr-• 86.7 68.5 It.I 68.0 12.t 18.7 81.J 79.7 80.1 79.1 •. , 
T.1,- 11, 15 .• 86.6 6a.7 •. , II.It • 60.3 I0.4 78.2 Jll 
U-2" 77.6 u., ... 2 N.S ••• 66.7 w.3 12.1 IO.~ 11.2 16.4 ~- 11.7 .. 63 85.1 ••• 70.7 IIU 723 73.7 66.5 24.4 

• B-2 eriterlld lhe ir,ve"taty in FY9': c:.17 entered the '""ll"llO,Y'" l!YSIJ: e~ •"te,ed the inventory,,, FYi7 

• 

.. Dab w Fff1-FY9S p,~ided by ACC (RC-135 FVl1•97) 
- M.eo .g~ataruftblr not ava.lable for FVt1 
- T -31 lftd T .31 daca few M1 pnwlded by AITC 

MC lltllllllafllJ1 U.,00 
._...: MDUN CAFALSY) 
AWi Ale• fl 29 Fa GO 
...,_: Pn,g,wn oms-.. CPDSJ 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
0,,IC( o, TM( CNII' or NAVAL O~IIIIIATIO.,.\ 

2000 .,. • ., .. .-[~h~O~ 
WASNI .. ~ TON O C aouo lOOO 

The Honorable Duncan Hunter 
United States House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Mr. Hunter: 

13100 
Ser N8 IOU638 l 5 S 
12 Jul 00 

P~r your request, ave rage ages of nava I a ire raft as of FY99 
(by maJor aircraft category) are listed as follows: 

Aircraft Category Average Age 

Fighter-Attack 12.3 

:-a;, <e: 24 

~aritime Patrol 23 

::a:ner 18 
T-2C 27 
- . - ~ .--i: .. 5 
:-4:: 1 

:-:-::.~:·op:.er 1 8.1 
:l~-~EJ 33 
::-£-46:: 31 
CH-53D 30 
CH-53E :2 
SH-60B 11 
MH-53E c; 

J 

SH-60F ·' M ,, 

HH-60H 7 

::.:ectrar:::: Attack 17 

;..~::-r us to answer any addit,ional. :;!.!estions you :nay have. 

Enclos· .. :e : . 

I 
, ' 

I.,:' I ,( ':, t,. i ~ t ~ I /,,, ' 
we. C. LAUTENBACHiR JR. 
Vice Admiral, U.S. Navy 
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations, 

Resources, Warfare Requirements 
And Assessments 

Average Age Charts 
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• NAW MC/FMC RATES 
(%) 

YYMM MC FMC YYl1M MC FMC 
Oct-N 703 e, Aut-17 Ml 51 6 

Nov-H 70.4 61 Sep.17 64. E s, 5 
Oec-tl 71 9 631 Oct-17 646 51 
Jan4' 72 63.7 Nov-17 671 542 , ...... 71.9 (12.2 DN47 ... , 50.1 . ....... 70.1 61.5 • ....... 67 52.1 ..... 71.3 62.6 ,.. . · 17.7 53.I ...,. 71.3 12.5 .. , ... m.4 52.8 

Jue.N 73.3 14.8 .... 15.5 51.5 .......... 71.1 63.1 ..., ... 17.2 52.2 ..... 69.5 61.3 Jun-II N.5 so.4 s., ... 11.7 61.3 JIHI 67.5 54.3 
Oct-14 69.2 61.1 ....... 11.5 55.3 
NW-94 71.6 63.4 ..,. 65.4 51 
Dec-14 68.8 61.4 ~ 66.1 $1.8 
Jln-H 69.6 619 NW-08 70.1 55.6 
Feb-IS 66.9 60.4 Dec-ti 67.2 53.8 
Mar.ts 70.2 613 Jan-99 •. , 52.6 
Apr-95 72 4 64.2 Fob-99 66S 52.9 
May-IS 70.6 62.2 ... , ... 85.5 51.7 
Jun-15 70 61.3 Apr-99 67.6 52.3 
JuM5 70.3 62 May.ff 69.05 58.8 • Au9..S5 697 616 Jun-19 68.27 s5.17 

S.p,,H 705 62.7 Jul-It 688.16 52.35 
Oct-15 69 59.9 Au9-99 69.5 563 
Nov.ts 69.7 612. Sep.It 69.1 56.2 
OK..15 68.9 59.2 Oct-II 673 56.1 
Jan.SI 68.5 59.9 Nov-99 60.2 S82 
Feb-H 70.9 62.5 Doe-99 68.7 56 
War-96 705 62.1 Jan-00 88.8 561 
Apr.ff 69.3 60.4 F•b..00 aa.t 562 
llay•H 70 59.6 Mat.00 69.3 56.1 
Jun-II 89.5 59 
Jul-H 67.6 57.7 

Aut·N 67.3 56.4 ..,... a., 54.5 AWi 11 ... flf Naw, Aire ,,.a •• r.ao .. : 
Oct.ti 64.7 53.9 YNra 
NW-96 67.7 58.7 ....... ti.I 
Dec-H 65.1 56.2 FiuCIWlng UA 
Jan.t7 65.3 55.2 ~ 14.0 
Feb-ST 64.7 S3.7 
Mm-97 634 52.5 
Apr-97 66.3 55.1 
•1-11 63.7 51.9 
Jun,,17 64.1 54 

• JuM7 63.7 515 
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AIRCRAFT AVERAGE AGE 

With Updated Calculations 

11 

2• 

11 
COMBINED 

11 

FIXEDWftG 

7 3 7 5 7 7 7 9 81 83 II 17 It 91 •a ti a7 It 01 ti el e7 01 11 13 

ffi CAL \'EAR 

1. 
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• Aircraft Clau 
Anti Sub 
Anti Sub 
Attack 

Attack 
~ttack 
A11aCk 
' -
. 
.. 
I• 

Orone 
Orone 
Orone 
Fighter 
Fighter 
Fighter 
fighter 
Fighter 
Fighter 
Fighter 
Fighter 

Fighter 
fighter • Fighter 

Fighter 
Fighter 
Fighter 

Fighter 
Fighter 
Fighter 

Fight« 
Fighter 
In Flight Refuel 
In Ff91t Refuel 
In Flight Refuel 
Patrol 
Patrol 
Patrol 
Patrol 
Rotary Wing 
Rotary Wing 
Rotary Wing 
Rotary Wing 
RotlryW'f'O 

• RotaryWlng 
Rota,yWing 

TMS Av1r1geAgt 
S-3A 24 
S-36 24 
EA·3B 40 
RA-38 40 
ERA-38 40 
NRA-38 •1 
EA..e8 17 
Me 24 
NA-SE 28 
Av-ea 8 
NAV-88 10 
OC.130A 21 
OF.-N 34 
QF-4S 31 
YF-4J 35 
F-48 31 
F-SE 14 
F-SF 19 
F-14A 20 
N F-14A 17 
F-148 14 
N F-14B 10 
F-140 13 
N F-140 9 
FA-18A 14 
NFA-18A 15 
FA-188 15 
FA-18C 8 
N FA-18C 11 
FA-180 7 
NFA-180 10 
FA-18E 1 

FA-18F 1 
KC-130F 38 
KC-130R 23 
KC.130T 10 
P-38 31 
P-3C 22 
N P-3C 29 
N P-30 34 
UH-1Y 22 
AH-1Z 12 
HH-1N 27 
UH-1N 25 
AH-1W 10 
SH-2G 12 
VH-3A 38 

3 
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• otaryW1ng NVH-3A 37 
otary Wmg VH-30 24 
otaryWing SH-3H 34 
otary Wing UH-3H 36 
otary Wing TH-68 8 

otary Wing CH-460 33 

otaryWing HtM60 34 
Rota,yWr,g u~ 34 

Rollly'Mlg CtME 31 
Rota,yM,g CH-6.10 30 
Rotary~ C ... 53E 12 

Wr,g M ... 53E 9 

Wing TH-578 15 

Wing TH-STC 16 
ota,yWlng OH-58C 2 

otatyWing YCH-60 3 

Wflg UH-eOA 15 
ota,yWr.g SH-608 11 
otaryWing NSH-608 13 

RotaryWing SH~F 8 

Rotary Wmg YSH-60F 12 
Rotary Wmg HH-60H 7 

RotaryWing VH-60N 11 
Rotary Wmg SH~R 15 

• Training T-39G 26 
Training TA-38 40 

Training NTA-38 39 
Trari'lg TA-4J 30 
Trainilg TC-18F 4 

Training TC-1300 36 

Training TE·2C 11 
Training TP-3A 35 
Training T-2C 27 

Traini'lg T-34C 18 

Trai1ing N T-34C 23 

Trainilg T-38A 12 
Trailq T-390 35 
Tramg T-39N 2 

Training T-i4A 21 
Trariing T-45A 5 
Trainilg T-t5C 
Training TAV-88 10 
Training X-26A 19 
Training X-31A 9 
Transport C-12C 0 
Transport UC-35C 0 
Tranapan NC-130H 1 

• Tran.part C-2A 12 
Transport DC-9 13 
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Transport C-96 24 
Transport C-200 12 

a Transport c-2oG 5 
Transport C-260 1 
Transport C-130T 6 
Transport VP-3A 37 
Transport US-3A 27 
Transport CT·39G 24 
Utlity TC-128 19 
UIYy UC-128 19 
Utility RC.12F 13 
Utifty UC-12F 13 
Utlty RC.12M 10 
WIiy UC-12M 12 
Utility UP-3A 37 
Wity UP-36 32 
utility N U-16 43 
Utility ~ 24 
Warning EC-24A 12 
Wamtng E-2C 10 
Warning E-6A 8 
Warning E-68 10 
Warning EP-3E 30 
Warning EP·3J 34 

• Wamtn ES-3A 25 

• 
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Per your request. tbe averA9• et• of N&rine Coq>a aircraft, As 
of U1c:al yMJ" 1999, • re H follows by MJ<:r aircraft ~ategory: 

fi9llter/AU&OJI 
r,1.-111. 13 years 
F'A-l8B 13 years 
FIA-18C 07 yedrr 
F!A•l8D 06 years 

, .•. 
KC-UOF 
ICC•llOl 
KC-130T 

371ears 
2 2 v••n 
13 yeus 

,W-88 v'7 years 128 Of 117 are r-..nufact'Jred adtl 

TrlAlporc Bellcopt•r• 
:K•46! 31 years 
CH-S3C 29 years 
cn-S3E 11 years 
.1'!- ,scs ~ !. yea rs 
·• -~ - 3 C , 4 y e a rs 

Attack/Utility leUeoptu• 
m<-:N 25 years 
AH-lW 09 ye a rs 143 of 1 8 8 are 

:on,ersion ae!cJ 
llectronic Att•ck 
EA-63 : 7 /et:-: 

~~e t=-o·.:e dat:4 i:-:::· ... des :~:~ a::1ve •::: rese:.ve f..:,rees. 
;.:: :t~: ::-:at :-.a•Je "bee:-. re111ar.·J!a::~:-ed :::-.·:,:-:•d. ~.e. A'J-88 • 
,\,~- ·11 re':;;.rr. :o se:·:~:e a.s r.e·.i •~r:raft ·..-~::-1 1ero o:.i111e on t.he 
air !'L"\e . 

~1e~:e~a~: ~e~~ral. ~-~· M•r~~e ~or-ps 
O.p~: ;· .:::::zr.ar.da::: : :r A.·:~•: 1 ::n 

:~e n:~::t~:~ ~near.: Hunte: 
Ho~se :f P.epresentatl~es 
Waserngcon, DC 20'515-0552 
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F1ght;er/~ttac1t ~ry .:\G~ 

Tanker 

Transport 

,..., - : -1,:., ., 
·'· ·. ; :~':. - . I 

- ' •. ... :I 
. .; c;. ~ ,.. . - ., - ., . - • <. 

::;..-;3,:- ., :,: ... : ~: . 
. ,::., - ~;: ;tt ., 

~ a -. 
.::: .. ~ ~ = - : ~ i. 

... 
~ ':' ... .. . . 
Off Ag 

K:- ~3Cf 35 X - • : , 295 
K-:•130R '4 X 22 • 338 
l<:-i 30! 28 X . . • ~90 
!t:~AL 1·; 

:,;93 I 

Hebc:opter• Off AGE 
C:i-46£ 231 X 3: • -, 16! 
CH-53~ 44 x 23 : 1,276 

CH-53£ 
·;~-6:~ 
·::-!-30 

149 X " 1,639 
:ex = aa 
1 : X 2 ~ ~ 

Attaek/Uei.h.ty QI:X ACE 

_,._.,. . . -.. -._ 
Electronic Attack. QTY AGE 

... '1, 

A'/'j_ AGE 

8.1 

"' 2 4 5 

• 23. 5 

"' 14. S 

= 20.0 
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D£PMTME~l OF THE NAVV 
HUOQVAl'TUII UMnD ITATU M&.._ f;.OVS . ..,...,...,... 

WAMNOTOtll, DC _,..,r,1 

kr. Dunc:AD Hunter 
Chairman, Subccmnittn cm llilitary Proeur...at. 
2265 it.yburn Building 
Waahin9ton. IX: 20515 

Deer Chain1an Hunter: 

SUBJECT: AVDAG! AGE OF AlRC'RAP'T MlD RFAl')DIISS RA:ES 

5000 
APP 
Al.g,.i.s t 17 , 2 0 ') I) 

Per your req\leet, the average age of Karin.• Corpe aircraft in f.:..sca.=.. 
y.ar 1993 and the 1ti1sioa Capable/Full Ki.ssian Capable Readiness Rates 
are provided. Enclosure n, eontaw the average age of Marine Corpe 
aircraft in fiscal year 19 93 and includes active and rese?"V1l asaets. 
Bneloeure f .2) contains the Mission Capable/Ful 1 Mission Capable 
Readiness .Rates by aircraft category from fiscal year 1993 to J·.me 
2nnn and includes an overview cf the rates of rotary and fixed ..ring 
aircraft duri::1g that period . 

Tha::1k you ::or your support of Marine Avia-:ion. 

Enclo5urea: · 
') 
L. • 

Very res~ctfully, 

F. MCCOULE 
Lieutenant t;en•ral. U.S. Marine Corps 
Deputy Coanandant for Aviaticn 

Average age of Marine Corps aircraft in FY93 
Miasion Cap.a.ble/F\all Mission Capable Readiness Rates 
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AVERAGE AGE OF AIRCRAFTFY93 

F1GHTElt I A TT AC,t 
FIA-tlA 6.7$ 
FIA·'· •. 75 
F/A·ttc 2.87 
F/A·1IO 195 
AV .. 5..1 -- -- 14.15 . 

TMICl!II 

1:11 I I 
. 

2!! 

CH-u:> 23 
Oi~ 3.4 .,..._.,.. s 
vt,t.30 18 

,A TT ACK/ Ui'IUTY 

I I 

1:~: I ';:,: ....... _____ 1 __ r_-----11 ____ ___.__ _ ___.1 

Endaean(1) 
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ARMY AMMUNITION SHORTAGES 

ST A TEMENT: The Clinton-Gore Administration has a significant 
shortfall in necessary ammunition for the U.S. Army. 

FACTS: According to the U.S. Army, they "have a significant shortfall 
in prefen-ed munitions." The Fiscal Year 2001 shortfall with 
substitutions is approximately $3.3 billion . 
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TESTUQ..Y nsr AiMD SERVICES cn.t.iITIU 
Rf.ADI~:ES.5 P.ATI~ 

SIP'lniBl:R 27, 200'.) 

Mr. Hunter. 7~a:-ii<. you, Genera 1 . 

General Shinsel< 1. I have got your document ref lee ting 

110 your shortages::-: a::-.,~· .... :1:.~ion. You reflect a S14 billion 

11,2 overall shortage, but $3.3 billion of what you call a 

1143 critical munition shortage. Now, that was sent tome in 

!l'' September, first of this month; it is now the last of the 

u•S month. Was that an accurate document that you sent to me, 

11f6 a $3.3 billion critical ammunition shortage? 

~147 General Shinseki. That is correct, as I recall, the 

11,s number is. I think it a.:.so said, though, that we had put 

u,9 into the program money to reduce that by about half. Bi..:t, 

uso I mean, that is money in program to purchase ammu:1itio:1. 

!151 t~r. H;.;nter. That is money that is to be spent in the 

1152 next five years or so, right? 

1153 General Shinseki. That is correct. 

llj4 Mr. Hunter. But right now we have a $3. 3 billion 

1155 shortage, right? 

~156 General Shinseki. That is correct . 

1157 Mr. Hunter. Earlier, in fact, in Nova>er of 1999, we 

1158 had two Army divisions, the ~st I:1fa:1try Division, the 10th 

1159 Mountain Division, ~hose division commanders reported that 

11-L-0559/0SD/39::46~-------lllllifl 



ready. They re;::r-~e-: 3 l':'w state - • 

11
61readiness co deploy and go to war, did they n-ot "> 

1162 Se;.eral S!::i;.seki. That :.s -:-:,!"~~=:. 

1163 t·(:::·. Hunter. Those were good commanders, weren't they, 

t16' those division commanders? 

1165 

$166 

General Shinseki. Superb. 

Mr. Hunter. And they were the ones that made the 

}167 report to the di vision co!"'.fflanders, the generals. 

1168 a politician who made that report, right? 

:169 Sene::-al Shir.seki. T~.at is correct. 

u,o Mr. Hu:.iter. That was in Ncvember of 1999. In 

1171 December o: 1999, the Army declared that those divisions 

1172 were ready, did they not? 

1173 ~eneral Shinseki. Those commanders submitted their 

1174 reports in 1999 and said that their readiness condition, 

1175 which had :o do with their deployability, had improved. 

1176 Mr. Hunter. And the reason that they were now ready 

1177 in December of 1999 and they weren't ready a month earlier 

1178 is because.for a division to announce that it is ready, it 

1179 has to be able to be trai:.ied, equipped and be able ~o 

1180 deploy to its area of ope rat ion ih a given amount :; f time-

11-L-0559/0SD/394 7 
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i: is a classified amount of time-but i~ a given amount of 

:s :~a:~~~ correct? 

General Shinseki. That is correct. 

Mr. Hunter. And because these units had to retrieve 

some of their units from other places like Bosnia and bring 

1186 them back, lift them back, retrain them and redeploy them, 

·~'7 ':~e commanders didn't feel they could do that in that gi·,en 

1188 amount of time, did they? 

U89 

1190 

General Shinseki. That is correct. 

:,1r. :fu:.iter. So they were given more time, weren'~ 

1191 they? 

3enera~ Shinseki. I adjusted their t1ow, ::~e lines. 

That is correct. 

Mr. Hunter. So they were given more time. 

So the differe:-ice between Kovember of :_999, when the 

commander said they weren't ready, and December of 1999, 

when the comeuder said they were ready, was the fact that 

they had been give:1 more time to deploy. Is that right? 

General Shinseki. That is correct. 

Mr. Hunter. Okay. 

Admiral Clark, Admiral McKinnon, commander o: 3rd 

Fleet, says in the testimo:.iy that he gave to our 
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ARMY INfORMAT!ON PAPER 
SARD-ZCA 
1 Septe:ru:ier 2000 

SUBJECT: Congressional Questions On Shortfalls of Preferred 
Munitions and Critical Training Ammunition Requirements 

1. Purpose. To update answers to questions asked by 
Professional Staff Members of the House Armed Services Committee, 
Senate Armed Services Committee, House Appropriations Committee 
and Senate Appropriations Commit tee during preparatio::-i for 
Hearings and Committee Markups. 

2. Facts. 

a. Question: What: ue your 1hortfalla in preferred 
munitions and critical training munitions that are not satisfied 

in the Fiscal Year2001 President's Budget? 

Answer: The Army can execute its training strategy for 
Fiscal Year 2001, although the Army has a shortfall of training 
munitions totaling approximately $47.5 million. This shortfall is 
principally i::-i the training pipeline, which affects the 
distribution of trai::-ii::-ig munitions. These pipeline shortages may 
have some readiness impact by delaying training events. 
Approximately $18 million of war reserve munitions required for 
the Two Major Theater Wars will be consumed to support training 
in the Fiscal Year 2001 funded delivery period. A portion of 
this additional draw-down will occur in support of fielding the 
Interim Brigade Combat :earn forces. 

The Army does have a significant shortfall in preferred munitions 
but can execute two major theater wars with moderate risk by 
relying on substitutes. Currently, we estinate the shortfall at 
$14.S billion, up from last year's S12.5 billion. The main 
driver in this change was mid-term adjustments to War Reserve 
Requirements for Fiscal Year 2005. Approximately $11 billion of 
the shortfall can be supported with acceptable suostitute 
munitions, and $300 million is in the Fiscal Year 2001 
President's Budget, leaving a critical shortfall of $3.3 billion. 
The Army'• Future Year Defense Program satisfies about $1.7 
billion of that critical shortfall. 

b. Question: Wbat Port ion of the shortfall could be 
satisfied in the PYOO budget if additional resources were 
a.ailable? 

Answer: The Army would be able to address approximately 
5122 million of this shortfall if all preferred mu::-iitio::-is and 
critical training munitions with shortfalls were funded in Fiscal 
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Year 200: at the ~in1mum executable level. A: the maximum 
executab~e level, the Army could execute approx1mately $576 
million. See Attachment A for details. 

c. Question: what munitions have you drawn out of•toc:kpil• 
which need replacement? Is this problem rec:urrin9? 

Answer: The Army has used approximately $87.5 million in 
stockpiled war reserve munitions in support of training in prior 
program years, either when funding shortfalls existed or when 
there were product~on i~terruptio~s. A list of these munitions 
is at Attachment 8. At current funding levels, approx~mate=._y $18 
million of training standard munitions will be drawn out of 
stockpile to support training in Fiscal Year 2001. 

COL Naughton/617-6001 

COORD: 
OAMO-FDL SAPM-BUI SAFM·BUL 
Mr. Lanyi Ms Raines LTC 

Sheridan 

SALL-P 
LTC 
Eberle 

MAJ 
H lund 

Security: SARD-ZCA reviewed this paper IAW appl ic 
regulations and determined the information enclosed 
unclassified. 

DAMO-TR 
LTC 
Vosber 

Security Authority: Date: 1 September 2000 
James T. Naughton, COL, GS 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Following information represents the current status of preferred 
conventional ammunition and critical training munitions for the 
Fiscal Year 200 l President's budget. 

Information displayed includes the current budgeted amount in 
FiscalYear 2001, the shortfall without cons:derat:on of 
acceptable subrtitute8, the shortfall if acceptable substitutes 
are considered, and the executable funding in FY2001. 

In total, the information shows that the Army is short $14.5 
b.:..:...:...:.on. $47 .s million of this amount is in training a11111Unition, 
principally representing pipeline shortages. Of the remaining 
shortfall, approximately $11 billion is offset by acceptable 
substitutes, thus presenting nininal near term risk. Between $122 
million and $576 million can beexecuted in Fiscal Year 2001 if 
additional funds were available . 
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• Munitions with Shortfalls in FY01 
Oollanart in Thousands 

NOMENCLATURE ~01 I FY01 FY01 SHTFAL J FY01 EXEClJT ABLE RANGE 
:uNDING SHTFAL Wl$U8S MINIMUM MAXIMUM 

W/0SUBS EXECUTABLE EXECUTABLE 
12GMMTANK 
Ml21A2 APOSFS-T $0 so :1 so so 
Ml3QA1 MPAT so so $4,000 125.117 
XMIOe HEAT.CP so $41,087 $41,087 $4,000 $7,100 
... IRAOLIY 
Ml19 APFSOS $23,800 $341,348 $0 $23,800 135,000 
IOMMMORTAR 
MT20A1 HE-MO so 992.376 so $20,500 $30,000 
M722A1 WP so S7,&40 so S2.200 16.000 
M721/M767 ILLUM $5,800 $0 so SS,800 $8,120 
111111 MORTAR 
Ml21 HE-MO so so so so so 
M375A1 WP so $4,902 $4,902 $4,902 $4,902 
M8531XM816 ILLUM so 315.000 so $10,000 S15,000 
120MMMORTAR 
M934A1 HE-MO $45,310 $215,064 so $36,983 SS0.000 
M929 WP $25,125 $53,000 $53,000 $25,000 $57,400 
M930 ILLUM so $60,200 $42.200 $6,000 s1s.ooo 

• XM98.3 IR.iUUM so 576,000 $76,000 $6,000 $15,000 
HYDRA 70 
M26,4 MPs M upgrade motors so $11,400 $11,400 $2,000 $4,000 
M264 Addi MPS M Produc:1ion so 5243.000 $2•3.000 $10,000 $40,000 
Ml51 HE Rockets $36,194 $36,000 so $10,000 $40,000 
M274 Sign at u rePrac:tice $85,861 S95,S00 $95,500 $85,861 $107,326 
SMALLARMS 
M995 5.56MMAP sl.345 $24,939 so $1,345 $4,000 
M993 7.62MMAI' so so so so so 
M903 .50CALSlAP so so so S2,000 SS,000 
MIC21t .50CALHEI so $26,605 S26,605 $1,500 13.000 ... .so CAL Bal ,411 $10,712 S1S,1'1 $15,141 $10,712 $25,853 
VARIOUS 7.62MMA8Types $9,046 $3,9001 $3,900 $9,046 $13,519 
VNOOUS S.5eMMAn Types SN,366 S9,000 19.000 ... S107.366 
3GIIIIALLTYPES 

30MMHEUMP1 so S10.000 s10.ooo S6.eoo $20,000 
40IIM AU. TYPES 
U&30 HEOPforMK19 so S62.620 $82.620 S6.000 S1S."4> 
Ml18 TPforMK19 SS0.900 $36,309 $36,309 SS0,900 171.350 
K9y'! 
FYOO Funding aPtwsidenl'sbudglt 
FYOO Shotefall w/o subs a Shartfll in currwnt round. assuning no subltMlon was possille 
FYOO Shaf1fall wltubl • StoM ,.,lliq ii Milbfe ....-n applld 
noCI ~ e.....-.Pn,gra11 a Sultlil*ia .... •• ,WO Muimum ~,..an• Ecanamlc buy quandty glwrl c:urn paoy.an stau 

lndudes Funding co1111irled ii FYOO lllClng coluM 
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Munitions with Shortfalls inFY01 

a Dollanarein Thousands 
FY01 t FY01 FY01 Shortfall FY01EXECUT ABLE RANGE 

NOMENCLATURE :uNDING
1 

SHTFAL WISU8S MINIMUM MAXJMUII 
WIOsues EXECUTABLE EXECUTABLE 

FYOO PROGRAM FYOO PROGRAM 
Noft.lMhalM uni ti ons 
NI.M S&adts sa.102 $21.147 $16,147 sa.102 S2~J49 
11111MHOwnzER 
U1'15E1 HE-ER wt9a141b1Hd so $336,112 $151.854 110,000 S20.000 
Ml25A1 WPSMOKE s,~.113 $22222 so $10,000 S20.000 
M10T HE S.-2.802 $8,280 $8,280 $35,397 sso.ae2 
M741A2 AAOAM-SO 135,756 $1'3,172 so S33,M3 131.702 
M731A1 RAOAM.c.D S11,919 US.021 so 111,188 $12.234 
105IIII HOWITZER 
M9131M927 HERA so so so so 0 
M314 SE RIES 105MMfU.UM so s10.a $10,400 16,000 $10.~ 
FUZE 
M7fS7/M767 Electn>nic rtme Fuzes $21.505 $136,500 so S21,SOS $29,032 

Multioplion Fuze Atty $45,917 $1,052.100 $0 S.-5.917 87.396 
PROPELUNG CHARGES 
Modular Al'6lery a,g $27.602 $566,1.a $10,000 $27.602 m2.444 
OEMOUTIONS 
SLAM so 5104000 $89,500 $7,000 S10,000 

• OETCORD so $2,858 S1,6&3 $2,858 $4.541 
Figf'ltingPO$itionExcavator so f1 .859 $1,859 $1,500 $4,000 
MICLIC so $87,500 so $10.000 $15,000 
CA $0 sao.ooo so $15,000 S20,000 
M221 Oemo Chatge 31,594 $5,145 SS.145 $1,616 $2,000 
GRENADES 
XM90 Smoke for LVOS $4,216 SS.550 SS.550 $4216 $7,216 
VARIOUS Grenade All Types .f 32.216 S17.~0 S17,3'0 $6,016 $10,000 

Key: I I FYOOFunding : Presidents budget 
FYOO Shotdal w/o subs = Shortfall WI current nM'id. assunw,g no subs~ was posstil 
FYOO Sho,1fal w/subs a Shortfall refflllning if avaiabfe subsfeutes are apc)fted I 
FYOO Mninvn Executable Program • Sustaining rata 
FYOO Muinun Executable~• Ecanomie buy qurily 9iYefl a.rent~ tta&I 

Includes Funding contained l'8 FYOO FWldlng cdurm. f 

•• 
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Munitions with Shortfalls In FY01 
Dola.narein Thousands 

WAR RESERVE AMMUNmON PROGRAMS 
LONG-TERWMOOERNIZATION 
NOMENCLATURE FY01 FY01 FY01 

F U N M N G SHffAL SHTFAL 
W/0 SUBS I WISUBS 

.ARTILLERY 
MINA 1 SAOARM P31 
XMN2 OPICM.fR 
Ml1SIXM916 OPICM 
IINIWAAFARE 
VOLCANO 
WNA 
AP08S 

SO $3,417.640 
SO $4,325,000 
SO $603,500 

s S1,t85.132 
$10.3 7 $736,301 
$5,668 $253,9'0 

SIGNAUSALUTE/CEREMONIAL AMMUNmON 
S9lals, ALL M PES I $13,135 
.30 Cal ALL TYPES $570 

FY01Funding= Presi d ent'sbudget 

$3,000 
$972 

so 
1100.000 
S403,500 

S922.on 
$736,301 

so 

$3,000 
3972 

FY01 EXECUTABLE RANGE 
MINIMUM MAXIMUM 
EXECUTAILI EXECUTAllE 

PY01 PROGIWI FY01 PROGRAM 

so so 
so $0 

115,000 $20,000 

$15,000 $30,000 
$10,387 $20,935 
ss.w $6,500 

$13,000 S16,500 
$905 S2,000 

FY01 s hortf a 11 w/o subs= ~llincumtntn:iund. assuning no subA1ution was possible 
FY01Shortf a I lwlsubs=Shortfa 11 remaining ifav;iablesubstitutesa reappl"aed 
FY01 Minimum Executable Program= S lnductesFunclngcontainedtheFY01FundingcolUffV'I. 
FY01Maximum Executable Program =Ec::onomic: buy givencutTentprogr1m stabs. 

lndYdes Funding contained IN FY01 Funding column. 

FY01 FY01 FY01 SKTFAL 
FUNDINGSHWAL 1WISU8S 

W/0 SUBS $ in 000 
Sin 000 

636420 14503517 $3.222,751 

EXECUT!..sJn.AW I 
I 
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FY01 EXECUTABLE RANGE 
I IINIMUM MAXIMUM 
EXECUTABt.E EXECUTABl.E 
FYOO PROGRAM MOO PROGRAM 

$760.954 

1122.SU 

$1215.424 

Sffl,004 
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ATTACHMENT B 

The following is the total funding required for replacement of 
war reserve munitions consumed 1~ Fiscal Year :996-91 that drew 
stocka;e levels below that requ1red by the F~scal Year 2005 War 
Reserve Requirements Process. 

40MM All Types $7. OM 
HYDRA 70 Rocket• HE Ml51 $38.SM 
FUZES ET M7 62 $12. OM 
GRENADES All Typea $5. OM 
SIGNALS All Types $6.0M 
60HM Mortar HE M720Al $8 .OM 
Demolitions All Types $5.0M 
81MM Mortar WPM370 $6M 

The following additional items will be drawn down to support 
training at current Fiscal Year2001 funding levels: 

S.56MM Ball Linked 4/1 for Squad Automatic Weagon $1.0M 
. SO cal All Types $8. OM 
lOSMM Howitzer Illumination M3l4 series $6.0M 
Grenade HE Frag M67 series $2.SM 
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PRECISION GUIDED MUNITIONS SHORTAGES 

STATEMENT: 

FACTS: 

The Clinton-Gore Administration has failed to provide 
enough precision munitions in critical categories to 
meet the Military's Two Major Theater War (MTW) 
Combat Requirements. 

Precision munitions proved extremely effective during the Gulf 
War in 1991 and, as a result, have become a major part of the 
U.S. weapons inventory. 

Precision munitions were critical to NATO's success during 
Operation Allied Force. Over 25,000 bombs were dropped and 
of those, 8,500 were precision-guided munitions. 

In spite of this increasing reliance on precision-guided 
munitions, the Clinton-Gore Administration has failed to 
provide enough resources to fund the military's 2 MTW 
requirement for many of these critical munitions. 

For example, in April 1999 the Navy had only 55% of its 2 
MTW requirement of Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles and the 
Air Force had less than 10% of its 2 MTW requirement of 
Conventionally Air Launched Cruise Missiles (CALCM). 

In the Fiscal Year 1999 Defense Supplemental Appropriations, 
the Administration requested funds to increase the inventory of 
these munitions by converting 322 ALCM's to the CALCM 
configuration and 624 TLAM conversions. However, even 
these Administration requested increases still leave the military 
well short of its own CALCM and TLAM 2 MTW inventory 
requirements. 
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M UN/T/0 NS STATUS (ninJ·ugh4120199) 

1~1 1111111: 111111 • 11111 
PreGision Common 2MTWComba1 Current Production Une 

Guided Weapon Name Requirement Weapons Status 
Inventory 

. 
- . ··-,. :- . -

.&t:U. 0.Q r,.a• ru 1Mn J 70 ,.- . nnlu 
Dt'.::ll.1ftQll l~U.1ftQ Tl AU AMII J ?'JM - . nnlu 

TOTAL 5000 2274 
- ......... :- . 

•-·· "'"' n11~ UA." ·- 1a;Mn 1~U1 . n .. 1u ,. ........... QI AU «All !HA In 
. 

.a.A•• ao u.a.-•• 1AMn 1.41M ,.- . n .. 1u 

.6.n.U.1'ln 'lM 1U - . .. until n.,.. 

Ar..11.1u .1~nw .. ~ 141 In 
. . 

TOTAi A.Atll\n 2e3g 
- -D.,,.lnt 1 

. --

~AIJ.10 ~Mn 1M~ lnut nf ..II .. 
r..1:u 1.1? ANVt, 19~1A n ...... , ...II . 
r..R.ll.11R A.Mn 'l~~ lnut ,.f . .. 
r.t.Rll.?A 1IINVI 10115 In . 

t:t.llll.?'7 ?nnn 1Anfl. In . .. 
r..a.11 ~1 .ln.6.IUI ... -:-. J Ana . . In . ··- -

TOTAL 131000 45278 ··----1~-... 
l'Rll,St.7 r.s::u MMn 121AltQ lnut .,,., --- ..II 

. 
r.RII.QQ --- - ·- ?itMn Q1.!'C7~ lnut ,.,, - ~ . .. -·~ 
UK.A? -- nutnf 

__. .. ... ~--· ~,,,,..,.,1:11 
UII 0~ QIUVlft 7SSA7 In .. ,.,,., ...II .. 

TOTAL ------ ---·-... ... 

Legend: j 
Inventory addressed in Emergency Supplemental 
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'Nal'Y Chiefs Paint StarkPicture of Stockpiles 
U. s. Navy Running 
Short of Munitions, 
Equipment, Say 
Service Leaders 
S, ROBERT HOLZER =---... 5'111 WIUf 

SAN 0£1GO - The six air· 
. raft carrier.; of the t · S Pa.-1fic 
f'leet are bnsthng Wllh about 
.!':& iactical am:raft. such a.s the 
.,dvanc:@d FIA·l8 fighter. thac 
,·a11 fitt precis1on-guid@d muru
r mns tPGMsl like thP. Jouu 
.;,.sndoff Weapon. 

But thE' fiE>et can arm only 
1hout 110 M tl:lest com bar air· 
r Jfl Y. Hh ~,,ph1s11ca1<.'d 111u111-

'tuns be-cause 1ti; mv@ntont>s of 
-,1, h wt>apons are at prPnp1-
·11.,slv j,:,y.· !,•,els 
.\lt~r tht> PG~;. nm out 

.... t' ff> hatk to dumh !l<lmlJ,;, • 

.,,..i \dm Tom F.ir~o fl••,•r 
•,mma.nd<'r 

S1m1lar mumuon ~hnrtag .. s 
.1hound throughout the fleet. 

\ ht'licoprer ~quadron <J{ .t! 

•

s 1<. .11\n>','d 10 fire ,ml\ 
t' H.-lmr .. a1r-1,.•-st1rfa.,-.. ITIL!"

E'a<:h y,•ar for 1ra1111nl(. far 
'"s.' than IS n•,turrt>tl to m:untaJn 
:heir prufinenc~. Fargo said 
The total mvP.nlnry of Toma
hawk rnus,' m1ss1ll's 1s cla.,,;s1-
fit>d. hut the Savy·s iJwentory 1s 
esumated at around 2,000 Thi! 
\<1\'\' 0

S stocks att low bl'caww ,t 
!·1rt•<i mort than 400 Toma
hawks m Operation Desert fox 
aga1J1.St Iraq III December 1998 
.utd ll\ the K0801ro air campaign 
tn 1999. 

These and other examples 
,·,>mpnse what Savy leadPrs say 
1s a critlC'al shortfall of PG!fls. 
The Savy need, 11 b1lhon to 
hnng iU .PGM arsenal to accept
.itile IE"·Pl.s. officials satd 

.\1rc raft cam er battle groups 
at sea have adequate stocks of 
munitioM. Fargo said. But uruts 
1n traani.ng statm and ships 
pr@panng to deploy ha\'e few 
munitions with which to tram. 
Lack or naming can dimuush 
the neet's readiness. or combat 
,,rowess 

·1.1rdna11ce 1s :;;imply too lo"'." 

• 

~~~~~:!~.i~!!~'!!~~!!~!J~II ;,;:.A 
The Nall'( reqwes a1 least S l t:1111101> more to buy enough munitions tor lra1n,ng. which - "-
wdl ensure the fleet rs ready to meet all oornbal missions. 422 ---. .-.,,. 

NUMBER 0, SYSTEMS BY BU00ET YIAA (S lllC)IOpnllld ll'l na-1 

lOfflatlaWk 8llndltd 
l.ong-nlngl c:l1M ~ ~lit miuie 
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124 
('391 

342 
2M 

fate(• ""J.111 :h .t l.1r: .!·, spet'ch 
to a l',,nr~re:-r . .:~ n":"rf' '!°'ponsored 
by th<' Arm,'d F\•r~.- Communi· 
.-auons ano1 Elt",:trnn1cs .,,$SOC\&· 
nnn ,Uh1 ~.h...-1. 1 · .;, ,.c. al fnsn .. 
~I~(~ 

In 1h,• past de,·ad•· h,• s<11d. 
tht' \a\ y ha" spent h1111,lr1>d~ •>f 
:i1ttl1nn,; c>f dollar<, to bu~ !H()rl.' 
plant's <'apabl.- nf fmng ad
,aneed nus,;1!,•,- Bur tht> 5el'\1<'f' 
ha.,; not puri·ha.:-<'•J sufficient 
numbns of thf mumt1uns they 
~ere design I'd Vi Ii rt' 

·w._. ha,·e four to fin• umes 
the slrikl! aircraft capable o{ de
hvenng precision-guided muni
tions I PGMs) than we had 10 
years ago But uie fact 1s, I have 
only about two atr winp worth 
of PGM stocks to gin• them.' hf' 
said. Th1>,e are. on averagl'. 
about 7:! aircraft ut a Navy aic 
wmg, of which about 50 or so 
art' ,·las...,1fied as Stnke or anack 
planes 

The 'fa"J ts bu)1ng nPw pre
cision-guided murutloos such as 
the Joint Stal\doff Wc::apon, the 
Land Attack Standard Missile 
and the Tactical Tomahawk But 
some still are in the develop
ment stagl' Otht>rs arl" bf.mg 
bought at ,;u,·h lo" 41\nual vol
umes that 11 "',Jt take- yt"ars 10 
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"We have four to five times the strike aircra~ 
capable of dellvermg prec1s1on-gwded mumt1ons 

(PGMs) than we had IO years ago. But the fact 1s, 
I have only about two alf wings worth of PGM 

stocks to give them." 
Adm. Tim Fargo 

U.S. PacificFleetCommander 
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for the Pearl Harbor. Hawau
based Pac Lfic Fleet 

"The aromun1t1on and weap, 
ons procurement accounts are 
wa~· below· whac the Sa\)' 
n,•t>ds, said Ronald O'Rourlce, a 
na,·aJ analvst with the ConllnS
s1unaJ Re~arrh Seo·1ce "Thl'r+' 
¥'-' a lot of nicks and r.omers 
mat you canchOOSP!lottotund. 
and one of these areas the Sa\)' 
has decided to ni<'k 1s m thl' 

close the :'oiavy·s current also are .short.a1es of relatE>d systems that support d•veloptd 
wt>apons gap equipm@nt plat!onns. • 

The Sa,; will recel\l' the first • Tool ktts 10 maintain The Fargo s.a.id thE' lack of funding 
improved versions of the Tact1- •ledn>rucs on s.lups and aucraft m recent years. wlule operation 
cal Tomahawk in 2003 and 2004, are in short supply. forcmg levels hovered near Cold War 
but they will be- purrhased in sailors to transfer tllem from tn· levels. forced the semce to add 
very small numbers coming carnt>rs to thosP bemg mo~ tunds "t'fY year to mam-

Aa a result, service leaders say readied tor deployment over- tam die 3lalUa of deployed 
they will have to adopt a host of seu. for<:e,, while lflting the health 
stopll') m~asures to ensure the • There are not enough Low of other areas like mumtion.s 
neet is prepared should combat Altitude Navig:won Targeung decline . 
nusaionsberequiredtoday. Infrared It Sight pods. whkh Asarcsult.rhcNavy sprocutt-

Among the problems ~ lase~ to designate targets mt'nt path today will result m a 
• PilotSfireCew.i.fany.PGM.s for J>GMs during day anJ miht future neet of 225 ships. Fargo 

in tninll\g prior to deployment o~rations. · said. far below the :JJ.5-ship flt't>t 
ov-as. • JammerpodsandForward that 1.$ mandated to meet today's 

• Targets to test or hone Looking lllfrarecl systems for oven.Ii defense stntegy. 
slnlls III the USf! of PG Mi; or m1.&- helicopter.i are insufficient for "In my view. we havt> two 
s1le, are in shon supply operauonal needs. choice,: We:: either change tht> 

• Ships ace hoardU1g ~mch Th@ exact shortfalls of Sl)E'Clfk ~egy or pay the bill.· Fargo 
~n and small-arms ammum- m1ss1le or munition inventories S81d. 
uon is not publicly rt'leasahlP. :-a1t1 ·rn:>55-decking equ1pmt>nt and 

In addiuoo ti) 1:'G~ts. theri> l'm<:1r c,mrad ('h, . .r. "Jl"k,•,<md.11 Mdnance doubles the.,..ork for 
•>•Jr sailors and bnngs 1.nto qut's
llon our ability to surge the forc·e 
at home for largl'r conflict.· Far
go said. 'We need to attadc this 
problem. - Cross-decking JS the 
practice or moving muruuons or 
equil)ment trom ship to slup as 
they retum and embark on ~r
seas deployments, s.!nice offi
ci.als said 

"We don'thaveenougharnmu
nition, we don't have enough tar
ll'l.5, and we need unproved pre
cision-guided munitions,• said 
Vice Adm. Ed 'Moore. head of 
l; S. surfac-e forces for the Paci!. 
1c Pleet. 
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AIR FORCE READINESS AT LOWEST STATE IN 
YEARS AND MISSION CAPABLE RATES DECLINING 

FOR AIR FORCE FRONT- LINE FIGHTERS 

STATEMENT: 

FACTS: 

The Clinton-Gore Administration's increased pace of 
deployments and lack of adequate funding has lead to 
declining mission capable rates for Air Force front-line 
fighters. 

In testimony before the House Armed Services Committee, 
General Michael Ryan, Chief of Staff of the U.S. Air Force 
admitted that "Air Force readiness is now at the lowest state we 
have been in years." He further confomed that Air Combat 
Command's operational readiness has fallen 50% since 1996. 

In addition, General Ryan confirmed that mission capable rates 
for Air Force front-line fighters has declined significantly. 
Since 1992, the mission capable rate for the F- l 5E has dropped 
from 86% to 78%; the F-15 from 81 % to 73%; and the F-16 
from 82% to 75% . 
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TrSrI~Ot-.1· OCl'SL :\re till SU'.\'ICl.S ((M,HTn J SIPll ~IJHJ: - , ~()()J 

A I 'R FQfCt Ml SS IQ; CAPABU P.ATES 

Mr. Hunter. l ta~e got another std:@~~~: here :~a~ 

112~ readiness is new a: :.:-.e lowest state we r.a·:.: :.:o:r. ~=-. :.:e~:-s. 

1121 and we are the ones ~ho are demanded to be first in :~~e 

1122 when a crisis erupts." Did you make that st~:ement? 

J123 General Ryan. Yes, sir. 

112.i Mr. Hunter. And you believe it to be t:~e? 

112s General Ryan. Yes, sir. 

1126 Mr. Hunter. ~ want to read back to y,~ · . .;hat y- .. - S:-t·~P • - .. _ 

1127 sent over to us in ter~s of degradation:: y:.;,r :r~~:-l:~e 

28 fighters: F-lSE has dropped, since 1992 to ::day,:~ a 

~ission capability rate which used to be 56 ~ercent in 1992 

:~ 3 state, today, of 79 percent. And I :;a·:e ;~t. y;·.;,:-

document, if you need to take a look at it. r have got 

1132 y~~r F-15 dropping from a mission capability ~~:e :f 3; 

:: 1133 percent to 73 perce~t. And I have got your F-16 dr~ppi~g 

1134 from 82 percent to 75 percent, between 1992 :::d today. And 

I have got your statement-or your chart on t~vse readiness 

rates if you would like to have that. Does :.::ac so1..:.~d 

accurate? 

138 General Ryan. That sounds about righ:. 
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Am A:R1. RL\u r ~.1..ss r 

The Chairman. Thank you, General Jones. 

I a:n ;oi.ng t-:, yield my time t~ ~r. Hun':er. 

Mr. Hunter. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

And, gentlemen, thanks for being with us today. 

Ar.ci., Ger.eral Ryan, let me start with you. 

to put up a statement that you made earlier. 

I am going 

If staff could put the poster up there. Turn that 

over. The other one has got all the military causalities 

there. 

I am going to quote your statement, General Ryan. 

'Since 1996, we have experienced an overall :4 percent 

degradation in our operational readiness of our major 

operational uni ts. This is especially true of stateside 

units, which are prioritized lower than the overseas and 

engaged units. For instance, in Air Combat Command, their 

operational readiness has fallen 50 percent since 1996: 

General Mike Ryan, Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, 

20 January, 1999. 

Was that statement true at that time when you said 

that? 

General Ryan. Absolutely. 
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READINESS_OF -2DIVISI0NS IMPROVED BY ALLOWING 
ADDITIONAL TIME TO DEPLOY 

STATEMENT: The Army admits it did not devote additional resources 
to improve the readiness ratings of its two Army 
divisions that were declared 'not ready' in November 
1999. Giving these divisions additional time to deploy 
was the only reason they were declared ready bi 
December 1999. 

FACTS: In November 1999, the Commander of the 1 st Infantry Division and 
the Commander of the 10th Infantry Division reported a very low stale 
of readiness lo deploy and go lo war. The next month, December, the 
Army reported these divisions were ready. 

In questioning before the House Armed Services Committee, the 
Army Chief of Slaff, General Eric Shinseki, admitted lhal additional 
lime lo deploy and train was the reason these di visions could declare 
themselves ready. 

Testimony from House Armed Services Committee. September 27 .2000 

Mr. Hunter. So they were given more time. So the difference 
between November of 1999, when the Commander said they weren't 
ready, and December of 1999, when the commander said they were 
ready, was the fact that they had been given more time to deploy. ls 
lhal right? 

General Shinseki. That is correct . 
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Sl:PID'.L'l:.R 27 , 2000 

RF.AD I NESS RATI1'l:'S 

That is -::'.'/ ·: :.e,"'· . 

1221 1:ic:rea.se the defense ::-:;r-: ine. 

Admiral Clark. That is my view. 

•,tf.t***** Mr. Hunter. Okay. Thank you. 

12JO General Shelto~, when the discussion erupted about the 

12311st and the 10th Infantry Divisions not being ready, you 

123: came f~r~h and said that :~ey were ready a~d that it was 

:233 :--::::se:-.;e for anyone to imply that they weren't. 

1234 ~a3 ~ ~~5 and severe s:a:e~e~:. ~~sit n~:? 

1235 G~~eral Shelton. ~o~ exac:_y. Let ~estate fer :he 

!23€ re~:rd and clear the record . 

1237 First of all, my response ~~ that allegation, that 

=..238 they ·.dcre ~ot ready, was at Los ~-'1geles at a forum that I 

1239 hai been scheduled to speak at for about eight months. It 

1240 was a coincidence that Governor Bush had said the day 

1241 before that they were not ready. O= course, that is what 

1242 had been reported at an earlier time. B~t, in essence, 

1243 what they reported not being ready is, they were no~ 

1244 available because there was not a plan that they knew 

1245 about-two great division commanders, as General Shins~ki 

1246 said-they did not know what the plan was that would allow 
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,~ 4: :hem to redeploy in time to meet t~ei~ ~ar:1~e ~issi0n . . "' 
• ., .. ..... ..... - - ,::.. • • .. • .:::,. y • , ~ -_ ': ~ ~- ·.:- ~ - •••• _::= ~ ~ ..... ' : _ ...... !"'" ~ ·.-• . :1· -_ :-- .::._ ~ _-:- ·_ .~. •. 

' ~ ... :"' .-.- * ,_\ -· • - • * -1 ., - - J - - - • ,... - -A - - - - - - - - r ·-
be ready to meet 0ur ~arti~e missi:n. 

12so Bu: in terms of their training, their personnel and 

l251 their equipment status, they were in good shape. So, in 

:252 fact. when = was asked, "Are they unready?" at that time, 

:253 the answer is, no, they are not unready. And I told the 

:25~ :.:-·Jth. as you would or anyone else ws 1.;:.:L They, in fact, 

, .. :_::: ·.-:oere read·1• , but they co~.:.dn · t meet the : ime Line-.i,.J ~ 

Mr. Hunter. Okay. But, ;'.C,'.t/, General, y:,•.:. just t•.:>l.:i 

it is ~:-:i.portant generals to tel: the 

Z253 :!'·.:.t::i. ::-i,gh::? And :::e ·,.;hole truth? 

1259 General Shel to::-1. Exa.c:: J.. y And that is what I am 

!260 d-: ing-

!Y!r. Hunter. ~CJJ General Shinseki just saii they were 

1262 given more time. And that-giving them more time, and the 

1263 document that came down that gave them more time, a piece 

1264 of paper, turned two infantry divisions from unready to 

1265 ready the instant that piece of paper hit the desk, did i~ 

~266 :1ot? 

1267 General Shel to:.1. It allowed them to meet their 

.1268 wartime requirements. There is a difference. 
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:·!::. Hunter. Nell, and t~ey then s~t~itted reports 

:-.=.: -1 .-_: - .. - _... - .;,.. , 

1171 :;.:.:: :~e:; not? 

~ - - - .. r"\ "T ... "::' ;i ........... ~ ·.-.:ar, right? 

,212 General Shel to:1. Well, we won't go into C ratings 

1213 because they are classified. 

tz74 ready. 

1215 Mr. Hunter. Okay. 

But they reported they were 

:2i6 So my question is, General, you didn't then tell-and 

1277 :t"'.)U S;_J.-:ke t.:, the N:3.tion, Y·Ju talked t:> a ::: of people when 

1278 :iou ::a.:.;t:ed about 1:his. ·t.:,u r:e•;e:::- said-and if /O'...: did, 

!279 cor:::-ec: me-but you never told anyone, the public or anyone 

128•: e~se, ::-.:3.t the reason they were n:·,.,; reai:; ·i'iaS because they 

:2s1 had been given more time, did you? 

1282 General Shelton. What I said ~as is that the reason 

:283 t~ey regorted that they were not ready at the time was not 

1284 the readiness status reporting that normally makes you 

1285 unready; it was because they had determined they were 

1286 unavailable to meet the wartime requiremen~. 

1287 Mr. Hunter. Okay. 

1238 So my questio.:1 aga.:..n is, you didn I t tell the public 

1289 that they had been given more time, did you? 
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t~r. Hunter. Th==-· your answer is no, isn't it? 

General Shel ton: -they were ready then, and they are 

ready now. They were ready then, but they could not get 

!l95 there in time. 

t~r. Hunter. so jJU did not tell the public that they 

1293 :;.;:.::-.era~ S:-.-2.::.:::--~ . .: responded::, ::-:e .:;:...:.est.:.::-'. I ·,,:a.s 

:~a: ja:e.: ~~sn·~ asked later if ~he~ were given 

1300 :r..:-!:'e :ime 

1301 !v!r. :I~:-:-:e!". Ok:3'/. Thank you, Genera~. 

13C2 General Shelton. But I would have been happy to tell 

1303 them that they were g.:.·:er: time, because the Army, in fact, 

1304 ~a~ come up with a pla~ that would allow those divisions to 

1305 meet their wartime requirements. And that is what makes 

1306, the difference. 

1)07 Mr. Hunter . Okay. Thank you for your respcnse. I 

. 1l08 appreciate that, General. 
' 

General Jones, your requirements officers testified to 

us this last week that the Marine Corps was $320 million 

11 short of basic ammunition. Is that an accurate statistic? 
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MISSION CAP ABLE RA TES DECLINING 

STATEMENT: 

FACTS: 

The Clinton-Gore Administration's increased pace of 
deployments and lack of adequate funding has lead to 
declining mission capable rates for the military 
services. 

Between 1982- 1990 the Army and Marine Corps participated 
in 17 deployments. Since 1990 the Army and Marine Corps 
have participated in 149 deployments. 

This rapid pace of deployments, coupled with a lack of funding 
and decline in personnel levels, has resulted in decreasing 
mission capable rates. 

Over the last 10 years the average mission capable rate for Air 
Force aircraft has declined from 78% to 72%. Critical fighter 
aircraft such as the F-16 have seen their mission capable rate 
decline from 84.4% in FY91 to 75.3% in FYOO. The F-15E's 
mission capable rate has dropped 10% from 88% to 78%. 

The Navy has experienced a similar decline in its mission 
capable rates from 7 1 % in 1993 to 68 % in 1999. The Navy's 
fully mission capable rate - which rates whether the aircraft 
can petform every mission it was designed to do - has declined 
from 62% to 54.5% over the same time period. 

The Marine Corps has experienced a drop in mission capable 
rates in fixed wing aircraft from 79% in FY93 to 73% in FY99 . 
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Mr. Duncan HUnter 

OEP'ARTMENT Of THE NAVY 
MIAOGVMTUla UMffD ITATlS M.t."N CORI'S ....... _,,.,... 

WAIIINg"f1)N, oc ...-.nn 

Chainaan, Suhea1111ittee on Military Procure11ent 
2262 bybum building 
W••hinc,ton, DC 20515 

Dear Chainnan Hunt•r: 

SUfl/ECT: .AVERA.GI AGE OF AIRCRAFT AND IDDI1'BSS RATES 

5000 
APP 

'"" IC'1.., Ill' t" fO 

A.ugu•t 17. 2000 

••r your request, the average age of Narine Corp• aircraft in :iscal 
year 19 93 and the lll••ion Capable/Pull lli••icm Capable Jle&dine•• Jtates 
are provided. Enclosure UJ contains the average age ofMarine Corpe 
aircraft i~ fiscal year 1993 a~d includes ac:ive and reserve aseet&
Enclosure <~) contains the Mission Capable/Pull Mission Capable 
a.acUnesa Ratee by aircraft category from fiac:-al year 1993 to June 
20 00 and inclucies an averviN of the rates of rotarv and fued win9 
aircraft during :ha: period. 

Tha~k you for your suppor: of Marine Aviatio~ . 

Very respec:fully, 

F . .MCCO.ULE 
Lieutrnant General, U.S. Marine Corps 
Deputy COIIIIWlndanc :or Aviation 

Bnelosurea: Average age of Narine Corp• aircraft in F\'93 
2. Mi••ion Ca~le/F\lll Mission Capable Readiness Rates 
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NA VAL FLEET SIZE INADEQUATE 

STATEMENT: 

FACTS: 

The Clinton-Gore Administration's Quadrennial 
Defense Review (QDR) level of 305 Naval Vessels is 
inadequate to meet Navy requirements. 

In testimony before the House Armed Services Committee, 
Naval Admirals admitted that the Naval fleet needed to be 
increased from the Clinton-Gore QDR level. 

In response to the question - ls the nava(f'orce structure, as 
defined in the QDR, s14/icient? Vice Admiral Dennis McGinn, 
Commander, Third Fleet stated, "It is not adequate to meet 
the requirements, as they are stated by the geographical 
CI~Cs." 

In response to to the question - I-low many naval vessels are 
required? Admiral McGinn responded, "I would say that the 
number would approach 350." 

Vice Admiral Charles Moore, Commander, Fifth Fleet, 
testifying at the same hearing ageed with Admiral McGinn's 
assessment, "I agree completely with Admiral McGinn. I 
would just add that I think that, when the QDR was 
developed, we couldn't see into the future. And if you look 
at our practical experience, day in and day out, we're being 
tasked at a level beyond what was envisioned at that point." 
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1000 

1001 

Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, sir. 

Mr. HUNTER. Mr. Eva:1s . 

PAGE 

Lane, you didn't have any questions? Okay, thanks. 

1002 Admiral McGinn and Admiral Moor~you obviously have a 

1003 firsthand look at the stretching effect ofthis relatively 

45 

1004 low number of naval • hipr, on your operational requirements. 

100S We're talking about ship numbers today. In your estimation, 

1006 Admiral McGinn, do we have enough ships in the U.S. Navy? 

1007 Admiral MCGINN. To do all of the things that we could 

1006 and, i:1 my view, should do to support the national security 

1009 strategy, no. 

1010 Mr. HUNTER. What do we need? From your personal 

1011 perspective, where do you place the number? 

1012 Admiral MCGINN. In the big picture, I would refer back to 

1013 Admiral Moore's comments about numbers of battle groups and 

1014 numbers of Amphibious Readiness Groups. If we were to meet 

1015 the requirements of the three major geographical CINCs, we 

1016 need ~5 carrier battle groups and ~4 Amphibious Readiness 

1017 Groups. The QDR number, as Admiral Lautenbacher said, was 12 

1018 of each of those essential elements of naval war fighting 

1019 power. 

102C So if you --

1021 Mr. HUNTER. So you don't think the QDR is accurate? Is 

102~ sufficient? 

102~ Admiral MCGINN. It is not adequate to meet the 
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1024 requirements, as they are stated by the geographical CINCe, 

1025 r:o, si~ . 

1026 Mr. HUNTER. Okay. What numbers are you looking at, if you 

1027 translate those battle groups into numbers? 

1028 Admiral HCGINN. I would say that the number would 

1029 approach 350. 

:030 Mr. HUNTER. Okay. Admiral Moore, What do you think? Oo 

:031 we have enough ships? A~d, if not, where do you think we 

:032 should be? I need a picture of your personal observation. 

1033 Admiral MOORE. I agree completely with Admiral McGinn. I 

1034 would just add that I think that, you know, when the QDR was 

1035 developed, we couldn I t see i~to the future. And if you look 

1036 at our practical experience, day i~ and day out, we're being 

103 7 tasked at a level beyo:1d what was envisioned at that point. 

10 38 And in our theater, we see this happen day in and day out. 

: 03 9 I I ve already cited the example of the aircraft carrier battle 

1040 groups and our Amphibious Groups. 

:041 For instance, I have a requirement tor an Amphibious 

1042 Readiness Group 365 days a year. I am provided one 180 days a 

1043 year. When we have, for instance, right :1ow, as we speak, we 

1044 have a war going on i:1 Eritrea and Ethiopia where we have 

1045 Americans in our embassies. We have America~s there in both 

:046 those nations and we're struggling to figure out how we would 

:047 conduct a non-combatant evacuation operation without the 

1046 presence of an Amphibious Readiness Group. That's just one 
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1049 example. 

1050 Mr. HUNTER. Okay. Would you, if you were trying to peg a 

1051 number, big picture, do you agree with Admiral McGinn's 350 

1052 number? 

1053 Admiral MCGINN. I agree with 1S aircraft carrier battle 

1054 groups, lt Amphibious Readiness Groupa.And I think that'll 

105S come out around, if you do all of the support ships, I thi~k 

1056 that'll come out about 350. 

1057 Mr. HUN:ER. Okay. Attack submarines, gentlemen. Where 

1058 should we be? 

1059 Admiral MCGINN. We I re really, as we are in other classes 

1060 of ships, Mr. Chairma~, stretched on attack submarines. We 

1061 have a requirement to work up the Amphibious Readiness Groups 

1062 and carrier battle groups. And we do that by using opposi~g 

1063 forces, or simulated opposing forces, some of these in the 

1064 area of critical naval mission area of anti-submarine 

1065 warfare. We use our SSNs to do-that. We fi~d, of late, over 

106~ the past couple of years, that we're really having to stretch 

106~ to get ~,kind of exposure we IINd to get to the level of 

:o6t ASW proficie~cy because of the high demands made on our 

1065 attack submarines, so I would describe our situation i~ terms 

107( of SSN force rationale as very tight and, if we continue to 

::..071 decommission our Los Angeles class submari~es, to get even 

107: tighter i~ the future. 

107: Mr. HUNTER . Okay. Well, the QDR's down to SO. There have 
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1074 been a number of studies, as you know, over the years, some 

1075 classified, some not, but ra~gi~g upwards of 70, in rece~t 

1076 

1077 

1078 

1079 

1080 

1081 

1082 

1083 

1084 

1085 

1086 

1087 

1088 

1089 

1090 

1091 

1092 

1093 

1094 

109s 

1096 

1097 

l09E 

years close to 7 0 and abouts. What do you think? 

Admiral MCGINN. I would, not being familiar with all of 

the studies, classified and unclassified --

Mr. HUNTER. But ju•t looking at it from your own 

perspective. 

Admiral MCGIWN. From my own perspective, I would say that 

it would be in the area of 60 submarines that I would put as 

a :loor. 

Mr. HUNTER. A floor cf 60. Admiral Moore. 

Admiral MOORE. Well, with the number of submarines we 

have today, the system only allocates me o~e in my regio~. 

And I can tell that, day in and day out, I need at least two. 

I think we makea strong case for four. The submarine is an 

excellent platform, stealthy platform, to fire Tomahawk 

missiles from. We use the submari~es exte~sively for 

indications and warning and intelligence gathering. And, of 

course, we see the threat developing in our region. The 

submarine threat is developi~g significantly in the region. 

So I believe we need more submari~es. I don't know what 

the top-line number is. We ~eed enough to give me more than 

one in my region, I guess would be the way I would put it. 

Mr. HUN:ER. Okay. Admiral Lautenbacher, you've listened 

to the gentlemen that are usi~g the equipment that place the 
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1099 number of ships around 350, which I think is a reasonable 

1100 number. I think that's been --a number of experts in this area 

1101 have come in with the same ~umber. And attack boats, Admiral 

1102 McGinn says 60. 

1103 What does that require in terms of annual shipbuilding, 

1104 if we were going to put 3SO as a number? 

llOS Admiral LAUTENBACHER. You would have to --

1106 Mr. HUNTER. A 16 fleet number. 

1107 Admiral LAUTENBACHER. You would have to increase the SCN 

1108 budget to about $16 billion to $18 billion a year to do that. 

1109 Mr. HUNTER. Okay. And what would that, in terms of ships 

1110 per year, what would we have to build? 

1111 Admiral :::.,AUTENBACHER. You would have to have about 14 

1112 ships a year, something like that. It would depend. Because 

• 1113 you would have to build up to that. You know, again, it 

1114 depends on the spikes and ups and downs, but you would have 

1115 to have significant numbers more than we have now. It's 

1116 certainly ~ot 8 to 10. It's 12 to 14, something like that. 

1117 Mr. HUNTER. Okay. When you say 12 to 14 boats: attack 

lllE boats. 

lllS Admiral LAUTEKBACHER. No, I'm talking overall, the 

112( ships. 

1121 Mr. HUN~ER. I understand. 

112; Admiral LAUTEKBACHER. Okay. 

1121 Mr. HUNTER. Drop down to the subset of attack 
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1124 

1125 

1126 

1127 

1128 

1129 

1130 

1131 

1132 

submarines. What do you think, production per year? 

Admiral LAUTENBACHER. I support the studies that have 

come out and, obviously, if you want to go back up to 

something like 68 or 70, you have to have about 3 per year to 

do that. 

Mr. Ht1NTBR. Okay. Hov &bout to maintain 60? 

AdmiralLAUTENBACHER. Well, between two to three, if you 

want --

Mr. HUNTER. So, basically, we've got, we've blueprinted 

1133 one per yea~ 

1134 Admiral LAUTENBACHER. We have one per year, yes, sir. 

1135 That's what we've got. 

1136 Mr. HUNTER. Okay. 

1137 Admiral LAU-:-ENBACHER. And we' 11 have to increase it to 2 

• 1138 just to maintain the 50 and maybe to 3 for at least several 

• 

1139 

1140 

1141 

1142 

1H3 

1144 

114s 

11~6 

114 7 

114E 

years to keep that up. 

Mr. BUNTER. Okay. Admiral Lautenbacher, then would it be 

fair to say that this shipbuilding budget is inadequate to 

maintAin the required naval forces? 

Admiral LAUTBNBACHBJL I'd like to caveat my answer just a 

little bit. The Fiscal Year 2001 budget that we' re supporti:1g 

today is adequate for today. We are going to :1eed a lot more 

as we go into the outyeara. In other words, we have eight 

ships i~ today's budget --

Mr. Ht.JN'l'8R. But if we want a steady-state, maintain a 
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1150 

1151 

1152 

1153 

1154 

llSS 

:..156 

1157 

1158 

1159 

:..160 

3SO--bu1ld to and maintain a 3SO·ship Navy? 

Admiral LAUTENBACHER. Then it's inadequate. 

Mr. HUNTER. Then it's inadequate. 

Admiral LAUTENBACHER. For a 350-ship Navy. 

Mr. HUNTER. Do you agree that a 350-ehip Navy is 

required? 

Admiral LAUTENBACHER. I have testified for the past two 

years and I'll testify again that 15 carrier battle groups 

and 14 AR.Gs meets the requirement and that the size of the 

Navy that balances that is about 360 ships. 

Mr. HUNTER. The~ this budget fails to maintain the 

steady-state requirement in building to a 350-ship Navy. I~ 

1161 that accurate? 

1162 Admiral LAU:ENBACHER. It does not build to that 

• 1163 requirement. It builds to the QDR requirement of 

1164 

1165 

1166 

1167 

116E 

1165 

117c 

1171 

117; 

117J 

approximately 300. 

Mr. HUNTER. Now, do you think it even builds to the 300? 

39 ships over 5 years? 

Admiral LAUTENBACHER. In Fiscal Year 2001, it is okay. In 

the out years, it needs to be increased. 

Mr. .:1UNTER. Okay. Have you made recommendations to 

increase this budget to your superiors? 

Admiral LAUTENBAC.:1ER. Yes, sir. 

Mr. HUI\TER. What's the answer? 

Admiral LAUTENBACHER. The answer is there's only so much 
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MILITARY PERSONNEL SHORTAGES 

STATEMENT: A variety of Clinton-Gore Administration military personnel 
policies including: increased operation tempo, insufficient 
pay, sub-par housing and poor retirement health care 
options, have led to the services' continued struggle to recruit 
and retain qualified personnel. 

FACTS: At a September 27, 2000 hearing before the House Armed Services 
Committee, each of the Service Chiefs testified that while recruiting 
programs have been more successful this year than in the past several 
years, they still do not have sufficient personnel to meet all their 
obligations. 

General Shinseki, U.S. Army: "The Army's requirement for an 
increase in end-strength was valid then." (In January 1995, General 
Ted Stroop testified that the Army end-strength should be 520,000.) 
"At that point, we were headed to Bosnia. We thought we were going 
to be there for a specified period of time. We are still there and 
Kosovo since. The requirement for end-strength increase in the A1my 
is validated yet again today." 

Admiral Clark, U.S. Navy: "If you look at our trends, you find, 
today, I am 14,000 people short: almost 8,000 at sea, and 6,000 
ashore." 

General Ryan, U.S. Air Force: "We are cun-ently about 5,000 short 
of the number we ought to be at, at budgeted level. And that is 
probably 5,000 under what is required. So a total of l 0,000 short 
right now." 

General Jones, U.S. Marine Corp: "The effect of the last QDR was 
to, essentially, cut into some of our muscle. What we lost was the 
shock absorber that allows some recovery time between an 
accelerated pace of operations. My prediction would be that I would 
come in with a request of about 4,000 to 5,000 to restore that shock 
absorber that was taken out." 
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General Shel to:1. 

J:v'.r. Skelton. Much of this :s d~e to our capab1licy of 

2 what we call force multipliers, such as command and control 

3 and intelligence, reconnaissance. Is that correct? 

General Shel to:1. Yes, sir, :: is. 

Mr. Skelton. Since our Gold~~~~:-Nichols reform of 

1986, we have embraced a greater jcintness capability. Arn 

:::: correct? 

General Shel to:1. I would submit that we lead the 

world, without a doubt, in that arena, C~ngress~a~ Skelto~. 

J:v'.r. Skelton. That ~s my next question: Unlike other 

armies, navies, et cetera, is that correct? 

General Shelton. Yes, sir. 

Mr. Skelton. General Shinseki, you spoke of troop 

numbers. In Ja:1uary of 1995, Lieutenant General Ted Stroop 

sat exactly where you are and testi:ied that the Army 

should be at 52G.:oo end-strength. :: ~as that ~eek, my 

is, that the Army entered Bosnia :or the first 

time, and we all, of course, know the history since then. 

I am convinced that, in order to pay other bills, the Army 

end-strength recommendation came forward-this is, of 

91 course, before your watch-at lesser figures. 
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Are you con~1nced that there ~as ~er:: to~~~: Genera! 

Stroop testified:~:~ January:~ :99~~ 

General Sh.:_nsek.:_. r can't sign up f;!:' the exact 

I have work underway to come up with a numb~r~ 

essence cf his statement is ~:!:'rect. The 

]timY · s requirement for ~:1 ::-.c.rease :~ e:-. .:-:-::::-~:-:;:~. ·Nas 

valid then. At that point, we were headed to Bosnia. We 

thought we were going to be there for a specified period of 

t.:..rr.e. We are still there and Kosovo since. The 

requirement for end-strength increase in the Arw.y is 

validated yet again today. 

Mr. Skelto.:1. The end-strength question, Adrr::ral 

Clark, do you have a comment on the Kavy? 

Admiral Clark. I do. : believe that you know our 

end-strength is established by the QDR. And if you look at 

our trends, you find, :oday, - am 14, 00.J people short: 

almost 8,000 at sea, a~d 6,000 ashore. :'r:a:. has be 

redressed. We are working on that number. 

I believe that you get to end-strength by dealing wi:h 

how long people are in the pipeline, accessio.:1s rate, a.:1d 

also rete~tio~ can help because it reduces the number of 
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peop:e 1~ training and so forth. 

of these factors. 

So it :.s a balance of al; 

so I am not certain of the exact number. We are 

on that right now. I am convinced that-

~r. Skelton. Will you come forth ~i:h a 

recommendation? 

Admiral Clark. It is my intent to do so in the next 

budget submission. 

~r. Skelton. -=-hank you. 

General Rya:1? 

General Ryan. We are currently about 5,000 short of 

the number that we ought to be at, at budgeted level. And 

that is probably 5,000 under what is required. So a total 

of 10,000 short right now. 

~r. Skelton. General Jones, there was a 

recommendation to take you down to 159,000 and we kept that 

number up, if you will remember. 

General Jones. I do recall those conversations. 

Mr. Skelton. Yes, we do, too. How about the end-

strength for the Marines today? 

General Jones. Well, sir, as you know, our en& 

strength right now is set at 172,500 for the active and 
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ro~gt:; 39.000 f)r the Reserves. The effect of the last 

QDR ~35 to, essentially, cut into some of our muscle. What 

ve lost was the shock absorber that allows some recovery 

time.between an acc~leratea pace of operations. We have 

been pursuing internal efficiencies in the Marine Corps. 

We have been able to return 2,100 Marines to the operating 

forces just from the internal structure of the Corps. 

I ~ill be prepared, during the next budget submission, 

~ake a more concrete recommendation. We have been 

4 st~dying this issue now for my full year in office. My 

prediction would be that I would come in with a request of 

at:ut 4,000 to 5,000 to restore that shock absorber that 

was take:.1 out. 

Mr. Skelton. Thank you. 

It is my hope that when the five of you gentlemen come 

to testify in January or early February, you will have 

researched your :.1eeds for the future and, as the commandant 

says, the future readiness of our force is what we are 

concerned about, a:.1d after, hopefully, having a heart-to

heart talk with whoever the chief executive may be in 

maki:.1g his recommendations and giving us that same set of 

reco~menaations. 
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We thank you for your testimony and your candor. 

Thank you. 

:he Chairman. Mr. Hansen? 

Mr. Hansen. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I think this has been a very interesting hearing . . l..~d 

I enjoyed, last night, going through the testimony of the 

Joint Chiefs, reading it. I am encouraged from what they 

say, because they all say they have got a problem. And 

that is probably half the thing: 

problem, how do we face it? 

If you have got a 

General Shelton made an interesting statement. He 

said, "Ready for what?" And that is a pretty good 

question, really, and we could have a lot of fun discussing 

that one. 

I would add to that, compared to what? Are we 

comparing it to what we had eight" years ago? Are ~·e 

comparing it to what the adversary may be? 

I remember of all my years on the Intelligence 

Committee, we had-1 still remember Jim Woolsey, director of 

CIA, used to say the old Soviet Union was a great dragon in 

the jungle, and it split apart a:1d now we have ,got all 

these sli theri:1g snakes. And so :1ow you folks have to 
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FY 2002 

Pay Raise 
Percent 15.0% 

BA $6.98 

OL S6.7B 

Cost of Pay R:usc: lo EhmlllJh: Pay Gap 
And Keep Pace v. llh C1vtlian Pay Increases 

In the Out Years 

2003 2004 2005 2006 

4.6% 4.3% 4.0% 3.7% 

Sll.78 S \ 4.98 $18.08 S21.0B 

Sll.5B $14.8B $) 7.98 $20.98 

Prepared by staff of House Committee on Armed Services 
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lsnowflake I 

TO: Lisa Bronson 

CC: Larry DiRita (for D. Feith) 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~I\.. 
DATE: May 21, 2001 

SUBJECT: NA TO Expansion 

I am leaning quite strongly towards the big bang on NATO; expansion. 

I think we probably ought to go minimum of five and maybe seven added to NATO in 
the next round. 

I am less worried about the military effectiveness and more of the opinion that if we do 
that, we will cause Russia to lean West rather than East. We want their interest to be to 
connect with the West rather than with the PRC and they have to be worried about the 
PRC and the Moslem world. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052101.09 
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I snowflake 

May 23, 2001 4:16 PM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 (\ 
SUBJECT: Bosnia 

Attached is the actual transcript of my remarks on Bosnia. I think you will .find 
they are exactly what we have all been saying. 

Attach. 
USA Today transcript 

DHR:dh 
O:'i'.n!ll-14 
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You talk about turbulence, and of course you bring people 
in, -you move them a lot with their families which is not easy. 
It can be difficult for morale. It has an expense. It has an 
expense in dollars. It also has an expense in·the capability a 
person develops in a given position. If you' re th~re 12, 13, 14 
months, you can imagine -- Think of you. If you did defense for 
12 months and then went to something totally different; another 
12 months, something totally different; you'd just be getting up 
to speed ... 

. Stone: R~ght. So people are leaving just as they're sort 
of getting up to speed. 

Rumsfe=._d: There is that question in my mind. 
things I'm going to be looking at. 

You asked about morale and quality of life. 

Stone: Yes. 

So those are 

Rumsfeld: Some other things. Optempo is something that we 
have -- General Shelton and the Joint Staff and I and the policy 
shop, when we get someone there, are engaged in a look at where 
are we around, the world# how are we arranged, and what are the 
thinas that are the most beneficial, and what are the things that 
are fhe least beneficial, 

Stone: What sort of things --

Rumsf eld: How can we improve morale and the quality of life 
for the men and women in the armed services by possibly finding 
places we can reduce the commitment so that the tempo of their 
lives gets back to something they can live with. Less hectic. 

Stone: You mentioned Bosnia as a place that we've finished 
our mission. Can you --

Rumsfeld: There's another instance that I 1 d like to amplify 
or... 

Stone: Yes. 

Rumsfeld: The United States went into Bosnia with a 
military role. I'm told that that military role was completed 
several years ago. I think there is general agreement. 

It is not appropriate for our forces to come out at the 
present time -- not because the military role is not completed, 
but because they have not as yet developed the civil structure 
and the civil capability so that when the military forces are 
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removed there will continue to be a relatively stable situation. 
That work should have been going forward over the last period of 
years. It needs to go forward. I intend to encourage 1t to go 
forward. Because until it goes forward one would not want to 
abruptly pull any troops out of Bosnia. 

Second, we went in with other countries, we will go out with 
other countries, and any implication to the contrary is probably 
not appropriate. 

Stone: Do you have a timeframe in mind? 

Rumsfeld: You can't. You can't have a timef rame. I have a 
timeframe that's very different from what the behavior pattern in 
the past has been. The behavior pattern in the past has been to 
leave them in there because there is nothing in its place, but 
not to put a lot of effort and energy to put something in their 
place on the civil side. l think that's what needs to be done. 

Stone: 
four years, 

So you're saying in the last few years, three or 
it's been static, not a lot of effort to go forward? 

Rumsfe.=..d: Let me state what I know and not what I don't 
know. 

What I know is that the military -- I 1 m told the military 
task was finished several years ago. They are st ill there. The 
reason they are still there is because the civil side has not 
been sufficiently fashioned so that when the military comes out 
there will be a stable situation. 

How much effort was put into trying to do that over the past 
several years, I don't know. Were there efforts that failed, I 
don't know. Was it possible there was very little effort at all? 
That's possible. But I don't know that. All I know is that it 
isn't there. 

Of course once u. S. troops or any troops get into a place, 
they tend to be so-called, so to speak, free. They don't cost 
the country anything to speak of. They cost the American 
taxpayer, so they're not free at all. But it is comforting to 
have them there. And it's understandable that people would wa~t 
them to continue. 

But I don't think military forces that are really for 
military purposes ought to stay in places where there isn't a 
military function and where they're in effect doing civil 
funct~ons. That is exactly what's happening in Bosnia. 

We went into the Sinai 20 years ago -- not with the theory 

A 
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that it would become permanent. And I have raised that issue as l 
we~~. Indeed, we're looking all across the globe. 

Stone: How about Kosovo? 

Rumsfe~d: I have not -- that's a subject for the National 
Security Council to address, and we haven't talked about it. I 
don't have any particular defined opinions like I'm developing 
with respect to Bosnia and the Sinai. 

Stone: Is there anything else you would put on that list 
with Bosnia, Sinai --

Rumsfeld: We're looking across the globe at how we 1 re 
do~ng. I mean I've been involved in U.S. forces in 
training Nigerians to assist in Sierra Leone; Haiti. 
these types of things going on in many, many places 
and so --

Nigeria 
There's 

in the world 

.Stone: What's your thought on training troops in Nigeria? 

Rumsfe~d: I beg your pardon? 

Stone: What's your thought on training troops, .. 

Rumsfe~d: The President decided that he felt that was a 
good thing to do and we 1 re doing it. 

Stone: So you're going to continue that. 

Rumsfeld: I didn't say that. 

Stone: Okay. 

Rgmsfeld: I said we're going to do what we agreed to do. 
That w~s a fairly explicit number of battalions as I recall. Two 
and then three to follow, maybe. A total of five? 

A total of five, yes, sir. 

Stone: Total of five training battalions? 

Rumsfe~d: Well, don't quote me. He can give the --

Quigley: We' 11 check that. A total of five Nigerian 
-~a_t_tal_ions have been orwill be trained. 

" 

.... , ~umsfeld: My recollection is that we've done a couple and 
that there is a -- we may currently be doing some in Senegal and 
Ghana. Then we have an understanding that we'll go ahead and do 
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~ I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Lany DiRita 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

May 14, 2001 

SUBJECT: Foreign Military Training 

Attached is a paper on foreign military training. 

They have answered a ques~ion I did not ask. I am not interested in having the 
U.S. pay all foreign military training. 

I am interested in knowing what foreign military training we currently do? For 
what countries and at what cost? 

The second thing I am interested in knowing is are there countries that can't afford 
to pay the full price for military training in the U.S.? If so, what provisions do we 
currently have that we could use that would assist them in covering some or all of 
the costs for selected countries that (a) can't afford to pay for it and (b) that we 
want to have their people trained in the U.S. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
05140101 

Attach. (SecDef Inquiry on Training for Foreign Officers) 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry DiRita 

Donald Rumsfeld 11 
May 14, 2001 

SUBJECT: We ought to be able to get somebody working on this, who can do it 
right, rather than waiting for Doug Feith to be confirmed. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
051401.01 

Attach. 
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I snowflake 

May 29, 2001 12:44 PM 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y~ 
SUBJECT: Congressional Reaction to Space Commission Response 

Attached is a memo from Steve Cambone that suggests some additional briefings 
and close contact may be needed on Capitol Hill with respect to the space 
program. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/22/0 l Berkowtiz memo re: Congressional Reaction 

DHR:dh 
052901-18 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE SPECIAL ASSISTANT 

FROM : . MARC BERKOWITZ ·1t:rB zv1 o/1 I 

SUBJECT: Congressional Reaction to the Department's Space Commission 
Response 

There has been wide ranging interest in Congress regarding the 
Depmtment' s response to the Space Commission report. We thought it would be 
useful to provide you a summary of the early feedback. 

Defense Authorization Committees. On May 16, 2001, the House Armed 
Services Committee's Procurement and the Research and Development 
Subcommittees held a breakfast hosted by Congressman (CM) Duncan Hunter (R
CA) to discuss Space Commission related issues. CM Hunter, CM Floyd Spence 
(R-SC), CM Ike Skelton (D-MO), CM Martin Meehan (D-MA), and numerous 
staff were present. In addition to myself, the invited guests were Maj Gen (S) 
Mike Hamel from the Air Staff, and Commissioners Tom Moorman, Bob Davis, 
and Doug Necessary. 

• The Congressmen wanted to understand our dependence on space as 
well as our vulnerabilities and shortfalls. CM Hunter quickly grasped 
the concept of needing a new management and organizational approach 
to assign clear responsibility and accountability for our space program. 
Much of his interest centered on regulatory and export control issues 
and the need for a senior official to manage competing national security 
and commercial interests. 

• The Congressmen were interested and indicated they might want to get 
together again. They pressed the Commissioners for any insight they 
could provide on the funding increases that would be needed in space. 
The Commissioners demurred on that point, but they were surprisingly 
vocal in their dissatisfaction with certain aspects of how the Department 
responded to the Commission's report. Bob Davis had a list of items he 
thought the Congress would need to legislate, including: creation of the 
Under Secretary for Space, Information, and Intelligence; Title lO 
authority for the Air Force, and the creation of a true Major Force 
Program budgeting category for space. In each case, we explained that 
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the Department's response was geared to meet the Commission's intent 
and no options had been foreclosed. 

• The House Armed Services Committee, led by CM Mac Thornberry (R
TX), will likely sponsor legislation on this topic. Bob Davis, Doug 
Necessary, and others probably are agitating for legislation to force the 
Department to implement all of the Commission's recommendations in 
a manner they deem satisfactory. 

In addition, the Senate Armed Services Committee's Strategic Forces 
Subcommittee, Chaired by Sen Allard (R-CO), is planning to hold a Space 
Commission hearing in June. By then, the results of the Defense Strategy Review 
and the FY O I Supplemental will have been rolled out, so our witness (either Mr. 
Aldridge or, if confirmed, yourself) will have more detail to provide on 
prograrnmatics. Discussions with the committee's staff indicates they have 
specific interest in the following areas: 

• How OSD will be organized • for space, information, and intelligence; 

• How OSD will provide oversight of the Air Force space organization 
and ensure protection of the other Services' equities; 

• How DoD will ensure appropriate trade-offs are made between air and 
space programs; 

• How DoD will provide oversight of intelligence activities; and 

• Whether DoD intends to weaponize space as part of the management 
and organization changes. 

Defense Appropriations Committees. The Appropriators have not yet 
expressed any significant interest in this topic. They will likely remain quiet until 
they see the President's budget. 

Intelligence Committees. Staffers from both the Senate and House 
intelligence oversight committees are locked onto two issues. First, whether any 
changes will affect the DCI's equities. Second, whether the Department is 
committed to creating the Office of Space Reconnaissance. Our most recent 
information from the House intelligence committee staff if that they have decided 
not to hold a hearing on the Space Commission in the near future. Their concerns 
about an imminent Air Force take over of the NRO evidently were assuaged. 

2 
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We suggest that a strategy be developed for sustaining our messages 
regarding the Space Commission on the Hill. The response to the Space 
Commission report was an excellent start, but the posturing over legislation and 
other methods to force certain implementation outcomes has now started. If you 
and Secretary concur, we will work with Legislative Affairs to develop the 
strategy. A forward leaning posture with key Members and staff will help to 
influence likely legislation in a manner beneficial to the Department. 
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May 29, 2001 12:55 PM 

TO: Andy Marshall 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: India 

Here are some notes from that meeting with Brzezinski. 

You might want to put into the classified paper the risk that India could have 
difficulty with stability the more it becomes literate and the more the internet takes 
over. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/9/0lSecDef MFR 

DHR:dh 
052901-19 
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MEETING WITH ZBIGNEW BRZEZINSKI 
4/9/01 

India could fall apart when it is literate and TV and the Internet allow political activism to 
focus on religion and ethnicity. 

Take steps so that Russia doesn't make moves on Ukraine and Central Asia. 

All of Central Asia is volatile. The five former Soviet republics plus Pakistan, Iran and 
Afghanistan, The non-Arab Moslem world. 

Once stabilizing forces are gone, such as Tito or the Soviet central government, the 
centrifugal force pulls things apart. 

That could be India in 20 years. 

DHR/azn 
052101.06 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita (to set K'7 meeting) 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ \" 

Mission Creep Briefing 

May 29, 2001 2:14 PM 

The Joint Staff has a briefing on mission creep and the counter-drug mission since 
its tasking in 1989. Paul W olfowitz has seen it. 

Please get me the briefing in a 20-rninute version, and then let's ask QDR how we 
return back to the original tasking and what it would mean in terms of activity, 
optempo, and money. 

Maybe it should be part of the meeting we are having with the Chiefs, Steve
what do you think? 

Attach. 
4/3/01 de Leon memo to SecDef re: Counter-Drug Mission 

DHR:dh 
052901-29 
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To: 

From: 

CC: 

Re: 

April 3, 2001 

Secretary Rumsfeld 

Rudy de Leon 

Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz 

Counter-Drug Mission 

You asked "is it conceivable that we could figure out a way to reduce our 
involvement in the counter-drug mission" raising optempo concerns, etc. 

Based on your earlier inquiries on op-tempo, the Director of the Joint Staff / 
prepared a briefing that showed the "·mission creep" in the counter-drug 
mission since the original tasking back in 1989. 

In fact, over time the regional CINC South has steadily increased mission 
tasking and presence in the region. 

The Director of the Joint Staff has presented this briefing to Deputy 
Secretary Wolfowitz. In turn, Dr. Wolfowitz has directed that policy 
options be prepared for further consideration. 
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TO: Rudy de Leon 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 ~ 
SUBJECT: Counter-Drug Mission 

March 26, 2001 6:47 PM 

Do you think it is conceivable that we could figure out a way to reduce our 
involvement in the counter-drug mission? I don't know enough of the background 
to knowhow it all got started and where the pressure points are. 

It certainly seems to contribute adversely to optempo. 

Please let me know what you think. 

DHR:dh 
032601-17 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

CC: Andy Hoehn 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
SUBJECT: Joint Bases 

May 29, 2001 2:18 PM 

Dov Zakheim's memo on joint bases is something that ought to be brought up in 
the QDR process, and possibly with the Chiefs, in the guidance. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/16/01 Zakheim memo to SecDef re: Joint Bases 

DHR:dh 
052901-31 
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INFO MEMO 

6) May 16, 200115:00 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov Zakheim, Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller~-~\.. 

SUBJECT: Joint Bases ~'\ 

MAY 18 2001 

• The OSD staff supports the idea of joint bases, because such bases 
eliminate duplication in facilities, particularly general use support facilities, 
and result in cost savings. The Services have consistently opposed joint 
facilities and bases, however. 

• The congressional oversight committees have addressed this issue as well. 
The FY 200 I Military Construction appropriation report asks for a 
certification that a construction project is not suitable for joint use. Prior to 
OSD approval of a construction project, DoD regulations direct Service 
Assistant Secretaries to certify that a given project is suitable for joint use, 
and if not, to provide a reason why not. 

• The OSD staff has tried to identify projects that appear to be compatible 
with joint use. For instance, OSD recommended eliminating funding for a 
gym at McGuire AFB because a gym existed at Fort Dix (which is 
contiguous to McGuire). The Air Force opposed the recommendation and 
prevailed. OSD unsuccessfully recommended consolidating the Army and 
Air Force into one SPACECOM building at Peterson AFB. 

• The National Guard and Reserve support base consolidation. The Reserve 
Affairs office is proposing to set up a pot of money that the Services 
compete for on joint use projects. 

• We should press ahead with this effort and, if possible, revisit decisions 
such as the McGuire gym. 

COORDINATION: USD AT&L 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: __________ __. 
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I snowflake 

May 3, 2001 4:32 PM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld11\-

SUBJECT: Joint Bases 

We have to look at joint bases, where Services share a base rather than own them 
completely. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
050301-26 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Iraq 

May 29, 2001 8:41 AM 

Here is a piece that came from Richard Perle. Why don't you send it to whoever 
ought to get it. Until I get through this QDR process, I am going to have to leave 
Iraq to you. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/14/01 Feith Memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
052901-7 
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Clf"'! .. \:.\.<. .':·.~- << 

May 14, 20011....',;-,.:.. i; .-;, .. 

.. ·. ,·.--

To: Secretary Rumsfeld 

From: Douglas J. Feith A 1/( 
~1chard Perle asked me to . . . . . . . 

you. It is an excerpt from . 1 :ass the attached piece to 
Iraq by Reuel Marc Gerec~t ~-ngt yhessay (also attached) on 
Standard. rom t e May 14, 2001Weekiy 
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The Weekly Standard May 14, 2001 

Liberate Iraq 
Is the Bush administration serious about toppling Saddam Hussein? 
BY REUEL MARC GERECHT* 

Excerpt: 

The 11Arab street" has turned against the United States because Saddam 
Hussein once again has the look of a winner. Always popular with 
influential writers and intellectuals in the Arab world for his 
fire-breathing rhetoric against the age-old W estem enemy, Saddam has 
restored his hayba [i.e., power to intimidate] by surviving and increasing his 
strength. By contrast, he casts Muslim Arab rulers who too closely associate with 
America as quislings, not statesmen wisely dealing with an indomitable, 
foreign power. 

Saddam, like other Arab dictators, has benefited enormously from the 
Muslim world's unhappy collision with the modem West. Triumphant for a 
thousand years, Muslims have now witnessed three-hundred years of 
unrelenting defeat. Unfortunately, the Arab Middle East easily takes 
solace in a ruthless despot who can intimidate America. The hundreds of 
thousands who have died because of Saddam's unceasing aggression vanish 
silently in the collective indignation of an embittered civilization. 
"There has been an implosion, a moral collapse in the Arab world," 
writes Kanan Makiya, the most eloquent of Iraqi dissidents. "The 
consequences of this collapse are going to remain with us for 
generations to come, no matter what happens in Iraq ... and irrespective 
of whether or not the holy grail of an Arab-Israeli settlement is 
finally grasped." 

The State Department's Near East Bureau and the Office of Policy 
Planning under the energetic "realist" Richard Haass do Secretary Powell 
a disservice when they generate analyses of the Middle East depicting 
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the United States forever on the seesaw of the Arab street. The "moral 
collapse" of which Makiya speaks can only be made worse by U.S. 
officials so solicitous of ''Arab opinion." The United States must not 
try to win a popularity contest in the Arab world-the very act of doing 
so will make us appear weak. We will not grow stronger merely by 
reinvigorating sanctions; nor will Saddam grow weaker. If we are to 
protect ourselves and our friends in the Middle East, who are many, we 
have to rebuild the awe which we have lost through nearly a decade of 
retreat. 

Sooner rather than later, we have to answer one question: Is Saddam 
Hussein a serious enough threat to the United States that he must be 
countered, if necessary with force of arms? If we believe that George 
Bush senior was right in 1990-that Saddam is a Middle Eastern Hitler 
destined to slaughter and wreak havoc in his region and beyond-then the 
answer is "yes," and we must be prepared to give battle. If the new 
Republican administration answers "yes," but then stutters-essentially 
the Clinton approach-it may make an even bigger mess in the Middle East 
than its predecessor. 

The Clintonites tied themselves in knots trying to spin away from the 
undeniable facts about Saddam Hussein: that he is on the threshold of 
acquiring nuclear weapons, that he is a catastrophe waiting to happen, 
and that they lacked the will to stop him. "Ignore it" was their 
small-power policy, though the Clintonites tried to camouflage their 
indifference and weakness in a loud internationalism characterized by 
half-hearted military action. Whenever an opposing force had even so 
much firepower as the Haitian army, the administration dodged the 
fight-or bombed from 15,000 feet. Former Undersecretary of State Strobe 
Talbott, the most intellectually serious Clintonite, felicitously 
described his administration's ever-cautious reflex as learning to live 
"with reality." 

Now, if President Bush tries to find a middle ground between 
Clintonism and a fight, "reality" will quickly get the better of him. If 
he is tempted by what might be called "the French approach"- ease 
sanctions while publicly averring readiness to massively whack Saddam 

2 
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the first moment the brute misbehaves • then the administration will truly 
put itself on a slippery slope. The Butcher of Baghdad will endlessly 
test our resolve, as he energetically advances his nuclear, chemical, 
and biological weapons programs. Such a policy will be read (correctly) 
throughout the Middle East as another American retreat. 

*Reuel Marc Gerecht, a former case officer in the CIA's clandestine 
service, is the director of the Middle East Initiative at the Project 
for The New American Century. He is the author, under the pseudonym 
Edward Shirley, of Know thine Enemy: A Spy's Journey into Revolutionary 
Iran. 
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Liberate Iraq 
Is the Bush administration serious about toppling Saddam Hussein? 

BY REUEL MARC GERECHT 

A fter the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in August 1990, President Bush often 
compared Saddam Hussein to Adolf Hitler. In sophisticated American and 
European foreign policy circles, the allusion seemed overwrought-a historical 
malapropism from a president trying hard to rally his people. 

After all, U.S. diplomats and spooks, not to mention businessmen and farmers, had 
established a certain rapport with Saddam's regime. His eight-year, half-a-trillion
dollar guerre a outrance with Iran's Ayatollah Khomeini had ended in 1988. 
Victorious but chastened, the ruler of Baghdad obviously wanted stable times to 
rebuild his country, or so these Americans asserted. He wanted to work with, not 
against, the United States, which had provided inestimable aid in satellite 
intelligence during the most critical war years. American oilmen were clogging 
every first-class Baghdad hotel, eager to show how they'd tap Iraq's immense, 
undeveloped energy resources. American "realists" were thus certain they'd found 
an Arab strongman with whom they could deal. 

A decade after Desert Storm, those Republican "realists" have gone to ground, 
pretending, as did so many Clintonites about the Cold War, that they'd known all 
along the evil before them. President Bush's Hitlerian allusions-which, given 
Bush pere' s World War II past, were no doubt uttered sincerely-now seem 
apposite. America's one-hundred-hour Middle East war no longer appears so 
grand precisely because its end-conditional Iraqi surrender-betrayed the 
president's words, leaving in place an aggressive, vengeful, totalitarian ruler. 

In the wake of two Gulf Wars, Saddam has devoured his country. The machine
gunning, bombing, and gassing of Kurds in the north; the obliteration of the Marsh 
Arabs in the south; the slaughter of other Shi'ites in the countrywide rebellion of 
March 199 1; the intentionally random arrest, interrogation, torture, and murder of 
countless apolitical citizens; the routine, systematic rape of thousands of women 
of all classes, creeds, and tribes (turning shame into the ultimate political weapon 
against independence of body and mind)-all of these sins and more, against his 
own people and his neighbors, define Saddam Hussein and the Ba'ath political 
party that formed him as accomplished, modem totalitarians. 

Twice since 1980, Saddam has tried to dominate the Middle East by waging 
wars against neighbors that could have given him control of the region's oil 
wealth and the identity of the Arab world. He has unceasingly sought weapons of 
mass destruction, and will in all likelihood have a nuclear bomb within a few 
years. Who would like to bet that Saddam Hussein has spent hundreds of millions, 
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if not billions, of dollars on biological and chemical weapons since the Iran.Iraq 
War only to slaughter Kurds? 

In 1990, the United States very nearly did not go to war because of Washington's 
fear of American casualties, which led many on the left and the right to find no 
irreconcilable conflict between U.S. national interests and Saddam's hunger for 
Lebensraum. Contrary to the common depiction of him as a mad hatter, Saddam 
acted in a perfectly rational manner when he ridiculed the resolve of Uncle Sam in 
1990. Anyone who thinks this besmirches the old man should read the 
Congressional Record of that year. George Bush senior's greatest accomplishment 
as president was his success at pushing Congress and the equally queasy 
bureaucrats and soldiers of Washington, D.C., to back his fight in Mesopotamia. 
Once Saddam has his nuke-as he inevitably will if he stays in power-will 
Washington gird its loins again, even if Saddam has not lately invaded any 
neighbors? 

Think smaller: If Baghdad's ruler finally downs one of our pilots who constantly 
fly over Iraq to enforce the no-fly zones, will the United States appease Baghdad 
to secure the pilot's release? American and British pilots have experienced a 
fivefold increase in the intensity of Iraqi antiaircraft fire in the last four months. 
Saddam Hussein obviously thinks a captured pilot will redound to his advantage. 
Should he get one, a media circus would likely unfold, with CNN mixing features 
on the pilot's life with gripping stories about ordinary Iraqis' suffering under U.S. 
sanctions. Weeks of this coverage could easily distort policy planning 
deliberations in Washington, as hostage crises have done before. An excellent 
question inevitably comes to the fore: To what end are allied pilots risking their 
lives? 

More broadly: Is the United States to hinge its Iraq policy on hope and luck
Saddam somehow dies an early death, and his regime, which has shredded the 
terms of its 199 1 conditional surrender, is succeeded by a "realistic" one? Is active 
intervention--even preemptive military action-unthinkable for the United States, 
given the political establishment's fear and firm belief that the American people, 
not to mention the political elites themselves, no longer believe in a Pax 
Americana? In other words, were the Clintonites right? 

In recent years, Republicans often attacked the Clinton administration's foreign 
policy for its ineptitude, wealmess, and lack of vision. Saddam Hussein tried to 
assassinate former President Bush in Kuwait in 1993; President Clinton in reprisal 
fired cruise missiles at an empty Iraqi building. Yet such superpower frivolousness 
was the product of a purposeful, consistent, and quite serious intellectual choice 
by President Clinton and his closest advisers: Above all, the United States would 
not again risk going to war in the Persian Gulf. 
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Once that decision had been made, everything else-the slow-motion evisceration 
of United Nations weapons inspections; the abandonment of the U.S.-supported 
opposition group the Iraqi National Congress; Washington's embrace of the lame 
coup attempt by the opposition group Iraqi National Accord; the collapse of the 
sanctions regime; the revival of anti-Americanism in the "Arab street"; the 
resurrection of Saddam Hussein as the great defender of the Muslim Middle East; 
the mantra, repeated ever more emphatically by Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright, that .Saddam was trapped "in a box" (which, of course, any oil analyst or 
Jordanian taxi driver could have told her was nonsense); and the increasingly pro
Iraqi attitudes of Paris, Moscow, and Beijing-all this became inevitable. 

Totalitarians have a sixth sense for democratic weakness. A carnivore, Saddam 
Hussein probably knew early on (a good guess would be June 1993, when 
President Clinton cruise-mis siled the empty intelligence headquarters) that 
Washington had no will to fight. By August 1996, when the United States failed to 
use its airpower to defend the Iraqi National Congress's lightly anned forces 
against Baghdad's mechanized brigades, there was no doubt. 

America's hayba-its ability to inspire awe, the critical factor in the Middle East's 
ruthless power politics-·nad vanished. And once h a y b a is lost, only a 
demonstration of indomitable force restores it. A U.S. election, followed by 
President George W. Bush's slightly bigger bombing run over Iraq on February 
16, doesn't cut it after years of pointless raids accompanied by American 
braggadocio. 

President Bush's choice for secretary of state, Colin Powell, further complicates 
the situation. The Iraqis know well that General Powell fought hard against 
President Bush's decision to go to war in 1990. Once engaged, he famously 
promised to "kill" the Iraqi Republican Guards-Saddam's praetorians-and then 
didn't. As secretary of state, he quickly voyaged to the Middle East to solicit very 
publicly the opinion of former Arab "partners" in the Gulf War coalition, telling 
all that Washmgton was after "smarter,, (read fewer) sanctions. He made appeals 
for renewed U.N. weapons inspections without making ironclad military threats to 
reinforce America's determination to search Iraqi installations. 

In other words, the general sent a signal that the Bush administration was 
retreating. With one trip, Powell unintentionally dissipated the tougher-than
Clinton aura of George Bush II in the dynastically minded Middle East. He 
provoked memories of Warren Christopher. 

Intellectually honest, Secretary Powell knows that the principal reason he was in 
favor of sanctions in 1990 was that he feared war more than he feared Saddam 
Hussein. But does anyone today doubt that the war needed to be fought? Does 
anyone seriously believe that sanctions would have rolled Saddam Hussein out of 
Kuwait a decade ago? Does anyone really believe that sanctions today, no matter 
how much you increase their IQ, will prevent Saddam from acting for a third time 
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on his dreams of a new Babylonian empire? Can anyone seriously contend, in an 
age of rapid proliferation, that Saddam Hussein's megalomania and quest for 
vengeance will not send shock waves well beyond Tel Aviv? 

Nonetheless, one can easily appreciate the State Department's distaste for the 
sanctions regime. Sanctions don't weaken the merciless hold Saddam Hussein has 
over his people. They make daily diplomacy-delivering demarches, which are 
increasingly derided and ignored-unpleasant and embarrassing. But lightening 
and (in theory) tightening sanctions doesn't, of course, reverse their effects. 
Saddam Hussein isn't strong because his people are poor. He was strong when 
they were rich. As Adolf Hitler knew well, totalitarians need not fear affluence. 

And Saddam can, if he wants, alleviate the suffering of his people. He has more 
than enough oil money to do so. The sanctions are debilitating to the common man 
primarily because Saddam wishes it so. Arab leaders have moved away from the 
United States not because their hearts and souls bleed for the Iraqi people, nor 
because they truly fear "popular opinion" or riots in sympathy with the "America
oppressed" Iraqis. The denizens of Cairo may riot over the price of bread; if they 
riot over Iraq, it is because their leaders have told them to do so. 

The "Arab street" has turned against the United States because Saddam Hussein 
once again has the look of a winner. Always popular with influential writers and 
intellectuals in the Arab world for his fire-breathing rhetoric against the age-old 
Western enemy, Saddam has restored his hayba by surviving and increasing his 
strength. By contrast, he casts Muslim Arab rulers who too closely associate with 
America as quislings, not statesmen wisely dealing with an indomitable, foreign 
power. 

Saddam, like other Arab dictators, has benefited enormously from the Muslim 
world's unhappy collision with the modern West. Triumphant for a thousand 
years, Muslims have now witnessed three-hundred years of unrelenting defeat. 
Unfortunately, the Arab Middle East easily takes solace in a ruthless despot who 
can intimidate America. The hundreds of thousands who have died because of 
Saddam's unceasing aggression vanish silently in the collective indignation of an 
embittered civilization. "There has been an implosion, a moral collapse in the 
Arab world," writes Kanan Makiya, the most eloquent of Iraqi dissidents. "The 
consequences of this collapse are going to remain with us for generations to come, 
no matter what happens in Iraq ... and irrespective of whether or not the holy grail 
of an Arab-Israeli settlement is finally grasped." 

The State Department's Near East Bureau and the Office of Policy Planning under 
the energetic "realist" Richard Haass do Secretary Powell a disservice when they 
generate analyses of the Middle East depicting the United States forever on the 
seesaw of the Arab street. The "moral collapse" of which Makiya speaks can only 
be made worse by U.S. officials so solicitous of "Arab opinion." The United States 
must not try to win a popularity contest in the Arab world-the very act of doing 
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so will make us a.Ppear weak. We will not grow stronger merely by reinvigorating 
sanctions; nor will Saddam grow weaker. If we are to protect ourselves and our 
friends in the Middle East, who are many, we have to rebuild the awe which we 
have lost through nearly a decade of retreat. 

Sooner rather than later, we have to answer one question: Is Saddam Hussein a 
serious enough threat to the United States that he must be countered, if necessary 
with force of arms? If we believe that George Bush senior was right in 1990-that 
Saddam is a Middle Eastern Hitler destined to slaughter and wreak havoc in his 
region and beyond-then the answer is "yes," and we must be prepared to give 
battle. If the new Republican administration answers "yes," but then stutters
essentially the Clinton approach-it may make an even bigger mess in the Middle 
East than its predecessor. 

The Clintonites tied themselves in knots trying to spin away from the undeniable 
facts about Saddam Hussein: that he is on the threshold of acquiring nuclear 
weapons, that he is a catastrophe waiting to happen, and that they lacked the will 
to stop him. "Ignore it" was their small-power policy, though the Clintonites tried 
to camouflage their indifference and weakness in a loud internationalism 
characterized by half-hearted military action. Whenever an opposing force had 
even so much firepower as the Haitian army, the administration dodged the 
fight-or bombed from 15,000 feet. Former Undersecretary of State Strobe 
Talbott, the most intellectually serious Clintonite, felicitously described his 
administration's ever-cautious reflex as learning to live "with reality." 

Now, if President Bush tries to find a middle ground between Clintonism and a 
fight, "reality" will quickly get the better of him. If he is tempted by what might 
be called "the French approach"--ease sanctions while publicly averring readiness 
to massively whack Saddam the first moment the brute misbehaves-then the 
administration will truly put itself on a slippery slope. The Butcher of Baghdad 
will endlessly test our resolve, as he energetically advances his nuclear, chemical, 
and biological weapons programs. Such a policy will be read ( correctly) 
throughout the Middle East as another American retreat. 

But it is also possible that President Bush will make up his mind to fight. If he 
does, the tactical questions will become clearer. We will see first and foremost the 
indispensable and primary role of a U.S.-supported Iraqi opposition. We will also 
be thankful that Ahmad Chalabi, the chief voice of the Iraqi National Congress 
(INC), hasn't given up and retired to a life of ease in London. 

We need to be frank, however, about one thing right from the beginning: A U.S.
armed Iraqi opposition cannot relieve the United States of the cost and 
responsibility once again of fielding its own troops in Iraq. Critics of the INC like 
to point out that supporting the Iraqi opposition is no free lunch. They are right to 
do so. Chalabi may be forgiven for suggesting that Iraq can be liberated at little 
cost to the American taxpayer, but it is unwise for his Western supporters to gloss 
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over the unavoidable costs of deposing Saddam. Republicans who think that 
America can be tough, cheap, and out of hann's way delude themselves. 

One of those costs would be the deployment of U.S. soldiers. To refuse to send 
large numbers of them would clearly signal that the United States still wasn't 
serious. For the opposition to have legitimacy and hayba in Iraqi eyes, U.S. 
ground forces would have to be deployed in the south to seize and protect zones 
under U.S.-opposition control. That alone would quickly transform Iraq's political 
landscape. We must shatter the bonds of fear that are the primary glue holding 
Saddam's totalitarian society together. U.S. ground troops are the key to 
instigating insurrection against the Ba' ath party. 

And ground troops would also be a military necessity. Combined U.S.-opposition 
military operations would be inevitable. American helicopter gunships-essential 
for neutralizing Baghdad's armor-don't go anywhere without mechanized foot 
soldiers to back them up. American foot-soldiers don't go anywhere in significant 
numbers without tanks in front of them. At minimum, two divisions-roughly 
50,000 troops-would probably be needed in the beginning. Given the U.S. 
military's doctrine of overwhelming force-more Field Marshal Montgomery than 
General Patton-the Army would likely press for far more, even though Saddam 
would be wary of concentrating an equivalent force given U.S. tactical airpower 
and the desert terrain. 

Saddam Hussein would, however, go after any INC-U.S. forces in the south of the 
country immediately and tenaciously. Southern Iraq, unlike Kurdistan in the north, 
is the heartland, which is where the United States and the INC would have to 
strike. Saddam could not allow his enemies to shear off this part of the country, 
which is rich in oil. And we would want Saddam to throw heavily anned troops 
into the battle as quickly as possible. American soldiers would have to be there in 
sufficient numbers to ensure that the first and most important confrontation sent a 
shock wave through Baghdad. And when U.S. and INC forces found weakness, or 
strength, in the Iraqi lines, U.S. ground forces would have to move forward with 
the opposition. To do otherwise would immediately signal that American· support 
was t~ntative and reversible. As Saddam brilliantly demonstrated in his squashing 
of the nationwide rebellion in 1991, he knows the psychology of his country. He 
would assiduously exploit any ebbing of our effort. 

Y et unlike Ayatollah Khomeini and other great chiliastic leaders in Islamic 
history, Saddam Hussein doesn't inspire death-wish believers. Fear is the principal 
undergirding of his tyranny. When it vanishes, as it did so explosively throughout 
the country when Saddam retreated from Kuwait, the Ba'ath police-state overnight 
becomes a house of cards. Far fewer Iraqis and Americans would die in a U.S.
opposition campaign if the United States engaged as forcefully and as quickly as 
possible. We wouldn't want to allow Saddam a chance to regain his balance once 
his regime started to totter. Unlike in 1991, Washington would need to aid 
vigorously Iraqis who chose to rebel, anywhere in the country. 
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Contrary to many critics' claims, the opposition's forces would likely have 
significant military and intelligence value; indeed, they would probably 
demonstrate quite quickly that they could rout superior forces when backed up by 
U.S. airpower and an evident American determination to annihilate Saddam. 
Thousands of Iraqi soldiers would likely answer the opposition's call to change 
sides and fight. Yet it is impossible now to design realistic battle plans for 
opposition forces since Washington hasn't decided on the nature of its own 
involvement. After the debacle of August 1996, when the Clinton administration 
failed to provide air support to the INC, Iraqis will be loath to put the cart before 
the horse. For the opposition, manpower and tactics are inextricably tied to 
America's willingness to commit. 

Whatever the military role of the opposition, however, its most critical function 
would be spiritually to gut Iraq's totalitarian system by creating a pool of men, an 
organization, and a cooperative ethic to fill the void as the regime fell. Like the 
forces of the Free French and the R&stance in World War II, the Iraqi opposition 
would carry the burden of the country's honor. The people of Iraq have been 
woefully compromised by decades of totalitarian rule. The blood of the Iraqi 
opposition could give the whole country a much-needed moral reference point. 

Even so, Iraq's fissiparous inclinations might well come to the fore. Apart from 
Israel, and maybe Egypt and Iran, the Middle East has no real nation-state. Once 
freed of Saddam, Iraq will need an institution, untouched by the Ba'ath, through 
which its diverse people can begin to restore communal ties and reconstruct a 
national identity. Given the savage police-state they have endured, reestablishing 
even minimal trust among communities will be extraordinarily difficult. Yet 
Saddam's and the Ba'ath's indescribable brutality has given all Iraqis a common 
denominator. We may hope that their experience with barbarism has sharpened 
their desire to find compromises short of killing. 

In January 1999, Foreign Affairs published a high-profile attack on the INC, "Can 
Saddam Be Toppled?" by Daniel Byman, Kenneth Pollack, and Gideon Rose. It 
left the impression that Ahmad Chalabi is definitely not the man to lead the 
opposition, let alone the nation, out of the totalitarian abyss, portraying him as an 
ineffectual leader, devoid of the eminence necessary to draw disparate Iraqis 
together. Yet Chalabi may be ideal for the task, for the very reasons that often 
cause critics to trash him. He is rich, upper class (in the old-world sense), well 
educated, highly Westernized, an expatriate, and, last but not least, a Shi'ite Arab. 

Sunni Arabs are very much an Iraqi minority. They represent no mor~ than 30 
percent of the population, probably closer to 20 percent. Shi'ite Arabs are at least 
60 percent of the people, perhaps even 70 percent. (Sunni Kurds are the majority 
of what is left.) The Iraqi army, too, is majority Shi'ite. The officer corps probably 
isn't; the elite units certainly are not. 
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Yet this perspective is relevant only if one is trying to instigate a coup within 
Saddam's inner circle. But a coup against Saddam is an addle-headed idea, as the 
men involved in the CIA-engineered Iraqi National Accord coup attempt could 
testify, if they were still alive. Coups against totalitarian regimes can't work. Even 
if Saddam were to fall to an assassin's bullet or a praetorian insurrection, he would 
only be succeeded by a Ba'athi Himmler or Goring. 

If Iraq is ever to escape its vicious past, its politics must start to reflect the mosaic 
of its people. Continued Sunni Arab dominance of government is a recipe for 
Lebanese-style disaster. The Sunni Arab community needs to know that the 
Shi'ites are not going to massacre them for their privileges within the Ba'athi 
system-this is an article of faith with Chalabi, who has a profound understanding 
of Iraq's messy history-but they must also know that the Sunni Arab power 
structure, as it exists under Saddam Hussein, will end. 

This might not be as convulsive as it sounds. Sunni Arabs have suffered horribly 
under Saddam's reign of terror. For years, their women too have been raped. 
Chalabi, because he is an outsider and a member of an old, prominent family that 
reaches back before Iraq descended into its Ba'athi nightmare, can appeal to the 
nostalgia one senses throughout the Arab world for a time when civilized men did 
not slaughter each other. 

Sunni-Shi'ite problems are no doubt in Iraq's future, but the possibility of Iraqi 
democracy must not be jettisoned for the illusion that there is any cheap, quick, 
Sunni-officer-delivered escape from the need to extirpate the Ba'ath. We must not 
deny the democratic chance for fear of an Iraqi-Iranian Shi'ite collusion upsetting 
the balance of power in the Middle East. This kind of fraternity between Iraqi and 
Iranian Shi'ites simply does not exist-except in the minds of Republican 
"realists" who tragically used this argument a decade ago. 

We don't know for sure how good a national leader Chalabi would be. An 
observant Muslim, he has the old patrician Arab ability to speak across perhaps 
the most important socio-religious dividing line-between traditionalists and 
moderns. But we can't finally assess Chalabi's gravitas until the White House 
backs him on the battlefield, in Congress, and before Washington's foreign
affairs, defense, and intelligence bureaucracies. 

Anyone who has met him knows that Chalabi has presence, but the critical factor 
for his leadership would be America's support. Once Chalabi was chosen by us, 
everyone else-the Kurds, the Sunni and Shi'ite Arabs, the Turks, Iranians, 
Kuwaitis, and Saudis-would view him in an entirely new light. It is astonishing 
that Byman, Pollack, and Rose, and those who echo their views in the U.S. 
government, favor trolling for new leadership among the many factions of the 
Iraqi opposition-in effect, turning the principle of divide and conquer against us. 
Their assertion that Chalabi has been a feckless leader of the opposition is bizarre 
given the Clinton administration's unflagging efforts to undermine him. Ever 
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. . . 

since August 1996, when national security adviser Anthony Lake surreally 
declared Saddam Hussein's rout of the U.S.-supported INC to be irrelevant to 
America's position in the Middle East, besmirching Chalabi, who refused to go 
quietly, has been a logical necessity. 

Chalabi 's perseverance in the face of so much executive-branch flak ought to 
incline us strongly in his favor. And he has already shown that he can be an 
adequate leader. Under very adverse circumstances, and with considerable 
resistance from Washington, Chalabi organized successful military operations in 
northern Iraq in 1995 and 1996. These weren't major battles against Republican 
Guard shock troops, but that Chalabi was able to move the INC into combat at all, 
~ith oi:ily haphazard assistance from the Central Intelligence Agency, is 
1mpress1ve. 

Chalabi also established his own intelligence service, which dwarfed the reach and 
understanding of the CIA 's clandestine service. One of the principal reasons the 
clandestine service's Near East Division loathes Chalabi is that he tried to warn 
Langley that its coup d'etat plans with the Iraqi National Accord-an opposition 
group that supposedly had cells within elite units of the Iraqi Army-had been 
thoroughly penetrated by Saddam. The INC, which wasn't supposed to be privy to 
the existence of the coup attempt, detailed quite accurately the trap Saddam was 
springing. The notorious "Bob," an intrepid, talented CIA case officer stationed in 
northern Iraq, believed the INC's information and tried to warn headquarters to 
begin immediately testing its INA assets for doubles. Langley refused. When 
Saddam tore the INA scheme apart, Chalabi became one of Langley's least 
favorite people. 

Chalabi' s acute grasp of the American scene-he went to MIT and the University 
of Chicago and has many influential friends in the worlds of finance, politics, and 
the press-also has not endeared him to bureaucratic Washington, which naturally 
prefers dependent foreigners ignorant of the real corridors of power. When the 
going gets tough in Iraq, as it surely will if there is war, we will be thankful that 
Chalabi can discuss in nuanced English the complexities of the situation on the 
ground. If we had to depend on the CIA's intelligence resources, our 
understanding would be thinner, our approach much more likely to be wrong. 

And Chalabi is unquestionably pro-American, in a deep, philosophical sense, 
which is rare among Middle Easterners, particularly expatriates. There appears to 
be little rancor in the man, which there certainly could be given the number of his 
people who died in the summer of 1996 owing to American tergiversation. 

Anonymous U.S. dipJomats and intelligence officers have repeatedly labeled 
Chalabi via the press as corrupt, suggesting that he cares more about personal 
profit than anything else. A banker in Jordan in the 1970s, Chalabi is rumored to 
have stolen millions from his Petra bank. The rumors are probably unfounded, the 
product of Chalabi's being on the losing side in Hashemite-Jordanian-Palestinian 
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financial squabbles. He made enemies among influential Jordanians closely tied to 
Palestinian banking circles, which have a near monopoly over Jordan's commerce. 

But even if the rumors are true, so what? Chalabi hasn't been trying for the last 
eight years to become the CEO of KPMG. He hasn't watched friends die because 
money is the center of his life. If Chalabi weren't rich, he couldn't devote so much 
time and money to the fight against Saddam Hussein. One would think that 
George Tenet's CIA, which has probably been at the root of most of the attacks on 
Chalabi, would know well that good, even noble, men can take money. In the 
Middle East, there are much deadlier sins than greed. 

The pettiness of so much of the Washington discussion about the INC is not really 
a reflection of the personal dynamics between Chalabi and this State Department 
aide or that intelligence official; it's just the trickle-down effect of the Clinton 
administration's decision not to fight in Iraq. The constancy of bureaucracy has 
now produced careless bad-mouthing from the Bush administration. 

President Bush will soon have to answer for himself the primary question about 
Saddam Hussein. If he answers that Saddam must go, a firestorm of criticism 
surely awaits him. The pummeling that Ronald Reagan took for fielding the 
contras may well seem like a walk through a spring rain compared with the 
barrage that will come at Bush from the timid Left and the "realist" Right. The 
State Department, CIA, and Pentagon will likely resist, as they resisted in 1990, 
doing anything that might upset the status quo, which is to say they will favor 
doing nothing. Most of our allies overseas will surely scream that the hyper
puissance has run amok. 

And if President Bush doesn't answer with an unqualified "Saddam must go," then 
it would be a good time for the Republicans to apologize to the Clintonites. They 
won't, of course. 

Reuel Marc Gerecht, a former case officer in the CIA's clandestine service, is 
the director of the Middle East Initiative at the Project for The New 
American Century. He is the author, under the pseudonym Edward Shirley, 
of Know thine Enemy: A Spy's Journey into Revolutionary Iran, 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Mark Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld ){\ 

May 29, 2001 

Here are some thoughts. I don't know if you want to put all of this in the testimony, but 
it sure is how I feel. 

DHR/azn 
052901.35 
Attach. (Memo -5/22/01) 
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MEMORANDUM 
5/22/01 

We have an armed force that is the finest in the world. 

But in all honestly, we must confess that it is characterized by: 

Pay and benefits not competitive with the private sector; 

Housing and working facilities that have been neglected into serious states of 

disrepair; 

An aging aircraft fleet; 

A funding system dependent on supplementals that causes uncertainties and 

shortages during much of each year; 

An operations tempo that causes demands beyond capabilities; 

A readiness system that announces to the men and women in the armed 

services that the process is sufficiently antiquated that it can't be fashioned to 

assure that they are properly trained, equipped and ready for the assignments 

they will be asked to undertake; 

A process that attracts people in, then moves them from assignment to 

assignment, disrupting their lives and moving at a pace that is harmful to 

development and capability; 

A personnel process that pushes people out while they are still in the prime of 

their careers; 

A pay and compensation system that is so rigid that it can't offer a range of 

options for the men and women in the armed services as is the case in most 

successful enterprises; 
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A ship building pacing that all can wee will reduce the US. Navy to 275 and 

lower in the years ahead unless it is properly funded. 

A set of restrictions and prohibitions that results in an the acquisition system 

that produces weapons systems with technologies one or two generations old; 

A financial reporting system that can't track or provide the financial 

information necessary for managers to manage. 

Security clearance process with a backlog of some I 00-200,000 clearances. 

I mention all of this with the hope that we can at least agree with the first principle. The 

first principle being that DoD is at the minimum imperfect and more accurately, it is in 

many respects, wrapped around its anchor chain. There isn't any reason why DoD can't 

be fixed. It can be. But it can only be fixed if there is agreement that it needs to be fixed 

and there is a partnership between Congress and the Executive branch in setting about to 

fix it. 

Everyone who has asked me what's the biggest difference between today and 25 years 

ago, The answer is distrust between the Congress and the Department. 

Why else would there be 2,000 to 2,500 contacts between the Department and 

the Congress every week? 

Why else would there be requirements for 950 some reports from the 

Department to the Congress every year? 

Why else would the Defense authorization bill have grown from 50+ pages to 

900+ pages in the past period of years? 
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Why else would the Department be required to have some 24,000 auditors and 

inspector generals to monitor its work, which amounts to roughly the same 

number of shooters the U.S. Army could field at any given time. 

I mention these things not to be critical of anyone but simply to state facts. It is my 

conviction after several months on the job that the DoD has very serious problems in 

managing and functioning. The system is harmful to the men and women in the armed 

forces who voluntarily risk their lives for their country, It is difficult to explain to young 

men and young women who come in to serve their country, not for fame, not for reward, 

not for place, not because they were conscripted, but simply because they want to serve 

and are willing to accept the risks and the hardships. 

If we can at least agree, and I have heard a number of the members on this Committee 

and on its corresponding committee in the other body, express similar concerns. Then we 

can get about the business of figuring together what we can do about it. 

If on the other hand there are members who believe that things are OK, that the Defense 

Department is not wrapped around its anchor chain, and that the way we are doing 

business is OK, then before we go on we need to resolve that issue. 

DHR/azn 
052101.66 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Steve Cambone 

Adm. Giambastiani 
Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld ·\)~ 

May 29, 2001 

SUBJECT: Wood Paper 

Take a look at this paper from Lowell Wood, but don't circulate it around. 

There may be some pieces of it that should be extracted and given to some people. Why -~ 
don't you see what you think you would do to it and how you would parce it out, and \::) 
then let me see it before you do it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052901.25 

Attach. (Wood~ Great I st 100 <lays) 
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GREAT FIRST 100 DAYS. You've done just about everything nearly perfectly in 
your first 100 days - as the screams-&-howlings from the forces of reaction make 
abundantly clear. All citizens who wish the Republic well are already greatly in your 
debt, simply because you're trying to fix (rather than blink away) deeply embedded - but 
eventually exceedingly costly - problems arising from America's "too many victories, 
over too many years'' syndrome. 

However, the easier first-half of your first ·modern' budget cycle is now drawing to a 
close -§WiftlS'mart Money's betting that you're about to get "chopped finer than 
cat-food", as you present your overarching plans, your ·01 supplemental and your '02 
budget amendment on the Hill. They're ready-and-waiting for you, and moreover are 
exceedingly experienced in what they're about to do. [Also, they've got 10 loya/-and
primed-for-action staffers for every one that you actually have.] You're doomed to not 
only lose, but be publicly humiliated in the process ... unless you decide very soon that 
you're going to do what it takes to win., 

[It's not that they hate you - many sound to me in private like they really respect you, 
though entirely in the abstract, for what you' re trying to do. It's just that you threaten to 
significantly modify a highly intricate, extensively arranged/negotiated and fiercely
defended $300 B/year network of cash-flows, so that there's literally millions of folks -
and thousands of lobbyists - who feel deeply uneasy (at best) about whatever major 
changes that you may cause to occur. "The sorrow and the pity'' of this whole business is 
that, if someone of your protean capabilities fails, moreover in the present rather halcyon 
circumstances, no SecDef will try again to do any significant fraction of what you're 
attempting for another quarter-century, until the institutional memory of your catastrophe 
has died away,] 

WINNING ON THE HILL. As I already related, the key to a SecDef winnim! on the 
Hill in these benighted times is for him to obtain, hold & wield a credible threat of (any 
number required of) Presidential vetoes of Congressional Defense bills - primarily 
Authorization Acts, but (as may be necessary) Appropriations ones, as well. 

The Congress must fund the payroll and day-to-day operations of the Armed Forces, and 
they must do so by the end of the second week of October (in order to meet the biweekly 
payroll for all of the enlisted men, many of the civilian DoD work-force, etc.). In order 
to do this, they must have the President's signature on a Defense Appropriations Act (or a 
Continuing Resolution respecting DoD's budget), In order to get this - as a practical 
matter, in a Congress whose House has 224 Republicans facing voters 17 months hence 
with their Party's leader sitting as President and not facing the electorate with them -
they've got to send Acts to the President that he's willing to sign into law (or to allow to 
become law, by IO legislative days elapsing without his returning the Act in question to 
them with his objections - Constitutionese for "veto"). 

Now, ancient tradition permits a President to demand "clean" Appropriations Acts from 
the Congress ~ simple, spartan specifications of funds made available from the Treasury 
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to a particular Cabinet Secretary, for a particular basic USG function - uncluttered by 
essentially any conditions, with the exception of an Act-initializing "Subject to 
authorization'· clause, which authorization however must be the subject of a separate-&
distinct Defense Authorization Act. The President's legislative liaison and 0MB people 
~ if they are properly instructed - will simply tell the Defense Appropriations Conference 
that the President demands a "clean" Appropriations Act, or he'll keep returning it too 
them until they provide such, thundering each time from his bully pulpit that he must 
have such 'cleanliness' from the (then-increasingly desperate) Congress. He'll win 
swtfily and inexorably in any such confrontation -- which is thus highly unlikely to occur. 
Llndeed, the Congress has passed such 'dean' Defense Appropriations Acts twice in the 
past 6 years, with no accompanying Authorization Act yet in place to direct how the 
funds so appropriated are to be spent(!)l 

The Congress then has to pass a Defense Authorization Act - to constrain a SecDef who 
already has the money-in-hand. [Any money which you can spend between Presidential 
signatures on an Appropriation that precedes the corresponding Authorization is entirely 
unconstrained by this Authorization!] Needless to say, the President and his SecDef hold 
all the trumps in the negotiations regarding the terms-and-conditions of this belated 
Authorization Act - as Bi11 CJinton and his people taught rhe Congress repeatedly during 
the past 6 years. Moreover, the President-&-SecDef hold nearly as commanding position 
when negotiating the Defense Authorization Act's contents before an Appropriations Act 
is passed (as the Authorization Conference's senior Members recognize that the 
Appropriators assuredly will act in a timely manner in order to get the required funds-in
place before early October, at which point the Authorization Conference's timewise
dwindling negotiating leverage with the President-&-SecDef evaporates completely). 

All that you need to do to guarantee your winning, then, is to secure a binding 
commitmentfrom the President to "object" to any-&-all Defense Acts coming his way, 
unless they have your "recommendation that he sign them'' 1f YOU have this. victorv in 
the upcoming monumental head-butting will assuredly be yours: if you don't. you will 
defrnilivelv fail. LFurthermore, the sooner you get this, the more peaceful the year of the 
budget cycle will be for everyone concerned - as minimal 'face' will be lost by anyone.J 

You, Don, are presently in a near-perfect position to elicit such a decis~ve 
commitment from your Boss. The President has yet to feel any real pressure re your 
initiatives, as he's not been required to start paying the political prices of your boldness. 
Much more crucially (and my apologies-in-advance for wandering into your personal 
affairs), you are about to make (or so it seems, from press accounts) a huge personal 
financial sacrifice in order to meet your already once-deferred confirmation commitments 
to the Senate re your somehow liquidating highly illiquid long-term personal investments. 
Thus, you're !lfilY in a splendid position to speak privately to a President who also is 
personally wealthy through his own efforts, saying words to the effect of, "Sir, I'm abour 
to drop a third of my personal worth in order to continue to sen1e you as SecDej and I've 
now gal my head stuck into a loaded cannon in this capacity~ simply for carrying out 
your policies, just as we 've agreed. I know that you 'I I agree that it's completely 
unreasonable for me to take first a huge financial beating and soon thereafter a definilive 
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political one. If you can't assure me that you 'II stand by me with as many vetoes as may 
be required as I carry out your policy guidance and implement the Bush Defense Reforms 
and the Bush National Security Policy, then it's now time for me to bow out gracefully, 
while my fortune and honor are still intact. Thus, if you want me to keep working for 
you, you need to let everyone know - and know quite soon and very clearly -- that you'll 
surely veto any-&-all Congressional Acts respecting national security for as long as I'm 
SecDef, unless I explicitly andformally recommend approval to you on each occasion. I 
need your decision and your commitment on this fundamental issue now, as our plans 
and budgets are about to go to the Hill and I'm about to throw away a third of what I've 
worked a l{f'etime to earn in order to fight for you. " 

Moreover, it's said that "It takes a crisis to get anything done in this town," and the 
impending reorganization of the Senate to give you Carl Levin as your Authorizing 
Committee Chairman, Joe Biden at Foreign Affairs and Tom Daschle as Majority Leader 
is surely ample crisis to enable you to speak this candidly to a President whose post
inauguration honeymoon now is abruptly over. 

If you get this commitment from the President, your Secretaryship will assuredly be a 
historic one. If you don't, you'll likely be compromised-early and often~ into 
unceasing frustration and eventual insignificance. flt' s not easy to find words to readily 
convey how tough, experienced, tenacious and sharp is Carl Levin in pursuing his agenda 
- which assuredly isn't yours-&-mine.J 

DOING MISSILE DEFENSE. Fixing BMDO. T'm sorry that we don't yet agree on 
the issue of how well the current structure, staff and management of BMDO is likely to 
serve your purposes. BMDO is a modest part of the Office of the Secretary of Defense -
but it's a crucial one, as missile defense is a 'signature item' of your Secretaryship, as 
well as of the entire Bush II Administration. 

Tc's not just that General Kadish is already overlong in his position, or that he's ill-suited 
for this post in this Administration (though an outstanding choice for it in the Clinton
Gore Administration - the Building's System alwavs serves up 3-stars exactly to political 
specifications, in my 35 years of observation), or that BMDO is almost completely 
staffed with time-servers who can't get jobs elsewhere, or that its basic structure and 
organizational habits/culture are profoundly maladapted to your present plans and near
term goals, or that this entire operation aged gracelessly after heavy feeding in Reagan
Bush followed by programmatic.: starvation in the Clinton interregnum, or that everyone 
in DC knows how a SecDef signals his personal interest in a matter and that you' re 
giving all the contrary signals in this matter - it's all of these taken together, and much 
more. 

[For the record, I've had precisely zero interaction personally with the Kadish BMDO, 
except for 75 minutes I spent with Kadish and his deputy, upon Steve's motion, several 
weeks ago. What I know about him-&-his comes from silent-but-close observation of the 
operations of BMDO and its prime contractors, and unsolicited information from BMDO 
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and cognizant OSD staff-in-place. I have no axe to grind here, except in the National 
interest. J 

One of your successors-&-predecessors, Les Aspin, didn't hesitate to signal 
unequivocally his Administration's new policies re missile defense by completely re
doing SDJO -- even to the point of changing its name - including re-staffing its upper 
levels nearly entirely and canceling outright or downscoping by at least 5-fold all of its 
major programs except for the low-capability theater ones. Moreover, he did it all 
personally. in an ad hoc press conference held in early May l 993. Your missile defense
related organizational actions, by comparison with Les's, are tentative, timorous, 
diminutive and delayed. This lack-of-message from the new SecDef to the Building is a 
resounding message to everyone. 

The single most fundamental critique of your present stance re BMDO is summarized in 
the Scriptural admonition, "Only a fool puts new wine into old wineskins." [No 
disrespect intended.l 

Missile Defense Organizational Options. I suggest that you have three basic.: 
options re missile defense, organizationally. You can do a top-to-bottom make-over of 
BMDO (the Les Aspin approach, re killing Bush I GPALS), you can give it to the Army 
to continue to do THAAD and Patriot (and MEADS?) and simultaneously start up a 
brand-new operation to execute your Administration's new missile defense policies (the 
Cap Weinberger approach re SDI), or you can "go black" and do it all covertly-&-quickly 
(the Harold Brown approach, re stealth). All of these options are available to you 
immediately - you need no enabling approvals from anyone. 

The 'black' option comes in two, highly distinctive flavors. The first is a standard 
Special Access Program (SAP), the entire collection of which is overseen by a standing 
OSD committee now chaired by Paul. This is the way stealth was done, with quite 
restricted but still strikingly comprehensive Congressional oversight, annual 
appropriations for many years into the 'black' annex of DoD's budget, etc. The second is 
an intelligence-directed effort, usually of somewhat shorter duration and more modest 
total budget, which is far more cloistered in all respects; one of the most famous 
examples was the CIA's raising of the sunken Soviet attack sub off of Hawaii in the '70s 
(Project Jennifer). 

An 'Utter Black' Space Operations Program - With An Emergency Missile 
Defense Adjunct. It's presently feasible to create, in a black program of this second 
type, a set (50-500) of small spacecraft directed to providing most, though possibly not 
all, of the national security functions sketched in the Rumsfeld IT Commission Report, 
including just about all of the near-term intelligence ones. If appropriately designed, 
these could be transformed in seconds (moreover, reversibly) into a highly-effective, 
world-wide missile defense system in time of emergency, by simply uploading new 
software. lThis option was sketched in a little detail in the thinner of the two January 
2001 briefing documents that I gave you as we parted.l 
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You would be eminently justified in spending a few percent of the -$30 B of Intelligence 
funds appropriated to you each year for the creation of such a system, simply because of 
the large set of space-type intelligence functions that it would perform capably. The 
missile defense capabilities would be essentially free - a 'bonus' for intelligently creating 
general-purpose space surveillance-&-monitoring capabilities. LThe cost of the software 
to confer and test-exercise the missile defense adjunct capabilities would be negligible -
of lhe order of SIO M.l 

This route would permit you to bring missile defenses of high-capacity and world-wide 
scope into being~ and, if you wished, even lo exercise such defensive capabililies 
covertly. LBear in mind that hit-to-kill missile defense, especially in boost phase, looks 
from a distance just like a severe rocket-booster malfunction - and military missile-
launch syslems fiver carry telemetry to enable anyone lo question such a diagnosis. ] f 
substantial importance, this program's covert nature, remarkably low cost and advanced 
technological character would forestall essentially all complications from the Hill - only 
ygy few Congressional folks would have to know of its existence during the brief (2-3 
year) duration of the primary program, and no one would need to know of its adjunct 
capabilities. 

Shared Missile Defenses. The just-now altered character of the Hill may 
motivate a basic shift in the political calculus with respect to bringing 'everyone else' on
board re deployment of missile defenses. It may be deemed overall cost-effective, e.g., at 
the level of Principals of the National Securily Council, lo offer lo share 
ownership/operation of globally-effective (i.e., space-based), limited-scale missile 
defenses with every nation meeting certain minimal political requirements, along the 
lines of the brief discussion about this parlicular matter which you Jed a year ago in your 
loft-office. LAfter all, our supreme National interests currently lie not in being able to 
execute a limited ballistic missile strike on anyone, but in being able to prevent anyone 

from bei11g able to do so on us. Any way in which we can attain to this state-of-affairs 
should be seriously considered.l 

An amusing aspect of such shared ownership would be the exceedingly low dollar cost
to-the-U.S. of such a system. Indeed, Gen. John Piotrowski, the USCINCSPACE during 
most of the Bush I Administration and a highly-experienced soldier-diplomat, remarked 
to me that he was completely confidenl that he could "pass the hat" among the Allies and 
raise the entire SI I B life-cycle cost of the Global Defense portion of the Bush I GPALS 
system, simply because of the defense that would thereby be afforded to the NATO and 
ANZUS nations that he would solicit. LThis general topic of shared operation and/or 
ownership of a globally-eff eclive missile defense system is explored in the oldest of the 
three briefmg documents which I handed you.J 

Indeed, our basic National military strategy must be to devalue as swiftly as completely 
as ever possible that weaponry in which potential adversaries can compete with us, and 
to emphasize that weaponry on which we can maintain a 'proprietary lock. ' [You, as a 
senior magnate of the pharmaceutical sector, obviously appreciate keenly the importance 
of gently-but-firmly guiding the market to forsake those corporate products coming off-
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patent in favor of those for which one's company enjoys an enduring monopoly. Simply 
put, we now want everyone to throw away those soon-to-be-impotent-&-obsolete old 
ballistic missiles whose ownership has recently come into the reach of far too many 
nations and to commence to engage precision-target weaponry that moreover is sourced
and-directed from afar. Global-scope missile defense with which everyone is more-or
less happy moves §reoisely iiy thia cbreotion t the force d'frappe a n d t h e 
British Tridents, but our European friends get the Chinese CSS-4s that are boresight
targeted on most of their capitals negated in this Grand Bargain - along with all the 
coming-soon 'traffic' from the Third World thugs to the south and east of them.J 

!(UDOS RE POLICY STAFFING. You're doing a truly fabulous job in staffing your 
Policy shop, an item that rm afraid I may have not noted sufficiently when we spoke. 

A top-notch Policy operation is essential for any Defense Secretariat to engage 
effectively the rest of the Government, to say nothing of the rest of the planet - and 
you're now most of the way to having just this. Great work! 

Unfortunately, however, "Faith without works is dead," and the great minds in Policy 
must be close-coupled to great arms-and-hands in Acquisition to create and supply 
modem weaponry in a timely and cost-efficient manner to the Services, which brings us 
to the next topic ..• 

REFORMING ACOU.JSITION. I'd like to be comparably enthusiastic about what's 
happening in Acquisition - but, for now, "the sound of one hand clapping" is the best I 
can muster. I've seen too many well-omened 'Acquisition reform' efforts come to 
naught over the past third-century - and the present one isn't even all that well-omened. 
As with so many other seeming governmental failures, Defense Acquisition, has been 
carefully designed and meticulously created-&-re-created over the past third-century to 
diffuse management responsibility well below threshold and to thereby reliably defeat 
any accountability for the inevitable sub-standard results - while eliciting and 
encouraging all of the worst behavioral patterns on the part of the Congress. Failure to 
appreciate this lovingly engineered (and actively maintained) character of the Acquisition 
situation explains most of the plethora of previous failures to impact it at all substantially. 

Pete Aldridge did a crucial, likely-underappreciated job for the Nation's military 
capabilities in space in saving our National expendable launch vehicle capabilities from 
being prematurely scrapped in the "Shuttle Mania" of the early '80s - but for most of the 
past decade, he's presided over the Air Force's debacle in advanced space systems (e.g., 
SBIRS-High and -Low), as the head of Aerospace Corp., the brain trust of the USAF's 
Acquisition arm. His undisputed record of utter failure in reviving this one-time ·crown 
jewel' of American national security technology accurately forecasts, I fear, just what 
he'll lnotJ do for you in the Acquisition & Technology post. He epitomizes - perhaps 
more so than any other single person - the "old school" of Defense Acquisition, which I 
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understood you intended to reform-and-replace. He's Ron Kadish in civilian clothes -
while also being substantially older and much wiser. 

An early "litmus test" that you can apply to determine who of us secs this situation more 
dearly would be to ask Pete & Co., as a top-priority matter, to design-in-detail a general
purpose "silver bullet" Acquisition process for top-priority programs so designated by the 
SecDef (or the NSC Principals, or whatever) - initiatives which must be implemented as 
force-in-being every hit as swiftly as the U.S. technology community is capable of. After 
you've duly taken note of how (remarkably) long it takes for him-and-his to get back to 
you and Paul with the draft DoD Instruction which is to institute this new Acquisition 
process, examine carefully the overall time-scales, decision-procedures, etc. of what is 
presented to you as an archetypal effort in this new as-fast-as-ever-possible Acquisition 
process -- all the time recalling that the brand-new Manhattan Engineering District had 
Colonel(!) Leslie Groves installed as its first head in September '42 and thereupon 
proceeded to detonate the first atom bomb 34 months later, and that it took a shade under 
4 years for RADM 'Red' Raborn & Co. to design, prototype, test, build-&-launch the 
first Polaris missile-launching submarine during the Eisenhower-Kennedy transition 
"By theirfrui1s shall They be known unto you," we are reminded. 

1 certainly hope - for your sake and the Nation's - that I'm thoroughly wrong on this 
score, 

REVITALIZING THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY. Your statement that Rich 
Haver will soon he joining you as your Intelligence czar is real/yfine news, as I 
remarked. 

After nearly five years of dispensing 'technical and strategic advice" to the Senate 
Intelligence Committee re their IC oversight responsibilities - as one of the few 
technically-trained members of its 'Technical Advisory Group' - I'm more keenly aware 
than most of how sorely the U.S. needs a fundamental re-building and re-chattering of its 
intelligence operations. I've also become far more appreciative of the enormously 
important roles that the "cutting edges" of the IC play in the active preservation of 
international peace and national security - and of the even more telling performance that 
they could deliver, if old structures, linkages, modes-of-thought, cultures, missions, etc., 
were to be replaced with ones more appropriate to 2J st Century challenges. 

Rich is one of the best possible people to aid with you with this 'cleaning of the Augean 
Stables task. [There's a large majority of a third of a million unusually-bright folks -
many of their leaders chosen for their career-long professional skills in dissembling, 
subverting and purchasing loyalties - who arc resolutely committed to failure of any 
deep-cutting IC reforms, Not even Hercules ever faced odds of this scale!] 

Congratulations on luring Rich back into Government service - and the very best of good 
luck! 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfelc~ 

May 29, 2001 

Memorandum from Adm. Bill Owens 

You might want to show this oil platform material to Gen. Kadish. It is from Bill 
Owens, and it is quite encouraging. ~ 

Thanks. ~ 

DHR/azn 
052901.14 
Attach. 5/25/01 Memorandum from Adm. Owens 
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Broadband Center 
1445 12d" Avenue NE, Bellevue, WA 98005 
Phone: +1.425.602.0000 Faz: +1 .425.602.0001 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE~ 

FAX#: 

Secretary of Defensei Dona Id Ruimfeld 

JanisDolacky Jacobs for Admiral William A. Owens 

May 25, 2001 

l(b)(6) 

# OF PAGES: 28 (jncludingcover) 

Please deliver the foUowing fax from Admiral Owens directly to Secretary Rumsfeld. 

If I may be of further assistance, please contact me directly atL..!(b_)<_6_) ___ _, 

Rcspec:tfu11y, 

Janis Dolacky Jacobs 
AsSi!:Clllt to Adaunil Witli:im A. Owens 
Co-Chier Exealtive Officer and 
Vice Chairman. of'lhe Board, Tclc<lesic LLC & 
Vice Ch2iJmaD, ICO-TeJedesic Global Limited 

Phone; l(b)(6) 
Fu: . E.-mail; L,.l(,...b..,.,)(6 ..... ) __ ........ _, 
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Rio, April 23 2001 
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_ HYPOTF-IESl;S FOR THE 1 ~' ANO 2 "0 EXPLOSION$ THAT ARE BEING INVESTIGAT6D AND .EVALUATED 

. SIN~b~VJPti~~S~i~~i;ci· . . 
}:&11Jo1fsat.1NARlb~vi£R~ANit-Y:)-e~-~=_:- =~~ 

t~~- ¥~-
·~atbo.n intp the emerge!lCJ.·,drajn $lO.rilge. tank, g,s leakage,. . 

· . ignltiOO -. , ~~ ;-·~ ~::::-<) ~%~;r 
• ~-~~·~~~~L .... ~·•• -- :,'·i·~~ :a -· ~-~:!~ - -~ --;:_·;; ~_;~·-==~~ • 

2~ W~~T~ Ofl-~\ijiK: -:tl1e ~aiti¥ ~f~.s intct-ffle~as~=6j[lank, 
gas leakage~il_nltlon ~- - ~ . -::-_ ~"-- ·- - ~ ~{ ::,~_ ~ 

a. GAS:C~M~\J~s1o~~~iTEM~tai\¥10N ~ . . . 
COLUMN p·ijJjtpQN~A~i7Srwte~riiAW-*-EA$ff.(~oMS: 
a~~~~,~~~-~~~lijm~·
-~~~~~~~~~~a~ 

tiOR of -exp1.d6Etr.iixtur~i&t1itkitf: ·_ ~-\_ ~~?~~-:~:~~- ·-i ;_~-~-·-;~~ 
. . -.. := _-_ ~ ~-- =-~-- .. -:~-~-: ~ .. ~ ~~_.::-·.::...~ ~~ :_-_- ~- ···:..--~~~ ·=~;_;~:: .::: 
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s~ P.O:NTt)_ON .. Bl~GE SYSTEM~. leak~age of hydro.carbons Jntq tl, 
-:poijtoQn· _bilg@~~:YS,·m_ throud!J -=1= ~erse "~w--9,~~~~:1trQm· the_ 
tank separ.at9t/Hti_Kege, __ ig_nit!on ·:;( :~~~. _ :.:.:. <~: ~- - --~ ~~---"'.~ 

. ~ % ·'=:" ~. .:; ~-~.:.: ·-.. :~~~~~- i _:; ~~-- -_~__;,_·~~~-
&. Ar.MO-SPaiEfle~~VENT. $YSTEfi~i)buUd:yp of ,.ga~l)~;isu·re in· 
-the-vent syslt.ever.-ii:ttijw., le~ifjge, ie,iJt)l?.n ~-~;1~-tt: - · 

-~ DES~~~~~~-
~~nffi · 
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- FlOODING ANP LOS! 

EXP.LOSION-~AT 00122h 

--

f10()ding ~gins dueJo rtiptut'ing of water ·coaling pip 

Continuation Sf floo~Ung "lbr&usjh thi s8aV/flter inl8t ya 
Which remaine(i O:peA (Faf(,,.s• v-alV8$)_ 

. - - -- :~ . - -
- -

· · Various cx-fflpart_mentt:Wer9 fll\>oded · · .· · .· 
- -

Ways of floodirig betwe~n Compaifments!· : 
~RJJgtu-r-e of iriJer~al strueture 

-_ -Th=ro.ugh_ the venti:1-atiop shaft-s 
-Bulkheads or a~cces$ d-oors op-e.n 
.. Ruptu:re of pipes 
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. . . FL00.01NG ANcf-1.cis-s 
R8$ults ·:of the a-nalysis· of the stability! -

... -- .. . 

. . 

·Following ttie exploSl_~m$;; the f)oodirig of the inter- . · •· ._ 
conn.~ctlr,g :tompartm-ents caus,d the·.pfatform to sJn"··. ·. . .. 
1n th8 __ wa~r Wit11 a 1:6 d~r,e ,Jist·1~ 8'p0.µt 7;45h0 0f'.I ·. · . 
March. 15 200~ .. This:Was:_si1:ffiQ.ient.·.~to :sut>merge--.~11, -
opening$. of th~e chaitt_·IOC~ke·rs ··by 54 Ctrl, 8 sit~_ation .i.n · 
·eicc~ss of~th;e p:iatfo.rm·'·s prol,cte,tl ctitfcaf p~int .. _for : . . - . . 

m-~ximum -~amage. · 

. Thi:, bega1n the _progres.sive pro-c,ss of.flooding·that. .. - . 

resu.tted in the eventual .loss -of the platfo.r'11. 

~-----------------...... ---.. ' 
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RESULTS 
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the,e was ao inttlai t~plosJon 
p1obably on ~the fourth level: of th-e 
st,rbeantaft =column -at 00:iih on 
·Mat~h 15, ·zoot· and the 1nclde_nt is=. -
b~in:g ana)yzed~CC~fdlng~~O tf-\~ -:-~ -.. 
v~ricrys-.~ypotheies. 'Thbfejploilon-- -. 
-was t~e-·:event ~le~dinsfto the.Jnitial --· 
llo~dlng c,f the-:plalform. -

-· 
- -· - . . -· -

.. - -· 
.• 

T~ere w~~ a ie~9nd -~xpio~_pn iJ oi39 
~rf:NarGht5, 2:001~, cau$8d 6y the·: · 
ignition of =~ydrocarbori~, in-·the -: 
starhoa_rd aft atea at a loc.atiortstill to be 
precisely. identift~. =11 also ·btirig 

7
. -

-analyzed against-the warious 
hypotheses. (Thls~,xpleslon caused tli• 
deaths-of 11 fire flgl,ters'!) 

REGOMMENl)ATION~ 
-- -- ---

To ~ntlnue· -~tudies to detennin-e 
what-could have caused the 
lnit~al~expiosfon. . . -

I -

. . -

·-- - - - -

T& co_ntiniie stutilas lo 
d~:tertoine-w:hat c·ou1<1-ha\i:e 
beel, the mo-s·t llkeiy lo<:.atlon 
-and the c_auses _of the se~c,nd· 
expl0$ion:·-- - -
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RESULTS 

·-

4 
A, the present fl'-11e; the -~nalysi~ of 1he· 
pfJtf•rrn' dasigr{~ocume'~tation-:J,as_ not 
t,e-,ri\completed. - =~ ; 

~ .. . . 
-- - . .. -- - .... - - - . - . 

- T-JI•· pfe~e~Cllt of Jard_(s -~nneef9d ~p tb.e ., 
pr;~te$~1~g a .. tivlt'Jes__lnslde the-;;eo-h~m~ Is 
:~ tef~va"* -asptct tt,a- reqitJres · -~- . 
ree.oitsideratioq _of ithe: g_peri!tl.onal rh~ks' 
invQIY.ed. ··_ . ~ :. ·_ - ·- · · 

- s 

RECOMME~DA:!IQNS 
- ·- -

To C<)llfinue and broade.n the 
an_aljsls-9f the. prOJ~C~ -· _ 

-- .. ·. 
: . . 

. 

16· spfte df the pF;a~tie9 bfing· 
acqeptJibie·.-:to the-o_U in4ustry. ~he 
Coinmission.acommends -that a. 
-maftag6-ment (~cisio~ b~ taK~n ii; -
futur• pi-ojects· -llJt\ to ~se---t~nks or 
re-cep,acfe~inside·colt{mn~_or -
pqnto1'-nS tf.f~tare CO-!lntctea. to -

- .pr~ssJng adivlties.1n lbe ca"Je 
of axistli-l_g platiom,s that fi~ve · 
r•~epJaclt~ -(Ind tan~$ ·~~ide-=~he 
caruarns of j;ontoons--arid _are ~ 
connee.~~d to th9 processing 

-acthdties,:_Yle recori11J1eil_d tha~ the 
Comp.any re~.nalyze the projects 
in the light of the oper~tlonal risk. 

~~-------------________ ..... -- .............. - ....... . --~ 
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R~SU~TS 
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The explo:sion·s .. were nqt cau-~~d by or 
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-. 
-. -

The hyi;lothe,js of a=-t,uild~yp of-:pre.~suie 
'·" thcfa~spberie vent SY$l~ .,. ~i this 
p.oiot, an ··unlik~y. eau~ .of tti-. acc;ide,nt.. ·-:~ 

- - - - . - . · .. 

-

Th, solution adoptec:tto re·s.olve--the 
b.l~kage ln.Jh·e atmofiptaeric·vent In 
the flare tower t,y creating an 
Jltemativ• bypass ve~t is. at this 
point, considered to be an unlikely 
cause -of the accident. 

IP 

. .. .. 

- -
.. REC.OMMENOATI9NS 

._ 
.. 

-- --- -. - -
-=~l:ro"anen. th;·tove·s,jgatlo_n int_~ 
tlte C.aus~:S of°t~e bldlti. Up ~f ... 
pr~ssure :i'.-a the· ... tmosp~eri~ 
vef.ii sJ•teltt~ccltt•nt.: 

-· - ---
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Mark Thiessen 

Donald Rumsfeld t ' 
May 29, 2001 

You might want to take a look at this memo of February 12. You may find some useful 
material. 

Thanks! 

DHR/azn 
052901.09 
Attach. 
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February 12, 2001 

MEMORANDUM TO DR. SCHNEIDER 

FROM: JEFFREY M. RANNEY 
DANGOURE 
BERNIE VICTORY 

SUBJECT: ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIEs-fo THE DOD FY 2002 - 2007 BUDGETS 
DERIVED FROM EISENHOWER - KENNEDY PERIOD AND REAGAN 
BUILDUP PERIOD 

There are two periods in the post-1945 history of U.S defense planning and budgeting that can 
provide useful budget strategies for the FY 2002 - 2007 period. In both periods defense spending 
increased over a period of years. Both periods also saw significant changes in force structure and 
weapons technologies. The first period was from FY 1954 to FY 1965 (referred to in this brief as 
the Eisenhower New Look even though the Kennedy years are included). The second is the 
period from FY 1981 to 1992 (the Reagan Buildup). The Truman buildup for the Korean 
Conflict is not included since, unlike the other two, it represents not an increase in funding and a 
reshaping of the force, but a complete remobilization. 

The period from FY 1954 to FY 1965, the Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations, was one 
period in which the U.S. military was truly transformed. This period saw the introduction of 
advanced new technologies and weapon systems, to include the intercontinental strategic 
bomber, intercontinental ballistic missiles, nuclear-powered submarines and aircraft carriers, jet
powered aircraft, rotary aircraft, guided munitions, and early-warning, detection, and 
surveillance satellites. Chart I shows annual defense spending, measured in FY 200 I total 
obligation authority (TOA) dollars, for the FY I 954 - 1965 period, and major technological 
advances. It is very instructive for the current FY 1902 - 2007 period as the overall size of the 
Armed Forces also was reduced even as it was transformed. 

Somewhat surprisingly, the Reagan buildup was less transformational when compared to the FY 
1954 - I 965 period, and represents more a modernization cycle. The overall size of the force was 
increased along with the introduction of new technologies. Significant technological advances in 
this period included stealth aircraft cruise missiles precision guided munitions giobal 

' ' ' "'"" positioning system satellites, real-time and multi-spectral imaging sensors, and digital 
electronics. Chart 2 shows annual defense spending in a similar manner for the FY 198 I - 1992 
period. 

Comparing the two periods, annual defense budget increases exceeded 5 percent on nine separate 
occasions. Chart 3 shows the annual real growth rate for both periods. Both periods began with a 
nearly 20 percent increase: (Eisenhower (19 %) and Reagan (22 %). They also took at least 
twelve vears to unfold. We are fully aware that all programs do not start or end within the two 
periods. Nevertheless, from a national policy-making perspective, they capture the policy 
changes and long timeframes that are often required to develop and acquire military capabilities. 
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Chart 4· displays the projection of defense spending for the FY 2002 - 2007 period using the 
annual growth rates observed from the two previous periods. As shown, projections of defense 
spending based on either the "Eisenhower New Look" or 'Reagan Buildup" periods would 
reauire annual defense budgets ereater than 3 percent of U.S. gross domestic product. To achieve 
an "Eisenhower New Look"-like defense budget would require$ 564 billion additional dollars 
over the amount proposed in PB 02. To achieve a "Reagan Build-Up"-like defense budget 
would require $754. billion additional dollars than proposed in PB 02. 

The current budget team .projection, which builds upon the military services' unfunded 
requirements and new initiatives, is provided in Chart 5. As discussed last Friday, as the new 
initiatives become better understood in terms of their funding requirements, they will compete 
for funding with recovery programs. This will force the retirement of additional equipment, the 
closure of additional military installations, and further reductions in military personnel levels. 
The annual nominal growth rate is also shown. 

Four conclusions emerge from this work: 

Both cycles began with a significant jump in annual defense spending: Eisenhower (19 % in 
FY 55) and Reagan (22 % in FY 81); 

Both cycles required more than the 6 years of a FYDP to complete. 

If similar annual growth rates were applied to the current period, annual DOD budgets would 
equal somewhat more than 3 percent of GDP. 

When drawing parallels to today, the Eisenhower period would seem to be the preferred one 
insofar as it demonstrates an approach to both transformation and overall force reductions 
that left the military better off in the end. It is also 'preferable because it provided for a 
continuous, steady-state approach to force modernization as opposed to the "boom-bust" 
attributes of the Reagan buildup. 

We have additional charts and work, and would welcome the opportunity to discuss this issue 
more fully if your time permits. 
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Chart 1 

FY 1954. - 1965 Transformation Period 
DOD Purchases Spending 
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Chart 2 

FY 1981 - 1992 Period 
DOD Purchases Spending 
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• Digital electronics 
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• Global positioning system satellites 
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Chart 3 

Annual Defense S·Pending Comparison 
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Chart4 

Alternative DOD Purchases Projections 

In billions of Current BA Dollars 
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during FY 1984 - 1985 and FY 1981 - 1992, respectively. 
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Charts 

Current Budget Team Projection 

In billions of Current .BA Dollars 
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Jsnowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Andy Marshall 

Donald Rumsfeld tf\. 
May 29, 2001 

Here is a paper that should be held close but it has some very good ideas for the Defense 
Strategy paper, then specific recommendations. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052901.50 
Attach. 
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DRAFT FINAL REPORT 

APPENDIX1 

The Recommendations 

This appendix lists all of the Phase Ill Report's major recommendations in order of 
their presentation. The recommendations are numbered sequentially and grouped by 

Section. The page on which the recommendation appears in the report is noted in the box. Those 
recommendations in red type indicate recommendations on which Congressional action is 
required for implementation. Those in blue type can be implemented by Executive Order. Those 
in green type can be implemented by the head of an Executive Branch department or agency, or 
by the Congressional leadership, as appropriate. 

Securing the National Homeland 

1: The President should develop a comprehensive strategy to heighten America's ability to 
prevent and protect against all forms of attacks on the homeland, and to respond to such 
attacks if prevention and protection fail. (p. 11 } 

2: The President should propose, and Congress should agree, to create a National 
Homeland Security Agency (NHSA) with responsibility for planning, coordinating, and 
integrating various U.S. government activities involved in homeland security. They should 
use the Ji"ederal Emergency Management Agency (}'EMA) as a key building block in this 
effort. {o. 15) 

3: The President should propose to Congress the transfer of the Customs Service, the 
Border Patrol, and Coast Guard to the National Homeland Security Agency, while 
preserving them as distinct entities. (p. 15) 

4: The President should ensure that the National Intelligence Council include homeland 
security and asymmetric threats as an area of analysis; assign that portfolio to a National 
Intelligence Officer; and produce National Intelligence Estimates on these threats. (p. 23) 

5: The President should propose to Congress the establishment of an Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Homeland Security within the Office of the Secretary of Defense, reporting 
directly to the Secretary. (p. 23) 

6: The Secretary of Defense, at the President's direction, should make homeland security a 
primary mission of the National Guard, and the Guard should be reorganized, properly 
trained, and adequately equipped to undertake that mission. (p. 25) 

7: Congress should establish a special body to deal with homeland security issues, as has 
been done with intelligence oversight, Members should be chosen for their expertise in 
foreign policy, defense, intelligence, law enforcement, and appropriations, This body should 
also include members of aJI relevant Congressional committees as wdl as ex-officio 
members from the leadership of both Houses of Congress, (o. 28) 
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Recapitalizing America's Strengths in Science and Education 

8: The President should propose, and the Congress should support, doubling the U.S. 
government's investment in science and technology R&D by 2010. (p. 32) I 

9: The President should empower his Science Advisor to establish non-military R&D 
objectives that meet changing national needs, and to be responsible for coordinating budget 
develooment within the relevant deoartments and a2encies. (n. 34) I 

10: The President should propose, and the Congress should fund, the reorganization of the 
national laboratories, providing individual laboratories with new mission goals that 
minimize overlao. {n. 37) I 

11 : The President should propose, and Congress should pass, a National Security Science 
and Technology Education Act (NSSTEA) with four sections: reduced-interest loans and 
scholarships for students to pursue degrees in science, mathematics, and engineering; loan 
forgiveness and scholarships for those in these fields entering government or military 
service; a National Security Teaching Program to foster science and math teaching at the K-
12 level; and increased funding for professional development for science and math teachers. 
(o. 41) 

12: The President should direct the Department of Education to work with the states to 
devise a comprehensive plan to avert a looming shortage of quality teachers. This plan 
should emphasize raising teacher compensation, improving infrastructure support, 
reforming the certification process, and expanding existing programs targeted at districts 
with especially acute problems. (p. 43) 

13: The President and Congress should devise a targeted program to strengthen the 
historically black colleges and universities in our country, and should particularly support 
those that emphasize science, mathematics, and engineering. (p. 45) 1 

Institutiona I Redesign 

14: The President should personally guide a top-down strategic planning process and 
delegate authority to the National Security Advisor to coordinate that process. (p. 48) 

15: The President should prepare and present to the Congress an overall national security 
budget to serve the critical goals that emerge from the NSC strategic planning process. 
Separately, the President should continue to submit budgets for individual national security 
departments and agencies for Congressional review and appropriation. (p. 49) 

I 18 
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16: The National Security Council (NSC) should be rtsponsible for advising the President 
and for coordinating the multiplicity of national security activities, broadly defined to 
include economic and domestic law enforcement activities as well as the traditional national 
security agenda. The NSC Advisor and staff should resist the temptation to assume a 
central policvmakin2 and operational role. (p. 50) 

17: The President should propose to the Congress that the Secretary of Treasury be made a 
statutory member of the National Security Council. (p. 51) 

18: The President should abolish the National Economic Council, distributing its domestic 
economic policy responsibilities to the Domestic Policy Council and its international 
economic res onsibilities to the National Security Council. l . 521 

19: The President should propose to the Congress a plan to reorganize the State 
Department, creating five Under Secretaries, with responsibility for overseeing the regions 
of Africa, Asia, Europe, Inter-America, and Near East/South Asia, and redefining the 
responsibilities of the Under Secretary for Global Affairs. These new Under Secretaries I 
would o erate in con'unction with the existin Under Secreta for Mana ement. ( . 54) 

20: The President should propose to the Congress that the U.S. Agency for International 
Development be consolidated into the State Department. (p. 55) 

1
21: The Secretary of Stale should give greater emphasis to strategic planning in the State 
Department and link it directly to the allocation of resources through the establishment of a 
Strate~ic Plannin§, Assistance, and Bud2et Office. (p. 56) I 

22: The President should ask Congress to appropriate funds to the State Department in a 
single integrated Foreign Operations budget, which would include all foreign assistance 
oro2rams and activities as well as all exoenses for oersonnel and ooerations. (D. 58) 1 

23: The President should ens&e that Ambassadors have the requisite area knowledge as 
well as leadership and management skills to function effectively. He should therefore 
appoint an independent, bipartisan advisory panel to the Secretary of State to vet 
ambassadorial appointees, career and non-career alike. (J). 62) 

24: The Secretary of Defense should propose to Congress a restructuring plan for the Office 
of the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, which would abolish the office of the Assistant, 
Secretary for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict (SOLIC), and create a new 
office of an Assistant Secretary dedicated to Straten- and Planning (SIP). (p. 64) I -------------------------------------

1
25: Based on a review of the core roles and responsibilities of the staffs of the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, the .Joint Staff, the military services, and the CINCs. the Secretary of 
Defense should reon?,anize and i-educe those staffs by ten to fifteen percent. (p. 65) 
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26: The Secretary of' Defense should establish a ten-year goal of reducing infrastructure 
costs hr 20 to 25 pencnt through outsourcing and privatizing as many DoD support 
agenciP.s as po~sibk (p. 66) 

127: The Congress and the Secretary of Defense should move the Quadrennial Defense 
Review to the second vear of a Presidential term. (p. 68) I -------------------------------------
28: The Secretary of Defense should introduce a new process that wouJd require the 
Services and defense agencies to compete for the allocation of some resources within the 
overall Defense hud~et. (u. 69) I 

1
29: The Secretary of Defense should establish and employ a two-track acquisition system, 
one for major acquisitions and a second, "fast track" for a limited number of potential 
breakthrough systems, especially those in the area of command and control. (p. 71) I -------------------------------------
30: The Secretary of Defense should foster innovation by directing a return to the pattern of 
increased prototJpin2 and testing of selected weapons and support systems. (p. 72) 

1

31: Congress should implement two-year defense budgeting .1tolely for the modernization I 
element of the DoD budget (R&D/procurement) because of its long-term character, and it 
should expand the use of multivear procurement. (p. 731 
______________ .... _____________________ _ 

1

32: Congress should modernize Defense Department auditing and oversight requirements I 
by rewriting relevant sections of U.S. Code, Title 10, and the l<'ederal Acquisition 
Regulations. (o. 75) 
_ ... ______________________________ _ 
33: The Secretary of Defense should dire.ct thl' Doi) to shift from the threat-based 2MTW 
forcC' sizin~ prorcss to one which mensnr<~s reqnirenu•nts against recent operational m:ti,·ity 
tt·ends, artual intelli1,!ence estimates ol' llotcntinl advcrssu·1es1 capabilities, and nationnt 
security objectives as defined in the new administration~s national security strategy-once 
formulated. (n. 76) 

34: The Dt>fense Department should dt>vote its hi~he!iit priority to improving and furthering 
exnedition:H·v caoabilities. lo. 78\ 

1
35: The President should establish an lnteragency Working Group on Space (IWGS) at the I 
National Security Council to coordinate all aspects of the nation's space policy, and place on 
the NSC staff those with the necessary expertise in this area. {p. SO) 

36: The President should order the setting of national intelligence priorities through 
National Security Council guidance to the Director of Central Intelligence. (p. 83) 
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37: The Director of Central Intelligence should emphasize the recruitment of human 
intelligence sources on terrorism as one of the intelligence community's highest priorities, 
aud ensul'e thar operational guidelines are halancecl between security needs and respect for 
American values and principles. (p. 84) 

38: The intelligence community should place new emphasis on collection and analysis of 
economic and science/technology security concerns, and incorporate more open source 
intelligence into analytical products. Congress should support this new emphasis by 
increasing significantly the National fi'oreign Intelligence Program (N1'"1P) budget for 
collection and analysis. (p. 84) I 

The Human Requirements for National Security 

39: Congress should significantly expand the National Security Education Act (NSEA) to 
include broad support for social sciences, humanities, and foreign languages in exchange for 
militarv and civilian service to the nation. {o. 89) I 

40: The .Executive and Legislative Branches should cooperate to revise the current 
Presidential appointee process by reducing the impediments that have made high-level 
public service undesirable to many distinguished Americans. Specifically, they should 
reduce the number of Senate confirmed and non-career Senior Executive Service (SES) 
positions by 25 percent; shorten the appointment process; and revise draconian ethics 
regulations. (p. 92) 

41: The President should order the overhauling of the J,"oreign Service system by revampfng 
the examination process, dramatically improving the level of on-going professional 
education, and making leadership a core value of the State Department. (p. 95) . 
42: The President should order the elimination of recruitment hurdles for the Civil Service, I ensure a faster and easier hiring process, and see to it that strengthened professional 
education and retention programs are worthy of full funding bv Conercss. (p. 98) 

43: The Executive Branch should establish a National Security Service Corps (NSSC) to I enhance civilian career paths, and to provide a corps of policy experts with broad-based 
exoedence throu2bout the Executive Branch. co. 101) 

44: Congress should significantly enhance the Montgomery GI Bill, as well as strengthen 
recently passed and pending legislation supporting benefits-including transition, medical, 
and home.ownel'.Sh\11 ·foe_ mtaJjfi_pJl veterans. ( o. 106) , 
45: Congress and the Defense Department should cooperate to decentralize military 
personnel legislation dictating the terms of enlistment/commissioning, career management, 
retirement, and compensation (p. 107) 
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The Role of Congress 

46: The Congressional leadership should conduct a thorough bicameral, bipartisan review 
of the Le2islative Brauch relationship to national ~ccurity an<l foreign policy. (p. 110) 1 

4 7: Congressional and Executive Branch leaders must build programs to rncourage 
individual mcmhers ta acquire knowledge and experience in hoth national security and 
fol'ei~n oolin-. (o.110 I 

1
48: Congress should rationalize its current committee structure so that it best serves U.S. 
national security obJectives; specifically, it should merge the current authorizing 
committees with the relevant appropriations subcommittees. (p. 112) I 

49: The Executive Branch must ensure a sustained focus on foreign policy and national 
security consultation with Congress and devote resources to it. l<'or its part, Congress must 
make consultation a higher priority and form a permanent consultative group of 
Congressional leaders as part of this effort. (p. 113~ 

1
50: The President should create an implementing mechanism to ensure that the major I 
recommendations of this Commission result in the critical reforms necessary to ensure 
American national securitv and global leadership over the next auarter century. (p. 111) 
____________ .... ______________________ _ 
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I snowflake 

TO: SteveCambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "'I\.. 

DATE: May 29, 2001 

SUBJECT: Attachment 

Do you want to take this Zal Khalilzad paper and structure a series of questions to make 
sure they get brought into the meetings we are having this week'? 

I think there are some good points, particularly on the last page. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
05290 1.49 
Attach, 

-

U10147 /01 
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April 10, 2001 6:23 AM 

TO: Andy Marshall 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel[y~ 

SUBJECT: Khalilzad's Comments 

Here are some interesting thoughts from Zal Khalilzad that you might want to 
think about in the context of the paper. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/2/0 l Khalilzad Memo: "National Security Strategy Review" 

DHR:dh 
041001-12 
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To: 
FROM: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Secretary Rumsfeld 
Zal Khali)zad 
January 2, 200 I 
National Security Strategy Review 

The Bush Administration is taking office at a unique and critical moment for our 
national role in the world and our national security, Today, American power and position, 
while unrivaled, will not automatically be sustained, but will be deeply affected both by 
what we do and do not do and by how others respond. 

We face many cha11enges. While the Soviet Union is gone, Russia has not been 
anchored in the West. Other countries, notably China and India, are seeking to enhance 
their status as great powers. Several important regional powers such as Pakistan, Iran 
and Indonesia are in a state of flux. What happens within these countries wi11 be critical if 
not decisive in determining what they do abroad. Hostile states are cha11enging 
international norms in several regions. The spread of weapons of mass destruction and 
missiles, threats to our critical economic and military infrastructure including our space
based systems and international terrorism are creating new challenges which will have 
significant impact on America's interests and those of our friends and allies. 

At the same time, advances in technology are causing one of history's more 
profound revolutions. Globalization is transforming the nature of international life - not 
only in finance and economics but, increasingly, in politics and security. Particular 
social, political, and religious forces are having a growing impact on global life. Global 
politics is increasingly being shaped by non-governmental organizations and by private 
sector and financial entities that transcend traditional state borders. For most countries, 
sovereignty is eroding - in some places, like the European Union, by design, elsewhere 
as an unintended consequence of the digital age. Resentment of globalization is on the 
rise and has produced increased anti-Americanism, as Washington is perceived as its 
architect and primary beneficiary. This trend hampers efforts at building new global 
trading and financial institutions that are necessary to expand and spread prosperity 
around the world, 

Newer concerns, like cross-border crime and illegal narcotics 'trafficking. the 
challenge of mass migration, the rise of religious extremism, humanitarian disasters, 
failed states and warlordism, environmental degradation and the spread of disease are all 
part of the new international agenda. There is no national consensus on how we should 
balance the pursuit of our own traditional interests and these newer international 
concerns. Our inability to ignore these issues and the weakness or the poor use of non
military instruments has resulted in the overuse of our military to deal with some of these 
problems, 

American power and wi11 cannot suffice to meet and master the entire array of 
global demands that challenge U.S. interests and values and those of our friends and 
allies. How do we prioritize among these challenges? Selective global leadership by the 
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United States, coupled with strengthened and revitalized alliances is the best long-tenn 
vision. 

In my judgment, America should seek to preclude the rise of a global rival or a 
hostile global alliance, while at the same time transforming its democratic alliances by 
focusing them on new threats, challenges, and opportunities. Together with democratic 
allies, we will have unparalleled ability to respond to tomorrow's demands. Therefore, 
maintaining, strengthening and extending these alliances is essential to America's future 
and should be the bedrock of U.S. engagement abroad. The national security review 
should focus on three key priorities: 

• Fashioning ways to shift more of the burden of maintaining international y 
stability to our allies. 

• Developing a new architecture for our alliances and posture in Asia to ensure 
long term stability. More than any other critical region, Asia appears to have 
the potential for a wide range of basic changes, 

• Reducing the demand on our military. Our military is over-used. It needs to 
be transformed. 

In addition, the review should deal with a number of other questions including: 

• How do we integrate Russia, China and India into the current international 
system'! 

• How do we encourage the transition of the major states in flux to responsible 
members of the international community? 

• What policies should we follow towards regional troublemakers such as Iraq? 
• How can we be more selective in use of US military force? ,--., 
• How do we limit and mitigate the backlash against globalization'!~ 
• How do we build political support - both with Congress and the American 

people for the new strategy? --:::,.. 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld V' 
DATE: May 29, 2001 

SUBJECT: 

Attached is a memo on my discussion with Admiral Blair. Why don't you get NSC 
working on this, or should it be DoD Doug Feith'! If we ever get anyone in the policy 
shop. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052901.48 

0 --
U10148 /01 
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' May 21, 2001 9:50 AM 

SUBJECT: Meeting with Admiral Blair 3/27/0 1 

We need a plan for Japan-what we want, what our position should be and the 
way ahead: 

- Update the joint declaration of 1996. Go further. 

- Third country issues-North Korea, PRC. 

- Okinawa. Move U.S. presence on the island from populated areas to less 
populated areas-south to north. Clear up 70% of south bases, Air Force 
has done well with a good neighbor policy. First step is underway. 
Japanese pay $4 billion for the move north. Bundle it all in a blueprint 
for the way forward. 

- We need an interagency group to fashion an approach, get the 
President's blessing, and do it over the next four to five months. 

DHR:<lh 
052101-4 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 
')h 

DATE: May 29, 2001 

SUBJECT: Land mines 

Attached are some materials that Ann McLaughlin Korologos brought in on the subject 
of landmines. 

You better get an expert, because it's going to be an impo~ant issue for us. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
052901.45 

Attach. 
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LANDMINES: AN AMERICAN 
STORY 
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Faces of American 
Landmine Survivors 



LANDMINES: AN AMERICAN 
STORY 

T he Department of Defense estimates that 100,000 Americans have been 

killed or injured in landmine incidents. 

Roughly sixty million landmines are buried in over sixty countries around the 

world. 

One-third of American military casualties during the Vietnam and Gulf conflicts 

were caused by landmines. 

But you don't have to be wearing a uniform to be blown up by a landmine. 

You could be an overseas relief worker or a college student studying abroad. 

You could be on your honeymoon. 

You could be a tourist, 

or a business person, 

or an archaeologolist, 

or an art collector, 

or a writer, 

or an exchange student... 

Most Americans are not at risk in their day-to-day lives. But like millions world

wide, Americans cannot be protected when the leftover litter of war hidden deep 

in the earth explodes with one wrong step. 

Fortunately, most American landmine survivors have access to some of the best 

medical care in the world. Sadly, this is not true for 90% of hundreds of thou

sands of landmine survivors worldwide. 
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WORLD WAR II 

Landmine survivors ftomthe GreatestGmeration have known this scourge fir over half acentu y. 
They want their grandchildren to walk in safety. 

DUANE A. ROBEY 

The patrol left Hoven, Germany at 23:00 hours on 

December 30. 1944. We moved along the road 

through our own extensive mine field to the 

bridge. The German outpost was just one mile 

after the river. Our mission was to capture 

German soldiers, or, if not possible, to bring back 

as much infonnation as we could. 

We were wearing white camouflage suits over out 

norn1al gear and helmets. The ground was covered 
in snow. II was now 00:30 hours on December 31, 
1944 and we had crossed the river and were making 

our way wward the outpost. We advanced steadily 

through the enemy's minefield. We planned that all 

seven of us were going lo leap into the Gern1an 

position and overpower them before they could 

react. Time: 01:30 hours. I moved forward to get 

into final position and wait for the signal, I was 

bent low looking at the ground. I saw a slight rise 

in the snow and allhough the other six had gone 

over this spot my subconscious 
screamed, ''Don'I slep lhere!" 

Too late. WHOOMP! 

My left leg was jammed 
upward, a heavy hammer came 

down upon my head, my left 

arm was thrown upward and 

my rifle and helmet sailed 

away into the darkness. I cat

apulted forward; my face 
plowed into the snow-cov

ered ground. Dazed, I rolled 
Young Duane Robey 

over on my back. There was 

no feeling in my le& leg. I sac up and saw my 

mangled foot against my shin. The boot was gone 

and my foor felt sticky and wee. 

Four of the men came to my side and we placed 

a tourniquet above the ankle and wrapped the 

fool. First Lieulenanl Pruitt said, "The mission is 

Duane Robey with wife, Ledores. 

aborted, Pick Robey up and we will head for our 

lines." We were about 40 feet from the enemy 

outpost. I said, "For God's sake don't anyone step 

on a mine." WHOOMP! I was bent upwards 

with sharp pains in my back. I heard Private 

Gaines scream, Private Glick's hands were badly 

burned. First Lieutenant Pruill put me down lo 

pull the men together. 

I pushed myself up into a sitting position. The 

explosion blew away my clothes from the waist down 

and I had no feeling from the waist down. I knew 

that I soon would be dead. ·'God help me!", I cried 

out. The words were no more our of my mouth 

when I rolled over and was able lo crawl on my hands 

and knees wward the river. We all started moving 

toward the river. Private Gaines was <.:rawling loo. 

although he had lost two fingers on his left hand. 

Then, there was a third explosion behind me. I 

turned around co see Sergealll Lynde disappear in a 

cloud of white smoke. His right fool was gone 
and there was a 6-inch steel fragmelll in his side. 

Pruitt shouted, ''Robey keep crawling!" I could 

have crawled over a mine. But I began to have a 

feeling of great well-being that no more harm 
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would come. We reddened the snow wich our 

open wounds as we crawled cowards che river. 

German soldiers were coming towards us, and 

Prui11 was shot in the arm. We fired back. I threw 

my four grenades and watched them explode 

among the Germans. 

We kept retreating back towards our lines. By sheer 

willpower, I climbed the pier of the bridge. Germans 

were firing all around us and Pruitt, Sergeant Major, 

and Corporal Clark emptied their weapons and 

became engaged in hand to hand combat. 

From the top of rhe pier I jumped down the 

other side into the river. Half-way across, my left 

foot caught on a broken branch. I yanked hard 

and left part of my torn foot on the branch. I had 

no pain. The cold air was causing our wounds to 

clot and freeze. On my way to the hospital, Pruitt 

asked Major about me. and Major replied, "He 

will not see the Regiment." ''Like so much!" I said 

to myself "I am going to make it all the way!" 

Duane Robty lives in Bismarck, ND. They have threechildrtn 
and two grandchild.rm. Mr: Robty has a Masters degrre in 
Science-Teaching and enjoys kzpidary work and iJ active in a 
church and the Masonic Lodge. 

JACK WACK 

Born in 1922 in Ohio. I joined the US army in 

1943 and trained at Fort Belvoir. Virginia as a 

combar engineer. In 1944, I went to Italy as pai1 

YoungJack Wack 

of the 39th Combat 

Enginee1ing Regiment to fight 

in World War II. 

It was a beautiful Tuscan 

morning on September 11, 

1944. I stood looking al 

florence in the distance think

ing of its beautiful, historic 

buildings that I would be soon 

be visiting. Six combat engi

neers, including me, climbed 

into the back of a 6x6 truck 

headed for Florence. We 

Jack Wack and his grandchildren, Michael and Sarah. 

crossed over the Arno on a Bailey bridge and comin

ue<l through Florence about five miles until we 

reached a small creek flowing through a wooded val

ley A small b1idge had been blown up and our mis

sion was lo place a large metal corrugated tube into 

the creek and cover it over with debris. 

My buddy and I were picked to clear the minefield 

around the blown bridge. an area about 100' x 200'. 

A dozer and driver had been blown up the day before 

so our dozer operator, from rural Virginia, was very 

nervous, He said he needed another 50 feet cleared at 

one end to provide more dirt to fill around the tube. 

So I look the detector and began lo dear the area. 

My buddy from Fredericksburg, Texas was about ten 
feet behind 'me. I was extremely careful because the 

dozer operator had already set off a mine in the dirt 

he had scraped up to fill in the creek. That meant 

chat we had missed at least one mine during our 

sweeping. Did we miss any others? 

Boom! I Hew up in rhe air and landed on my 

head. I lay staring at wisps of smoke rising from 

the bollom of che hole blown in che ground. My 

first thought was chat I was alive and was reason

ably all together. Next came the realization that I 

had lost a leg and the thought that it was probably 

both legs. But then ii occuned to me that I 

wouldn't be sweeping for mines anymore. that this 

was the lase sweep I had to make. And lo show 

how the mind seeks out the positive side of things, 
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my next thought was that I would get to tly home 
and nor suffer the violent sea sickness that I had 
coming to Europe. 

While those thoughts were flashing through my 
mind, the dozer operaror ran into the minefield 
and 1ipped open my fatigues. He looked down 
and said, "You arc OK" My buddy was thrown 
backwards and lost a finger but was otherwise 

fine. They can-ied me from the minefield and 
eventually an ambulance carried me to a British 

field hospital where they cleaned the stumps of 
my legs and bound them in air-tight bandages. I 
then went to an American evacuation hospital, a 

general hospital in Rome, another general hospital 

in Naples, a hospital in Oran, another in 
Casablance, a stop in Miami. Florida, and then to 
England General Hospital in Atlantic City, NJ. I 

stayed there until my discharge in the Ml of 1946. 

.Jack taught engineering at Howard University before workingfor 
the Nava/Ordnance Laboratory where he received several per

fonnance awards. He and his wife .Judith have eight chi/Jren 
and eleven grandchi/Jren. They .umntly live in Bethesdti, MD. 

/ 

Sarah Wack is seven years old. She lives with her 
parents. Robert and Lisa, and her two younger broth
ers, Michael, age 5, and J elfrey, age 7 months. Sarah 
attends the first grade. 

-SARAH WACKOACK WAC K'S GRANDDAUGHTER) 

• • • 
THE KOREAN WAR 

I rv Axelrod stepped on a mine made with US components. Some USbusinessesstill makelandmine 
components. 

IRVIN AXELROD 

It was late October. 1950. I was in my third year 
of college at the University of Chicago when I was 
recalled to active military duty. Following several 

weeks of combat readiness training, I was shipped 
to Korea. Our ship landed at Inchon on 
Christmas Eve of 1950. 

In mid February, as the UN forces were about to 
recapture Seoul, I was given the assignment to 

deliver secret orders for a new offensive called 

"Operation Killer" to the front lines. My shotgun 
guard and I had to cross a frozen rice paddy around 
which there was a lot of machine gun fire. I had my 

destination. the 29th British Infanuy Brigade com-

mand post. in sight. As I was walking along an de
vaced dike on the ten-aced rice paddy. I stepped on 
a snow-covered enemy planted landmine. I was 

blown into the air and thrown down onto the next 
lower level of the terraced rice paddy. Despite how 

loud the explosion was, I thought perhaps I had 
been machine gunned through my foot My 
buddy, who was only blown down and not i1~jured 
by the blast, saw the mud thrown over the icy sur
face and knew that I had detonated a landmine. 
He immediately ran to get me medical assistance. 
My right foot was severely mangled and my right 

leg was bent at right angles midway between the 

knee and my ankle. My first thoughts were that 
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Young Irvin Axelrod 

God was punishing me for my parti<.:ipation in this 

horrid war. British medics soon caITied me on a 

stretcher to an emergency medical tent on the front 

lines where they operated on me. Within the next 

ten days. I had four additional surgeries, one at a 

U.S. 8055th MAS.H Unit and three others on the 

USS Repose hospital ship in Pusan harbor. Over 

the next four and a half years, I had sevenleen more 

operations trying to save my leg. Eventually, it had 

to be amputated. 

The suffering and pain that I have gone through 

for the past 50 years has made me a much stronger 

person and I have no regrets abour my life experi

ences. I have traveled to 32 counnies around the 

world. I know how fortunate I am to have been 

brought up in the United States. In 1953, Helen 

Keller visited me ar my bedside. It was a life-alter

ing event. To this day I carry her message in my 

heart: concentrate on what you have, not on what 

you have lost. 

I do indeed feel extremely fortunate that my 

country has given me all the care I needed to 

recover from my land.mine injury. I estimate that 

the U.S. government has spent almost two million 

dollars on my rehabilitation and care over the past 

fifty years. Few land.mine victims around the 

world have this type of support, yet it has been 

absolutely necessary for me to get on with my life. 

I am proud to be an American and want the US to 

do whatever it can to help rehabilitate land.mine 
victims around the world. 

Irv Axelrod workedfor 1ht US government for 36 years. Upon 

retirement he became amputee patient coordinator at the 
National Rehabilitation Hospital He currently is president of 

the Washington AmputteAssociation, Inc. Mr. Axelrod and his 

wife Aida live inCtntre11i/k, VA. n,y have three daughters. 

• • • 
TH EVIETNAM WAR 

cc D uring his second tour cl duty in Vietnam more than JOyears ago, Colin L. Powell came to 
the aid of a soldier~ 'Just a kid, ,, he later recalled- who bad stepped on a mine and 

whose.face showed a mixture cfastonishment,fear, curiosity and, most cf all incomprehension, He 
died in Powell's anns and left behind, in Powell's mind, the unanswered question cf why American 
soldiers were in Vietnam." - WASHINGTON POST, DECEMBER 16, 2000 

JEFFREY FREDRICK 
I was born in 1949. My father was a Naval aviator 

during World War II. When the Vietnam War 

rolled in, I, like many of my compatriots, believed 

this to be the crusade of our generation - much 

like what our fathers had been through "defending 

democracy" in Europe and Asia. Sadly, the ethics 

of the cause was not to be. 

It was July, 1968. I was in the rice paddies, near 

Cu Chi. on a search and destroy mission (hunting 
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Jeffrey Frederick and a 
N. Vietnamese amoutee. 

for Viet Cong to kill). I 

stepped on a landmine and it 

was like walking though a 

great, glass shield - one life 

path exchanged for another. 

The next thing I remem

ber I am lying in a tent, 

burning from heat and fever, 

and experiencing the most 

intense pain I ever felt. Two 

cots down from me was a 

Viet Cong prisoner, hand-

cuffed to the cot rai I. He 

was also a new amputee. 

At the foot of his bed sat 

an MP guard with an M-16. I remember wish

ing at the time the MP would be kind to this 

prisoner. The search for mercy now replaced the 

search for destruction. I also remember wishing 

whoever planted the landmine well and hoping 

they could avoid such discomfort. My life as a 

soldier had changed. 

Mr. Frtdrick has a Mastm Degree in Special Education and is a 
certified prosthetist. He is a Branch Manager for Rehabilitation 
Engineering, Inc. Mr.Fredrick founded a medicaland rthahili
l4.tion program in Haiti and started a clinic in Vktnam with 
Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation. He lives in 
Tallahassee, Florit/4 with his wife and two daughters. 

Vietnamese amputee working in the field. 

• • • 
OTHER AMERICANS 

A n aid worker in Zaire, another in Somalia, and a student in the Holy Lands report their 

,findings about/andmines. 

MARIANNE HOLTZ 

It was a lovely day in eastern Zaire, one of the most 

beautiful places on earth. I had been back in Zaire 

just seven weeks working as nurse-coordinator for 

American Refugee Committee in Mugunga Camp 

for Rwandan refugees near Goma. A co-worker and 

I decided to drive out of town co spend a few hours 

in the countryside before scarring a Sunday after
noon of work in our medical supply storeroom in 

Gama. It was October 29, 1995. We were in a 

small truck. When we passed Kibumba Camp 

where I had worked six months previously. I 

remember thinking about the remarkable changes 

that had taken place there since the refugees first 

arrived in July. 1994. Then, in one moment, a 

moment that I recall only with blackness, my life 

was changed forever. Our truck hit a landmine. 

Later, there was a voice in the darkness asking 

my blood type. But then nothing more for four 

more days. I awakened slowly. I hmt so very 

badly. I saw white tiles on the ceiling and real~ 
ized I was in a bed. I figured that I had Eo be in 

a hospital but I did not know where. Voices 

were speaking Swahili. I realized I must be in 

Nairobi Hospital but I didn't know why I was 

there or what was wrong with me. I couldn ·t 

imagine why I hu11 so much. Plastic tubes were 

going in and out of my body almosr everywhere. 

I couldn't speak (my jaws were wired shut), 

couldn't hear well, my vision was blurred. and I 

couldn't move. When I looked down the bed. I 

saw that something was even more dreadfully 

wrong. There was no rise in the bedcovers 

where my feet should have been. 
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Marianne Holtz 

Later, friends and co

workers filled me in on 

what happened after the 

blast destroyed out truck 

and threw it 30 feet off the 

road. David Lillie, my co

worker who was driving 

was dazed but had only 

minor injuries. Realizing 

I was seriously hurt, he 

tried to call for help on 

his handheld radio set 

but got no response. 

Fortunately, a Red Cross 

nurse happened along within minutes and gave 

first-aid and directed some passersby to remove me 

from the wreckage. She took me to the 

International Federation of the Red Cross hospital 

in Kibumba Camp where surgeons amputated 

what was left of my legs below the knees and per

formed other emergency surgery to save my life. 

UNHCR medical director, Claire Bourgeois, 

organized blood donations and a1Tanged to have 

me flown to Nairobi by helicopter. If I had been 

a refugee or one of the local residents I would 

have remained at the local hospital. The exten

sive medical treatment that I needed was not 

available locally. 

When I arrived at Nairobi Hospital casualty 

room. I was so near death the doctors did not 

expect to admit me to the hospital. Fortunately, 

with excellent medical care, many prayers. and my 

own tough constitution I did survive and was 

admitted to the Intensive Care Unit. It was three 

and one-half weeks before I was able to transfer to 

a hospital in my own country and reunite with my 

family at home. During those painful weeks I was 

not allowed a mirror to look at the terrible damage 

that had been done to my face, nor was I allowed 

to sit or even turn myself in bed as my back was 

broken in three places. But, worst of all, I required 

a ventilator to help me breathe when my lungs 

failed to function because of shock. Thinking 

about those weeks can still give me nightmares. 

I have had many months of physical rehabilita

tion, a number of surgeries and can now walk 

again for short distances with two prosthetic legs 

and a cane. Like other landmine survivors, I will 

never be completely free from pain and will have 

di.fficµlty managing even the ordinary daily rou

tines of life. In some ways, I am luckier than other 

landmine survivors. I am a citizen of a country 

which has excellent medical resources and I will be 

provided for sufficiently to have a reasonable 

standard of living. Landmine survivors in many 

countries do not fare so well. 

Marianne Holtz currrnt/y writes and speaks on /andmines. She 
has repmenttd LSN at international conferroces on landmines in 
Turkmeni!tan, Cana4 the former Soviet Union, Mexico, and 
the United States. 

KEN RUTHERFORD 

In December 1393, I was working as a training 

officer for the International Rescue Committee in 

Somalia, where my job was to help Somalis apply 

for loans so they could rebuild their country My 

project was funded by U.SAI.D. On December 

16, as I was inspecting a program site near the bor

der with Ethiopia. my car hit a landmine. I sud

denly became something rare for an American - a 

landmine victim. It was to change my life forever. 

After the explosion, I first remember seeing a 

foot lying on the floorboard of the car. I remember 

thinking: "Is it mine?" It was. It was my right foot. 

I remember that I kept trying to put it back on, 

but it kept falling off. Then I looked at my left 
foot. The top part was ripped off and I could see 

bones going to my toes. one of which was missing. 

I dragged myself out of the car and called for 

help on my radio, It seemed like a lifetime before 

help arrived. While I was waiting, I prayed to God. 

I was also spitting up blood. so I thought that I 

might have internal injuries that could be fu.tal. I 
asked God that if I lived, I would like to marry 

Kim. my fiancee of two months, and raise a family. 
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Ken Rutherford and son, Hayden. 

In the evacuation plane from Somalia to Nairobi, a 

Belgian doctor and an American nurse gave me 

blood from their bodies to mine. 

I am here today because of the resources I had 

at my disposal. I had a radio to call for help and 

airplanes to evacuate me. Most landmine victims 

are not so lucky. The U.N. estimates that the aver

age lifetime care of a landmine victim costs from 

SS.000 to $7,000. My medical costs have already 

exceeded a quarter of a million dollars. 

Ken Rutherford is AssistantProfiSJor of Political Science at 
Southwest Missouri StateUnivmiey, where he leaches interna

tional rtlarions, international organi~tion and American 

Citizenship and Democracy. Dr. Rutherford has re1tified befo" 
congress and published articles on the 1Andmi11e issue in numer
ous academic and policy joumal.s. including World Policies, 
Journal of International Politics, Nonprnlifernlion Review. 

Georgetown Journal of lnlernalional Affairs. and the Uniled 

Nations Landmincs Journal. He is also a co-founder of LSN. 

JERRY WHITE 

I was only four years old when Syrian soldiers, 

retreating during the 1967 Arab-Israeli War, laid 

Soviet-supplied mines in the Golan Heights, The 

soldiers no doubt hoped the mines would maim or 

kill Israeli troops. Instead. my mine waited silently 

in the ground for nearly seventeen years until it 

exploded under my foot and blew off my right leg. 

I was twenty years old. I had taken time from 

my university studies in the United States to 

explore the Middle East. I wasn't a soldier. I was 

armed with only a backpack and an Arabic and 

Hebrew dictionary. Two friends and I had decided 

to explore northern Israel on a hiking trip. We 

were looking for a place to camp and had no idea 

that we had entered a minefield. There was no 

fence and no sign to keep us out. The next morn

ing, on a beauciful spring day, I stepped on a mine. 

I can still remember the deafening blast and the 

smell of blood. burnt flesh and metal. Only when 

my friends rolled me over did they see the extent 

of my wounds, The explosion had ripped off my 

right foot, shrapnel had lacerated my skin, and my 

left leg was open and raw--with a bone sticking out 

of my calf. We screamed for help but it seemed 

that no one but God could hear. Either I would 

bleed to death, or my friends would have to carry 

Jerry White and family. 
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me out of the minefield. Luckily we made it out 

without further Joss. 

. Al~ the talk about fencing and marking minefields 
is a distraction from the real challenge: to stop the 

proliferation of landmines. l was injured in a coun

try that takes pride in how well it has fenced and 

mark~d its minefields. But even in a small, securicy
consc1ous state like Israel, fences break down. signs 

fade, fall, or are stolen, and mines shift with changes 

in weather and soil erosion. V 

ferry white is Co-founder and Executive Directoro*' -,rdi · S. . ~ <.a mi.ne 
urv:~ur, N~twork. Throufk editorials, public sptakin 4 ,u;[ 

news ~ntervtew1, Mr. White has helped build public sui11 for 
stoppmg the 11.1e of landmine, He has ,-,.;~.d J....I:. r ru:I . . · .. ,.'.JK' ""J"" vongress 
a published amdes in the New York Times, Washingron 
Pose, Wall Street Journal, Christian Science Monitor and 
Internacional Herald Tribune. 
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Kate White is ten years old. She lives in Silve S . . 
three younger siblings. She attends the fifth g~a::1anngd, Mhary.land with her parents and s e 1s crazy about horses. 
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VOICES NEVER HEARD 

The following article is reprinted from the Minneapolis Star Tribune, June 29, 1995. 

State Woman, Husband Killed During Honeymoon in Egypt 
BY MARY LYNN SMITH:STAFFWRITER 
U.S. Army Maj. Patricia Kopp-Horvath told her fami
ly that she knew Egypt could be a dangerous place to 
visit, but the adventurous Washington County native 
and her new husband and fellow soldier, Maj. Brian 
Horvath, decided lo spend their honeymoon along the 
Red Sea anyway. 

On Monday, nine days after the couple was mar
ried in Kopp's hometown of Lake St Croix Beach. 
their families learned that the couple had been killed. 
They apparently hit a land mine while traveling with a 
guide and driver in an off-road vehicle along the 
southeast coast of the Sinai Peninsula. The guide and 
driver were hospitalized. 

The newlyweds were on a tour of the desert terri
tory where Israeli and Egyptian soldiers fought 
between 1948 and 1967. Army officials would not 
release details about the accident until the bodies are 
positively identified. 

An official al the U.S. Embassy in Cairo said the 
area where the explosion occuned -just north or the 
Sinai's southern tip - was visited frequently by 
tourists. 

The Egyptian Ministry of the Interior said the area 
had been mined during 40 years of recuITing hostili
ties. but that efforts had been made to clear the mines 
when Israel returned the area to Egypt. U.S. officials 
in Egypt considered the incident an accident, the U.S. 
Embassy offtcial said. 

Sue Kopp Casillas, Kopp-Horvath's sister, said the 
families know very little about the accident. "We've 
heard so many stories, we don't want to comment on 
anything unless we see it in black and white,·· Casillas 

said Wednesday. The Horvath family in Sayville, 
N. Y., also declined to comment. 

A tourism offtcial from a Red Sea resort at Sham, 
e1Sheikh said, "It is a terrible accident. I don't want to 

speak about it." The couple, guide and driver drove 30 
kilometers north of Shami el-Sheikh lo snorkel al the 
coral reefs at Ras Nasrnni. said the tourism official, 
who declined to give his name. Afterward, they appar
ently traveled another 15 kilometers lo visit the man
groves, which grow in salt water. 

"h's an area where there are a lot of mines that we 
don't know anything about,'' the tourism official said. 
"Thousands or people have traveled that area .... The 
driver made that trip at least 500 times. This is the 
first time something like this happened.'' He speculat
ed that flooding last fall may have shifted some of the 
mines. 

The bodies of Kopp-Horvath and Horvath were 
flown to the Army medical center in Landsluhl, 
Germany, where Horvath worked as a cardiologist 
and Kopp-Horvath worked as a nurse-anesthetist. 
Casillas said she's heard that her sister and husband 
had been traveling in a restricted area. "I don't think 
thal could be true." she said. "She wouldn't do things 
like that. She's not foolhardy. It would be out of char
acter for her." 

Kopp-Horvath, 38, was the third of six children. 
She had been stationed for the past three years in 
Germany. where she met her husband. "She loved 
adventure. She loved to travel," Casillas said. Kopp
Horvath had traveled extensively through Europe and 
''had a strong desire to go to Egypt," her sister said. 
Wire services contributed to this report. 

~-~1!o~"'t~ 
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This week American heroes like Duane Robey 
are coming to Washington to stand with 

other survivors in the battle against Jandmines. 

- WASHINGTON POST ADVERTISEMENT.MARCH 6,200 I 

FOR MORE INFORMATION. CONTACT: 

LANDMINE 
SURVIVORS 
NETWORK 

1420 K Street. NW . # 6SO • Washiygton pc 200r5 , USA 
phone: i(b)(6) I. fox: l(b )(6) ....._..._. ___ _. 

www.landminesurvivors.org 
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Her Majesty Queen Noor 
National Press Club 
Washington, DC 
March 8, 2001 

Last spring, three young girls were playing in a field on the outskirts of Sarajevo. A 

landmine exploded. Two of the girls died instantly; one remained alive, severely injured. But no 

one dared to enter the minefield. The deminers couldn't clear a path fast enough. Neighbors and 

NATO peacekeepers watched in helpless frustration as the girl clung to life for two desperate 

hours, pleading in pain and terror to be rescued. And then, silence. The deminers and frightened 

onlookers could do nothing but weep and look away. 

This story is tragic enough, but what is worse is- that it is not unique - not even unusual. 

The human suffering and economic devastation landmines cause is an insidious day-to-day threat 

to the lives of millions around the world. Just last month in the Lebanon a 13 year old girl, 

Nahla Basha. was playing with her sister near where her father was tilling a field. Nahla left her 

sister to go inside for a moment. And then she heard a loud bang. She ran outside and stepped 

on a mine, seriously injuring her eye - her arm and leg were severed. Her sister, however, was 

killed instantly. 

Over the past 25 years, reading news reports, driving past Jordan valley minefields 

fenced off by barbed wire, or visiting victims, I have grieved for children and adults in Jordan 

and the Middle East - which some consider the landmine heartland of the world- routinely 

maimed or killed by this menace. About 10% of Jordan's population lives in areas now 

rendered desolate, even deadly, by landmines. And because landmines are small, and ravage 

lives one by one, their horrific effects have long gone as unnoticed as the murderous weapons 

themselves. 

Landmines murder or maim another man, woman or child roughly every 20 minutes. 

Somewhere in the world, in the brief time we are here together today, 5 landmines will explode 

and 5 individuals, at least 4 of them civilians, possibly children - who are 1/3 of all anti

personnel landmines - will be maimed for life, or killed. 70 today, 500 this week, more than 

2,000 this month and more than 26,000 this year. It is a killer that takes only minutes to deploy, 
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yet can survive 10, 20, 50 years or even more - long enough to slaughter the grandchild of 

whoever originally laid it. 

President Ryan, members of the National Press Club, on behalf the International 

Campaign to Ban Landmines, I thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today about these 

weapons of mass destruction in slow motion. 

The 80 million or so landmines that lie hidden today in the fields, forests and roads of 

approximately 80 countries, and the 250 million stockpiled around the world waiting to be 

deployed, amount to a landmine for every twelve children on earth. They comprise one of the 

greatest public health hazards of our time - a modern, man-made epidemic. 

Landmines are indiscriminate killers, unable to distinguish between a soldier's heavy 

boot and a toddler's bare foot. Indeed, some mines are designed in shapes that attract the 

innocent eyes and hands of children. Because they are cheap and easily obtained, they are 

frequently used by informal militias and guerillas in local conflicts - groups that are more likely 

to turn mines against civilians, and less likely to keep records of where they were planted. They 

are often placed in rural areas explicitly to shatter the morale and integrity of the family, dan, 

tribe and village. And, cruelest of all, even in long hoped-for peace, these insidious left-overs 

are a bitter reminder of past conflict and a threat to future progress. 

In my work as advisor to the International Campaign to Ban Landmines, and with the 

Landmine Survivors Network, the first international organization created by and for landmine 

survivors, I have personally witnessed the heartbreaking consequences for those striving to 

overcome the devastation wrought on their bodies, their lives and their families in rural Jordan, 

in Lebanon, in the former Yugoslavia, and in Southeast Asia, another of the most mine-infested 

regions of the world. 

When I visited that region with LSN in October 1999, 30 years after my own student 

activism to contribute to the efforts to persuade the US Government to end what we believed was 

an inhumane, illegal and immoral war in Vietnam, I came face to face with the lingering human 

and economic toll of that war which is hard to fathom, even today. In Vietnam and Cambodia, 

one out of every 236 people has lost at least one limb, and the carnage continues; between 1200 
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and 2000 people are maimed or killed each year. In Vietnam, some 3.5 million mines remain in 

the ground and there are an estimated I 80 landmine casualties per month. There are over 36,000 

landmine survivors in Cambodia alone, where there are over a million mines. Nearly one in 300 

has been injured by landmines or unexploded ordinance, and less than 10% of these survivors 

have access to medical care or rehabilitation. 

It is meeting these survivors that brings home the humanitarian costs of this curse: above 

and beyond the $3 or S300 to manufacture a mine, or even the $1,000 to get rid of it, or even the 

$1,000 to $12,000 it takes to fit a prosthetic limb. 

The greatest toll can't be quantified: the initial numb sensation giving way to acute pain 

and shock; the heart-stopping anguish of watching your rescuers risk their lives to save yours; 

the multiple surgeries to salvage what remains of an arm or a leg; the trips a young child must 

make to the hospital to fit a new prosthesis, only to grow out of it every six months, and need 

another, and another, and another; and the psychological scars and shattered dreams of knowing 

your body will never be whole again. 

Often those disabled by conflict face humiliation, neglect and discrimination. They can't 

find jobs. They become dependent on others. Their futures are stolen, their hopes are destroyed, 

without provocation or purpose. These survivors want and deserve the means to help themselves 

and support their families, earning not only income but also self-respect and the respect of their 

communities. Victim assistance has remained the poor relation of the global movement to ban 

landmines - the least publicized tragedy of landmines' hidden menace. 

But even those who never set foot on a mine can be held hostage by these weapons for 

many years. Imagine a family returning to a village where mines have been sown. Their 

precious farmland, perhaps handed down through generations, now infested by this evil crop, is 

useless. They dare not graze livestock, search for firewood, let their children run and play. Even 

the mere perception of a mine threat is enough to destroy a village's livelihood. In Cambodia, 

where there are millions of mines still in the ground, 85% of the population are farmers, but have 

little safe land to farm. And war-torn societies can never be rebuilt if people continue to fear for 

their lives with every step they take. Peace will forever remain on fragile footing and conflict 

recovery quite impossible while these deadly reminders of war remain. 
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The good news is that we have witnessed the extraordinary compassion and commitment 

among survivors whether American, Arab, European or Asian who are trying to help other 

survivors recover and resume their roles in society, I have seen the courage of children who 

refuse to lose their smile along with a limb ..... of disabled mothers who still work incessantly to 

care for their families ..... of amputees learning new job skills, strong in spite of their suffering. 

We owe it to them to do all we can to make their lives whole in a way their broken bodies never 

will be. 

Those who make, sell and deploy landmines claim they are a necessity of war. But these 

weapons, even if originally designed for a specific battlefield objective, have proliferated into a 

source of random terror that respects neither time nor territory. 

In 1995, the International Committee of the Red Cross and Red Crescent commissioned a 

military study of the fundamental effectiveness of landmines. The Committee had been alerted 

by their surgeons in the field that a quarter of their patients, in places like Angola, Cambodia and 

Afghanistan, were landmine victims, Examining 26 conflicts since 1940, the study found that 

anti-personnel landmines played no significant role in the outcome of any of them. 

More than 50 high ranking military figures from 20 countries endorsed the study's 

conclusion: that the appalling suffering arid waste caused by landmines far outweighs their 

questionable military utility. 

Landmines have never been militarily decisive. And if ever they were useful at all, they 

are now obsolete. More than fifteen retired U.S. Generals including General Norman 

Schwartzkopf, General David Jones, General John Galvin, Lt. General Robert Gard and others 

tell us that anti-personnel mines have outlived their military usefulness. The generals also say 

that the effectiveness of US forces will not be compromised by banning landmines. 

Tn fact, quite the opposite, U.S. and allied forces have far more reason to fear landmines 

than feel protected by them. Since WWH, over 100,000 Americans alone were injured or killed 

by landmines. The first American soldiers to die in Vietnam and, later, in Bosnia, were killed by 

anti-personnel mines, and mines were responsible for a third of the U.S. casualties in Vietnam 
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and in the Persian Gulf War. The tragic irony is that 90% of the landmines in these conflicts 

were largely of U.S. manufacture or of components of U.S. manufacture. 

What is more, in today's highly mobile battlefields, landmines can rapidly become 

subterranean terror - "friendly fire'· underground - posing a substantial hazard to the troops 

themselves who planted them. My two sons currently serve in the Jordanian Army. I wouldn't 

be here if I thought banning mines would endanger them in any way - they are among the 

millions we are fighting to protect. 

That fight inspired a new kind of coalition activism, which brought the Ottawa Landmine 

Ban Treaty into force in record time - the first international arms treaty to encompass 

humanitarian obligations to the weapons' victims. This remarkable treaty evolved from a unique 

coalition: for example, the International Committee of the Red Cross; Lloyd Axworthy, former 

Foreign Minister of Canada; leading governments such as Norway, Austria, and Canada; 

activists from oruanizations such as Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation· Physicians for ~ , 

Human Rights; Handicap Intemational;Hwnan Rights Watch; Mines Advisory Group; and 

landmine survivors themselves, like ICBL's Cambodian Ambassador Tun Channereth, and Jerry 

White and Ken Rutherford, founders of LSN. 

Working together in unprecedented networks, they have united in a pledge to win back 

blighted land, to fulfill our humanitarian duties to the survivors and to eradicate these obstacles 

to recovery and peace. The Mine Ban Treaty prohibits the use and trade of landmines, demands 

global demining, orders governments to destroy their stockpiles, and calls for a range of 

assistance to mine victims. 139 nations - two-thirds of our world - have signed and already 

around 20 million antipersonnel mines have been destroyed from global stockpiles. 

Jordan was one of the first Middle Eastern states to join the international Mine Ban 

Treaty in 1998, My husband, who despised this scourge, in 1993 set a goal of the year 2000 for 

a landmine-free Jordan valley, and vowed to make our beloved country free of landmines 

forever. 

It was a bold move in a region long distinguished by the highest per capita military 

spending in the world, and a deplorable stockpile of weapons of all kinds including around half 
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of the world's stock of landmines. In fighting this wasteful militarism, King Hussein envisaged 

Jordan as a model for the rest of our region and elsewhere. Currently, we are in full compliance 

with all the terms of, and the timetable set by, the Ottawa Treaty. 

Since I 993, we have cleared the Jordan Valley of over 300,000 mines, to allow those 

who had tilled the earth many years ago, to cultivate it again, and others to unearth once more 

our region's precious history. Now, although the task is not fully complete, our most holy 

ground is no longer desecrated by mines, and pilgrims who wish to walk in the paths of the 

prophets can do so in safety near the Baptism site of Jesus and other landscapes sacred to the 

World's major religions. lt is my hope that one day we will have a holy land entirely free of 

landmines and conflict. 

Yet, much more remains to be done to rid the world of landmines. Without the 

support of regional powers like Russia, China, India, Pakistan, and especially the United States, 

the treaty will never achieve its aims. Everyone who cares about this issue is deeply concerned 

that the United States has not joined the Ban. 

Retired Lt. General James Hollingsworth, a fonner commander of U.S. forces in 

Korea, has stated that "the world's civilians as much as American soldiers do not deserve to be 

tragically disfigured, horribly maimed or blown apart by a weapon emplaced in yesterday's 

battlefields where children now play." 

I believe it is a geopolitical reality that U.S. leadership is essential to transform 

aspirations into action. We need your influence to stigmatize landmine-abusing nations. We 

need your example and energy to rally the resources for the task. As long as some of the 

world's major producers and users continue to flout the global consensus, we will never fully 

root out this menace from our earth. It is therefore a moral imperative for the United States to 

lend your full authority to this issue, as soon as possible. 

People living in the United States do not live with landmines day to day. Children in 

schools across this country, whatever other threats they may tragically face, do not have to fear 

landmincs in their playgrounds. Many say that "Main Street USA'' has little concern about what 

happens to the farmer in Cambodia, the new mother in Eritrea, the small child in Afghanistan, or 
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the grandmothers in Kosovo and El Salvador. 

I am told again and again that the United States has a national aversion to international 

treaties. Perhaps this is so. but I cannot imagine that any American I have ever known could 

ignore the screams of that dying child in the field outside Sarajevo ... or that young girl in 

Lebanon. 

My confidence that the American people will support this Ban was reaffirmed yesterday 

when I met two inspiring gentlemen, highly decorated veterans of World War II. Jack Wack, 

from Bethesda, Maryland, was a deminer. He lost a leg in the Italian Campaign. Duane 

Robey, a former teacher from North Dakota, was injured on an intelligence and reconnaissance 

mission on New Year's Eve, 1944. 

These two American heroes are with us today because they will not turn away, but, 

instead, are determined they will see the United States join the Landmine Ban in their lifetimes. 

I cannot imagine a more noble commitment and dream. 

Mr. Wack and Mr. Robey have committed themselves to the Ban, as have numerous 

retired military personnel. We all must work to educate the American people about this terrible 

weapon and do everything possible to build the needed political will. 

The Treaty, and 1997 Nobel Prize for Peace, awarded to the International Campaign to 

Ban Landmines, did not signal the end of the landmine epidemic. The mass human suffering 

inflicted by landmines is still with us. The landmine story, like the landmines themselves, is not 

dead. Let's not bury it again. 

The media still have a key role to play in these crucial efforts. The campaign never could 

have come so far without the press highlighting the issue, and for that you deserve heartfelt 

thanks. But the battle has not yet been won. You, more than anyone, have the power to educate 

the public about the landmine problem, to bring it into our homes where it cannot be ignored, 

and to catalyze the will to resolve it. You can expose landmine abusers, and commend 

governments and NGOs and manufacturers who are promoting positive change, You can put 

human faces on the harrowing statistics of landmine victims and survivors. And you can 
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remind us every day that this weapon of war still kills, even when the wars are over. I 

challenge all of you here today to take editorial positions that will make it impossible for 

politicians to look away from the suffering inflicted by mines, to make it impossible for them to 

ignore the ban. 

I encourage concerned individuals, organizations, and courageous political leaders like 

Senators Patrick Leahy, Chuck Hagel, Arlen Specter and Representatives Jack Quinn, Jim 

McGovern, and Lane Evans to continue to voice their concerns and build the political alliances 

needed to persuade the United States to ban landmines. 

Someday, I hope we will understand the contradictions in US landmine policy. The 

United States leads the world in support for demining efforts and provides significant 

humanitarian relief to survivors worldwide. In fact yesterday I testified before the Congressional 

Human Rights Caucus. Congressmen Tom Lantos and Henry Hyde are introducing meaningful 

and far-reaching legislation to provide care and rehabilitation and social and economic 

reintegration for hundreds of thousands of landmine survivors worldwide. But this generous and 

peace-loving nation cannot bring itself to destroy its own stockpile of over lO million mines? 

The world's remaining superpower, with the most advanced arsenal on the planet, finds it 

difficult to give up this marginally useful and obsolete weapon. 

The Clinton Administration deferred the question until 2006. The stated concern was that 

US troops might be at risk at the border between North and South Korea. Some maintain 

landmines might, perhaps, buy a few minutes of time in the event of an infantry war on the 

Korean Peninsula -but is that worth the cost of deploying something that continues killing long 

after armies surrender, treaties are signed and peace is declared? The relationship between North 

and South Korea is changing dramatically, god willing. Meanwhile, if landmine casualties 

continue at current rates, 150,000 more victims will be claimed while we wait around for 2006. 

The new administration has recently announced a comprehensive review of U.S. defense 

policy. It is my hope that in this process, analysts will determine that landmines and security are 

not inextricably linked .. .. quite the contrary. 
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The United States is one of the "holdout" nations with respect to the landmine ban, 

keeping company with China, Pakistan, India, Syria, Tran, Iraq and many others. The United 

States and Cuba are now the only countries in this hemisphere that have not joined the Ban. The 

United States and Turkey are the only members of the NATO alliance that have not joined the 

Ban. How can the United States participate with allied nations like England, France, Germany, 

and even Jordan, in security agreements when these nations are legally bound by the landmine 

ban? In the near future, the United States may find itself isolated when attempting to pursue 

multilateral military operations with NA TO allies who refuse to take part in the transfer or use of 

amipersonnel mines. 

There is a saying in the Koran: "the removal of harmful objects from the path is a good 

deed." 

1 pray, God willing, that President Bush will lead the United States to remove harmful 

objects, landmines from the path walked by so many in the global community. By every 

measure, moral, practical, and even (except when viewed in most narrow terms) political, it is a 

very good deed - indeed it is the right thing to do. The tight against landmines is an integral part 

of the fight for peace worldwide, 

I can think of no greater gift to the future than to make a giant step towards peace by 

rendering safe the steps of everyone on our planet. Now is the time to end the curse of 

landmines, forever. 

Thank you, 
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March 2001 
Washington. DC 

You "WCl'C a most gracious and charming hosl for the wonderful lunch we shared with 
our mutual friends Ann McLaughlin, Tom Korologos. Jane Okon.and Jerry White. On 
behalf of Land.mine Survivors Network, I thank you for taking the time to discuss the 
humanitarian ttagedy of landmiocs. 

Since we spoke, another 500 men., women and children have stepped on hlndmines., 
losing Ii ves and limbs. Fewer than 10 percent will have ~ss to proper medical or 
rehabilitative~. kt alooc social and economic support. This is~ urgent humanitarian 
challenge we face. 

To solve the landmine problem, U.S. leadership is absolutely essential. Your 
leadership in particular will help move this issue forward. We arc hopeful lhe Dew 
Administraiioo will succeed in accelerating the timeline for the United Stales to ban forever 
the use of antipenonnel mines. 

Thank you for your counsel on engaging the suppon of other prominelll Americans 
and your kind offer to set up a future meeting with General Jones. This dialogue: is very 
important as we seek to establish a broad discussion throughout the U.S. government and 
among respected military analysts, veterans and civil society. 

I .so enjoyed hearing your perspective on Jartdmines and other issues. I look forward 
to working together toward ouroommon hwnaflicariM goals, and hope that you will support 
new legislation this year to help mine victims worldwide r"°vcr,.beal and reclaim their lives. 

. ~\(, ~ \rucl fs~, oJ 
l.Qi Lu l,,3 ~\{0. , j 

~ 
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The Honorable Donald Rumsfdd 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20)0 l 

March 9, 2001 

/ 

Dear M ;lewy IJ "" 
I am writing to request that you include the issue of landmines in your policy, force 

structure and hardware review. 

For some hme, the Pentagon has implemented a balanced landmine poiicy that recognizes 
both the tragic unintended consequences that come from anti-personnel landmines around the 
world and the responsibility for the safety of our servicemen and women. The Pentagon is 
continuing to develop new alternatives tolandminesas required by law and is spending millions 
to develop new, innovative and simple de-mining equipment. I suppo11 and applaud these efforts. 

The U.S. leads the world in the landmine crusade but this fact is often dismissed by the 
world community because of the U.S. decision to retain mines. A review oflandmine use and an 
aggressive movement to replace Jandmincs with asakr, suitable protector would once again 
place the United States in the forefront of international landmine policy. The current top-to• 
bottom Defense Department review seems to me to be an appropriate time for a concentrated 
appraisa! of our progress and policy onlandmines. 

1 look forward to hearing the results of your review and to working with you to ensure the 
safety of our troops. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Current US landmine policy does not reflect forward thinking about the best interests of US 
security. Landmines do not support an efficient and highly mobile military and are 
unnecessarily dangerous to US forces in combat. The previous Administration was unable to 

coordinate an approach that would permit the US to participate and in fact assume the benefits 
of a global leadership role. 

US leadership in a global landmine ban has both political and humanitarian benefits that have 
not been adequately explored. The Bush Administration has an opportunity to approach 
landmine policy questions and resolve them in a way that benefits and coordinates US 
defense. foreign policy and humanitarian concerns. 

Five landmine policy matters will come to the new Administration for consideration, 
including two policy decisions (]-2) deferred by President Clinton on his last full day in 
office: 

1) Whether or not to produce an "alternative'· to the present stockpile of old
fashioned mines in Korea; 

2) Whether or not to combine into the same projectile existing anti-vehicle mines 
and existing anti-personnel sub-munitions; 

3) Whether or not the present search for alternatives to existing anti-vehicle mines . . . 
4) How to resolve complications result&g from our NATO partners adherence to 

the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty; and, 
5) Whether or not to support legislation taking shape in Congress to seek a more 

comprehensive, integrated and augmented approach to humanitarian mine 
action. 

A world in which anti-personnel mines were effectively banned or shunned, as presently is the 
case for chemical and biological weapons, would serve US security and humanitarian 
interests, and the US will certainly want to work toward that end. The starting place should be 
improved government interagency coordination and a large increase in support for mine 
awareness and landmine victim assistance programs, 

Anti-personnel mines remain viewed as "force protectors", even though many military 
commanders recognize the dangers that APLs - even self-detonating ones - pose to our own 
forces. Thus, it will continue to remain in the interest of the US military to quickly deploy 
safer, less risky, •'force protectors." Further, prominent and respected military commanders 
hold that 'the US Army already has tactics and technology that serve the same purpose of AP 
mines, blocking the movement of infantry units."· 

1 As former Lt. Gens. James Hollingworth and Henry Emerson put it in a recent oped piece in the 
Washington Times (February 25, 2001 ). 
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The larger context for the review of APL policy is the modernization and transformation of 
US military: a force structure for the 21 "' Century equipped and prepared to deter or else to 
win the wars of the 21st Century. As those processes get underway, the US Jandmine policy 
of the early to mid-l 990s - the desire to maintain a stockpile of WWTI-era mines in Korea -
will become increasingly redundant and obsolete. The decreasing marginal utility of these 
weapons will be outweighed by benefits otjoining the treaty regime that seeks to ban these 
indiscriminate weapons. This will allow the United States to assert leadership within the 
Mine Ban Treaty regime as well as other arms control forums such as the rather more 
lethargic consultations on Certain Conventional Weapons (CCW). Such leadership would 
enhance US prestige and accelerate progress toward Jandmine eradication and victim 
assistance. 

2. THE POLICY BACKGROUND: WHERE CLINTON LEFT OFF 

In his September 1994 appeal at the UN General Assembly for an eventual ban on anti
personnel mines, President Clinton performed a great service to landmine victims around the 
world. The original US diplomatic instinct - to negotiate technological fixes and limits on 
the use of landmines primarily with other great powers in UN conventional weapons arms 
control forums - was not unreasonable as a first step toward an eventual ban. However, those 
negotiations did not succeed. When several NATO allies (Canada and Norway, initially) and 
other American fiiends (Austria, Mexico, South Africa, and Switzerland, primarily) set off in 
an attempt to negotiate an outright ban on anti-personnel weapons among "like-minded 
states," US diplomacy lost its focus and fell behind the policy curve that Clinton had himself 
originally set in motion. 

Maladroit diplomacy left the US as a non-participant in key early negotiating sessions to draft 
a ban treaty. Subsequently, a fierce internal debate about whether the US would even attend 
the conclusive Oslo negotiations on the final text of the Miie Ban Treaty left the US in an 
ungraciously awkward and inopportune position when it was finally decided to participate. 
Even late night, last minute personal phone calls by President Clinton to friendly heads of 
state could not untangle the knots tied by US pro~sitions at Oslo which compounded 
previous absence with present heavy-handedness. The result was a landmark Convention 
banning anti-personnel landmines that the Clinton Administration deemed it could not sign.3 

Throughout this period, US policy was driven primarily by "the Korea problem"-the desire 
to retain a stockpile of WWII-era anti-personnel mines on the Korean peninsula to deter a 
1950-style North Korean invasion across the DMZ and protect US forces in the event of a 
North Korea invasion and US counter-attack. (In fairness, it should be recalled that these 

2 At the Oslo negotiations, the US presented a "package" of four, virtually non-negotiable, demands -
some of which even close US allies reluctantlyviewed as tantamount to "treaty-busters." 
3 A perverse result of the maladroit US diplomacy during the drafting of the Mine Ban Convention is 
"definitional" provisions that, as conventionally interpreted, allow the anti-tank mines of our NATO 
allies. But the same provisions, as conventionally interpreted, are seemingly deemed to disallow US 
anti-tank mines, even though the US anti-vehicle mine systems indisputably pose considerably less 
danger to innocent civilians following the end of hostilities than the anti-vehicle mines of our NATO 
allies. 
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landmine policy deliberations followed shortly after a virtual "war-scare" level of tension 
belween the US and Norlh Korea over Norlh Korea's capacily lo develop nuclear warheads.) 

In fact, however, many US military leaders were and are keenly aware of the danger that our 
own anli-personnel mines pose lo our own troops--given lhe US war-fighling doctrine of 
immediale and relenlless counler-auack. And lhe Joinl Chiefs were reporledly very close lo 
concluding thal lhe old-fashioned anti-personnel mines (APLs) slockpiled in Korea were 
redundanl and obsolele. However, the US Commander in Korea wanted to retain the 
stockpiles. For internal Pentagon reasons, the Joint Chiefs did not want to overrule their man
on-lhe-scene. And Presidenl Clinton was nol inclined lo override lhe Joinl Chiefs. 

Inslead, lhe Uniled Slales inilialed a search for allernatives lo landmines and stipulaled lhal. if 
"suitable alternatives" were found, the US would stop using free-standing APLs outside of 
Korea by 2003 and any free-standing APLS anywhere by 2006. And, at that point, on those 
condilions, lhe US would be able lo join lhe Mine Ban Treaty. 

3. LANDMINE POLICY AND THE LANDMINE BAN 

The Landmine Ban Trealy is one of lhe mosl successful humanitarian "'trealy regimes" ever. 
Il acquired signalories. ralificalions and accessions, and "enlered inlo force" with aslonishing 
speed.4 The Mine Ban and the international public campaign that brought the Convention into 
being have resulted in an extraordinary destruction of existing stockpiles, a huge increase in 
de-mining efforts, and a (still lagging) impetus for assistance to landmine victims. Whatever 
its purported faults and liabilities, the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty is on its way to creating an 
"inlernational norm" lhal sligmatizes anli-personnel mines lo the exlenl lhat presenlly exlends 
lo chemical and biological weapons.' 

The National Interest 

A universalized ban on the use of anti-personnel Jandmines would serve US security interests, 
Penlagon-commissioned slralegic sludies have long held - primarily because of lhe United 
States military's considerable array of alternative weapons and fire-power. 

Ironically. the presenl primary impedimenl lo lhe globalizalion or universalizalion of a ban on 
anti-personnel mines is the non-participation of the United States in the 1997 Mine Ban 
Convenlion. Russia and China will never forgo anti-personnel mines if the US does not also. 
The olher militarily powers (wilh long borders and adversarial neighbors) lhal have nol 
banned anli-personnel landmines ~ India, Pakislan. Egypl, Israel, Vielnam, elc. - may, like 
Russia and China, not ban APLs, even if the US does. But they will not if the Americans do 
not. 

4 Following its promulgation in late 1997, the Mine Ban Treaty has acquired, as of February 2001, 
139 Signatories and 110 States Parties. 
5 Almost all non-signatories to the 1997 Ottawa Convention nonetheless pay homage to its goals and 
say, like the US, that they will join it as soon as their various, particular security concerns are met. 
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US Policy and the Human Interest 

Unfortunately, for all it has already accomplished, the promise of global Jandmine ban will 
remain severely diminished without US participation. While the U.S. reviews its decision 
regarding the Ban Treaty, there are a number of policy decisions pending that would put the 
United States further away from retention and/or use of APLs in practice, if not also in law. 
The US can continue to make significant contributions to humanitarian to humanitarian mine 
action (de-mining and victim assistance). Indeed, the first landmine matter likely to come 
before the Bush Administration is whether to support the landmine victim assistance and mine 
awareness legislation currently taking shape in Congress. 

The US and International Treaty Regimes 

Republican foreign policy makers tend to come more from the 'realpolitik' approach to 
international affairs than some their 'liberal internationalist' Democratic counterparts. This 
entails less devotion to and more skepticism about international law, in and of itself. 

On the other hand, Republican Administrations do support treaty regimes when they are held 
to serve US interests and are compatible with US policy. Nixon and Bush Senior pursued and 
supported arms control treaties. And it was President Reagan who obtained Senate consent to 
ratify the human rights conventions signed by President's Truman and Carter. If the landmine 
policy considerations discussed below come to fruition. there should be no intrinsic reason 
that the George W. Bush Administration could not consider joining the Mine Ban Convention. 

US treaty ratification, of course, requires a two-thirds vote of the Senate. The Chairman of 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee usually has power to prevent a treaty from being 
'heard' or coming to the floor of the Senate for a vote. The present Chair, Senator Jesse 
Helms of North Carolina is the Mine Ban Convention's most vigorous opponent in the U.S. 
Senate. Senator Helms (along with Senator Strom Thurmond of South Carolina) are the last 
representatives of the segregationist-isolationist bloc in the US Senate that since World War II 
has frequently viewed international conventions as hostile to US sovereignty, US unilateral 
initiative, or what used to be called "states rights." 

However, should Senator Helms decide to retire or not seek re-election in 2002, the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee will acquire a much more mainstream composition and Senate 
consideration of the Mine Ban will no longer be out of the question. 

4. HUMANITARIAN MINE ACTION 

In the meantime, while the United States is a leader in global de-mining efforts,6 programs for 
victim assistance-like those of Mime Ban Treaty States Parties as well-have lagged 

6 Through a program known as the "De-mining 2010 Initiative". 
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considerably as a percentage of humanitarian mine action. 7 
Specifically, the Mine Ban Treaty 

challenges - some would say obligates - states "in a position to do so" to do their utmost in 
providing assistance for the care and rehabilitation and social and economic reintegration of 
mine victims, and for mine-awareness programs (multilaterally or bilaterally). 

During the course of President Clinton's two terms, victim assistance programs were run 
primarily through the USAlD Patrick Leahy War Victims Fund. But presently victim 
assistance programs remain inadequately funded and coordinated. Forthcoming legislation 
currently under review as the new Congress organizes itself seeks a more comprehensive and 
integrated approach, coordinated by the Department of State, with participation of HHS, DoD 
and Veterans Administration. (The legislation would mirror internationally what President 
Bush has called for domestically in his "Freedom Initiative" to offer support for persons with 
disabilities.) It seems probable that the management style of the Bush Administration would 
favor such a planned and systematic approach. 

Mine victim assistance usually starts with emergency and primary medical care, followed by 
physical rehabilitation, including prosthetics. Rehabilitation programs have lagged, and 
essential social-economic re-integration programs remain rudimentary, indeed virtually 
unchartered. In developing mine .. affected countries, isolation for the mine-injured is the 
norm. Many women mine victims rarely leave their homes. At present, most male mine 
victims think they have little future other than begging. Indeed, limb-less beggars are often 
the visible tip of the landmine iceberg in mine-affected countries. Outside of Europe and the 
US, landmine victims remain among the very poorest of the world's poor. It seems 
reasonable that the compassion approach highlighted by candidate and now President Bush 
will not tum away from these collaterally-damaged survivors of last century's wars. 

S. THE CONTEXT FOR LANDMINE POLICY I: 
OVERTAKEN BY EVENTS ON THE KOREAN PENINSULA? 

One of the landmine policy decisions Clinton deferred to the Bush Administration was 
whether or not to proceed with production of the work product of the Pentagon's search for 
alternatives to the million-odd WWII era anti-personnel mines (APLs) stockpiled in South 
Korea for use in the event of a North Korean invasion. This search for "suitable alternatives,'' 
known as "Track I," yielded a very muddled outcome in which old-fashioned, i.e. "non-self
detonating, non-self-deactivating," victim-detonated APLs would be replaced by a command
detonation system dubbed the "'Man-in-the-Loop" (MITL), in which a human soldier with a 
lap-top computer would have to detonate the minefield when the enemy soldiers were 
observed or sensed crossing into it. But, as currently designed, MITL has a "Battle:field
Override System'· (BOS), which, when activated, would reconvert MITL to an old-fashioned, 
victim-activated minefield. Congress previously appropriated set-aside funding for Ottawa 
Convention-compliant alternatives to APLs. But Congressional appropriators would not 
likely allow these funds to be used to produce and deploy non-Ottawa compliant substitutes 
such BOS-equipped MITL weapons. 

7 Currently, victim assistance is only roughly 10% of overall humanitarian mine action. 
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However, on its own merits the "man-in-the loop" anti-personnel weapon system without the 
"battlefield-override system" generates little enthusiasm. (The amount of deadly US and 
South Korean firepower that would be unleashed upon invading North Korean infantry is so 
awesome, would US military leaders really want to put their own men or women 'in-the
loop", close enough to the battlefield to "command-detonate" the minefield?) It is not clear 
that, given other priorities and hard choices, the Department of Defense will want to spend 
other Pentagon funds on new, improved high-tech anti-personnel mines that are not really all 
that much better than the existing, cheap, low-tech, old-fashioned ones. 

Further, producing the new APL weapon system would end the existing de facto moratorium 
on landmine production in the United States. This risks a negative response in some quarters 
of the Congress and US public, and even perhaps among US allies -- in order to manufacture 
new anti-personnel landmines of dubious military utility and significance. 

Even more importantly, it is obvious that the threat from North Korea is its potential to 
combine nuclear warheads with intermediate and long-range ballistic missiles, not a Kim Jong 
TI-regime-suicidal Kim II Song-style invasion of South Korea. As of the North Korean Vice 
Marshal's and the US Secretary of State exchange of visits to Washington and Pyongyang last 
year, and the recent North Korea-South Korea summit talks, it appears that the North Koreans 
are willing to negotiate away their missile development program in exchange for economic 
assistance, and a regime-survival enhancing political normalization with the US. The outline 
of such a deal was very close to being on the table at the end of the Clinton Administration. It 
is possible that, sooner or later, the Bush Administration will attempt to negotiate the 
verification protocols that the Clinton Administration did not have time enough to conclude. 

The deal that was almost on the table reportedly includes North Korean willingness to engage 
in conventional arms "confidence-building" measures - such as diverting North Korean troops 
immediately above the DMZ to (South Korea-financed) development and construction 
projects closer to Pyongyang. That potential deal, according to South Korean President Kim 
Dae Jung without denial or refutation by North Korea, also includes acceptance of a continued 
US military presence in Korea - re-conjured as a '"peace-keeping" force.' 

There is already a very strong case that the US stockpiles of old-fashioned APLs in Korea are 
of only marginal utility, if they are not already redundant and obsolete. And that, if used in 
war, pose at least as much danger to counter-attacking US forces as they would to the 
invading North Koreans. In principle, the utility of this stockpile can be considered apart 
from overall policy and relationships on the Korean peninsula. However, should the above 
larger policy developments come to pass - and ending the North Korean missile program 
certainly has its own compelling logic~ and particularly if there is a North Korean pull back 
from the DMZ, the US stockpile of WWII ear anti-personnel mines will become even more 
obsolete and redundant than they already are. 

8 Leftist radicals and a few other groups in South Korea and Japan, and some isolationists here at 
home, may favor US military withdrawal from the eastern Pacific. China and Russia may not be 
entirely adverse to this either. But there is a countervailing Asian-Pacific sentiment that the forward 
US military presence is stabilizing, and that US withdrawal would lead to an accelerated arms race in 
Northeast and Southeast Asia. President Kim says that Dear Leader Kim shares this countervailing 
sentiment. 
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Relations with North Korea will remain fitful and rocky and North Korea is prone to talk and 
act roguishly. But it is quite possible that the '"Korea problem" in US landmine policy will be 
overtaken by events as part of the larger developments in relations between the two Koreas 
and North Korea and the United States'. 

6. POTENTIAL POLICY DETERMINATES II: 
MILITARY TRANSFORMATION AND MODERNIZATION 

RADAM 

The second decision Clinton deferred to the Bush Administration was whether to proceed with 
the production of RA DAM, a new mixed-mine system that would combine in the same 
projectile seven RAAM (Remote Anti-Armor Mine) mines with five ADAM (the Area Denial 
Anti-personnel Munition) mines.10 (Presently the anti-tank mines are either air-dropped or 
shot via artillery, and then the anti-personnel mines are dropped or fired on top and along side 
the anti-tank mines as "anti-handling devices" to prevent enemy soldiers from removing or 
tampering with the anti-tank mines.) This weapon system also encounters opposition by mine 
ban proponents while, like MITL above, engendering not all that much enthusiasm on its own 
merit. 11 

The "NATO Complication " 

All NATO Members except for Turkey and the United States have joined the Mine Ban 
Treaty regime which prohibits the use, stockpiling, or transfer of anti-personnel mines. The 
Mine Ban Convention also requires "implementing legislation" to make the non-use and 
destruction of anti-personnel mines a matter of national domestic law as well as international 
treaty law. Presently, on the basis of pre-existing arrangements, the US stockpiles APLs in 
several NATO countries.12 Presumably, the use and modalities of US APL stockpiles in 
NATO countries are governed by various Status of Forces agreements or Memoranda of 
Understanding. But as the Mine Ban Treaty Implementation legislation in NATO countries 
comes on line, it will cause complications for joint war plans, joint training exercises, and 
possibly the US APL stockpiles themselves. 

9 Should this come to pass, there would be some inducement for the US and the major State-Parties 
to the Ottawa Convention (all US allies) to take another look at the prevailing, conventional 
interpretation of the definition of permissible anti-tank anti-handling devices in the Mine Ban Treaty. 
10 (If used only as anti-handling devices for anti-tank mines, the Pentagon would like to re-classify 
ADAM as "submunitions" rather than free standing APLs.) 
11 It should be noted that ADAM "smart" mines comprise more than 3/4ths of the roughly 12 million 
mines in the US stockpile of anti-personnel mines (APLs). Conversion to RADAM would facilitate the 
destruction some 5-6 million of these APls that are not needed for inclusion within the RADAM 
~rojectile. 
2 And some non-NATO States Parties to the Mine Ban Treaty as well. 
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The extent and details of these complications are not yet clear. But they are complicating 
factors that US landmine policy makers will have to take into account. Given the collapse of 
the Soviet empire in Eastern Europe (the original raison ct· etre for NATO), as most of the 
former Warsaw Pact members line up to join NATO, and given the range of alternative 
weaponry available to core members of the NATO alliance, it should be clear to US policy 

makers that these particular APL stockpiles are not worth the complications they bring to 
America's most fundamental alliance. 

The Search for Alternatives: Track III 

RADAM's purpose, above, is related to the Clinton-commissioned ''Track III'" search for 
"suitable alternatives'' to current US anti-vehicle mines, usually termed '"mixed-mine 
systems." Anti-vehicle mines have been used up to now, primarily, to re-direct, slow down or 
immobilize tanks so they can be more easily "killed" usual1y from alongside or above with 
armor piercing projectiles. Or to "shape the battlefield,'' i.e. as barriers, primarily to prevent 
one's own forces from being outflanked by enemy armored columns (a combination of tanks 
and highly mobile infantry, often transported in trucks or armored personnel carriers). 

But since anti-vehicle mines require the weight, or metallic content, or "engine signature" of a 
large vehicle to detonate, anti-vehicle mines are almost always equipped with "anti-handling 
devices" to prevent enemy foot soldiers from disabling, destroying or stealing the anti-vehicle 
mines for their own use. Most countries use mechanical devices or simplistic fuses as .. anti
handling devices.'' Uniquely, given its military research budget, the US developed ''self
detonating-self-deactivating" (so-called ••smart") anti-personnel mines as anti-handling 
devices for its anti-vehicle mines. Most of these "smart" mines are timed to blow themselves 
up after four hours, and even those that fail to blow up immediately will de-activate in 30 days 
when the battery in the battery-operated timer expires. (Nonetheless, they were previously 
categorized as anti-personnel mines, and some elements within the military hanker to use 
them as free-standing APLs, not just as anti-handling devices for anti-vehicle mines.13

) 

Near the end of Clinton's second term, with Congressional encouragement, the Pentagon 
commissioned a half-dozen studies by high-powered defense contractors on alternative 
weapons concepts to the current "mixed-mine'' systems. The mandates and parameters of 
these Pentagon contracts remain "proprietary," i.e. essentially classified. But from their 
public titles, it appears that these alternative studies have to do mostly with "tank-killing" 
weapons so fast, powerful and precise, it doesn't matter whether the tank is going IO miles per 
hour or 60. Or, for other kinds of barrier mechanisms or devices to deter potential outflanking 
by enemy armored columns. 

The result of these Pentagon-contracted studies should become available within the next six to 

twelve months. And when they do, they will present the occasion for a review of Jandmine 
policy, and production/deployment or retirement decisions, by the Bush Administration. 

13 Reportedly there was considerable concern about the risk that US forces in the Gulf war might run 
head-long into their own "smart" minefields, because the weaponry is such that modem day battles 
can tum even more quickly than four hours. 
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As noted above, during the recent Presidential campaign. candidate Bush spoke 
enthusiastically about the transformation of the US military - the need for armed forces 
equipped for the 21 ~ century ready to fight the wars of the 21 st Century. The search for 
alternatives to landmines fits very well indeed with military modernization and 
transformation. If the military transformation heralded by President Bush is underway there 
will be a new, and better, context for the particular policy decisions yet to be made on largely 
obsolete and redundant anti-personnel landmines. 

7. CONCLUSION: RENEWED US LEADERSHIP AND PRESTIGE 

It has long been recognized that a universalized global ban on anti-personnel mines - that puts 
APLs in the same category as chemical and biological weapons - would serve US security 
interests. But, as noted above, it is ironically the US non-ban position that is the primary 

_.immediate obstacle to the universalization of a global ban on APLs. 

The time has come to address and clarify U.S. Jandmine policy-the two policy decisions 
deferred by the Clinton Administration (whether or not to proceed with production of 
RADAM, and MITL-BOS); the coming on line of the Pentagon's "Track Ill" and the 
independent searches for alternatives to existing APLs; the growing complications with 
NATO allies; and the need for comprehensive integrated mine action as proposed in 
legislation taking shape in Congress. Each issue must be reviewed and reconsidered by the 
Bush Administration. And, as noted above, such reviews potentially will take place in the 
larger contexts of overall relations on the Korean peninsula and milit::u-y modernization. 
There is the possibility that the specific APL policy decisions made in these larger contexts 
will obviate the perceived need for stockpiles of US APLs ::u-ound the world, and move the 
USA closer to the global landmine ban. 

It is not expected that the Republican Administration would decide first to ratify the 1997 
Mine Ban Treaty for its own sake and then adjust its landmine policy accordingly. However, 
if US landmine policy moves in the direction of the Ban, as expected, the Bush 
Administration might well see joining the Mine Ban Treaty regime as an opportunity to serve 
US interests and augment US prestige and leadership in world affairs - all of which would 
accrue with accession to the Mine Ban Treaty. The vast majority of the world's nations would 
applaud this outcome and welcome renewed US leadership on this issue. 
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LANDMINE 
SURVIVORS 
NETWORK 

1997 Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and 
Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction (1997 Mine Ban Treaty) 

As of 01 February 2001,139 signatories/accessions and 111 ratifications 

COUNTRY DATE SIGNED DATE RATIFIED 

Albania Sept. 8, 1998 Feb.29,2000 
Algeria Dec.3, 1997 
Andorra Dec.3, 1997 June 29, 1998 
Angola Dec.4, 1997 
Antigua and Barbuda Dec.3, 1997 May 3, 1999 
Argentina Dec.4, 1997 Sept. 14, 1999 
Australia Dec.3, 1997 Jan,14,1999 
Austria Dec.3, 1997 June 29, 1998 
Bahamas Dec.3, 1997 July 31, 1998 
Bangladesh May 7, 1998 Sept. 6, 2000 
Barbados Dec.3, 1997 Jan,26, 1999 
Belgium Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 4, 1998 
Belize Feb 27, 1998 April 23, 1998 
Benin Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 25, 1998 
Bolivia Dec.3, 1997 June 9, 1998 
Bosnia Herzegovina Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 8, 1998 
Botswana Dec.3, 1997 March 1, 2000 
Brazil Dec.3, 1997 April30, 1999 
Brunei Darussalam Dec.4, 1997 
Bulgaria Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 4, 1998 
Burkina Faso Dec.3, 1997 Sept 16, 1998 
Burundi Dec. 3, 1997 
Cambodia Dec.3, 1997 July 28, 1999 
Cameroon Dec.3, 1997 
Canada Dec.3, 1997 Dec.3, 1997 
Cape Verde Dec.4, 1997 
Chad July 6, 1998 May 6, 1999 
Chile Dec.3, 1997 
Colombia Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 6, 2000 
Cook Islands Dec.3, 1997 
Costa Rica Dec.3, 1997 March 17, 1999 
Cote d'Ivoire Dec.3, 1997 June 30, 2000 
Croatia Dec.4, 1997 May 20, 1998 
Cyprus Dec.4, 1997 
Czech Republic Dec. 3, 1997 Oct. 26, 1999 
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Denmark Dec.4, 1997 June 8, 1998 
Djibouti Dec.3, 1997 May 18, 1998 
Dominica Dec.3, 1997 March 26, 1999 
Dominican Republic Dec.3, 1997 June 30, 2000 
Ecuador Dec.4, 1997 April 29, 1999 
El Salvador Dec.4, 1997 Jan.27,1999 
Equatorial Guinea Sept. 16, 1998 Sept. 16.1998 
Ethiopia Dec.3, 1997 
Fiji Dec.3, 1997 June 10, 1998 
France Dec.3, 1997 July 23, 1998 
Gabon Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 8, 2000 
Gambia Dec.4, 1997 
Germany Dec.3, 1997 July 23, 1998 
Ghana Dec.4, 1997 June 30, 2000 
Greece Dec.3, 1997 
Grenada Dec.3, 1997 Aug.19, 1998 
Guatemala Dec.3, 1997 March 26, 1999 
Guinea Dec.4, 1997 Oct.8, 1998 
Guinea-Bissau Dec.3, 1997 
Guyana Dec.4, 1997 
Haiti Dec.3, 1997 
Holy See Dec.4, 1997 Feb.17,1998 
Honduras Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 24, 1998 
Hungary Dec.3, 1997 April 6, 1998 
Iceland Dec.4, 1997 May S, 1999 
Indonesia Dec.4, 1997 
Ireland Dec.3, 1997 Dec.3, 1997 
Italy Dec.3, 1997 April23, 1999 
Jamaica Dec.3, 1997 July 17, 1998 
Japan Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 30, 1998 
Jordan Aug. 11, 1998 Nov.13, 1998 
Kenya Dec.5, 1997 Jan.23,2001 
Kiribati Sept. 7, 2000 Sept. 7, 2000 
Lesotho Dec.4, 1997 Dec.2, 1998 
Liberia Dec. 23, 1999 Dec. 23, 1999 
Liechtenstein Dec.3, 1997 Oct.5, 1999 
Lithuania Feb.26,1999 
Luxembourg Dec.4, 1997 June 14, 1999 
Macedonia Sept. 9, 1998 Sept. 9, 1998 
Madagascar Dec.4, 1997 Sept.16, 1999 
Malawi Dec.4, 1997 Aug.13, 1998 
Malaysia Dec.3, 1997 April 22, 1999 
Maldives Oct. I, 1998 Sept. 7, 2000 
Mali Dec.3, 1997 June 2, 1998 
Malta Dec.4, 1997 
Marshall Islands Dec.4, 1997 
Mauritania Dec.3, 1997 July 26, 2000 
Mauritius Dec.3, 1997 Dec.3, 1997 
Mexico Dec.3, 1997 June 9, 1998 
Moldova, Republic of Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 8, 2000 
Monaco Dec.4, 1997 Nov.17, 1998 
Mozambique Dec.3, 1997 Aug. 2S, 1998 
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Namibia Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 21, 1998 
Nauru Aug. 7, 2000 Aug. 7, 2000 
Netherlands Dec.3, 1997 April 12, 1999 
New Zealand Dec.3, 1997 .Jan,27,1999 
Nicaragua Dec.4, 1997 Nov. 30, 1998 
Niger Dec.4, 1997 March 23, 1999 
Niue Dec.3, 1997 April 15, 1998 
Norway Dec.3, 1997 July 9, 1998 
Panama Dec.4, 1997 Oct. 7, 1998 
Paraguay Dec.3, 1997 Nov. 13, 1998 
Peru Dec.3, 1997 June 17, 1998 
Philippines Dec.3, 1997 Jan.10,2000 
Poland Dec.4, 1997 
Portugal Dec.3, 1997 Feb.19,1999 
Qatar Dec.4, 1997 Oct.13, 1998 
Romania Dec.3, 1997 Nov. 30, 2000 
Rwanda Dec.3, 1997 .June 8, 2000 
Saint Kitts & Nevis Dec.3, 1997 Dec. 2, 1998 
Saint Lucia Dec.3, 1997 April 13, 1999 
St. Vincent & the Grenadines Dec.3, 1997 
Samoa Dec.3, 1997 .July 23, 1998 
San Marino Dec.3, 1997 March 18, 1998 
Soa Tome et Principe April 30, 1998 
Senegal Dec.3, 1997 Sept. 24, 1998 
Seychelles Dec.4, 1997 June 2, 2000 
Sierra Leone .July 19, 1998 
Slovakia Dec.3,1997 Feb.25,1999 
Slovenia Dec.3, 1997 Oct. 27, 1998 
Solomon Islands Dec.4, 1997 Jan.26,1998 
South Africa Dec.3, 1997 June 26, 1998 
Spain Dec.3, 1997 Jan.19,1999 
Sudan Dec.4, 1997 
Suriname Dec.4, 1997 
Swaziland Dec.4, 1997 Dec. 23, 1998 
Sweden Dec.4, 1997 Nov. 30, 1998 
Switzerland Dec. 3, 1997 March 24, 1998 
Tajikistan Oct.12, 1999 Oct. 12, 1999 
Tanzania, United Republic of Dec.3, 1997 Nov.13, 2000 
Thailand Dec.3, 1997 Nov. 27, 1998 
Togo Dec.4, 1997 March 9, 2000 
Trinidad & Tobago Dec.4, 1997 April 27, 1998 
Tunisia Dec.4, 1997 July 9, 1999 
Turkmenistan Dec.3, 1997 Jan.19,1998 
Uganda Dec.3, 1997 Feb.25,1999 
Ukraine .Feb. 24, 1999 
United Kingdom Dec.3, 1997 July 31, 1998 
Uruguay Dec.3, 1997 
Vanuatu Dec.4, 1997 
Venezuela Dec.3, 1997 April 14, 1999 
Yemen Dec.4, 1997 Sept. I, 1998 
Zamhia Dec. 12, 1997 Feb.23,2001 
Zimbabwe Dec. 3, 1997 .June 18, 1998 
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LANDMINE 
SURVIVORS 
NETWORK 

1997 Mine Ban Treaty - NON SIGNATORIES 

1. Afghanistan 
2. Armenia 
3. Azerbaijan 
4. Bahrain 
5. Belarus 
6. Bhutan 
7. Central African Republic 
8. China 
9. Comoros 
10. Congo (Brazzaville) 
11. Cuba 
12. D.R. Congo 
13. Egypt 
14. Eritrea 
15. Estonia 
16. Finland 
17. Georgia 
18. India 
'19.Iran 
20. Iraq 
21. Israel 
22. Kazakhstan 
23. Korea, North 
24. Korea, South 
25. Kuwait 
26. Kyrgyzstan 
27. Laos 
28. Latvia 
29. Lebanon 
30. Libya 
3 1. Micronesia 
32. Mongolia 
33. Morocco 
34. Myanmar (Burma) 
35. Nepal 
36. Nigeria 

As of 4 December 2000 

37. Oman 
38. Pakistan 
39. Palau 
40. Papua New Guinea 
41. Russia 
42. Saudi Arabia 
43. Singapore 
44. Somalia 
45. Sri Lanka 
46. Syria 
47. Tongo 
48. Turkey 
49. Tuvalu 
50. United Arab Emirates 
5 I. United States of America 
52. Uzbekistan 
53. Vietnam 
54. Yugoslavia 
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MISSION 

LANDMINE 
SURVIVORS 
NETWORK 

Created by and for survivors, Landmine Survivors Network (LSN) links victims in mine-affected countries 
to a range of rehabilitative services, provides peer counseling and direct assistance, and promotes social 
and economic reintegration. LSN strives to protect future generations from the scourge of landmines. 

BACKGROUND 

LSN is the first international organization created by landmine survivors for survivors. The Network's goal 
is to facilitate among mine victims the comprehensive rehabilitation they need to become accepted and 
productive members of their communities. LSN was founded in 1995 by two American landmine 
survivors, Jerry White and Ken Rutherford, to help hundreds of thousands of mine victims who live in 
more than 60 countries now infested with millions of mines, Based in Washington, DC, and registered as 
a nonprofit international charitable organization in 1997, LSN works to help mine victims and their families 
recover through an integrated program of peer counseling, sports, and social and economic reintegration 
into their communities. Someone steps on a landmine somewhere in the world every twenty-two minutes. 
In many countries where landmines are prevalent. victims lose more than a leg or arm; they often lose 
their place as valued and respected members of their society. Though LSN cannot give back their hands, 
feet or eyes, LSN works with survivors to support their efforts to reclaim their lives. 

PHILOSOPHY 

LSN adheres to the "International Guidelines for Survivor Assistance" drafted by the Nobel Peace Prize
winning International Campaign to Ban Landmines, Working Group on Victim Assistance. 
1. LSN promotes comprehensive rehabilitative care as expressed in the global Mine Ban Treaty, 

which calls for the "care and rehabilitation and social and economic reintegration of mine victims." 
2. LSN seeks to invest in local resources and infrastructure and does not support removing 

landmine survivors and other war victims from their country to provide basic services. 
3. LSN recommends that fitting of prosthetic limbs must include proper physical therapy, gait 

training and timely follow-up for adjustments and repair as needed. 
4. LSN stresses the importance of engaging persons with disabilities and involving local staff at all 

levels of programming and in project development and management. 

ACTIONS 

LSN is directly involved in two main actions to support victims of landmines - overseas project 
development and advocacy work for the ban on anti-personnel landmines. Project development focuses 
on empowering landmine survivors and other persons with limb loss lo establish support networks that 
address psychological issues, need for information and assistance with reintegration into the community. 
LSN's advocacy role emphasizes the need to engage survivors at all levels of programming and 
encourages countries to sign and implement the Mine Ban Treaty. 
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LSN PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

LSN believes that effective assistance must include an integrated program that takes into account the 
whole person and their community. Replacing a missing limb with an artificial one is important but. by 
itself, a prosthesis is not a cure-all. Follow-on care is needed to ensure recovery. Currently, LSN has 
peer support Networks launched or under development in Bosnia, El Salvador, Jordan, Eritrea, Ethiopia 
and Mozambique. 

Core Elements of LSN Project Activities Include: 
1. Peer Support for All Amputees: LSN conducts hospital and home visits to assess needs, offer 

psychological and social support, and educate families about the effects of limb loss. 
2. Survivor Interviews: Following a standard format, interviews are conducted by trained staff (in 

areas targeted for LSN action) to assess living conditions and needs for the rehabilitation and 
integration of survivors. Providing the opportunity for survivors to recount their trauma to an 
empathetic listener can have therapeutic and other health benefits. 

3. Rehabilitation Directory: LSN identifies government and non-government support services 
available in local communities and nationally. Each Network will produce an up-to-date directory 
of organizational contacts used in networking to link victims to rehabilitative services. 

4. Referrals: LSN performs a "social work role" in mine-affected communities, linking individual 
survivors and their families to existing services. 

5. Direct Assistance: When no help or services are available, LSN follows specific "guidelines for 
giving" adapted for each country to offer the direct help or material support needed for recovery. 

6. Resource Library: Educational materials are developed and available to survivors and their 
families to address a range of issues related to landmines, limb loss and rehabilitation including 
an electronic database on the needs of mine victims and services available to help them. 

7. Advocacy. - LSN works closely with local and international organizations to protect the human 
rights of all persons with disabilities and to promote equal access to community activities, 
education, employment opportunities, physical recreation and sports. 

Personnel: 
1. LSN employs local landmine survivors as outreach workers trained to educate and help others 

who have experienced limb loss and to raise awareness of the dangers posed by landmines. 
2. LSN's international headquarters in Washington. DC, provides guidance, training and educational 

materials for each country Network. Depending on the qualifications and need of each Network, 
LSN may employ an "Advisor" to assist in the Network set-up. An expatriate or local consultant 
with international experience can fill this role. 

GLOBAL ADVOCACY WORK 

Since 1995, LSN has played a lead role in the Nobel Peace Prize-winning International Campaign to Ban 
Landmines, urging governments to eradicate mines and provide for the rehabilitation of hundreds of 
thousands of mine victims worldwide. At conferences around the world, the firsthand accounts of 
survivors have proved indispensable in forcing governments to confront the human suffering inflicted by 
mines. LSN's founders and associates have appeared regularly in the media to draw attention to the 
needs of mine victims and their families. LSN serves on the Coordinating Committee of the ICBL, and is 
the Chair of the first Global Taskforce on Victim Assistance. 

Her Majesty Queen Noor of Jordan is Patron of Landmine Survivors Network. 
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Landmine Survivors Network 
Landmine Survivors Network (LSN) is the first international organization created hy 
landmine survivors for landmine survivors. The Network's goal is to facilitate among 
mine victims the comprehensive rchahilitation they need to hccome accepted and 
productive members of their communities. LSN was founded by two American landmine 
survivors. Ken Rulherford and Jerry While, in order to help the thousands of victims of 
landmines who live in more than 60 counlries now infested with millions of mines. 
Based in Washington DC and established as a nonprofit international organization in 
1997, LSN works to help mine victims and their families recover through an integrated 
program of peer counseling, sports, and social and economic reintegration- LSN strives 
to protect future generations from the scourge of landmines. 

International Canmaien to Ban Landmines 
LSN is one of 15 organizations serving on the Steering Committee of the International 
Campaign to Ban Landmines. The ICBL works toward an inlemational ban on the use, 
production, stockpiling, and sale, transfer, or export of antipersonnel landmines; the 
signing, ralification, implementation. and monitoring of the mine bane treaty; increased 
resources for humanitarian demining, mine aw::u-eness programs. and survivor assistance. 
The ICBL represents over 1,100 human rights, dcmining, humanitarian, children's, 
veterans', medical, development, arms control, religious. environmental, and women's 
groups in over 60 countries, who work locally. nationally, regionally and inlemationally 
to ban antipersonnel landmincs. In 1997, the TCBL and its coordinator, Jody Williams, 
received the Nobel Prize. 

The Mine Ban Treaty 
The Mine Ban Treaty is formally referred to as the Convention on the Prohihition of the 
Use, Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Antipersonnel Mines and On Their 
Deslruction. The Treaty is also known as lhe Ottawa Convenlion afler being signed by 
over 100 countries in Ottawa, Canada in Decemhcr 1997. The Treaty was ratified in 
September 1997 after the required 40 ratifications were reached, faster than any treaty in 
history. On March I. 1999 the Trealy became binding international law for the first 40 
ratifiers. Entry in force will occur for other countries six months afler their individual 
dates of ratification. The Treaty requires destruction of stockpiled mines in four years, 
and destruclion of mines already in the ground within ten years. The Treaty's provisions 
for providing assistance to landmine victims and increasing mine awareness also take 
effect. As of September 8,200, there arc 139 signatories to the treaty and I 07 
ratifications. 



Landmines 
There are two categories of landmines: antipersonnel (AP) and antitank or anti-vehicle 
(AT): An anti-personnel (AP) mine is "A mine designed to be exploded by the 
presence, proximity, or contact of a person and that will incapacitate, injure or kill one or 
more persons.'' (Mine Ban Treaty definition) An anti-tank (AT) landmine is a device 
designed to detonate under more than 100 kilograms of pressure. AT mines cannot 
distinguish between a tank and tractor. 

There are different types of AP mines according to the types of injuries they intlict: 
Blast mines are usually hand-laid or under the ground or scattered from the air. The 
explosive force of the mine causes foot, leg, and groin injuries and secondary infections 
usually result in amputation. }'ragmentation mines are usually laid on or under the 
ground and are activated by tripwire or other means, When detonated the explosion 
projects hundreds of fragments at ballistic speed of up to 50 meters resulting in 
fragmentation wounds. Some fragmentation mines lift above the ground (about 1 to 1.5 
meters) before detonating, resulting in upper body injuries or even decapitation. 

Number of Mines 
Over 400 million landmines have been deployed since the beginning of World War Two 
- of which 65 million have been laid in the past 15 years. Between 80-1 19 million lie in 
wait in approximately 70 countries and a further l 00 million are stockpiled ready for use. 
Each year between 5 and IO million new mines are produced. The average cost per 
landmine is between US$ 3.00 and $30.00. 

Mine Clearance 
Humanitarian deminers use a toolbox of devices to clear mines: a sensitive metal detector 
to detect mines with metallic content, vegetation cutters to clear the te1Tain, a metal 
prodder to hand probe the ground every square inch, and sometimes dogs to locate the 
scent of the mines explosive. It is dangerous, time-consuming and costly work. 
Sometimes heavy equipment, such as flails and rollers are used to limited success. 
Demining technology has not caught up with the advances in mine manufacturing 
technology but a number of processes are now being developed, including the use of 
ground penetrating radar and passive infrared detection. Such methods may still be many 
years away from reliable application in the rice paddies of Cambodia, mountains of 
Afghanistan and dense vegetation of Mozambique, The main question is whether high
tech solutions will ultimately be cheap and accessible to help those who truly need it: the 
rural poor of the world's developing countries, 

Mine Victims 
There are over 300,000 landmine survivors world-wide. Every 22 minutes, someone is 
killed or maimed by a landmine. Landmines continue to claim over 500 victims a week, 
26,000 people a year. Three-dollar antipersonnel landmines have killed more people that 
all the Cold War weapons of mass destruction combined. In Cambodia alone, some 
40,000 people, or one person in 250, have lost limbs to mines. Landmines killed no 
fewer that 85 peacekeepers in Bosnia. There were 33 US landmine casualties in the Gulf · 
War, and 64,000 US landmine casualties during the Vietnam and Korean wars. 
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THE ROLE OF THE LANDMINE 
SURVIVORS NETWORK 

Jerry White and Ken Rutherford 

When the Ottawa Convention was signed in December 1997. it included 
a clause to provide humanitarian relief for the hundreds of thousands of 
men, women. and children who have been maimed by landmines. It was an 
unprecedented achievement that came about through the eff011s of many 
people+ But, most imporrantly. landmine survivors themselves played a 
central role in ensuring that the people most wounded by these inhumane 
devices would not be forgotten in the first treaty to ban their use. 
Landmine victim statistics are well known to many people, but after a 
while the numbers become mind-numbing. It is easy to forget that there is 
a face and a name behind each landmine casualty. Also less well under
stood is the personal horror that each victim experiences in the moments 
after an explosion. Landmines tear off limbs and shoot shrapnel and dirt 
into the body. Even one's own bones become projectiles. If the eyes ate not 
blinded during an explosion, a victim can see his own body tom, mangled, 
and bleeding. Without nearby help, the unfortunate victim usually dies 
alone. 

The voices of landmine survivors were first heard at the international 
level at the Vienna ccw conference in September 1995. In an unusual 
development.. representatives of NGOs working directly with landmines and 
landmine victims were invited to speak to the delegate assembly. It was not 
just another diplomatic discussion with government officials stating the 
same stale points of view. Instead, people who were experiencing the 
tragedy firsthand were helping to set the tone of the discussions. During 
their speeches, persons injured by landmines from Afghanistan, Cambodia, 
and the United States provided powerfol evidence for urging the ban on 
these weapons. 

THE VOICES 

Ken Rutherford (United States): 'In December of 1993, I was working in 
Somalia with the lnternational Rescue Committee. I was inspecting a pro
gram site near the border with Ethiopia when my car hit a landmine. After 
the explosion, I saw my foot lying on the floorboard of the car. I thought, 
"Is it mine?" I kepc trying to put it back on. I dragged myself out of the car 
and called for help on. my radio. I am here today because of the resources I 
had at my disposal. I had a radio, airplanes evacuated me to a hospital, and 
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I returned to the United States to receive, lo date. over $300,000 in med
ical care. Needless to say, most mine victims are not so lucky.' 

Jerry White (United States): 'I was only four years old when Sy1ian sol
dien:, retreating during the 1967 Arab-Israeli War, laid Soviet-supplied 
mines in the Golan Heights. My mine waited silently in the ground for 17 
years before it exploded under my right foot while I was hiking in an 
unmarked minefield. I wasn't a soidier. I was a student taking a break from 
studies to explore the Middle fast. There were no fences and no signs to 
keep me out. I was lucky l had friends with me and a farmer nearby who 
heard the blast. All rhe talk about fencing and marking minefields is a dis
traction from the real problem: how to stop the proliferation of landmines. 
Even in a small. securily-cons<.:ious slate like Israel. fences break down, 
signs fade, fall, or are stolen, and mines shift.· 

Abdul Rahman Sahak (Afghanistan): 'Can you think for a moment 
what a human being would suffer in this situation? Imagine the extent of 
the injuries and pain while struggling between life and death with blood all 
around. I am proud to be a spokesman for my country. I would like to join 
the voices of my disabled' brothers and sisters .•. to call for a total ban on 
production of all types of mines.' 

As the UN landmine conference unfolded, however, the disabled 
participants felt they were being relegated to the conference sidelines. 
While most conference attendees were respectful, there was a sense that 
no one quite knew what to do about the needs of the survivors. As land
mine survivors themselves, the authors saw a need to increase the volume 
and to become more a part of the process. The authors discussed the need 
for more representation for landmine survivors both within the JCBL and at 
conferences. If this debate was about landmines, then who was more suited 
than survivors to provide evidence of the indiscriminate nature of the 
weapon? 

GENEVA: THE UN CCW CONFERENCE 

In April 1996, at the follow-up conference in Geneva. the issue causing the 
most disappointment was that the needs of the victims. mostly civilians 
injured through no fault of their own, were not being discussed. Our land
mine-disabled friends had travelled a great distance to Geneva, only to dis
cover apathy concerning their needs. Did no one really care, or had the 
needs of survivors not been properly communicated? One of the slogans of 
the international campaign had been 'to speak for those who cannoc speak 
for themselves'. Perhaps the rime had come for landmine survivors to start 
speaking on their own behalf+ 
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At lhal time, in Switzerland, the aulhors decided lo create a new inter
national organization. the Landmine Survivors Network (LSN), to become 
a powerful advocate for those disabled by mines and to offer practical assis
tance to one of the most vulnerable populations in the world. It was a rad1 

ical concept in some ways: a new NGO staffed by Jandmine survivors to 
empower and offer peer support to other survivors. The authors recognized 
that in the fellowship of suffering that survivors share, lhere is also empow
erment and strong motivation to do whatever it takes to end the suffering, 
A strong bond began to form among mine victims, along with a strong 
desire to work together towards a global ban and to find help for the 
wounded. 

Together. the survivors decided to im.:rease the pressure on govern

ments and intemarional organizations. First, Ken Rutherford and Tun 
Channarelh. a Cambodian landmine survivor, introduced the 'Wall of 
Remembrance', a photographic collection of mine victims in Batrambang 
Province, Cambodia. The victims were injured between the closing of the 
Vienna CCW conference in October 1995 and the opening of the Geneva 
CCW conference in April 1996. During this brief period there were more 
than 230 mine accidents in a province of fewer than 250,000 Cambodians. 
Behind lhe Wall of Remembram.:e display, the ICBL had sel up an electronic 
counter that clicked every 22 minutes to signal another mine victim 
injured somewhere in the world. Like the Wall of Remembrance display, 
lhe scoreboard only counted victims since the end of the Ut- ccw landmine 
conference in Vienna. By the end of the Geneva conference the haunting 
clicker had registered nearly 15,000 new victims. 

Tun Channareth, known as Reth by his friends worldwide, has been an 
inspiring leader in the global movement to rid the world of anti-personnel 
mines. Reth lost both his legs to a Jandmine in 1982 near the Thai, 
Cambodian border. His friend had lO cany him nearly 30 kilometres lo a 
medical post for emergency care. Reth has travelled the world and met 
with scores of world leaders and vaiious groups to discuss the impacl of 
mines on countries such as Cambodia and call for much-needed assistance 
for mine-contaminated communities+ At the conference Reth Loki lhe del
egates that 'if it were their children being blown up' they would have 
already banned landmines. He then asked, 'How can so many clever peo
ple sit together for two weeks and fail to do what ordinary people back 
home are asking lhem to do?' 

The second way that landmine survivors amplified their voices ac the 
Geneva ccw was at a press conference organized by Jeny White and a team 
of budding LSN 'associates' working under the umbrella of the ICBL. In 
the main lobby of the United Nations conference cenlre, survivors read a 
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statement, 'We Arc Outraged'. Survivors from Cambodia, Afghanistan, 
Mozambique, England, Bosnia. and the United States voiced their anger 
and frustration with the world's diplomats and politicians. One by one, the 
survivors removed their prosthetic limbs. describing their personal encoun
ters with mines and calling on the world's diplomats to ban these weapons. 
In their statement, the mine-injured asked, 'Why do you covet weapons 
that primarily kill civilians and do not discriminate between soldiers, 
women, and children? Most of the delegates here have never seen a mine
field or experienced firsthand the hoffor caused by landmincs. One short 
visit to a mine-infected country would do wonders to cure the indifference 
of the world's politicians and diplomats.· The press conference included 
testimonies from the authors, Tun Channareth. and other persons with dis
abilities who had travelled on crutches and in wheelchairs to speak out. 

MORE VOICES 

A young Cambodian boy. Khe1m Man So, recounted: 'I was blown up in 
Cambodia •.. in January. I was going to school with two friends when they 
picked up a landmine and were killed. We didn't know it was a mine. I am 
14 years old and now have only one leg. Why did they just make it easier 
to make new mines? 

A brave Bosnian survivor, Pero Jakie, recalled: 'I was injured by a mine 
while visiting my burnt-out house in Sarajevo. Mines will prevent families 
from returning to their villages. My closest neighbour and her 17-year-old 
son were killed by a landmine when they went back to visit their former 
home. I came here to describe what people arc suffering in Sar~jcvo and 
other parts of the world. I would like the whole world to know that pro
ducers of mines must stop now so that people don't die and so that there 
are no more handicapped.· 

Mozambique's leading disability rights advocate, Farida Gulamo, said: 
'For years, I have witnessed the human suffering and economic devastation 
caused by landmines in my country. Mozambique's richness is in its agri
culture, but landmines have devastated the rural areas where farmers can 
no longer safely grow crops. It saddens me to watch these diplomats discuss 
ways to improve mines. Don't they see the humanitarian crisis?' 

Usman Fitrat, 25 years old and from Afghanistan, shared his own 
poignant story: 'I was 11 years old when my mother and cousin were mer
cilessly killed by landmines on the way home from a local health clinic. 
Ten days later, I lost both my hands and my left eye in a mine explosion .. 
My own grandmother saw it and thought I was dead. Let me ask one ques
tion: What was my fault and that of several hundred thousands of innocent 
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people who have been killed or maimed by mines in Afghanistan? I con
demn the use of mines and can't believe that this conference has agreed to 
their continued use.' 

British mine-clearance expert Chris Moon also spoke forcefully: 'I 
accept the loss of my right lower leg and hand with good grace because I 
chose to nm humanitarian mine-clearance teams. For this reason, I do not 
consider myself a victim but want to point out that people in mined areas 
have no choice. Blown up by a mine in Mozambique in March 1995. I have 
sympathy for mine victims. In fact, I ran in the London Marathon a year 
after my accident to assist those less fo1tunate because I believe actions 
speak louder than words.' True to his word, Chris continues to raise money 
for landmine survivors through actions. In 1997, he also ran marathons in 
Cambodia, Mozambique, and Australia and ran 150 miles in the Sahara 
Desert to raise over $150,000 to make artificial limbs for amputees in 
Vietnam. Chris also raised awareness of the Landmine Survivors Network 
when he carried the Olympic torch during the opening ceremony of the 
1998 Winter Olympics at Nagano, Japan. 

In Geneva, landmine survivors met in small groups and targeted their 
messages one-by-one to intransigent government delegations, In sum, sur
vivors said they came to Geneva 'to put a human face on the mass suffer
ing caused by landmines. We have travelled a long distance with crutches, 
artificial limbs, and wheelchairs to tell our personal stories in the hope that 
the world's diplomats would listen to our plea to ban anti-personnel land
mines from the earth. But this conference has turned a deaf ear to our cries. 
We have no choice but to denounce the ccw's shameful agreement.' The 
statement concluded: 'We were warned that this conference would not 
address our desire for an immediate and total ban. But we had no idea that 
the conference would settle for such a reprehensible agreement. Therefore, 
we cannot support it and we must express our outrage,· 

DEFINING VICTIM ASSISTANCE 

What. exactly. is meant by victim assistance? What kind of structure is 
needed to co-ordinate assistance? Which categories of humanitarian relief 
should be included? The LSN began to define survivor assistance to include 
the 'care and rehabilitation provided for the immediate and long-term 
needs of mine victims. their family members and/or dependants, and mine
affected communities. Victim assistance includes, but is not limited to, 
emergency and medical care; access to prosthetics, wheelchairs and other 
assistive devices; social and economical reintegration; psychological and 
peer support; accident prevention programs; and legal and advisory 
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services.' The definition of 'victim assistance' was derived from discussions 
with other NGOs active in the lCBl as well as from informal discussions with 
government and Ul\" representatives. 

Looking into the needs of the victims, especially in developing coun
tries. the LSN was nearly overwhelmed by the desperation of thousands of .:f

survivors with no access to affordable care. Aside from the emergency and , ~;' 
acute medical care required immediately following a mine blast, the pro,, / 
duction and training for the use of assistive devices, including prosthetics, .,:/ 
wheelchairs, crutches, and specially designed transportation, are of urgent:~{ 
necessity. There is also a need for psychosocial support programs, data col/f 
lection of mine-affected populations. mine awareness programs, social rein.) ~ 
tegration, employment oppo1tunities. and legal services. It was obvioui,l? 
that, to offer this range of services, landmine survivors would need to enlist''~, 
the help of all governments and NGOs pushing for a ban treaty. Today, an :1 
enormous gap exists bet.ween rehabilitative care available in affluent coun- .:C 
tries and what most mine victims receive in developing countries recover- \: 
ing from years of war. For example, the American authors of this chapter '.;: . 
have received care approaching a combined cost of $800,000.1 This is in :,) 
contrast to the United Nations estimate that the average lifetime care of a ·,/t 
}andrnine victim is between $5.C)OO and $7,000. t~i 

Another question was how to define landmine victims. In consultation t 
with other NGos, the LSN propo:-.ed a broad definition: 'human being{<' 

. ::.:ic~ impaired due to physical, psychological. social or economic harm or injuryc'i 
caused by the explosion of landmines; family members and/or dependantst 
of the mine-disabled or mine fatalities; all human beings affected· by the \ , 
existence of mines who, due to the threat of mines, could not or cannot .,J 
pursue their normal activities.· 1 

In late I 995, very few people in the campaign were pushing for victim 
assistance. Several organizations such as Veternns International, Handicap 
International, and the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
were, of course, providing prosthetics and other assistance in the field. but 
NGOs were not lobbying for such assistance to be part of rhe talking points 
for solving the landmine problem. The pursuit of a global ban was the 
central , unrelenting focus of the ICBL. On the sUiface, at least, it seemed 
logical that. wealthier states would resist the inclusion of landmine victim 
assistance in the treaty. as many of them do not have landmine-disabled 
populations. Any mine victim assistance provided by these states would 
necessa1i ly go to foreign populations. And poorer counuies. those most 
affected by landmines, have limited means and infrastructure to support 
the growing number of survivo{s. Victim assistance seemed a no-win situa,. 
tion for garnering political support. 
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Meanwhile. the United Nations was still talking about legitimizing 
new types of landmines, and a global ban seemed years, if not decades, 
away. Some members of the campaign, though reluctant to say so publicly, 
believed that insisting on victim assistance measures would just muddy the 
waters and potentially give govemments another excuse for not commit
ting to a ban of any son. Landmine survivors respectfully disagreed. As the 
debate continued over the next few months, much was made of 'the poor 
victims'. One of the biggest challenges was to convince other campaigns 
that survivors were more than just 'poster children' for the ban movement. 
Strangely, it was as if amputees had to demonstrate that though landmines 
had blown off limbs and left horrible scars. survivors' minds, dreams, and 
humanity were still intact. 

The Landmine Survivors Network. now an official NGO, decided to 
take its concerns regarding the need for victim assistance directly to policy 
makers. Not willing to wait until other campaigners understood the cen
trality of victim assistance to the larger issue of banning landmines, the LSN 

charged ahead by setting up independent meetings with the UN 
Depai1ment of Humanitarian Affairs, the American Red Cross. and the 
US National Security Council, Department of Defense. State Department, 
and Agency for lntemational Development (USAIO). We hammered away 
at the same message--of course. a global ban was imperative, but a 'paper' 
treaty that did not take into account the urgent need to help rehabilitate 
hundreds of thousands of survivors would be a tragically missed opportu
nity. To our thinking. victim assistance had to be a part of any meaningful 
discussion on how to stop the mass suffering caused by mines. Solving the 
landmine problem would require an integrated approach that took into 
account the need for accelerated mine clearance and survivor assistance. 

In a May 1996 letter, Jerry White, Ken Rutherford, and Marianne 
Holtz, an American nurse who lost both legs to a landmine in Zaire in 
1995. strongly urged US President Clinton to remember that 'most mine 
victims are civilians. including women and children. Many have trouble 
supporting their families and many are ostracized and denied proper med
ical attention or rehabilitation.' The President's response communicated 
his desire to secure a special exemption for mines in Korea and that he had 
instructed the Secretary of Defense to look into improving demining tech
nology. No mention was made about victim assistance. In his defence of 
US policy, the President seemed blind to the humanitarian need for urgent 
action to protect civilian populations. 

In October of 1996, the LSN demonstrated a prototype of the first data
base designed to track the needs of mine victims worldwide and the limited 
resources to help them. As word of the LSN's new information strategy 
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started to reach mine victims in all regions, it began to serve as a small 
clearinghouse of information and resources. By 1998. the database 
contained profiles of scores of landmine survivors and their families 
in Mozambique, Angola. Bosnia. Cambodia. Jordan. Lebanon, and 
Afghanistan. It also contains detailed information on over 1,000 organiza
tions and has been used by media and NGOs alike as a source of information 
about the world's mine-affected people and communities. But, while a 
database is useful to keep crack of needs. it cannot meet those needs. Only 
by engaging the international community in a global effort would the LSN 
succeed in its efforts to respond to the picas of landmine survivors. 

0TIAWA CONFERENCE, 1996 

At the October 1996 landmine conference in Ottawa, the LSN called for an 
integrated approach to mine action. including a ban. accelerated mine 
clearance. and increased assistance for survivors. At the time, the call for a 
global ban was receiving the greatest attention. The ccw was still calling 
for legalizing some mines and for increasing the metallic content of older 
mines so that they would be easier to detect The ICBL and its members. 
including the I.SN, were calling for nothing less than an immediate and 
comprehensive ban without loopholes. Victim assistance and demining 
were secondary goals of the ICBL, however. The LSN approached the ICBL 
co-ordinator to determine whether its leadership would o~ject to the tsN's 

efforts to promote effective victim assistance in Ottawa. There was no 
response, so the LSN took matters into its own hands and prepared to fight 
for the rights of survivors. As the victims who had stared out from silent 
photographs for too long. the Landmine Survivors Network believed it was 
time to be heard. 

The LSN found an ally in Jill Sinclair, an official in Canada's 
Depmtment of Foreign Affairs and International Trade. Sinclair under
stood Canadian Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy's sympathy for 
mine victims. and her office helped arrange for the LSN to make a presen, 
ration to the plenaiy meeting of the Ottawa conference. Speaking on the 
final day of the conference, Jerry White made a statement that was 
intended as a wake-up call: 

Despite all the talk about the human suffering of mine victims. it seems 
that we still have trouble putting our money where our mouth is. What is 
really being done to help these victims? Very little, rm afraid. I do not 
doubt that every person in this audience is horrified and personally moved 
by the stories of landmine victims-you'd need a heart of stone not to be. 
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I am also convinced that individuals, NGOs, and government<; all want 
to help. But why is it that victim assistance has not moved beyond the 
rhetorical level? Survivors tend to be awfully .strong and motivated peo
ple. They want a chance to be productive again, not to become dependent 
on charity. 

White ended his statement by encouraging the Canadian government to 
honour its own survivors-- the brave peacekeepers now threatened by 
landmine.s spread throughout the former Yugoslavia. He reminded the 
Canadians of Mark Isfeld, 'one of Canada's finest military sons, who was 
killed removing mines in Croatia in 1994 on his third peacekeeping duty' . 
Mark's father, Brian Isfcld, was sitting among the governmental and NGO 

delegates as White went on to describe how 'Mark cared deeply about stop
ping landmines from killing children. He would take candy and li ttle dolls 
knit by his mother, Carol, to hand out to the children where he served.' 
Brian and Carol Isfekl are landmine survivors. They, like hundreds of thou
sands of families worldwide, know what it means to have your life suddenly 
and forever changed by losing a loved one to these cruel and unpredictable 
weapons. 

By the end of the Ottawa conference, victim assistance had received 
rhetorical support as something that should be included in the treaty. The 
American and Irish delegations seemed keenly interested in pursuing the 
issue, and Canada appeared ready to take a leadership role. Without their 
early interest, victim assistance might very well have stayed on the shelf. 
But now. there was a glimmer of hope that mine victims would get the sup
port they needed to help each other on the road to recove1y, 

The LSN privately urged the ICB L members to help landmine survivors 
get proper care instead of just tlying rhem around the world to speak at 
international landmine conferences. Usman Fitrat, for example, was given 
a false eye during his trip to the Ottawa, thanks to the pro bono assistance 
provided by Canadian eye specialists, Tho mas Dean and Dr A.G. Watson, 
who enthusiastically heeded the call by the LSN to help mine victims. and 
the Boston-based Physicians for Human Rights pitched in to make sure 
Usman tnade it to all his eye appointments between media interviews and 
panel discussions. 

MOZA.MBIQUENGOLANDMINE CONFERENCE 

In February of J 997. the Fourth International NGO Landmine Conference 
was held in Mapuro. Mozambique-an appropriate venue as Africa is the 
most mined-contaminated continent in the world, with Angola alone 
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havi ng tens of thousands of amputees from landmine explosions . Once 
again, the l..SN was asked to itk ntif y and invite survivors to paiiicipate in 
the conference . We came with high hopes. even amrnging for Bosnian 
landmine survivors to j oin us in Maputo. While eager to embrace the sur
vi vors. conforem:e partic.:ipants appean::d unsure or how best to ind ude 
their disabled guests in the dialogue on the treaty and the role or victim 
assistance. This was something that required focus rhrough the eyes of 
survivors themsd ves, 'The c.:hallenge was lo c.:ommunicalt! eflec.:ti vely sur
vivors' needs without offending the incredibly committed and hard

working conference planners. 
LSN organized a dinner for the disabled gathered in Mapuro. It wa1, a 

wonderful oppo1t unity for survivors from across the world to relax and ralk 
openly. How should survivoP.; play an active role? What \.Vere our own 
goals'! ll c.:ame out during the dinner that there was a frust ration with the 
portrayals or victims in the international campaign. Survivors were shown 
almost exclusi vely as 'vic.:tims· , many photographed only in their worst 
moments or pain and anguish. By showing the h01Tible effects, the media 
had assigned to mine victi ms an aura of tragedy and helplessness. Yet most 
of the survivors didn ' t see their own lives as over after a lan dmine explo
sion. Most fell lucky lo have survi ved. IL was d ear at that spec.:ial dinner in 
Maputo that the survivors who gathered to eat and talk were some of the 
strongest and most moti vated people we had ever met. It was in Maputo 
that survivors starlt!d to address more poinlt!dly the campaign language 
that often depicted the disabled as helpless victims . LSN was determined to 
add images of strength, empowerment, and survival. Extraordinary strength 
is required to overcome disfiguring inj ury and sometimes ostracism. 
Somehow, that message needed to c.:ome oul, as well as a realistic.: portrayal 
of the human suffering. We would now work toward empowerment. 

RAISING THE PROFILE OF SURVIVOR ASSISTANCE IN THE lCBL 

Throughout 1996-7, the ICBL issued periodic statements on the status or 
the campaign, dealing pri marily with the platforms it currently supported, 
Survivors began to push for stronger language on the need for effectiv e 
victim assistance. At the very least, we argued. the issue deserved its own 
bullet. instead of being lumped in as an inconspic.:uous clause together wilh 
rhe issue of demining efforts. During strategy sessions the response was usu
ally supportive. but there still was no initiative by the lCBL as a whole to 
advocate for the righrs of the vic.:t ims. Instead, most members were over
whelmingly concerned with the ban and with building support for that. 
Some in the ca mpaign leadership felt that the LSN was being counter-
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productive to the overriding goal of the campaign, which was. of course, a 

total ban on landmines. 

OAU Conferen ce in Johannesburg 
In May of 1997, the Organization of African Unity (OAU) hosted a 
conference on landmines. As with previous conferences, not enough 
survivors were invited, and again, we had a small voice. The LSN had 
pushed consultants and conference organizers to include victims and dis
ability support issues in panel discussions, and urged that disabled persons 
and rehabilitalion spec ia lists be inv ited lo speak, including Farida 
Gulamo from Mozambique and Abraham Gebreyesus from Eritrea. 
During the conference, Ken Ruthe1ford arranged a small press conference 
wilh Gebreyesus and Mozambican survivor Luis Wamuce, who posed the 
question to the governmenl participants: 'Whal are you doing to help lhe 

victims?' 
African delegales quoted slalislics on landmines and the casuallies, bul 

there was little indication that they understood or had much contact with 
the real people behind the numbers. To put a face on the issue, Rutherford, 
Wamuce, and Gebreyesus told their stories nnd pushed for social and 
economic support of mine victims and lheir families. Wamuce, a secretary 
for the Association for Disabled People of Mozambique (ADEMO), urged the 
OAU 'to adopt and implement victim assistance policies so that landmine 
survivors can be more easily reintegrated back into society.' The LSN 

succeeded in having mine victim assistance included in the OAU final dec
laration and action agenda. In addition , the LSN called for co-ordination of 
data collection and development of a comprehensive database on assis
tance for survivors. These recommendations were incorporated in the final 
OAU conference proceedings. One of the wonderful benelits of ananging 
for Abraham Gebreyesus to attend .the OAU conference was rhat he was 
introduced to Lieutenunl Genernl D.P. Knobel, who nssured him that 
South Africa could arrange a cornea I transplant operation that Abraham 
had been waiting for since he was 11 years old when a landmine accident 

caused blindness and the loss of his right hand.2 

Diana, Princess of Wales 
Perhaps the greatest contribution to the issue of v1ct1m assistance came 
from Diana. Princess of Wales. In January 1997, Diana had visited Angola 

a" a guest of the British Red Cross and KALO Trust , a British NGO working 
to dear landmines, Photographic images of her walking lhrough minefields 
and meeti ng with landmine-disabled persons were beamed around the 
world. During her visit, she called on her own country to ban landmines. 
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At the time, the British position wa.<: similar to that of the United Staces
unwilling to give up these weapons and wishing to develop new types of 
mines. Diana's remarks in the minefields of Angola put her at odds with 
Britain' s Tory government. Many back home criticized her 'political' state
ments. while most of the world applauded her courage and honesty. 
Without a doubt, the Princess of Wales, more than any other individual, 
caused global awareness of the devastati on caused by landmine.<; to sky
rocket. Her willingness to use her celebrity as a lightning rod for the issue 
was an in valuable service to the In te rnat io na l Camp aign to Ban 
Landmines. Wherever she went, cameras followed, sending pictures of the 
Princess in minefields to living rooms throughout the world, 

In an effo1t to encourage the Princess's work on land mines, the LSN and 
the Mines Advisory Group (MAG), a demining organi:.wtion, co-hosted a 
se mi nar at the Royal Geographic al Soc iety in London. entitled 
'Respo nding to Landmines'. Rae McGrath, MAG's founder, had invi ted the 
Princess to deliver the keynote address. Kensington Palace agreed, with the 
understanding that the seminar was geared lo address the practical needs o r 
those working or living in minefields. induding demining and victim assis
tance. It was al the Royal Geographical Society on 12 June lhal the 
Princess delivered her first major speech on landmines, describing with 
emotion her reaction to what she saw firsthand in Angola: ' I am not a 
political figure. I'd like to reiterate now, my intentions are humanitarian. 
That is why I felt drawn to this human tragedy.' 

With the P1i ncess·s involvement. the media was hooked, Landmines 
and the human suffering they caused were now in the headlines. Diana 
understood her contribution to the cause. She realized better than anyone 
that the media would closely follow any move she made. Why not take 
them to mi ne-infested countries! Thus, by the summer of 1997, ir seemed 
that landmine survivors had found a compassionate spokesperson for their 

cause and an ally to help alleviate their suffering. 

Bad Honnef Conference 
Also in June 1997. members of the German Campaign to Ban Landmines 
arranged a workshop in Bad Honnef. Germany. to develop guidelines for 
integrated mine action programs from a development point of view. Again, 
the focus of Medico International , Jesuit Refugee Service, Miseoror, the 
LSN, and other international organizations was to draft a set of guidelines 
for people seeking to help mine-affected communities and the growing 
number or victims. The Bad Honner guidelines emphasized community 

and development. Among them were: 

• The needs and aspirations of people affected by mines are the start
ing point for mine action programs. 
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• Mine action programs support the reconstruction and development 
of the community and aim at rebuilding the socio-economic and 
cultural infrastructure. 

• Empowerment and training of the community to carry out all 
aspects of mine action programs are the ultimate goal. 

• Mine-affected people have a right to participate in political and eco
nomic decision-making. to shape their own lives, and to have their 
dignity restored. 

Brussels Conference 
Later that same month, a conference in Brussels, Belgium. reviewed the 
draft treaty and lined up chose countries willing to be counted as ban sup
porters. Just before the opening of the conference. the LSN and other sym
pathetic NGOs, such as Medico International, Jesuit Refugee Service, and 
Handicap International, discovered that there was not one word on victim 
assistance in the first draft of the treaty. It was a devastating discovery. 
Ti.me was getting short, and a serious push was needed to lobby the gov
ernment delegates. There were only a dozen survivors present in Brussels, 
and all 12 prepared a joint statement emphasizing the need to include lan
guage on victim assistance: 'We ask you to re-read the current draft of the 
treaty and consider how it appears to us landmine survivors. There is vir
tually nothing in it to urge governments to take responsibility for the vic
tims. Yet people are bleeding and dying even as we speak. To this day, the 
real needs of mine-affected communities are not being addressed. Survivors 
remain an afte11hought. Their numbers grow each day, but without your 
help they have little hope of ever receiving proper medical attention or 
rehabilitation.' The reaction from delegates and the International 
Committee of the Red Cross was positive. Several governments. particu
larly South Africa. responded by indicating they would not support a treaty 
without provisions for the survivors. 

Although most campaigners were enthusiastic, one of the ICBL steering 
committee members expressed dismay that the LSN had 'surprised' him with 
its statement and suggested that, in the future. the LSN would be better 
advised to consult first with the treaty committee, which had been work
ing for months on the draft. Others in the campaign were also not sup
po11ive of adding victim assistance to the mix. The LSN had to identify its 
allies in the campaign and determine what chance victim assistance had to 
be included in the treaty. It did not. look promising, since the priority for 
most organizations was simply to achieve a global ban as soon as possible. 
At the eleventh hour, victim assistance would complicate the negotiations. 
Fu11hermore, wealthier 'donor' countries would be wary of any language 
that would oblige them to put their money in the 'tin cup· of poorer mine, 
affected countries. 
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The LSN dedded to turn international law to its advantage by enlisting 
the services of the Washington-based law firm of Arnold & Porter, who 
agreed to work pro bono to research legal precedents and draw up a memo 
regarding mine victim assistance proposals that could be included in the 
treaty. The LSN discussed its initiative with the Canadians, and Axworthy's 
office offered support by faxing a list of core group contact information so 
the LSI'- could approach other countries directly. Again, this independent 
initiative was not well received by some in the campaign leadership. The 
LSN was accused of pursuing its own agenda rather than that of the cam
paign. Nevertheless. we persisted, and throughout the summer, Arnold & 
Porter's allomeys. led by Anthony O'Donnell, searched for precedents and 
ways to legitimize the inclusion of victim assistance language in the treaty. 

A VISIT TO BoSNIA 

Meanwhile, the LSN was busy planning a secret trip to Bosnia with Diana, 
Princess of Wales. In late July 1997, the LSN's co-founders visited 
Kensington Palace to brief the Princess on its mission to survey the rehabil, 
itative needs of Bosnia's landmine victims. Diana had repeatedly offered her 
help to the LSN and immediately picked up on the idea of survivors helping 
survivors. She wanted to join us in Bosnia. That summer afternoon, drink
ing tea in Diana's plush living-room, we started to brainstorm her three-day 
visit to Bosnia. The Princess's oven-iding interest was to meet privately with 
the survivors and their families. She did not want to discuss policy. meet 
government officials, or detonate another mine, as she had done in Angola. 
She insisted on dired contad with those who had suffered. 

In Bosnia, her impact on the survivors was spectacular. She listened 
attentively to their gut-wrenching stories, holding their hands and stroking 
their scaned limbs. She resolved to do more for them in the future. II was 
to be her last public act of charity. When Diana lost her life in a car acci
dent in Paris on 31 August landmine survivors lost a true and ilTeplaceable 
friend and ally. 

OSLO CONFERENCE 

Only days after Princess Diana's death. the Oslo conference commenced to 
negotiate the final treaty draft to be signed in Ottawa in December. The 
conference chair, Ambassador Jacob Selebi. from South Africa, was seen as 
a potential ally. He had, however, set a disciplined agenda within the first 
three days of the conference, With each passing day, it would be increas
ingly difficult to add new items or proposed language to the table. In Oslo, 
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Susan Walker of Handi<.:ap International was working lo build pressure on 
governments to get victim assistance into the treaty. She took the lead to 
ensure that the ICBl platform included some of our proposed draft language 
on vi<.:tim assistance. The ICRC was also very supportive. Language worked 
its way into the draft and was ready for debate, though the LSN was not 
allowed to sit in on any negotiating sessions. Instead, survivors had to 
lobby the delegates individually between sessions and after hours. We met 
with the Germans, the Norwegians. the Americans, the Aust1ians. the 
ICRC, the ICBL-in fact, with anyone who had time and was willing to speak 
with us about victim assistance. 

Thankfully, Ambassador Selebi was sympathetic to the inclusion of vic
tim assistance on the agenda. With the encouragement of Canadian Foreign 
Affairs officials Jill Sinclair and Bob Lawson, the LSN had circulated its 
memo by Arnold & Porter lo the core group or countries working on treaty 
proposals. Even though the draft treaty did not impose on states direct obli
gations to assist civilian victims, it did require states to ban and destroy 
landmines because they were recognized as endangering civilian popula
tions. The LSN hoped the inclusion of mine victim assistance language 
'would require states to accept certain affirmative duties toward individuals.' 

The LSN argued there were substantial reasons to include humanitarian 
relief in the ban treaty. First, the primary purpose of the treaty is to protect 
individuals from the type of excessive and unnecessary injury landmines 
inllict. The inclusion of language relating to victim assistance furthers the 
pmpose of the treaty by protecting individuals from the long-tenn injuries 
that landmines cause. In other words, landmine victim assistance programs 
were necessary to prevent mine victims• permanent inability to function, 
work, or otherwise participate as productive members of society. Thus. the 
inclusion of mine victim assistance was necessary for the Convention to 
provide a complete response by the international community lo the dan
gers posed by landmines. 

Second. the inclusion of v1ct1m assistance provisions within the 
Convention is consistent with international humanitarian law. The 
Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1 949 and the 1977 Protocols 
Additional to the Geneva Conventions constitute the framework within 
which humanitarian law pertaining to the protection of civilians, combat
ants. and prisoners of war has developed. Although these provisions pri
malily restrict what slates can do within the context or war, they also 
require states to accept certain affirmative obligations towards individuals. 

f'inally, many international instruments refer to assistance or compen.
~mion to v1cttms as a humanitarian duty of states. More significantly. a 
strong argument can be made that states are legally obligated to assist or 
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compensate mine victims. The use of mines violates two basic principles of 
international humanitarian law. Landmines scattered over large areas likely 
to be used by civilians during or after a conflict do not distinguish between 
military and civilian targets. This violates the p1inciple of discrimination, 
which holds that weapons must be able to discriminate between civilian 
and military targets. Landmine injuries also inflict much more severe 
injuries than other conventional weapons and often result in excessive 
injury or suffering to civilians. This violates the principle that prohibits 
attacks that produce 'unnecessary suffering or superlluous injury'. 
Violations of humanitarian law trigger a duty to compensate or assist 
victims of those violations. Therefore, the unlawful use of landmines 
generates a legal obligarion to assist mine victims. 

In the end, victim assistance made it into the landmine treaty due to 
the efforts of many people. but full credit must be given lo the landmine 
survivors around the world. In the keynote address at the opening plenary 
for the Mine Action Forum at the Ottawa conference, the Canadian 
Minister of foreign Affairs, Lloyd Axworthy, slated that one of the lessons 
to be learned from the Ottawa Process was that international public opin
ion will not tolerate 'weapons that cause massive civilian casualties'. In 
other words, the large and growing number of landmine vktims caused the 
ban dream to become reality. 

The Ottawa Convention is the first international arms control agree
ment that addresses the humanitarian needs of the victims of a particular 
weapon system. On victim assistance, it states in the Preamble that signa
tory states wish 'lo do their utmost in providing assistance for the care and 
rehabilitation, including the social and economic reintegration of mine 
victims'. Article 6 of the treaty elaborates on this issue: 

3: Each State P:u1y in a position to do so shall provide assistance for the 
care and rehabilitacion. and social and economic reintegration, of mine 
victims and for mine awareness programs. Such assistance may be pro
vided. inter alia, through the United Nations system. international, 
regional or national organizations or institutions, non-governmental orga
nizations or institutions, the JCRC, national Red Cross and Red Crescent 
societies and their International Federation, non-governmental organiza
tion, or on a bilateral basis. 

7: States Pm1ies may request the United Nations, regional organizations, 
other States Parties or other competent i ntergovernment-al or non
governmental fora to assist its authorities in the elaboration of a national de
mining program to determine, inter alia: .. assistance to mine victims .... 
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By the time of the signing ceremony in Ottawa, there had been a signif
icant change in the role victim assistance played in the campaign. The 
catc.:h-phrase 'vic.:tim assistanc.:e' had become one of the three main pillars 

of the campaign. In O ttawa, there were several panels on the issue, 
including • Addressing Ps ycho-Social Reintegration for Mine Victims' . 
Mine-d isab led persons were now an officia l and welcome part of the 

discussion. 
Landmine survivors believe they have won a battle, but the war is not 

over. It ' s time to give the treaty legs, so lO speak. Though the treaty only 

'urges ' victim ass istance, we be lieve j ustice demands that more be done for 

the survivors and the ir families. New battles on the horizon include how to 

raise significant fu nding to support rehabilitation programs and how best to 
spend money on comm unity-based progrnms to help survivors heal and 

recover from trauma. 
T here are s till m ixed signals coming from various s ignalory govern-

ments. For example, more than I 00 foreign ministries failed to respond to 

a letter the LSN distributed asking governments to describe their intentions 

to promote victim assistance. The letter, signed by more than 20 organi~a
tions , urged governments 'to commit s ignificant resources to help rehabil

itate the growing numbers of mine victims worldwide ' . To this end, the lSN 

issued a challenge to governments: 'For every three dollars pledged for 
demining, at least one additional dollar should be d irected toward rehabil

ilalion and assistance for landmine vic.:tims. · 
As of mid- 1998, fewer than 10 govern ments had responded to the !..SN 

query on v ict im assi stance programs. T hough Canada i m med iate ly 

pledged $100 million to support mine action, inc.:luding support for mine 

victims, there are questions about how lhe money will be spent and how 
much will end up helping mine victims. Norway pledged $100 million 

over ri ve years to support mine clearance and vic tim assis lanc.:e, but some 

fear that victim assislanc.:e could be reduced to a simple donalion to the 

Red Cross and will not address the range of survivors ' needs for rehabili
tation and social and economic.: integration. The British government also 

pledged to give money towards victim assistance and mine c.:learance. 

When asked, government officials could nol say when or where the sup
port would be given. Though the treaty cal ls for reporting and tracking 

progress on mine c learance, there wa.c; no mention of creating a s imilar 

mechanism for tracking rehabilitation services. The LSN will continue to 

manitor governments and ask for concrete victi m assistance. We plan on 

developing a report card lo evaluale each signatory' s true commitment to 

comprehensive survivor assistance. 
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ICBL GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING 

The ICBL held a meeting in Frankfurt, Germany, in February 1998 to 
restructure the Nobel Prize-winning coalition and chait out future strategy 
and actions. The Landmine Survivors Network and other organizations 
were added lo the steering committee. Al the meeting, the LSN pushed for 
the creation of the first global task force on survivor assistance. Survivors 
are now heading up this new effort on behalf of the IC8L. 

In preparation for the frankfurt meeting. the LSN drafted a shun list of 
'victim assistance goals' and solicited feedback from a selection of NGOs 

interested in working on victim assistance. The key organizations to offer 
input included Handicap International, Jesuit Refugee Service-Cambodia, 
Physicians for Human Rights, and the Kenyan Campaign to Ban 
Landmines. The LSN redrafted its goals and proposed them to the confer
ence. The following goals were adopted by the ICBL: 

I. The lCBL will press governments to commit $3 billion over the next 
10 years to supp011 victim assistance, including so<.:ial and ewnomic 
reintegration. 

2. The ICBL will press governments to support a whole range of land
mine victim assistance activities: acute care, supply of prosthetics 
and wheelchairs, physical therapy. psychosocial support. data-gath
ering, landmine awareness, sodal reintegration, land tenure, and 
legal and employment servkes, 

3. The !CBL and national campaigns will promote sharing of landmine 
victim information and assistance strategies among members and 
other groups to effect the best possible rehabilitation outwmes for 
mine victims. 

4. The TCBL will promote and involve landmine victims and landmine
infested communities in the planning and implementation of mine 

assistance programs. 

Victim assistance is now an established pillar of the ICBL. The treaty lan
guage, coupled with the goals established by the JCBL in Frankfurt, mean we 
have much work to do to ensure that survivors and their families receive 
the allenlion, care, and compassion they deserve. 

CONCLUSION 

Landmine survivors worldwide commend Canada for its leadership to make 
our dream for a treaty become reality. We also commend our allies in the 
ICBL and Red Cross who have helped to move this issue so far and fast. 
Unlike most organizations. the LSN does not want: its constituency to grow 
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in size. To the contrary, we long for the day when there are no more land
mine casualties and no man, woman, or child will experience that te1Tible 
pain of losing a limb, eyesight, or life to this inhumane weapon. For the 
present, we want to see increased resources dedicated to rehabilitate the 
thousands of innocent and often impoverished mine victims around the 
world. It won't be easy, as the world's attention focuses elsewhere and the 
media spotlight rums to new issues. 

The challenges for effective victim assislam.:e indude: lack of reliable 
data, and information-gathering exercises that leave most survivors empty
handed; limited information-sharing and collaboration among service 
providers and local disability groups; and too much attention focused on 
'limbs only' (prosthetics) relative to the attention paid to the psychosocial 
impact of landmine injury and the survivors' needs for so<.:ial and economic 
integration. 

For the hundreds of thousands ?f landmine disabled, healing will begin 
when the weapon that disfigured our bodies and took away the innocence 
of daily life is banned and proper rehabilitation services become available 
worldwide. Our scars bear witness to the cruelty and inhumanity or anti• 
personnel mines. But survivors worldwide believe this weapon can be 
stopped and that it is within the international community's grasp to help 
turn victims into survivors who rightfully take their place as valued mem
bers or their communities. No one can make the journey alone. We are 
joining together lo demand action and drawing strength from each other, 
and from humanitarian organizations, and from the states committed to 
implementing all aspects or the Ottawa Convention. Survivors worldwide 
will monitor the progress closely. 

NOTES 

I. Ken Rutherford's rehabilitation has cost nearly $400,000 in less than four 
years; Jerry White's rehabilitation costs come to roughly $400,000 in the 14 
years since his ac<.:ident. 

Abraham was examined by a specialist and in August 1997 returned to 

Johannesburg to undergo surgery. He has regained sight in his right eye and was 
fitted with a prosthesis on his right arm. The LSN wants to recognize the com

bined efforts that accomplished this act of healing: the South African Surgeon 
General. Christian Outreach (a British organizacion), and the fund-raising 

efforts (swim- and bike-a-thons) of Rae McGrath (founder of the UK-based 

Mines Advisory Group) to raise money for the operation. When Abraham 

,1n-ived in Oslo. Norway, for the Seplember 1997 ban treaty negolialions, the 

LSN nominated him lo receive the 1997 Reebok Human Rights Prize. which he 
was awarded ac a ceremony in New York City in March 1998. 
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Memorandum for the Record 

May 252001 

The Framework for a New Strategic Relationship with Russia 

It Is Not Only About Missile Defense 

The President's statements made it clear that he seeks a fundamental 
transformation of the nuclear relationship with Russia, "a clear break" from "the 
adversarial legacy of the Cold War;" and that missile defense is merely one of several 
innovations that are needed to this larger end. But the reactions from the Russians, the 
Allies, and critics at home focus almost exclusively on MD and the ABM Treaty. This 
distortion is partly a misunderstanding, partly deliberate. Some of the critics would 
rather preserve the Cold War nuclear strategy than give up Cold War arms control 
treaties. And the Russians see in the ABM Treaty a symbol of their strategic equality, as 
well as a legal obstacle that keeps the US from acquiring what they can't afford. 

Initially, it was prudent for the Administration to present its goals with broad 
brush strokes, as an invitation to open-minded consultations. But over time, this open
minded stance becomes an invitation to attacks. We have to get ready, step by step, to 
articulate a richer, more complete design. 

The Essence of the New Framework 

To put it simply, the goal is to convince Russia, through a process of 

inducements and pressures: 
-- to abandon the idea that it must maintain the world's second largest nuclear 

offensive forces ceaselessly ready, for years to come, utterly to destroy the 
United States, 

-- because it allegedly needs to deter the United States from suddenly launching 
a nuclear attack to disarm and destroy Russia. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4151 



To translate the Framework into a program of US initiatives and policies, it will be 

essential to address many contingencies and complex issues. Here are just a few: 
-- How should we bring China into all this? 
-- How much weight should we give to the possibility that Russia wants to 

maintain or enhance its capability suddenly to destroy the United States, not to 
deter a US surprise attack, to but to deter us from defending Poland or the 
Salties? 

-- Can we induce (or pressure) Russia to abandon MAD against the United 
States without hobbling too much the US nuclear deterrent and counter-force 
capability for third country contingencies? 

As we work our way through these important issues, we must guard against sliding 
back into the Cold War mindset. For half a century, thousands of excellent minds -
elected leaders, technical experts, think tanks strategists -- have debated and shaped 
the role of our nuclear forces in "deterring" the powerful Soviet Union from launching a 
major nuclear or conventional attack. With this awesome theology lodged in our minds, 
it will take a conscious, sustained effort to adjust our concepts and vocabulary to the 
task ahead. If we cannot execute this sea change, those will prevail who believe that 
the ABM Treaty is the cornerstone of arms control and that Cold War arms control must 
be perpetuated. 

What's In It For the United States? 

(1) The worst, most terminal contingency for the United States would be if a large 
part (or all) of the still functioning Russian ICBMs and SLBMs were launched against 
US targets, because of insubordination, false warning of US attack, or for whatever 
reason. Even though we cannot assign a meaningful probability to such an event and 
want to believe that its is "very low," we have an obligation to lower this risk. 

(2) Should the United States remain locked into MAD with Russia, it will not be 
long until China, by its rhetoric and by building up its offensive forces, creates the 
mindset among Americans (Congress, the military, you and me) that MAD is also the 
cornerstone of our strategic relationship with Beijing. On can already see the beginning 
of this. But a trilateral MAD is considerably madder than a bilateral one; for example, we 
could one day face a Sino-Soviet nuclear alliance (short-lived to be sure -- but a 
calamity like the Hitler-Stalin pact). A trilateral MAD leads to a polygon of multilateral 
MAD relations, which would mean a vast increase in nuclear instability, worse than the 

2 
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entanglement of mobilization plans before August 1914. 

Third, if we did remain locked into MAD with Russia (and later also with China. 
etc.), we would have less freedom of action to cope with an actual or threatened WMD 
use by a rogue. And this would hold true even if we had fairly effective theater MD. A 
North Korean contingency illustrates this: North Korea delivers CW by cruise missiles 
into South Korea and our quickest way to stop this would be low yield nuclear missile 
strikes; at that point how much time would elapse to make sure China or Russia would 
not misread our response as an attack on their nuclear deterrent? 

How to Overcome the Opposition 

If we cannot induce Russia to move in the desired direction, the benefits of the 
Framework cannot be realized. If we succeed in bringing Russia along, the Allied 

concerns about MD can be overcome and the domestic US opposition to MD will 
collapse (except for budgetary concerns). 

The heart of the matter. therefore. is how, and indeed whether, we can convince 
the Russian government. This is a major project that must be worked out in much 
greater detail than is appropriate for this memo. The project must be informed by 
intelligence inputs regarding the Russian reaction and resistance to previous proposals 
for reducing the nuclear confrontation (September 1991, various US attempts to 
achieve better transparency., the Russian rebuffs to our questions about the new 
underground facility in the Urals, our assessments of Russian missile launch 
procedures, etc.). We need to develop inducements and pressures for both Russia's 
political and military leadership. To wield these carrots and sticks, we can accentuate 
both sides of several aspects: 

-- Prestiae: If Russia joins us in the new Framework, it can become and remain a 
nuclear power "co-equal" with the US (symbolically rather than in reality). But if 
Russia clings to MAD it will fall further behind because of our MD. space 
superiority, etc.; and it will become trapped in a China-US-Russia triangle as 
the increasingly weaker third party. 

-- Economic: we can talk debt relief up as Russia moves in the right direction, but 
stress the difficulty of supporting loans (IMF, Exim, etc) for a country that 
insists on preserving and refurbishing expensive systems kept ready to destroy 

our country. 
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-- Technology: we can work with and help the Russian military and their space 
agency on projects not harmful to us; or conversely we can partially restore the 
technology transfer controls we had in the 1980s. 

The Tasks Ahead 

The changes envisaged by this Framework cannot be implemented quickly. 
Nuclear systems take a long time to build and deploy, and also to dismantle. Even if 
agreement in principle with Russia and the Allies could be obtained within one year, it 
might take ten years safely to establish the new strategic dispensation. In the 
meantime it will be necessary to make it through various crises, government changes in 
China or Russia, and the under-brush of compliance problems. 

Several aspects of the Framework will require p careful and constructive 
analyses by DoD. 

For instance, adjustments in alert measures that could reduce the risk of an 
accidental or impulsive Russian nuclear attack. Recall Yeltsin's swaggering with the 
(allegedly connected) nuclear codes! To induce Russia to make adjustments beneficial 
to us might require some changes in the US alert posture that would also have to be 
evaluated. A prudent approach to this problem demands broad judgmental 
input since one cannot rely on meaningful statistics on the risk of accidental launch (or 
conversely, the risk of inviting a deliberate attack because the deterrent forces appear 
to be unready). 

The so-called "codes" for nuclear release present intricate and delicate 
problems. Occasional unexpected failures have been experienced in the past and a 
comprehensive overview of the system is very difficult to achieve. In the Soviet period, 
the Politburo relied on politically separate, parallel control systems. In the United States 
that approach was abandoned in the Truman administration and until the late 1950s US 
nuclear weapons were deployed without two-man control and without PALS. Put simply, 
there are many variations possible. 

The requirement -- real or imagined -- for great secrecy further complicates 

innovation of systems that are already somewhat inscrutable. The realization of the 
new Framework is likely to be slowed down by the ingrained Russian tradition of 
secrecy. For this reason, we should think of some way-stations that could be beneficial. 

4 
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!snowflake 

April 10, 2001 7:51 AM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Rudy de Leon 
Steve Cam bone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetcfy 

SUBJECT: Ideas from General Pace, SOUTHCOM 

r 

Please sort through this memo that I sent out and that Chris Williams responded to 
and see what you think and get back to me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/5/0 lSecDef Memo and 4/2/01 Ltr from CINC Southcom 

DHR:dh 
041001-11 
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' jsnowflake 

\ 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Paul W olfowitz 
General, Shelton 
General Myers 
Steve Cambone 
Chris Williams 
Paul Gebhard 

Donald Rumsfeld 1 fl 
April 5, 2001 

SUBJECT: Attached 

.,,1 S'~ ~ /u,l,r.J 

,~ou -1-, ~D 

Take a look at this letter from General Pace. Why don't you visit among 
yourselves and then come back to me with a recommendation as to whether or not 
any of that is something that we ought to consider. 

It's interesting and probably a good idea, but I wonder if we have the time. 

-

DHR1112Il 
040501.05 
Attach. 



Jsnowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Dan Dell 'Orto 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

June 2, 2001 

~ Here is a letter from a very nice man in 1(b)(6) 
!(b)(6) 1· I don't ,,_kn_o_w.....,..h1 .... ·m-ve_r_y_w_e"""'ll .... , .... bu_t_h_e_i_s _a __ 

responsible busmessman and a decent person. 

Do you have any suggestions of what I do with this letter? 
Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060102.08 
Allach. 
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(b)(6) 

Mrs. Joyce Rumsfeld 
rb)(6) 

Dear Mrs. Rumsfeld, 

My name is!(b)(
6
) land I must apologize for 

imposing on your time and good nature. Yet, as the famous line goes, '"desperate times 
call for desperate measures!" 

Now the purpose for which I set this pen to parchment... In 1998 I married a woman who 
is an illegal immigrant from Mexico, living in Taos. She has a daughter who is four years 
old. They originally came here to join with the father of her child, who ended up 
abandoning them before the child was even born and hr ! interrt in helping to raise her. 
Anyway, I rna.ni~and became a father to young (b)(6) The only father she has 
ever known. Neither !(b)(6) I ever "sponged off the system" nor have they ever 
run afoul of the law--- not even a parking ticket, 

In 1998, after our marriage, we began the lengthy and complex p~li of applying to the 
National Visa Center for her residency papers which would give~ Social Security 
number, the ability to have a Drivers License, a work permit, and ingress/egress to the 
United States. Three years to the date of our original application, (the NVC lost our 
original application and we had to pay the same lawyer to re-do the paperwork and 
resubmit) the NVC informed us that our paperwork was ready to begin final processing at 
the American Consulate in Juarez, Mexico. The date set was April 6th, 2001. I called INS 
and asked to transfer the location of the interview to Albuquerque, NM instead of Juarez, 
Mexico and was deliberately lied to by an INS officer in Texas. I feel she lied in order to 
get us into Mexico in order to deny my wife re-entry after completing our paperwork on 
April 6th at the American Consulate in Juarez. 

Yes, they lied to me outright. I had no idea they were going to deny my wife re-entry for a 
period of eight to twelve months while I, as her husband, apply for a "pardon" or waiver 
for her being here in the US illegally. If they had told us the truth, we would have planned 
for this. My wife and daughter had only two days worth of clothing and I was for~ 
leave them behind in Mexico, sending them on a bus to Southwest Mexico where ~ 
family lives. I traveled back home with the prospect of not being with my family for 
possibly a year!(b)(6) !has since missed her pre-school graduation. 
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I placed and paid for a pardon (waiver) which the American Consulate Staffer said would 
take 8-12 months, during which my wife is banned from re-entering the U.S. under penalty 
of loosing her application privilege for a period of at least ten years. I was told that I could 
write INS if there are any hardships, but they rarely back down and let an applicant re
enter during the rajyer nrocess period. I explained that I have a Twenty-five year old 
daughter named(b)(6) who is severel disabled. She re uires the round-the-clock care 
of m former wife, (b)(6) and myself. During the time 
(b)(6) is with US, my wife (b)(6 elps me to no end with her care, including br:~inf, 
feeding, dressing, and on bad da s etting Hb)(6) !in her wheelchair. Without (b) and 
her loving help, I must care for (b)(6) alone and get her to the caregiver during the day 
so that I may run my 30-year old business. 

I have written to Hon. JeffBingamann, Hon. Heather Wilson, Hon. Pet~enici, and 
the American Consulate. I have asked that they may consider paroling ~so that she 
and l(b)(6) !may return to Taos in the period that her waiver is being processed. I don't 
think that this is unheard of: considering how many criminals and no-goods were pardoned 
by our ex-president. My wife!(b)(6! is a gentle, law-abiding person who poses no threat to 
the health or well being of any citizen of our country. In fact, she is invaluable to myself, 
family and friends. 

I pray that you, or~umsfeld, may have the ability to find the right person who could 
expedite or grant ~a parole. Again, I apologize for asking, but ''nothing ventured, 
nothing gained!" 

I have enclosed all pertinent documents. 

Thank you for your time and attention. I wish you well. 
(b)(6) 

Sincerely, . 
, ........ ~ 

L-----/ 
(b)(6) 
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(b)(6) , 

rb)(6) I -1e:ik/~~: , :1~~-scV· 
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.. 
(b)(6) 

ARK 

(b)(6) 

2-----· 

NQNl8ARKPFESQIOOL 
eoxeoor 

TAOS. NM 87571 
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL - VISA SECTION 
LOPEZ MATEOS 924 N. P.O. BOX I.0545 
CD. JUAREZ, CHlH, MEX. EL PASO, TX 79995 

~~RAlff VXSA ;mQRKiTION HUMBBRS: 
FROM u. S.A. :R) W"'!l'OAM-4 :30PM,MOUHTA1N TlME) 

CHAR~ TO THQLLER I"\ I US$1. 00 PER MINUTE 
FROM MEXICO: (6) i (8:00AM-4:30PM,MOUNTAIN TIME) 

CHARGED TO THE CALLER AT MEX$10.00 (PESOS) PER MINUTE 

rb)(6) Date: 17 Jan 2001 

USA 

Dear 
l(b)(6) 

T2,_is office is ready to begin final processing of the immigrant visa 
apphcant t·i!ir .. named J5elow in ~ case. we nave scheduled an 
appointment far a visa interview in the Immigrant Visa s~ction on the 
date printed below. This letter must be presented upon yoqr arrival 
at this office on the appointment date. 

Please see the enclosed information for further instruction about the 
medical examination required for all intending -immigrants. Be sure to 
read all of the enclosed information and follow the instructions very 
carefully. 'When communicating with this office either by telephone or 
letter, please provide your name and case number exactly as shown in 
this letter. 

Sincerely, 

chief, Immigrant Visa Branch 

Visa' Appointment. Medical Appointment 
Date Time Date Time 

c •• :~~=~:;;::::·:E:::, _::_···-;;;;;;;·;~ £~-, 
Name (P) MARTINEZ, DORA ARMIDA MADRID DE ~. J)~ ,_,_ ... ~v-1 
Traveltnq AQplicant3· 1 , \ ~ - -.. :~ 

_(b)(6) 19-Sep-1969 f..AJ(jO ~l'<.-L.IL.-(.. 

Preference Category: CRl - MEX 

Encl: Packet 4 
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OEAR VISA APP LI CANT: 

CONSULATE GENERAL OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
CIUDAD JUAREZ, CHIHUAHUA 

DATE: L{{ lP I c] I 
_ __._',:(:;;::b;::::;:)(6;;::) ====---

CASE NUMBER 

This offices regrets to info1m you thal it is unable to issue a visa LO you because you have been found 
ineligible to receive a visa under the following section(s) of the Immigration and Nationality Act. 

__ Section 212(a)(9)(B)(I) which prohibits the issuance to any alien who was unlawfully present in 
in the United Stales for a pe1iod of more than 180 days bul less than one year, voluntarily departed 
the Whited States (whether or not pursuant to section 244(e)) prior Lo commencement of 
proceedings under section 235(b )(l) or section 240, and again seeks admission within 3 years of 
the date of such alien's departure or removal. 

L Section212(a)(9)(B)(ll) which prohibits the issuance to any alien who has been unlawfully 
presenl in Lhe United States for one year or more, and who again seeks admission within IO years 
of the date of such alien's departure or removal from the United States. 

1_ You are ELIGIBLE TO APPLY for a waiver of Lhe 2:rounds of ineli ibilit , above under section 
12 v of the Immigration and Nationality Act as the spouse, son or daughter or child of a United 

States Cinzen or Legal Permanent Resident, -

__ You are NOT ELIGIBLE TO APPLY for a waiver of the grounds of ineligibility above as you 
do not have the required relalionship of spouse, son or daughler or child of a United Slates Citizen 
or Legal Permanent Resident. 

__ Section 212(a)(9)(C)(I) which prohibits the issuance to any alien who h8S been unlawfully 
present in the United States for an aggregate period of more than one year. NO WAIVER 
AVAILABLE 

__ Seetion212(a)(9)(C)(D) which prohibits the issuance to any alien who has been ordered removed 
under 235(b )(l), section 240, or any other provision of Jaw, and who enters or attempts to reenter 
the United States without being admitted is in admissible. NO WAIVER AVAILABLE 

ob: lj>u mMt- rUY?aul ~ fnH1'co ~ 
u.r 

OfflCER 
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•~BINGAMAN 
NEW MEXICO 

Dear!(b)(6) I 

\lnittd ~tatts ~matt 

May 22, 2001 

Enclosed is a copy of the response I recently received in reply to the inquiry I submitted 
on your behalf. It is sent for your information and is self-explanatory. 

Please be assured of my continued interest in your case and that I will keep you apprised 
of any furthercorwnunication I receive. 

Thank you for this opportunity to be of service to you, and kindest regards. 

JB/scm 

0 625SILV£RAVE .• sw.sum 130 
ALBUQUERQUE. NM 87102 

Q 148 LORETIO TOWNE CENTRE 
605 SOUTH MAIN 
I Al- t:AU~S. NM 88001 

Sincerely, 

o P.O. eox 1911 
118 BRIOGESlllEET, SUITE 3 
lAS \/!GAS. f\lt,187701 
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ENT BY: Ii' SECTION CO JUAREZi 16 189027; MAV-22-01 10:08; PAGE 1 /1 
~,,. · .. 

I 

Fax: 

Phone: 

Re: 

(b)(6) 

Attn: 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

U.S. ConSl.llate 
General 
auc1ac1 lli'Brez 
Mexico 

Phone: Fax (011-52-16) 16-90-27 
... 

Pages: 1 

cate: 05/18/01 

l(b)(6) 
I am replying to Vol'. atl:er regarding the immigrant Visa case of 

u.:b~6;,........------------------~~-~as refused a \Ilsa on 
Aprlf 61 2001 under ,migration ad Nationality Act s«:tion 212{aX9XB)(i){lI), IJll/awful 
Presence ii tllt! LlnA~Slat5 Under this sediorl of the INA, any alien who resided legally 
in the U.S. for more · ri 360 dcrys aftEr Aprb 1, 1997 ls belTed from re-entering the U.S. for 
10 years unless he/: i IS granlEd a waiver of inebglblllty by the U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalir.ation ~ · :NS). Her waPM appfication was sent tn the INS office In Oudad 
Juarez on April 10 1 1 . Dua to the \'Obne rl appl"teatlans recelYed by the INS the --
processingtfme is m1ab!ly 8· 10 ~cumrily working on applic.ations 
received in August . We will schedul~ a return IPl)Olntment as soon 
as we receive INS' on on her appllcation. 

Your inquiry with Its mmpant1ng letter has been refem!d to the INS office for their 
consideration. You contact them at (011-52-16) 11--0+75; fax 11-S2-84. 

. I 

,l 
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~'(I\ 
f. I . . ., 

DEPENDENCIA Com andancia 

OFICION0,-----------1 

EXPEDIE Jx 99 

COMANDANCIA DE POLICIA 
ASUNTO: No anteeedentes CD. GUERRERO, CHIH. 

A quien correspond&: 

EI suscrito C • .iaime Ruiz Delgado, Director. de Seguridad Publica del Munici

p io de Guerrero, Chih., por medio de la presente bace constar: 

Que revisando las archivos de la poldaa municipal de Guerrero, Chih., nose 

encontrio antecedentes or faltas al Bando de Gobiemo v r roblemas administrativos a -
nombre de la C. (b)(6) 

l(b)(6) 

Se extiende la presente para los fines y usos a que haya lugar, en la Ci~d

de Guerrero, Chih., a los diez dias del mes de Septiembre de mil novecientos noventa y nue-
ve.-

·. ····.•·,,"':'-": 
•':. 

: .: 1 
.. 'j 

i 
i ATKNTAM EN~ 

D D UBLICA 

C.JAJME 

J)~u~6r~p~~ 
~ h<1n0L- --Co/YY' - 'i> +-~ cit/i;;t:vr1 t 

~ L u ;-/) n rA- ,n Vl OA/VI ~ (A Cv ~ ~ 
11-L-0559/0SD/4166 



April 27, 2001 

Mr. Luis Garcia 
District Manager 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 

Dear Mr. Garcia: 

This letter is a plea that you ma consider throu h our abilities, orantin an advance 
parole to my wife of three (3) years, (b)(6) whose 

-r status is presently "'Illegal Alien", residing in Gueren-o, Chihuahua. 

On April 6,, 2001 we were advised of our final processing in Ciudad Juarez for her 
category CRV of the National Visa Center which would allow her residency status in the 
U.S.A. 

On this date she was denied reentry into the U.S. under Section 212(a)(9XB)(II). I, 
as her spouse, applied under 212(v) for a waiver pardon. 

I ask that you may, for the following reasons, help expedite a parole in the time we 
await our waiver pardon, so our family may be reunited. 

A. Our 4 year old daughter's graduation from pre-school scheduled for May 25, 
2001. 

B. My wife's immeasurable help with my 26 year old disabled daughter, help that 
includes bathiig, feeding, dressing, etc., help which also allows me time to run my business 
of 30 years. 

Respectfully , 

(b)(6) 



STA1£0F 
NEWMEXICO 
DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 
PUBLIC HEAL TH DIV1SION 
BUREAU OF VITAL RECORDS 
AND HEAL TH STATISTICS 

CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH 
CERTIFICADO DE NACIM/ENTO 

SSTAOODE 
MJEYO MEXICO 
OEPARTAMENTO DE SALUD 
DIVISION DE SALUD PUBLICA 
OFICINA DE REGISTROS VITALE$ 
Y ESTADIST1CAS OE SALUD 

I certify that the followin& birth is registered in the Bureau of Vltal Records and Health Statistics 
Cmifieo qru tn la s«cu,,, dtl Rtgistro de Nadmie/llfJs a zni Clll'gD aparece Ill $iguiente inscripcfrm 

(b)(6) 

!(b)(6) 1 ·. 

ateeCR~tlon 1'~-,~ 
l<b)(6) 

amt o Mo1htt or Pll'ml Two 
Noalm 41 s.bnldt Ill M-.ln 

TAOS 

FEMALE 

~l(b~)(=6) ______ _ 



I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Dov Zakheim 

Donald Rumsfeld} 

June 1, 2001 

My impression is we made a mistake taking the money for missile defense out of 
the 'O 1 supplemental. Most of the money we took out, I am told, was not for the 
national or long range missile defense, but for the theatre missile defense, which 
we need in there and which the Congress would not have contested. 

If that did happen, we need to be more careful and think through what we are 
doing and check with other people before acting. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
060101.13 

U10318 /01 
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I snowflake 

May 29, 2001 6:31 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,~t 

SUBJECT: Dollar Cost 

Will someone please get me the dollar cost by area where our forces are deployed 
using the AORs? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052901-76 
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Jsnowflake 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Steve Cambone 
Doug Feith 

c; C: Mark Thiessen 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·y[l 
DATE: June 9, 2001 

RE: Strategic Surprises 

Attached is a memo on some potential strategic surprises. It is worth reading and thinking about. 
Let's talk about it. 

DHR/azn 
06090 1.05 
Attach. (Cambone Strategic Surprise paper) 

11-L-0559/0SD/4171 
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I I Strateeic Surprises 

Executive Summarv: 
• This paper briefly describes several "strategic surprises"·U.S. would not want to see, and 

therefore might enhance pla:ming/resource emphasis upon preventing them. The following 
list does not include a number of possibilities that would be also be "surprises," yet have 
been somewhat considered in planning ( e,g., sudden aggression by China against Taiwan, 
SOH closure by Iran, China/India conflict). 

• Top 5 "surprises" include illustrative options to mitigate their occurrence, as well as general 
"courses of actions" to consider if "surprise" does occur despite best effort. These are 
followed by list of 7 additional undesired "surprises" for your consideration (also at Tab A is 
a list of 28 other strategic surprises -- demonstrating that while of utility, taking this approach 
too far could begin to stretch available planning time/resources, particularly in view of 
known threats), 

Discussion: 
• Top 5 strategic surprises: 
I. U.S. military expelled from Japan; U.S. friends/allies throughout the region increasingly 

concerned about resurgent Japanese militarism. 
- Options to mitigate: 

> Increase inter-agency coordination to desensitize U.S. presence in Japan; 
- e.g., Increase use of non-Japanese ranges for training 

3 Increase diplomatic efforts to emphasize common security concerns (e.g., North 
Korean ballistic missiles); 

3 Develop new rationale for continued U.S. presence (e.g., China) 
- If surprise occurs, possible follow-on courses of action: 

3 U.S. forces expelled from Japan "fall back'' to Guam; 
.> U.S. increases naval deployments in theater to reassure friends/allies about US. 

commitment to regional security. 
2. Middle East war involving use of WMD; Suez Canal permanently closed to U.S. warship 

transits; OPEC imposes oil embargo against those who support Israel. 
- Options to mitigate: 
~ Increase non-proliferation efforts; 
3 Emphasize to regional actors common security concems with U.S. (e.g., Iranian 

subversion/coercion) . 
.> Deploy TBM assets to/near Israel and regional allies as deten-ence; 
If surprise occurs, possible follow-on courses of action: 
) Rotational crewing considerations to mitigate "lost presence time" due to longer 

LANT-PG transit 
3. Government of Saudi Arabia replaced by fundamentalist regime; U.S. forces expelled from 

country; U.S. forced to continue "containing" Iraq without benefit of Saudi bases, with 
!?realer challeni?es to mitiuatinu Iranian reuional influence. .... .... 0 0 0 

- Options to mitigate: 
3 De-emphasize U.S. land-based presence in Saudi Arabia; 

- Initiate diplomatic efforts within region to obtain basing rights at alternative sites 
to enhance "rapid deployments" capabilities if needed. 

If surprise occurs, possible follow-on courses of action: 
> Increase naval deployments to offset loss of land-based access 

I: \P omt Papers\CNO Paper on Strategic Surprises v2. doc 
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---- • --•uw .. u.L1vu v1.,1..ui.:i JJcm:l:1uuy~ leads to emergence Of Korean-Japanese tensions; 
, both sides seek U.S. commitment in case of aggressioi; from other side; other states fear open 
conflict between Korea and Japan if U.S. withdraws or is forced from region. 
- Options to mitigate: 

~ Emphasize shared security concerns (e.g., China); 
3 Initiate closer coordination/exercises between U.S., Japanese, and Korean forces; 
If surprise occurs, possible follow-on courses of action: 
3 "equal" U.S. presence in both nations 

5. Turkey suffers complete economic and political collapse; Islamic fundamentalist takeover of 
government and accept support from other Islamic states in Middle East and former Soviet 
Union; Turkey leaves NATO and concern over Greece-Turkey conflict rises. 
- Options to mitigate: 

3 Enhance military engagement by both NATO and EU 
3 Coordinate economic assistance with EU to head-off collapse of Turkish economy. 

- If surprise occurs, possible follow-on courses of action: 
3 Work with NATO allies to prevent isolation of new Turkish regime; 
3 Provide technological and economic assistance to make Greece more militarily self

sufficient, lessening perception that its security depends on others . 

• Additional .. strategic surprises": 
6. Present Russian-Belarus union emboldens new Federation to move into Baltic States using as 

pretense the "protection of Kalingrad enclave'' 
7. Nuclear exchange anywhere (e.g., India/Pakistan, North Korea ballistic missile launch on 

Japan); 
8. China domestic collapse, resulting in division of mainland into two or more countries; 
9. France dominates EU military alliance; instigates collapse of NATO; U.S. forces deemed not 

0. Cyberspace "Pearl Harbor'' attack on U.S., significantly damaging IO systems from banking J 
- to defense networks. t 

n_5::cessary and removed from Continent. 

1. India aligns with Iran to deny US. access to Southwest Asia(overcom:ing traditional .---
Hindu/Muslim animosities). 

12. China develops and commences its own naval forward deployments throughout Pacific -- and 
even to Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf -- as result of its increasing reliance upon trade/oil 
coming via sea lines· of communications (e.g., China presently imports very little oil, but 
expected to import 75% of available Persian Gulf oil by 2015). 

2 
l:\Point Papcrs\~O Paper on Strategic Surprises v2.doc 
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Tab A 

Additional Strategic Surprises We Would Not Want to See 

A. Political / Military 
l. China - India conflict 
2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

China - Russia conflict 
African continent erupts in widespread cross-border, inter-state conflict 
( vice civil conflicts) 
China begins campaign to dominate Asia with assist from 
weapons/technology bought or leased from Russia; starts with aggression 
against Taiwan, then Korea, Spratley Island, and Viet Nam. 
Potential adversary (e.g., China) builds base in Western Hemisphere ~ru:t.t1'Jttc:' 
(Cuba, Mexico, etc.) f'ffl" 
Cascading major natural disasters stretches U.S. military's ability to 
support humanitarian responses while meeting ongoing commitments. 
Realignment of key allies in Asia (e.g., Singapore) with China into formal 
anti-US coalition 
Emergence of nationalist Russia unfriendly to US/Europe 
Governments of Peru and Columbia collapse as a result of cmTuption and 
drug trade; lawlessness and urban warfare expected to spread to Brazil and 
Bolivia because of severe economic problems in those countries; United 
States asked to provide military assistance to restore order peace and 
massive economic aid 
Russia forcibly annexes Kazakstan; Muslim nations plead for US 
m!g.Y..ention... __________ ___ 

<1?itim!D~ilmiU results in increased piracy and blockage of key 
straits; rogue elements charge 'tolls· for safe passage of ships, 
Castro dies, Cuba suffers internal collapse, civil war; regional conflict 
ensues, engulfing U.S. southeast coast (esp. Florida). 
Panama Canal blocked/damaged by rogue elements. Trade slows, product 
availability diminished, severe price hikes result. 
Nuclear power plant accident in Western Europe; millions flee, thousands 
die. 
Thailand/Myanmar (Burma) border war fueled by drug cartels; possible 
spillover of violence into neighbors. 
Access denied to Hong Kong harbor to US naval vessels and merchant 
ships bound for U.S. 
Alienation of East European countries compels them back into arms of an 
ultra-nationalist Russia. 
A breakthrough in technology disadvantageous to U.S. military supremacy 
-- oceans becoming "transparent" by new sensor capability, meaning U.S. 
advantage in reliance upon submerged platforms is greatly negated. 

11-L-0559/0SD/417 4 
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B. Economic 

1. Collapse of the Euro (hyperinflation/economic chaos in Europe). 
2. Significant oil reserves discovered in Antarctica; many nations vie to 

claim and exploit; 
3. Closure of one or more of the world's 16 "superports" by Information 

Operations (e.g., Singapore, where l/3 of world's maritime transshipment~ 
are made daily; the estimated cost to world prices is rise of 20%); 

C. US-specific 
I. US Stock Market crash 

2. LA-like riots leads to national unrest and widespread civil disorder; 
exploited by terrorist elements (domestic and foreign). 

3. Chemical and/or biological tefforist/rogue nation attack on US city. 
4. Severe electrical power crisis on the eastern seaboard; suspected terrorist 

sabotage. 

D. Directly Affecting US Military 
1. China attacks Taiwan 
2. Iran attempts to close Strait of Hormuz 
3. North Korea invades South Korea with support of China. 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Gordon England 

Donald Rumsfeld V/l 
June 9, 2001 

X00785/0l 

1 just read the memo. It is unc.:lear to me exactly how the tour could be advertised as safe b'1 the 
U.S. Embassy if they have insisted they be accompanied by anned guards. 0 

Please explain. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060901. l l 

Ul0608 /01 
11-L-0559/0SD/4176 



Jsnowflake 

TO: Jeff Starr 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

DATE: June 9, 2001 

RE: 

We need to follow up on that Uzbeckistan meeting. 

I would like to visit there some day, I think we ought to look again at surplus equipment, make 
sure we beef up their education opportunities I am also in favor of the special forces training. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
06090 1.04 

Ul0611 /01 
11-L-0559/0SD/4177 
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lsnowflak I 

TO: Gen. Shelton 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfelc'i) ,.___ 

June 9, 2001 

SUBJECT: 

Do you think we ought to get a U-2 or Predator to assist the operation Northern 
Watch folks? They sure seem to feel they need it. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
060901.01 

11-L-0559/0SD/4178 
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.. FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENS-E 
6000 DEFENSE PENTA~::::- ·, :, ; .-~ · '.· . ·•:: /.~ 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-6000 

20JI JJ:: I I f·i :f1: 56 
INFO MEMO 

COMMAND. CONTROL, 
COMMUNICATIONS. AND 

INTELLIGENCE 

June 8,200 l, 10:00AM 

DepSec Action: __ _ 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: LINTON WELLS II, ACTIN~J1°1 

SUBJECT: Brubaker article in Federal Computer Week "Keep CIO, Comptroller Apart" 

• In a snowflake dated May 22, 2001 (TAB B ), you asked if someone is proposing 
that OSD combine the Comptroller and the CIO. 

• The attached issue paper (TAB A), addresses this question and provides rationale 
for keeping the CIO functions aligned with the ASD(C3I). 

• The assertion in the Federal Computer Week article that such a consolidation is 
"the source of much recent speculation," is correct. The proposal has been 
mentioned as one of several reorganization options in the context of increased 
management oversight and control of financial system IT resources. 

COORDINATION: USD(C) 

Attachment: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 

Prepared By: Keith Dean,._ ____ __. 

Ul O 64:J /01 



.. FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

1SSUE: Should the DoD CIO be combined with the Comptroller? 

BACKGROUND: 

June 1, 2001 

• Discussions about the location of the CIO have considered four main alternatives: 
(1) stand up an independent CIO, (2) combine the CIO function with AT&L, (3) 
combine the CIO function with the Comptroller, (4) keep the CIO function with 
ASD(C3I). 

• The Clinger-Cohen Act (CCA) states that the CIO shall have "information resources 
management (IRM) duties as that official's primary duty." The CIO is responsible for 
providing information and ad vice regarding IRM and information technology (IT) to 
the agency head, and for ensuring that the acquisition, management and use of IT is 
consistent with the CCA principles. 

• Based on successful private sector practices, the intent of CCA was to have a single 
individual who would focus on the role and function of IT within the agency. While 
the legislative history makes it clear that the CIO function was not to be combined 
with other m~jor functions, this has become a common practice among federal 
agencies. Combining C3I and the CIO function is a logical choice since C3I's 
responsibilities for communications and intelligence complement CIO functions. The 
span of control is broad, but at least the both functions are founded on information. 

• The CIO is the Principal Staff Assistant (PSA) and advisor to the Secretary for IRM 
and IT. Thus, while the CIO has PSA responsibilities (i.e., DoD-wide policy 
development, planning, resources management, and oversight and evaluation), the 
CIO's responsibilities for IRM and IT span all functional areas. This means that the 
CIO has oversight of IRM and IT activities relevant to both joint mission areas and 
functional areas -- including, but not limited to, finance, logistics, C3ISR, etc. 

• If the CIO is subordinate to the Comptroller or the USD(AT&L), IT decisions can 
easily take a back seat to other pressing issues. In his article, Mr. Brubaker argued 
against combining the CIO and Comptroller positions primarily on the grounds that 
the CIO would lose the independence needed to conduct oversight of information 
system investments, promote process change across functional boundaries, break 
down stovepipes, and make strategic IT investment decisions in the best interests of 
the enterprise. A CIO-CFO partnership is critical, but the functions must be separate 
and balanced. 

RECOMMENDATION: Keep CIO functions with ASD(C31). 

POINT OF CONT ACT: Acting DoD Deputy CIO, Margaret Myers, .... l<b_)<_6) _ __. 
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fers the ' latest in a growing 
body of evidence to suggest 
that Mr. Kim is at once a tacti
cal genius and a strategic fool, 
qualities that may be a major 
obslade to progress in both 
South Korean and U.S. rela
tions with North Korea. In an 
effort aimed at regaining the 
spotlight. putting pressure on 
the Bush administration. and 
reassuring Kim Dae-jung on 
North-South, Mr. Kim met 
with a senior EU delegation. 

All three elements of Mr. 
Kim's tactics were revealed in 
the EU discussions as was Mr. 
Kim's pleasure is placing him
self on the world stage. Mr. 
Kim pledged to continue his 
moratorium on missile testing 
until 2003 (not coincidentally, 
the year when the two L WRs 
under the Agreed Framework 
are supposed to be completed). 
Yet at the same time, he told 
the EU envoys that Pyongyang 
would continue exporting mis
siles and missile technology, 
principally. because he ''needs 
the money." Finally. he sent 
the EU delegation off to Seoul 
with a p1ivate letter for Kim 
Dae-jung reassuring the ROK 
that the North-South recon
ciliation process and perhaps 
his promise of a second Kim
Kim summit are not dead. 

Kim Jong-ii' s use of the 
EU .visit as (to use a billiard 
term) a polili<.:al "bank shur· lo 
the U.S. was particularly im
pressive. By reinforcing the 
North Korean missile test 
moratorium while at the same 
time emphasizing Norlh Korea 
would continue its destabiliz
ing missile exports Mr. Kim 
was sending a dear "canot and 
stick" message to Washington 
as it nears the final stages of its 
Korea policy review. Kim 
Jong-il's commitment to the 
missile moratorium was a sig
nal that Pyongyang remains 
eager to pursue missile talks 
with the U.S.; Mr. Kim's proc
lamation that North Korea 
would continue exporting mis
siles was his ''stick" designed 
to bring a sense of urgency to 
restarting U.S.-North Korean 
talks. 

Mr. Kim's performance is 
fascinating, and interestingly 
suggests lhat many critics of 
the Bush "go slow" approach 
to North Korea were dead 
wrong. Recall, it was argued 
that there was a narrow "win-

<low of opportunity'' for a mis- lowest possible cost and lowesl 
sile deal and that President risk. This has so far succeeded 
Bush must immedialely start in "muddling through.'' for his 
where President Clinton left regime, bul the p1ice has been 
off. Not true. Pyongyang has at great cost hundreds of thou
nowhere else lo go. sands starving to 

In fact, the ··time out" for deatb,widespread deprivation, 
North Korea called by the and 22 million Koreans with 
Bush administration has al- little hope for a decent life. 
ready yielded some important What is Kim Jong-il's 
benefits. Instead of the U.S. strategy beyond immediate 
and South Korean constantly survival by living off of global 
begging Pyongyang to come to handouts? His choices range 
the table, it is Kim Jomr-il who from bad to worse. The North 
is now the one eager to resume Korean economic system has 
talks. This reverses lhe un- failed and tinkering with it of
healthy diplomatic patterns fers little .respite from falling 
(.:reated by lhe Clinton admini- further behind the rest of the 
stration, always begging and world. Opening up to foreign 
bribing Pyongyang 'just to at- investment ana reforming wtiat 
tend meetings. Now Mr. Bush has been described as the 
is setting the terms of diplo- world's most disto11ed econ
macy rather than reacting to omy risks losing political con
Pyongyang's games. This is an trol. But the experience of 
imporlanl prerequisite for a China and Vietnam suggest re
new policy. form can be managed to bring 

Indeed, Kim Jong-il's be- economic vitality and retain 
havior suggests tfiat Mr. political control. 
Bush's assessment of the situa- Kim Jong-ii and some of 
lion and of U.S. -South Korean- his technocratic elite are aware 
Japanese leverage is con-ect. of this, but still fear it would 
faced with a perpetual food destabilize the regime. The re
sh011age nearly 2 million Lons suit has been a strategy of try
this year and a still moribund ing to manipulate outside ac
economy. North Korea's des- tors to provide resources while 
peration is growing. At the Mr. Kim experiments at the 
same time, the very success of margins with opening and re
its "feed me or I'll kill you·· form. But without makin~ a 
extortion tactics over the past fundamental choice and usmg 
six years is constraining Py- his totalitarian control to redi
ongyang's behavior even as it rect his ruling Worker's Parry, 
keeps North Korea on life sur.- the bureaucracy and its citizens 
port. Instead of missile to embark on a new course, it 
launches, or provocations in is a case of too little, too late? 
the Demilitaiized Zone, Py- Absent a desire lo draw in 
ongyang's reaction to Mr. foreign investment and unleash 
Bush's skepticism and rethink- market-based economic activ
ing of Korea polil.:y has been ity, Kim Jong-ii has little in• 
merely therapeutic spewing cenlive to put on the negotia 
abusive rhetoric at Washio!!lon ins tabl.e the one asset he as 
and Seoul. The fact is that the that can draw 1argc-sc re
massive amounts of food, fer- sources: his military .,, threat. 
tilizer and other international The result has been a tenta
aid lhal have poured into North tiveness that has so far ptoven 
Korea from the U.S., South counterprodudive. Mr. Kim 
Korea and the iniemational had hoped to maintain his de
community since 1995 ha"'.c ployed missiles and "rent" 
given Mr. Kim Jong-il some- them lo Mr. Clinton. But by 
thing to lose. This suggests waiting more than 13 months 
new boundaries for No,th Ko- to respond to the Perry visit, 
rean behavior and increased Pyongyang did not give Mr. 
leverage for U.S.-South Ko- Clinton enough time to negoti
rean-Japanese trilateral diplo- ale a deal. Similarly, after the 
macy. surprise agreement to hold a 

Unfortunately for the fu- North-South Summit nearly 
fW'e of Korea, Kim Jong-iJ's one year ago. very little actual 
sense of strategy is as flawed North-South progress has oc
as his tactics are clever. His curred, and now the entire 
tactics, of course, are designed process has been frozen. Mr. 
lo ensure regime survival at the Kim appears to be making the 

11-L-0559/0SD/4183 

same mistake with Kim Dac
jung that he made with Mr. 
Clinton. His mistake with the 
United States has meant Py
ongyang now has to deal with 
a much lougher adminislration 
in Washinglon. . 

Kim Dae-jung has pro
vided Pyongyang every rea
sonable opportunity to move 
forward on genuine North
south reconcilialion. But 
unless there is rapid progress 
during the remainder of this 
year, -Kim Dae-Jung will be
come a lame duck as the South 
Korean presidential election 
campaign begins early next 
year. It is unlikely that Kim 
Jong-ii fmd a more patient. 
generous and magnanimous 
partner to deal with in Seoul 
than Kim Dae-jung in the fore
seeable future. Thus. yet an
other opportunity may be 
missed. 

There was a classic epi
sode in 1hc old comic strip 
"Pogo: where Pogo says 
sagely, "We.have met the en
emy and he ,s us." In the end, 
for all his tactical genius, Kim 
Jong-it will remain a strategic 
fool in charge of a decompos
ing slate and society unless he 
makes the difficult choices 
needed to move tow a rd a soft 
landing and peaceful coexis
tence. Even the best-conceived 
and executed U.S. and South 
Korean policies can do liltle to 
fix such a "Pogo problem." 
Robert A. Manni :g' Is senior 
fellow and dir.. tor of ,an 
studies at Coun on Ftw,,, 
eign atiou-

Federal Comput Week 
May 14.2001 
27. Keep CIO, Co 
Apart 
By Paul Brubaker 

The Defense Department 
is considering a much-needed 
reorganization of the chief in
formation officer duties. The 
leading scenario. and the 
source of much recent specula
tion. involves placing the ao 
within the comptroller's office. 
That would be a colossal mis
take. The CIO organization 
must work with the comptrol
ler's oflice, not under il. The 
legislative inlenl in creating a 
CIO was for that person to be 
independent of any other or
ganization within a depaitmenr 
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Or agency ·so that information sideration of the Navy Marine volved in or close to decisions nanee to Hir<uaJ molJO!)O~ 
resources management could Corps Intranet proj-ect, neilher impa<.:ting their previous em- space satellites. Two . ~~ 
be the CIO's primary duty. It it nor any other innovation ployers. ago, when NATO pranes wen:. 
was also envisioned that the would have occurred Plenty of polential nomi- bombing Serb targ~ls in the': 
CIO would have a seat at the One of Defense Secretary nees who do not have ties to Kosovo war. satellites were '. 
management table alongside Donald Rumsfeld's major pri- the defense industrv are avail- used to target bridges and de-· 
lhe chief financialofficer(i.e.. orities is to change the anti- able, and Bush is' showing a pots and to guide bombs to 
lhe comptroller) and lhe chief quated processes at the de- lack of sensitivity to conflicts their largels. 
operaling officer. pa1tment. So it is possible that with these choices. "Kosovo was a space 

The CIO is also tasked new leadership may be able to war," says John Pike, a promi-
under the Clin~er-Cohen Act overcome the resisters of nenl syecialist on space weap-
with leading process change. change throughout the organi- Boston Globe ons who is director of Global-
Under the comptroller's wing, zation. But this will take a May 14• 20o1 Security.org. To deter olher 
the CIO would lose the inde- dogged tenacity and commit- countries from seeking to 
pendence to perform thatfunc- ment from the top. Pg. JO . knock oul American satellites, 
tion - a serious problem, be- Most importantly, it will 29. Seacey Rumsteld . . Pikt~ says, Lhe United States 

. cause process change is some- take an independent CIO or- .. If the prospect of 11llhta- can rely 011 the overwhelming 
thing the comptroller's office ganization working with the rizi,ng space were not such a deterrence it already possesses. 
-desperately needs but has comptroller rather than under senous. matter, there would be The most effective. way of pre-
failed to achieve. ii. some~~g,.as zany as S~le_y serving the American advan. 

Controlling the purse Brubaker i.r president of e- Ku~ncks pr. Strangelove m tage in space is to codify and 
• st~·\.ngs gives the comptroller's goverm,renl solutions at Com- Defe~se, Secretary Donald enforce a norm lhat defines 

~thee great power and aulhor- merce 0 ,,e foe., a former dep- Rumsfeld s .annou.n~ement any attack on a space satellite 
1ty. For example. an attempt by h. ,,. . ,,. . ,11: Tuesday t,hat he ts. sh~lllmg the as justifying what Pike calls 
Congress and the DOD CIO uty c ,eJ mJormat,011 OJJ.cer at ~entagon·s orgam7:at1onal c~rt .. grievous retali2tion. • 
office to stop an accounting the De.fe11se Department and 111 order to have. a tour-star ~Jr Without wastino enor-
s_vstem that was high-risk, a11 architect of the Clinger- Force general m charge of an mous sum., on the pufsu1t of 
over-budget and behind scbed- Cohe11 Act. Air Force Space Comn:iand. laser weapons m. space. 
ule was overturned because Allhough Rumslekl de- American satellites can be bet-
"that' s what the comptroller rue~ tl;Ial his rearranging of ter protected by launching 
wanted." Clearly, any CIO un- San Antonio Express-News chairs 111 the Pentagon has any- more of lhem placing lhem in 
der ~e comptroller could not May 15 2001 thing to do with the develop- higher orbits, having aircraft 
effectively ovence any fin.an- • . . ment of weapons for space, capable of providing backup. 
cial systems, let alone success- 28 .Defense Picks Worn- this new ~ureaucratic .align- and making their ground sra-
fully · advocate reforming some . ment - viewed alongside a tions much less vulnerable 
DOD's antiquated financial O.nce ag~m •. Sen. J(!lm con:imis~ion on space he than they are today. 
systems. McCai; R-~ .• ts standt~g cha1Ted f~ve years ago and t~e If Rumsfeld ~ permitted 

A third reason to keep the up ag~111st bustness ~s ~sual 111 clamor from some Republicans to pursue a space weapons 
CIO independent is thal the \\'.'ashington.and p~mtmg out for spa~e weap9ns • looks l~e boondoggle, the result will be 
comptroller's civilian leader- obvious conflicts Of mterest par:t of a deh~erate campaign to endanger America's unri
ship is loath to reform. Two And Ol}Ce again, M.cCain~s to mcrease fundmg for the de- valed advantaoe in space satel• 
anecdotes support that conten- Position pits him agamst his v~lop of antisatellite and anti- lites, squander money that 
rion. Several months ago. former presidential primary missile space weapons. should be spent on real needs, 
while serving as the deputy foe, George. W. Bush. What is ~y ~y aboµt and validate tbc complaints of 
CIO wilhin DOD, I had just The issue: Bush's ap- lhe ~ove to nuhtanze sp~ce 1s allies and possible rivals who 
compleled a high-level briefing pointment of defense industry that 11 resembles a perfectly tear an American lust for 
on lhe need for transfonning honchos to key Penlagon posts. designed boomerang that will global domimtioa. 
the existing major management Bu~h chose Gordon .Eng- come .whistling back at the 
processes at lhe Pentagon. The land ol General DynamJcs to country t h a l launched it. · 
highest-ranking civilian in the be secretary of the Navy and "We are the only serious Chi T ib 
comptroller's shop stopped m~ James <;i. Roe~. corporate military presence in space at . ~ago l'l une 
and said "That [transforma- vice president of Northrop pres-enr:" says Joseph Cirin- May 14. 2001 
tion] stuff may work in the Grumman Corp .. to be Air cione. direclor of the Carnegie 30. Beyond The Two-War 
private sector, but that's not Force secretaiy. . Endowment's Non- Scenario 
how we do business in the. General Dynanucs and Proliferation Project. "The So- Since the Cold Y(ar ended 
Pentagon.'' Northrop Gtuminan are major viet Union was also there, bul a decade ago, the Pentagon has 

Just a few weeks later, an- defense contractors. . · now Russian satellites are fal- built its for(;e structure around 
other senior official in the of- McCain raised the issue of ling out of the sky. Today DO• the nolion that the U.S. must 
fice said "The current bud!!et conflicts of interest in a Senate body else is even close to us, be able to fight and win two 
planning 'system h~s served the Armed ~ervices <;ommittee and it is very much in our in- major regional wars almost 
deparlment well tor the last 40 confumanon beanng last teresl lo keep it that way. We simultaneously to meet its 
years." The comptroller has week. . should be trying to keep other global nalional sec:urity oblip-
also constanlly rejected budget The nommees told sena- countri~s oul of space." tioas. 
requests required to implement tors they would; r~cus~ them- If the Bush administration The double-header of 
Clinger-Cohen at DOD. ~elves fi:om dec1s10ns mvotv- &sues the development of dangers most often depicted is 

The comptroller's shop mg the1r corporate connec- space weapons. it will nol war wilh Iraq and North ~ 
has a histOt}' of hostility to- tions, the Associated Press re- merely be' diverting and wast- rea. 
ward innovation. Had the CIO potted. . .. : . ing fini~e resources .. It will also . ~ow the. Bush admini51?
shop been. housed inside the But It 1s discomfomng to be makmg a strategic error. t1on 1s neanng the end of a 
comptroller's shop during con- have fqnner high-ranking de- In large part, the United Pentagon review amid reports 

fensc 1noustry execunves Ill- Srates owes its military domi· tliat Defense Secretary Donald 
• page I 8 of 19 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
Adm. G 
Calhy Main::u·di 
Corn. Mewhome 

Donald Rumsfcld ~j\ 
June 9, 2001 

Dinner in Brussels 

I asked IO go to a restaurant. I ended up at a private business house, where they would not allow t7 
me to pay for dinner. As a result, Davignion paid for dinner, which is against the rules. 

I don't know what I have to do. There is no way I can make all the arrangements. I have told 
people what I wanl lo do. I do not wanl to be put in a position where I can'l pay for dinner, if I 
say I need to pay for dinner. I said I needed to pay for the dinner. I said I wanted it in a 
restaurant. 

Now I am going to have to go back and unravel it. It is a waste of my time, and a potential 
embarrassment. 

Please start helping me. Don't put me in awkward positions. 

DHR/azn 
060901.25.3 
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!snowflake 

..~ . 

M~y 21, 2001 12:05 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Disqualifying on AIDS 

Please see what the status is on this AIDS memo I drafted. My instinct is that we 
ought to send it out to the changed addressees above. It appears I proposed it to 
Dell'Orto, but nothing ever happened except he said it is okay. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/25/0lDell'Orto memo to SecDef re: AIDS 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Steve Cambone 
Adm. JJ Quinn 
Larry DiRita 
Dan Dell'Orto 
0.0. Cooke 
Executive Secretariat 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ ;-----L ft --fl1 
April 23, 2001 

SUBJECT: AIDS 

By this memorandum I am recusing myself from any Department of Defense 
involvement on the subject of AIDS until further advised. 

Until shortly before coming to the DoD, I served as the Chairman of the Board of Gilead 
Sciences, Inc., and continue to hold stock options in Gilead. Gilead currently has a 
drug on the market for AIDS related retinitis. In addition, it has a drug for AIDS in 
clinical testing. 

In that AIDS is starting to be discussed in interagency meetings, I am recusing myself. 

The Deputy Secretary will handle all matters relating to AIDS for the Department. 

Thank you. 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

c c : Steve Cambone 
Adm. JJ Quinn 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry DiRita 
Dan Dell 'Orto 
D.0. Cooke 
Executive Secretariat 

Donald Rumsfeld <y,----( A---/1 
April 23, 2001 

SUBJECT: AIDS 

By this memorandum I am recusing myself from any Department of Defense 
involvement on the subject of AIDS until further advised. 

Until shortly before coming to the DoD, I served as the Chairman of the Board of Gilead 
Sciences, Inc., and continue to hold stock options in Gilead. Gilead currently has a 
drug on the market for AIDS related retinitis. In addition, it has a drug for AIDS in 
clinical testing. 

In that AIDS is starting to be discussed in interagency meetings, I am recusing myself. 

The Deputy Secretary will handle all matters relating to AIDS for the Department 

Thank you. 
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TO: Honorable Cohn Powell 

Donald Rumsfeld J~ 
SUBJECT: IMET 

FROM: 

June 13, 2001 8:14 AM 

Please put enough money in for IMET in your budget. I have talked to Mitch 
Daniels about it. I have talked to the President about it. It is important, I will 
constantly mention it on the Hill. 

If there are any instances where you are having trouble, I would be delighted to go 
up there and talk to them, as would Paul Wolfowitz. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061301-7 
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TO: u·, 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Jim Haynes, General Counsel 

fow~ H1J1J~ ~ 
Donald Rumsfeld V\'-: 

Independent Legal Counsel 

June 13, 2001 5:27 PM 

Please look into the idea of having a separate legal counsel, independent of your 
office, to handle the IG. ·· 

I am told that is the way it is done at HHS. Senator Grassley is interested in 
whether or not we would be willing to do something like that and whether or not it 
makes sense. 

We do that kind of thing on a temporary basis in corporations, of course, where we 
allow an audit committee to have an outside counsel, but it is not permanent 
generally. 

What do you think? 

DHR:dh 
061301-37 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Inspector General 

General Counsel ·l)\ 
"Pow~\ J11oae '! ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Response to Senator Grassley 

June 13, 2001 5:29 PM 

I met with Senator Grassley today. He tells me his office had a meeting with you 
within the last month and you have not responded to the meeting. He said you 
then told him you needed a letter from the Chairman of the Committee to respond. 

Please advise me as to what the status is. 

DHR:dh 
061301-38 
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FORCE MANAGEMENT 
POLICY 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON,,, 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-4000' ..... 

INFO MEMO 

June 14, 2001, 3:15 p.m. 

FOR: Secretary of Defense 

FROM: Charles S. Abell, Assistant Secretary of Defense 

SUBJECT: DoD Personnel Assigned to Non-DoD Positions 

• This is an interim response to let you know I am still working your tasking to 
assemble a list of all detailees to include associated costs and other information. I 
requested my staff to include numbers from the Legislative Fellow program, as well. 

• I reviewed the prepared package yesterday and returned it for more information. The 
data across the Services is inconsistent and needs verification. I know what you want 
and will submit a complete package to you as soon as possible. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: 
None 

Prepared by: ... l<b_)<_6) ______________ __, 
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... 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheimd'J 

SUBJECT: Fast Track 

'· ...... 

""·-.• ,. .•• 1 ~ .. 0· [! .''.' 
'~ • , 1 ~ 4 • • ·._ • , J 

June 15, 2001, 3:52 p.m. 

Jim Haynes and I discussed this matter today. We agreed that facilities 
consolidation should be part of a larger approach that asks Congress to create a 
fast track mechanism for DoD on a number of issues. Jim has prepared a memo to 
that effect. 

COORDINATION: NONE 
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I snowflake 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1 
SUBJECT: Fast Track 

June 13, 2001 4:22 PM 

I think we ought to go with a fast track idea like Jim Miller had today. Who is the 
right person in this building to get it going? 

DHR:dh 
061301-35 
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June 18, 2001 4:18 PM 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
V ADM Giambastiani 
Larry Di Rita 
Pete Aldridge 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Bill Owens 

Attached is a memo from Bill Owens I would like you to take a look at. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/12/01 Owens memo to SecDef re: Budget and Transformation 

DHR:dh 
061801-38 
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Personm Memo for the Secretary of Defense 

Don, 

Much 21, 2001 

I' 11 take advantage of your offer to provide a few thoughts. I know how profoundly 
complex and demanding the challenges you face are, and I'Jl keep this brief. 

IBELIEVETiiAT: 

-TRANSFORMATION IS THE ONLY PATH. There is simply too much risk in not 
proceeding. Risk of not finding the money for recapitalization of platfonns and systems, 
risk of potential enemies "skipping the present day generation of legacy systems" .and 
being able to gain disproportionate advantage, risk of missing the potential of the 
"RMA", and the risk of losing the budget savings and efficiencies of reducing the 
redundancy of the services. You may be the only person who has the scature, 
perseverance, and work ethic to make it happen, but I believe it will be a lonely journey 
as there are many who oppose real transformation. 

~ -THE BUDGET IS THE CORE OF TRANSFORMATION. Culture will follow. 
Everyone in the Pentagon ultimately responds to the budget process .ind allocation. The 

BUDGET BECOMES THE POLICY. POLICYRARELYTRANSFORMS1TSELP 
INTO A CLEAR BUDGET. Your involvement in the macro allocations and some of the 
particularly relevant details of the budget will deliver the strongest message of 
"transformation". NO one understands the '-requirements process across the department, 
no general or admiral and no civilian (although many will profess to understand). The 
system will not do justice to real change and will invent ways to avoid real change in the 
budget (leaving the policy articulation to you and the service secretarie& ... hence "they' 
win and will be able to "outwait the transformation artists". 

-There are measures which cnn be used to monitor "budget and hence, policy 
transformation". · 

-A FEW MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSFORMATION. 
(1) Balance the accounts. Establish the right percentages (of the total budget) 

for various elements of the budget, and then measure where we are and where 
we need to be to get the rieht balance,e.g. R&D, Procurement, O&M, 
Personnel, etc. The last 8 years of budgets have been dramatically 
UNBALANCED, and if not balanced the budget will simply result in one 
problem (for example current readiness) being replaced by another as time 
passes. The budget is unbalanced today in the following way& (for example): 
procurement is not sized for the current force structure, there is too much 
money going to tacair (and not enough for bombers), the replacement rate for 
physical inventory (buildings, etc) is sadly low, the personnel budget is for a 
force of 60% of our actual numbers of people, there is no measure of the 
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C4ISR budget that is manageable (and it is dramatically underfunded). Nate: 
You and Colin might want to have a look at the balance of funding between 
State and Defense, also. 

(2) C4ISR/RMA. ''JI America can see the battlefield 24 hours a day, real time, all 
weather and deliver the information to our troops and the enemy can't, we 
win~" (a) Get a true measure of the platforms which perform this-uniquely 
critical function and monitor it for rhe duration of your tenure. For example 
numbers, ages, and replacements for Guardrail aircraft, AW ACS, JSTARS, E-
2Cs, S-35, Rivet Joint aircraft, U2s~ P3s, various imaging satellites, aigint 
satellites, comms. Satellites, UAVs, etc. (All of these are underfunded, aged, 
and programs forfol]owons are starved). Ensure that there is enough money 
to provide replacements in each cnteeory (b) Have a close look at the data 
links (link 16, SCDL, CEC, LOCE, etc) and demand that the services BUY 
ENOUGH OF THEM and make them Il\"TEROPERABLE. (you might have a 
look at link l 6 for an interesting case study) ( c) have a serious look at how 
commercial TCP/JP/XML internet protocols and C++ and Java/Jimi software 
could revolutionize this area (d)Increase the funding for the C4ISR area by 
I 00% and make it transparent. 

(3) 'hew measures ofreadjness" With your (VERY IMPORTANT) strategic 
~view define these measures (including personnel factors) to achieve the 
goals you've set. This will be a revolution in itself, and it trcmslates into 
BILLIONS. Ms.{ ; t§c funding and r.esfflts and ensure that "just enough' -~ 
money goes to these accounts. \ 

(4) Business Measures. The supporting elements of LOGISTICS. 
COMMUNICATIONS, L"lTELLJGENCE,AND MEDICALare VERY 
redundant and often not interoperable across the services. In each of the four I 

.areas dramatic consolidation and focused outsourcing should be considered. 1 j 
believe there is $10B in savings here. You might monitor the budget in each 
of these areas and set ~oals (perhaps 20-25%) for reductions over 2 years. 
These four areas arc full of possibilities for reorganization. 

(5) Procurement. Pick a top l O list of areas where you believe there are big 
redundancies and/or savings (and little impact on our capability), and 
personally monitor the decisions to reduce expenditures (possible areas are: 
racair, submarines, strike systems, helicopters). 

Don, I'm sure you are besieged with advice. I'm sure mine is no better than many 
others. If I can help, I'm here for you, and regardless, I'll ~e cheering for you! I 
have sent you a copy of a book I published lost May,.''Lifting the Fog of War". It 
has a number of other suggestions, and it may be worth having one of your staff 
review it for possible (more controversial) ideas. 

Very best wishes, 

Bill Owens 
!(b )(6) !bill@teledesic.com 
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June 18, 2001 3:34 PM 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '* 
SUBJECT: Nuclear Security 

Please take a look at this material from the Eisenhower Institute and Andy 
Goodpaster on the subject of nucs and let me know if you think there is anything 
there we haven't thought of or that I ought to read carefully 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Spring 2001 Eisenhower Institute re: Nuclear Security 

DHR:<lh 
061801-38 
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Spring 200 1 

PREFACE 

The Eisenhower Institute, a living memorial to President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, has a strong, enduring interest in issues of nuclear security and the 
shaping of America's nuclear future. Such is quite fitting: nuclear dangers, and 
the promises of "Atoms for Peace," his historic message of hope, stood high 
among the responsibilities and the aims to which he dedicated himself throughout 
his presidency. 

General Andrew Goodpaster, the author of this paper, worked closely with 
him in these efforts, as well as in his own subsequent high military posts. In the 
years of his retirement he has continued with groundbreaking proposals aimed at 
tighter limits and further reins on nuclear arms, notably including major 
reductions in U.S. and Russian nuclear arsenals in response to the opportunities to 
strengthen stable security and peace afforded by the end of the Cold War. 

This has been - and in his view remains - a work in progress. Its 
development has been greatly aided by a distinguished group - civilian and 
military - of experienced individuals of deep understanding and insight of these 
matters in the context of U.S. security and international affairs who have been 
willing to read and comment on some of its earlier drafts. The text as it now 
appears is of course a matter for which he himself takes full responsibilities, 
joined with the hope that through widening consideration and debate, early and 
continuing action will result to achieve strengthened assurance of nuclear peace. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4200 

Susan Eisenhower 
President 



FOREWORD 

This paper responds to a growing belief that the time is opportune for a 
renewed look at the means of assuring and advancing our nuclear security. Tt 
takes as the appropriate starting point an examination of just what security needs 
and purposes our country's nuclear weapons forces and nuclear weapons 
establishment should serve, acting as they do in conjunction with "associated 
measures" such as verification, non-proliferation and missile defense, all joined in 
nuclear security efforts as part of our overall framework of security strategies and 
policies in the world's "geopolitical" environment now and foreseen. 

It considers, as a priority, our security needs and purposes with regard to 
relations with Russia, China and "rogue states," as well as the need for "hedging'' 
against future uncertainties. Tt then proceeds to examine the essential tasks that 
will be involved in reshaping and realigning U.S. nuclear posture in accord with 
the needs and purposes as thus redefined. 

These tasks include resizing, reconfiguring and reorienting our nuclear 
forces, reshaping the nuclear establishment, safely dismantling and disposing of 
the weapons and warheads that will be rendered excess, and taking action on the 
"associated measures" that will serve in company to safeguard and strengthen our 
nudear security. Finally, the paper reviews the tasks, challenges and issues that 
must be dealt with to bring us from where we are to where we ought to be, in 
summary as follows: 

U.S. Nuclear Posture - Key Tasks and Challenges in Realigning and Reshaping 

.. Defining the needs and purposes that U.S. nuclear weapons and 
associated measures should serve - focusing on Russia, China, rogue 
states and terrorists, and "hedging" 

Resizing the U.S. Nuclear Force 

Ts complete elimination infeasible? Ts Putin's 1500 (or lower if he 
so moves) appropriate to U.S. needs and purposes? 

New composition of the U.S. force 

Retain the "Triad''? What weapon systems retained? 

Reorienting the force 

Changed target doctrine? Changed alert system? 

Reshaping the nuclear establishment 
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Whal remanufacturing capability? How (and where) built? How 
provide needed tritium 'J What "ramp-up'' capacity? What plant 
and laboratory structure? 

Safe dismantling and disposition of excess nuclear weapons and 
weapons-grade materials and components. How safeguard and carry 
out accountability? How deal with plutonium? 

Verification procedures. What system to put into effect? How to 
build and implement U.S.-Russian agreed provisions? 

Non-proliferation - non-military components: what initiatives to 
strengthen international efforts and observance? How (and how soon) 
achieve ratification of CTBT? 

Military deterrence and defense activities. Are present weapons types 
sufficient? 

Direct defense. How resolve the intense NMD impasse? Whal 
defense of forces, theater, regions? 

This is an impressive list of action requirements for the U.S. government. 
It involves, in addition to actions that the United Stales can take alone, many that 
involve interactions with other countries, Russia especially. None look to be 
infeasible. All require intensified, well-focused, sustained top-level leadership. 
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U.S. Nuclear Posture -Time to Reshape and Realign 

The comprehensive U.S. nuclear posture review now underway with a 
December 200 I due-date offers an important new opportunity. It is time for a 
thoroughgoing fresh assessment of the security needs and purposes that our 
country's nuclear complex - nuclear forces and nuclear establishment - should 
serve in the years ahead. These needs and purposes are centered on the protection 
of America's security against nuclear danger from abroad in all its dimensions. 
Our nudear capability is joined in that purpose with an expanding battery of 
associated measures, ranging from anti-proliferation efforts and safeguards 
against "loose nukes" to various levels of ballistic missile defense. And all this 
should be viewed in conjunction with our overall strategic policies regarding 
especially our amances, Russia and China, 

The key outcome of the posture review can and should be a major 
reorienting, reshaping and resizing of the U.S. nuclear complex, aligned to the 
future, shifting away from the outdated elements of the Cold War nuclear legacy 
that still, to too great an extent, form the core of our nuclear capability. In 
assessing the security needs and purposes to be served in the future, those of 
primary importance pertain to Russia, to China, to possible proliferators ("rogue" 
states and terrorists) and to a prudent "hedge" against the possibility - however 
remote it may now appear to be - of a serious worsening, or even breakdown of 
the now relatively benign world security environment. These should shape our 
future nuclear posture and capability. 

The Principal Needs and Purposes 

Russia, with its still massive but aging nuclear arsenal, continues as the 
primary influence on the size, composition, posture and doctrine of our nudear 
forces. President Putin's recently announced decision to reduce the Russian 
strategic nuclear weapons arsenal to a total of 1500 weapons, and perhaps much 
less, gives a timely lead to the United States to consider a comparable move. His 
decision, clearly addressed to his own country's nuclear needs and purposes -just 
as our own decisions should be addressed to ours, and our allies' - shows that he 
senses (as he should) no threat of nuclear attack by the United States, just as we 
sense no nuclear threat to ourselves from Russia on the course it has clearly 
chosen. The overall security of both countries stands to gain by large-scale 
weapons reductions of the kind he intends to make, They will greatly lower the 
massive destructive nuclear potential that has long existed on both sides, 
constituting in President Eisenhower's words "the only thing that could destroy 
the United States of America" (and, as we may add, many other countries 
including Russia as well). 

There are, however, lesser dangers that exist in the Russian nuclear 
establishment - as distinguished from threats of attack - which remain serious 
grounds for concern: the continuing potential for launch by accident, by 
miscalculation or without authorization, together with the constant possibility of 
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theft or diversion of weapons or weapons-grade materials to possible nuclear 
proliferators. Dangers such as these have now risen to the fore, causing a shift of 
the U.S. needs and interests regarding the Russian nuclear stockpile - most 
notably to the weapons and materials that will be rendered excess by President 
Putin's decision. The United States should continue its cooperation with Russia, 
working together to safeguard against "loose nukes'' as a common goal. But by 
far the most important means of responding to our needs and purposes is to give 
added emphasis to building a finn foundation of productive relations with Russia 
as a means to strengthen mutual nuclear security. 

W,ihae,ptere11:tsra difte,,em sonaeinv e f u t u r e s e c u r i t y 
relationship with China can and will in fact be achieved is by no means dear. 
The question is complicated, in particular, by the unresolved issues over the future 
of Taiwan. It is aggravated as well by the dispute over the U.S. limited national 
missile defense program. As matters stand today, the relationship remains 
troubled by Chinese intimations of the possibility of a military clash. The recent 
provocative reference, for example, by a senior Chinese military officer to the 
possibility of a nuclear strike against Los Angeles cannot be summarily dismissed 
as rhetorical excess. A degree of uncertainty will endure for some time as to the 
future course of the relationship between our two countries, but at least no 
reversion to Cold War attitudes has occurred or is in sight. The U.S. nuc.:lear 
arsenal simply by its existence serves to discourage any resort to force that could 
threaten to unleash a nuclear exchange. lt should be seen as part of a wider effort, 
productive in nature, to lessen confrontational tendencies, even while we keep a 
watchful eye on possible Chinese moves to attain a full-scale offensive capability. 

The "rogue states" so-called (Traq and Tran, perhaps Libya and now Jess
certainly North Korea) plus transnational terrorist groups such as Osama bin 
Laden's must be recognized as potential nuclear proliferants inimical to the 
United States. These are the next source of concern, ranking in fact as the most 
likely active and compelling source of future nuclear threat or attack on us or our 
allies. The worldwide non-proliferation program, of which the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty and the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty are major components, has as its 
primary aim the blocking and preventing - preferably by non-military means - of 
the spread of nuclear weapons to their hands - through early detection of 
suspicious activities, denial of access to weapons and weapons-grade materials 
components and production equipment and diplomatic efforts to dissuade 
potential proliferators from seeking to produce or otherwise obtain them. 

But if, nevertheless, they do develop or acquire them, our nuclear 
weapons, together with our ballistic and other defenses against the delivery of 
such enemy weapons, provide an essential backup - detening their use for nuclear 
threat or actual attack, and providing the capability for swift defeat and 
destruction if such are ever required. 

Finally, "hedging" is required - consideration must be given to the 
possibility that the favorable world security environment now existing among the 
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major powers might somehow cease to exist, and that in an extreme case overt or 
clandestine action might be taken by one or more nations to build increased 
nuclear forces. The contingency that future relations of the United States with 
Russia and/or with China could take an adverse turn has also to be taken into 
account Such a "worst case'· possibility should not be exaggerated or made self
fulfilling, but should instead be carefully noted in the development of our policies 
and future programs, Unlikely as such a contingency may seem, there remains a 
necessity to maintain a readiness to respond, if necessary, with a halt in 
reductions, or even with an actual expansion of stockpile and forces. A capability 
to "ramp up" again if needed should be maintained, but need not, on present 
expectations, go beyond something very tightly limited in magnitude. 

These four sets of needs and purposes provide a solid basis for the 
reorienting of our guiding policies and priorities and for planning and executing 
the challenging program of reform now needed, They should guide the realigning 
and reshaping - resizing, reconfiguring and reorienting our nuclear forces and 
establishment - as well as the reappraisal and redirection of concurrent associated 
protective measures such as ratification of the CTBT, the development of ballistic 
missile defenses and counter-terrorist measures and the strengthening of positive, 
productive relationships with Russia and China. 

Realigning U.S. Nuclear Posture 

In resizinp the force to conform to this assessment of U.S. security needs 
and purposes, there is good reason for moving to a new, much reduced level as a 
next working objective, to match the level - 1500 - President Putin recently set 
for Russian strategic weapons. A question needing early clarification in this 
regard is whether the Russians - and the U.S. - will see fit to eliminate all nuclear 
weapons in excess of I 500, specifically including those now categorized as 
tactical, non-strategic, or non-deployed. Such action would constitute a valuable 
and reassuring step in reducing the total nuclear danger, carrying forward the 
initiatives of Presidents Bush and Gorbachev at the end of the Cold War. The 
level of 1500 total weapons meets our identifiable needs: it maintains a stable, 
confidence-supporting balance with Russia; it takes adequate account of the 
uncertainties regarding future relations with China. It provides an ultimate 
nuclear backup to non-proliferation efforts dealing with rogue states and terrorists 
if ever required. And it provides at least a limited basis for "ramp-up" should that 
ever be needed. 

In reconfiguring the force, an immediate question turns on retention of the 
"Triad." The three forces we now maintain offer distinctive operational features -
the lesser vulnerability of the submarine-based missiles, the quicker reaction of 
the land-based version, the added flexibility of the bomber mode of delivery. For 
the present at least, planning on the basis of retaining all three, subject to 
continuing reconsideration as the years go on, holds obvious attractions, even 
though the reduction of costs in money and personnel would thereby be delayed. 
Particular weapons types now in the stockpile would be selected for retention. 
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About the only further need - having the assured capability to counter possible 
proliferation by rogue states - would be a deep-earth penetrator, for which a:.1 
adaptation of an existing tested and proven warhead might be deemed 
satisfactory. Tf such should prove to be needed, it should be recognized that an 
issue might be created that would require national and international resolution 
Such would certainly be the case if a new design were to be created and tested. 

In reorienting the force, the chief issues will be targeting doctrine and alert 
provisions, As regards Russia, both of these issues can and should reflect the shift 
of need and purpose from the deterrence that characterized the past to the new 
concept of mutual assurance China's nuclear capabilities do not at this time 
require active deterrence on a standing high-alert basis. Future decisions in this 
area will remain dependent on the Chinese nuclear program and on the success 
achieved in building (and rebuilding) a productive China-U.S. security 
relationship. Only in the case of proliferation by rogue states or terrorist groups 
would active deterrence and high alert status be required - and that of limited 
numbers - and then only when and if the proliferation were to reach the status of 
active threat of attack. Meanwhile, primary reliance can be placed on the general 
deterrent effort of the weapons, and on the ability to raise the alert levels quickly 
if and when increased threats should arise. 

The reshapin~ of the U.S. nuclear establishment is already considerably 
advanced. Much of the past materials-producing infrastructure is by now out of 
action, and the main task for those facilities is to deal safely with the vast, 
dangerous residues that remain. The halt in nuclear testing - an essential element 
in non-proliferation - has to date been successfully accommodated, while 
maintaining the ability, through science-based stockpile stewardship, to certify the 
safety and reliability (i.e., the assured performance if ever required) of the legacy 
weapons retained. Serious questions remain open - notably the scale of needed 
remanufacture, and the means of providing it, the provision of tritium for 
replenishment, the essentials for possible "ramp-up" if ever called for, and the 
assured capability to perform the needed surveillance and maintenance as retained 
weapons age through the years. Attracting and holding the talents and capabilities 
in the laboratories and other elements of the nuclear complex, and in the 
supporting industries, and meeting the costs, will be a basic.: continuing concern, 
Our nuclear security, as changes proceed, will still rest on retained, reshaped and 
reoriented nuc.:lear capabilities at lower levels - the continuing activities and 
responsibility of the U.S. nudear military forces and the U.S. civilian nuclear 
production complex. 

Safe dismantling and disposition remains a high priority. The physical 
processes involved in the actual reduction of the nuc.:lear stockpiles pose stringent 
requirements of their own, on which Russian-U.S. cooperation will be of special 
value. Here the Nunn-Lugar Cooperative Threat Reduction Program is of 
outstanding importance. The removal, storage and turnover for dismantlement of 
excess weapons, and for safe disposition of their materials (the most critical need 
of potential weapons proliferators) must be safeguarded with utmost rigor and 
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accountability at every stage. Exposure to possible loss will be a vital concern; 
there will be enduring risk of diversion into the pro I if eration efforts of rogue 
states and of transnational terrorists. 

A good start has been made in laying out the necessary controls. ST ART 
II, which contemplated reductions of strategic weapons to 3000-3500 in both 
Russia and the United States, aimed at achieving these levels by the end of 2007, 
taking into account the five-year extension of time agreed at Helsinki in 1999. As 
also agreed. the warheads to be reduced were to be removed from their delivery 
systems well before that date. It is not known what timeline President Putin has 
in mind for the reduction to 1500, nor is it completely clear that the 1500 is to 
cover all weapons, including the so-called non-strategic. In fact, many questions 
remain to be answered, and it is to be hoped that a stepped-up program of 
information exchange will be established. 

The 1500 level could be reached in a further year or two beyond 2007 -
i.e .. by 2008 or 2009 - at an assumed rate of safe and efficient dismantling of 
weapons and their warheads, much of the groundwork having been thought 
through in the work on START Il. The added time that would be needed for non
strategic, non-deployed or "reserve" weapons dismantlement is less clear, but 
could be of the order of two to three more years, perhaps a bit more. For the 
added increment of strategic weapons made excess in each country by the 
reduction below the START II levels to the 1500 level, it should be possible 
without undue difficulty to adapt the processes already laid out in ST ART II and 
to carry out in that manner their orderly verified removal and turnover for 
safeguarded dismantlement. 

A special problem must be dealt with regarding disposition of plutonium 
and weapons-grade uranium. There are first of all sh::u·ply contentious views 
(largely relating to proliferation concerns) that must be resolved in favor of 
concerted, safeguarded disposition and utilization policies. Then comes a 
challenging task of establishing and conducting safeguard-monitoring operations 
that will give assurance that controls are in fact effective. And safety provisions 
for the transportation, storage and handling of these environmentally dangerous 
materials must be instituted as well. The congruence of Russian and U.S. 
security/safety issues suggests that with sustained high-priority attention to these 
issues throughout their respective national complexes, these problems can be 
mastered. 

Action on the "Associated Measures" 

Along with decisions and actions on the reshaping of our nuclear forces 
and establishment, concurrent decisions and actions must be taken on the 
"associated measures" earlier referred to (verification. non-proliferation and anti
missile defenses in particular). Though not addressed in detail herein. these have 
a role parallel in importance to that of the nuclear capability itself. The feasibility 
of many of the reforms identified herein for the U.S. nuclear complex will in fact 
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be heavily dependent on the strength and effectiveness of these associated 
measures. 

The first is the whole area of verification. This has been well thought 
through in connection with the ST ART II negotiations. Its actual conduct will 
require extremely careful monitoring and continuing assessment. For the U.S. 
agencies involved, full and timely funding will be a critical requirement. 

The second is nuclear proliferation. As suggested earlier, the essential 
tasks involved in preventing and responding to proliferation have been dearly 
defined. The major problem lies in their execution, especially where cooperation 
of other countries is required. The handicaps are numerous and difficult; in some 
cases (Iraq in particular) actions by other countries, including our allies, have 
fallen short. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that in other cases the tools of 
diplomacy, discussion and negotiation have brought successes of great 
importance. Non-proliferation, for which our nuclear capability continues to 
serve as the ultimate safeguard, constitutes an essential avenue toward nuclear 
stability and nuclear security. 

The third associated measure, direct defense, is the focus of the current 
political division, disagreement and contention over the planned U.S. limited 
national Missile Defense (NMD) and risks delaying nuclear objectives over 
"linked" ABM issues. It is also the area in which there is a need thus far not 
fulfilled, of developing defense capabilities for forces in the field and at sea, and 
for theater and regional defense if needed. In addition, the demands within the 
U.S. for national missile defense of some scope, together with other means of 
protection against all forms of possible rogue and terrorist weapons attack, 
generate a requirement for thoroughgoing reconsideration and comprehensive 
restudy of this whole issue, from policies to programs (including "boost phase'· 
alternatives), aimed at providing security against all methods of hostile weapons 
delivery or emplacement, Consultation and cooperation with other nations 
sharing a common interest will be very much in order. 

A final consideration: If it were possible to eliminate all the world's 
nuclear weapons with certainty, such could well be the proper working goal. But 
so long as the possibilities of clandestine possession or undetected preparations 
for breakout continue to exist, or a turn for the worse in the international security 
environment remains a possibility that must be safeguarded against, full 
elimination would require a degree of verification that goes well beyond present 
capabilities. No country, the United States and Russia included, is ready for the 
intrusive measures that would be required (measures that have not yet been 
designed), nor for the degree of transparency that would be necessary. It is 
possible, however, to pursue more limited goals: the reduction of nuclear 
armaments to the lowest verifiable level consistent with stable security, and the 
shift from deterrence at high states of alert to shared doctrines of mutual 
reassurance. Safe reduction to 1500 seems surely attainable. Beyond that, given 
safeguards and verification procedures that already appear feasible, and 
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depending upon a continued improving nuclear security environment and actions 
by the other nuclear-armed countries, further reductions to levels numbered in the 
low hundreds seem realistically possible once the 1500 levels are in fact reached. 

Implementing the Reassessment and Realignment 

To achieve the changes of the scale and importance envisioned herein, it 
will be necessary to confront an extensive range of tasks, challenges and key 
issues, which, in summary, include: 

Defining the needs and purposes that US. nuclear weapons and 
associated measures should serve - focusing on Russia, China, rogue 
states and terrorists, and "hedging" 

Resizing the U.S. Nuclear Force 

ls complete elimination infeasible? ls Putin's 1500 (or lower if he 
so moves) appropriate to U.S. needs and purposes? 

New composition of the U.S. force 

Retain the "Triad"? What weapon systems retained? 

Reorienting the force 

Changed target doctrine? Changed alert system? 

Reshaping the nuclear establishment 

What remanufacturing capability? How (and where) built? How 
provide needed tritium? What "ramp-up" capacity? What plant 
and laboratory structure? 

Safe dismantling and disposition of excess nuclear weapons and 
weapons-grade materials and components. How safeguard and carry 
out accountability? How deal with plutonium? 

Verification procedures. What system to be put into effect? How to 
build and implement U.S.-Russian agreed provisions? 

Non-proliferation - non-military components: what initiatives to 
strengthen international efforts and observance? How (and how soon) 
achieve ratification of CTBT? 

Military deterrence and defense activities. Are present weapons types 
sufficient? 
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Direct defense. How resolve the intense NMD impasse? What 
defense of forces, theater, regions? 

Conclusion 

All this forms an impressive list of action requirements for the U.S. 
government. 

It involves, in addition to actions that the United States can take alone, many that 
involve interactions with other countries, Russia especially. None look to be 
infeasible. All require intensified, well-focused, sustained top-level leadership. 

Because the many changes in store are of such importance (and benefit) to 
American security, it is vital that they be understood and supported by our people 
and our Congress. They involve "new thinking" and breaking away from long
established concepts and from the organizational structures and practices that go 
with them, These departures - responding to the new assessment of security 
needs and opportunities - will inevitably encounter many organizational and 
special interests resistant to the needed changes along the way, Well-informed 
and determined leadership, both in the United States and abroad, will be required 
to overcome the many obstacles. Breaking free from the past will not be easy, for 
past habits of thought die especially hard in the nuclear domain, The remnants of 
Cold War deterrence based on nuclear weapons in a high state of readiness must 
give way, most notably with Russia, to the new concept of mutual reassurance. 
The targeting now needed should be directed primarily against rogue states hostile 
to the United States as part of the integrated total non-proliferation effort. 

Despite the difficulties, one may be optimistic because the highest guiding 
interest will surely be recognized as reducing, to the practical minimum, the 
dangers posed both by the existence and by the potential development of nuclear 
weapons around the world. The major moves in that direction by Russia and the 
United States now in prospect, following President Putin's initiative, will make 
enduring contributions of vast importance to the security of the United States and 
to a peaceful future. 
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Jsnowflake 

TO: Marc Thiessen 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld j 
SUBJECT: Skipping a Generation 

June 18, 2001 3:32 PM 

Here is some material on skipping a generation, which could conceivably be 
useful in testimony or in Q&As. 

Attach. 
6/16/0 I DepSecDef memo toSecDef re: Skipping a Generation 

DHR:dh 
06lx01-36 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld 

FROM: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: Skipping a Generation 

Don, 

DATE: June 16, 2001 

SECDEFHASSEEN 
JUN 18 2001 

Attached are three different items that may stimulate your thought on the subject 
of "skipping a generation:" 

(1) Some thoughts Andy Krepinevich provided me about two ways in which 
one might undertake to "skip a generation" in a major way, by (a) reducing the JSF buy 
and perhaps canceling the Air Force version; and (b) canceling the DD-2 I and beginning 
early procurement instead of smaller, stealthier, more numerous and hence more 
distributed platforms; 

(2) A think piece from Dov Zakheim; 

(3) Some pages from the 1997 National Defense Panel report. The Panel did 
not use the term "skipping a generation," but it made some comments about technology 
that are germane. (Joe Collins notes, in a more general way, that "this visionary 
document is full of commonsense recommendations that make it an important document 
against which it would be wise to bounce the QDR 's findings.") 

I think the term "skipping" is unfortunate. We should be talking instead about 
"leapfrogging." The idea is not to take some kind of procurement holiday because the 
threat is low, but rather to accelerate the introduction of new advanced technologies. (It 
should be possible, however, to replace some old equipment with 'current g:eneration 
equipment because in the near term the capability of the threats we face in Iraq and North 
Korea is not changing qualitatively.) 

The bottom line on this, as I see it, is that several strands begin to converge in a 
significant way as you come to the end of the QDR: 

(a) You should start to have a better idea of total force size and hence total 
numbers of things you should procure; 

(b) Also a better idea of how much of that total should have transformational 
capability and how much can be merely replacement level; 

(c) By then also we should have a better idea of the cost trade-offs among 
these major programs. 
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All of this means that it isn't really possible to make intelligent decisions about 
individual major weapons programs until one has a clear idea of the strategy, but 
conversely it should be possible to make strategy-based decisions on major programs in 
the Fall as the QDR results become clear. 

At that point, also, we will need to figure out how to make good on the 
President's promise in the Citadel speech that he would direct the Secretary of Defense to 
devote 20% of the procurement budget to technologies that "propel America generations 
ahead." 
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MEMO 

TO: Deputy Secretary of Defense 

cc: Director, Net Assessment 

FROM: Andrew Krepinevich _&J,L_ 
DATE: June 14, 2001 

SUBJECT: Skipping a Generation 

Issue: Under what conditions does it moke sense to "skip a generation" with respect to 
moder11izatio11 in favor of adopting a "leap-ahead•' approach? ; 

Skipping a generation makes sense when the following three conditions obtain: 

• First, when the near-term risks to our security are relatively low, reducing the need to 
procure large numbers of incrementally improved systems; 

• Second, when incremental modernization yields an "improved" system that, because of 
coming changes in the threat environment, will actually see its effectiveness decline, 
perhaps precipitously (e.g., as a consequence of the emerging anti-access threat); and 

• Third, when it is anticipated that rapidly advancing technology offers the opportunity to 
field substantially different-and much more effective and relevant-military capabilities 
than incremental improvements of existing system types. 

N.B. Skipping a generation does not imply a "procurement holiday." The principal reason for 
skipping a generation is to achieve a higher level of military effectiveness, not budget 
economies. The options discussed below, if pursued, would almost certainly cost more to 
implement than would the existing modernization options. 

Issue: What programs might be candidates.for 'skipping a generation"? 

I. Joint Strike Fighter (especially the CTOL, or Air Force, version) 

The JSF represents a significant improvement over existing tactical aircraft. However, the JSF 
buy assumes the U.S. military will continue to enjoy unimpeded access to forward air bases for 
the indefinite future, when such access is already problematic, and will likely worsen over time. 
There are three reasons for this. 

I 
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• First, the new era of "coalitions of the willing" has led to our being denied base access by 
friends/allies (e.g., during Operations Desert Fox and Allied Force). 

Second, we will not always be operating in regions where a large sophisticated basing 
structure exists. A future crisis in South Asia between India and Pakistan, or a showdown 
over the Spratlys or Taiwan, would find our forces bereft of bases. 

• Third, and most important, the continued diffusion of ballistic and cruise missile 
technologies will increasingly enable enemies to hold large, fixed forward bases at high 
risk of destruction. 

Skip a Generation Objective: Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicles (UCA Ys). Extended-range 
(Air Force) UCAVs, mobile-based (Navy) UCAVs, and distributed land-based "tactical" UCAVs 
(Army) could help address the anti-access threat while reducing substantially manpower 
requirements and O&S costs. 

Major U,ik,iown Plannin</ Factor: How many manned aircraft missions can be assumed by 
UCAVs, and how soon? 

Hedge: The JSF is viewed primarily as an efficient deliverer of precision munitions. But this is 
not 1950. We have many options for delivering ordnance on targets over great distances. We 
can avoid locking in to a large JSF buy while also hedging against a slower-than-anticipated 
development of UCA Vs with the following capabilities: 

a Continuing "bridge" production of F/A-1 8E/Fs (Navy) and F-1 6 Block 60s (Air Force) to 
remain within acceptable tac air age limits; 

• Increasing substantially the number of PGMs carried on our B-2s through accelerating 
programs focused on small, smart munitions; 

, Converting four Trident SSBNs to SSGNs, each carrying over I 50 TLAMs~ and 

• Accelerating Army deep-strike capabilities (e.g., Comanche, AT ACMS Block IIA, 111 

addition to a tactical UCA V). 

II. DD-21 

The DD-21 represents the Navy's effort to enhance its capabilities to support the battle ashore. 
With the Soviet Navy gone and its ability to strike deep inland increasing, the Navy has rightly 
shifted its emphasis from open-ocean blue waters to littoral "green" waters. As it does, the Navy 
will encounter a very different threat environment. 

, The fleet will come within range of an increasing number of enemy anti-maritime forces 
(e.g., coastal submarines; small, high-speed, stealthy surface combatants; mines; shore
based anti-ship cruise missiles; and land-based air and missile forces), resulting in large 
surface combatants being placed at increased risk; 
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• The enemy's scouting problem will be reduced substantially, further increasing the fleet's 
risk; and 

• The fleet's warning time of attack will decrease dramatically 

In this environment, the DD-2 l s, whose size approaches that of the first modern battleship (HMS 
Dreadnought), might be so few in number and so costly to replace that we will be reluctant to 
deploy them into the littoral until friendly sea control has been established. 

Skip a Gelleration Objective: The Streetfighter Concept employing Network Centric Warfare. 
The concept asserts that advanced information technologies are an asymmetric US advantage 
that can enable highly integrated, yet highly distributed maritime operations. Rather than buy a 
relatively small number of DD-2 ls (32 are planned), an effort should be made to explore the 
potential of squadrons of much smaller, faster, stealthier and less expensive "Sea Lance'' 
combatants. These combatants could be more effective in supporting the campaign to seize 
control of the littoral and strike targets ashore. Owing to their substantially greater numbers and 
low cost relative to the DD-21, Sea Lances could be employed early in the littoral at far lower 
r i s k . 

Major Unknown Planning Factor: ls it possible for information technologies to create a 
"distributed" capital ship, and how soon? 

Hedge: As with the JSF, the DD-21 is principally a strike platform. As noted, we have many 
different ways to conduct strike operations. Two readily available near-term maritime force 
hedges for delaying, canceling, or reducing the buy of the DD-21 are: 

• Converting the four SSBNs coming out of the nuclear deterrent force to SSGNs; and 

• Increasing the quantity and variety of PGMs for existing surface combatants. 

Other hedges that should be pursued include those mentioned with respect to the JSF (i.e., Army 
deep strike assets; maritime UCAVs, increasing the B-2 PGM payload, etc.): 

Bottom Line: 

• As the President envisioned, the opportunity to skip a generation can be seized; 

• Options can be created for dealing with an uncertain future-and the risk of putting too 
many eggs in the tac air and large surface combatants baskets can be avoided; 

• The Defense Industry can be an overall "winner" in terms of level of investment and 
increased opportunities to bid on new programs; and 

• President's call to shift 20 percent of the procurement budget toward leap-ahead 
capabilities can be realized. 
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SKIPPING A GENERATION 

0 We can "skip a generation" by 

• bringing new capabilities into the force sooner than has been anticipated. 
•• We can accelerate developmental programs. 
-- We can also field forces more quickly, as we did with the operational 
introduction of the JSTARS technology demonstrator during the Gulf War 
A voiding large scale costly modifications of many of our legacy systems 
Introducing new systems heretofore either in the earliest stages of development or 
heretofore not considered for inclusion in the force 

0 Accelerating the operational introduction of capabilities already in the later stages of 
our current program. Potential candidates include: 

• Battlefield reconnaissance drones 
Over-the-horizon anti-tank missiles 

• Mine countermeasures programs 
Adding to the payload and targeting potential of our long range bomber force 

• Airborne laser program 
• Global Hawk 

0 While we must maintain many of our legacy forces for years to come, we should limit 
investment in upgrades that provide only marginal capability improvements. We might: 

Make modifications and upgrades only on selected portions of our forces (e.g., 
units that would be the earliest to deploy in likely contingencies) 
Scale back the extent of modifications to ensure that increases in marginal 
capability are greater than or equal to increases in marginal cost 

0 Systems currently in early stages of development that are candidates for accelerated 
introduction into the force include: 

Robotic armor 
UCAVs incorporating warheads on unmanned aerial vehicles 

• "Arsenal ships" combining the latest C4I advances, stealth capabilities and large 
missile payloads on either surface units or submarines 

• New sea and space based missile defense capabilities 
• High speed sealift 
• Lighter than air cargo airlifters 
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0 Three additional points are worth reiterating: 

• 

• 

"Skipping a generation'' does not mean a "procurement holiday,'' The 
modernization needs of the current force are too great and the defense industrial 
base wouldn't survive it. 
Skipping a generation does not render our current forces obsolete; 80% of our 
current force will remain part of our posture for at least another decade and must 
therefore be maintained and sustained. This means that older equipment will have 
to be replaced, although it may be desirable to replace it with current generation 
equipment if the immediate next generation is not a sufficient advance to justify 
its increased cost. 
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Force Capabilities 

Near-Term Implications 

Applying the above principles and in view of the services· future visions and concepts. the 
Panel does not follow the logic of several of the services' procurements. 

• With regard to land forces, the Panel questions continuing the upgrade of the Ml Al tank 
and the continuing evolution of the main battle tank beyond its current capabilities, as well 
as the projected numbers of Crusader and Comanche. Although the Panel recognizes the 
potential capabilities of these systems and the valuable results of the Force XXI and 
Advanced Warfighting Experiment initiatives, it believes that future requirements would 
best be met if the Army consolidates and limits their applications. These capabilities 
should be deployed to III Corps and the forward-based forces-as a risk mitigation 
capability-while transitioning the balance of the Army (force structure and programs) to 
the Army After Next concept. These actions and others will require a redesign of the 
Army's force structure and concomitant acquisition programs, which may result in end 
strength savings, 

• In regard to the Navy, the Panel disagrees with the decision to terminate the arsenal ship 
test bed. The value of a test bed to support a major warfighting transition was clear in the 
use of the NORTON SOUND to support the Navy's introduction of surface-to-air 
missiles. Given the characteristics the Panel believes necessary for future forces, a new 
hull form should be built for testing and to serve as a platform for a number of topside 
antenna configurations and weapons systems. The Panel also believes that the Navy 
should look closely at accelerating the transformation to the CVX class of carriers in lieu 
of procuring additional Nimitz class CVNs and converting one or more of the four Trident 
SSBNs coming out of strategic service to alternative missions. 

• On the issue of tactical air, the Panel notes the cost over the lifetime of all three current 
programs and questions the total number of planned aircraft buys and the appropriate mix 
of systems in 2010-2020. With respect to the F/A-18E/Fs and Joint Strike Fighter, the 
Panel supports Secretary Cohen's plan to continue to evaluate the ultimate numbers and 
mix of F/A-18E/Fs procured dependent upon the ultimate capability, cost, and schedule 
successes of the Joint Strike Fighter. The Panel further believes that the services must 
demonstrate how these two systems, and the F-22, can operate effectively in the 2010-
2020 environment, which will be characterized by new challenges to our power projection 
capability. 

• The Panel remains concerned about the near-term ground surveillance capabilities and 
recent programmatic decisions (i.e., reducing the JSTARS buy). 
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Transforming Defense: National Security in the 21 st Century-------------

is through the synergistic.: concentration of effects, not by.the assembling of force 
packages in one locale, that we must dominate our enemies. 

If these characteristics comprise a template for our future forces' success, 
the question remains whether we currently are developing the right systems, 
operational platforms, and organizational structures to dominate and prove 
victorious in the future. The Panel suggests that the specific examples below 
represent the kind of actions we should take to transform our military to meet the 
challenges of the future. 

All Forces 

• Shift funds from upgrade of legacy systems to new systems 
focused on meeting the challenges of 2010-2020; 

• Place more emphasis on directed energy, electromagnetic energy, 
and cyber-weapons; 

• Enable greater speed, and penetration capability for Special 
Operations Forces to preempt or resolve terrorist activity or WMD 
threat; 

• Provide more near-zero miss, long-range, stealthy cruise missiles, 
brilliant munitions, and submunitions in lieu of dumb weapons; 

• Integrate ballistic and cruise missile defense to protect forces (both 
point and area targets), theaters, and regions; harmonize land- and 
sea-based missile defenses (i.e., ballistic and air breathers) in an 
effort to eliminate duplicative systems; 

• Establish a distributed user-friendly global information system that 
includes a broadcast architecture; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Create a "distributed," in-theater logistics structure in lieu of "iron 
mountains" (large stockpiles); 
Provide the ability to project significant power from fotward 
deployed areas, as well as the United States, within hours or days 
rather than months; 
Explore new air and sealift concepts emerging in the commercial 
world; 
Accelerate network-centric operations linking sensors and 
weapons; 

• Replace individual service component-unique systems with 
integrated, joint command, control, communications, computers, 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance systems; 

• 
• 

Structure less manpower-intensive forces; 
Create highly networked forces able to see the battlespace in near 
real time and to dynamically task and control forces. 
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Force Capabilities 

Land Forces 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Become more expeditionary: fast, shock-exploiting forces, with 
greater urban operations capability; 
Reduce systems that are difficult to move and support; shift to 
lighter, more agile automated systems; 
Evolve to lighter, greater range, more lethal fire-support systems; 
Develop the twenty-first century tank .to be a unique vehicle 
relying on speed, agility, and hyper-velocity gun technology for 
operational effectiveness (the Panel's view is that 30-35 tons is the 
appropriate weight range); 
Move beyond Force XXI to CONVENTIONAL FORCES 

incorporate the concepts Consolidaie gains from Force XX/ and 
embodied in A rm y After move directly to Army After Next (AANJ 
Next; 
Restructure above-the-line units, which evolve to smaller 
operational elements with equivalent (or greater) lethality; 
Move toward advanced vertical lift systems versus service-life 
extensions of current rotary-wing aircraft. 

Sea Forces 

• Move toward small-signature shipscapable of providing sustained 
long-range, precision firepower; 

• Design ship production to allow rapid incorporation of latest 
technology; 

• Provide greater quantities of small unmanned underwater vehicles" 
to augment and extend the reach of submarines; 

• Construct follow-on carriers to capitalize on short take-off, vertical 
landing; unmanned aerial vehicle; and unmanned combat aerial' 
vehicle aircraft characteristics with attendant reduction in size and 
personnel; 

• Consider sea-based mobile off-shore bases to provide access m 
situations where forward bases are unavailable or at risk to 
preposi tioned forces; 
Provide insertion vehicles incorporating the latest technologies to 
extend the reach of the maneuver component of the naval power 
projection forces. 

Aerospace Forces 

• Ensure a proper mix of short~ and long-range aerospace forces to 
enable optimal strike operations; 

Move toward fewer numbers of short-range aircraft 
providing increased delivery capacity with smaller, but 
more accurate weapons ; 
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Transforming Defense: National Security in the 21 st Century-------------

• 

• 

• 

Explore new approaches to long".'range, precision delivery 
vehicles; 

More distributed satellite systems to provide redundancy and 
survivability of command, control, communications, computers, 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance; 
Short-take-off-vertical-landing aircraft on wide array of airfields, 
ships, and sea-based platforms; 

Increase ground surveillance capability . 
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jsnowflake 

June 11, 2001 1 :09 PM 

TO: General Hugh Shelton 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Steve Cambone 
Rich Haver 

FROM: Donald Rumsteld\)'. 
; 

SUBJECT: SRO 

I would like to have the appropriate person take a look at the capability we have to 
destroy anything that is classified on all SRO subs, ships and aircraft. 

My impression was that what we had on the·EP-3 wasn't good enough. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061101-20 
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I snowflake 

CLOSE HOLD-SENSITIVE 

June 18, 2001 3:49 PM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~~ 

SUBJECT: Puerto Rico 

Let's find out what we have in Puerto Rico-how many people, what different 
locations for what different purposes, how long they have been there and how 
much money we are spending with respect to them. 

The next step would be to find out how we could save some money by co-locating 
whatever is in Puerto Rico with something that is somewhere else. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
061801-40 

CLOSE HOLD-SENSITIVE 
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June 26, 2001 

To: Secretary of Defense 

cc: Larry Di Rita 

From: Pete Aldrid~ 

Subject: Pue1to Rico 

.• : , t:_; ":t: 

Aside from the range at Vieques, we have five facilities in Puerto Rico, two 
Navy, two Anny, and one National Guard. We have just under 8,900 people 
there and our recurring annual costs appear to be about $160 mi11ion. These 
'facilities have been in Puerto Rico for over 50 years. 

The primary Navy mission is range management. There are two large firing 
ranges, an underwater tracking range, and the small range at Vieques, all in 
dose proximity to Puerto Rico. A secondary Navy mission is communica
tions, weather tracking, and survei11ance at a Naval Security Group located 
on the north side of the Island. 

The primary Army mission is support of Southern Command with command 
and control of U.S. Anny forces in an area of responsibility that includes 32 
countries in Latin and South America. The Air National Guard mission is 
also to support Southern Command. 

Our nearest facilities for relocation of these activities are in Florida, over 
800 miles away. This may complicate the range management function and 
may degrade the communications and surveillance, but otherwise would be 
feasible. 

There are about 3,500 people assigned to headquarters, base operations, 
medical, commissary and exchange positions. These appear to be overhead 
positions that could be eliminated if the missions were relocated to existing 
facilities elsewhere. Assuming a linear cost disttibution this would equate to 
recurring savings of about $63 million per year. 
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August 17, 2001 5:30p.m. 

~o 8EC~ASSf£N 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE~ .~/1/J,)/lJ-.. _A}()(-i.--z-- 'ij,f/.' ii ;ollU2 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 

SUBJECT: Reserves 

I have been able to identify the following "reserves": 

• Foreign Currency Fluctuation Fund account: The account stood at $98 I 
million in January 2001, and the current balance is $535 million. 

• Defense Stockpile: There is a current balance of $700 million of monies that 
have not yet been expended for stockpiling rare minerals and the like. 
Congress has fenced this money, but we could apply for legislative relief, 
which in the past we have obtained. 

• Working Capital Fund Cash: existing cash can be used to provide budgetary 
relief, especially in the O&M account. Currently, only the Navy is in surplus. 

• Defense-Wide O&M: There was about $20 million available for transfer at 
the beginning of FY 01. Currently, only $5 million remains. I am told only $5 
million will be available in FY 02. 

• These reserves should not be confused with the various reserves we have set 
aside for the FY 03 program. Those reserves are: 

• DoD Mandated Reserves 
• Military Pay increment to ECI+ 1/2% 
• Reserve from 0MB "rebate" on accrual funds 

Total Mandated Reserves 

224.0 
2000.0 
2224.0 

• DOD-Initiated Reserves (FY03--assuming baseline plus inflation) 
• Overseas Contingency Operations 2700.0 
• Full funding of Major Defense Programs for which funds were added in 

FY02 857.9 
• Defense Wide Milcon Planning and Design 
• Military housing program 

Total 

11-L-0559/0SD/4226 

105.2 
2.0 

3665. l 
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• DOD-Initiated Reserves if Additional $10B are available 
• Reserve for Enlisted and Office Pay Enhancement (70th percentile) 

538.0 
• Acquisition Stability Reserve, to fund fully Major Defense Programs for 

which funds were not added in FY 02 1261 .0 
Total 1779.0 

COORDINATION: NONE 
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I snowflake 

August 9, 2001 8:33 AM 

TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ,_ 

SUBJECT: Reserves 

Any reserves or any money we have tucked away, I want to personally know 
about, and I don't want the Comptroller's office or anyone else to be dispensing it 
without my being involved. 

Please give me a tabulation of what we have and where it is located, so that I have 
a very clear sense of it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080901·2 
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TO: Secretary Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'l:0' 

DATE: June 23, 2001 

SUBJECT: Washington Times Article 

You've got a new best friend! 

DHR/azn 
062301.01 
Attach: Washington Times, 6/22/0 I, "Biden vs. Rumsfeld'' by Gary Pierce 

.,. 
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* FRIDAY.JUNE 22, 2001 I PAGE A7 

( ---:~-----"~ Blden vs. Rumsfeld \ 
Sen. Joseph R. Biden Jr .. the 

Delaware Democrat who is. now 
chairman of the Forei@l Relations 
Committee. told contn'butors to 
his 2002 re-election campaign that 
he will do what he can to hinder 
Defense Secretary Donald H. 
Rumsfeld while promoting the 
views of Secretary of State Cohn 

L. Powell. whom Mr. Biden 
described as a sor:t of honorary 
Dem~rat ·· 

Speaking to donors in Boston 
last"Friday, Mi'. Biden "offered a 
tlJtorial ~)n_the philosophic ~1iyi
s10ns w1thm the Bush admnustra
tion," Boston Globe columnist Joan 
Vennochi writes. · · 

"In a nutshell, Secretary of -
State Colin L Powell is the good 
guy and, according to Biden, 'the 
only man in A!nenca who doesn't 
understand he s a Democrat': and 
Secretary ~)f Defense Donal({ H. 
Rumsfeld 1s the ·movement con
servative' who stands forevery
thi_ng lib.eral Democrats abhor!' 

Mr. B1<len, describing the 
defense secretary as a unilateral
ist and the secretary of state as a 
multilateralist, said he would give 
the latter "cover:· If President 
Bush sides with Mr. Rurnsfcl<l 
O':'er Mr. Po\!e~. "we're in deep 
trou~le:' Mi·. B1densaid. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
V ADM Giambastiani 

Paul Wolfowitz 
~&Fe~ 

Donald Rumsfeld 9 j_ 
SUBJECT: Preparation for Meetings 

June 25, 2001 9:24 AM 

I anived at the Macedonia Principals' Committee meeting on Sunday afternoon at 
2 p.m. Everyone there was reading something called "The Op Plan" that 
SACEUR was going to present to NATO the next day. I did not have a copy. It 
was apparently attached to the back of something that I had received, which I gave 
to Paul Wolfowitz to read and then he put in his safe, 

We have to find a way to ensure that I am properly prepared for meetings. What 
do we do about it? 

Dick Myers tells me DoD has a Balkans task force in OSD in the Policy shop. I 
have no idea what they do. They certainly don't do me any good. Why don't we 
abolish them if they are not doing us any good, or else figure out a way for Paul to 
give them direction and leadership and then connect them to me so I get some 
benefit. 

DHR:dh 
062501-4 
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GENERAL COUNSE1~ 0~FDE~~!sED~~:::G~~NT OF DEFE'7}jJ~!,'.'1_l. 2~ :.: l £: 2 f) 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 
GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 
June 28, 2001, 7:00AM 

Secretary of Defense 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel wl~~'/n/.:a• 

SUBJECT: Why We Need New Base Realignment And Closure (BRAC) Authority 

• Yes, there is a law on the books governing base closure, but it does not work. 
Enacted in 1977, it is in fact a series of restrictions on the Secretary of Defense's 
previously relatively unfettered ability to manage military installations. 

At least since the end of the Indian wars in the late 19th century, Congress has 
chafed at Executive Branch closures and realignments. Periodically, Congress 
attempted specific restrictions, but all were vetoed until 1977. 

The 1977 legislation requires study, notification, and waiting provisions before 
any irrevocable action to effect or implement a decision to close. Reportedly, no 
proposed closure under this authority has succeeded. 

Existing base realignment or closure authority does not work because: 

The process invites installation-by-installation review of each 
recommendation, making any recommendation susceptible to a single
member veto. 

• Without the "insulation" provided by an independent commission, the 
Department is susceptible to criticism that inappropriate politics drive 
realignment or closure decisions. 

The 1977 authority lacks the many BRAC innovations designed to 
facilitate the closure, disposal, and economic redevelopment of installation 
properties. 

Any recommendation to realign or close an installation under this authority 
must be supported by an environmental impact analysis, which takes an 
average of two years to prepare, is costly, and often results in litigation. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared by: James Van Ness, .... l<b_)<_6) _ __. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/4232 
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!snowflake 

October 31, 2001 9:53 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Leaflets 

Let's get some leaflets that tell the local Afghan people to get the TaJiban out of 

the mosques and out of the residential areas, or we will have to start attacking 

those areas. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
103101-16 

Please respond by _________ _ 

-
0 
Q 
a 
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!snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Status on PACOM Proposals ' 

October 29, 2001 3:45 PM 

I hope we have charged ahead on the PACOM Combating Terrorism proposals 

and recommendations on p. 15 of their packet. 

Please let me know what the dimensions of that island in the Philippines are-how 

many miles across, north to south and east to west. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
)02901~32 

0 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _==!\~0 ~\,=3"1a~--=-----
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TO: 

FROM: 

lJADM Gimnbastiani b.·~, ·k 
Donald Rumsfeld 'Jf 

SUBJECT: Tropical Stonn Allison 

Please find out on this tropical storm Allison what it cost, how long we were 
involved in it and who paid. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/27/0lSecAnny memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
062901-11 
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON 

INFO MEIVIO 

SECOEF HAS SEEN 
JUN 2 9 2001 

June 27,200 1, 9:00 A.M. 
('. \ 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEE~NSE f'\X ;}~) 
I t'FM,,f. ~ V)V . 

FROM: Thom lte, Secretary of the Army v.:,, 2 7 ··.· ·., , .. ,.·.,1 

SUBJECT: Military Support to Flood Relief Operations - Gulf Coast (Close Out) 

• This memorandum serves as a close out to the Department of Defense 
(DOD) support provided for Tropical Depression Allison in Houston, 
Texas. 

• On June 25th, the U.S. Public Health Service released the Department of 
Defense medical unit, the 591st Expeditionary Medical Systems. The 
Defense Coordinating Officer and Defense Coordinating Element remain 
on site and will be released shortly. 

• The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the lead for the Federal Response Plan 
Emergency Support Function #3 (Public Works and Engineering), currently 
have thirty on-site quality assurance personnel providing debris-monitoring 
support for the City of Houston 

• At its peak, 487 DoD personnel were involved in support of Tropical Storm 
Allison. Three were Active Duty Army, 93 Active Duty Air Force, 390 
Army National Guard, and one DoD civilian. 

• Tropical Depression Allison was the first event where DoD has provided 
support in this year's severe weather season. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

----J(b)(6) Prepared By: !{b){6) L 

& 
CF: 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
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Glassner. Craia. CIV. WHS/CCD 
r. 

From: 
Sent: 

Devries, David L, L TC, OSD 
Monday, July 09, 20014:09 PM 
Glassner, Craig, CIV, WHS/CCD; Horner, Larry, CIV, WHS\CCD; Mirelson, Pam, CIV, WHS 
\C&D; Sherrod, Jimmy, CIV, WHS\CCD 

To: 

Subject: Close out tasker 

SecA1my Momo RFI secdef06.PDF SA Info Paper 

Ts Allison_s 010709 pdt Please close out this tasker. The word document on the left was 
signed by SECARMY, delivered to me and I carried into Mr. DiRita. The SA pdf file is the scanned copy of the original 
that went into Mr. Di Rita. I forgot that the orig in al had a tasking number on it. 

I have no idea what the tasked control number was. 

Thanks 

Dave 

L TC Dave De Vries 
Military Assistant, Executive Secretariat 

1£~&f a{ the ST~~~1<i~(~){eor 

-----Original Message--··-
From: laNeve, Christopher C MAJ ECC 
[mailto:Christopher.LaNeve@hqda.army. mil} 
Sent: Monday, Jul)' 09, 200f2:35 PM 
To: 'david.devries@osd.pentagon.mil' 
Cc: 'suspense desk@osd.pentagon.mil' 
Subject: FW: SECDEl= Suspense 

Sir, 
Can you please close this tasker with TSG Bianco 

VR 
MAJ LaNeve 
DDECC-OPS 

> -·---Original Message-----
> From: Taylor. Andrea V Ms USA 
> Sent: Thursday. July 05, 200114:20 
> To: LaNeve, Christopher C MAJ ECC 
> Subject: FW: SECDEF Suspense 
> 
> 
> Sir. 
> 
> LTC David DeVries (OSD Exec Sec) talked with COL Marksteiner (this 
> office) who is working the action. The Suspense has been extended to 
> Monday July 9. 
> 
> Andrea Taylor 
> Staff Action Specialist 
> SASA-MS 
> -----Original Message--··-
> From: Marksteiner, Paul COL USA 
> Sent: Thursday, July 05. 20012:10 PM 
> To: Robinson, Joseph P COL 
> Cc: 'De Vries. David L, L TC, OSD'; Taylor. Andrea V Ms USA; Condon, 
> Kathryn A Ms USA; Schroedel. Joseph COL SEC Army; Castle, Edwin S Mr OGC; 
> Rice, James L TC ODCSOPS 
> Subject: SECDEF Suspense 
> 
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>Joe: 
• > 

> OSDEXECSEC extended suspense on this action to Monday. Cut this down 
> some. ·Pis review for accuracy and provide best guess at disengagement 
>date.Thanks. 
> 
> Paul 
> 
> «SecArmy Memo RFI TS Allison_ s July 2001.doc» «secdef06.PDF» 

2 
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lt11· I rupk:al Depn:":>'.,J;,n AlHsnn .. Till! i::nsr: ,::~it1mate is a" ol July 6. 2001. 
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'-' "r:..~; ,;lf,POrf :01.h,1 dt),' nrn,,11~:!1,n :.ind w:': b: 
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Cl)f•RDJNA no!\ "\1 ,c 

Prepared n~ .. '-l<b_)_<6_) ________ __, 

Cl 
( l1.1i1111a11. l(li:1! c. h:,,.: .. ,.: \1;1(1 
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INFO MEMO 

July 9, 2001, 7:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Thomas E. White, Secretary of the Army 

SUBJECT: Estimated Costs for Military Support in Response to Tropical Depression 
Allison 

• This memorandum responds to a Secretary of Defense inquiry concerning 
the costs associated with Department of Defense (DOD) relief operations 
for Tropical Depression Allison. The cost estimate is as of July 6, 200 I. 

• DoD has spent approximately $3,825,000 in disaster relief support. Of this 
amount, $3,270,00 was funded by a direct transfer of relief dollars from the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). An additional $555,000, the 
incremental cost of other associated DoD support, is pending 
reimbursement from FEMA. 

• DoD has been involved in relief support since June 10,200 I. USACE 
continues to provide Civil Works support to the city of Houston. USACE 
support is scheduled to be completed ----

COORDINATION: SAGC 

Prepared By: t .... <b_)<_6) ________ ...., 

CF: 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 
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July 5, 2001 2:30 PM 

TO: Dr. Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Briefing thoughts 

One of the things I noticed about the briefing that we got out there with 
Buckles I think, is that he said, "It's a collegial effort," Everyone gets involved in 
the process. He mentioned CIA, JCS, Space, CINCs, and the one thing he left out 
was OSD. 

DHR:cd 
070501-21 
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December 29, 2001 1:25 A O' ~ 
~"I, e-:, 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Pace 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld )f\. 
SUBJECT: JROC Issues 

/ 

My recollection is that the Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs is the Chairman of 

the JROC. My further impression is that there are some important decisions that 

are going to have to be made as we go along here. Any tough decision that gets 
/ 

made is going to be time-consuming, and the Chairman of JROC is the one who 

has to invest the time and work the matter through with people so that it gets done 

and gets done well, without major explosions. 

I have no idea what the important issues might be that will be coming up, but I 

would be curious to have yoivgive me a sense of that sometime when we are 

visiting in a morning Round Table. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
122901-3 

I 

; , 
I 

I 

/ 

Ul?.004 /02 
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jsnowflake 

July 5, 2001 3:15 PM 

TO: Dr. Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -~ 

SUBJECT: De-layering Commands 

We've talked about Standing Joint Task Forces - what we have not talked 
about is de-layering commands. That ought to be part of the QDR. 

I specifically remember when the EP-3 was doing things with SRO flights 
that Blair said he was going to abbreviate the chain of command. If it's worth 
abbreviating when there is a problem why isn't worth abbreviating all the time? 

DHR:cd 
070501-3 l 
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I snowflake 

December 21, 2001 7:08 A~ 

TO: Gen. Myers 

CC : V ADM Giambastian(y/l 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Replacement for CINCPAC 

I met with Admiral Blair on December 20. He advis 

departure is March 3, 2002. 

/ 

( 

I 
me that his date of 

He asked me where we stood, and I to1d him had not gotten the nominations yet. 

He said it would be helpful for his planni purpo.ses if we had some sense of 

what he should do. I told him to plan o staying until April I for sure, and asked 

when he needed to know a firm date f it happens to have to go to May l, which I 

doubt. 

He said if I let him know int first two weeks of January the difference between 

cl allow him to do his plans. I told him it was a deal. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 

./ ., .. 122101-2 

Please ref nd by _________ _ 

I 

u12005 
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jsnowflake 

July 5, 2001 3:25 PM 

TO: Dr. Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld vJ' 
SUBJECT: Booklets on National Security 

There are some interesting thoughts in these two booklets on National 
Security. You might want to take a look at them. 

DHR:cd 
070501-32 
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THE UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON 
NATIONAL SECURI1Y/21ST CENTURY 
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SEEKING i\ NATION.AL STRATEGY: 

A CONCERT FOR PRESERVING SECURITY 
AND PRQI\,f OTING FRE_EDOl\1 

The Phase II Report on a 
U.S. ~ational Security Strategy for the 21st Century 

The United State~ Commission on ;Vational Security/21st Century 

April 15, 2000 
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Introduction '' we ll:C.~I di:-cn~hrnl: O,;rsdvc~,'' said, 
Abra1fr-:1 L!:1c0::·1, at a nm-? ot 

mud, gr~at~r p~rii t,, :k Repu·::,l ic tbm we face 
h1day. As the :imes z.r~ :1e·0., sad Lir.co~:,, "so we 
rn~lSl think ane,~:' At the dawr: of this new c~n
tury. the nation faces a simil,ff necessity. ~o con
cern or American s0c\:ty is mo;·e in ne::d of cre
ative thinking than the futi.:rc security of this 
country, but in no domain is such thinking more 
resistant to change. The very term "security" 
suggests caution and guardedness, not innova
tion. We know lha~ major countries rnrely engage 
in serious rethinking and reform absent a major 
defeat, but this is a path Lhe United States cannot 
take. Americans are less secure th,m Hwy believe 
themselves to be. The time for rccxaminatio:1 is 
no\\'. befor~ the American people find them
selves shocked by event.'i they never antidp::.ted. 

During the last half century, U1e nat;.)llal 
security strategy 0f the Unirt'd States was 
dcr:ved largely from. focused on. and commit
ted 10 rhe containment of Soviet Communism. 
Sir,ce the fall of the Berlin \Va II in J 989. and the 
dramat:c transformation of v, orld politil's result
ing fro1~1 the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
two ye<1rs later, our leaders have been searching 
for a unifying theme to provide a strategic 
framework appropriate to current and future cir
cumstances. That search has not been easy. 

The U.S. Commission on l\ationai Security! 
21st Century has been ta!,k~d with thinking 
anew about Am~ric.:a's national security for the 
next 25 Yt!<trs. ! ln this repon. we ~uggcst the 
straregic prtcep~:; :hat should guide the fonnula
t ion of U.S. st·2tcgy, incl then tak~ a fresh look 
at U.S. national interests and prio1icy objectives. 
On that basis. we propose the framework of a 
new national ~ec .. 1rity strat~g);_.~ Thi:; report is 
intended to contribute to a ne\V consensus on 
national security strategy to cerry the Cnited 
Swee~ forward inlo a challenging future.> 

7 JI I 

'lhinking about Strategy 

Ths C::,rnrnissi2rr!'s Ph25e i report 
pDi1~:ed ,0 :~.\·o contradictorv trends 

ahead: a tide (;f e;;:,)numic. iechnlilog:ica!: and 
intellectual forces that is integrating a g.Jobc1l 
community. amid powerful forces of social and 
political fragmentation.-4 \Vhile no one knows 
what the mix of thc;se trends will produl:e. the 
nev, W()i'ld coming ,i..·ill be dranrntically ditfor
cnt in significant respects. Governments arc 
under pressurt! from below, by forces of ethnic 
separatism and violence. and from above, by 
economic, tcchnologichl. and t:ulturnl forces 
beyond any government's full c0ntrol. w~ are 
witncssir.g a transfommtion of human society 
on the magnitude of rhat between thl; agricul
tural and industrial epoch~-and in <1 for more 
compressed period of time. 

Such circumstances put a special premi
um on strategic wisdom, particularly for a 
country of the size and character of the 
lnited States. In this Commjssion's view, the 
essence of American strategy must compose a 

I This C1!11r,:,;~: ,~, . .:-,tu\1jsh.:d w cxamin.: .:,,mpr.:-h.:nsivdy 

!J,,w th1:; na:inn wrtl <:r~:.ire it~ ,c,:;ur;tv in rh.: next 25 yc:m;, 

ha~ a !hri:,;!~1ld t.L~k. P:1,t~IC' I. c·onii)ktcd on Si:ptcmb.:r 15, 

1090. dt·~c·ri~d tll(;' tnin~fr,nn.iti0ns emerging. O\Cr th.:- nc;-;l 

I.\ tmrter-cemury in ,h{; global and dl1mestic: l; .S. s~·curi t y 
~·nqrc:,11111.:111. l'hl~.:" i I. ..:0111;,;rr.:n!,? t:.s. inrcrcsl,. ohicc

tiv.:~, a,hi smnq::y. ;~ ,,,nt;iine~ in tlus Joi:unwnt. f'h:i~..- 111, 
"r.;.;i1 ,,ill C.\J1nin.:; t:·c; ~tn1rll.!n:~ and pr,1-:.:~sc•., of lhc l.'.S. 

11ation.il ,,:,.-uri:y ,ipr,;,·.rn:, fo~:: ~1 ccn1ur~ r..-k, an<.:~·. ,, ill 
he d..:ltv.;rcd (lll or h.:1~n; F::;:ru:1::,: J 5, 2!!01. 

2 it, ilw 1nkn:,tt of b,·c,·it~. th,; C1m:::1,~io11 h;1s c,>mpr..:i.scd ,;,,n. 
3iikrahk discussion and c~cta;l i,m, 1hi~ dn(;umcm. Funher 

di.;;i:ussioo M' th.:: implicmions of ,i:\.:r:il main then~.:s in 
thi~ rcr,]r: ,d! I bt.: prc'~rntrd 111 1h~· t\,mmi~sion ·~ Pb,~ JJJ 
findit1:,;s. 

~This r~ron is built up011 a i:onscnsus imohir,g .:l! mi.:mh;.!rs ,~f 
the C(··tnm1~~i,111. '1ut 1\(11 .:,·er:-,· C0mn11,.,io;;~~ ,uh-:rih~s 

witb t'c]Ua( -)llthti,ia~m ti) e\ it,: ~1:11em::-nl c-oruain~o h..:rcm. 
4 S.:c:- Se,,· ll'ill'!d ( ·,m1ir.g · ~11:cTi,-.1•! .~i!Cllrt/l' in 1/J,• _, Isl ( ·,'llilll'.V 

( \Va,h :11!,!\Clll, !)C': L.-S (01n1m~,::sn 011 :-,.;31i,)nal 

S,:,u,1rr.21,.1 (',;;1,(UI'~. "icp!C:ll1:"l~f 15. 1'.l~')) 

5 
w 
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balance between two key aims. The first is to 
reap the benefit.~ of tt more integrated world ill 
order 10 e.\pm1dfreedom, .'iecuriry, am/ pro.~per
ity for Americans mu/ j,,r othe1·s. But. serond: 
i\mel"ic:111 .strategy must also strive to dtlmpeu 

the jim:cs of global im·tllbility so 1/1111 tl,o.<tt.' 
benefits can endure. Fn.·edom is the quintes
sential American value, but \\ithout security, 
and the relative stability that results there
from, it can be evanescent. American strategy 
should seek both security and freedom~ and it 
must seek them incrca~in~ly in concert with 
others. Hence our title: A Concert }or Pre
serving Security and Promoting Freedom. 

Our assessment of the new world 
emerging, and tht: core imerl:!sts and 

values of the American people, lead us to otler 
the following precepts as a guid~ to the formu
lation of national ~traicgy: 

6 

Srrategy and policy must he grou11ded 
in the national interest. The national inter
est has many strands-- political. economic. 
security. :;nd humanitarian. National inter
ests art:: neverthel~s::; the most durable basis 
for a~~1.1ri11g polic:v cnnsistency. Gaining ar:d 
sustaining publi~ support for C.S. policy i~. 
b-:s: a~:;1iev.xl. loo. when Ameri1,;~m princi
nlt~:, ~1:'!..: coi.;pJed with clearly visibl~ n.ition
al inh.'rcsls. Mor~ovc:r. ;; stralegy based C'I'\ 

national interest. properly c:ow.:ciYed, 

engenders respe<.:t for Lile intert'.Sb of others. 

The maintenance of . .\merica's strength 
is a Jong-term commitment and cannot 
be assurr.d without conscious. dedicated 
effort. If America docs not make ,, ise 
in,.,cstments in preserving its own stn:ngih. 
\veil v. ithin 25 years .ir will iind i1s pow~r 
reduced. iLs interests challenged ~ve1•. :-:,ore 
than they arc ioday, an<l its influence cmd
ed. l\t.:in; nations already seek to balance 
Am~ri1.:a ·s relative power. and ihe :-.ine\\':; of 
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Am~~i-:?.:1 sL:·.;rn!.th-social. militarv. eco-
~ , 

nomic. and tedrnologicaJ,--- will not sustain 
themselves without conscious national 
commi~mcnt. .Assuring Air1crican prosperi
ty :s particularly critical; without it. the 
Cni~ed Stat~~ will be J1obbled in all its 
efforts to play a leading role intt:mationally. 

The United States faces un1wecedented 
opportunities as well as dangers in tht· 
new era. American strategy must rise to 
positive challenges as well ns to negative 
ones. Working toward constructive rela
tions among: th~ major p0wcn,. preserving 
the dynamism of the new global tconomy 
and -:p:-cading its bcnefi:s., sharing responsi
bility with 0ther~ in grappling with new 
transnational problems-this is a diplomat
ic agenda that. tests American statesman
ship and creativity. As in the laLc \ 940s, the 
Cnited Siates ~hnuld heiD bt1ild a new inter
national system in which other nations, 
freely pursuing their o,vn interests. !ind i.L 
advantageous to do so in way~ that coincide 
with American interests. 

Since it cannot bear every burden, the 
Lnited States must find new ways to join 
with other capable and like-minded 
nations. Where America would not act 
ibdL it retains a responsibility as the lead
ing power to help build effe-cfrve systems of' 
international col1aboration_ America must 
therefore oven.;rnne its ambivui.:nce about 
:nternational institutions and about the 
~tr~ngth of its partners. questioning them 
l~ss a:1d encouraging them more. 

This nation must set priorities and 
apply them consi~tcntly. To sustain publir 
support and to discipline policy. Am~ric:1 
must not exhaust itself by limitless com
mitmen.:s. Especially with resp1;ct to mili
tar~ intervention abroad1 a finer c:akulus (.)I 
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benefirs and hurdcm, nrnst goverr.. 
Resisting the ''C:.J:'-l tffecC may be one c,f 
the most important requirements of U.S. 
policyn'laking in the coming period. 

Finally, America must never forget that 
it stands for certain principles~ most 
importantly freedom under the rule of 
law. Freedom is today a powerful tide in 
the affairs of mank:incL and, while the 
means chosen to serve it must be tempered 
by a realistic appreciation oflimits, it is not 
'·realism" to ignore its power. At the same 
time. if America is to retain its leadership 
rol~. it must live up to .its principles consis
tently, in its own conduct and in its rela
tions with othtr nations. 

The National Interest in a New 
Century 

The first of these precepts is the most 
crncial of all: LA..Inerican national secu

rity strategy must find its anchor in U.S. nniion
al interc~ts, interests that must be both protect
ed mzd atfrcmced for :he fundamenta; well 
being of American s .. :,c:eLy. We detini; these 
inlcrests at tlm:!e levc~s: survival inlcr-:s·.;;, with
out which America would cease to exist as we 
know ii: critical interests, which are causally 
one step removed from survival interests: and 
significant interests. which importantly affect 
thi: gkbat ~nv:rcnm~n, ic ,\hich the Lnited 
St,1tes :n:.1s: a..::. Th~rc art. l1f ~ou::;;;. other 
national :nc.:re3~::i. '.hough r,f iesser imporrnnce 
than those in the a bo,·c three categories. 

L.S. survival interests include America's 
safety fron: di:·ect attack, especially involving 
w~.1pons •.'.:·!· n~;:\5S destruction. by eiti1er states or 
terrorists. Of the ~ame order of importance is 
the preservaLion of America's Constitutional 
order ar,d nf these core rner.gths · -educational, 

in{ustrial. scicntific-tcdmnlogical·that under
lie i\1rn.•ric~· 's political. economic and military 
position in the worid. 

Critical U.S. national inter~sts include the 
continuity and security of those key internation
al svstems--energv. economic. coimnunica-. ._... . . 

tions, transportation, and public health (includ-
ing food and water supplies}- on which the 
iives and well being of Americans have come to 
depend. 1t is a critical national interest of t11e 
United States that no hostile power estab]ish 
itself on U.S. borders, or in control of critical 
land, air, and sea lines of communication, or
in today's ne\v world-in controi of access to 
outer space or cyberspace. It is a critical nation
al interest of the United States that no hostile 
hegemon arise in any of the globe's major 
regions, nor a hostile global peer rival or a hos
tHe coalition comparable to a peer rival. The 
gccurity of allies and friends is a critical nation
al intert>st of the United States, as is the ability 
ti..1 avert. Qr check. the proliferatioP. 0f weapons 
of mass d~struction into the hands of act()fS bos
tile or potentially hostile to the United States. 

Significant U.S. national interests include 
the deepening and institutionalization abroad of 
constitutional democracy under the rule of law, 
market-based economics, and universal recogni
tion of basic human rights. The United States 
also has a significant interest in the responsibie 
expansion. of an international order based on 
agreed rules among major powers to manage 
common global problems, not least those 
involvjng the physical environment. It is a sig
:1ificai~t mitional interest of the t:nited States that 
then:! be economic erowth abroad. to raise the .., .· 

living standards of the poorest and to mitigate 
e~·~mcmi1..: and politi~al conflict.his a significant 
nationai interest of the Cnited States that inter
national ten-01ism and criminality (including 
iHicit dmg trade) be minim.iz~d, but without 
jeopardizing the openness of international eco-
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nomic and cu ltu ra I exchanges. It is a significant 
national interest of the United States that neither 
mass murder nor gross violations of human 
rights be acceptable in the world's political life. 
IL is a significant national interest of the United 
States that immigration across American bound
aries not be uncontrolled. Finally, the free and 
safe movement of American citizens abroad is a 
significant national interest of the United States. 

Key Objectives 

The United States seeks to assure its 
own freedom under law, its safety, and 

its prosperity. But Americans recognize that 
these goals are best assured in a world where 
others achieve them, too. American strategy, 
therefore, must engage in new ways-and in 
concert with others--to consolidate and 
advance the peace, prosperity, democracy, and 
cooperative order of' a world now happily free 
from global totalitarian threats. At the same 
time. however---also in concert with others
American strategy must strive to stabilize those 
parts of the world still beset by acute political 
conflict, To fulfill these strategic goals in a new 
age, America's priority objectives-and key 
policy aims-must be these: 

f.tRST, TO DEFEl'\D THE UNITKD STATES A:"ID 

ENSl:RE THAT IT IS SAFE: FR0\1 THE DA:'iGERS OF 

A l\EW ER.4.. 

In light of the new dangers arising from 
the proliferation of weapons of mass 

destruction and terrorism, the United States 
must focus anew on how to maintain a robust 
and powerfol dete1Tent to all forms of attack on 
its territory and its critical assets. Non-prolifer
ation of weapons of mass destruction is of the 
highest priority in U.S. national security policy 
in the next quarter century. A higher priority, 
too, should be given to preventing, through 
diplomatic and other means, unconventional 

8 

attacks on all states. But should prevention and 
deterrence fail, the United States must have 
means of active defense against both mortal 
danger and blackmail. U.S. military, law 
enforcement. intelligence, economic, financial, 
and diplomatic means must be effectively inte
grated for this purpose, 

The United States should seek enhanced 
international cooperation to combat the grow
ing proliferation of weapons of mass destruc
tion. This should include an effective and 
enforceable internationa I ban on the creation, 
transfer: trade, and wcapo11ization of biological 
pathogens, whether by states or non-state 
actors. Also, when availabfo and implemented 
with rigor, cooperative programs to deal with 
existing stockpi tcs of nuclear, biological, and 
chemical weapons are cost-effective and polit
ically attractive ways to reduce the dangers of 
weapons and weapons materiel proliferation. 

'The United Stales should also strive to 
deepen the international normative consensus 
against terrorism and state support of terrorism. 
It should work with others to strengthen coop
eration among law enforcement agencies, intel
ligence services. and military forces to foil ter
rorist plots and deny sanctuary to terrorists by 
attacking their financial and logistical centers. 

The United States should build comprehen
sive theater missile defense capabi Ii ties. It 
should also build national defenses against a 
limited ballistic missile attack to the extent 
technically feasible, fiscally prudent, and polit
ically sustainable. As cruise missile and other 
sophisticated atmospheric technologies spread, 
the United States must address the problem of 
devising defenses against such capabilities. 
The United States must also develop methods 
to defend against other, covert means of attack
ing the United States with weapons of mass 
destruction and disruption. 
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The United Slates must also have specialized 
forces capable of combating threats and biack
mail from those possessing weapons of mass 
destruction and from terrorism. The magnitude of 
the danger posed by weapons of mass destruction 
compels this nation, as well, to consider careful
iy the means and circumstances of preemption. 

The protection of U.S. and international 
access to outer space and cyberspace must 
beco.mc a high priority of U.S. security plan
ning. Outer space and cyberspace are the main 
arteries of the world's evolving information 
and economic systems, and the ability to move 
ideas and information through them freely is a 
prerequisite for expanding global freedom and 
prosperity. Secure access to outer space and 
cyberspace is also now the sine qua 110n <~l the 
U.S. military's ability to function effectively. 
Through both technological and diplomatic 
means, the United States needs to guard against 
the possibility of "breakout" capabilities in 
space or cyberspace that would endanger U.S. 
survival or critical interests. 

Despite the, political obstacles, the United 
States should redouble its efforts to deal multi
laterally with the diffusion of dangerous dual
use technologies. Tt must improve its capability 
to track the destinations and final uses of its 
O\Vn high-technology exports, and it must be 
prepared to aid allies in similar efforts. 

To deal medically and psycho]ogica!ly with 
potentially large losses of Ame1ica11 lives in 
attacks against the American homeland, U.S. 
public health capabilities need to be augmented. 
Tn addition, programs to ensure the continuity of 
Constitutional government should be bolstered. 

SECOND, TO MAJNT..\IN AMERICA'S SOCIAL 

COHESION, f.COl'iOMIC COMP[TITIVENESS, 

n:CH"IOLOGICAL l"ICENUITY, AND :\flLlTARY 

STRENGTH. 

TO ensure the vitality of all its core insti
tutions, the United Stales must make it 

a priority ofnational policy to improve the qual
ity of primary and secondary education, partic
ularly in mathetnatics and the sciences. More
over, in an era when private-research and devel
opment efforts far outstrip those of government, 
the United States must create more advanced 
and effective forms of public/p1ivate partner
ships to promote public benefit from scientific
technological innovation. 

The United States must strive to reduce its 
dependence on foreign sources of fossil fuel 
e~ergy that leaves this country and its allies 
vulnerable to economic pressures and political 
black.mail. Steady development of alternative 
sources of energy production, and greater effi
ciencies in energy transmission and conserva
tion, are thus national security as well as eco
nomic and environmental necessities. 

The United States must strengthen the 
bonds between the American people and those 
of its members who serve in the armed forces. It 
must also strengthen government (civil and mil
itary) personnel systems in order to improve 
recruitment, retention and effectiveness at all 
levels. Executive-Legislative relations regard
ing national security pol icy need to foster effec~ 
tive collaboration. 

THIRD, TO ASSIST THE INTEGRATION OF KEY 

\tAJOR POWERS, f.SVECIALLY Clll:\JA, RliSSlA, 

A:"iiD hDIA, l~TO THE MAINSTREAM OF nm 
EMERGING INTER~ATIO'.'lAL SYSTEM. 

The United States should engage China 
constructively and with a positive atti

tude, politically and economically. Rut it must 
recognize that the potential for competition 
between the United States and China may 
increase as China grows stronger. China's 
increasing adherence to global economic, legal, 
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and cultural institutions and norms will be a 
positive factor. and the United States should 
encourage and assist this process of integration. 
At the same time, the United States should 
maintain its deterrent strength and its alliance 
system in the Asia/Pacific region. It should 
remain committed to the peaceful resolution of 
the Taiwan <:1ucstion, consistent with the terms 
of the three Sino-American Communiques and 
the Taiwan Relations Act. 

The United States should support Russian 
economic reform and democratic political 
development on a realistic basis, recognizing 
that these goal~ are first and foremost for 
Russians thernseives to accomplish. It is also jn 

the U.S. interest to assist Russian integration 
into global economic institutions, no less than 
is the case with China. 

Clearly. too, rciations with Russia should be 
appropriak to its importance as a major power. 
It does not benefit the United Stales to pursue 
policies that weaken or humiliate Mosc;ow. SLill, 
the United States must assert its own interests 
when they are affected adversely hy Russian 
policies-as th~y are, for example. by policies 
th.at encourage or aliow th~ prnli leratiun of 
weapons of mass destructior.. The t J i1ited SLat~s 
and its allies should also suppo11 the continued 
political indq>~ndcnce and tenitoria: integrity 
of the newly independent fonner Stwiet staks. 

In addition, arms control remains an impor
tant facet of U.S. national security policy. But 
the United States needs a new calculus for 
developing future strategic nuclear arms contro1 
strategy beyond START II. Such a calculus 
must include analysis of the implications of the 
increase in the number and prospective capabil
ities of nuclear weapons powers in the world. It 
mttst take account of new Chinese and Russian 
nuclear weapons capabilities. It must also take 
into account both the potential U.S. need to 
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respond to chemical and biulogkal threats with 
nuclear weapons and the LS. commi:mcni to 
prntcct noii-nudear ~ta~e~ trom b;ackmml and 
attack by nu~kar \Vt!apons ~tates. 

India is the world's largest democracy and 
soon wiU be: the world's most populous coun
try. Ther~fore, India is and must be dealt with 
as a major powt!r. Pakist.'ll1, too. rcrn<1ins a piv
otal coumry in its 0\Vn rir.ht, and good L.S. 
relations with Pakis1.ai: a:-;; : n tht> U.S. nacional 
in tcrest. The L ni red S rate:- !>hou ld also t!ncour
age Jndi~l and Pakis~i:1 :o ~eltk: their differ
ences short of violence} :ind should make its 
good offices available :o ~hat end. 

ll is unlikely that A:1,crican policy can per
suc1de any Indian or Pakistani govem;nem ro 
abandon its nuclear capacity. But ihe United 
States. together with other major powers. can 
play a more a..:tive role in discouraging future 
testing ,md the fm·thtr production of 1issile 
materials not tmder safeguards. The United 
States slwuld also c.111.:()llrage mutual adoption 
of lllt!.tsun.:~ to en:-.ure tht' safety and security of 
hoth count111..:s' nu~!ear capabilities. 

lkyond its efforts to bring tbcse three 
major ~tales into the mainstream of a new 
l:Oopcrativc international order. the Urnted 
S1a1es has a slrnng inten.:~'. in ]imifrlg th,~ fur
ther pro Ii fcra:..ion of sopllisti<:ated ccmventional 
weapons around the w1>rld. It should thcrdore 
seek supper: fo,· a multilateral approach to 
devising limitation:; on such proliferation first 
with its ciosest al lie:; and friend~, and thcreatkr 
with Russia, China, India. and other significant 
anns producing countries. 

FOlJRHI, TO PR0\101'1::~ WITH OTHEH.S, nn: 
l>Y~AJ\'IJ~:'\'l OF THE Nf\\' GLOBAL ECO"'OJ\l\ ANO 

IMPROV[ THE HTFCTIVF:~F.SS OF l!"ffF..llN,\TIOf\:

AL l"iSlTJTTl01\S .\ \'l> l!"'Tt.Rl'-AllO!\AL LAW. 
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The United States, in concert with the 
G-7, must strive to manage the ele

ments of turbulence that accompany economic 
globalization in order to spread its benefits, 
while minimizing social and political disloca
tkms and the system's vulnerability to financial 
crisis. This must include building political 
legitimacy as well as an economic architecture. 

Continuing trade liberalization remains a 
key to global economic advance, particularly for 
those regions~ countries, and selected economic 
sectors in advanced countries---induding the 
United States, ...... whosc trade remains shackled 
by protectionist poHcies. Bilateral and regional 
approaches (in addition to the global system 
represented by the WTO) should be encouraged. 
Environmental concems and labor rights must 
be addressed, although not in. a man.a.er that 
blocks or reverses trade liberalization. 

Similarly, economic sanctions should not 
unduly inhibit trade. But, while this Com
mission is skeptical of the efficacy of broad and 
~specially unilateral U.S. economic sanctions. 
specifica11y targeted financial sanctions. pattic
ularly when employed multilaterally. have a bet
ter chance of working. As the united States and 
its closest allies erect a new financial architec
ture, the capability to impose financial sanctions 
should be built into the system. 

The United States, in cooperation with oth
l:n,, must continue to ensure that lhe price and 
""PPIY of Persian Gulf and other major energy 
supplies are not wielded as political weapons 
dirl:cted against the United States or its allies 
;111d fri~nds. 

Because this Commission believes that pub
lH. diplomacy is an important part of American 
diplomacy. the United States should help spread 
111formatio11 tech110Iogy worldwide, to bring the 
hc11dils of global'ization and democracy to those 

parts of the world now cut off' from them. The 
United States should also cmpJoy new technolo
gies creatively to improve its public diplomacy 
in the new Information Age. 

The United States should continue to pro
mote strong international efforts against state 
corruption and transnational criminality, and 
should help the international community 
respond more effectively to humanitarian relief 
crises, To do this will require not only working in 
new ways with other govemments but also with 
the burgeoning community of non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs), particularly in areas 
where U.S. official representation is sparse. 

The United States should: as it has tradi
tionally, support the growth of international 
law and remain willing to subscribe to interna
tional agreements where they promote overall 
U.S. interests. But the United States must 
always reserve the right lo define its own inter
ests, even if' it requires withdrawing from-but 
not violating-selected treaty obligations. U.S. 
policy coherence and democratic accountabili
ty under the Constitution must be preserved. 

The United States has a strong stake in a 
refom1ed and more effective United Nations 
system, and should engage constructively to 
that end. The UN, when properly supported, 
can be an effective instrumem for the enhance
ment of international stability and humanitari
an ends. In addition, the United States must be 
willing to lead in assembling ad hoc coalitions 
outside UN auspices if necessary. 

FlFTH, TO ADAPT U.S. ALLIANCES Al\'D 

OTHERRECIONALMECHANISMSTO A NEW ERA 
11" WHICH AM.ERICA' SJ~..\RTNERSSEEK GREATER 
AUTONOMY AND RESPO~SUULlTY. 

The cornerstone of Amer~ca's regional 
policies must be the maintenance and 
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enhancement of existing US. alliances and 
friendships. By strengthening relations with 
allies and friends. the United States extends 
both its influence and the zone of peace and 
stability. 

ln Europe, the United States should be pre
pared to support the evolution of an independ
ent European Union defense policy in a manner 
consistent with the unity of the Atlantic 
Alliance. Forward-stationed forces, as the 
embodiment of overall U.S. capabilities and 
commitments in Europe. should remain an 
essential ingredient in that regional security 
alliance. The United States should also pro
mote the concept of a Transatlantic Free Trade 
Area (TAFTA), as well as encourage the inte
gration of East and Central European democra
cies into Atlantic and European economic insti
tutions based on free trade, 

The United States should expand the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA} to 
all the democracies of the Western Hemisphere. 
It should deepen its ties within this hemisphere 
and seek to strengthen the Organization of 
American States (OAS). Whatever the merits 
of "exporting" democracy. there can be little 
doubt that helping to bolster democracies 
where they have come to exist of their own 
exertions should be high on the list of U.S. pri
orities. Nowhere is such an effort rnore impor
tant than ir: the Western Hemisphere. 

In the AsiaiPacific area, the lJ.S.-Japan 
alliance should remain the keyswne of U.S. pol
icy. The Uni led States should seek a more equal 
strategic partnership and a free trade agreement 
with Japan. In a region where old rivalries per
sist and reconciliation and integration have not 
advanced as far as they have in Europe, U.S. 
alliance and security ties with Korea, Australia 
and New Zealand, Thailand, Singapore, the 
Philippines, and others remain critical. Such ties 
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compose a regional security community resting 
solidly on the assurance provided by U.S. 
engagement and power. The United States 
should also suppmt the growth of multilateral 
institutions for regional security and prosperity, 
including the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (MEAN), the ASEAN Regional 
Forum (AR.F), and the Asia-Pacific Economic 
Cooperation (APEC ). 

The United Slates should plan now for the 
possibility of Korean reunification. Some 
American troops should remain in a unified 
Korea as a fact.or or reassurance and stability in 
the region, including frir the purpose of ensur
ing that a unified Korea remains without 
nuclear weapons. 

The United States has a continuing critical 
interest in keeping the Persian Gulf secure, and 
musl accept its share of the burden for so doing. 
In that lighl, it must be a high priority to prevent 
either Iraq or Iran from deploying deliverable 
weapons of mass destruction. The 'United States 
should also support the emerging collaboration 
of friendly states--·-notably Israel, Turkey, and 
Jordan-and seek to broaden such a col1abora
tion to include Egypt and Saudi Arabia, among 
olhers. Assisting the diplomatic settlement of the 
Arab-Israeli dispute will advance that prospect. 

ln collaboration with other OECD coun
tries. the Organization of African Unity (OAU ), 
and international development institutions, the 
United States shoUld assist sub-Saharan Africa 
to build stronger economies and strengthen 
institutional cohesion and democratic ideals. In 
the economic field, emphasis should be put on 
promoting private investmenl, helping to d~vcl
op West Africa's offshore energy resources, and 
providing debt relief and humanitarian aid 
(including resources to combat the AIDS epi
demic). The United States should promote the 
professiona]ization of African militaries within 
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a framework of democratic values, and encour
age African governments co engage their mili
taries in constructive tasks of infrastructure 
building. Major emerging democracies such as 
South Africa and Nigeria will be key players as 
partners with the United Slates and its allies. 

SIXTH, TO HELP TH.I:: I.'iT£R..'\ATl0:\AL COM

MU'.'iITY TAME THE l))SPHECR:\TIVE H)RCES 

SPAWNED BY AN ERA OF CHA;\GE. 

T he disruptive new forces of globaliza
tion are subjecting many governments 

to extraordinary pressures. In many states, 
what used to be governmental monopolies on 
the use of force, on law making, and over the 
supply of money are now "privatized·· in vari
ous ways. Even the spread of the idea of free
dom, while positive in the long run, is often 
accompanied by destabilization. The disruption 
of the political and territorial status quo in 
much of the world will be one of the distinctive 
features of international affairs over the next 
quarter century. 

To address these spreading phenomena of 
weak and failed states, ethnic separatism and 
violence, and the crises they breed, the United 
States needs first to establish priorities. Not 
every such problem must be primarily a U.S. 
responsibility. particularly in a world where 
other powers are amassing significant wealth 
and human resources. There are countries 
whose domestic stability is, for differing rea
sons, of major importance to U.S. interests 
(such as Mexico, Colombia, Russia, and Saudi 
Arabia). Without prejudging the I ikclihood of 
domestic upheaval, these countries should be a 
priority focus of U.S. planning in a manner 
appropriate to the respective cases. 

For cases of lesser priority, the United 
States should help the international community 
develop innovative mechanisms to manage the 

problem of failed states. One such mechanism 
should include standing procedures to facilitate 
organizing peacekeeping operations and UN 
"conscrvatorsh ips." 

In all cases, the United States should resort 
first to preventive diplomacy: acting with polit
ical and economic tools, and in concert with 
others, to head off conflict bejbre it reaches the 
threshold of mass violence. 

Preventive diplomacy will not always 
work, however, and the United States should be 
prepared to act militarily in conjunction with 
other nations in situations characterized by the 
following criteria: 

• when U.S. a1lies or friends are imperiled; 
• when the prospect of weapons of mass 
destruction portends significant harm to 
civilian populations; 
• when access to resources critical to the 
global economic system is imperiled; 
• when a regime has demonstrated intent to 
do serious ham to U.S. interests; 
• when genocide is occurring. 

If all or most of these conditions are pres
ent, the case for multilateral military action is 
strong. If any one of these criteria is serious 
enough. however, the case for military action 
may also be strong. 

Implications for National Security 

The strategy outlined here bears impor
tant implications for the political, eco

nomic, and military components of U.S. nation
al security policy. From the political perspec
tive, American diplomacy must recognize that 
the increasingly integrated nature of global 
exchanges wi11 render traditional analytical 
divisions of the world obsolete. While impor
tant relations will continue to take place on a 
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bilaleral basis, many more international phe
nomena will be increasingly regional in nature 
and more will be fully global. The proliferation 
of non-state actors will also strain the tradition
al categories within which American diplomacy 
is organized. 

i\s this Comm;ssion emphasi7.ed in its 
Phase I report, the economic dimensions of 
statecraft arc also becoming more importrnt. 
Among the democracies in what is known as 
the "zone of democratic p1;ace." economic 
issues can rivr.l the impcrtam.:c of military 
ones. But economic ;ssu~s arc also of critical 
import.an..:e to the prospc(:t that other em<.'rging 
or developing states will succeed or fail with 
fundamental political and social refom1. 
American strategy must also recognize the 
importance of technology as the basic under
pinning of economic IH::alth and military 
prowess the wcrld ov~r. 

All this means that the integrating function 
of U.S. policymaking processes will be chal
lenged as never before. Traditional national 
security agencies (Stale, Defonse, CIA, NSC 
stafD will need to work together in new ways, 
and economic agencies (Treasury, Commerc,;;, 
U.S. Trade Representative) wi11 need to ·,vork 
more closc1y with the traditional national sect1-
rity community. In addition, other players-" 
especia1ly Justice and Transportation-.. ·-will 
need to be integrated more fully inlo national 
securily processes. Merely improving lhe inter
agency process around present struclures may 
nut suftice. 

Moreover, the U.S. government must learn 
to build more effective partnerships \"11th state 
and local governments, and govemment as a 
whole must develop new pa1tnerships with non
governmental organizatio.ns--though without 
sacrificing its ultimate responsibility and 
accountability for determining national policy. 
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As to military implication~, the world 
we see emerging. and the strategy 

appropriate to that environment suggest that 
the United States needs rive ~...::nds of military 
capabilities: 

• nuclear capabilities to deter and protect 
the United States and its alJies from attack.; 
• homeland securit.1· cnpahilities; 
• co11;wn1iona I capn l~i Ii l ics llL'L'essary to 

wm maJor wars: 
• rapidly employubk t:.rpediti()lzm:Flinler
\'cntion capabilities: and 
• humanitarian r<.dief and constabulary 
capabilities. 

Fundamental to U.S. national security strat
egy is the need to project U.S. power globally 
with force~ stationed in Lile lJnikd States. and 
those stationed abroaci and afloat in the forward 
presence role. Owing to the proliff:rntion of new 
defense technologies in the hands of other 
states, effective power projection will become 
more difficult for the C.S. armed forces in the 
21st century. U.S. forces must therefore possess 
greater flexibility to operate in a range of envi
ronments. im:iudin2 those in which the enemy . - . 
hm, the capability to employ weapons or mass 
deslruction. U.S. forc~s must bt.~ characterized 
by stealth. speed, rang~. accuracy, lethality, 
agility. sustainability, rdiahility·--and be sup
ported b, superior intelligence-in order to 
deal effectively with the spectrum of symmetii
cal and asymmdrical threats we anticipate over 
the n~.xt quarter century. 

This Commission believes that the '"two 
major theater \Vars" yardstick for ~izinµ I J.S. 
forces is nm producing !h~ capahililie~ n~eded 
for the varied and compk-: con11ng.cncies now 
occurring and likely to incr..:as~ in the years 
ahead. The~c contingl.!ncie~, often calling for 
expeditionary inten~nrions or stability opera-
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tions. require forces different from those 
designed for m,\jor ihtater war. We believe these 
coming:!:1d~~ \vi ll occtir i:1 the future with suffi
cient re~mlaritv and sirnultaneitv as to ohli$Zc the 

~ ... ., -
United Staies to adapt portion; of its force struc-
ture to n~~et Lle$,e needs. The ov~rall force 
·Nould rh:n h,tve tl;c a·:,:lity to engage effective
ly in conti:1gencie~ :·,mging from humanitarian 
assistance and disa::ter re!ief. to peace .md expe
ditionary combat operations, to large-scale, 
high-intensity conventional warfare. Finally, we 
recomr.i...:-nd that the fo:·cc siructurc designed to 
address tt.ese needs be developed on the basis of 
real-world intelligence assessments rather than 
il I u:;trat i ve scenarios. 

[n shott. the capabil itics mandated by these 
requirements will result in forces able to deploy 
rapidly, be employed irnmediatcly, and prevail 
dccisive:y in expeditionary :-<.,1es, pro!onged sta
bility operations. and m.ijor :heater wars; a force 
lo deter wars, to preclude crises from evolving 
into m~~\or conflicts: and 10 win wars rapidly 
and dccisi, dy should it b1:comt necessary. 

Ar:1erica musl aiso enhance thl.' civil ( that 
is. non-military I aspects of homcl:rnd security. 
These functions must be adequately funded and 
organized along appropriate lines of authority. 
res pons ibi Ii ty, and acc0ui: :i bi l i1y. The National 
Guarc.-·-succe:-;sor w the r:1i!itia, and acknowl
edged in :he Second Amendment as the historic 
d~ fonder of the R~publ i<.'-must be trained and 
cquippd w assume. am0r.g its othe; respl,nsi
bilities. a significant r0:e in defending the 
homeland in the 21 s1 ccn~ury. 

It is imperative. 100, that the United States 
develop and fund thes~ five kinds of capabili
ties con~isrem ,,.;,h rlze /(!n>/ (f11eed created hy 
changing political and secu1ity realities. Given 
the demands now place.d upon this nation's 
mil ita1yJ1c thns.c anti.cu~ared in the nex.l o.u.arter 
century, it is evident thal modern forces equal 

to these demands cannot be sustained by cur
rent levels of spending. 

To Phase III-Building for Peace 

The strategy articulated here requires 
that the United States lead in the con

struction of a world balanced benveen the 
expansion cffi·eedum. ancl the maintenance (d. 
wtderlying swbility. To do so it must concert its 
etforl's with others and. to the extent possible, 
in a way consistent with the interests of others. 

Having become a global power, the United 
States now holds a responsibility it will not 
abandon, both for the safeguarding of American 
interests and the broader interests of global 
peace and security. The United States is the first 
nation with fully global leadership responsibili
ties, but there arc more and less effective ways 
to lead. Tone matters. Leadership is not the 
same as dominance: everyone else's business 
need not also be America's. Just as riches with
out integrity arc unavailing, so power without 
wisdom is unworthy. As Shakespeare put it: 

0. it is excellent 
To have a giant's strength; but it is 

tyrannous 
To use it like a giant.-" 

The strategy outlined here for U.S. 
national security differs from the 

strategic habits of the past half-century, It puts 
new emphasis on the economic and other non
military components of national security; it 
focuses on opportunities as much as on threats; 
and it reminds us of the domestic foundations 
of U.S. international strength. It attempts to 
clarify U.S. strategy and purposes, and to 
match them to a prudent sense of limits. It is 

~ Mr.:asurc for M,·usurc, A~t II, Scene 2. 
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not clear to us that the U.S. government is now 
organized in such a way that it can execute this 
strategy, or any other strategic concept that 
departs significantly from past practices. The 
world is changing fast, and if the U.S. govern
ment does not change with it, it may find itself 
forced into one bewildered reaction after 
another. If the United States loses the capacity 
to respond to dynamic change, the day will 
come when we will regret it dearly. 

In Phase III of its work, therefore, this 
Commission will examine current structures 
and processes to determine their relevance to 
the 21st century. We will apply the following 
criteria: 

First, the U.S. government needs to be 
adept at anticipating national security chal
lenges. This requires the best possible system 
of intelligence, from collection to analysis to 
dissemination to policy review. 

Second, the U.S. govemmcnt needs the 
ability to calculate the longer-term implications 
of intervention abroad. lt is not enough to be 
selective; we must be wisely selective, which 
requires a better matching of the instruments of 
national power to the problems at hand. 

Third, the U.S. government needs to inte
grate effectively all non-traditional elements of 
national security policy with traditional ones. 
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Fourth, the U.S. government needs the 
agility to adapt rapidly to changes in the global 
environment. 

Fifth, the U.S. government needs new 
organizational mechanisms to manage the 
increased blurring of lines among military, 
police, and legal jurisdictions, and among new 
forms of waifare. 

Sixth, the U.S. government needs effective 
means to assess critically its own performance. 
draw lessons from its experience, and adjust 
resources, as appropriate. 

Seventh, the U.S. government needs coher
ence between domestic policies with core 
national security implications and national 
security policies directed outside U.S. borders. 

Phase Ill of this Commission's work will 
offer recommendations for enhancing the U.S. 
government's ability to function effectively in a 
rapidly changing political and technological 
environment. As with any kind of travel, clari
ty with respect to destination and route will 
prove unavailing if one's vehicle is not up to 

the journey. It is to that vehicle-the structures 
and processes of the U.S. national security 
apparatus---that this Commission now turns its 
attention. 
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Preface 

Tn 1947, President Harry Truman signed into law the National Security Act, the landmark U.S. 
national security legislation of the latter half of the 20th century. The 1947 legislation has served 
us well. It has undergirded our diplomatic efforts, provided the basis to establish our military capa
bilities, and focused our intelligence assets. 

But the world has changed dramatically in the last fifty years, and particularly in the last 
decade. Institutions designed in another age may or may not be appropriate for the future. It is the 
mandate of the United States Commission on National Security/21st Century to examine precise
ly that question. It has undertaken to do so in three phases: the first to describe the world emerging 
in the first quarter of the next cemury, the second to design a national security strategy appropri
ate to that world, and the third to propose necessary changes to the national security structure in 
order to implement that strategy effectively. This paper, together with its supporting research and 
analysis, fulfills the first of these phases. As co-chairs of the Commission, we are pleased to 
present it to the American people, 

Gary Hart 

Warren B. Rudman 
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This paper cr>n1.;i~rs of four pans: a con
textual inLr,:idu,::ion; an arlkulatic·il of 

twe1ve ba~ic a~--umptions and obser\'ation~~ 
fourteen key condu:SH)llS about the global envi
ronment of the n~xt quarter century; and a 
statement ~lf their essential meaning for 
American national security strategy in the 21st 
century. The L .S. C ummission on Natilmal 
Security/21st Century \\'ill build upon this 
foundation to recommend a new strategy for 
the advancement of American interests and 
values. It will then propose, as necessary. new 
su·uctures and processes for U.S. foreign and 
se<.:w·ily policie;j in order to implement that 
strategy. 

Introduction 
In the next century, the spread of knowl

edge. the development of new technologies, 
and an increasing re,.:ognition of common 
global problems will present vast opportunities 
for economic growth. r~gional integration. and 
global political cooperation. The size of the 
world·s middle class may im:rease many times 
over, lifting literally tens of millions of people 
from the depredations of poverty and disease. 
Authoritarian regimes wil'. increasingly 
founder as they try co insulate their populations 
from a world brimming with free-flowing 
information. new economic opportunities. and 
spreading political freedoms. We may thus see 
the rise of many new democracies and the 
strengthening of ~ever:il f'llder ones. However 
fragile this pnx:c~s mf1y be. it hold:- Lhe hope of 
less conflict in the \,vorld rhm1 exisls mday. 

Realizing these possibilities, however, will 
require conceited action on the part. of the 
United States and (.)the:· mature democracies 
around the world. A(.;tive American e:ngage
ment cannot prevent i:ill problems. hut wise 
policies can mitigate many (lf them. The United 
States and gowmments of kindred spirit mL.tst 

work harder to prevent conflicts as well as 
re$pond lo them after the fact. Otherwise, I.he 
promise of the nexr century may never be 
realized~ for greater gl.obal connectedness can 
lead to an increased possibility of misfortune as 
well as benefit. 

The future is one of rising stakes. While 
humanity has an unprecedented oppo1tu11ity to 
succor its poor, heal its sick, compose its dis
agreements! and find new purpose in common 
global goals, failure at these tasks could 
produce calamity on a worldwide scale. Thanks 
to the continuing integration of global fimmcial 
networks, economic downtums that were once 
normally episodic and local. may become more 
systemic and fully global in their hannful 
effects. Isolated epidemics could metastasize 
into global pandemics. The explosion in scien~ 
tific discoveries now under way bears the 
potential of near miraculous benefit for 
humanity; misused, in the hands of despots, the 
new science could become a tool of genocide 
on an unprecedented scale. During the next 25 
years, dilemmas arising from advances in 
biotechnology increasingly will force some 
cultures to reexamine the very foundations of 
their ethical stmctures. As society changes, our 
concept of national security will expand and 
our political values wi11 be tested. In every 
sphere. our moral irmiginations will be exer
cised anew. 

For all that will be novel in the next 
century. some things will not change. Histori<.:al 
principles will still apply. There wil.1 sLill be 
great powers, and their interaction in pursuit of 
their own self-interests will stiU matter. As ever, 
much will depend on the sagacity and good 
character of leadership. Misunderstandings. 
misjudgments. and mistakes will still occur, but 
so will acts of bravery borne 011 the insight of 
cxcept1onal men and women. 

MAJOR THEMES AND IMPLICAT10NS 1 
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Today, and in the world we see emerging, 
American leadership w i 11 be of paramount 
importance. The American moment in world 
history will not last forever; nothing wrought 
by man does. But for the time being, a heavy 

responsibility rests on both its power and its 
values. It is a rare moment and a special oppor
tunity in history when the acknowledged 
dominant global power seeks neither territory 
nor political empire. Every effort must be made 
to ensure that this responsibility is discharged 
wisely. It is to this end that our study is ulti
mately directed. 

2 NEW WORLD COMING 
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Our View of the Future 

As we look to the future, we believe 
that: 

1. An economically strong United States is 
likely to remain a primary political, 
military, and cultural force through 2025, 
and will thus have a significant role in 8 

l . 

sional associations, and others) will 
continue to grow in importance, 
numbers, and in their international role. 

Though it will raise important issues of 
sovereignty, the United States will find 
it in its national interest to work with 
and strengthen a variety of internation
al organizations. 

shaping the international environment. 

2. The stability and direction of American 
society and politics will help shape U.S. 
foreign policy goals and capacities, and 
hence the way the United States may affect 
the global future, 

3. 

4. 

Science and technology will continue to 

advance and become more widely available 
and utilized around the world, but their 
benefits will be less evenly distributed. 

World energy supplies will remain largely 
based on fossil fuels. 

5. While much of the world will experience 
economic growth, disparities in income 
will increase and widespread poveny will 
persist. 

6. The international aspects of business and 
commerce (trade, transportation, telecom
munications, investment and finance, 
manufacturing, and professional services) 
will continue to expand. 

7. Non-governmental organizations (refugee 
aid organizations, religious and ethnic 
advocacy groups, environmental and other 
single-issue lobbies, international profes-

9 The United States will remain the prin
cipal military power in the world. 

10. Weapons of mass destruction (nuclear, 
chemical, and biological) and weapons 
of mass disruption (information 
warfare) will continue to proliferate to 
a wider range of state and non-state 
actors. Maintenance of a robust nuclear 
deterrent therefore remains essential as 
well as investment in new forms of 
defense against these threats. 

11. We should expect conflicts in which 
adversaries, because of cultural affini
ties different from our own, will resort 
to forms and levels of violence 
shocking to our sensibilities. 

12. As the 'United States confronts a variety 
of complex threats, it will often be 
dependent on allies; but it will find 
reliable alliances more difficult to 
establish and sustain. 

MAJOR THEMES AND IMPLICATIONS 
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Conclusions 
On the basis of the foregoing beliefs. and 

our understanding of the broad context of the 
international security environment that wiH 
emerge over the next quarter century. we 
conclude that: 

1. America will become increa.ii11gly vulne,·
able to hostile attack mi our homeland, 
and our military superiority will 1101 

entirely protect m. 
The United States will be both absolutely and 
relatively stronger than any other state or com
bination of states. Although a global competitor 
to the United States is unlikely to arise over the 
next 25 years, emerging powers--either singly 
or in coalition-will increasingly constrain 
U.S. options regionally and limit its strategic 
influence. As a result, we will remain limited 
in our ability to impose our will. and we will be 
vulnerable to an increasing range of threats 
against American forces and citizens overseas 
as well as at home. American influence w.ill 
increasingly be both embraced and resented 
abroad, as U.S. cultural, economic, and politi
cal power persists and perhaps spreads. Slates, 
ten-orists, and other disaffected groups will 
acquire weapons of mass destruction and mass 
disruption, and some will use them. Americans 
will likely die on American soil, possibly in 
large numbers. 

2. Rapid advances in information and 
biotechnologies will create llew vulnera
bilities for U.S. security. 

Govemments or groups hostile to the United 
States and its interests will gain access to 
advanced technologies. They will seek to 
counter U.S. miHtary advantages through the 
possession of these technologies and thei::
actual use in non-traditional attacks. Moreover, 
as our society becomes increasingly dependent 

on knowledge-based technology for producing 
goods and providing services, new vulnerabili
ties to such attacks will arise. 

3. New technologies will divul.e the world as 
well as draw it together; 

In the next century people around the world in 
both developed and developing countries will 
be able to communicate with each other aJmost 
instantaneously. New technologies wiJI 
increase productivity and create a transnational 
cyberclass of people. We will sec 111urh gn.•aler 
mobility and emigrnLion among edw . .:atcd elites 
from Jess Ill more di:', dopl..'d ~ol..'i~I ic's. We will 
be increasingly Jclug~·d hy information, and 
have It's:. time 10 pmc.:ess and interpret it. We 
will karn to nm: ill11~sses. prolong and enrich 
life, and wu Ii nd y done it. but at the same time. 
advano:·s in bi,Hcchnology wiB create moral 
dilemmas. An anti-technology backlash is 
possible, and even likely. as the adoption of 
emerging technologies creates new moral, 
cullural, and economic divisions, 

4. The national security of all advanced 
states will be increasingly a.ffected by the 
vu.lnerahilities of the evolving global 
economic i,1/rastructure. 

The economic future will be more difficult to 
predict and to manage. The emergence or 
strengthening of significant global economic 
actors will cause realignments of economic 
power. Global changes in the next quarter
century will produce opportunities and 
vulnerabilities. Overall global economic 
growth will continue, albeit unevenly. At the 
same time, economic integration and fragmen
tation will co-exist. Serious and unexpected 
economic downturns, major disparities of 
wealth, volatile capital flows, increasing vul
nerabilities in global electronic infrastructures. 
labor and social disruptions, and pressures for 

4 NEW WORLD COMING 
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increased protectionism will also occur. Many 
countries will be simultaneously more wealthy 
and more insecure. Some societies will find it 
difficult to develop the human capital and 
social cohesion necessary to employ new tech
nologies productively. Their frustrations will be 
endemic and sometimes dangerous. For most 
advanced states, major threats to national 
security will broaden beyond the purely 
military. 

5. Energy will continue to have major 
strategic significance. 

Although energy distribution and consumption 
patterns will shift, we are unlikely to see 
dramatic changes in energy technology on a 
world scale in the next quarter century. 
Demand for fossil fuel will increase as major 
developing economies grow, increasing most 
rapidly in Asia. American dependence on 
foreign sources of energy will also grow over 
the next two decades. In the absence of events 
that alter significantly the price of oil, the sta
bility of the world oil market will continue to 
depend an an uninterrupted supply of oil from 
the Persian Gulf, and the location of all key 
fossil fuel deposits will retain geopolitical sig
nificance. 

6. All borders will be more porous; some will 
bend and some will break. 

New technologies will continue to stretch and 
strain all existing borders-physical and social. 
Citizens will communicate with and form alle
giances to individuals or movements anywhere 
in the world. Traditional bonds between states 
and their citizens can no longer be taken for 
granted, even in the United States. Many coun
tries will have difficulties keeping dangers out 
of their territories. but their governments will 
still be committed to upholding the integrity of 
their borders. Global connectivity will allow 

"big ideas" to spread quickly around the globe. 
Some ideas may be religious in nature, some 
populist, some devoted to democracy and 
human rights. Whatever their content, the stage 
will be set for mass action to have social impact 
beyond the borders and control of existing 
political structures. 

7. The sovereignty of states will come under 
pressure, but will endure. 

The international system will wrestle constant
ly over the next quarter century to establish the 
proper balance between fealty to the state on 
the one hand, and the impetus to build effective 
transnational institutions on the other. This 
struggle will be played out in the debate over 
international institutions to regulate financial 
markets, international policing and peace
making agencies, as well as several other 
shared global problems. Nevertheless, global 
forces, especially economic ones, will continue 
to batter the concept of national sovereignty. 
The state, as we know it, will also face chal
lenges to its sovereignty under the mandate of 
evolving international law and by disaffected 
groups, including terrorists and criminals. 
Nonetheless. the principle of national sover
eignty wil1 endure, albeit in changed forms. 

8. Fragmentation or failure of states will 
occur, with destabilizing effects on neigh
boring states. 

Global and regional dynamics will normally 
bind states together, but events in major coun
tries will still drive whether the world is 
peaceful or violent. States will differ in their 
ability to seize technological and economic 
opportunities, establish the social and political 
infrastructure necessary for economic growth, 

build political institutions responsive to the 
aspirations of their citizens, and find the lead
ership necessary to guide them through an era 

MAJOR THEMES AND IMPLICATIONS 
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of uncertainty and risk. Some important states 
may not be able to manage these challenges 
and could fragment or fail. The result will be an 
increase in the rise of suppressed nationalisms, 
ethnic or religious violence, humanitarian dis
asters, major catalytic regional crises, and the 
spread of dangerous weapons. 

9. Foreign crises will be replete with atroci
ties and the deliberate terrorizing of 
civilian populations. 

Interstate wars will occur over the next 25 
years, but most violence will erupt from con
flicts internal to current territorial states. As the 
desire for self-determination spreads, and many 
governments fail to adapt to new economic and 
social realities, minorities will be less likely to 
tolerate bad or prejudicial government. In con
sequence, the number of new states: 
international protectorates, and zones of 
autonomy will increase, and many will be born 
in violence. The major powers will struggle to 
devise an accountable and effective institution
al response to such crises. 

10. Space will become a critical and competi-
tive military environment. 

The U.S. use of space for military purposes will 
expand, but other countries will also learn to 
exploit space for both commercial and military 
purposes. Many other countries will learn to 
launch satellites to communicate and spy. 
Weapons will likely be put in space. Space will 
also become permanently manned. 

I I. The essence of war will not change. 

Despite the proliferation of highly sophisticat
ed and remote means of attack, the essence of 
war will remain the same. There will be casual
ties, carnage, and death; it will not be like a 

video game. What will change will be the 
kinds of actors and the weapons available to 
them. While some societies will attempt to 
limit violence and damage, others will seek to 
maximize them, particularly against those soci
eties with a lower tolerance for casualties. 

12. U.S. intelligence will face more challeng
i 11 g adversaries, and even excellent 
intelligence will not prevent all surprises. 

Micro-sensors and electronic t:ommunications 
will continue to expand intelligence collection 
capabilities around the world. As a result of the 
proliferation of other technologies, however, 
many countries and disaffected groups will 
develop techniques of denial and deception in 
an attempt to thwart U.S. intelligence efforts
despite U.S. technological superiority. In any 
event, the United States will continue to 
confront strategic shocks, as intelligence 
analysis and human judgments will fail lo 
detect all dangers in an ever-changing world. 

13. The United State.fl will he called upon fre
quently to intervene militarily in a time of 
uncertain alliances and with the prospect 
of fewer forward-deployed forces. 

Political changes abroad, economic considera
tions, and the increased vu}nerability of U.S. 
bases around the world will increase pressures 
on the United States to reduce substantially its 
forward military presence in Europe and Asia. 
In dealing with security crises, the 2 l st century 
will be characterized more by episodic "posses 
of the willing" than the traditional World War 
II-style alliance systems. The United States will 
increasingly find itself wishing to form coali
tions but increasingly unable to tind partners 
willing and able to carry out combined military 
operations. 
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14. The emerging security environment in the 
next quarter century will require different 
military and other national capabilities. 

The United States must act together with its 
allies to shape the future of the international 
environment, using all the instruments of 
American diplomatic, economic, and military 
power, The type of conflict in which this 
country will generally engage in the first 
quarter of the 21st century will require sus
tainable military capabilities characterized by 
stealth, speed, range, unprecedented 

accuracy, lethality, strategic mobility, 
superior intelligence, and the overall will and 
ability to prevail. It is essential to maintain 
U.S. technological superiority, despite the 
unavoidable tension between acquisition of 
advanced capabilities and the maintenance of 
current capabilities. The mix and effective
ness of overall American capabilities need to 
be rethought and adjusted, and substantial 
changes in non-military national capabilities 
will also be needed, Discriminating and hard 
choices will be required. 

MAJOR THEMES AND IMPLICATiONS 7 
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Seeking an American National 
Security Strategy 

Tn many respects, the worJd ahead seems 
amenable to basic American interests and 
values. A world pried open by the information 
revolution is a world less hospitable to tyranny 
and more friendly to human liberty. A more 
prosperous world is, on balance, a world more 
conducive to democracy and less tolerant of 
fatalism and the dour dogmas that often attend 
it. A less socially rigid, freer, and self-regulating 
world also accords with our deepest political 
beliefs and our central political metaphors-the 
checks and balances of our Constitution, che 
"invisible hand" of the market, our social creed 
of E Pluribus Unum, and the concept of feder
alism itself. 

Nevertheless, a world amenable to our 
interests and values will not come into being by 
itself. Much of the world will resent and oppose 
us, if not for the simple fact of our preeminence, 
then for the fact that others often perceive the 
United States as exercising its power with arro
gance and self-absorption. There will also be 
much apprehension and confusion as the world 
changes. National leaderships will have their 
hands full, and same wilt make mistakes. 

As a result, for many years to come 
Americans wi II become increasingly less 
secure: and much less secure than they now 
believe them.selves to be. That is because manv .. 
of the threats emerging in our future will differ 
significantly from those of the past, not only in 
their physical but also in their psychological 
effects. While conventional conflicts wilJ still be 
possible, the most serious threat to our security 
may consist of unannounced attacks on 
American cities by sub-national groups using 
genetically engineered pathogens. Another may 

be a well-pJanned cyber-attack on the air traffic 
control system on the East Coast of the United 
States, as some 200 commercial aircraft are trying 
to land safely in a morning's rain and fog. Other 
threats may inhere in assaults against an increas
ingly integrated and complex, but highly 
vulnerable, international economic infrastructure 
whose operation lies beyond the control of any 
single body. Threats may also loom from an 
unraveling of the fabric.: of national identity itself, 
and the consequent failure or c.:olJapse of: several 
major countries. 

Taken together, the evidence suggest<; that 
threats to American security will be more diffuse: 
harder to anticipate, and more difficult to neutral
ize than ever before. Deterrence will not work as 
it once did; in many cases it may not work at all. 
There will be a blurring ot' boundaries: between 
homeland defense and foreign policy; between 
sovereign states and a plethora of protectorates 
and autonomous zones; between the pull of 
national loyalties on individual citizens and the 
puJl of loyalties both more local and more global 
in nature. 

While the likelihood of major conflicts 
between powerful states wiJl decrease, conflict 
itself will likely increase. The world that lies in 
stare for us over the next 25 years will surely chal
lenge our received wisdom about how to protect 
American interests and advance American values. 
In such an environment the United States needs a 
sure understanding of its objectives, and a 
coherent strategy to deal with both the dangers 
and the opportunities ahead. lt is from the Phase I 
Report-both this document and the research and 
analytical study from which it is drawn-that this 
Commission win seek to develop that understand
ing, and build that strategy, in Phase Il. We will 
unveil that strategy in April 2000. 
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December 3,200 

TO: V ADM Giambastiani 

cc: Torie Clarke 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: PA and Military Leadership 

Why don't you tell somebody to draft up the right 

implement what you and Torie think ought to be dO 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Undated memo from ASD(PA) to SecDef re: 

DHR:dh 
120301-34 I 

/ 

/~ 

en wash it by Larry. 

I 
, I ............................. 'J• ........................................ a 

I 
.1' 

Please respond by _______ _ 

I 
/ 

/ ' • • 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

SUBJECT: Military Leadership and Public Affairs 

I. I understand that each of the Services provides some public affairs/media relations 
training to their newly selected General and Flag Officers. It was suggested we do more 
to prepare our senior leaders to effectively deal with the media. This needs to include 
more than just press conference work. It should also encompass an opportunity for 
dialog with senior media folks, such as Brookings or the JFK School. 

2. I want you to consider introducing supplemental public affairs/media training at the 
CAPSTONE course, or at another appropriate forum, for our senior leaders. Please 
provide me your thoughts on how we can accomplish this. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4280 
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Larry Di Rita I~ ~\~\ 

~c TO: SECDEF FROM:4~ 
f/ I II /I liiJ!l1 G 

SECOEF HAS SEEN 
SUBJECT: Military Leadership and Public Affairs DEC O 3 2001 

CC: Di Rita 

As you and I have discussed, we need to do a better job of convincing military leadership 
of the importance of public affairs in their work. 

Communicating what we're doing and how we're doing it is critical to building and 
maintaining the public support necessary for a strong and capable defense. Despite that, 
too many see public affairs as an "extra," seldom a priority. 

Recommendation 

To underscore public affair's relevance, make the study of it a significant element of the 
Capstone program. 

Have Brookings, the JFK School or a similar organization facilitate an intensive series of 
discussions, debates and exercises between Capstone participants and select media. The 
experience would be enlightening for both sides, thus strengthening the relationship 
between the military and the media. 

More importantly, the sessions would be highly educational for the future military 
leaders, who--like it or not--will be dealing with the media and the public throughout 
their careers. 

C-:J"cS ~uAIS COw,t5E
uN IVE:!Z_S1-,Y. D l.S·FF-.JJ.SE 

1 

AT NJ4T L 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

The Senior Military Assistant 
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November 13, 2001 10:37 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Schedule for Gen. Franks 

I take it you are going to communicate the fact that Tommy can go with the tank 

on Wednesday, the PC on Thursday and the President early on Friday morning. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
Jl 1301-Jl 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ---------

U12009 /02 
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~ 
November 13, 2001 10:14 AM / U ~ 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Scowcroft Proposal 

Why don' t you have the Chiefs take a look at Scowcroft's pr 

some view as to what they think of it. I assume they will 

Thanks. 

D~dh ~ 
'.~'::': .....••.....••..•...•..•..•••••• •y .•. ~ ~ .•.•••.•••••••••.•••••.• ' 
Please respond by _____ ___,.!_I_ -:,- , u\ ~. -~L 

I ~ -ff-' ,,. ,u-\~.' 
/ \/1\ (_: ' i~ ~ .f/ 

/' c?oV(;/ 
; c, )~ ) 

/ 6~ '{ I{ 
/ \ ... ~ / 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Pete Pace 

Donald Rumsfeld 
3 

November 12, 2001 

12:26 PM 

I told George Tenet about Terry Cook and said they would be connecting in the 

appropriate way. 

Thank you. 

DHR/azn 
01001.04 

Please respond by _________________ _ 

u12012 102 
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November 9, 2001 2:46 PM 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 
Dov Zakheim 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Weapons 

FYI, attached is a memo in response to my memo of October 30. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1 1/08/01 USD(AT&L) memo to SecDef, "Gunship-Like Weapons" 

DHR:dh 
1 \0901-13 

Please respond by _________ _ 
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8ECDEF HAS SEEti /-f" 

To: Secretary of Defense 

From: Pete Aldrid~ 

Subject: Gunship-Like Weapons 

NOV.,. 9 2001 A 
1

/ 

November 8, 2001 .,-<fr11 R 

You sent me a note stating "we need more weapon systems like the AC-130, where the 
ordnance can be directed in a more precise way ........ " I agree, and this memo will 
describe what we are doing. 

Two general points. First, the use of the gunship requires air superiority, and some self 
defense capability from ground fire. The gunships have been used infrequently, and one 
could suspect that their proficiency has eroded over time. Second, the gunship's 
advantage is that it couples target identification, man-in-the-loop decision making and 
organic firepower in a single platform. The older Air Force A- I Os possess similar 
capabilities. This leads me to suggest the following: 

--maximum the use of gunship crew training to enhance current 
effectiveness: 

--upgrade the current gunship fleet with additional capabilities, such as 
small UA Vs and air-to-surface missiles, to augment their guns and 
cannons (we have been in contact with the SOF at Hulbert AFB to start 
such a program); 

--augment the gunships with UCAVs, but this will take some time to get 
the UCA Vs of sufficient size even to achieve a fraction of the kill 
capability of the AC-130 ( we are currently working on 3000 pound 
payload UCAVs); 

--refine the target kill chain-target ID, decision and rapid target 
destruction-to "mimic'· the gunship in its operation, requiring an 
integrated approach sensors, decision making and lethality (we have a 
Time Sensitive Target Study underway to do this). 

For Information Only. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Pete Aldridge 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Weapon Systems 

October 30, 2001 3:09 PM 

We need more weapon systems that are like the AC-I 30, where the ordnance can 

be directed in a more precise way than can some of our other platforms and 

weapons. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
J03001-S6 

Please respond by _________ _ 
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November 2, 2001 9:25 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 
3 

SUBJECT: Blair Memos for Gen. Franks 

Tommy Franks tells me that he does not have copies of the Blair memos. We 

should make sure he gets them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
110201.11 

......................................................••••••••••••••••••. 

Please respond by _______ _ 
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TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld W.
SUBJECT: PACOM and Treasury 

Please let Denny Blair know that I have talked to the Secretary of the Treasury, 

Paul O'Neill. He said if Denny or you contact Ken Dam, the number two man at 

Treasury and explain what you need by way of Treasury involvement in the 

Pacific Command's cell for intelligence on terrorism, Ken Dam will work with 

you on it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
103101-32 

........................................................................ , 

Please respond by ~ \ ~ 
_____,,,,__+-+-\ ~ ---

,\ 

U12017 /02 
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~ 
November 1, 2001 4:27 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld gt\ 
SUBJECT: Version for Franks 

Please make sure you send Tommy Franks the version we actually used with 

Condi, Colin and George Tenet, so he sees how we fixed the first two paragraphs 

on the first page. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
I IOJOJ.2ti 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _________ _ 

.. 
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TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld T)\ 
SUBJECT: PACOM and Treasury 

October 30, 2001 1:22 PM 

Admiral Blair says he still doesn't have a Treasury representative to share 

information in the war on terrorism. You might want to figure out how we work 

with the Treasury Department on that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:t.lh 
l()JOOl-43 

* ................................................................... 

Please respond by;...:.JJ....,' /1-y+--· _____ _ 

U12019 /02 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld C\'J, 
I' 

SUBJECT: Status 

What is the status of Avenging Eagle?, 

I have not heard a word back and I am anxious 

Thanks. 

/ 
I 

DHR:clh / 
102901-30 

I 

\ 

October 29, 2001 3:38 PM 

01 2021 102 
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AVENGING EAGLE 

Briefing to the Secretary of Defense 
26 September 2001 

9/26/01 10:01 

lJPON REMOVAL OF ATTtCHMENTS THIS 
DOCUMENT BECOMESUNCUSSWIED 



TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld 

October 29, 2001 3:45 PM 

<"~~~M 
\ ~ r ... r \'<' 

.- ... ·- \ .f.,.\'""'· .~·•·""·· . ··- ';. !" ,. 

SUBJECT: Status on PACOM Proposals 

I hope we have charged ahead on the PACOM Combating Terrorism proposals J 
and recommendations on p. 15 of their packet. 

Please let me know what the dimensions of that island in the Philippines are-how 

many miles across, n01th to south and east to west. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
J029fJJ-J2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . """" 

Please re.\JHmd hy--:::::;;;;:iili\•o~l 3~..o:::--::::::::;;;;.-~=-

01 2022 102 ~0 ;'tf~ 
f~~rJSE 7e Sez J)eF Mehlo 
if: ~11,,W .I~~ DIM6'190\.l~ 
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October 29, 2001 3:42 PM ~ 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <v, 
SUBJECT: Status on EUCOM 

What is the status of "Defeating Terrorism in USEUCOM AOR," the package 

given to me by Joe Ralston? 

Thanks. 

DHR:tlh 
10:!')01-31 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by b I 6P --... ~--\-----
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~ ;-6' October 25, 2001 6:53 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

CC: V ADM Giambastiani 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Strategic Influence Campaign 

C 
__0 -.. 
-r: 

1 want to be briefed on the strategic influence campaign. V ADM Giambastiani, (') 

please set this up this week. This just drags on and on. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:dh 
102501-.1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·1.:;, { z_(, 

Please respond hy _ _;_r___l,... ______ _ 
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October 22, 2001 6:09 PM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsf e1d1) 

SUBJECT: Prep for Wednesday 

You might want to make sure that the CINC and the Chiefs are aware of the points 

I made to the President, both orally and in the memo, so they are prepared to 

discuss those points if they want to. 

It is their call, but I have told the President that I think those are the issues that the 

Chiefs and the CINC have an interest in. If I am wrong, and there are other things 

I have neglected, you or they should tell me between now and Wednesday, so I 

can elevate them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
102201-50 

U12028 /02 
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October 8, 2001 7:46 AM 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Trip Materials 

On the flight to the Middle East I looked at the Joint Staff materials that had been 

prepared for Admiral Doran. 

I am just dumbfounded. They repeat exactly what the Policy shop is trying to do 

for me. It is nuts! 

We have to find some way to get them together. I couldn't believe the material 

they prepared for Doran-it was about four times as much as the material that was 

prepared for me, and Doran never said a word. What is going on? How do we fix 

this? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100801-2 

U12030 /02 
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!snowflake 

TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld r 
SUBJECT: Canada 

October 2, 2001 6:09 PM 

The Minister of Defense of Canada, Mr. Eggleton, called me at 5 :30 p.m. on 

10/02/01. He said Canada has people and capabilities, they want to help, they 

share the continent and they are interested in mutual security. 

Today President Bush told the Canadian prime minister that other countries may 

be involved that are even smaller than Canada, specifically Australia. They would 

like to be involved as well. 

I suggested that their CHOD contact you and think about a liaison with Tommy 

Franks in Tampa. 

He said they have a frigate that could be part of a carrier task group and that that 

might be a way to participate. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100201-21 

U12031 /02 
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TO: Gen. Myers 

FROM: Donald RumsfelcyP' 

SUBJECT: Philippines 

~~ 
October 1, 2001 11 :15 AM 

Please tell Denny Blair that I have authorized him to proceed with the assessment 

team with respect to the Philippines. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100101.13 

U12033 /02 
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I snowflake 

General Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld Y 
SUBJECT: Canada 

TO: 

FROM: 

~~~ 
,,ti 

September 29, 2001 8:52 AM 

I liked that idea we heard over at the White House the other day in the Roosevelt 

Room about getting Canada to help. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
092901-6 

U12034 /02 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Joint Staff 

~~~~> 
n~ 

September 28, 2001 4:09 PM 

I 

I 
t 

Please advise the Joint Staff that they should no J ger use the phrase "Joint Staff' 

for approvals or notifications, but they should e specific people. 

Thanks. 

DHR:<lh 
092801-8 

I 

I 

I I., • 

>; / 
\~-l /. 
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1¥) O_k-12-
Sep,emb~ 19, 2001 4:47 PM 

TO: 

FROM: 

General Hugh Shelton 

<1(\_ 
Donald Rumsfeld , f 

SUBJECT: Memo for CINCs 

I sent you a Top Secret memo concerning some targ mg suggestions. I sure hope 
that gets to the Tommy Franks, Charlie Holland, J? ssibly the other CINCs and 
also down to the Dahlgren people in some fonn don't care how you send it to 
them. 

I think those thoughts and any thoughts. y want to add might be useful for those 
folks. 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
091901-14 

I 
I 

I 
/,/ 

< 

U12036 /02 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

/4/;Jjf, 
August 16, 2001 11 :24 AM 

General Hugh Shelton 

Donald Rumsfeldi~ 

Counter-Drug Detection and Monitoring 

1 note that there are J ,3 7 5 people in counter-drug dete ion and monitoring at 

JIA TF East. Please have someone take a look at th and see if there is some way 
II to reduce that number. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
01\1601-17 

J 

/ 

/ 
I 

I ., 
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// 
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I 
,/ 

// 
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!snowflake August 16,200111:49 AM 

TO: General Shelton 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld v" 
SUBJECT: Arabian Gulf 

O<\ 
C.i 

I would like to have someone brief me on the Arabian Gulf Maritime Interception 
Operations, where we have 1,546 personnel deployed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
08160122 

. __., ~ . ....--- ---
·, i -· . ' ; - r-...., I . ,.. ,,./ .' . ., 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

The Senior Military Assistant 

ro 

rL, 1 ;-c:. k 
c~·l -:? . 

/__) I_) c__(_ I 
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I snowflake July 9, 2001 8:30 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~\.. 

SUBJECT: Memo on Shipbuilding 

Please get this memo from Bruce Dauer redone---! have made some edits -and 
explain what "young" is, so Powell Moore can send something like it to all of the 
people who asked about shipbuilding up there. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/7/01 Dauer memo to SecDef: "Shipbuilding Constraints" 

DHR:dh 
07090 1-4 

.-.-~ 
/o 
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: 

INFO MEMO 

July 7, 2001, 11:00 AM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Shipbuilding Constraints 

• Attached is the information on shipbuilding constraints that you requested this 

mommg. 

11-L-0559/0S D/4310 



Shipbuilding Budget Constraints 

A.BACKGROUND 

• The current standard based on the 1997 Quadrennial Defense Review is to maintain a 
310-shipNavy. 

• Over the long term, the Navy needs to buy approximately 8.7 ships per year to maintain 
this force level based on an average ship-life of 35 years. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 1~ {j&-}-Al\l 
• The FY 2002 budget recommends procurement of 6 ships. Continued procurement at ~ 

~ \- rate will reduce the Navy to 230 ships by 2030. 

C. ISSUES 
\.Jt. < I 

DoD intends to increase future shipbuilding budgets to sustaining rates, but~ difficult ~ ( 
)ft FY 2002 because of the following shipbuilding constraints: 

• CVN Aircraft Carrier (none in the FY 2002 bud~: Carriers are purchased at a rate of 
one every five to six years. With one purchased in FY 2001, there is no need for 
another carrier procurement until 2006. 

• VirJ?:inia Class Submarine {one in the FY 2002 bud~t): Requires advance procurement 
of nuclear components and other long lead equipment two years in advance of 
construction. Advance procurement to support construction of two submarines in 
FY 2004 was considered as part of the FY 2002 budget amendment but fell out when 
the amendment shrunk to $18.4 billion. ? 

• DDG-51 (three in the FY 2002 budget): Swface combatants ~and are 
.SJ ~~ currently being inactivated as the newer, more capable DDG-51 ships are delivered. 

'5...<.: · ~ Increasing the current rate of three ships per year would result in yet additional ships 
1 

·.:J. (). ,~\a, . having to be retired. Additionally, three is the maximum quantity under the current 
~~,~ c}-.,..,).. or,.. multiyear contract. Additional DDG-5Is could be added to the contract. but this would 
\ ~ ~ -~~i!Y~ qisrupt the stable workforce and material planning_advantages of the multiyear 
p''f. \~ J .. ~ . contract. 

)iz.';('vf':f\, f • LPD-17 Transport Dock Ship (none in the FY 2002 budget): The lead LPD-17 ship is 
'<'i!.. V' ,_:~ 2 years behind schedule and LPD-18, 19, and 20 are similarly behind schedule. At 
, re-'? / ,.·/ Navy's recommendation, DoD decided to defer a FY 2002 LPD procurement while 
ot--1\.\ ~ r ~ design and consuuction problems are resolved on the earlier ships. 
' -~\.I,; (! \ 

~. {/" -'" ,o . f . .-,,,\ .... r ........ ____ _ 
.. 0>v~ l<b)(6) I 
-;Jv t-1.~ Comptroller Directorate: Inv 

~ l<b)(6) I 
07/07/0111:20 A:VI 1 of2 
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• T-AKE Auxiliary Cargo and Ammunition Ship (one in the FY 2002 budget): Neither 
the FY 2000 nor the FY 2001 T-AKE ship is under contract. At Navy's 
recommendation, DoD limited the FY 2002 request to one ship. This will allow 
construction experience to mature the ship design before increasing construction 
quantities to two or more per year. 

• LHD-8 Amphibious Assault Ship (one in the FY 2002 bud~: This ship was 
originally budgeted in FY 2005 but accelerated by Congress. LHA(R), the next large 
deck amphibious assault ship. is not required to replace a retiring ship until 2011. 

!(b)(6) 

Comptroller Directorate: Inv 
Hb)(6) I 
07/07/0111:20 AM 2of2 
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!snowflake 

July 5, 2001 10:30 AM 

TO: Dr. Cambone 

FROM: 
; 

Donald Rum sf eld a 

SUBJECT: DepSecDef Note on General Schwartz 

Attached is a note from Paul on General Schwartz. Do you know what he's 
talking about? ls the QDR looking at that? 

Cc: Paul Woitowitz 

DHR:cd 
070501-7 

Ul2101 /01 
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MEMO FOR SecDef 

FROM DepSecD~lA.) 

INFO Steve Cambone 

SUBJECT: Office Call with General Schwartz 

28 June 2001 

I met with Tom Schwartz in your place yesterday evening because you were 
engaged in the testimony prep. The two main points that you should be 
aware of are: 

1. General Schwartz is aggressively pursuing the Northeast Asia Command 
concept that you discussed with him earlier this month. He thinks it is a 
great idea--a forcing function to bring Korea and Japan together. He 
expects to be able to present this concept to you towards the end of July 
following the appropriate coordination and prebriefs. 

2. General Schwartz is concerned about QDR-generated rumors of a 
mission change in his theater. His current mission is to deter war, and if 
deterrence fails, destroy North Korean armed forces. A change of the 
mission from destroy to defeat, halt, or hold would have a significant 
impact on the combined ROK-US aspects of both planning and force 
structure. At the end of the day, deterrence may require more than just 
the capacity to defeat, halt, and hold. The ability to destroy the enemy 
could be the most important aspect of deterrence. In any case, this is an 
issue that needs to be addressed jointly with the ROK. 

On a separate but related question, I raised with him the notion of inviting 
some of our key allies to send teams to consult on the QDR. He said the 
Koreans would jump at the chance. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4315 
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July 2, 2001 8:06 AM 

-,, TO: Dr. Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '1('.. 
SUBJECT: Systems 

Please read the attached. Is there anything we can get the QDR to do to 
look at this issue of systems in a way that would be useful? 

CC: Service Secretaries 

DHR:c<l 
07020 1-4 

SECDEF HAS SEEN 

11-L-0559/0SD/4316 Ul 2106 /01 
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' MEMORANDUM 4/19/01 

Innovation between the two world wars was more a matter of systems than 
weapons thought up from the field level. 

For example, if one asked what would defeat the German subs, it was not a new 
weapon, it was a combination of various radars, sonars, long-range aircrafl, B-24s 
dropping bombs (land planes), blimps, signals intelligence to pick up German signals, 
command and control, hunter killer teams, convoys and the like. In short, it was not a 
weapon, but rather a system in the broadest sense, and it came not from the ground up, 
but from the top down. Somebody asked what would it take to defeat German submarine 
packs. 

That's the kind of thinking that's needed, That is unlikely to be done from the 
bottom up. 

In that connection. there is a critical link that needs to be made bet ween science 
and the military. In the old days when the country was smaller, and everyone who was 
anybody was related to each other, an admiral could have a cousin named Vallllaver Bush 
and could pick up the phone and say that there needs to be a connection between science 
and the government, They ended with Bush who had a link with brilliant scientists who 
had an every day connection the people who were developing the capabilities for the war. 

DHR/azn 
041901.9 
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July 5, 2001, 3:58 p.m. 

INFOMEMO 

..--~ f'OR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

. FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~ JUL 5 2001 

SUBJECT: Curt Weldon 

• You may recall that during the hearing Curt said that he wanted to work with us on 
Davis-Bacon, not that he was opposed to our idea. I've got a phone call in to him. 

• Incidentally, I'm working up an estimate of the present value of 2000 dollars in 1931, 
when D-B was enacted. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

t r / vrf\ r'r~ 
, n,\) q.· SEcoEF HAS SEEN 
\T 2001 

U) k> ·. 

,,.., 

dhd-'e ;; ... h,,c-A iJ1i,·u. ·· ;J('; < c,1 

-

.t·· l 1/t, 

'( N' •,, , /, hj N, 'J ~ ,c.:J,- ,, ,,fa-, 
~"fr I I es . l~ l,,1/:l~'l.1 ft; 
I\ / . h ii./ (i ,,,-1,0 },v.1 fc, I I yh I J/,orr > 

1t.i:~;5e /~ -,- , 

cl j v'e./f ~ I) o tJ cc,1-f," c. ft ~ft' 

v·,./.,, e ,J .,,j I h>o,, " , 6e le,..; . ~ 
}tie ltiJl1 i.1' -1/,~ /J<"(~ ,-,Y1j S<H(/ 1:_ 

' . 0 Jk /i,c,y J.1 /., b<'f· tvc,,/ cf Jop;,,,.,J. -
· /'-1 ·N t· ,.,,.. /I I l.c .,,., ·I l <-'<ic , f' 
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Jsnowflake 

July2,2001 9:32AM 

-- 1 TO: Dov Zakheim 

FROM: Donald Rumsfek~ 

SUBJECT: Article Regarding Phony Savings 

Look at this article in the Defense Daily that says, "You've got phony 
savings in there." Curt Weldon is a good guy - someone ought to go up and talk 
to him. 

DHR:cd 
0702014 

11-L-0559/0SD/4319 



• 
26 asking him to explain how 
he will pay for the defense 
budget amendment in light of 
dwindling budget surpluses. 
-- Marc Selinger 

Defense Daily \ ,(_ 
June 27, 2001 \ \) \' \ 
Pg. 1 \J-
27. Weldon Says Rush 
Budget Contains 'Phony' 
Savings Estimates 
By Kerry Gildea 

The Bush administration 
has included $1 billion in sav
ings assumptions in its FY '02 
budget plan based on "phony 
nwnbers,11 llCcording to Rep. 
Curt Weldon (R-Pa.), chainnan 
of the House Armed Services 
Committee panel on readiness. 

"We have a responsibility 
to expose those phony num
bers,' Weldon yesterday told 
the vice chiefs ot staff from the 
1~1ilitary services testifying be
fore the panel. "They were 
phony when Bill Clinton of
fered them and they are phony 
when George Bush offers 
them And, I say that as a Re
publican.'' 

The vice chiefs declined to 
c~m~nent on the bu~gct sub
m1ss10n or the savmgs esti
mates outlined. 

"We can't touch that .. .I 
am not playing games ... we 
don't have that ~infonnation," 
Army. Gen. John Keane, Anny 
vice chief of staff, told 
Weldon. 

Weldon said the savings 
are misleading, particularly 
one that banks on Davis-Bacon 
ref<;irms through ~h~ ~ongress, 
which Weldon said sunply will 
not happen. 

Any poor assumption in 
the defense budget could fur
ther set back the military's 
readiness, according to 
Weldon, who said he also is 
concerned about what the ser
vices do with the funds Con
gress authorizes and appropri
ates. 

"I understand that opera
tio!}al needs of the military re
qm~c the moveme~1t of funds 
durmg the year of execution, 
but movements of this magni
tude, outside of the normal leg
islative process and without a 
timely notification to Congress 
are unacceptable," Weldon 
said. 

The services vice chiefs 
told the panel they are pre
pared to send another repro
gramming request to Capitol 
Hill that will included: a $ l 00 
million reprogramming for the 
Anny; $180 million for Navy: 
$400 million for Air Force: 
and $27 million for the Marine 
corps. 

The vice chiefs did not 
provide specifics on any pro
curement programs that would 
b~ effected by the reprogram
mmg. 

The vice chiefs also ex
pressed concerns if the Con
gress does not finish work by 
the end of July with the $6.5 
billion supplemental package 
under consiocration. -

While individual soldiers 
will not feel the effect of that 
fundi!1g shortfall immediately. 
later 111 the summer there will 
be increased problems. Keane 
said. · 

In documents provided to 
Senate Minority Leader Trent 
Lott (R-Miss.). the Pentagon 
said if it docs not get the 
money by the end of July it 
will have to shift millions out 
of procurement accounts to 
-avoid personnel and readiness 
problems (Defense Daily, June 
26). 

Washington Post 
June 27, 2001 
Pg. 23 
,In The LOOP 
28. Senators Have .. A Cam-
bone To Pick 
By Al Kamen 

Won't be around for the 
July 4 fireworks? You might 
be able to catch a preview to
day at the Senate Armed Ser
vices Committee. Word is 
Chairman Carl M. Levin (D
Mich.) & Co. are preparino 
some to cuff about nomine~ 

The General Accounting 
Office reported last year that 
over a five-year period, 1994-
98. DoD changed funding in 
various operations and mainte
nance accounts by almost $43 
billion compared with the ~teph~n A. C~o~e, who's up 
amounts t~c Congre~s origi- tor a Job as pnn_c1pa_l dept!tY 
nally designated tor them undersecretary of defense tor 
Weldon noted. 'policy. 

If Defens~ SecretaJ)'. Don- were Russian emigres, could 
al~ H. Ru!nstcld's relations be sentenced to life in prison. 
wnh the S~natc arc less than Sentencing is scheduled for 
warm and tuzzy, Cambone's Sept. 27. 
ar~ even co?ler, so~rces SflY, As the verdict was read in 
~1th b~th sides ot the aisle. a Tampa courtroom, Mr. 
Somcthmg about t~~ ~ug}lst Trofimoff, a balding, slightly 
lawmakers and staff tcclmg overweight man with a mih
C~mbone does not treat them tary bearing, silently olanced at 
wtth the respect th~y requir~. rus · weepmg wufife and 
. Cambone bneted Hill shrugged, a prosecutor said. 

aides May 31 on the Penta- His lawyer. Daniel Her-
gon's plans. and· its d~fense nandez, said he would appeal. 
st~ategy review. But after 90 Law enforcement officials 
mmutcs of charts and lecture, said it would be difficult to as
<;:ambone. only ~ad time for a se~s f1~l_ly. the dam,1ge Mr. 
tew questions before he had to Trohmott did to Amencan and 
g~. Some aides were said to be .allied intelligence. He is be
d1spleased. hcvcd to have furnished Mos-
.. Th~n Cambone raised sen- cow with the testimony of East 

stttvc Senate eyebrows when bloc defectors interviewed at 
he briefed foreign officials on the center which is adminis· 
the balli~tic missile defense tered jointly by Ge~nan. Brit
p~an dunng Rurnsfeld's recent ish, French and Ame1ican offi
tnp to Europe. The Senate cials. 
doesn't like nominees to pre- In addition, he is sus
su.me confirmation by 1oing pected of passing along classi
thmgs such as occupvmg thetr fied materials that mcludcd 
an~icipated offices or briefing Soviet and Warsaw Pact Order 
alhes. of Battle documents. which 

On the other hand, the would have divuloed American 
Senate guidelines are n.exible knowledge of the military 
an~ Cambone, also_ a special structure and capabilities of the 
as~1~t~nt to Rumstcld. could Soviet Union and its allies, the 
bnct 1f he were wearing that officials said. 
assistant's hat. Cambone will One indication of Mr. 
get harrumphed at, sources Trofunoffs value to Soviet of
say, b~.t sbould make it fic!als arose in the monthlong 
through tine. ~al when Oleg Kalugin. a. 

On the other hand, two former K.G.B. general. testi
other nominees, assistant sec· fied that Mr. Trofimoff had 
r~tary-desi~nate for intema- been listed in the 1970' s at the 
tJonal secuflty matters Jack D. top of the K.G.B.'s list of 
Crouch II and undersecretury- American assets. Mr. Trofi
designate for policy Douglas J. moff was even invited to a re
Feith still face tough battles. sort for Soviet military officers 

as a reward for his labors, Mr. 

New York Times 
June 27, 2001 
29. Retired Army Employee 
Is }found Guilty Of Spying 
By Christopher Marquis 

WASHINGTON, June 26 
- A federal court jury in Flor
ida todav convicted a retired 
civilian employee of the Army 
of spying for the Soviet Union 
and then Russia over at least 
25 years. 

T h c Anny employee,· 
George Troftmoff, 74, was 
found guilty of providing 
highly classified documents to 
Moscow from a NA TO inter
rogation center in Nuremberg. 
Germany, from 1969 to 1994. 

Mr. Trofimoff, a natural
ized American whose parents 

Kalugin said. 
'·You can gauge the sig

nificance of that informatic)n 
by how the K.G.B. ranked him 
a~ !heir No. I spy in terms of 
g1vmg them information." said 
Mac Cauley, the United States 
attorney for the Middle District 
of Florida. "It was pretty vital 
infonnation." 

. Mr. Cauley called the ver
dict "a great victory for our of
fice," the product of an eight
year investi_gation that in
volved the F.B.I. and Army in
telligence. 

Until his arrest last June, 
Mr. Trofunoff had been lead
ing a seemingly quiet retire
ment in a military community 
in Melbourne. Fla. He worked 
bagging groceries at a super-

page 19 of 26 
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July 7, 2001, 7:55am 

' · 

TO: 

FROM: 

Pete Aldridge \. 1,f,,~ 
. \ J. 

Donald Rumsfeld J~ 
I want you to see me after you have had a change to think about the idea of 

putting some R&D money behind capabilities of the United States does not have to 
rescue hostages, deal with urban warfare, and or function in areas that are not being 
governed. 

Thanks. 

cam 

-0 

0 

--
-

U 12138 / 01 
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INFO MEMO 

July 10, 2001, 2:00 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim~ JUL I O 2001 

SUBJECT: Additional Information Requested on the FY 2002 Amended Budget 

• Attached are additional papers that expand on the operation and maintenance 

budget categories that we discussed last Saturday. 

COORDINATON: None. 

Prepared By: ... l<b_)<_6) _______ __ 

. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4322 U 1 2 1 ? i., I O 1 



Military Personnel 
($ Billions) 

FY 01 FY02 
Overview: 
. Army 28.3 30.1 
• Navy/Marine Corps 26.5 29.1 
• Air Force 20.6 23.1 
Total 75.4 82.3 

• Extends benefits legislated in FY OlAuthorization Act 

• Funds FY 02 military pay raise of 4.6% (3.7% budgeted last year) 

• Includes $1 .0 billion for targeted pay increase (5% to 10%) 

• 

• 

Eliminates poor and dangerous neighborhoods from housing 
allowance calculation 

Reduces member out of pocket costs from 15% in 2001 to 11.3 % 
in 2002 on the way to 0% in 2005 

11-L-0559/0SD/4323 
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Military Pay 

A.BACKGROUND 

The Military Personnel title funds the basic pay, special and incentive pay, non-taxable 
allowances, relocation costs (individual and unit moves), accrual payments for future 
retired pay, and other ancillary costs of supporting nearly 1.4 million active duty men and 
women in uniform and an additional 865,000 members in Guard and Reserve units. For 
the Guard and Reserve, funding in the budget pays for their attendance at weekend drills as 
well as their 2-week annual training requirement and it pays for special training necessary 
to ensure qualification in their military specialties. The budget also funds the pay-related 
costs of using Reserve personnel to augment the Active Forces when appropriate. 

• Much of the budget is determined by legal requirements. Titles l O and 37 of the 
United States Code specify amounts for various special and incentive pays and 
allowances and the circumstances under which they can or must be paid. 

• The DoD Board of Actuaries indirectly determines the amount for retired pay accrual. 
They meet annually to review actuarial assumptions and specify a normal cost 
percentage (NCP) which, when multiplied by basic pay, forms the basis of the budget 
estimate for the accrual payment for future retirements. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

The FY 2002 budget request of $82.3 billion for the Military Personnel title is $6.9 billion 
above the FY 200 I funding level of $75.4 billion (9.1 percent). 

Funding Summary: 

Category 
Basic Pay* 
Retired Pay Accrual* 
Housing Allowances* 
Clothing, Overseas, and Other A11owances* 
Special and Incentive Pays* 
Enlisted Food Subsistence* 
Relocation (individual and unit moves) * 
Guard & Reserve Training 
Guard & Reserve Full-Time Support 

And Administration 
Other** 
Total 

*Full-time regular active duty only 

(BA, Do11ars in Mi11ions) 
FY 2001 Change FY 2002 
34,182.6 +2,658.1 36,840.8 
10,113.7 +1,044.5 11,158.3 
6,431.1 +980.8 7,412.0 
1,772.8 +145.3 1,918.1 
2,841 .0 +352.3 3,193.3 
3,259.5 + 198.4 3,457 .9 
2,879.2 +85.5 2,964.7 
6,252.0 +271.9 6,523.9 

4,254.9 
3,448.5 

75,435.3 

+366.7 
+768.5 

+6,872.0 

4,621.5 
4,216.8 

82,307.3 

**Other includes social security, separation payments, and misce11aneous support costs. 

Poc:!<b)(6) I 
Comptroller Directorate: Ops 
Phone: !(b)(6) I 
07/10/01 7:54 AM 1 of 1 Preliminary 
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Operation & Maintenance 
($ in Billions) 

FYOl FY02 
Overview: 

• Army 23.6 26.7 
• Navy /Marine Corps 28.0 31.0 
• Air Force 27.5 31.9 
• Defense Wide 2LI 36.0 
Total 107.9 125.7 

Significant Programs: 

• Aircraft operations 7.6 9.4 
• Army OPTEMPO 2.7 2.7 

• Ship operations 2.7 2.9 

• Depot maintenance 6.6 7.9 

• Training 8.5 9.3 

• Reserve Components 11.2 12.5 

• Facility Sustainment/Base support 17.9 20.7 

• Defense Health Program 12.l 17.9 

• Drug Interdiction 0.9 0.8 

• Environmental restoration 1.3 1.2 

• Contingency oRerations 2.9 2.8 
• Cooperative T reat Reduction 0.4 0.4 IO 

11-L-0559/0SD/4325 



Aircraft Operations -Active Forces 

A.BACKGROUND 

• The Air Operations program funds aircraft operations costs to train pilots to achieve 
and to maintain flying proficiency in support of the national military strategy. Air 
Operations costs consist of depot level repairables, consumable spare parts, and fuel. 

• Air Operations are commonly referred to as the "flying hour program.'' Based on 
training syllabuses, each Service estimates the number of training hours needed to 
meet and to maintain aircrew skill levels. Each Service uses models to calculate air 
operations funding requirements. These costs are a function of previous years' actual 
cost per hour and of the training hours dictated by the training curriculum. 

• However, over the past several years, actual air operations costs are substantially 
greater than those modeled. The increasing costs are driven by increased depot level 
repairables costs, likely due to aging aircraft, to equipment wear, and to inexperienced 
maintenance mechanics. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

FY 2002 Amended Budget. The FY 2002 Amended Budget funds fully the training 
hours required for pilot proficiencies. 

• To prevent a flying hour funding shortfall in FY 2002 and to ensure a ready force, the 
FY 2002 Amended President's Budget adds $1.9 billion. The Navy and the Air Force 
reflect realistic cost assumptions by including a factor to support aging aircraft. 

Funding Summary: 
Active Forces 
Army 
Navy 
Air Force 
USSOCOM 

Total 

C. ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 

(TOA, Dollars in Millions) 
FY 2000 FY 200 I Change 

600 720 -10 
3, 176 2,932 +604 
3,206 3,445 +1,244 

445 453 +54 
7,427 7,550 +1,892 

• Average age of Navy and Air Force aircraft has increased by about 5.3 years 
(+32 percent) between FY 1989 and FY 2002. 

• There is no evidence that the growth in air operations costs will subside. 
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Active Forces Air Operations 

• Air operations includes the fo11owing funding elements: 

• Army 
• Land Forces Operations and Flight Training 

• Includes flying costs for rotary wing aircraft such as AH-64D Apache and 
OH-58D Kiowa 

• Navy 
• Flight Operations and Fleet Air Training 

• Includes flying hour costs for Navy and Marine Corps aircraft such as the 
F/A-18, F-14, EA-6B, S-3B, P-3C, E-2C, training aircraft, and rotary wing 
aircraft. 

• Air Force 
• Air Operations 

• Primary Combat Forces 
• Front-line fighter and bombers 

B-52, B-1, B-2, F-15, F-16, F-22, A- l 0 
• Primary Combat Weapons 

• Rotary aircraft providing Peacekeeper and Minuteman security 
• Combat Enhancement Forces 

• Electronic warfare: EC-130 Compass Call 
• Air Operations Training 

• Training aircraft and Aggressor Aircraft (F-16) 
• Combat Communications 

• Airborne Command and Control 
• E-3 Sentry, E-8C Joint Stars, RC-135 Rivet Joint, U-2 

• Rescue and Recovery: Rotary wing aircraft 
• Mobility 

• Airlift Operations 
• c-5, c-17, c-135, c-141 

• Medical and Theater Support 
• C-9 Nightingale 
• c-12, c-21 

• Other Support Aircraft 
• VC-25 Air Force One 
• C-137, C-20, C-32, C-37 VIP Transport 
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Army OPTEMPO 

A.BACKGROUND 

• The Operating Tempo (OPTEMPO) budget provides for Army's training 
requirements and, consequently, its level of combat readiness. 

• The Army's ground OPTEMPO training levels are expressed in terms of annual 
miles per tank driven at home stations (including Close Combat Tactical Trainer) 
and National Training Center for the ground forces. 

• Historically, the Army has requested funds to fund fully its ground OPTEMPO 
requirements. However, in the last decade, with the exception of FY 1991 to support 
Desert Storm/Desert Shield operations, the Army has not executed fully its ground 
OPTEMPO goals. 

• On average, the Army only executed 79.7 percent of its ground OPTEMPO goal 
since FY 1990 (excluding FY 1991). 

• According to the Army, the primary reason for historical underexecution was the 
flexibility exercised by the field commanders in order to fund critical fact-of-life bills 
(such as base operations support) that emerge during execution. 

• Due to continued migration of funds out of mission readiness accounts (i.e., 
OPTEMPO) to other readiness support accounts, the Congress criticized the Army for 
not accurately reflecting the required training. In response, the Army contracted with 
RAND Corporation to conduct a comprehensive review of the Army's OPTEMPO 
program. The Army is expecting an interim repmt by the second quarter of FY 2002. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

• In the FY 2002 Amended Budget, the Army reduced the FY 2002 OPTEMPO funding 
to an "acceptable" readiness risk level in order to invest in other critical requirements 
(e.g., stabilize deterioration of aging facilities). The Army believes that this reduction 
in OPTEMPO will allow the Army to achieve a balanced and executable programs. 

Summary: 

Ground OPTEMPO ($ in Millions) 

Home Station and Simulator Tank Miles 

National Training Center Tank Miles 

Total Ground OPTEMPO - Tank Miles 
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897 
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-70 

-70 

FY 2002 

$2,697 

730 

97 

827 
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Army OPTEMPO 

• The Army's OPTEMPO program includes the following funding elements: 

• Divisions .. Finances training and operations of the active Army's lO fighting 
divisions plus all organic forces (brigades, battalions, companies, and other 
subordinate units). 

• Corps Combat Forces - Finances the training operations of all non-divisional combat 
units plus all organic assets associated with these forces. Includes corps level 
aviation, field artillery, and air defense units plus all separate combat units. 

• Corps Support Forces - Finances the training and operations of corps support assets 
in order to support operations required to establish and sustain a corps' war-fighting 
capability. The supporting units include engineer, medical, signal, finance, personnel, 
military police, military intelligence, and corps support command units. 

• Echelon Above Corps Support Forces • Finances the operations of Echelon Above 
Corps (EAC) Forces, separate from divisional and corps units, that directly support 
operations within the specified theater. The funding for EAC forces supports 
aviation, engineer, medical and signal theater assets. 

• Land Forces Operations Support: Provides funding to conduct force related 
training at the Combat Training Centers (CTCs): the National Training Center (NTC), 
Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC, and the Combat Maneuver Training Center 
(CMTC), and the Battle Command Training Program (BCTP). 

rod(b)(6) 
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Ship Operations · Active Navy 

A.BACKGROUND 

Navy ship operations ensure that combat ready warships and military forces are 
continuously deployed to support the National Military Strategy in terms of carrier battle 
groups and amphibious ready group requirements. Ship operations costs are comprised 
largely of ship fuel, organizational level repairs, supplies and equipage, utility costs, and 
ship charter costs through the Military Sealift Command (MSC). 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

• The FY 2002 budget provides $2,861 million for Active ship operations in FY 2002, an 
increase of $122 million above the enacted FY 2001 budget of $2,739 million. 

• The increase includes program growth resulting from the transfer of Southwest Asia ship 
operations from the Overseas Contingency Operations Transfer Fund to the Navy ship 
operations accounts, the transfer of two underway replenishment ships to the MSC, and 
from increased nuclear fuel core processing requirements. 

Funding Summary: 

Category 
Mission and Other Ship Operations 
Operational Support and Training 

Total 

C. ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 

(TOA, Dollars in Millions) 
FY 2000 FY 2001 Change 

l, 946. 0 2,213.2 +102.0 
540.5 528.8 +19.5 

2,486.5 2,739.0 +121.5 

FY 2002 
2,315.2 

545.3 
2,860.5 

• The FY 2002 budget provides funding to support and sustain the 310 ship Navy. 

• Active Battle Force Ships (257 Active Navy ships and 42 MSC charter/support ships) 
in FY 2002, which is a decrease of two ships from the FY 2001 level of 301 ships. 
(The total number of ships planned for the Navy in FY 2002 is 314.) 

• The FY 2002 budget supports the Chief of Naval Operation's goal of 50.5 underway 
steaming days/quarter for the deployed fleet in FY 2002 and 28 underway days/quarter 
for the nondeployed fleet. 

• For the past 3 decades, the deployed fleet goal has been 50.5 underway days/quarter. 
The Navy reviews the ship operations goal annually in coordination with issuance of 
the Chief of Naval Operation's Baseline Assessment Memorandum. 
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Active Navy Ship Operations 

Includes the following funding elements: 

• Mission and Other Ship Operations - Funds all aspects of ship operations required to 
continuously deploy combat ready warships and supporting forces in support of 
national objectives. Includes the cost of-operating ships (to include distillate fuel); fleet 
and unit training; specialized skills training; operational support such as command and 
control, pier side support and port services; organizational maintenance; utilities costs; 
nuclear propulsion fuel consumption and processing; and Military Sealift Command 
charters. 

• Ship Operational Support and Trainin!! - Funds detailed preplanning, engineering, and 
range operations necessary to train operating force ships and nuclear attack submarines 
and their crews and ensure high readiness levels. Includes the Submarine Operations 
and Safety Program; the Deep-Sea Submarine Program; the AEGIS Program; and the 
Receipt, Segregation, Storage, and Inventory Program (movement, handling, storage, 
and disposal of ordnance). 
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Depot Maintenance .. Active Forces 

A.BACKGROUND 

• Depot Maintenance programs fund the overhaul, repair, and scheduled upkeep of DoD 
weapons systems and equipment (e.g., aircraft, missiles, ships, submarines, combat 
vehicles, and communication and electronic equipment) at both DoD depots (public) 
and contractor (private) facilities. 

• Funding to maintain defense systems and equipment has been inadequate in past years. 
In FY I 992, only 6.5 percent of stated requirements were unfunded; in FY 2000, the 
percent of requirements left unfunded nearly doubled to 12.0 percent. The growing 
maintenance backlog is attributed to increased requirements associated with aging 
equipment and increased OPTEMPO levels. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

• The Bush Budget anests the growth of the maintenance backlog and moves the Services 
closer to achieving optimal depot maintenance funding by adding $1.3 billion above the 
FY 200 I enacted level. 

• Although the Bush Budget leaves almost 13 percent of the total stated requirement 
unfunded in FY 2002, the optimal level of unfunded requirements is estimated to be 
8.5 percent. The Bush Budget would need to be increased by another $790 million in 
FY 2002 to achieve optimal funding levels. 

Funding Summary: 

Category 
Army Land Forces 
Navy Aircraft 
Navy Ship* 
Air Force 
Marine Corps 
Total 

(TOA, Dollars in Millions) 
FY 2000 FY 200 I Change 

679.9 707.4 +103.2 
837.6 688.9 +219.6 

3,784.8 3,436.0 +812.3 
1,554.4 1,669.6 +200.0 

123.6 119.2 -11.4 
6,980.3 6,621.1 +l,323.7 

• Excludes FY 2001 appropriation for USS COLE repair ($150 million). 

C. ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 

FY 2002 
810.6 
908.5 

4,248.3 
1,869.6 

107.8 
7,944.8 

• The amended budget funds 70 percent of the Army's land forces maintenance 
requirements, 100 percent of the Navy's deployed airframe requirements, 90 percent of 
the Navy's nondeployed aircraft and ship maintenance requirements, 89 percent of the 
Air Force's depot maintenance workload, and 78 percent of the Marine Corps 
maintenance requirements. 
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• In FY 2002, the Bush Budget achieves optimal levels for Navy aircraft maintenance 
only. Additional funding increases beginning in FY 2003 will be required to sustain 
these levels and to reduce remaining backlogs to the optimal levels. 
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Depot Maintenance. Active Forces 

Includes the following funding elements: 

• Armv Land Forces Depot Maintenance - Funds overhaul, rebuild, and manufacture of 
weapon ancl/or support systems, general equipment, and commodity group equipment; 
and recapitalization (maintenance and systematic upgrade of currently fielded systems) 
for 13 Army systems. 

• Navy Aircraft Depot Maintenance - Funds inspection, repair, modification, and 
overhaul of aircraft airframes and engines, and support the depot level repair of 
aeronautical components for aircraft systems and equipment under Contractor Logistics 
support (CLS). 

• Navy Aircraft Depot Operations Support - Provides unscheduled maintenance services 
to the fleet by correcting unplanned maintenance problems in support of depot 
maintenance operations. Also funds the Naval Aviation Pacific Repair Activity in 
Atsugi, Japan. 

• Navy Ship Depot Maintenance - Supports maintenance ranging from overhauls to 
restricted technical availabilities performed at Naval shipyards (public) or private 
shipyards to restore ships, correct deficiencies, and perform emergent repairs. Includes 
dry docking costs, battery renewals, and various miscellaneous type repairs. 

• Navy Ship Depot Operations Support - Funds a variety of depot maintenance programs 
such as: planning and technical support; Supervisors of Shipbuilding, Conversion, and 
Repair (SUPSHIPs); Fleet Modernization Program; Berthing and Messing program; 
and Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility. The 
SUPSHIPs are the Navy's designated contractors administrators and on-site technical 
and business agents for ship contracts at assigned shipyards. 

• Marine Corps Depot Maintenance - Funds major repair and rebuild of ground 
equipment on a scheduled basis to maintain the materiel readiness of equipment 
inventory for the Fleet Marine Forces. 

• Air Force Air Operations Depot Maintenance - Funds organic, contract, and 
interservice depot level maintenance requirements for the Air Force's front line 
operating weapons systems in eight commodities (aircraft, engine, missiles, other major 
end items, software, nonworking capital fund exchangeables, area and base support, 
and storage). 

• Air Force Mobility Operations Depot Maintenance - Funds organic, contract, and 
interservice depot level maintenance requirements for the Air Force's mobilization, 
deployment, airlift, and air refueling forces in eight commodities (aircraft, engine, 
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missiles, other major end items, software, nonworking capital fund exchangeables, area 
and base support, and storage). 

• Air Force Basic Skills and Advanced Training Depot Maintenance - Funds organic, 
contract, and interservice depot level maintenance requirements for the Air Force's 
training and recruitment activities in eigrht commodities (aircraft en!!ine missiles other 

' "'"' ' ' 
major end items, software, nonworking capital fund exchangeables, area and base 
support, and storage). 

• Air Force Logistics Depot Maintenance - Funds organic, contract, and interservice 
depot level maintenance requirements for the Air Force's combat rescue and recovery 
activities in eight commodities (aircraft, engine, missiles, other major end items, 
software, nonworking capital fund exchangeables, area and base support, and storage). 
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Training 

A.BACKGROUND 
The training budget for military and civilian personnel operates a wide range of training 
centers, Service schools and colleges, Service academies, and other institutions. Funding 
is also included to purchase training from non-DoD sources. Additionally, this budget 
supports recruiting efforts of the Services and includes the costs of basic recruit training. 

• Accession Training includes officer basic training, military basic indoctrination 
training for enlisted (i.e., boot camp), and Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
(ROTC) programs. 

• Basic Skill/ Advanced Training includes specialized skill training, flight training, 
professional development education, training support, and depot maintenance. 

• Recruiting/Other training includes recruiting and advertising, examining, off-duty 
and voluntary education, civilian education and training, and Junior ROTC 
programs. 

• Base Operations Support costs are those day-to-day costs of operating an 
installation. 

• Facility Sustainment funding ensures that the infrastructure is adequately 
maintained. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

• The FY 2002 budget request of $9.3 billion for Training and Recruiting is 
$.8 billion above the FY 2001 funding level of $8.5 billion (9.4 percent). 

• The budget supports significant increases for training and recruiting programs. 

• The budget includes increases for ROTC programs, and for dynamic advertising 
'campaigns to ensure that the Services continue to meet their accession missions. 

• Funding for base operations and facility sustainment increase substantially over the 
FY 200 l enacted level (increase by l 7 percent), reflecting the President's decision 
to fund the realistic costs of these operations. 

Funding Summary: 

Category 
Accession Training 
Basic Skill/Advanced Training 
Recruiting/Other Training 
Base Operations 
Facilities Sustainment 
Other 
Total 
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FY 200 I ' Change FY 2002 

574.7 +57.3 632.0 
3,234.7 i-167.7 3,402.4 
1,589.6 + 176.6 1,766.2 
2,006.7 +350.0 2,356.7 

783.2 +134.2 917.4 
261.5 +12.2 273.7 

8,450.4 +898.0 9,348.4 
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Reserve Components' Operation & Maintenance 

A. BACKGROUND 

The Reserve Components' Operation and Maintenance appropriations provide funding to 
operate and to maintain their assigned equipment in a readiness state which will permit 
rapid deployment in the event of full or partial mobilization. Reserve Component 
personnel maintain adequate skill levels in highly technical specialties through training 
during weekend drills and active duty training. Concurrently, the Reserve Components 
contribute significant support to a variety of Active mission areas. 

• Army National Guard and Army Reserve units provide essential combat, combat 
support, and combat service support to the Army. 

• The Naval Reserve augments active duty Navy units by supporting the fleet in 
day-to-day operations, while simultaneously promoting a flexible crisis-response 
capability. 

• The Marine Corps Reserve augments and reinforces the active duty Marine Corps with 
qualified units and individuals in time of war or other national emergencies. 

• The Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve units perform a broad range of combat 
and combat support missions, including CONUS air defense, drug interdiction, close 
air support, strategic and tactical airlift, aerial refueling, space operations, aeromedical 
evacuation, aerospace rescue and recovery, and special operations. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

The Reserve Components' Operation and Maintenance budgets are summarized below in 
the following categories: 

• Aircraft Operations programs funds aircraft operations costs to train pilots to achieve 
and to maintain flying proficiency in support of the national military strategy. Air 
Operations costs consist of depot level repairables, consumable spare parts, and fuel. 

• Army OPTEMPO measures the training level and, consequently, its level of combat 
readiness. The Army's ground OPTEMPO training levels are expressed in terms of 
annual miles per tank driven at home stations (including Close Combat Tactical 
Trainer) and National Training Center for the ground forces. The Army's air 
OPTEMPO training levels are maintained in terms of flying hours per crew per month. 

• Navy Ship Operations ensure that combat ready warships and military forces are 
continuously deployed to support the National Military Strategy in tenns of carrier 
battle groups and amphibious ready group requirements. Ship operations costs are 
comprised largely of ship fuel, organizational level repairs, supplies and equipage, 
utility costs, and ship charter costs through the Military Sealift Command (MSC). 
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• Depot Maintenance programs fund the overhaul, repair, and scheduled upkeep of DoD 
weapons systems and equipment (e.g., aircraft, missiles, ships, submarines, combat 
vehicles, and communication and electronic equipment) at both DoD depots (public) 
and contractor (private) facilities. 

• The Facility Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization (FSRM) program, 
previously referred to as Real Property Maintenance program, funds maintenance, 
repair, restoration, and modernization of buildings, structures, warehouses, roadways, 
runways, railway tracks, utility plants, and distribution systems. 

• The Base Operations Support (BOS) program provides the resources to operate the 
military facilities that directly affect the lives of soldiers and their families located 
worldwide. A few of the base services include child care, fitness centers services, child 
and youth development services, utility operations, security guard services, and fire 
protection. 

• Other programs include Marine Corps operating forces, personnel administration, 
recruiting and advertising, communications, transportation, etc. 

The FY 2002 budget request of $12.5 billion for the Reserve Forces is $1.3 billion above 
the FY 200 I funding level of $11.2 billion (11.6 percent). These increases will improve 
the readiness and training of the Reserve Components. The $7 million reduction in ship 
operations is due to the unplanned loss of the USS La Moure County and a decrease in 
phased replacement material and spares and intermediate maintenance for surface ships. 

Funding Summary: 

Category 
Aircraft Operations 
Army OPTEMPO 
Ship Operations 
Depot Maintenance 
Facility Sustainment/Base Support 
Other 
Total 
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(BA. Dollars in Millions) 
FY 200 I Change FY 2002 
4,093.0 +525.8 4,618.8 
2,615.7 +268.0 . 2,883.7 

63.9 -7.0 56.9 
1,140.5 +151.0 1,291.5 
2,159.0 +292.8 2,451.8 
1.1.29 .8 + 77 .0 1,206.8 

11,201.9 +1,307.6 12,509.5 
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Facilities Sustainment and Base Operations Support 

A.BACKGROUND 

• The Facility Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization (SRM) program, formerly 
known as the Real Property Maintenance (RPM) program, funds day-to-day 
maintenance of aging facilities; restoration of facilities that have been damaged by 
fire, accident, or natural disasters; and alteration of facilities in order to implement 
new or higher standards to accommodate new functions or missions. 

• The Base Operations Support (BOS) program provides the resources to operate the 
military facilities that directly affect the lives of soldiers and their families located 
worldwide. A few of the base services include child care, fitness centers services, 
child/youth development services, utility operations, security guard services, and fire 
protection. 

• In the past several years, emerging requirements with compelling readiness 
implications caused the Services to realign funds from Operating Tempo 
(OPTEMPO) and other readiness programs to SRM and BOS programs. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

• The Department's FY 2002 Amended Budget proposes an increase of $2,799 mil1ion 
for the active forces in FY 2002 above the FY 2001 enacted level. This increase 
should preclude the need for future supplemental funding requests and reduce the risk 
of funding migration from OPTEMPO and other readiness programs to fund critical 
"must pay" facility repair bills. The amended budget includes the following changes 
in FY 2002 for SRM and BOS: 

• An increase of $487 million in SRM - Increases the funded percentage of 
requirements from 77 percent in FY 200 I to 89 percent in FY 2002. 

• An increase of $2,312 million in BOS ~ Funds the projected increase in base level 
utilities; energy savings initiative to reduce DoD's peak energy demand; emergent 
antiterrorism requirements in order to mitigate recently recognized force 
protection vulnerabilities; and other critical base operations support costs. 

Funding Summary: (TOA, Dollars in Millions) 

Army 
Navy 
Marine Corps 
Air Force 
TotalSRM 

Army 
Navy 
Marine Corps 
Air Force 
Total BOS 

Grand Total SRM and BOS 

FY 2000 FY 2001 Change FY 2002 
605 1,531 +401 1,932 
871 1,159 +159 1,318 
429 478 -60 418 

1.475 1,548 - 1 3 1.535 
3,380 4,716 +487 +5,203 
4,857 4,706 +903 5,609 
2,778 2,630 +510 3,140 

922 899 +99 998 
4.569 4.900 +800 5.700 

13,126 13,135 2,312 15,447 

16,506 17,851 2,799 20,650 
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Facilities Sustainment and Base Operations Support 

• The Facility Sustainment, Restoration, and Modernization (SRM) program, formerly 
known as the Real Property Maintenance program, includes the following funding 
elements: 

• Maintenance - Funds day-to-day maintenance of aging facilities 

• Restoration - Funds restoration of facilities that have been damaged by fire, 
accident, or natural disasters or needed due to excessive age. 

• Modernization - Funds alteration of facilities in order to implement new or higher 
standards to accommodate new functions or missions. 

• The Base Operations Support (BOS) program provides the resources to operate the 
military facilities that directly affect the lives of soldiers and their families located 
worldwide. A few of the base services include the following: 

• Logistics Services - Includes transportation services, food services, laundry and 
dry cleaning. 

• Engineering Services - Includes utility operations, leased spaces, environmental 
oversight and compliance with national and local laws. 

• Morale, Welfare, and Recreation Services - Includes gyms, libraries, craft shops. 

• Family Services - Includes child and youth development services for both military 
and civilian workforce. 

• Base Communications - Includes operation and maintenance of all nontactical 
base equipment systems communications for each installation. 
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Defense Health Program (DHP) 

A.BACKGROUND 

The DHP provides health services to military and their families, retirees and their 
families, and others entitled to DoD medical care. Beneficiaries receive healthcare 
through: 

• 577 Military Medical Treatment Facilities (MTFs) 

• 5 private sector care (PSC) contractors administered thru 7 DoD service regions 

• Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) 

• 10 designated provider programs (these are managed care health plan providers 
established in 198 1 to serve uniformed service members, retirees, and their 
families -- formerly known as Uniformed Services Treatment Facilities) 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

Funding Summary: 
FY 2000 

D HP 12,540.3 
Operation and Maintenance 11,894.8 
Procurement 350.7 
Research & Development (R&D) 294.8 

(BA, Dollars in Millions) 
FY 2001 Change 
12,072.9 +5,826.1 
11,371.0 +6,194.8 

289.4 -21.5 
412.5 -347.2 

FY 2002 
17,899.0 
17,565.8 

267.9 
65.3 

The FY 2002 Amended Budget includes $17.9 billion for DHP to provide for realistic 
healthcare cost estimates for the first time in recent years. Specifically, it includes: 

• $3.9 billion growth for expanded benefits for Medicare-eligible military retirees 
and their dependents and other benefits associated with the FY 2001 National 
Defense Authorization Act. 

• $0.3 billion increase for expected 15 percent growth in MTF pharmacy requirement. 

• $2.0 billion increase to eliminate program/funding imbalance in: 

• Managed care support contracts (12% growth), 

- Initiatives to recapture workload in MTFs, and 

National Mail Order Pharmacy and contracted care for active duty personnel 
(outside the MTFs) growth. 

• $0.3 billion reduction for savings related to proposed legislation requiring the 
Department to pay prospective payment rates to providers for skilled nursing and 
hospital outpatient care. 

• $0.4 billion reduction for programs added by Congress in FY 2001 that are not 
funded in FY 2002, primarily R&D. 
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Drug Interdiction 

A. BACKGROUND 

• The Department of Defense (DOD) continues to pursue a wide range of activities in 
support of the counterdrug objective directed in the President's National Security 
Strategy of the United States. 

• The counterdrug (CD) plans and programs of the DoD support the U.S. Government's 
international and multi-agency approach to counter the flow of illegal drugs into the 
United States by encouraging reduction in foreign production, combating international 
traffickers, and reducing demand at home. 

• The National Drug Control Strategy outlines the following five m~jor goals: 
- Educate and enable America's youth to reject illegal drugs and substance abuse; 
- Increase the safety of America's citizens by substantially reducing drug-related crime 

and violence; 
- Reduce the health and social costs of illegal drug use; 
- Shield America's air, land, and sea frontiers from the drug threat; and 
- Break foreign and domestic sources of supply. 

• The CD Program is funded through the Drug Interdiction and Counter-drug Activities, 
Defense appropriation, which is a central transfer account (CTA) that funds all 
associated CD resources except for the Active Components' military personnel, military 
construction, and Service operating tempo (OPTEMPO). The OPTEMPO portion of the 
CD program is budgeted in the Services' O&M accounts but supports the President's 
National Counterdrug Strategy. The CT A provides inherent flexi bi Ii ty for the 
Department to respond effectively to CD threats. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

(BA 2 Dollars in Millions) 
Categories FY 2000 FY 2001 Change FY 2002 

Drug Interdiction CT A 997.6 867.1 -46.6 820.4 
Educate America's Youth ·21.4 28.5 -3.2 25.3 
Increase Safety of Citizens 113.6 114.8 -36.3 78.5 
Reduce Health & Social Costs 74.2 74.2 +3.5 77.7 
Shield America's Frontiers 343.4 358.5 -24.0 334.5 
Break Drug Sources of Supply 439.0 291.1 +13.4 304.5 

Military Construction - Forward Operating Locations (FOLs) 117.0 0 +12.5 12.5 

Counterdrug OPTEMPO Costs (Service Funded) 129.0 179.9 -13.1 166.8 

Airborne Reconnaissance Low (FY 2000 Sup) 30.0 

Total 1,273.6 1,047.0 -47.2 999.7 
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• The FY 2002 Amended Budget: 

• Sustains Plan Colombia support at $22.5 million, down $91.7 million from the 
$114.2 million level in FY 200 I. 

• Funds $21 .1 million of additional requirements at FOLs, including $12.5 million 
MILCON for the El Salvador FOL. 

• Does not continue to fund $32.7 million of programs added by the Congress in 
FY 2001. 

POC:_!<b_)<6_) _____ _ 

Comptroller Directorate: Ops 
Phone:!(b)(6) I 
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION PROGRAM 

A.BACKGROUND 

• The Environmental Restoration program reduces risks to human health and the 
environment at active installations and Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS). 

• Ensures that DoD environmental cleanup policy conforms to existing laws and 
regulations. 

• Funds the identification, investigation, and cleanup of past contamination from 
hazardous substances and wastes; correction of environmental damage; detection of 
unexploded ordnance; and demolition of unsafe buildings and structures. 

• In FY 1996, DoD began a relative risk approach to environmental cleanup, enabling the 
prioritization of cleanup activities that pose the greatest danger to public health and 
safety and to the environment in the context of regulatory agreements. 

• The relative risk process is now one of the key tools used by the Department in the 
planning, programming, budgeting, and execution of the cleanup program. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

Funding Summary: 

Category 

Environmental Restoration (Clean-Up) 
Army 
Navy 
Air Force 
Defense-Wide 
Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS) 

(TOA2 Dollars in Millions) 
FY 2000 FY 2001 Change FY 2002 

1,297 1,310 -64 1,246 
376 389 +1 390 
283 294 -36 258 
375 375 +10 385 

25 21 +2 23 
238 231 -41 190 

• In FY 200 1, the Congress added $45 million to accelerate the reduction of the backlog 
of projects in the Formerly Used Defense Sites program. 

• The decrease between FY 200 I and 2002 reflects primarily: ( 1) a decision to not 
continue accelerating reduction in the Formerly Used Defense Sites program backlog, 
and (2) a 2-year deferral of some lower priority Navy restoration projects. 

POC: !(b)(6) .__ ..... .-----' 
Comptroller Directorate: Ops 
Phone: !{b){6) I 
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CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS 

A. BACKGROUND 

Since FY 1997, the Department has requested, and the Congress has enacted, funds 
for contingency operations in the Overseas Contingency Operations Transfer Fund 
(OCOTF). The OCOTF overcomes many difficulties in normal appropriations 
process and provides flexibility. 

Examples of contingency operations are peacekeeping, humanitarian relief, 
enforcement of no-fly zone over Iraq, and Kosovo air campaign. 

• The FY 2002 Amended Budget fully funds all ongoing contingency operations 
based on the level of operations in FY 200 I. 

• Increasing the level of operations or deployment to new contingency operations 
would require supplemental funding -- preferably emergency non-DoD offset 
supplemental funding. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 

Beginning in FY 2002, funds to finance the incremental cost of contingency 
operations in Southwest Asia are included in Services' accounts ($1.2 billion, 
18,000 troops) vice the OCOTF since Southwest Asia operations have become more 
stable and predictable. 

Troop levels continue to be reduced as in-theater situations allow, with attendant cost 
reductions. 

• Bosnia troop levels are down to approximately 3,300 from a high of 6,900 
in-country. 

• Kosovo troop levels are down to approximately 5,600 from the initial level of 
6,200 in-country. 

C. SUMMARY OF FUNDING AND TROOP LEVELS 

Contingency Requirements 
Bosnia 
Kosovo 
Southwest Asia 
East Timor 
Total Program Requirements 

Available Financing 

FY 2000 
1,483.1 
1,803.1 
1,138.9 

56.8 
4,481.9 

Appropriation Enacted/Requested 
FY 2000 Carry-Forward 
FY 2000 Reappropriation by Congress 

Funding Available 

(TOA) 
(Dollars in Millions) 

FY 2001 Change 
1,348.5 -32.9 
1,743.7 -215.1 
1,277.3 -1,277.3 

4,369.5 

2,932.3 
337.2 

1,100.0 
4.369.5 

-1,525.3 

7/10/2001 11-L-bSS9/0SD/4345 
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1,315.6 
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Contingency Ouerations 
Bosnia 

Kosovo 

Southwest Asia 

East Timor 

T o t a l 

POC: .._!(b_)(_6) __ ..... 

Comptroller Directorate: 0 s 
Phone: (b)(6) 

7/10/2001 

(TROOP LEVELS} 
FY 2000 FY 2001 Change FY 2002 

4,600 4,000 -750 3,250 
5,600 5,600 5,600 

18,000 18,000 -18,000 

5 0 0 

28,700 27,600 -18,750 8,850 
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COOPERATIVE THREAT REDUCTION 

A.BACKGROUND 

• The Congress enacted the Nuclear Threat Reduction Act of 1991 and the Soviet Nuclear 
Threat Reduction Act of 1991 to reduce the threat posed by the inventory of weapons of 
mass destruction (WMD) remaining in the territory of the former Soviet Union (FSU). The 
legislation also designated DoD as the executive agent for the Cooperative Threat 
Reduction (CTR) Program. The CTR program provides funding for the destruction of 
nuclear; chemical weapons; biological materials; infrastructure; and prevention of the 
proliferation of WMD components. 

• The program to date has destroyed 740 missile launchers; 87 strategic bombers, and 665 
strategic missiles; and deactivated 5,586 nuclear warheads. 

B. BUDGET STATUS 
Funding decreases by $39.4 million in FY 2002 below the FY 2001 level, primarily due to the 
cancellation of the Fissile Material Processing & Packaging program and completion of the 
Mayak Fissile Material Storage facility. 

Funding Summary: 

(TOA, Dollars in Mil1ions) 
Category FY 2000 FY 2001 
Nuclear Weapons and Infrastructure 218.8 213.7 
Nuclear Weapon Storage, Security, Transport 161.3 160.1 
Plutonium Production Facility Elimination 37 .0 32.1 
Chemical and Biological Weapon Elimination 34.0 14.5 
Other CTR Programs and Projects L..Q. 22 0 

Total 458.1 442.4 

Change 
-16.8 
-94.6 
+9.6 

+52.5 
+9.9 
-39.4 

FY 2002 
196.9 
65.5 
41.7 
67.0 

31. 9 
403 .0 

• Nuclear Weapons and Infrastructure: Includes the destruction or dismantlement of 
the Russian strategic capabilities to include: 90 SS-18 Inter Continental Ballistic 
Missiles (ICBM) silos and 39 road/256 rail mobile launchers; 366 SS-17/18/19 
ICBM missiles; 581 submarine launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs); and 612 
SLBM launchers and the associated 41 strategic submarines (SSBNs). Also to be 
destroyed is associated equipment and infrastructure systems and components. 

• Nuclear Weapon Storage. Security, Transport: Includes enhancements to the nuclear 
weapons inventory control and management system that is to be used to track the 
locations of weapons; improvements to security at both strategic and tactical 
nuclear storage sites; improvements for safety of weapons while in transit between 
operational sites and the destruction or dismantlement facilities. 

• Plutonium Production Facility Elimination: Demolish the three existing plutonium 
production reactors located at Seversk and Zheleznogorsk. This project also 
includes funding to refurbish the two existing fossil fuel facilities at Seversk and 
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to construct a new power station or refurbish the facility at Zheleznogorsk to 
provide heat and electrical energy for the region. 

• Chemical and Biological Weapon Elimination: Includes the design and construction 
of a Chemical Weapons Destruction Facility (CWDF) at Shchuchye to eliminate 
nerve agent filled munitions; improvements to the site security at Russian 
chemical weapons nerve agent storage facilities; and continued demilitarization of 
former chemical weapons production facilities 

• Other CTR programs and projects: Includes funding for program management; audits 
and examinations; defense and military contacts and other related activities. 

POC: ..._!(b ..... )( __ 6) ___ .....-__, ..., 

Comptroller Directorate: Ops 
Phone1(b)(6) I 
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I snowflake 
July 10, 2001 11:32 AM 

VIA FACSIMILE 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

CC: Honorable Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Macedonia 

The equipment that Macedonia is buying from Ukraine is certainly not appropriate 
for the kind of military problem they have in their country. 

Are our people weighing in with the governments of Macedonia and Ukraine to 
try to get them to stop? 

It says that on July 8 they offloaded 18 T-55 tanks, 22 BTR-70 armored personnel 
carriers; have requested 30 T-55 tanks, 30 armored personnel carriers; and have 
already received 7 attack helicopters, 4 SU-25 fighter-bombers and 4 transport 
helos. 

DHR:dh 
071001-14 
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July 5, 2001 11 :00 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Frequent Flier Miles 

What's this about frequent flier miles? Please let me know. 

DHR:cd 
070501-10 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301 · 1600 

INFO MEMO 

~- ... ·~~- r, .. 
/: ... : y .. ,.: L... ·.) 

August 14, 2001, 11:00 A.M. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Ha~es II, General Counsel \.J!~tJol 
SUBJECT: Frequent Flier Legislation 

• This replies to your request for information regarding the InsideDefense.com 
article "Bush Administration Proposal Would Let Service Members Keep Frequent Flier 
Miles" at Tab A. 

• The article accurately summarizes the proposed legislation (Tab B). If enacted, 
the federal government would adopt the commercial business practice of allowing 
travelers to retain for their personal use frequent flier programs, seat upgrades, travel club 
access and similar promotional benefits accrued during official travel. 

• If enacted, the proposal would affect all military personnel, civilian employees 
and members of the Foreign Service. It has wide support throughout the Executive 
Branch. 

• The U.S. Transportation Command proposed this legislative item. 0MB has the 
legislation on hold for possible inclusion in an Executive Branch-wide Freedom to 
Manage legislative proposal. The proposal has not been submitted to Congress. 

• The House of Representatives has passed a similar bill (H.R. 2456). However, 
the House bill includes only civilian employees; it does not include either military 
personnel or members of the foreign service, H.R. 2456 is pending before the Senate. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared By: .... i<b ... ) .... <6 .... ) _________ ___, 

.. ~. ·~ .. r.) 
, ,I ,,• l.: 
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!snowflake 

TO: Secretary Colin Powell lf 
Donald Rumsfeld )(LA 

SUBJECT: Iceland 

FROM: 

July 11, 2001 2: 17 PM 

As we have discussed, we are trying to reduce our military presence in Iceland. 
We have F- 16s, search and rescue, and support personnel. 

DoD has been trying for several years to reduce our presence. However, we get 
resistance from Iceland, and then we get that resistance reflected back from the 
State Department. 

I would appreciate it if you would engage the subject for me and get the State 
Department helping us. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
071101·15 
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TO: Secretary of the Army 
Chief of Staff, Army 
CNO 

CC: 

FROM: 

Chief of Staff, Air Force 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld \ ~ 

July 11, 2001 7:23 AM 

SUBJECT: Foreign Language Training at the Service Academies 

You might want to take a look at the foreign languages offered at the Service 
Academies, It might be interesting to see the number of people who are taking 
each of the languages offered. Our strategic review has emphasized the 
importance of language training. 

If one looks at the world and the numbers of people who speak various languages, 
it strikes me that some of the languages that have been popular for previous 
generations may be of less relevance going into the 2 1st century. 

You might want to see if any shift in emphasis there might be appropriate and, if 
so, think about how that might be accomplished, 

Thanks. 

DHR:<lh 
071101-2 
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July 12, 2001 8:20 AM 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1y{l. 
SUBJECT: Bruce Blair Article 

Please find out if this article by Bruce Blair is accurate. If it is, it merits 
expressing appreciation to the Russians when we meet with them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Washington Post op-ed by Bruce Blair: "Nukes: A Lesson from Russia" 

DHR:dh 
071201-1 
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I snowflake 

t July 12, 2001 11:10 AM 

TO: Lisa Bronson 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Draft Letter-Macedonia 

Please get a letter drafted from me to the Minister of Defense.of Macedonia 
expressing concern about all the tanks and armored personnel carriers they are 
buying when those are not the kinds of equipment that are likely to be useful with 
respect to the specific problems they have. 

It makes the countries that are helping concerned that the resources are going in 
the wrong direction. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
071201-19 
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June 25, 20011:03 PM 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld u\ 
SUBJECT: Lost Day Rate 

Let's require that every one of our units give us a "lost day" rate like Paul O'Neill 
suggested, and let's think of starting to put it on some sort of a web so everyone 
can see it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
062501-21 
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Is no\.Vflake I 
July 13,20015:34 PM 

TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~f\ 

SUBJECT: LTGg) James Deane, Jr. 

Here is a letter from Dr. Beverly Deane Shaver about her husband. Her husban~ 
Jim, was a classmate of mine in Naval flight training and a very close friend. I 
hope that you will raise this issue on your trip to China. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
7/12/01 Shaver ltr to Asst. Sec State Jim Kelly 

DHR:dh 
071301-19 
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Date: 

To: 

Company: 

Fax#: 

From: 

Tota I # of Pages: 

NAl'\CV PA.RD() 
ROBBINS & ASSOCIATES, LLC 

SUITES.JO 
333 WF.ST WACKER DRIVE 

CWCt\GO, IL 60606 
TtJ .. 312-609-1195 FAX 312•609·1175 

E-MAIL: NPAJU)O@.KUMSFELD.COM 

July 13, 2001 

Arlene Nestel 

OSD 

703-693-0100 

Nancy Pardo 

3 

For SccDcf from Dr. Shaver. This came by fax. 50 there are no enclosures 
included with the copy. 
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FRCJ't :. J-9 SHAVER l<b)(6) Jul. 122001 09:,47PM P2 

,.. . . 

The Honorable Jim Kelly 

S 10 1 North 53..S Place 
Paradise Valley, AZ SS2S3-2S 13 
July 12. 2001 

Assistult Secretary for Asian and Pacific Affairs 
U.S. Department of State 
2201 c S1reer., NW 
Washington, DC 20520 

Dear Secretary Kelly: 

I hlYe been given your address by Ann Mills Griffiths aftd some POW/.MIA family 
membm. This letter is a plea for your help. 

I am the "widow" ofLt.jgJamosBraytooDeane,Jr,, USN,thocopilotof aP4MMartin 
Mcr-c:ator cJectroni.c COU!llffl'Dtasure plane ,;hot down off the coast of Shanghai August 23 
(2Z- U.S. time), 1956. Although he was doclared deeeasecl by the Navy in 1957. 
intelligence reports of that aa, declassified only in l 992-1993. reponed that my husband 
and one other crewman were rescued and imprisoned in China. The reports of his 
whereabouts c.outinued for two years. 

In 1990 the 1956 head of Chinese Air Defense confirmed to a C'hmcsc friend of mint that 
the PRC had indeed captured two "pilots" from the P4M plane. In March. 2000. I was 
told by Mme Li Xiaolin. held of the American sector in the Chinese People's Association 
for Friendship with Foreign Countries, that they could not help me, as all the information 
about my husband was still "highly d~iiied .. and "vital to the nationlll security of 
China''. 

Lt. jg DeaM was a member of VQ-1. the same squadron which flew the EPl to Hai.nan. 
Unlike the crew of that plane, he was not so fortunate. Dead or dive, he is sti 11 in China. 

I am asking that, as you assist s«rcra.y Powell to prepare for his imminent trip to China, 
you urge him to raise tho issue of my husband's case with President Jiang. and to also 
deliver my 1999 letter to Jiang, I also ask that this case be raised again during President 
Bush's visit in October. 

1 do believe that there is, at least, a small but reasonable chance that my husband Gould 
still be alive, and that his case should be given the maximum weight and deation .&om 
the govet'IU1Wmt he so valiantly ,;erved 
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1 am enclosing some background for further details, Ann MiUiGriffiths and Secretary 
Rumsfold, an old friand of my husband, are bnth familiar with Lt. jg Deane's case, and I 
of course. will provide any information or u:.istanc:c. J win be very grateful for your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Beverly ne Shavcr.M.D. 

tel: !(b )(6) _ J f.ax•lrb)(6) 
fnrn,~,c Ma Iarnes Br,yton Deane, Jr. 

(b)(6) -1 ---

Enclosures. 

cc: Ms.Ann Mills GriffiUu1 
Secretary Donald lwmsfeld 
Mr. AlanLiotta,Defense POWIMlAOffiee 
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Dear Don: 

20~! J~1L 2 4 f.:-1 II: 07 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

July 20, 2001 

Thank you for your July 13 note forwarding 
Beverly Deane Shaver's letter regarding your 
classmate and friend, Lt. jg James Deane, Jr., 
JSN. When I go to China, I will raise both his 
case and the overall issue of POW/MIA 
cooperation. I will urge the Chinese to work 
with your Office of POW/Missing Personnel which 
I understand will have representatives in China 
in August. 7/ely, 

Colin L. Powell 

The Honorable 
Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Secretary of Defense 

11-L-0559/0SD/4363 
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I snowflake 

TO: 

FROM: 

Lawrence Di Rita 

Donald Rum sf eld 3 

SUBJECT: Assistance from Senator McCain 

June 29, 2001 7:17 AM 

SECDEFHASSEEN 
JUL O 6 2001 

Please make sure we get McCain's help on depot maintenance and base closings. 
He offered it in the hearing yesterday. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
06290 I-2 

/:-,tf fr/o()~ 

TM /-!."!~ 
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To: Secretary of Defense 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Doug Feith 

From: Pete Aldri~ 

October 25, 2001 

SECDt.r n/'\o ;:,l:EN 4ok 
OC1 2 ~ l0D1 

Subject: Future Planning 

You have asked the question on "what we should have done" to mitigate the effects of a 
major "event" in the near future. The Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA), who 
works for me, did some calculations to determine the impact of a variety of events, as 
provided below" 

IO kt nuclear weapon 
IO phosgene tank cars 
100 kg anthrax from a crop duster 

I 00,000 fatalities 
200,000 fatalities 
I ,000,000 fatalities 

What should we do NOW to prepare and mitigate such an event? Obviously, we should 
be and are working on intelligence and the means to prohibit the introduction of such 
capabilities within the United States. But, in addition, we should be taking the following 
steps: 

Education of the public on what actions they should take (this needs to be 
done very carefully). 

Assign responsibility for actions, public relations, interagency 
coordination, etc. 

Develop a plan of action, for probable sequence of events and decisions 
required. 

Establish a place for decision making, ensuring that it is a survivable 
operations center (maybe one in each major city) 

Training of local authorities and first responders in an environment that 
they would be expected to operate. 

Have legal processes in place for population control and quarantine 
measures. 

Exercise the government and local authorities in a simulated, but realistic 
environment. 

ACTION: We cannot do all of this after the fact. We need to put someone in charge of 
pulling these ideas together-or give the task to Tom White. 
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October 30, 2001 7:43 AM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Pete Aldridge 

Donald Rumsfeld 7)/\ 
SUBJECT: Future Planning 

You may have misunderstood my request. My request was two-fold. First, 

assume there is to be a major WMD event, killing not thousands but tens or 

hundreds of thousands in the next 6-12 months. 

My two questions were as follows: 

1. First, what are you doing in your areas of responsibility to be prepared for 

that? To deter it, to defend against it, to deal with it if it were to occur and 

to mitigate the impact. 

2. The second portion of my question is thinking outside of your area of 

responsibility, what do you think others ought to be doing. 

Here is your memo back. Please respond along that line for me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l 0/25/0 I USD(AT&L) memo to SecDefre: Future Planning 

DHR:dh 
103001-7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Steve Cambone 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Dov Zakheim 
Bill Schneider 

Donald Rumsfeld ){ 

April 2,2001 

Take a look at this memo I received from a friend about missile defense. Do you 
think we ought to be doing some of these things he recommends? Let's discuss it 
at the next meeting. 

Steve, make sure it's on the agenda. 

DHR/azn 
040201.26 
Attach. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4367 
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March 28, 200 l 

Mr. Secretary, 

I wrote you a paper on 9 March which discussed accelerating the National Missile 

Defense Systems into a family of systems providing a Global Missile Defense. That 

paper recommended that if you expanded the current NMD concept into a Global Missile 

Defense capability, h should be done along the lines of a Manhattan Project-like 

approach incorporating a streamlined acquisition process. Since the original paper, rve 

given this more thought and would like to briefly share some of these ideas with you: 

3 Oversight: Establish a small oversight office headed by a three star or a three star 

equivalent that reports directly to SECDEF or DEPSECDEF. This will eljminate 

the layers and the incessant driJJs initiated by the various0SD staff elements. 

The staff for the oversight office should be kept small so that it does not become a 

bureaucratic layer between the Three Star and the subordinate Program Manager-s 

( i.e., keep only the necessities: Public Affairs, Congressional liaison, legal, etc.). 

3 Separate Program Offices: Establish Program Management offices that represent 

four major critical functions of missile defense i.e., Sensors, Boost-Phase 

Engagement. Mid-course/Terminal Engagement and Battle Management. Each 

program manager would be a two-star or equivalent reporting directly to the 

three-star. The program offices would be organized as follows: 

• The Sensor Program Manager would be responsfole for SBIR 

development, l.JEWR/IFIC' s improvements and new missile defense 

sensor developments to include space-based. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4368 
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• The Boost-Phase Engagement Program Management Office would jnclude 

the cunent Navy theater-wide program Oncluding SPY radar upgrades. 

internal BMC4I and communications); the airborne laser program and 

future space-based missile defense weapons. 

Establish a third program office that combines the functions of Mid-course 

and Terminal Engagements. This office would essentially be the current 

NMD JPO (the Ground-Based Interceptor, Ground-Based X-Band Radar, 

internal BMC4I and Communications) and the current THAAD Program 

office. 

The fourth program management office would be responsible for Battle 

Management which consists of the overarching BMC4I functions 

necessary to establish the integration, standards and interoperability 

required for a Global Missile Defense. 

, First Order lmperati ves (or rules): Establish the rules that will create an 

environment for good management and initiative (using your guidance, I'll keep 

the rules under ten). 

• First, a)Jow room for test failures, if my memory still serves me, I 

remember that Nike Zeus had 40 failures in 160 f]jght tests and that the 

Sprint/Spartan intercept tests had 5 failures out of 55 firings (this was 

accomplished after 111 developmental firings). 

• The Oversight and the Program Management Offices must be 

unencumbered from non-programmatic issues such as treaty, policy, etc. 

11-L-0559/0SD/4369 



In olher words. lhey musl be prolecled from the politics thal sunound 

Global Missile Defense. Give these problems to someone else. 

• Third, establish a measurement system for periodic SECDEF IPR' s; this 

should consist of a set of metrics for schedule and cost variance, lechnical 

progress. and risk miligation activ1tjes. 

• Return the lower tier systems ( e.g. PAC-3, MEADS, Navy area-wide, 

etc.) to the Services and fence the dollars for these syslems lo prevent the 

Services from using them as bill-payers. 

• Fifth, streamline the acquisition process: Bring the testers into the 

programs up fronl (make them part of the solution rather than lhe 

problem); stabilize the program funding (eliminate the internal funding 

cuts, across the board taxes, and the resulting re-base lining); and stabilize 

the people (select the best of class and keep them. as a minjmum. through 

major milestone decisions). 

• Finally, there musl be close management of the requirements creep and 

the changes associated with the user community. For this program, I think 

we should walk sway from the cunent CRD, ORD, world-wide slaffing 

and JROC process, make the requirements process responsive to your 

guidance and to program stability. 

> Those are my thoughts hope they are useful.. . again, I thank you for the 

opportunity to correspond. 
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TO: Steve Herbits 

FROM: D o n a I d Ru~sfeld 

DATE: April 2, 2001 

SUBJECT: ~ 
Please explain to me what this memo on General and Flag Officers holding 
multiple positions is about. 

DHR/azn 
040201.27 
Attach. 

-

-

Ul2582 /02 
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APPENDIXE 

Goldwater-Nichols Act Implementation Report 

Commander in Chi.,i. Unit"d Stare, Spal'e Commancl 
Command.,r. Air Force Spac" Command 

Commm1tler in Chief. UnitcJ State, Transportation Command 
Commander. Air :\fobility Command 

Director. Com111a11tl Comm\ Sy,tcm,. J-6, lnitctl State, Space Command 
Direclor. Communil'arions :incl lnfonnation, Air Fort·e Space Cornman<! 

Deputy Comman<ler. Can:,1\ian NORAD R"gicm 
Conunantlcr. 722 Support Stiuatlron. Air Combat Command 

Assistant Chief of Staff. C/J-5, UnitcJ Nations Con1111a11tl/Cm11!,inctl Fort·cs 
Comman1\er. Yforine For('es Korea 

Comman11/United S1ares Forc"s Korea 
Chief of Staff. Naval Striking anti Support For~c,. Southern Europe 

Deputy Conun:mJing General. Acct Marine Force. Europe 
Commander. Unitetl States Defense Force,. kclantl. Unitetl States Atlmnic Command 

Commander. Fleet Air. Kcflevik 
""0v • , ... • '\ ~-:[Yil!C''""- ":"',?"-~ , , • • - "", , - 5\ • v~ 

1 
'.>'' ·. i•i~.f.~rJ:_i• "~;~"~'..:~ :_i\·;;; t:,:;"!~-..1.i...~ _} _1'··: t-~~, :;-~: ,•. 1.- :\/1.:1;.; ,1 """' • 

Member. Joint Chief~ of Staff 
Chief of Staff. Un ired Stares Air Force 

Command.,r. Air :-.:or1h 
Commander. Unitetl State, Air Forces in Europe 

Commander. Unitetl States Force, Japatl 
Commander. 5th Air Force 

Depury Comman<ler tn Chief. Unit"d :-.:ation, Command Korea/ Deputy Commander. United Slate, Forc"s Korea 
Commander. 7th Air Force 

Co111111a11tler. Air South 
Comnmmlcr. l 6lh Air For,:e 

Comman<ler. Alaskan Cornman<!. 1./nile<I States Paciii~ Command 
Commander. 11 th Air Forl'e 

Director. Joint Information Operations. USSPACECOM 
Comman<ler. Air lntdlig.,nce Age,wy 

Member. Joinl Chi<:!fs of Staff 
CommanJm11 of the Ylarinc Corps 

Member. Joint Chic fs of Staff 
Chief of Stall Unitctl State, Anny 

Chief of Staff. UnitcJ Nations Com111a11tl/C mnbincJ For~cs Unitctl State, Force, Korea 
Commanding General. 8th Army 

Member. Joitll Chid:, of Staff 
Chi"i of Naval Operarions 

Commander in Chid. Allictl Forces. Southern Europe 
Command.,r. Unired Srat"s :-Javal Forces Europe 

Com111a11tler. Naval Striking anti Support Forces. Southcm 
Com11,a11tler. SIXTH Fleet 

Commander. Srriking Fleet. Allantic 
Commander. SECO'.\D Fleet 

Commander. Suhmarine. Allied Command. Atlantic 
Commander. Submarine Fnrce. Unired Stare, Allantic Fleet 

Commander. UnitcJ States Naval Force, atltl Mitltl\c Ea,t Foroe/ lnitctl S1:1tcs Cc111rnl Conunantl 
Commm1tler. FIFTH Fleet 

Commander. l\.foritime Air Forces. :'vlctlitcrranc:111 
Comman<ler. Flee! Air M"dite1i-anean 

United Slate, Pa.:ific Command Represemalive. Guam 
Commander. UnitcJ States Naval Base Gu:11n 

Commander. Allied Submarin" Fore" 1\-1.,diteii-anean 
Com111a11tlcr. Sub111arinc Group EIGHT 

Deputy CmnmanJcr. Joint Sub Regional Command. South Center. Larissa, Grcct·c 
Depury Comma111\er. U.S. Marin" Forces. Europe 

E-13 
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Change in AC End Strength versus G/FO Authorizations 
. 11111 
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1Combined Stren2th per G/FO 
11111 
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Joint Chan e in Authorizations 
11111 
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Stud Observations and Recommendations 
11111 

{ .. Since 1980 G/FO population has been reduced 
by 22°A> from 1141 to 889 . 

.. Since 1985,J oint G/FO population has been 
reduced by 18°/o from 290 to 237 . 

.-. Joint G/FO requirements reduces Service G/FO 
population by another 27 °/o from 889 to 674 . 

.. Ratio of G/FO to Service End Strength in 
2001 is statistically the same as it was in 1980. 

,... This leaves Services 401 G/FO's below their 
requirements. 
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TO: Steve Cambone 
Adm. JJ Quinn 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld It-
DATE: April 9, 2001 

SUBJECT: China 

I want to make sure no U.S. military ship or airplane goes into the People's 
Republic of China for the next 30 days witheut my knowing about it beforehand 
and having an opportunity to stop it. That includes port calls or CODELs or 
whatever. 

DHR/azn 
040901.05 

(\ 
) 
-> 
? 

a -
U 1 2 5 8 :~~ I O 2 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Herbits 

Donald Rumsfeld 3 

SUBJECT: Zakheim Memo 

April 10, 2001 8:34 AM 

Please take a look at this memo from Dov Zakheim, dated back in early January, 
and tell me what you think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l /1/0 1 Zakheim Memo: "Organization" 

DHR:dh 
041001-32 

--
U12584 /02 
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DSZ/3 Jan/01/J7:30 

ORGANIZATION 

r There are three major organizational issues-the two we discussed this morning 
and one other, 

The possibility of1w0DepSecs 
Two new positions most frequently discussed at DOD: 

• Assistant Secretary (Space) 
a Assistant Secretary (Transformation) 

-- Space Force 

), Regarding the DepSecs, you could simply rename the USD (Acquisition and 
Technology) which is a Level II position, Jikc DepSecDef. 

-- One Deputy could manage Research, Programs and Resources 
-- One Deputy could oversee Policy, Personnel and Public Affairs 

;;., Regarding the Assistant Secretaries, unless you go to Congress, you would have 
to eliminate a c1.11Tent Prcsjdential-level appointment .tor each new Assistant 
Secretary you wish to create. 

~ Your best bet for finding slots is to reorganize the policy office, where there are 
four presidential appointees below the Under Secretary-three ASD's and the 
Principal Deputy U ndcr Secretary (Policy). A brief overview: 

-- Principal D¢puey USDP 

Currently held by Jim Bodner, who doubles as Bill Cohen's special assistant. The 
PDUSD works special project?; and troubleshoots, Paul Wolfowit2 created the job for 
Scooter Libby by upgrading my old job (Deputy U oder Secretary for Planning and 
Resources), which managed the link between policy, programs and acquisition, produced 
the Defense Guidance, and was a troubleshooter for USOP. Paul also gave Scooter the 
additional responsibility for the former CIS states and Eastern Europe ~when the Cold War 
ended. Walt Slocombe then reassigned much of what Libby was doing to .... 

... Assistant Secretary (Siratcgy and Threat Reduction)-Ted Warner 

Walt Slocombe also gave Warner the part of the old ISP that was responsible for nuclear 
forces and proliferation/counter-proliferation. Warner also manages the Defense Policy 
Board. 

ISA is not what you knew it as when you ran DoD last 1ime. 
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... Assistant Secretary (ISA)--Frank Kram~ 

This now includes all the regions except Lalin America, which was transferred to the 
Assistant Secretary for Special Ops and Low Intensity Conflict (SOLIC). 

•• Assistant Secretary (SOL[C)-Brian Sheridan 

Only ASD to have control of own budget line, Latin Americans are 3nnoyed that they are 
viewed only rlu-ough the prism of the drug war. This shop also has control over 
peacekeeping and humanitarian affairs issues. 

A possible fix is to provide for a senior space person and a senior "transformation'' 
person: 

Space involves real programs-both r&d and acquisition--and budgets . 
... Transformation" is a policy. Therefore, there should be an ASD (space) in the office or 
the Under Secretary for Acquisition and Technology (A&T, former the Research and 
Engineering Office) and a Deputy Under Secretary (Plans.Strategy .and Transformation, 
in the Office of the Under Secretary for Policy. 

To free up an ASD slot for the new ASD (Space), l recommend that you eliminate rhe 
presidential level PDUSDP-as you know. I am rather sour on principal deputies 
anyway-and simply have the USDP's deputy he a DUSO (Policy). 

As for transformation, it simply would be a waste of a valuable ASD slot. As a policy 
focus. transformation could be just as effectively supported by a DUSO reporting directly 
to USDP. So as to ensure that transformation permeates departmental planning, this 
DUSO could also be assigned the contingency planning guidance, and the national 
defense srrattgy-both mandated by law, as well as the strategy 211d planning portions of 
the Defense Planning Guidsnce. 

The ASD for Strategy and Threat reduction previously responsible for the latter tasks, 
would continue to oversee policy relating co Russia and the CIS; Missile Defense and 
Nuclear Weapons policy; Threat Reduction and Non-Proliferation, including arms 
control. That is a large enou&ft menu for any ASD, 

', Finally, as we discussed. the Space Force should he created as an adjunct of 
USAF, much as the Army Air Corps originated 
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April 10, 2001 6:23 AM 

TO: Andy Marshall 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel[l)~ 

SUBJECT: Khalilzad,s Comments 

Here are some interesting thoughts from Zal Khalilzad that you might want to 
think about in the context of the paper. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/2/0 I Khalilzad Memo: ''National Security Strategy Review" 

DHR:dh 
041001-12 

-

U12585 /02 
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To: 
FROM: 
Date: 
Subject: 

Secretary Rumsfeld 
Zal Khalilzad 
January 2, 2001 
National Security Strategy Review 

The Bush Administration is taking office at a unique and critical moment for our 
national role in the world and our national security. Today, American power and position, 
while unrivaled, will not automatically be sustained, but will be deeply affected both by 
what we do and do not do and by how others respond. 

We face many challenges. While the Soviet Union is gone, Russia has not been 
anchored in the West. Other countries, notably China and India, are seeking to enhance 
their status as great powers, Several important regional powers such as Pakistan, Iran 
and Indonesia are in a state of flux. What happens within these countries will be critical if 
not decisive in determining what they do abroad. Hostile states are challenging 
international norms in several regions. The spread of weapons of mass destruction and 
missiles, threats to our critical economic and military infrastructure inc.:luding our space
based systems and international terrorism are creating new challenges which will have 
significant impact on America's interests and those of our friends and allies. 

At the same time, advances in technology are causing one of history's more 
profound revolutions. Globalization is transforming the nature of international life - not 
only in finance and economics but, increasingly, in politics and security. Particular 
social, political, and religious forces are having a growing impact on global life. Global 
politics is increasingly being shaped by non-governmental organizations and by private 
sector and financial entities that transcend traditional state borders. For most countries, 
sovereignty is eroding - in some places, like the European Union, by design elsewhere 
as an unintended consequence of the digital age. Resentment of globalization is on the 
rise and has produced increased anti-Americanism, as Washington is perceived as its 
architect and primary beneficiary. This trend hampers efforts at building new global 
trading and financial institutions that are necessary to expand and spread prosperity 
around the world, 

Newer concerns, like cross-border crime and illegal narcotics trafficking, the 
challenge of mass migration, the rise of religious extremism, humanitarian disasters, 
failed states and warlordism, environmental degradation and the spread of disease are all 
part of the new international agenda. There is no national consensus on how we should 
balance the pursuit of our own traditional interests and these newer international 
concerns. Our inability to ignore these issues and the weakness or the poor use of non
military instruments has resulted in the overuse of our military to deal with some of these 
problems, 

American power and will cannot suffice to meet and master the entire array of 
global demands that challenge U.S. interests and values and those of our friends and 
allies. How do we prioritize among these challenges? Selective global leadership by the 
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United States, coupled with strengthened and revitalized alliances is the best long-term 
vision. 

In my judgment, America should seek to preclude the rise of a global rival or a 
hostile global alliance, while at the same time transforming its democratic alliances by 
focusing them on new threats, challenges, and opportunities. Together with democratic.: 
allies, we will have unparalleled ability to respond to tomorrow's demands. Therefore, 
maintaining, strengthening and extending these alliances is essential to America's future 
and should be the bedrock of U.S. engagement abroad. The national security review 
should focus on three key priorities: 

• Fashioning ways to shift more of the burden of maintaining international Y 
stability to our allies. 

• Developing a new architecture for our alliances and posture in Asia to ensure 
long term stability. More than any other critical region, Asia appears to have 
the potential for a wide range of basic changes. 

• Reducing the demand on our military. Our military is over-used. It needs to 
be transformed. 

In addition, the review should deal with a number of other questions including: 

• How do we integrate Russia, China and India into the current international 
system? 

• How do we encourage the transition of the major states in flux to responsible 
members of the international community? 

• What policies should we follow towards regional troublemakers such as Iraq? 
• How can we be more selective in use of US military force? .....---, 
• How do we limit and mitigate the backlash against globalization? c;--· 
• How do we build political support - both with Congress and the American 

people for the new strategy? --.:-:. 
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cc·. 
FROM: 

Rudy de Leon 
f~<.. ,,,io(#•ti,,. 
Donald Rumsfeld jf ... 

SUBJECT: Savings 

April 10, 2001 7:54 AM 

Would you please take a look at this memo from Dov and tell me which ones you 
think we ought to send to the appropriate people to get done and get started, or at 
least get investigated. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/8/01 Memo from Zakheim: "Point Paper on Savings" 

DHR:dh 
041001-22 

--0 

0 -

Ul2587 /02 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
DATE: 
CC: 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Dov S. Zakheim ~ 
Point Paper on Savings 
8 March 2001 
The Deputy Secretary of Defense 

DZ/8 March/I I :24 

Steve Cambone told me that you were seeking my advice/suggestions regarding savings. 
I attach a point paper that lays out 

}.,- several ideas for achieving economies/efficiencies 

~ a timetable for implementing these ideas 

).> an assessment of their viability 

).> an indication of metrics or measures for evaluating their success 

I have drawn upon the materials generated by 

)- Bill Cohen's Task Force on Defense Reform, on which I served, and regarding 
which you were briefed by Arnold Punaro; 

~ materials sent to me by Phil Odeen; Bob Hale (former CBO colleague and Air 
Force ASD/FM); and Arnold Punaro 

~ materials generated by Rich Hearney and his BENS (Business Executives for 
National Security); 

and other ideas that I have picked up along the way, including a few of my own. 

Nevertheless, please note that since I've not been confirmed, I am a staff of one, so that 
any errors of commission or omission (and I know what follows is far from complete) are 
mine alone. 
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One of the most important points that the Defense Reform Task Force emphasized to Bill 
Cohen was that he needed to get his own house in order (i.e. OSD, JCS, and Defense 
Agencies) in order to be really credible with respect to other reforms. That advice 
remains pertinent. The following paragraphs outline streamlining that you could initiate 
and support. 

OSD and JCS Structure and Activities 

~ Set a timetable to eliminate two OSD layers by end of FY 02 

• Candidate layers for elimination: offices with term "principal'· in them: 
Principal Deputy Assistant and Under Secretaries (unless Congressionally 
mandated) and Principal Directors 

• Exception: "Principals'' who are dual-hatted with another job, in which 
case, only the staff support for "principal" activity would be eliminated. For 
example, PDASD/ISA is also DASO (African affairs). The PDASD would 
retain his/her dual hat, but would be supported only by the African affairs 
staff. 

};>- Refocus OSD/JCS activities with goal of reducing OSD and JCS staffs each by 
15°/o by end FY02 

• Task Comptroller/PA&E, with J-8 supporting, to identify duplicative 
OSD/JCS tasks by end FY O I; work to be done during summer review 
(example of duplicative tasks: J-5 country desk officers and Policy country 
desk officers; JCS legislative liaison and OSD legislative liaison) 

• Announce that DepSecDef will adjudicate disagreements between 
Comptroller/PA&E and J-8 in order to meet 15% reduction requirement 

• To facilitate the above effort, have Comptroller working with J-1 or J-8 

a) establish actual costs of operating OSD-to report back in time for 
summer program review 

b) publish numbers of all individuals conducting staff work-to report back 
in time for summer program review 
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Feasibility Assessment: The OSD changes can he more easily implemented, since they 
take place in your own office, hut the JCS changes should not be too difficult to 
implement either. 

MANAGING DEFENSE AGENCIES 

};, Create a Defense Business Board 
• Board would act as sounding board for management initiatives 

• 

• 

Board would provide inputs from corporate and financial world 

All members recruited from outside USG 

Outsourcing Services 

This has become a motherhood idea. In practice, such efforts have been fraught with 
difficulties: 

;il' a cumbersome A-76 process (the A076 system nominally competes the 
government against outside bidders for a particular contract). Critics argue that A-
76 process is so slow that many competitions arc cancelled before they arc 
completed. In addition, many critics say the process is rigged in favor of 
government bids. 

}> civil service union opposition-the unions oppose contracting out for obvious 
reasons. Political pressure has at times reversed A-76 decisions in favor of private 
contractors. 

DoD cannot revise the A-76 process on its own. It appears, however that DoD can 
contract out entire functions, without resorting to A-76 competition. Examples include 
the Army's Logistics Modernization Contract and the Navy'/USMC Intranet Service 
Contract for the entire information technology support function. 

Candidates for similar major contracts include: 

~ the entire payroll system for each of the Services (no contractor will take on the 
entire DoD payroll system); 

}> payroll for each of the Defense Agencies ( we need to examine whether all DoD 
Agencies could be serviced by one contract); 

;il' housing: military housing should be replaced by private housing, rather than be 
endlessly upgraded. Moreover, those who live in DoD housing have no incentive 
to cut back on energy and other utility costs. DoD should expand the current plan 
for the services to enter into partnerships with private contractors lo build, 
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maintain and operate housing projects for military personnel. Services should 
report progress on a half-yearly basis. Progress can be measured in the number of 
family units that have moved from military to private housing. 

9 Defense communications: other than for secure communications, all others should 
be contracted out. 

9 Travel: DoD has only begun to re-engineer its travel system. The entire travel 
support system should be outsourced to several contractors who would bid on 
portions of the overall system (e.g. for each of the Services and for Defense 
Agencies etc.) 

9 DoD Commissaries. 

• Outsourcing the entire commissary system at once is probably too hard to 
do 

• There will be opposition on the Hill 

• lt might be best to outsource commissary support on a regional basis 

• To that end, initiate a pilot program for the National Capitol Region 
to take effect by end FY02; begin contracting out process immediately 

• At same time accept USMC offer to conduct their own pilot program 
with one of their commissaries 

• Have OSD/Comptroller evaluate results in time for a decision on how to 

move forward in FY03 

9 Logistics: DLA is among the largest and most unwieldy defense agencies. 
Moreover, many logistics related activities, whether carried out within or outside 
DLA, are better and more efficiently implemented by commercial firms. 
Activities that could be outsourced include: 

• repairs. Contractor logistics support could be expanded to fielded systems, 
as was the case with MSE radios and the KC-I 0. 

• reduce inventories by shifting to prime vendor support for all 
commodities. DLA has tested and proved this concept, which will reduce 
carrying costs and increase cash for the revolving industrial funds. 

• rely more heavily on commercial carriers for airlift. 

• replace CRAF (civil reserve air fleet) concept with leasing schemes, 
especially for new wide bodied aircraft. 
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